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AUTOGRAPH COVERS
4001 1986 Royal Wedding 3 autographed Birthright regd
charity covers signed by Major Ferguson, Susan Ferguson
(Sarah's parents), and Lindka Cierach (wedding dressmaker)
all fine limited edition and each has £1 defin tied on reverse by
Dummer Basingstoke CDS cancels. Original price list from
Rembrandt accompanies selling at £6.95 each July 1986.

 £ 45

AUTOGRAPHS
4002 1967 British Wild Flowers FDC cancelled Brighton
with autograph of famous actress Phyllis Calvert star of over
40 films and one of Britains highest paid stars.  £ 35

4003 1968 British Paintings GPO FDC with autograph of
English actor Linus Roach who in 1975 played Peter Barlow
in Coronation Street.  £ 20

4004 1991 The Natural History Museum Dinosaurs first day
cover signed by esteemed author N.R. Chalmers Director The
Natural History Museum limited edition number 53 of 110.

 £ 20

EPHEMERA
4005 1962 City of Manchester dinner menu on the occasion
of the visit of His Excellency Monsieur Alexander Soldatov
ambassador of the U.S.S.R.  £ 12

4006 MANCHESTER STEAM USER'S ASSOCIATION -
1879 Engagement for Guarantee insurance document for a
steam boiler at the Parkside Asylum in Macclesfield insuring
for any explosion and damage to the boiler or surroundings for
the prevention of steam boiler explosions. Interesting Steam
thematic.  £ 20

LITERATURE
4007 1965 Typed pages copied from the book 'Paquebot and
Ship Letter Cancellations of the World 1894-1951' and details
of the Maritime Postmark Society. Note not binded.  £ 15

4008 Madame Joseph Revisited 2005 (Brian M Cartwright)
superb book complete with acetate films of each forged
postmark for different Br. C/Wealth countries including
Falkland Islands, Gibraltar and dozens of other QV onwards.
Fine reference work.  £ 100

4009 Pages of information about Paquebot Cancellations of
the World includes GB towns with accompanying copies of
cancels. Booklet published by GPO of correspondence posted
on British Ships instructions for the Ship's Officer. 1959
Leaflet memorial to US gold star submarines. 1967 letter from
GPO with copies of GB post office cancels from Mount
Pleasant.  £ 10

4010 SWANSEA & DISTRICT - Postal History 1984
perfect bound bound published and signed by the authors DR
Gwynn, PR Reynolds & HR Warren, 256pp covering periods
1599 to 1956. Wealth of information issued by the Swansea
P.S. Fine.  £ 15

OMNIBUS
4011 1935 Silver Jubilee range of 59 complete mint sets in
a springback album including Antigua, Barbados, Bermuda,
Cayman Is., Ceylon, Cyprus, Falkland Is., Gibraltar, India,
KUT, N. Rhodesia, BWI, Br. Africa, Straits Sett., etc. plus a
several part sets, odd toning but mainly fine and fresh, 248
stamps.  £ 450

4012 1937 Coronation mint sets on small pages for 196
different includes Newfoundland long set. (196).  £ 40

4013 1937 Coronation omnibus set mint in special
springback album on printed leaves, all sound. 202 stamps.

 £ 60

4014 1937 Coronation omnibus set of 202 stamps mint in
special red springback album.  £ 45

4015 1937-45 Mint assembly of 1937 Coronation & 1946
Victory sets in a SG Minor springback, some heavily stuck
down, many are fine, Hong Kong Victory shows extra stroke
variety mint.  £ 48

4016 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Bahamas set of 2 on a
1948 15th December registered airmail Cover to  USA tied
Nassau CDS cancels, SG 194/5.  £ 35

4017 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Barbados; 1948 (24 Nov)
RSW First Day of Issue 5s indigo tied to printed FDC to USA
tied ST PETER / BARBADOS CDS, fine, SG 266.  £ 45

4018 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Br. Solomon Is.; 1950 (20
July) Registered airmail cover to USA bearing 1949 RSW set
of 2 tied HONIARA CDS cancels and regd h/s No.3610, fine
& pretty. SG 75/6.  £ 28

4019 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Cayman Islands; Set of 2
on a 1949 (17 Feb) plain cover to Grand Cayman tied
GEORGETOWN CDS cancels, slight aging, otherwise pretty
item, SG 129/130.  £ 35

4020 1948 Royal Silver Wedding collection of 13 different
fine used sets neatly laid out on Hagner page includes Antigua,
Bahamas, Br. Guiana, Cayman Is., Dominica (Cat £45),
Jamaica (Cat £75), Penang (Cat £38), Selangor, St Kitts-
Nevis, Seychelles (Cat £48), Singapore (Cat £50), Nyasaland
(Cat £35). (26) Cat £637.  £ 250
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4021 1948 Royal Silver Wedding collection of 44 different
mint sets neatly laid out on Hagners includes Aden (Cat £40),
Ascension (Cat £50), Basutoland (Cat £50), Bechuanaland
(Cat £45), Bermuda (Cat £55), Gibraltar (Cat £60), KUT (Cat
£50), Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, N. Borneo (Cat
£35), Pitcairn Is. (Cat £40), Sarawak (Cat £48), Swaziland
(Cat £40), (88) Cat £1200.  £ 480

4022 1948 Royal Silver Wedding: Fiji set of 2 on a 1949 (7
Nov) registered airmail cover to USA tied SUVA CDS
cancels, regd h/s No.28582, receiving backstamps, pretty item,
SG 270/1.  £ 18

4023 1949 UPU collection of 31 different fine used (few
mint singles, odd toned) sets neatly laid out on Hagner page
includes Barbados, Basutoland, Fiji, Hong Kong, Kedah,
Malacca, Penang, Perlis, N. Rhodesia, Pitcairn Is., Sarawak,
(127) Cat £127.  £ 44

POLAR POSTCARDS
4024 North Pole: 1909 Frederick Cook USA used PPC
showing Polar scene with bears, sleds, US flag and vignette of
Dr Cook, believed to have been the first person to reach the
North Pole. Couple of dog ears otherwise fine.  £ 20

4025 North Pole: 1909 (Oct) Peary & Cook USA unused
colour PPC showing vignettes of the two explorers, Two
dauntless Americans who reached the goal of a thousand years
and planted the stars and the stripes on the axis of the world.
Cook was believed to have been the first person to reach the
North Pole in 1908, Peary in 1909. Mainly fine.  £ 20

4026 North Pole: 1909 Peary & Cook USA five postcards of
Peary's Expedition Ship Roosevelt (3) & Cook's Steamer
Bradley (2), two are used showing in the Ice, in New York,
Boston Harbour etc, few faults, mainly sound.  £ 40

4027 North Pole: 1909 Peary & Cook USA used PPC
showing globe and Dont Scrap, Glory enough for all, don't cut
any ice. Referring to the argument of who discovered the
North Pole first, Cook was believed to have been the first
person to reach the North Pole in 1908, Peary in 1909. Couple
of dog ears otherwise fine.  £ 20

4028 North Pole: c1909 four used and two unused all
different postcards showing Cook and his Steamer Bradley in
the ice, bicoloured biography, Memorial Arch, portrait photo
in fur clothes, humourous Cook discovers the pole from a
chef. Cook was believed to have been the first person to reach
the North Pole in 1908. Mainly fine. (6).  £ 48

4029 North Pole: c1909 unused sepia satirical PPC showing
Peary reading a sign from Fred Cook Enjoy yourself, eat
hearty, its cold but well cooked, yours FAC. Cook was
believed to have been the first person to reach the North Pole
in 1908, Peary in 1909. Mainly fine.  £ 20

4030 North Pole: c1910 German postcard in black and white
illustrated showing Cook & Peary planting the USA flag in the
North Pole with In memory of the discovery of the North Pole
in German illustrated pen cancel and mock postmark on
reverse.  £ 20

POSTAL HISTORY
4031 1913-31 Five Post Office Telegraphs from various
English south coast towns plus King George VI one shilling on
unused inland telegram.  £ 20

4032 1925-33 Ten shipping slips from various countries
including France and Czechoslovakia with various hand stamp
cancels.  £ 20

4033 1941-49 Cover from The Foreign Service of the United
States of America Tunisia and similar cover from Consulate
Brazil. Plus three O.H.M.S. covers from official departments
in Canada.  £ 12

4034 1957 Book containing 24 covers with Queen Elizabeth
II stamps relating to Philatelic congresses in Great Britain.

 £ 12

4035 1969-75 Fourteen space covers from various countries.
Includes 1969 USA first man on the moon cover, 1975
Apollo-Soyuz co-operation manned space flight and 1970
Apollo XIII.  £ 20

4036 1972-1975 Four Yachting and Sailing covers with
famous autographs of Sir Alec Rose, Chay Blyth and John
Fairfax with various stamps.  £ 26

4037 1975 Five European Architectural Heritage Year
covers with famous autographs of cities Mayors includes Jack
Kane Lord Provost of Edinburgh.  £ 25

4038 1978 Nine Royal House of Europe Limited Edition
typed covers, includes Denmark, Sweden and King Baudouin
of Belgium.  £ 15

4039 1980 Twenty-four Operation Drake illustrated covers
posted in various countries, includes Jersey, Kenya and Fiji.
Rich varied nice stamps.  £ 18

4040 A selection of 25 British Commonwealth stamps on
two cards. All stamps clean and with crisp cancels. Includes
Gibraltar pair of 2½d blue, Freetown cancel on KEVII 1D red
and Ranohi cancel on QV India 1 anna 6 pies.  £ 25

4041 A selection of twenty-five unused postcards and postal
stationery includes GB King Edward VII 1d red wrapper,
Suriname 2½c postcard, Argentina 4C postcard and Austria
10c postcard.  £ 18

4042 A selection of  twenty-seven world-wide Anti-Semitic
postcards from 1904 until 1950's. A mixture of posted and
unused. Includes 1941 postcard with Hitler head from Austria.
Very interesting social history although would be termed
offensive today.  £ 270

4043 A world assembly of 19th century onwards with a
group of 22 covers, entires and wrappers incl Switzerland,
Austria, Peru, Canada, Mexico, front to Guatemala, Russia,
Sweden, Germany, etc, intr group.  £ 100

4044 Austria: Small group of mainly prestamp mail from
different towns and areas incl 1875 Sechskaus, 9kr blue
imperf to Saxony, Austrian Italy PADOVA 10s, VENEZIA 5s
red to Udine, 1859 KAPFENBERG, 1873 Teplitz, 1850
Vienna to Constantinople, 1870 LAA THAYA 5kr P/S env,
1835 Vienna to London, Baden to Vienna, 1875 5kr red, 1866
5k red Eagle etc, mixed but interesting group. (16).  £ 80
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4045 Book containing various stamps relating to Children
mounted to pages, includes 1957 Colombia blocks of four 1c
and 5c, Greece Boy Scouts and 1959 United States Dental
Health.  £ 18

4046 British Commonwealth postal stationery cards &
wrappers mainly QV for different countries, mostly unused
includes Br. Guiana surch. & wrapper, St Lucia reply card
attached penny half-penny brown, N. Borneo 3c brown,
Leeward Is., India states Chamba, Faridkot, Patiala & Gwalior
envs, S. Leone, Ceylon 5c on 4c, St Vincent, Barbados reply
in lilac, etc, some tone spots otherwise intr lot (c37).  £ 75

4047 Crash Cover: 1935 (Dec) Mexico to Brazil tatty cover
with two stamps missing and torn, bearing ACCIDENT
D'AVIATION single line handstamp in black on the obverse.
Various transit backstamps sent airmail Agencia No.21
Mexico to Rio De Janeiro. Finally received on 28th Dec.
Interesting accident cover.  £ 45

4048 CRIMEA WAR: 1855 (Jul-Oct) Three letters in French
by a French soldier at a camp in Sevastopol  describing the
marches and the army and the military, all in French with some
stains and toning but interesting historical documents.  £ 300

4049 EUROPEAN CENSORS -1947 (3RD May) Allied
Occupation PPC Italy to Germany bearing 3l strip of 3 tied
Milan CDS and boxed HELD PENDING AUTHORISATION
/ OF SERVICE in violet with MILITARY CENSORSHIP /
CIVIL MAILS 18833 circular h/s.  Scarce as this marking only
appears to have been used for short period.  £ 48

4050 Fourteen Prescription covers addressed to various
Chemists and Pharmacies.  £ 10

4051 France: Small group of prestamp & post stamp mail
(23) from different towns and areas incl 1867 Bordeaux
diamond dotted CB (Cette Bordeaux), 1841 Marseille to Lyon
6 chargemark, 1859 20c pair Sevres to Angers, 1847
Mussidan PP, 30c Ceres grey-brown pair part cover, 1854
CHERIBON FRANCEO large fancy oval in red, 1884 St
Nicolas Due Port 25c ochre, 1852 Reims to Paris, 1863
Marseille Train transport per 100kg with a long list of
worldwide destinations folded with triangles 1 1/6th
ROTTERDAM backstamp, 1856 80c carmine-red fine large
3 margins tied diamond numeral from Toulouse with APRES
/ DE /DEPART boxed in black alongside, 1831 LUNEL
(Commune in France) to Montepellier with 1d. h/s in red oval,
1864 Paris 22 dotted star cancel to Ypres, etc, mixed but
interesting group. (23).  £ 125

4052 Italy: 1829-1849 Group of TORINO prestamp mail
(c30) each with two line TORINO and datestamp in black
mainly to Aoste being a correspondence to Monsieur
Delapierre etc, mixed but interesting group. (30).  £ 150

4053 Leeward Islands KEVIII 1d red unused postcard with
Speciman o/p, Canada QV 3c lettercard unused although stuck
down, British Guiana 1c unused postcard and Monaco 15c
lettercard with toning. Very nice Malta 1d red unused reply
postcard.  £ 25

4054 Rare registered official cover from War Office Medals
department with Uxbridge faint cds year unknown, used
locally. With faint red hooded cds. Interesting item  £ 20

4055 Selection of approx. thirty-three postal stationery
postcards from various countries includes five GB QEII 2d
unused with wrapper, Norway 10 ore unused, Italian cards
circa 1904 and Stuttgart cancels on 1904 cards.  £ 20

4056 Switzerland: Small group of mainly prestamp mail
from different towns and areas incl 1839 9.8. 7BRF in red,
1866 10r blue from Bienne, 1839 rece ip t  tobacco
manufacturer, 1838 5r Cant. Basel revenue h/s, etc, mixed but
interesting group. (8).  £ 48

4057 United States: Small group of mainly prestamp mail
from different towns and areas incl 1852 New York 3c red
imperf, 1855 3c on hotel embossed cover, Fort Concho Texas
3c green, 1838 Stockbridge via Curtisville 12½c, Rochester
1838, NY 1805, Bellsville UNPAID 7 in blue 1864 to Toronto
etc, mixed but interesting group. (7).  £ 65

POSTAL HISTORY - WRECK COVERS
4058 1947 (Aug) Bahrain Persian Gulf: Boaca Flying Boat
which made a forced landing, cover with stamps floated off
from India to UK bearing DAMAGED BY SEA-WATER
single line boxed h/s in violet. Most of the mail was dried out
and forwarded.  £ 60

4059 BRAZIL: 1962 Disaster Mail long airmail envelope
from Sao Paulo to Belgium recovered from Pan-Air Brasil
flight which crashed on take off at Rio de Janeiro on 20th
August 1962.  Two line Aviao Sinistrado / Avion Sinistre
handstamp on obverse, repair tape added at Brussels and
Antwerp receiving h/s.  Usual faults with such an item.  £ 75

POSTAL HISTORY - ZEPPELIN MAIL
4060 1928 (1 Mar) Hungary Zeppelin flight printed envelope
bearing Zepp 1931 2p lilac and 4f airs x 5 both tied LEGI
POSTA / BUDAPEST 72 CDS cancels and large dark blue
Zepp. cachet with Budapest 741 arrival CDS, very fine. Sieger
102Aa.  £ 100

4061 1928 (1 Mar) Hungary Zeppelin flight printed plain
postcard bearing Zepp 1931 1p orange and 12f air both tied
LEGI POSTA / BUDAPEST 72 CDS cancels and large dark
blue Zepp. cachet with Budapest 741 arrival CDS, very fine.
Sieger 102Aa.  £ 100

4062 1928 (26 Oct) Worn first flight cover for LZ127 from
Lakehurst USA to Germany bearing $1.05 combination (rate
from the US to Germany) tied ERIE heavy cancels and large
illustrated zeppelin cachet Sieger 22B, vertical fold and
opened heavily but original typed letter enclosed to a stamp
collector regarding the zeppelin flight.  £ 35

4063 1929 Zeppelin Orient Flight (24 Mar) Printed plain
postcard bearing Germany 1m Eagle air tied Friedrichshafen
LUFTPOST CDS and cacheted in red for ORIENTFAHRT
1929, airmail etiquette in yellow addr to Egypt. Fine. Sieger
23IIA.  £ 80

4064 1929  Zeppelin Z127 on front only with Schweizerflug
Zeppelin Post cancel in red on 75c air stamp. With St. Gallen
Luftpost cds.  £ 40

4065 1930 (11 Nov) Photo Zeppelin postcard LZ127 printed
An Bord Graf Zeppelin fahrt, cacheted postcard with Dutch
h/s in violet and blue-violet 1m Eagle airmail tied
LUFTSCHIFF CDS.  Very fine. Sieger 98Aa  £ 65
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4066 1930 (23 Sept) Baltic Sea Flight - Stockholm Drop,
Pla in postcard  to  UK with 1m eagle air  adhs tied
Friedrichschafen 23.9.30 CDS cancel and Stockholm CDS
alongside with triangle ZEPPELIN flight cachet in SW corner.
Mainly fine. Michel 128IV.  £ 75

4067 1930 (May 22) Europe Pan America Round Trip
Flight, Porto Alegre Brazil to Berlin on postcard of Port
Alegre with Graf Zeppelin 5000r green and 300r red defin tied
SYNDICATO CONDOR LTD / PORTO ALEGRE 22 / MAI
/ 30 cancel with violet Europe Pan-American cachet, RECIFE
CDS on obverse, mainly fine, Sieger 59A.  £ 75

4068 1930 (May 22) Europe Pan America Round Trip
Flight, Porto Alegre Brazil to New York on postcard of Port
Alegre with Graf Zeppelin 5000r green USA Graf Zeppelin
overprint in black, and 300r red defin tied SYNDICATO
CONDOR LTD / PORTO ALEGRE 22 / MAI / 30 cancel
with violet Europe Pan-American cachet, RECIFE CDS on
obverse, mainly fine, Sieger 59 D.  £ 225

4069 1930 (May 26 - June 6) Europe Pan America Round
Trip Flight, Porto Alegre Brazil to New York Postcard of Port
Alegre with Graf Zeppelin 5000r green Zeppelin USA
overprint and 200r red defin tied SYNDICATO CONDOR
LTD / PORTO ALEGRE 22 / MAI / 30 cancel addr to New
York but then MISSENT TO NEW YORK violet h/s and
addressed back to Porto Alegre Brazil, Lakehurst green Zepp.
cachet, mainly fine, unusual missent use. AAMC Z -109a var.
Sieger 59D.  £ 225

4070 1930 (May 28) Europe Pan America Round Trip
Flight, Porto Alegre Brazil to New York on postcard of Rio
De Janeiro with Graf Zeppelin 5000r green USA Graf
Zeppelin overprint in black, and 300r red defin tied
SYNDICATO CONDOR LTD / PORTO ALEGRE 28 / MAI
/ 30 cancel with RECIFE CDS alongside green and yellow
etiquette By Condor Airmail, tied Lakehurt arrival cancel., few
stains otherwise mainly fine, Sieger 59 D.  £ 200

4071 1930 (May) The First South American fly of the airship
Graf Zeppelin LZ127 photo postcard showing Zepp., picture
of 2m stamp and map, red cachet on obverse and reverse with
two Luftschiff 2.6.1930 CDS's. few tones mainly fine.  £ 25

4072 1930 Postcard from Brazil 22 May with Europe Pan-
America Round Flight purple cachet with Friedrichshafen
receiving 6 June cds. Also boxed cancel in purple 13 June.

 £ 20

4073 1930 Rio De Janeiro to Seville Flight (24 May) By
Condor airmail cover bearing Brazil 20,000r Zepp adhs and
500r defin tied special Condor CDS cancel and flown to
Seville via on cacheted Europe - Pan-America Round Flight
in violet and cacheted in green, arrival backstamps, attractive
item, Sieger 59c, €180.  £ 100

4074 1930 Seville Spain to USA Europe - Pan-America
flight (16 May) Cacheted Graf Zeppelin cover Primer Viaje /
A Sudamerica / Sevila 1930 bearing Spanish defins 10pta pair
and 4pta tied SEVILA CDS cancels addr to Massachusetts and
manuscript Seville to Freidrichshafen via Graf Zeppelin.
Seville & New York transit backstamps. Sieger 58CC. £ 125

4075 1930 Zeppelin cover LZ127 (Graf Zeppelin) 23 09 30
left Friedrichshafen 17.07 arrived in Berlin 23.11 with six
stamps and green triangle Zeppelin cancel. Cover from

Kienzle watchmakers. Note toning around stamps but very
nice item.  £ 350

4076 1931 Austrian Flight (12/13th July) Airmail cover
Vienna to Freidrichshafen bearing Austria 10g, 30g & 3s
airmail defins tied Wien 1 CDS cancels with GRAF
ZEPPELIN / OSTERREICHFAHRT LUFTSCHIFF illustrated
CDS in black alongside, typed sender and Mittels Zeppelin
Ruckflug Wien - Freidrichshafen along the top, arrival the next
day in Freidrichshafen.  Horizontal fold at base otherwise
pretty item, Sieger 116d.  £ 100

4077 1931 Zeppelin typed cover  L.Z. 127 (Hindenberg)
Hamburg to Friedrichshafen to Guayaquil Ecuador with
receiving Guayaquil in black on reverse.  £ 100

4078 1931 Zurich Flight (29 Aug - 11 Sep) PPC (faults)
loading /unloading mail on Graf Zeppelin with large illustrated
HAMBURG / MOPHILA / LUFTPOST / 1931  CDS on front
in black (some rubbing) and Germany 1Rm Zeppelin and 15pf
defin tied LUFTSCHIFF / 11 SEP 1931 / GRAF ZEPPELIN
CDS with Mophila cachet in green, Zeppelin cachet in grey-
black and ZURICH FLUGPLATZ 11 IX 31 CDS alongside.
Sieger 127B.  £ 65

4079 1932 Netherlands Flight (18/19 Jun) 6c brown P/S
Cover ZEIST STEINLAAN bearing uprated combination of
7 other adhs tied ZIEST CDS cancels and sent , Via Luftschiff
Graf Zeppelin ab Rotterdam and blue illus windmill h/s for the
flight, Freidrichshafen arrival backstamp, folded vertically and
few marks otherwise sound, Sieger 164.  £ 60

4080 1933 (24 Jun) Saar flight - Friedrichschafen return
flight plain cover bearing Zeppelin 2rm tied Frankfurt CDS
and bearing BOTH round flight and return flight Saarbruken -
Friedrichschafen illustrated handstamps in green addr to
Hamburg, Special backstamp receiver, mainly very fine,
Sieger 217, Michel 314ab.  £ 250

4081 1933 2nd South America Flight - Yugoslavia (29 May)
Berlin connecting flight on Yugoslavia 75n postal stationery
card uprated with additional 75n green an 20d adhs tied
triangular ZAGREB PAR AVION datestamps in blue
cacheted with 2nd flight in green and large red cachet for 2nd
flight, ZEMUN triangular 31st May datestamp alongside and
Pernambuco arrival on obverse.  Signed Sieger on reverse.
Scarce.  £ 250

4082 1933 Greece stamps on Graff Zeppelin Rome -
Friedrichshafen on typed cover with purple catchet Ordinary
post insufficient for zeppelin mail. Stamps on front and
reverse.  £ 20

4083 1934 Air mail from Brazil with green Condor Zeppelin
Lufthansa cachet on types cover to England. various cancels
on reverse includes Stuttgart cds. Note vertical fold down
centre.  £ 18

4084 1936 (30 Apr) Zeppelin LZ129 Plain envelope bearing
Zeppelin airmail 75pf green (toned) tied FRANKFURT MAIN
BAHNPOSTAMT CDS and red cachet for Zeppelin Europa-
Nordamerika flight & single line Mit Luftschiff nach
Nordamerika in red. mainly fine, Sieger 406.  £ 30
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4085 1936 (4 May) Zeppelin LZ129 Plain postcard bearing
Zeppelin airmail 75pf green marginal tied BAU local CDS and
red cachet for Zeppelin Europa-Nordamerika flight, mainly
fine, Sieger 406.  £ 30

4086 1936 Zeppelin B&W typed postcard LZ129
(Hindenberg) 1 4 36 Friedrichshafen to Rio De Janeiro with
Zeppelin stamps and red Deutsche cancel.  £ 80

4087 1936 Zeppelin postcard L.Z. 129 (Hindenberg)
Frankfurt to Friedrichshafen to New York USA. With
Deutsche Luftpost in red and New York receiving cds.  £ 85

4088 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 1 8 36
Frankfurt to Olympia with pink cds.  £ 85

4089 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 28 8 36
Frankfurt to Rio de Janeiro with Zeppelin 50pf and 75pf.

 £ 75

4090 1936 Zeppelin typed postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg)
Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst then New York with Zeppelin
50pf and 75pf stamps.  £ 50

4091 1938 (1 Dec) Zeppelin LZ130 Plain postcard bearing
6 values of the Winter Relief Fund tied Flug & Luftschiffhafen
Rhein Main CDS's, and red cachet for Zeppelin Sudetenland
flight, mainly fine, Sieger 0456.  £ 35

4092 1938 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 1 12 38
with Frankfurt and Fahrt uber Sudetenland cancels  £ 50

4093 1939 (20 Aug) Zeppelin LZ130 plain postcard bearing
2 x 20pf & 10pf Eagle airmails tied Flug & Luftschiffhafen
Rhein Main CDS's, and red & Black cachets for Zeppelin
ESSEN flight,  Fine, Sieger 463.  £ 50

4094 1939 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 09 07
39 cancel on Frankfurt to Leipzig with three cds.  £ 50

4095 1939 Zeppelin illustrated postcard  L.Z. 130 (Graf
Zeppelin II) Leipzig to Frankfurt with Leipzig airfield special
cancel.  £ 50

4096 1939 Zeppelin typed postcard  L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin
II) Frankfurt to Kassel with crisp Kassel Flughafen cds in
black.  £ 50

4097 1939 Zeppelin typed postcard  L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin
II) from Frankfurt. This trip was not carried out the delivered
mail received the failure stamp.  £ 60

POSTAL ORDERS
4098 New Zealand: 1985 75p vermilion British Postal Order
overprinted and surcharged NEW ZEALAND 75p uncashed
with AUCKLAND / N.Z. / P.O.S.B. CDS in red and with
counterfoil, fine.  £ 40

POSTCARDS
4099 1956 Four original Swedish postcards of the young
Tommy Steele a British music icon. With his history detailed
in Swedish.  £ 16

4100 ANTI BOER WAR POSTCARDS - 1900 Interesting
collection of twelve different illustrated postcards printed and
posted locally in Belgium (philatelic use, odd tone spot mainly
fine) bearing 1c grey with tab tied BERCHEM ANVERS 1900
13 June CDS cancels. showing many interesting caricature
scenes incl UK Military DUM DUM, Queen Victoria not

amused, Chamberlain, Rhodes, Botha, Transvaal is the New
Moscow, etc, fascinating and scarce lot. (12).  £ 600

4101 Approx. eighty postcards includes about forty of Malta
also colour p/c of the Harbour Isle of Man, Fingal's cave, Isle
of Staffa and High St Tonbridge also a number of  circa 1910
greeting cards.  £ 20

4102 C1907 In The Open Tucks Cricket series of six
different all unused with slight minor faults like grubbiness,
but includes W Armstrong (A Catch at Mid-off), J Tunnicliffe
(A clever catch in the slips), A. Fielder, Jam Saheb of
Nawanagar (The leg glance), G Hirst, T Hayward (a forward
drive) etc. Current retail over £50 per card.  £ 150

4103 CUBA: Collection of postcards mainly turn of the
century to 1950s earlier used attractive PPC's views, Happy
Family, Morro Castle, El Caney, Civil Hospital, Tobacco
Plantations,  etc, mixed but nice earlier lot (8 items).  £ 15

4104 Selection of  twenty Camden Graphics colour
lithographs of famous paintings includes Alphonse Mucha.

 £ 15

POSTMARKS
4105 Fournier Forgery: Balance of the collection found at the
reverse of the book with strips of various postmarks for
Wurttemberg (18), Johannesburg (2), Beyrout, San Salvador
(2), Tasmania, Victoria, Turkey (4), A14, Deutsch Ost Afrika,
YAP Karolinen, ESHOW Zululand, Apia, Ethiopia (7),
Zanzibar, B62, French Colonies from many different areas
(c30), India states Chamba, Gwalior, Cuba, Tanger, Uganda,
Eritrea, Cospoli, Trinidad, Tahiti, etc, approx 155 different
cancels.  £ 380

REVENUES & CINDERELLA
4106 1908 Illustrated note paper written on board ship
berthed at Middlesborough 30 9 1908 written in German.

 £ 10

4107 BIRDS Circa. 1913 Germany.  Lovely set of 18 Poster
Stamps issued by Karl Steinmetz of Munich depicting various
birds.  Very attractive, no gum, faults on 1 stamp.  £ 16

4108 c1931 GPO issue airmail labels in two booklets,
Imperial airways two almost complete booklets (one label
missing from each), in blue on white glazed card with red
handstamp AFRICAN AIR / MAIL LEAVES / ON /
WEDNESDAYS containing 3 x airmail labels in panes of 4
with one missing from each book, one book cover is creased
and damaged, both have rusting  on the staples, scarce.  £ 60

4109 Canada: 1938 20c on 10c blue LAW STAMP with
control number in blue, very fine used with small diamond cut
out, fine unused, a beautiful issue, Barefoot 26.  £ 50

4110 Christmas Seals & Boys Home - A large accumulation
in a boxfile many in part sheets of 100 or smaller plus many
blocks unmounted mint for USA including Father Flanagan's
Boys' Home Nebraska, Polio Foundation, Amvets Campaign
for service to Veterans 1957-8, Children's Aid, Crippled
Children incl Easter seals, Christmas seals from 1942, Council
Against Intolerance, plus many more, approx 115 plus sheets
or blocks, 1000s.  £ 225
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4111 FORGERIES: Assembly of 81 items on two Hagners
with useful all earlies for Finland 5m & 10m perf,
Luxembourg (11), Italian States incl Naples (9), Tuscany (10),
Sardinia (10), Sicily (4), France Ceres 20c black, Switzerland
Cantonal Zurich 6r black, Hawaii Inter Island imperfs (4, one
ovpt Specimen in red), etc, interesting lot.  £ 80

4112 GB 1950 National Thanksgiving Fund complete set of
4 vals 6d, 1/-, 2/6 & 10/- in scarce unused (as issued)
BLOCKS OF 4 with original newspaper article as Britain's'
you for over £80,000,000 of food aid, the fund was to setup an
overseas residential and education centre in London for
Commonwealth and US Students.  Seldom seen, rare in blacks
of 4.  £ 200

4113 Italy: 1906 International Exposition Milan two poster
stamps for the exhibition both postally used in red or brown
depicting Mercury etc.  Nice duo.  £ 10

4114 Metz: Private post issues, scarce range of values
including 1pf black pair mint, used (2 diff), 2½pf green mint,
2pf grey on pink mesh background in block of 4 mint, 5 on
1½pf orange, larger sized 5pf red Exp. de lettres privee (torn
and faults), interesting and seldom seen. (11).  £ 44

4115 Nevada state: Documentary stamps from 1860s large
quantity including 2c orange (c45), 5c green (18), 50c brown
purple (8).  Some mixed condition but mainly sound.  Useful
study lot seldom seen in qty.  £ 225

4116 Revenues: 1914-21 Control Deltalon setenant
numbered pairs in panes of 25 for 1914-1915, 1916 & 1921
issues from 5c to 50p  unmounted mint wrinkled and some
perf split panes, odd smaller pane but mainly blocks of 25,
seldom seen in such quantity approx 500+ labels (23 blocks)

 £ 65

4117 Scotland: National Citizens Council - Strip of four
labels in red unused VOTE LICENCE / Scottish National No
Licence Campaign.   Seldom seen early propaganda labels.

 £ 25

4118 South America revenues collection countries on leaves
from Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Salvador, Venezuela etc, (c140).

 £ 100

4119 Stockbook with some interesting Cinderella and
revenue issues worldwide from 19th century to modern incl
Turkey 1950 airmail set marginal mint, Officially sealed labels
from diff countries (3), Rumania social issues, Colombia
telegraphs, India, Argentina 1910 imperf proofs to 10p (11
diff), Mexico useful range, etc, diverse lot for sorting. 200-
300.  £ 85

4120 Switzerland: Fiscals collection of long stamps 10c to
75c for two different designs of Geneva Canton each with neat
Annule handstamps or similar, Bourse 10c red etc, nice lot all
different (19).  £ 70

THEMATICS
4121 1986 World Cup Football, an extensive stock many in
brand new packs of MAXI cards each cancelled with stamp on
the front by special handstamps mainly St Vincent & Bequia
in enormous quantity in two very heavy boxes.  Hundreds,
ideal for dealer to breakdown.  £ 45

4122 500 YEARS OF POST - A German printed album with
an interesting assembly items early to modern written up in
German with original purchase list in 1990 for singles up to
DM 16.50 each, noted East & West Postak special event cards
and postmarks, Lubeck 1978 M/S, etc, intr lot.  £ 40

4123 A selection of sixteen Religious covers from various
countries includes 1962 Coventry Cathedral Consecration,
1982 Pope John Paul II visit to Glasgow and 1968 St. Lucia
Easter. Note eight covers have some dirt.  £ 15

4124 AIRMAILS - Spain 1930 Spanish-American Exhibition
Air 1p purple unmounted mint SG 649 cat £160. Very fine.

 £ 50

4125 Approx. sixty-five all world wild covers connected to
Authors. Includes GB centenary of Charles Dickens,
Bicentenary of the birth of William Wordsworth and
Bicentenary of Robert Burns. Unfortunately thirty-eight covers
have dirt and staining on them.  £ 25

4126 ARMY: 1969-1996 Collection of mainly GB Army
Museum covers some signed for many different special event
covers including 1973 run of different Royal Scots, Green
Howards, Edinburgh Tattoo, Dragoon Guards, Household
Cavalry, Kings Troop, Royal Hussars many are signed by
Captains or Lt Col., then Battle Anniv., Falkland Is., Hong
Kong, Malaysian/Singapore, Br. Forces postal services, some
signed (13) etc, intr lot. (116).  £ 48

4127 Austria: 1950 Birds Air set U/M, very fine, SG
1215/1221, (Cat £475).  £ 85

4128 Balloon Flights: 1858 Attractive album page sized
engraving from the Illustrated London News with Newspaper
1d red imprint at the top depicting Band of Hope Fete in Aston
Park, Birmingham and two balloons in mid flight. Very fine.

 £ 25

4129 Balloon Flights: 1882 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting The Attempted balloon voyage across the
channel, crash landed and rescued by Calais Packet steamer,
extracted from the supplement to the London illustrated news
March 11, 1882 with full event description on reverse. Very
fine.  £ 25

4130 Balloon Flights: 1883 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting The Ascent of Leon Montgolfier from the
place de champs April 14 1883 and The Montgolfier
Centenary at Anoy Ardeche. Second panel with a statue of The
First Arronauts and Inventors of the Balloon. Very fine.

 £ 25

4131 Balloon Flights: 1884 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting Centenary Anniversary of first balloon
ascent in England at the Hon. Artillery Company's ground,
Finsbury, mainly fine.  £ 20

4132 BIRDS: 1928 Fourth National Stamp Exhibition 3d
blue Kookaburra miniature sheet block of 4 with margins all
round, unmounted mint with even toned gum, sound, SG MS
106a Cat £110.  £ 40

4133 Boats: Fiji 1954 ½d myrtle-green canoe complete sheet
of 60 U/M with R6/10 stamp showing lines of shading missing
variety, nice positional variety. SG 280 var.  £ 50
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4134 Christopher Columbus: 1992 500th Anniv miniature
sheets unmounted mint sets of 6 for Spain (Cat £44), USA (cat
£65), Italy (Cat £41), Portugal (Cat £41), all very fine. (24
M/S).  £ 40

4135 DIANA attractive collection of special covers in luxury
Benham velvet binders (3) collection of limited edition covers
issued in memorial approx. 43 1998 covers limited to 250 of
each for Crown Agents M/S issues, 1981-1997 variety of attr
covers incl high face values to 1000f, lovely clean lot with high
retail value.  Approx. 175.  £ 50

4136 DOGS: Belgium 1957 Belgian Antarctic Expedition
uncounted mint miniature sheet of sled dogs, very fine, SG MS
1620 Cat £225.  £ 90

4137 Explorers: 1992 Marshall Islands booklet with setenant
block of 6 & Miniature sheet signed twice in the margin by the
Artist and production supervisor in a larger presentation folder
with further signatures from other related persons. Intr.

 £ 15

4138 Football: 1980 (17 Sep) Manchester United 25th
~Anniv. special cover signed by Sammy Mcilroy for the game
with Widzew Lodz. Drew 1-1.  £ 10

4139 Kampuchea: 1986 Aircraft set of 7 in unmounted mint
sheets of 23, each sheet has one stamp missing, SG 771/777
Cat £169.  £ 20

4140 MARITIME: 1982 Collection of mainly GB Maritime
sets or singles on good range of FDI or FDCs or souvenir
covers including House of Commons, Captain Cooks
Endeavour, Stratford on Avon, Hovercraft Exped., RAF
Marine Branch, Axe Valley, Greenwich Museum, Dartmouth,
Poole, Cinque Ports, Leicester Sea Cadet, plus a few overseas
special event, some signed (10) etc, intr lot. (52).  £ 60

4141 MARITIME MAIL - Mainly modern collection of
covers with sets, singles some signed including Titanic 100th
Anniv. survivor signed x 3, 1969 British Ships, 1930s incl
Queen Mary, 2004 Ocean Liners Internet FDCs (5), various
Cunard incl 2 1950s postcards (Aquitania & Scythia), Tristan
(2 signed covers), high retail. (80).  £ 600

4142 MONUMENTS: Indonesia 1968 Save Borobudur
Monument miniature sheet unmounted mint, SG MS 1190 cat
£50.  £ 15

4143 MOTORBIKES: Isle of Man 1974 ACU Int. TT Races
two special IOM P/H Society covers illustrated limited editions
one carried around the TT Course in the official car and signed
ltd to 500 covers, other is Flown in rescue helicopter signed ltd
to only 100 covers. Mainly sound. (2).  £ 25

4144 OLYMPICS - 1970-1973 CARTON containing a large
collection of covers and FDCs mainly from German areas laid
out on leaves in display sleeves with huge quantity of covers,
miniature sheets, sets, also Austria for the same periods.
Additional catalogues and binders for the Olympic issues.

 £ 50

4145 POPE JEAN PAUL II - Ivory Coast special folder for
9-10 Sept 1990 155f, 195f & 500f issue on FDC, two u/m
singles, imperf single and epreueve de luxe printed cards.
Attractive lot.  £ 25

4146 ROTARY: Eight stockpages with useful mint assembly
of many different countries including Austria 1931 Rotary set
STC £330, Costa Rica, Korea 1955 set, Nicaragua 1955 long
set, Panama, Saar, Syria imperf proofs in unissued colours (4),
Iran, Ecuador 1977 M/S (2), etc, STC £620 (not checked).
(c185).  £ 200

4147 Rotary: GB 2005 Stampex Rotary Centenary Smilers
sheet of 10 NVI 1st class issued only at Spring Stampex with
the Rotary 1905-2005 labels alongside.  Fine.  £ 18

4148 SPACE - 1982 Space shuttle Columbia launched Nov
11 1982 from Cape Canaveral FDI cover signed by three of
the crew Commander Vance Brand, Robert Overmyer and
Joseph Allen.  £ 225

4149 Unmounted mint modern worldwide issues mainly
sheetlets and large miniature sheets noted Switzerland Motor
Cars (SG 2072-5, cat £28), Gambia 1993 Ford Motors (2
sheets), Animals (2 sheets), Micronesia 1993 Ships (Cat £20),
Nature (cat £18), BIOT Fish 2 M/S (SG MS354), Fr.
Polynesia (SG 24-7, 5 sets cat £28 each), Christmas Is. Fish,
Malta sheets of 20 (4 diff), NZ A to Z sheet, 2006 75th Anniv.
earthquake, Gibraltar millennium, etc, PTSA £180.  £ 85

ADEN
4150 1937 Dhow Complete set of 12 very fine hinged mint,
lovely set, SG 1/12 Cat £1200.  £ 400

4151 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 30/1.  £ 20

4152 1953-63 Mint blocks for various values plus singles
includes 20s both types as singles, 2s black and red single, 5s
both singles, then range of values 5c to 1s25 in blks of 4 or 6
or 10, includes many shades, mainly fine, STC £345.  £ 65

4153 1955 5c bluish green perf 12¼ x 12 in a bottom pane
of 50 including Waterlow & Plate 1 Imprint, folded 3 times
and some perf splits otherwise fine U/M SG 49 Cat £150.

 £ 50

4154 Clean mainly mint assembly on eleven large stockcards
with some light duplication noted 1937 Dhows to 8a, 1939 set
(Cat £120) plus extras to 2r, 1951 Surcharge set (Cat £95),
1953 to 10s & 20s incl extras (Cat £128), attractive range and
good cat value. (c220).  £ 200

4155 Collection in a springback album with useful mint &
used noted Hadhramaut 1951 surch set used (Cat £75) & set
mint, 1948 RSW, 1942 set (Cat £70), Seiyun similar ranges,
then Aden 1953 set (Cat £160), 1948 RSW, 1951 set, 1939 set
(Cat £120), 1937 to 8a etc, useful lot, includes many of the
1960s appendix issue as sets, Abu Dhabi & S. Arabia good cat
in excess of £760.  £ 150

4156 Collection of mainly mint sets on stockpages including
1937 Dhow set to 5r (Cat £550), 1939-48 set (Cat £120),
1949 RSW set, 1951 surcharge set (Cat £85), States incl
Kathiri State of Seiyun 1942 set (Cat £60), 1949 RSW set,
1951 surcharge set (Cat £50), Qu'Aiti state in Hadhramaut
1942-6 set (Cat £70), 1949 RSW set, 1951 surcharge set,
mainly sound, STC £1050. (105).  £ 350
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4157 Mint & used duplicated collection on stockpages with
better pickings including 1937 Dhows mint to 8a, 1939 to 1r,
1951 to 2s on 2r, 1953 set of 25 (Cat £160) & more vals to
10s (2), then used smaller ranges 1937 to 2r, various States
incl 1948 RSW set,  etc, very mixed but useful cat value &
assembly.  £ 150

4158 Shihr & Mukalla: 1942 Set of 11 to 5r hinged mint,
fine, SG 1/11. Cat £70.  £ 22

ADEN - STATES
4159 Hadhramaut: 1955-63 sets unmounted mint for 1955-
63 set of 12 and 1963 set of 12, fresh, SG 29/40, 41/52. Cat
£78.  £ 38

4160 Kathiri state of Seiyun: 1942 set to 5r mint (Cat £60),
1964 set 3, 1966 South Arabia surcharge set (Cat £19), 1966
Olympic surcharge set, 1967 World Peace 250f on 5s m, plus
few extras. (79). STC £135.  £ 40

4161 Kathiri State of Seiyun: 1942-1951 GVI Collection
hinged mint complete for the period including 1942 set (cat
£60), 1949 RSW set (5r U/M), 1951 New Currency set (cat
£50, all U/M except 2s on 2r), mainly very fine hinged mint,
Cat £128. (27).  £ 42

4162 Kathiri State of Seiyun: 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set
of 2 on a 1949 (19 Feb) airmail and registered folded plain
reply card to UK tied ADEN CDS cancels, SG 14/15.  £ 25

4163 Qu'Aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1949 (12 Apr) Registered
airmail cover to USA bearing 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set
of 2 tied ADEN CAMP CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 14/15.

 £ 30

4164 Qu'Aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1949 Royal Silver
Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (17 Jan) plain registered airmail
First Day cover to Kenya tied ADEN CDS cancels, few light
soils, SG 129/130.  £ 25

4165 Qu'Aiti State in Hadhramaut: 1949 Royal Silver
Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (17 Jan) printed airmail and
registered First Day cover to Baghdad tied ADEN CDS
cancels, transit and arrival backstamps, SG 129/130.  £ 30

4166 Qu'Aiti State in Seiyun: 1949 (12 Apr) Registered
airmail cover to USA bearing 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set
of 2 tied ADEN CAMP CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 14/15.

 £ 30

4167 Quaiti - Hadhramaut 1966 Churchill 15c unmounted
mint showing Winston Churchill OVERPRINT INVERTED
variety SG 66a.  Very fine.  £ 75

4168 Seiyun: 1951-54 New Currency complete set of 8 &
1954 defin set of 10 all unmounted mint, fresh, SG 20/27,
29/38. Cat £76.  £ 38

AEGEAN ISLANDS
4169 SIMI: 1913 (21 July) Unused postcard of Simi bearing
2c brown adhs tied to obverse by SYMI (EGEO) CDS cancel.
Nicely cancelled by favour, hard to find.  £ 30

AITUTAKI
4170 1918 Registered OHMS cover to Melbourne bearing
2½d blue (SG 3) & 1½d slate (SG 21) tied part AITUTAKI
CDS cancel and registered etiquette R71 label with single line
AITUTAKI diagonally struck. Sent from NZ Post & Telegraph
Dept with typed address, very nice example. Cat £190+.

 £ 75

4171 Clean mainly mint assembly on five large stockcards
noted 1920 to 1s, 1974 Seahsells set (Cat £52), few 1990s sets
incl 1992, 1994 & 1996 Olympic Games, 1994 Moon
Landing, 1990 Birdpex set, attractive range and good cat
value. (64).  £ 40

AJMAN
4172 1965 Olympics Games in unmounted mint sheets of 49
(one stamp missing from each sheet), showing Boxing, Judo,
Gymnastics, Sailing etc, good thematics lot with high cat
value, SG 27/36, set of 10 x 49.  £ 60

ALAND
4173 2010 Posten Aland Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with thematics &
booklet. STC £76.  £ 26

4174 2012 Posten Aland Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with two sheetlets
& nice thematics. STC £91.  £ 32

4175 2013 Posten Aland Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with two sheetlets
& booklet. STC £92.  £ 32

ALBANIA
4176 1872-1947 Attractive mainly mint and some used
collection on leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1913
Handstamped set of 5 used (Cat £35), 1913 Skanderbeg set 6
mint (Cat £63), 1914 surch set (Cat £40), 1925 Return of Govt
set mint (Cat £73), 1925 Proclamation set set 7 mint (Cat
£49), 1925 ovpt set 8 mint (Cat £36), 1925 Pres long set m,
1928 Nat. Assembly set 8 mint (Cat £125), 1937 25th Anniv.
set 9 mint (Cat £60+), 1938 RW set, Airs incl 1925 set 7 mint
(Cat £70), 1927 ovpt set 7 mint (Cat £100), 1930 set 7 mint
(Cat £75), useful clean lot ideal for expansion.  £ 250

4177 1913 - 1931 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 80 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £27 each,
noted 1914 surch to 2g on 50q, 1925 Return of Government
opd m to 1f ilac (cat £65), 1925 Proclamation of Rep set m to
1f lilac (cat £49), 1925 Air set m (cat £80), 1925 Rep
Shqiptare opd Set m, 1925 President values m to 5f, 1927 Air
opd Set m+u to 3f (cat £90), 1927 AZ & wreath values to 5f,
1928 Air Shqyptare opd to 50q (cat £66), 1930 Air 6 values
m to 3f violet (cat £74), 1931 Air opd 3 values m+u (cat £39)
1938 set m to 1f green (cat £50). Great Selection high
catalogue value (80c).  £ 160

4178 1928 Inauguration of Vlore (Valona) - Brindisi Air
Service overprinted key set of 7 hinged mint, very fine
condition each expertised on reverse, scarce set, SG 222/228
Cat £486.  £ 160

4179 1928 Kingdom of Albania arc overprint set of 11
hinged mint, very fine, SG 248/58.  £ 28
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4180 1931 Air overprint set to 2f brown hinged mint, fine ,
SG 295/300 Cat £202.  £ 48

4181 1931 Air Tirana - Rome Flight overprint set of 7 first
4 values are mainly unmounted mint, top three values are
lightly hinged mint, fresh, SG 295/301.  £ 100

4182 1937 25th Anniv. of Independence 1q, 2q & 5q on
unaddr first day cover with violet typed First Day Cover Pr
Jour D'Emploi Albanie 28 XI 1937, the cover is toned as well
as the stamps but rarely seen, SG 312/4.  £ 18

4183 1946 (13 Oct) Balkan Games set of 7 to 1f orange on
attractive philatelic cover neatly cancelled TIRANE CDS
cancel for each stamp and on reverse, mainly very fine, scarce.
SG 458/464.  £ 50

4184 1947 Cover from Durres to New York 20 Nov 1947
with 10 x 3 leke SG 484 and 486 rare on cover from Albania
for this period.  £ 20

4185 Italian Forces in Albania: 1940 (13 Oct) Printed airmail
cover to Mascalucia bearing Italian defins 25c green (2) & 50c
brown tied by two OFFICIO CONCENTRAMENTO P. M
402 cds cancels with original letter in Italian inside.  Toning on
the cover otherwise sound and interesting cover.  £ 75

4186 Italian Occupation: 1939-40 20q brown King & Fiat
G18V air unmounted mint, two tiny gum spots otherwise
superb, SG 365 Cat £110.  £ 44

4187 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a
useful unpicked assembly from early issues to 1940. Includes
sets and miniature sheets, better part ranges noted 1913
Skanderbeg set 6 mint (cat £65), 1914 surchs to 5g on 1f m &
u, 1925 Return of Govt ovpt top values mint (cat £40), 1925
Proclamation set mint (£56), 1930 2nd Anniv. set m, 1930 Air
set mint (cat £80), P. Due set 4 m, 1937 Anniv. of Indep M/S
mint (cat £33), 1938 10th Anniv. set 8 mint (cat £44), 1939
defins range of 11 vals incl 20q air (cat £110) etc, mainly fine
condition throughout, STC £475+, (89)  £ 150

4188 RED CROSS sets mainly unmounted mint including
1945 Red X Fund set U/M (cat £87), 1946 Kongresi overprint
set lightly mounted (cat £144), 1963 set perf & imperf etc.
useful group. Cat £237.  £ 80

ALGERIA
4189 1918 Postal Due provisional.  Oran provisional 10c
violet bearing overprint 'chiffre taxe / a percevoir' in carmine
cancelled by ORAN RP / ORAN CDS cancel in black, stated
only 442 were used at Oran Algiers, mounted in original
ancient Vessey auction folder from the 1950s-60s when last
sold on the market.  Rare. Yvert cat €20,000.  £ 1500

4190 1938 Pretty commercial cover bearing 15c and 50c tied
with 1937 Anti TB label alongside by machine slogan cancel
addr to Montpellier.  £ 12

ANDORRA
4191 1930 Air complete set of 7 to 3fr violet in unmounted
mint blocks of 4, fine and fresh, SG 288/294.  (15,000 sets
issued).  £ 40

4192 1950 Air 100f indigo very fine unmounted mint, SG
F143 Cat £140.  £ 38

4193 1962-64 Selection of mint definitives includes 1964
Virgin of Santa Coloma, Philatelic 1964 5c with margin,
Andorrian History 60c and 1f used and unused. (16).  £ 40

4194 1977-80 Selection of mint definitives includes 1977 St.
Roma's chapel, 1978 Europa, 1979 Pre-Romanesque art. (31).

 £ 22

4195 1992-93 Selection of mint Andorra definitives includes
1992 Winter Olympic Games Albertville 2f.50 and 3f.40,
1992 Globe Flowers, 1993 Ski resorts set of five. (41).  £ 21

4196 French: 1931 20f magenta and green very fine used on
paper tied by full ANDORRA / ANDORRE / 23 JAN 32
CDS, SG F23 Cat £650.  £ 225

4197 French: 1931 3f deep mauve and carmine very fine
used corner CDS, SG F20 Cat £190.  £ 65

4198 French: 1931-1979 Collection of mainly mint on
printed pages including 1931 1c to 2fr (Cat £510), Postage
dues to 2f, 1950 Air 100f U/M (Cat £140), various commems
to 1979, etc, useful assembly.  £ 225

4199 French: Mint /  unmounted mint assembly on
stockpages including 1972 Europa set U/M (Cat £37), 1973
Europa set (Cat £40), 1974 Europa set U/M (Cat £54), 1975
Europa set, good degree of completion for U/M sets to 2006,
STC c£800.  £ 275

4200 French: Postage Due 1931 60c green in an attractive
Control No.9 gutter pair, fine, SG FD28. Dallay €650. £ 150

4201 French & Spanish: Mainly mint assembly on cards
including French 1935 20c on 50c U/M (Cat £29), 1932-44
Views, postage dues etc. Nice small group.  £ 30

4202 Small mint collection on leaves for 1960s incl 1962
Satellite blk of 4 (2 diff, cat £20), 1964 Philatec 25c blk of 4
(Cat £10), 1967 Frescoes set in pairs, 1974-1978 various sets,
all fine (93).  £ 24

4203 Spanish: 1928-1980 Collection of mint / unused on
printed pages including 1928 overprinted set with high values
unused no gum (Cat £500 mint), 1948 4p & 10p mint (Cat
£99), 1951 Air 1p (Cat £48), 1970s commem issues & M/S,
1972 Europa 8p top left corner marginal unmounted mint (Cat
£225), etc, useful assembly. (c270 + 3 M/S).  £ 160

4204 Spanish: 1972 Europa 8pta key stamp unmounted mint,
very fine and fresh, SG 67.  £ 80

ANTARCTICA
4205 1968-1988 Enormous range of Foreign cacheted
covers, special events, expeditions, research bases, signed
covers and cards from different countries with many better
noted Norway, Australian Antarctic Terr., French & Southern
Antarctic Territories, Ross Dependency incl 1957 FDCs,
1986/7 Greenpeace, Scott Base, NZ Campbell Island, USA
Gravity Program, 1935 Little America souvenir sheet, Russia,
Argentina Petrel Base, and approx 50 other Argentine all
different, very interesting lot in two binders on leaves. Approx
140 different covers.  £ 280

4206 Attractive written up collection in a fine Elbe peg
album in red with nice leaves mainly mint collection of
different countries all related to 1958-1972 Antarctic issues
incl 1959 Treaty for Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile,
France, Japan, NZ, Norway, includes very good section of
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French Southern & Antarctic Territories mint including airs
noted 1955 15f (Cat £38), 1956-60 vas to 20f, 85f, 1960
Discovery 25f (Cat £43), 1963 5f Crozet (Cat £65), 1968 Air
Dragon Launch triptyche strip (Cat £55), 1970 UPU 50f (Cat
£48), 1971 Fish set 8 (Cat £70) plus several color trials
imperf, 1972 Insects set (Cat £70), 1972 De Gaulle set (Cat
£36), plus a few airs to 1973, lovely clean lot. High cat value.

 £ 250

4207 British Antarctic Territory: 1965-1992 Enormous range
of cacheted & First Day Covers plus airmail to UK, 1983 RRS
Bransfield, 1982 Per Kurier Georg-V Neumayer Station
Helicopter mail, 1987 Halley Bay & Base H & Z, 1986 £1 on
airmail cvr, Signy Is. incl signed, 1985 Unable to visit base
RRs Discovery, 1984 Brabant Island P.O., HMS Endurance
signed, 1985 Rothera, Adelaide Island, 1972 Whales set,
Faraday, Argentine Is., Deception Is., etc very interesting lot
in a binder on leaves. Approx 55 different covers.  £ 220

4208 Collection of attractive cacheted covers in a shoebox
including nice range of French & Southern Antarctic
Territories covers from 2002-2013, also range of other
countries Argentina, Poland, Russia 1989-1990, 1984
Australian Antarctic Terr., etc, interesting lot, good qty
(approx 145).  £ 100

4209 CZECH EXPEDITIONS - 1991-1996 covers and cards
written up on display leaves for the Nelson Island
Czechoslovakian station, 25 covers and cards mainly cacheted
with a wide range of adhs and illus covers tied special cancels,
one or two signed by expedition leaders, some nice postcards
etc, intr lot.  £ 75

4210 Falkland Island Dependencies: 1937-1961 Collection
of cacheted & First Day Covers plus airmail to UK, 1947
Victory set or set in pairs tied South Georgia regd No. 28995,
Map defins on cover, 1937 Coronation cover tied SOUTH
GEORGIA double ring CDS's, 1945 Ovptd S. Georgia 6d, 9d
& 1s on cover, Ships tied Signey Island incl registered, 1953
Coronation, 1960 Hope Bay, 1961 Airletter  Base E
Stonnington Is., 1944 Grahamland, etc very interesting lot in
a binder on leaves. (16).  £ 125

4211 South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands: 1961-1995
Enormous range of cacheted & First Day Covers plus airmail
to UK, 1970s surcharges on covers and cards, King Edward
Point incl Ocean Mountaineering Exped signed (5 different
signatures), 1968 (25 Feb) Defins ½d to 9d tied to airmail cvr
by FALKLAND DEPENDENCY / South Georgia, , Royal
Research Ship Bransfield, RRS John Biscoe, 1971 Joint
declaration of Buenos Aires surcharged, 1986 Dutch Exped.
signed (5 diff signatures), 1961 Ships defins combn of 4 vals,
1981 Regd env No.90,  with 50p on 10s used, 1974 Airletter
insufficiently prepaid for air, then 1987-1995 FDCs (c30),
very interesting lot in a binder on leaves. Approx 150 different
covers.  £ 480

ANTIGUA
4212 1862-1935 incl 1863 1d (3 shades unused), 6d green
used (2), 1882 2½d red-brown used, 1884 to 6d used, 1903 to
6d m & u, 1908-17 to 1s mainly mint, 1935 SJ set m. (59).

 £ 110

4213 1863-1935 Fine used range on a printed album page
from an old time collection including 1863 1d vermilion, 6d
green, 1873 1d & 6d, 1879 4d blue, 1882 set 3, 1883 2½d &

4d, 1903 set to 1s, 1921 set to 1s, 1932 Tercentenary set but
CDS cancels not guaranteed (5s is pulled perfs and indistinct
CDS), etc  useful lot STC £690+. (51).  £ 175

4214 1876 P.14 6d blue-green mint original gum clearly
showing watermark inverted variety, couple toned perfs
otherwise sound, scarce and SG prices this with a dagger (said
not to exist).  SG 18w.  RRR! Be the first to own this!  £ 500

4215 1903-07 One pence red and half penny green Coat of
Arms unused wrappers in good condition.  £ 20

4216 1903-07 Set of 10 values hinged mint to 5s, few perf or
gum tones throughout, set cat £325 as cheapest, (5s is chalky
paper cat £80 more). SG 31/40a. (10).  £ 75

4217 1903-07 Two pence Coat of Arms unused registered
letter a couple of minor tone spots on reverse but full gum on
flap the front is very clean.  £ 22

4218 1907 Chalky 5s grey-green and violet superb top value,
appears unmounted mint but tiny trace of hinge, fine and fresh,
SG 40a Cat £190.  £ 80

4219 1908-17 Set of 8 values hinged mint to 2s, few perf or
gum tones throughout, set cat £170, SG 41/50.  £ 34

4220 1932 Tercentenary Complete set of 10 hinged mint,
fresh SG 81/90 Cat £225.  £ 90

4221 1935 2½d brown and deep blue Silver Jubilee fine used
light CDS showing dot to left of flagstaff variety, two light
tone marks otherwise sound, SG 93g Cat £250.  £ 80

4222 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 91/4.  £ 55

4223 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 91/4.  £ 35

4224 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered cover St John's to New York tied neat double ring
CDS cancels, SG 91/4.  £ 55

4225 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 x 2 sets fine used on an
attractive registered airmail long cover St John's to Malta,
vertical fold but stamps not affected, pretty cover from an old
time collectors hoard, SG 91/4.  £ 40

4226 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 4 April
airmail registered cover St John's to UK tied ST JOHN'S CDS
cancels, reg h/s K678, SG 112/113.  £ 20

4227 1949 (15 Mar) Registered airmail cover to USA
bearing 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied ST JOHN'S
/ ANTIGUA CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 112/113.  £ 20

4228 1953-62 QEII Complete set of 15 very fine unmounted
mint, SG 120a/134 Cat £85.  £ 35

4229 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves in
a binder mint and used with better content including QV to 4d
used, Badge defins to 1s & 2/6 m, EDVII 1903 5s mint (cat
£110, crease), 1921-29 to 5s used, 5s mint (Cat £300+), 1932
Tercent. 1s used, 2/6 mint, 1938 to £1 m & u, 1953 to $.120
mint, 1966 to $2.50 mint, 1976 Birds set mint, then a good run
of defins and commems to 1988, useful lot for sorting out.

 £ 225
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4230 Clean mainly mint assembly on forty plus large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted 1970s-1990s, 1994 Football, 1995 Scouts,
1970 Nelson long set (2 sets, Cat £45 each), 2005 Einstein,
2006 Air Transport (2 sets), 1991 Charles De Gaulle long set,
Antigua & Barbuda incl 1983 Fruits long set (2 sets, Cat £20
each), 1995 End of WW2, 1989 Flight, 1993 Aviation, 2008
Star Trek, 1978 long set, 1991 Railways long set, 1996
Olympic Games long set,  extensive thematic range. (100s).

 £ 200

4231 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted QV 2½d red-brown used (2), 1903 Badge
defins to 6d mint, 1921 to 2/6 mint plus many extras, 1932
Tercent. 1s used, 1938 GVI set to £1 plus listed shades for 1d,
1½d, 2d, 1s & 2/6 (Cat £300), 1953 set to $4.80 m (Cat £90),
extras to $2.40, 1966 set (Cat £55), attractive range. (approx
330+).  £ 285

4232 Queen Victoria two unused Penny halfpenny UPU
postcards with annexed card for reply (some discolour on
one). Plus two Queen Victoria unused Penny UPU postcards

 £ 22

4233 Queen Victoria unused Penny UPU postcard with
annexed card for reply with Specimen o/p in black.  £ 30

4234 Revenues: 1870 Tall Stamp Duty range mostly nice
appearance cancelled AO2 duplexes for 4s, 3s & 2s, useful
and seldom seem group. (3).  £ 30

ARGENTINA
4235 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 1peso
blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina
collector.  £ 75

4236 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 1peso
pink blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted
postmarks on brownish paper, short corner and a nice album
piece for Argentina collector.  £ 75

4237 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 2peso
blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina
collector.  £ 75

4238 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 2peso
pink blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted
postmarks on brownish paper, short corner and a nice album
piece for Argentina collector.  £ 75

4239 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 4r green
complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina
collector.  £ 75

4240 1860 (24 Dec) Entire bearing  one to two margin
example of Confederation 5c red (small corner faults) neatly
tied FRANCA oval handstamp in blue with CORREOS DEL
PARANA blue dated arc alongside, addressed to Salta comes
with 2003 ESTUDIO certificate stating all original, very fine
early cover of a number 1. GJ 1e.  £ 200

4241 1860-1993 Collection mainly unmounted mint from
1960s commem issues incl miniature sheets and long and sets,

nice earlier range from 1860 imperfs mint and used to 1950s,
excellent lot to fill those modern gaps.  £ 200

4242 1863 (1 Oct) Front bearing a superb 4 margin example
of Escuditos 5c rose neatly tied double ring BUENOS AIRES
CDS addressed to San Pedro, signed by Victor Kneitschel
alongside, very fine quality seldom seen. GJ 12.  £ 125

4243 1929 (1 Nov) Plain airmail cover to Chubut First Flight
by St Exupery 15c air and 5c red combination tied BAHIA
BLANCA NOV 1 CDS, reverse with very fine stylised arrow
/ plane AERO POSTA / ARGENTINA (S.A.) cachet in violet
and COMODORO RIVADAVIA arrival CDS on same day.
1st Nov datestamps despite Muller's listing on 31st Oct, only
30 covers flown. Muller 70: 5000 points.  £ 175

4244 1929-1931 Three airmail covers including 1929 Lineas
Internas printed Va Aerea env to UK from BUZONISTAS /
B.AIRES, 1930 (12 Dec) to Paris & 1931 (18 Feb) to Paris,
nice trio.  £ 25

4245 1930 (19 Feb) NYBRA cachet first flight cover, printed
VIA AEREA NYBRA envelope bearing combination of 5
adhs tied SERV. AEROPOST . BUENOS AIRES CDS and
red boxed cachet for the flight to USA. Fine.  £ 38

4246 1935 Buenos Aires Philatelic Exhibition miniature
sheet unmounted mint (couple light tones) 10c grey-green x 4
imperf, mainly very fine and fresh, SG MS654.  £ 25

4247 1937-44 Five typed covers from Argentina with various
stamps and postmarks to England.  £ 12

4248 COVERS & CARDS Collection in old time springback
with a small collection of initial overprints for diff areas, plus
a nice collection of postal stationery cards incl reply paid,
embossed envelopes, printed cards, adverts etc, all turn of the
century, nice original lot . (41 covers / cards)  £ 120

4249 Early postal stationery group of 12 items mainly turn of
the century unused incl reply cards unused for 2c black env
design, 3c orange & 6c lilac embossed design, 2c & 4c later
issues, envelopes embossed for 5c pink (2), 16c green, 6c card
sunburst design etc, lovely group.  (12).  £ 50

4250 Extensive duplicated collection in a large well filled
stockbook containing dozens of issues from early imperfs (23)
to modern mint & used, enormous ranges including officials,
surcharges, many part and complete sets to better values to
20p (some top vals perfinned), airmails incl 1903 Zeppelin
ovpt 50c & 90c f.u., 1931 ovpts on airs etc, huge qty approx
3600++.  £ 400

4251 Fournier Forgery: 1858-1861 Confederation 5c red
(one unused,  one  used) ,  10c  & 15c unused. 1862
Confederation 5c (4), 10c (4), 15c (4), surcharges 1, 2, 8,
1884, ¼ and oficial (2), two postmarks. (25).  £ 62

4252 Fournier Forgery, Buenos Aires: 1858 4p brown imperf
marginal block of eight, nine singles & two postmarks on one
piece. (19).  £ 45

ASCENSION
4253 1902 EDVII 1s green & carmine attractive single with
a part ASCENSION  / A / 22mm CDS cancel tied to paper,
very fine, SG Z33. Cat £200.  £ 45
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4254 1902 QV ½d blue-green attractive PAIR with a sock on
the nose ASCENSION  / A / OC 26 / 02 22mm CDS cancel,
very fine, SG Z19.  £ 75

4255 1912 GV 2½d blue a superb example with a sock on
the nose strike ASCENSION  / 27 FE / 13 CDS tied to paper
, very fine, SG Z43. Cat £130.  £ 58

4256 1912 GV 2d orange a superb example with a good
strike ASCENSION AP 8 / 22 CDS tied to paper, very fine,
SG Z42. Cat £95.  £ 40

4257 1913 GV 1s bistre a superb example with a sock on the
nose strike ASCENSION  / B / 9 FE / 17 CDS, very fine, SG
Z51. Cat £225.  £ 110

4258 1922-1935 small range incl 1924 1½d mint, 5d used,
8d & 1s mint, 1934 set of 10 to 5s mint (Cat £120). (24).

 £ 65

4259 1924 2d black and vermilion in an attractive mint pair
with right stamp showing tear drops variety, fresh, SG 24/24A
Cat £300+.  £ 150

4260 1934-38 Mint duplicated ranges including 1934 values
to 1s, 1938 definitives up to three complete sets to 10s (Cat
£750), 1948 RSW set (Cat £50), etc, good cat value.  £ 125

4261 1935 Silver Jubilee 5d green and indigo hinged mint
showing kite and vertical log variety, few lightly toned perfs at
the top otherwise fine, SG 33k Cat £400.  £ 125

4262 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 28

4263 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 48

4264 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 140

4265 1935 Silver Jubilee set Registered FDC to UK bearing
1½d pair and single plus 2d each tied neat oval regd 6 MY 35
ASCENSION postmarks, very fine and high cat on cover in
addition to a First Day cover.  SG 31/2.  £ 80

4266 1938 Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing ½d, 1d
black and green, 1½d black & vermilion, 2d black and red-
orange, 3d black & ultramarine each tied REGISTERED
ASCENSION oval cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover.
SG 38, 39, 40, 41 & 42a. Cat £270 on commercial cover.

 £ 45

4267 1944 P.13 ½d black and bluish violet hinged mint with
a creases (does not detract) showing 'long centre bar to E in
Georgetown' variety, fine looker, SG 38 ba.  £ 32

4268 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s bright purple high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 51. Cat £50.  £ 25

4269 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 20th
October registered plain First Day Cover to UK tied
ASCENSION C CDS cancels, small crayon smudge otherwise
pretty item, SG 50/1.  £ 50

4270 1955 (Mar) Philatelic Cover to UK posted using Union
Castle Line envelope bearing 8 different values ½d to 1s all
tied CDS cancels. Mainly sound.  £ 25

4271 1971-1997 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate  mainly unmounted mint in

mounts with good degree of complete sets incl miniature
sheets, defin sets to £2 & £3, colourful and attractive issues
etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.  Huge retail in excess of
US$700.  £ 250

4272 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted 1934 GV vals to 1s mint, 1935 SJ 2d, 5d & 1s
f.u. (Cat £112), 1938 good rage of mint defins to 10s with up
to 5or 6 of each, noted 3d black and blue (Cat £100), 2/6
black and red (4 cat £27 each), 5s, 10s (3, cat £48 each),
attractive range. (Approx 110).  £ 250

4273 Clean mainly mint assembly on thirty six large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted 1956 set mint (Cat £140) plus many extras 2/6
(2, cat £30 each), 5s (2, cat £42 each), 10s (Cat £55), 1963
Birds set mint (cat £60) & f.u. (cat £25), 1986 Ships long set,
then huge run of commem sets to 1990s, attractive range.
(100s).  £ 240

4274 Clean mainly mint assembly on twenty six large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted 1956 set mint (Cat £140), 2010 BOB, 2017
Eels, 2006 Exploration, 1994 Ships, 1996 Mollusks, 2008
Monarchs (5 sets, cat £18.50 each), 2011 RAF, 1991 Fish
long set, 2012 Shackleton strips, plus many other commem
sets, attractive range. (100s).  £ 210

4275 QV-GV Range with ASCENSION CDS cancels
including QV 1d lilac single and a pair on paper both good
cancels, EDVII ½d green pair on paper, 1d rose-red two
singles on paper with good strikes, then 1911-12 Mackennal
½d  & 1d red (on paper), mainly very fine, SG Z7, Z21/2,  Cat
£359+. (7).  £ 120

AUSTRALIA
4276 1840's-50's Seven first day covers include Centenary of
Sir Thomas Mitchell, 1955 Olympic Games typed to England,
1954 Australian Red Cross and QEII 3d definitive first day
cover.  £ 14

4277 1913- Useful duplicated assembly of used including
better noted 1913 Roo to 2s brown (mixed), 1914-20 GV to
4d including lemon-yellow shades, 1915-27 Roo 2s brown (9),
5s (9 incl shades), 10s CDS with punch hole, 1918 GV defins
incl some varieties, 1929 Roos to 2s, 1931 GV to 1/4d, plus
some NZ and foreign etc.  £ 150

4278 1913 Wmk A 3d olive Die I hinged mint with hinges on
reverse, very fresh and fine appearance, SG 5, cat £80.  £ 26

4279 1913 Wmk A 5d chestnut hinged mint with hinges on
reverse, centred left, very fresh and fine appearance, SG 9, cat
£75.  £ 25

4280 1913 Wmk A ½d, 1d, 2d & 2½d hinged mint examples
with hinges on reverse, very fresh and fine appearance, SG
1/4, cat £134.  £ 42

4281 1913-1935 incl 1913 to 1s used, 1914 Kookaburra 6d
claret used (Cat £55), 1915 to 5s used (5s heavy late fee, SG
30 cat £350), 1915-27 to 5s, 1918 to 1/4d, 1926 to 1/4d,
1929-30 set to 5s, 1931-36 to 10s (2), commems to 1935.
(132).  £ 250
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4282 1913-1990 Mint & mainly used collection in printed
SG loose-leaf album noted Roos to 5s, GV to 1/4d, GVI 10s
mint ovptd Specimen, 1963 Navigators set used to £2, 1971
Xmas pane of 20 setenant unmounted mint, 1974 $5 & $10
ovptd Specimen, AAT to $1 etc, 100s.  £ 100

4283 1913-1999 Well filled 22 ring binder with a mainly
used collection with some better earlier noted Roos to 9d for
earlier printings, 1913 6d Kook, 1915 2s brown and 5s black
and yellow, GV heads to 1/4d, 3d blue Kook., 1930s Roos to
5s, GVI to £1, etc, hereon many mainstream commems, 100s.

 £ 180

4284 1914 Kookaburra 6d Engraved Plate 1 in a superb (part
imprint) block of 4 very fresh unmounted mint. ACSC 60z Cat
$3750 as a block of 8 (this a superb block of 4). Lovely
example.  £ 550

4285 1914 (Wmk 5 Crown over A) 1d carmine used
duplicated loose assortment of a few hundred used examples,
ideal for postmarks or variety hunting, 100s. Minimum cat £1
each.  £ 40

4286 1916 1/- blue-green packet of seconds used (many
CDS) mainly with perf faults or creases, unchecked for dies,
wmk inverted etc, cat £855, SG 40.  £ 40

4287 1916 2/- brown and 2/- red-brown CDS used shades
sound & fine, scarce red-brown shade has nice 1917 (Oct 4)
CDS postmark, mainly very fine, SG 41 & 41b.  £ 85

4288 1916 2s brown fine hinged mint example, few blunt
perfs top right otherwise fine colour, SG 41 Cat £275.  £ 48

4289 1919 Duel embossed octagon without postage ½d
green and 1d red used with South Australia machine cancel to
UK, few minor age marks otherwise very pretty dual use
cover. Hard to find.  £ 38

4290 1922 2d rose-scarlet part CDS used showing double
frameline in bottom left variety, fine, SG 63 var.  £ 35

4291 1924 4½d violet on an undated cover to Fremantle sent
AERIAL MAIL with Western Australia incomplete CDS and
box circle FORWARD / BY AIR MAIL in black alongside.
Faults but nice early airmail cover.  £ 20

4292 1924 Roo £1 grey fine used part Melbourne CDS, few
blunt perfs along the bottom and showing plate wear in SE
corner of the map, well centred sound, SG 75 Cat £350.

 £ 100

4293 1926 1½d scarlet part slogan cancel used showing no
middle bar in E of PENCE variety, mainly fine, SG 87 var.

 £ 40

4294 1928 1/4d turquoise mounted mint, centred SE, sound,
SG 104. Cat £120.  £ 28

4295 1928 Fourth National Stamp Exhib. 3d blue top left
corner sheet of 4 unmounted mint with even toned gum, fresh
looker, SG MS 106a Cat £120 mint.  £ 45

4296 1929 Roo 10s grey and pink heavy CDS used, pulled
and faults along the bottom, decent spacefiller, SG 112 Cat
£500.  £ 48

4297 1929 Roo 6d chestnut PAIR mounted mint, sound, SG
107 cat £76.  £ 20

4298 1931 First Flight cover Waverley NSW to Bradford
GB. Special cover with pair 6d airmail stamps SG 127 139.

 £ 20

4299 1931 Kingsford Smith 3d blue in a bottom right
marginal block of 20 mint / unmounted, mostly split into block
of 8 and 12 with some thinning on reverse and other small
faults, small part Ash imprint. SG 122 Cat £170 as singles.

 £ 42

4300 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights 6d violet fine used
showing extra Islands variety in the right hand globe, normal
for comparison, SG 123 var.  £ 50

4301 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights 6d violet fine used
showing re-entry variety on FO & LD doubled and Swans
neck, few pulled perfs along the top otherwise sound, SG 123a
Cat £110.  £ 44

4302 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights set of three values 2d,
3d & 6d each in a superb JOHN ASH Imprint blocks of 4 mint
/ unmounted mint, fine, SG 121/3.  £ 35

4303 1932 C of A Wmk 5/- grey and yellow and 10/- grey
and pink both fine used decent CDS cancels, 10/- has blunt
corner perf otherwise sound, SG 135/6.  £ 65

4304 1932 Roo 10s grey and pink mainly sound used with
good centring, MAIL LATE FEE CDS, couple blunt or pulled
perf otherwise fine, SG 136 Cat £150.  £ 40

4305 1934 First Official Air Mail typed cover with Ship Mail
Room Melbourne cancel Australia to Papua then to England.

 £ 18

4306 1934 John Macarthur set of 4 including both Dies of 2d
carmine-red all fine hinged mint, SG 150/2. Cat £89.  £ 32

4307 1935 (7 Oct) Airmail envelope Canberra to Currie
King Island bearing 3d airmail and GV 2d red tied
CANBERRA / 7 OCT 35 / FCT CDS and typed By First
Airmail Flight / Canberra to King Island, Melbourne and
Currie King Is. backstamps. Fine.  £ 38

4308 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 156/8.  £ 18

4309 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 156/8.  £ 18

4310 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine used mainly fine, SG
156/8.  £ 18

4311 1935 Turramurra NSW reg label on cover with cds SG
127 and 151 to England. Note torn open along left side. 1937
typed cover front with SG 193 to Melbourne.  £ 15

4312 1936 (Sep) Airmail cover Sydney to UK sent per
Karachi - London, bearing 6d sepia airmail and 2d pair for
Cent of Victoria tied AIR MAIL 1 / SYDNEY CDS cancels,
neat little cover, SG 139 & 147.  £ 18

4313 1936 Telephone link 2d scarlet plate marginal blocks
of 4 for Plates 1 & 3 (2 diff positions), plate 4,  mint /
unmounted mint, fine, SG 159.  £ 22

4314 1936 Telephone link 2d scarlet types A & B each in a
superb JOHN ASH Imprint blocks of 4 mint / unmounted
mint, fine, BW (ACSC) Cat #169A, 169B.  £ 20
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4315 1937 (1 Oct) 150th Anniv. of Foundation of NSW on
illustrated regd FDC tied SYDNEY first day of issue CDS
cancels. Typed addr, mainly fine.  £ 30

4316 1937 150th Anniv. Foundation of NSW 9d pale purple
in attractive unmounted mint block of 4, fine, SG 195 var.

 £ 45

4317 1937 3d blue Die I unmounted mint showing white
wattles variety, TA completely joined along with left frame
breaks and completely white wattles, chin made of strokes,
very fine, SG 168a.  £ 85

4318 1937 3d blue Die Ia unmounted mint showing
separated TA & part strokes on chin, very fine, SG 168b. Cat
£150 mint.  £ 75

4319 1938 3d blue Die II unmounted mint side marginal,
showing new Die and cheek lines extending into ear lobe, very
fine, SG 168c. Cat £65 mint.  £ 32

4320 1938 Pair of 9d violet on airmail cover from Australia
to England note minor toning on adhesives and cover. SG 108.

 £ 20

4321 1940 (15 Jul) Australian Imperial Forces on illustrated
regd FDC tied REGISTERED first day of issue CDS cancels.
Typed addr, mainly fine.  £ 18

4322 1940 Australian Imperial Forces 6d brown-purple in an
unmounted mint block of 4, mainly sound, SG 199.  £ 40

4323 1941 Australian Forces cover with Petty Officers Club
insignia on reverse with Queen Elizabeth 1d green sent from
Flinders Naval Depot Victoria used locally.  £ 20

4324 1943 Australian Forces cover with Queen Elizabeth 1d
brown concessionary postal rate. Sent from Murchison
Victoria addressed to Hobart Tasmania. With military Forces
Passed By Censor 658.  £ 20

4325 1943 Australian forces in the Pacific cover with 4d
koala sent by air mail rate to Hobart Tasmania with Army Post
Office 0129 which was Anthonys Lagoon NT. Also with
Australian Military Forces Passed by Censor 1711.  £ 22

4326 1943 Australian forces in the Pacific cover with 4d
koala sent by air mail rate to Hobart Tasmania with Army Post
Office 228 which was Alice Springs NT. Also with Australian
Imperial Forces Passed by Censor 781.  £ 22

4327 1944 Australian forces in the Pacific cover with 4d
koala sent by air mail rate to Hobart Tasmania with Army Post
Office 230  which was Darwin. Also with Militray Forces
Passed by Censor 952 cancel.k  £ 22

4328 1944 Australian forces in the Victoria cover with
Queen Elizabeth 1d sent from Military P.O. Bandiana 10 No
46 to Hobart Tasmania. Note no censor cancel.  £ 20

4329 1944 Australian forces in the Victoria cover with
Queen Elizabeth 1d sent from Military P.O. Puckapunyal 2 Se
43 to Hobart Tasmania. With Australian Military Forces
Passed by Censor 703.  £ 20

4330 1945 Austrlian Forces New South Wales airmail cover
with 4d green koala sent from Mil P.O. Bathurst NSW to
Hobart Tasmania. Passed by censor 2415.  £ 20

4331 1946 Australian Forces cover with Queen Elizabeth 1d
brown concessionary postal rate. Sent from Murchison
Victoria addressed to Hobart Tasmania.  £ 20

4332 1946 Australian forces in the Victoria cover with
Queen Elizabeth 1d with postal concession rate cachet sent
from R.A.A.F. Laverton 19 No 46 to Hobart Tasmania.

 £ 20

4333 1946 Australian forces in Victoria cover with Queen
Elizabeth 1d sent from R.A.A.F. Laverton 11 11 46 to Hobart
Tasmania. With faint Department of Air Concessionary
Postage Rate cachet.  £ 20

4334 1946 Cover with Queen Elizabeth 1d sent at
concessionary rate from the Military Hospital at Heidelberg
Victoria to Tasmania.  £ 20

4335 1946 Registered typed unopened Peace Issue 18th Feb
1946 first day cover from Sydney NSW to England. SG
213/15.  £ 20

4336 1947 Registered typed illustrated souvenir cover
celebrating the 150th anniversary of Newcastle with set of
three addressed to Switzerland. SG 219-221  £ 14

4337 1950 £2 green Coast of Arms unmounted mint showing
roller flaw variety, very fine and fresh, SG 224d da Cat £150
mint.  £ 80

4338 1950 £2 green Commonwealth Coat of Arms top value,
a duplicated range of approx 140 used examples, many have
minor faults like short corners but ideal for study, approx 140
cat £2240. Only 5% cat.  £ 100

4339 1952 Qantas first regular air service linking Australia
to Mauritius typed cover.  £ 18

4340 1954 Australian flight cover 13 March 1954 with
Queen Elizabeth II 2/- green cancelled Sydney. Stamped with
'SALVAGED MAIL AIRCRAFT CRASH SINGAPORE 13
1954' addressed to England, rare item.  £ 100

4341 1959 Australian National Philatelic ~Exhib special
illustrated cover bearing 1d & 4d defins tied special illus.
cancel in red and ANPEX poster label affixed alongside,
pencil addr, very fine.  £ 25

4342 1961-64 Both shades of 5s Aboriginal Stockman top
values for 1961 5s red-brown, & 1964 white paper brown-red
both superb unmounted mint, white paper is top marginal,
very fresh, SG 327/327a. Cat £104.  £ 45

4343 1986 US-Australia Woomera cover concerning the
shuttle flight in Australia. Cancelled in USA?Australia on
same day Jan 24th 1986 rare item.  £ 20

4344 1989-90 $5 Botanical Gardens u/m block of 4 each
overprinted SPECIMEN in black.  SG 1199a.  £ 15

4345 1992 (19 Feb) Australians Under Fire commemorative
limited edition FDC bearing the set and tied FDI cancels
signed by Keith Payne (VC) & Edward Kenna (VC), limited
to 75 covers produced. Fine.  £ 60

4346 1993-1995 Duck stamps - for Wetlands Conservation
incl 1993/4 $10 block of 4 U/M, & 1994/5 $10 corner
marginal imprint blk of 4 U/M, AUS 5/6.  Very fine. (8).

 £ 60
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4347 1994-95 Wetlands Conservation stamp $10 mountain
duck U/M with a bottom left corner imperf proof on white
paper printed without the black inscriptions, nice thematic
item.  £ 20

4348 2006 Commonwealth Games (3rd issue) Complete set
of 17 sheetlets featuring the opening and closing ceremonies
of the Melbourne Commonwealth Games. All fine used CTO.
Mostly sound. (17).  £ 75

4349 And STATES small group of covers and postcards incl
NSW 1905 697 William Street pmk, 1904 Randwick, 1907 2d
pale blue x 2 on env to Hobart, Australia 1935 irm cover to
London plus 4 others. Mixed but nice little lot (8).  £ 20

4350 Australian Territories: 2006 Aus. Post Office Year
pack complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint for
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island & Australian
Antarctic Terr, very attractive with many thematics. Sold for
$22.95 (42 stamps incl one sheetlet). Retail $50. (£27).

 £ 20

4351 Australian Territories: 2012 Aus. Post Office Year
pack complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint for
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island & Australian
Antarctic Terr, very attractive with many thematics. Sold for
$32.95 Retail $60. (£33).  £ 24

4352 Australian Territories: 2013 Aus. Post Office Year
pack complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint for
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island & Australian
Antarctic Terr, very attractive with many thematics. Sold for
$34.95 Retail $60. (£33).  £ 24

4353 Clean mint & used assembly on seven large stockcards
with some light duplication noted GV Roos 5s m & u, 1937
complete set to £1 mint, 10s mint (2) plus specimen ovpt mint,
GV Heads to 1/4d m & u, 1935 SJ set mint (2), 1937 150th
Anniv. set m (3), 1940 Imperial Forces set m (2), 1934
Macarthur set m, 1948 £1 mint, postage dues D132-41 mint,
useful range. (c125).  £ 120

4354 Collection on SG printed leaves with a huge
mainstream collection from 1859 to 1995, with most issues
represented 1913 to 1s, 1915 to 2s, 1920 to 1/4d, 1926 to
1/4d, 1931 Roos to 5s, 1931 GV to 1/4d, and extras, then
1936-1992 mainly complete used, 100s, good cat value.

 £ 150

4355 Customs Duty: 1907-1958 5d red and brown and 6d
blue and green both in unmounted mint blocks of 12, 5d has
two torn examples, otherwise fine, Barefoot 9/10.  £ 100

4356 Davo Hingeless Album (worn) with a good range of
Roos for different printings incl 1913 to 2s brown, 1914 to 2s,
1915 to 2s, 1929 to 5s, 1931 to 5s, then commems used to
1979, taken 'as is' on wmks and printings.  £ 48

4357 GV Heads - Varieties nice range of seven used
examples incl 1½d red cracked plate, broken frame, 2d red
white patch on head, 2d red inverted wmk, 1½d rounded
frame, Pencf error etc, nice group (7).  £ 35

4358 Imperial album pages 1913-1935 Mint & used
assembly including 1913 Roo to 1s, 1915 to 1s, 1915-27 to
10s used, 6d mint, GV heads to 1/4d, 1929-30 5s & 10s used,
1931-36 to 10s (heavy used cat £150) & 1932 Sydney

Harbour Bridge 5s used (creased, cat £200), £1 grey (faults,
cat £275). Nice range. (c165).  £ 225

4359 JOHN ASH Imprint bottom marginal block of 4 for
1937 150th Anniv. of Foundation of NSW 2d & 3d, 1934
Centenary of Victoria 3d, 1936 Telephone Link 2d, 1931 2d
scarlet (SG 127), P. Due 1925 1½d (SG D93), cat £102 as
mint. (6).  £ 40

4360 Officials: 1932-33 GV Heads 1d green, 2d golden
scarlet & 3d ultramarine each in mint / unmounted mint block
of 4, mainly fine. SG O129/131. Cat £150+.  £ 48

4361 Officials: Punctured OS GV Heads small fine used
range including ½d orange, 1½d brown (6), 1½d red, 2d red,
2d brown, 3d ultr., 4d orange & 5d brown. Mainly sound.
(13). Good cat value in Brusden white.  £ 60

4362 Postage Due: 1922-30 4d carmine and yellow CDS
used with Golden Square cancel DEC 1922 cancel, showing
retouched D variety, sound, SG D96 var.  £ 30

4363 Postage Due: 1947 1s green and carmine in a superb
gutter bottom block of 8 with imprint at the bottom n second
stamp showing gash plate flaw variety (Brusden White D96e)
very nice positional item.  £ 110

4364 Postage Dues: 1902 Wmk Crown over NSW 1d
emerald-green attractive PAIR hinged mint, few rough perfs
otherwise nice multiple, SG D2.  £ 20

4365 Postage Dues: 1907 Wmk Crown over A 4d green
attractive PAIR hinged mint, few rough perfs otherwise nice
multiple, SG D49.  £ 42

4366 Postage Dues: 1936-49 GVI Mint assembly including
1936 3d carmine and yellow-green, 1938 complete set of 7
(cat £200), mainly very fine hinged mint, SG D108, D112/118
& D124, cat £296.  £ 180

4367 Postage Dues: 1938 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to
1/-, fine, SG D112/118.  £ 80

4368 Postal Orders: 1977 with counterfoil two orders unused
for 15c & 75c values cancelled BROOKTON CDS cancels,
both have corner clipped as issued. Mainly fine (2).  £ 20

4369 QEII Collection fine used in a well filled springback
album, noted 1963 Navigators set fine used (cat £110), 1966
new currency set f.u. etc to 1997, huge amount of completion
for commems used, 100s. Colourful lot.  £ 60

4370 Seven Seas Printed album with a mint & used to 1980
includes 1963 Navigators £2 mint (cat £55), 1948 Arms set to
£2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets,
GV Heads to 1/4d, Roos to 5s for diff printings, 1971 Xmas
setenant block mint, etc. Huge cat value.  £ 125

AUSTRALIAN ANT. TERR.
4371 1947 Australian Nat. Ant. Research Exped. 1947
Macquarie Island 2 covers to UK one regd, both with two line
handstamps in violet, slight toning.  Intr.  £ 40

4372 1947 Australian Nat. Ant. Research Exped. First Day
of Opening cover 1947 25 DEC tied two defins to London
cancelled ANARE HEARD Is CDS cancel, light tones and
nice first day of issue. Comes with newspaper photo of the
office in a tent and map write up.  £ 40
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4373 1961 Four illustrated 50th anniversary of Australasian
Antarctic Expedition typed first day covers from Macquarie
Island, Wilkes, Davis and Mawson. Covers unopened although
some fraying.  £ 18

AUSTRALIAN STATES
4374 1882 Queen Victoria 6d blue cover with Melbourne JA
13 82 cancel addressed to England. Note fold through
adhesive.  £ 12

4375 1885 (2 Apr) Cover Melbourne to Italy bearing 1d
green and 2d lilac pair tied VICTORIA duplex cancel, few
faults but pretty combination with Brindisi & DIST 18 transit
backstamps and arrival B/S.  £ 18

4376 1886-96 Postage & Revenue 2/6 dull violet hinged
mint in very fresh condition, superb colour, SG 195a, Cat £95.

 £ 35

4377 1892-99 ½d, 5d, 2/6 & 10s each with Specimen
overprint mounted mint large part original gum, mostly fresh
and sound, SG 216s, 218s, 222s & 224s.  £ 130

4378 1900 Victoria State 2d Queen Victoria cancelled
Melbourne on Telegram with Footscray cds on reverse. Note
cover has tears along top and flap.  £ 16

4379 New South Wales: 1850-1906 Mint and used assembly
with better pickings including 1850 Views 2d blue (2), 1851-
52 1d red on bluish paper PAIR with two sock on the nose '68'
numeral cancels (Cat £300), 2d blue (5), 3d green (3), 1854-
59 to 1s imperf, 1860 to 1s perf, 1861-88 to 5s (4), 1890 5s
used, officials to 5s m & u.  (174). High cat value.  £ 150

4380 New South Wales: 1851 2d ultramarine a superb fine
used good four margin example, neatly cut and neat barred
cancellation, attractive example, SG 52.  £ 20

4381 New South Wales: 1888 P.11 5s rose-lilac hinged mint
with some light tones, fresh large part og, SG 181 Cat £325.

 £ 32

4382 New South Wales: 1890 P.11 5s lilac hinged mint
example, few light tones on reverse perfs and one pulled perf
NE corner, otherwise superb and fresh, SG 263a Cat £375.

 £ 125

4383 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s)
green and brown & 2½d (2s6d) gold, carmine and blue both
hinged mint with hinge remains and vertical gum bends
otherwise very fine appearance, SG 2801/, Cat £300.  £ 100

4384 New South Wales: 1907 1d dull rose in a hinged mint
block of 4, fine and fresh shows irregular perfs along the
bottom as manufactured, nice fresh block, SG 354 Cat £104.

 £ 40

4385 New South Wales: Revenues; 1930 Relief Tax
overprint range of 10 different values unused on paper or used
3d to £1 including 4s blue pair mint, 5s side marginal mint, etc
Barefoot range 2/14.  (10).  £ 45

4386 New South Wales: Specimen or Reprint overprints
selection on original printed stiff sheet in two separated halves
(Price £1) bearing 36 defintives for 1855-99 from ½d gray to
12½d red and ½d gray to 20s ultramarine including 1860
Registered letter, 1861 5s dull violet, 1885 tall postage opts
5s, 10s & £1, plus postage dues 1891-97 set of 10 to 20s

green of which 6 low values have been gently bent, creasing
two, all stuck to the page . (46).  £ 460

4387 Postal Order: Queensland 1880s 1s green Postal Note
unused with No.118 unused complete with counterfoil
handstamped SPECIMEN in violet ornate design including the
Chalon profile for FEE STAMP / HALF PENNY, wrinkles
otherwise fine and rare.  £ 150

4388 Queensland: 1864 Registered (6d) yellow unused Perf
13 (usual rough perfs) showing SPECIMEN overprint
diagonally in black, sound, SG 49s.  £ 75

4389 Queensland: 1892 (24 Jun) Tatty cover Brisbane to
Cheshire bearing 1890 1d vermilion-red pair and ½d deep
green tied BRISBANE rounded CDS and starburst ovals, very
tatty but nice use.  £ 30

4390 Queensland: 1895 1d red-orange in a left side marginal
block of 8 unmounted mint, SG 203 Cat £38 for mint.  £ 25

4391 Queensland: 1900 Soldier's Mail from the Queensland
Contingent on a soiled cover bearing GB 1d lilacs x 4
cancelled ZEERUST / 11 JUL 00 CDS's addressed to
Brisbane, Queensland from a Capt, H Squadron. Hinge
remains on both sides, with Brisbane TPO on reverse.  £ 150

4392 South Australia: Small collection on Imperial printed
leaves mixed mint & used including Imperfs 1d yellow-green,
6d dull violet, rouletted 2d orange (2), 4d, 6d (2), 9d, 1s
orange, 1867-1900 QV Heads values to 2s, 1s brown pair,
1902 Tall issue 3d to 1s, 10d orange mint, few officials, etc,
(69).  £ 75

4393 Tasmania: 1860-67 6d attractive fine used range of 7
cut square copies with wide range of shades from grey to
violet mainly numeral cancels incl 52, 54 & 74.  Nice study lot
(7) SG range 44/48.  £ 62

4394 Tasmania: 1867 1d carmine unused no gum very neatly
cut with margins top and bottom,  lovely clean example, SG
29 cat £350 mint.  £ 38

4395 Tasmania: 1871 P.11½ 5s purple small part original
gum with hinges, nice clean looker, SG 149 Cat £350.  £ 45

4396 Tasmania: Stamp Duty 1s rose-pink hinged mint with
fresh appearance, SG F29 Cat £150.  £ 75

4397 Victoria: 1850 3d blue in a superb proof left marginal
strip of five, stated to be a colour trial for the original state Die
I, superb unused no gum, fabulous album piece. SG 4 var.

 £ 180

4398 Victoria: 1850-1905 Mint and used assembly with
better pickings including 1850-53 3d blue (5), 1852-54 2d
brown (3 + pair), 1d green, 6d blue, 1857-1860s imperfs,
1860s-70 Laureated series, 1867-71 to 5s, 1880-90s incl odd
better mint to 1s, 1901-13 to 5s f.u., postage dues to 5d.
(c213)  £ 250

4399 Victoria: 1887 Railway Parcel revenue 1d black on
green Parcel Stamp for Commissioners risk unsigned
continued up to 101 miles. Neatly cancelled manuscript brush
stroke SC mainly very fine for these.  £ 20
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4400 Victoria: 1887 Stamp Duty 5s reddish purple on lemon
hinged mint with brownish gum, toned perf and thin at top
otherwise nice fresh frontal appearance, SG 260d, cat £120.

 £ 40

4401 Victoria: 1897 Stamp Duty 4s orange mounted mint
with brownish gum, blunt perf at top and some patches on the
gum otherwise nice fresh frontal appearance, SG 346, cat
£170.  £ 48

4402 Victoria: 1900 Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund set of
2 hinged mint overall very fresh, both very fine lookers, SG
374/5. Cat £425.  £ 160

4403 Victoria: Small assembly of seven covers with 1904 1d
pink same correspondence from BENALLA 18, plus a small
selection of similar postmarks incl from imperfs.  £ 48

4404 Western Australia: 1898 Wmk Crown W & A 1d
carmine & 6d bright violet both hinged mint, 6d is very fine,
SG 112 & 115.  £ 18

4405 Western Australia: 1910 ½d green in a superb complete
bottom pane of 60 with middle gutter along the top plate 1,
very fine and seldom seen in such large multiples. SG 138 Cat
£270 as mint, at least double for unmounted mint.  £ 180

AUSTRIA
4406 1839 (5 Nov) Entire Letter Vienna to London bearing
large crowned hand stamp in red (subsequently erased
denoting change of rate) and Franco fancy h/s in red along
with LA h/s in black, manuscript chargeback in black, Wien /
5 ADE h/s in red, various transit incl French Autr in red,
London arc in black arrival b/s, etc, intr item.  £ 60

4407 1850 - 1935 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 500 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £180 each,
noted  1850 imperf 4 values used to 9k blue (cat £205), 1858
4 values used to 15k blue including 3k used black (cat £375),
1861 perf complete used (cat £135), 1863 perf complete used
(cat £70), 1867 perf complete used (cat £320), 1883 perf
complete used (cat £200), 1899 complete used (cat £70), 1908
set to 5k purple used, 1910 11 values m+u to 1k violet (cat
£110), 1922 huge range to 5000k m+u, 1922 air complete m,
1922 musicians complete m, 1923 complete m (cat £66), 1925
complete m, 1925 set to 5s blue used (cat 230),  1929
complete m+u (cat £120), 1933 complete mint (cat £280).
Brilliant lot from an avid collector (c500)  £ 320

4408 1850 2kr grey-black on original wrapper to Vienna
with 4 very large margins and top part of next stamp showing,
tied oval datestamp, black ink smudges on front and back and
various filing folds, Scott 2b. Cat $375.  £ 150

4409 1850-1946 Binder containing mainstream early to
modern defins and various commems mint & used. Noted
1867 good range of values to 50kr (2, cat £50 each), 1890s
many defins, 1916 to 10k violet used, 1922 Musicians Fund
set  m, 1934 to 3s mint, 1935 Heroes set 6 mint (Cat £126),
1946 Race Fund set used, good quantity with useful pickings.

 £ 150

4410 1855 (26 Jun) wrinkled cover Prague to Belgium
bearing Imperfs 6kr brown and 9kr blue both tied BOXED
PRAG 26/6 / 1U cancels to Baisy-Thy/Pres Genappe with
manuscript franchi jusqu'a la frontiere and additional

manuscript charge mark '20' in blue ink, P.D in red, address is
instruction SS par frankfort, cologne, bruxelles, royaume de
Belgique.  Faults incl creases and folds otherwise very scarce
item.  £ 360

4411 1858-1984 Collection mainly used on annotated pages
in a display folder including many useful earlier noted 1858-9
Emperor Embossed set to 15kr incl 3kr black (2), & 3kr
green, plus 2kr shades, 1860-61 Oval set to 15kr, 1858
Newspaper stamps in blue and lilac, 1861 1.05kr lilac, 1867
set to 50kr coarse printing, 1874-80 set to 50kr fine printing,
1873-4 Telegraph to 2Fl, 1890 to 2G plus perfs and shades,
1891 set to 50kr plus shades, 1899-1902 New Currency set to
4kr, 1901-04 to 72h plus perfs and shades, 1908-13 set to 2kr,
1910 Birthday set to 1k mint, 1916-18 set to 10kr plus shades
and papers etc.  Nearly all stamps are different for shades and
perfs, printings etc, mainly good to fine mint & used STC
€5600+.  £ 800

4412 1867 New Grand Austrian state Loan Distribution
registration certificate (faults)  affixed to paper issued to pay
for loan capital for the government for the Rev G Sandford,
New Grand Prize Drawing on 31st July 1867 signed by
Edward Schneider for 6 shares amounting to £5 No. 3154.
Interesting early loan ephemera.  £ 45

4413 1899 Cape of Good Hope postcard of Catholic mission
in Pella bearing 1d adhs tied duplex postmark to Salzburg
Austria, underpaid hence T15c h/s and 2k & 10k brown
affixed and tied on arrival, very pretty and fine.  £ 28

4414 1906 (25 Oct) Parcel Post 10h blue printed card
uprated with 10h & 20h defins tied octagonal barred KLEIN
BOROWITZ / 2 cancels addr to Rumburg and two different
arrival backstamps for 26th & 27th October. Few minor
corner bends or marks otherwise nice uprated parcel card.

 £ 75

4415 1908 (29 Jul) Printed illustrated cover (front and back)
roughly opened envelope from Semmering with buildings
illustrated in dark blue addressed to Karlsbad bearing 5h green
vertical pair tied boxed SMMERING 1 cancels in black,
attractive cover.  £ 24

4416 1908 60th Anniv. of Emperor's Accession 10k deep
brown, blue and ochre top value mounted mint with hinge
remains, fresh looker, SG 206 Cat £300.  £ 100

4417 1916 (29 Oct) Franci Joseph 1848-1908 attractive
engraved preprinted 5h green postal stationery postcard
bearing black and white VIERBLATTRIGER KLEE
illustrated poster stamp (light pink staining) tied incomplete
CDS in black, pretty item.  £ 28

4418 1916 (8 May) Postcard of Joseph I sent Bochfliess to
Vienna bearing 5h green block of 4 tied CDS and two labels
affixed on the left for Deutscher Schul Verien (German School
Association) 2h fund raising label and red arms imperf label
for KK Reichshaupt alongside neither are tied but used to raise
funds for the School Association which promoted German
history and bias.  £ 28

4419 1918 Air surcharge set of 3 on paper tied KRAKAU
2.IV.18 CDS cancels, expertised on obverse underneath
stamps, fine, SG 296A/298A. (cat £80).  £ 32
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4420 1920-1987 An extensive collection mint and used
collection in a very fine KA-BE printed album with strength in
1940s onwards mainly unmounted mint incl 1949 Welfare set,
POW set, 1950 Plebiscite set, 1954 Welsbach, 1955 10th
Anniv. set, good range of defins to top values, huge amount of
completion to 1987, high cat value.  £ 450

4421 1923-25 Nice group of five airmail covers and cards all
fine including 1923 Vienna to Berlin via Prague with nice
combination and five line violet cachet Mit Fokker F111, 1924
two postcards Flug Woche in St Wolfgang 500k yellow tied
ST WOLFGANG 9.VIII.24 CDS cancel and both violet 4 line
cachet 7-17 August 1924, 1925 Aspern Flying Field postcard
Austria Aero Club cachet, 1925 5th Sept postcard to Prague
with special Flugpost meeting cancels, attractive lot. (5).

 £ 100

4422 1936 Second Anniv. of Assassination of Dr Dolfuss
10s slate-blue mounted mint with neat hinge remain, fine, SG
793 Cat £950.  £ 360

4423 1936 Three covers with various stamps with Olympic
torch relay running in Austria 29 VII 1936 cancels two with
addresses.  £ 20

4424 1937 (23 Aug) regd airmail cover to Holland bearing
1937 Paddle Steamer set, 1935 3s air, Railway set, Relief set
all tied WIEN 1 CDS cancels, hinges on reverse otherwise
amazing combination.  £ 40

4425 1938 (21 Feb) Two registered airmail covers bearing
10 different airs 5g to 5s tied ZURS CDS cancels to Holland,
few tones and contemporary postal marks, mainly sound.

 £ 45

4426 1938 Illustrated air mail cover from Hotel Bristol
Vienna with 1 Shilling red with Flugpost cds addressed to
Belgium. Nice cover.  £ 18

4427 1945-1999 Useful mainly used collection in an almost
new DAVO printed album masses of defins and commem sets,
huge range of material plus many spaces ideal for expansion.
Albums cost £128+ for these, complete with slipcase.  £ 125

4428 1947-2000 Binder containing mint & used (or both in
some cases) collection including 1948 Costumes mint to 7s,
few key missing, 1948 Creative Artists set used (Cat £75),
plus set mint, 1957 Buildings to 20s mint, hereon huge amount
of commems to 1990s, back of the book etc, useful lot and
good qty.  £ 60

4429 1948 Costumes complete set hinged mint, includes key
values like 1s red, fine SG 1108/44. Cat £480 mint.  £ 75

4430 1948 Postal stationery 60g with uprated 10g on typed
postcard with Austria Balloon post cancel and Salzburg cds..

 £ 15

4431 1948 Provincial Costumes 16 different values
unmounted mint (few light tones), including key values 1s red
(Cat £130) & 10s top value (gum crease, cat £50). Ideal to fill
those gaps.  £ 40

4432 1948 Provincial Costumes complete set mounted mint
including 1s red (cat £160), 10s grey top value has thin, mostly
fine, good cat value £470.  £ 60

4433 1950 30th Anniv. of Corinthian Plebiscite complete set
of 3 unmounted mint, very fine and fresh.  SG 1212/1214.  Cat
£140.  £ 35

4434 1950 Air Birds fine used assembly of 1s (3), 2s (7 +
pair), 5s, 10s & 20s (3), all fine used CDS cancels, SG 1216/7,
1219/1221. Cat £450.  £ 65

4435 1950 Air complete set of 7 lightly mounted mint,
mainly sound, SG 1215/1221.  Cat £439.  £ 80

4436 1950 Birds Air set U/M, very fine, SG 1215/1221, (Cat
£475).  £ 85

4437 1950 Costumes 10s grey top values in a superb
unmounted mint top left corner marginal block of 4
IMPERFORATED, very fine and impressive album piece, SG
1144 var.  £ 175

4438 1951 Balloon post illustrated cover with Salzburg
balloon cancel with various stamps plus three cds addressed to
Switzerland.  £ 16

4439 1952 Balloon post illustrated cover with Bregenz
balloon cancel with three stamps plus three cds addressed to
Switzerland.  £ 16

4440 1952 Balloon post illustrated cover with Gmunden
balloon cancel with various stamps plus three cds addressed to
Switzerland.  £ 16

4441 1954 Balloon post illustrated cover with three Salzburg
balloon cancels with various stamps plus Golling cds
addressed to Switzerland.  £ 16

4442 1955 10th anniversary of the re-establishment of the
Austrian Republic set of five on typed registered cover. SG
1269-1273  £ 20

4443 1955-67 Twenty first day covers plus nine other covers.
Includes 1968 Swissair postcard with block of four 3s Red
cross, 1966 Christmas fdc and 1966 Children's fdc.  £ 20

4444 1958 Austrian Airlines Vienna to Zurich airmail cover
with 4d air stamp.  £ 12

4445 1968 Six registered illustrated Balloon Post covers with
air stamps from Vienna used locally.  £ 20

4446 1970-1998 DAVO hingeless printed album and
slipcase well filled with a mainly unmounted mint collection
from 1970-1989, hereon 1990-8 mint and used, very attractive
lot with high degree of completion, good catalogue value,
100s.  £ 250

4447 1981-1990 Lindner hingeless printed album with a well
filled unmounted mint almost complete collection of sets for
commem issues, M/S & Sheetlet, attractive lot.  £ 100

4448 A selection of nineteen covers and postcards with
various stamps and postmark interest. Ideal for Ebay previous
owner has marked value as £74.  £ 20

4449 A selection of twenty-two covers and postcards,
includes 1949-51 Salzburg festival, 1953 Hugo Wolf s1.50
stamps on typed cover to Switzerland and 1956 registered
cover from Vienna.  £ 16
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4450 EXHIBITIONS 1911-1983 an extensive collection on
circa 55  album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1910& 1911 Exhibition
postcards special cancels, 1911 Vienna labels (10), 1933
WIPA Postal card with special cancels (2 diff), 1933 WIPA
labels (6), 1946 cover, 1965 set of 5 labels, 1968 WIPA black
sheet imperf, 1981 WIPA facsimile sheet, 1981 WIPA
aerogramme from Mongolia for the show (scarce), plus much
more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard. £ 400

4451 Moravia: 1858 (19 Apr) Entire bearing 6kr brown
imperf 4 large margins tied nice CDS WESSELY / 19 / 4
cancel sent to Vienna with very good WIEN 20 IV receiving
cancel on reverse. Filing folds and few tones otherwise sound.

 £ 48

4452 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful
unpicked from early issues to 1948. Includes sets and many
valuable part ranges noted 1859 Imperfs 2k black, other vals
to 9k, 1867 to 50k brown (mainly sound cat £275), 1890 set
to both 2g used, 1899 set to 4k used, 1904 set, 1908 60th
Anniv 10k top value used (trimmed along base), 15 vals to 5k
mint (cat £140), 1910 80th Birthday set of 11 to 35h used (cat
£175), 1918 air set 3 m, 1918 Deutschosterreich ovpt set mint,
1925 Defin set to 2s used, 1928 10th Anniv Hainisch set m,
1932 Seipel used, 1933 Winter Relief 1s + 50g red mint (cat
£55), 1934 Architects set mint (cat £114), 1935 Heroes set
mint (cat £126), 1936 Inventors set 6 m (cat £30), 1937
Doctors set m, 1949 Fund set m (cat £118), useful back of the
book sets, Military Post etc, mainly sound condition
throughout, STC £2100+, (100s)  £ 400

4453 POSTMARKS - 19th century onwards assembly of A
to Z cancels of towns and villages neatly annotated in a large
well filled stockbook, includes Bohemia plus a few covers,
Tyrol, Hungary, Vorarlberg, Voilvadina, Vienna & Suburbs,
Austrian P.O. in Turkey, COLVAPORE H/S on P/S card plus
env from Zara, FPA CDS's, 1899 POLA PPC, 1916 Fieldpost
printed card transit on SMS RADETZKY, ST POLTEN
Armen Commission, Lombardy & Venetia, group of Gruss
Aus PPCs (57) with all different postmarks etc, ideal for
expansion approx 260 items plus 32 covers / cards & 57 Gruss
Aus PPCs.. Superb lot appear mainly all different.  £ 380

4454 POSTMARKS - 19th century onwards assembly of A
to Z cancels of owns and villages neatly annotated in a large
well filled stockbook, includes Bohemia plus a few covers,
Dalmatia area, Croatia area plus a few postcards, Krain
(Carniola), Kustenland, Moravia, Mur Island, Upper & Lower
Austria, Salzburg, Transylvania, Silesia, Styria, etc, 100s of
good cancels on singles or on paper, ideal for expansion
approx 880 items plus 23 covers / cards. Superb lot appear
mainly all different.  £ 850

4455 Trieste: 1854 (10 Feb) Entire bearing 3kr red imperf 4
large margins tied nice boxed TRIESTE / 10 / 2 cancel sent to
Laibach with very good Laibach 11 Feb blue two line cancel
on reverse, Pammer & Zinner Trieste trade cachet. Filing folds
and few tones otherwise sound.  £ 75

AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES
4456 Post offices in Turkish Empire: French Currency; 1904
2f grey-lilac attractive fine used example with decent CANEA
1907 CDS cancel of Crete. SG F6 Cat £550.  £ 180

BAHAMAS
4457 1860 1d dull lake Imperf in a superb mint original gum
PAIR with good balanced margins on all sides, scarce
multiple, SG 2 Cat £130.  £ 65

4458 1862 P.13 4d dull rose fine used part A05 duplex
cancel clear of the face, sound clean example, SG 18.  £ 75

4459 1863-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including 1861
rough perf 1d lake fine used part duplex cancel clear of face,
sound, SG 4 (cat £300), 1861 rough perf 4d dull rose fine
used nice A05 duplex cancel, sound, SG 5 (cat £400), 1861
rough perf 6d grey-lilac fine used nice A05 duplex cancel,
sound key stamp, SG 6. Cat £600, 1862 P.13 1d brown- lake
fine used small part A05 duplex cancel, sound clean example,
SG 17 (cat £140), EDVII to 6d, 1912-19 6d bistre-brown
hinged mint showing 'malformed E in Pence' variety, fresh, SG
86a. (cat £130), GV to 5s, War Tax & Staircase issues, 1901-
03 Staircase set of 4 to 3/- hinged mint, fine, SG 58/61 (cat
£90), 1930 Tercentenary set of 5 hinged mint, fine, SG 126/30
(cat £70), 1931-46 2s & 3s, (100+), ideal to fill those gaps.
STC £2000+.  £ 400

4460 1863-77 P.12½ 1d rose-red with watermark inverted
variety fine unused without gum, great colour, and sound
clean example, SG 23w.  £ 17

4461 1863-77 P.12½ 4d dull rose, nice very fine unused no
gum example,  great colour, and sound clean example, SG 27.

 £ 45

4462 1863-77 P.12½ 6d violet (aniline) fine used example
with part barred cancel, usual uneven perfs and superb colour,
SG 32 Cat £90.  £ 28

4463 1865 Wmk CC P.12½ 1s blue-green hinged mint large
part original gum example with few blunt perfs and mainly
sound, rare stamp! SG 38 Cat £2750.  £ 550

4464 1877 Wmk CC 1d scarlet-vermilion hinged mint
original gum, few pulled perfs but nice colour, SG 33 Cat £70.

 £ 20

4465 1880 Wmk CC P.14 1s green hinged mint bottom
marginal single with margin showing '23' plate number in
ornate box, sound, SG 39ba.  £ 18

4466 1883 Four Pence on 6d deep violet very fine example
complete with 1979 RPS certificate stating used, no traces of
postmark and some original gum, so nice looking example. SG
45 Cat £400 used.  £ 125

4467 1884 £1 venetian red top value mounted mint with two
hinge remains and expertising handstamp on reverse, fine, SG
57 Cat £275.  £ 110

4468 1884 £1 venetian red top value sound used manuscript
pen Nassau / 9/4/85 fiscal cancel, fine, SG 57 Cat £225 postal
used.  £ 35

4469 1902 £1 green and black mint example with severe
vertical crease, clean spacefiller, SG 70 Cat £300.  £ 38

4470 1902 5s dull purple and blue mint example with fresh
appearance, SG 69 Cat £80.  £ 32

4471 1902-10 MCA set of 5 to 5/- dull purple and blue all
nicely hinged mint, very fresh, SG 62/64, 66/67, 69.  £ 60
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4472 1906 Wmk MCA set of 4 to 6d hinged mint, fine, SG
71/4.  £ 26

4473 1911-19 Complete Staircase set of 6 to 3s hinged mint,
fine, SG 75/80 Cat £110.  £ 44

4474 1912 £1 dull green and black superb hinged mint
example, nice top value, SG 89 Cat £200.  £ 80

4475 1930 Tercentenary of Colony set of 5 hinged mint, 2s
is bottom marginal and 3s top value is top marginal (mounted
on margin only) hence top value is unmounted mint, SG
126/130.  £ 35

4476 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d brown and deep blue fresh
hinged mint showing 'lightning conductor on turret to left of
chapel' variety, superb, SG 142 var.  £ 60

4477 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 141/4.  £ 16

4478 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.  £ 80

4479 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.  £ 48

4480 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1938-52 set of 17 to 5s (cat
£90), 1938 set 3, 1942 Columbus overprint set 14 (cat £80),
1948 Tercentenary set to £1 (cat £75), 1948 RSW set,  Cat
£260. (61).  £ 85

4481 1937-1949 GVI Collection mainly hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1938-52 set of 17 to £1 (cat
£150), 1942 Columbus overprint set 14 (cat £80), 1948
Tercentenary set to £1 (fine used set cat £55), 1948 RSW set
(cat £45), etc,  Cat £330. (59).  £ 110

4482 1938 (19 Dec) Registered philatelic cover to UK
bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d red-brown, 2d pale
slate, 2½d ultr., 3d violet each tied NASSAU BAHAMAS
CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 149, 150,
151/2, 153, 154.  £ 36

4483 1938 5/- lilac and blue mounted mint on thick chalky
paper, fresh, SG 156.  £ 30

4484 1938 Chalky 1/- grey-black and carmine on thick paper
in a plate 1 bottom right corner marginal block of 4 mint /
unmounted mint with toned gum and slight staining on front
margin, bottom left stamp, SG 155 cat £128.  £ 30

4485 1938 Chalky 5/- lilac and blue on thick paper hinged
mint with fresh appearance, SG 156.  £ 80

4486 1938 Chalky paper £1 deep grey-green and black
hinged mint with usual brownish gum, nice fresh example of
the top value, SG 157 Cat £250.  £ 85

4487 1938 Chalky paper 5s lilac and blue hinged mint
example with usual brownish gum.  SG 156 Cat £170 mint.

 £ 48

4488 1938 Duplicated mint and mainly unmounted mint
assembly on stockcard incl ½d green (4), 1d grey (5), 1½d (4),
2d red (5), 1/- (4), 5/- (2) & £1 (2). Ideal for sorting minimum
cat £330+.  £ 110

4489 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to
£1 (tone spot), very fresh, SG 149/157a cat £150.  £ 70

4490 1938/52 George VI fresh mint selection on leaves with
1938 set complete (17) plus various shades.  Chiefly u/m
including the £1 value and 3x 5/- values.  Also includes 3d
overprint u/m, 1942 Columbus with vals to £1 (£1 has no
gum).  Very desirable range (30).  £ 120

4491 1942 (12 Oct) First Day of Issue sepia postcard
showing Columbus First Day Cover and Map with ½d ovptd
block of 4 cancelled SAN SALVADOR undated CDS's with
San Salvador being first set foot on soil on the Islands. Addr
to Nassau.  £ 12

4492 1942 450th Anniv. 1s brownish grey and scarlet with
large dot in O of OF variety mounted mint, nice clear variety.

 £ 20

4493 1942 450th Anniversary of Landing of Columbus 6d
olive-green and light blue mounted mint showing COIUMBUS
for COLUMBUS variety, fine, SG 169a Cat £1200.  £ 480

4494 1943 (6 Jul) Airmail cover to Nassau sent locally
bearing complete set of 14 to £1 neatly tied CDS cancels,
couple minor tones otherwise fine, philatelic but very pretty
long cover.  SG 162/175a.  £ 70

4495 1943 (6 Jul) Airmail cover to Nassau sent locally
bearing complete set of 14 to £1 neatly tied CDS cancels,
mainly fine, philatelic but very pretty long cover.  SG
162/175a.  £ 70

4496 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 1st
December registered plain First Day Cover to  Nassau tied
Nassau CDS cancels, few toned perfs otherwise sound item,
SG 194/5.  £ 35

4497 1948 Tercentenary ½d to 3d in complete bottom sheets
of 60 unmounted mint, mainly fine, odd margin bend, SG
178/183 STC £288.  £ 60

4498 1948-63 Hinged mint complete sets for 1948
Tercentenary set to £1 & 1954-63 QEII set to £1 all fine and
sound. Cat £175. SG 178/93 & 201/16.  £ 50

4499 1954-63 Complete sheets of 60 for QEII defins Infant
Welfare Clinic from ½d to 8d (9 vals complete) and then
smaller part blocks for 10d x 39, 1s x 20, 2s x 4, 2/6 x 4, 5s x
4, unmounted mint mainly with sheet imprints, Cat £660.

 £ 100

4500 Clean mint & used assembly on eight large stockcards
with some light duplication noted QV to 1s m & u, value in
mint GVI incl 1942 Columbus ovpt set plus shades and extras
(Cat £80 + shades), War Tax ovpts m, 1948 Tercentenary set
m (Cat £75), 1938 to £1 mint, £1 used (not guaranteed), etc,
useful range. (c100).  £ 180

4501 Large stockbook containing mainly better material from
QV Chalon heads mint and used noted 1d lake (3), 4d rose
(2), 6d, 1/-, later QV to 1/-, GV defins mint to 5/-, War Tax
mint assembly incl 1d blk of 4, many staircase values to 2/- m
& u, 1929 Seal vals to 2/-, 1970s modern, then used section at
the back of mainstream commems, intr lot with many useful
pickings.  £ 225
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BAHAWALPUR
4502 Attractive mainly mint assembly on three large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted V1948 10r
black and red (Cat £32), Officials ½a & 4a (Cat £33), 1945 3p
& 1½a set 2 (Cat £35), nice clean lot. (c40).  £ 24

BAHRAIN
4503 1938-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1938-41 set of 16 mainly
mint (3a, 12a, 1r are all U/M, cat £1000), 1942-45 set
unmounted mint (Cat £140), 1948-49 surcharge set  mint (cat
£100), 1948 RSW set mint, 1948-49 set mint (cat £100),
1950-1 set mint, Cat £1360. (59).  £ 450

4504 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 61/2 (2).  £ 16

4505 1961 S.A. Decimal Curr. set of 13 unmounted mint to
1r, all fine, SG 42/54. Cat £80.  £ 32

4506 1964 (22 Feb) Illustrated First Day Cover bearing set
of 11 to 10r tied CDS cancel sent locally, vertical creases on
each edge and odd tone, SG 128/138, Cat £48 used.  £ 20

4507 1986-1988 Local Camel Post - Philatelic fantasies by
Glass Slipper (Cinderella dealer) includes attractive airmail
covers bearing Bahrain stamps and Sudan Camel postman
designs used and changed to Camel Post Bahrain various h/s
and TPO CDS. Collection comprises 4 covers, blocks of 4 x
6, blk of 6, some tete-beche, plus singles without frame, or
'used on paper etc. Intr lot neatly arranged on leaves. (50 + 4
covers).  £ 120

4508 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with
some light duplication noted 1933 2r mint, 1938 1r, 15r & 25r
all fine lightly mounted mint Cat £230, 1953 Coronation set m,
1964 Sheikh set f.u. (Cat £50), 1966 Trade Fair set m, 1976
Concorde M/S, 1983 Dynasty set 9 etc, useful little lot. £ 100

4509 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1933 used to 1r (2), 2r (2 cat £45 each), 1934 set 6
used, 1938-41 2a, 3a, 3a6p, 1r-10r used (cat £97), 1942-45
set mint (cat £130), 1950 to 10r on 10/-, 1953 Coronation set
f.u. (2), 1955 Castles set 3 mint, 1960 to 10r used, etc, useful
catalogue value.  £ 185

4510 Revenues: 1953 Sultan 8a red very fine used, Barefoot
10.  £ 10

4511 Small selection of new stamps includes resident birds
in Bahrain and twelve PHQ cards of camels. Plus 1983
Alkhalifa Bicentenary first day covers.  £ 15

BARBADOS
4512 1852-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1852 1d blue, 1855 ½d green, 1d pale blue,
1858 6d rose-red, 1s black, 1860s perf values to 1s for
different printings, 1873 5s dull rose sound used (cat £300),
1882-86 to 1s used, 1892 to 10d, 1897 Jubilee to 2/6 (Cat
£190), 1906 Nelson to 1s mint (Cat £50), 1907 Nelson set m,
1909 6d mint (Cat £30), 1916 Seahorses to 2s, 1918 3s green
and violet used (Cat £110), 1920 Victory 1s & 2s mint (cat
£72), 1921 Seahorses to 3s (Cat £48), 1925 to 3s mainly mint,
1935 SJ set. (157).  £ 280

4513 1873 5/- dull rose very fine used premium example
with neat 16 segment postmark framing the vignette, superb
and seldom seen so nice, SG 64.  £ 175

4514 1892 2/6 violet and green, 1897 Diamond Jubilee 2½d,
5d, 8d, 10d & 2/6 mounted mint each with SPECIMEN
overprint in black, SG 115s, 119s, 120s, 122s/124s. (6).

 £ 75

4515 1906 Nelson Centenary ¼d black and grey hinged mint
showing watermark inverted variety, sound, SG 145w.  £ 25

4516 1916 ¼d to 4d Seahorses set of seven values each in
mint / unmounted mint blocks of 4, very attractive, SG
181/187 taken as cheapest shades. (28).  £ 100

4517 1920 Victory ½d black and bright yellow-green right
hand half sheet of 30 mainly unmounted mint with margin rule
lines. SG 202 Cat £67.50.  £ 30

4518 1923 (21 Jun) 2d blue registered envelope uprated with
1d red pair tied BARBADOS RLO railway letter office CDS
sent to Darmstadt with regd etiq. No. 9692, sent via Plymouth
with oval regd b/s, and London hooded regd d/s in violet on
obv. , and arrival CDS front and back, few minor faults
otherwise intr and attr cover.  £ 35

4519 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4.  £ 110

4520 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4.  £ 60

4521 1938 (15 Feb) Registered philatelic cover to UK
bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d orange,  2½d ultr.,
3d brown each tied REGISTRATION BARBADOS CDS
cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 248, 249, 250,
251, 252.  £ 22

4522 1938 (Jan) Perf 14 1d scarlet in an Thomas De La Rue
imprint bottom marginal irregular block of 5 mint / unmounted
mint, fine, SG 249a Cat £90.  £ 36

4523 1939 Tercentenary 2½d & 3d on regd cover to Italy
(via US) bearing GPO BARBADOS / REGISTERED CDS
and regd etiq. No.2114 and transit arrival b/s.  £ 40

4524 1942 (25 Oct) Reg cover to London bearing 2/6, 6d &
4d seahorse defins tied BARBADOS REGISTRATION CDS
cancels with regd etiquette No.8748, mainly sound.  £ 18

4525 1948 (24 Nov) Registered Cover to USA bearing RSW
set of 2 tied BARBADOS CDS cancels, nice cover, SG
265/66.  £ 30

4526 1948 (24 Nov) RSW First Day of Issue 5s indigo PAIR
tied to wrinkled registered cover to UK tied REGISTRATION
BRANCH / GPO BARBADOS CDS's, smudges and minor
faults, SG 266.  £ 40

4527 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 (24
Nov) First Day cover to St Michael tied REGISTRATION
BRANCH / GPO BARBADOS CDS cancels, odd minor
blemish or tone spot otherwise sound, SG 265/66.  £ 32

4528 1949 (23 Feb) Last Day of Issue; Cover sent locally
bearing RSW set of 2 tied ST LAWRENCE S.O CDS cancels,
nice cover, SG 265/66.  £ 30
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4529 Clean mainly mint assembly on five large stockcards
with some light duplication noted 1970 set to $5, 2000 Pride
of Barbados long set to $10 U/M (Cat £40), c128, useful little
lot.  £ 20

4530 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with
some light duplication incl 1855 (4d) brownish red on blued
4 good margins f.u. (Cat £275), 1906 Nelson set 7 mint (Cat
£75), 1916-19 Large seahorses seven vals to 1s mint, 1920
Victory 8 vals to 1s mint, 1921 2s CDS used, 1938 duplicated
to 5s mint, 1939 Tercent set (5), 1950 set mint (3, cat £55
each), set used (Cat £75), 1965 set, few commems sets to
1990s, useful cat value. (c450+).  £ 225

BASUTOLAND
4531 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.  £ 60

4532 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.  £ 60

4533 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered cover MASERU to UK tied 27 Feb CDS's from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.  £ 40

4534 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938 set of 11 to 10s, 1948 RSW set, Cat
£163. (30).  £ 50

4535 1938 1d scarlet fine used corner CDS showing Tower
flaw, very fine, SG 19a Cat £275.  £ 135

4536 1938 (3 Jun) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d blue,  2d purple, 3d blue
each tied MASERU SOUTH AFRICA CDS cancels, mainly
very fine and pretty cover. SG 18/22.  £ 26

4537 1938 Complete set of 11 mint each perfinned
SPECIMEN diagonally, very fine, SG 18s/28s, cat £375.

 £ 130

4538 1954-58 Complete set of 11 mainly fine hinged mint,
5/- is mounted on margin only, 10/- is unmounted mint, SG
43/53.  £ 45

4539 Clean mainly mint assembly on large stockcards with
some light duplication incl 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1938 to 5s
(3, cat £45 each), 1948 RSW 10s mint (Cat £50), 1954 set
plus extras (Cat £110), 1964 to 50c, 1961 to 50c, useful cat
value. (c190).  £ 130

4540 Collection of mainly mint sets on stockpages including
1933 GV set to 2/6 (Cat £138), 1935 SJ, 1938 set (Cat £120),
1948 RSW set, mainly sound, STC £366. (42).  £ 120

4541 Revenues: 1933 GV £1 black fine used violet cancels
and pen cancel, extremely hard to find, Barefoot 70.  £ 250

BATUM
4542 1919-20 (27 Nov) 10r on 3k carmine-red & 15r on 1k
orange with violet surcharge on paper just tied, both nice
margins and fine used part BATUM CDS cancels, SG 19, 20b,
Cat £205.  £ 65

4543 1920 (30 Jan-21 Feb) 25r on 20 on 14k deep carmine-
red and blue fine used example on paper tied BATUM CDS,
very fine, SG 31 Cat £130.  £ 40

BECHUANALAND
4544 1885-1977 Mint collection on leaves with useful
throughout including 1885 SG 2, 3, 4, 5 (Cat £199), 1888 2s
green & black (Cat £70), 1891 to 4d, 1897 2d, green and
carmine, 1938 set to 2/6, plus extra shades ½d (SG 118a, b &
c, cat £40), 1948 RSW set (cat £42), 1955-58 set (cat £100),
1961 surcharge set (cat £42 plus extras), 1961 Animals set
(cat £80), then a good range of defin and commem Botswana
sets to 1978, useful lot STC £840.  £ 210

4545 1913-24 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate brown hinged mint
horizontal PAIR, quite well centred, sound, SG 88, cat £180.

 £ 72

4546 1913-24 De La Rue Ltd 2/6 pale brown in an attractive
bottom right corner marginal mint / unmounted mint block of
4, few creases or bends and odd blunt perf but a nice
positional block, SG 85 Cat £480 for mint. (2 stamps are
unmounted).  £ 225

4547 1913-24 Waterlow 2/6 deep sepia-brown hinged mint
with fresh appearance and good centring, SG 83 Cat £140.

 £ 48

4548 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14.  £ 175

4549 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14.  £ 88

4550 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 set of 11 to 10s, 1948 RSW set,
Cat £156. (27).  £ 50

4551 1938 (18 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d blue,  2d brown, 3d blue
each tied LOBATSI CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty
cover. SG 118/122.  £ 36

4552 1938 6d reddish purple in an attractive Waterlow &
Sons bottom imprint blocks of 4, stamps are Unmounted mint,
hinged in the margin, nice positional piece, SG 124, cat £48
for mint.  £ 25

4553 1938-52 Complete set of 11 to 10/- mounted mint,
fresh appearance, SG 118/128.  £ 45

4554 1948 (1 Dec) Royal Silver Wedding 10s top value on
registered cover to Mafeking tied LOBATSI CDS cancels,
with regd h/s No. 2252, few light tones otherwise sound. SG
136/7.  £ 40

4555 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s black high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 137. Cat £42.  £ 21

4556 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on 1949 (6 Apr)
cover to USA tied LOBATSI CDS cancels, with regd h/s
No.B394, few wrinkles. SG 136/7.  £ 75

4557 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards
with some light duplication incl 1891 1d to 1s mint (2), 1897
6d fine used, 1897 set mint (Cat £75, tones), 1932 to 4d mint,
1938 GVI set of 11 mint (Cat £110), plus extras to 5s mint,
1955 values to 10s mint (2, cat £45 each), 1961 surcharges to
1r on 10s mint, 1961 set mint (Cat £80), useful cat value.
(c235).  £ 175
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4558 Collection of mint & used on stockpages including QV-
GV range of cheaper defins m & u, 1932 GV set to 5s (Cat
£260), 1938 set mixed m & U (2/6-10s mint cat £90+), 1935
SJ, 1948 RSW set, mainly sound, STC £375. (c100).  £ 120

4559 Collection on leaves mint and used including Stella
land unused 1d red (2), 3d orange (2), 4d olive-green, 6d lilac-
mauve (all taken as forgeries), 1885-87 ½d to 1s mainly used,
1886 1s green f.u. (Cat £190), 1888 set ½d to 2s used (few
faults), £1 lilac and black (fiscal cancel), Protectorate 1d on 1d
mint, 1897 set 7 on GB Q.V. diff mainly mint (Cat £75), 1904
GVI GB five vas to 1s mint (Cat £82), 1913-24 set 9 mint (Cat
£65), 1920-23 BOW Seashores 2/6 brown & 5s rose-carmine
both mint (Cat £200), 1925-27 set of 8 mint (Cat £140), c85.

 £ 200

4560 QV Registered postal stationery envelope unused with
FOUR PENCE vermilion torn across the value and
overprinted FOR REGISTRATION ONLY & handstamped
SPECIMEN in black.  £ 18

BELARUS
4561 1992-2008 Attractive unmounted mint collection
includes miniature sheets, setenant blocks and many commem
sets noted 1993 Art set, 1998 Birds sheetlet of 10, 2000 Lynx
sheetlet of 8, 2001 Birth Anniv. M/S, 2002 booklets (2), self-
adhesives, 2002 space M/S, 2004 Fruit long set, 2005
Endangered Species sheetlet of 8, 2005 Chess booklet, 2006
Birds long set, 2004 Medal in two sheetlets of 8 (complete set
16), etc, many attractive thematics.  £ 160

BELGIAN CONGO
4562 1885 - 1935 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 165 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £10 each,
noted 1886 3 values m to 25c, 1887 perf 4 values to 50c m+u
(cat £75), 1894 9 values to 5f (cat £100), 1923 complete m+u
(cat £70), 1928 complete m+u, 1932 16 values m+u to 20f,
1935 complete m+u. Nice mainstream lot, great for filling
those gaps. c165  £ 150

4563 1887 Independent State of Congo: King Leopold II 5
francs lilac some gum with hinge residue, SG 11.  £ 275

BELGIUM
4564 1699-1864 Three entire Letters incl 1699 Lille To
Anvers, 1863/64 20c blue imperfs from Liege and Dinant,
both mainly sound, intr trio.  £ 40

4565 1836 Entire written in 1836 sent from Antwerp to
London. Franco Frontiere straight line in red on front. Faint
FPO cds on reverse.  £ 25

4566 1849 10c brown 4 premium four margin examples
each identified for numeral postmark including 114 Temonde,
50 Gosselies, 102 Roulers, all very fine. SG 1. Cat €340+.

 £ 100

4567 1849-1989 Simplex springback album on pages
containing a useful collection all identified by SG number
unpicked as found mint and used with mainstream ranges
throughout incl 1849 10c & 20c, 1850 1c to 40c, 1863 1c to
40c, 1865 to 1fr, 1866 set 3 used, 1869 to 1fr, 1883 set used,
1884 set used 2fr lilac mint (cat £95), 1893 with labels 1c-10c
mint, set to 2fr used, 1914/15 Red X sets, 1919 Tin Hat to 50c
m & u, 1922 vals to 10fr m & u, (10f brown mint cat £100),

1929 to 50f used, good assembly of 1940s sets m & u, huge
amount of commems to 1980s, useful back of the book incl
Railway Parcels in sets and ranges incl 1879 set of 6 used (1f
grey is fine used, unpriced in SG), postage dues, fiscals, ideal
to fill those gaps.  Massive cat value in excess of £2200+,
100s.  £ 350

4568 1849-1994 A huge mainly used collection arranged in
two nice binders on leaves with a massive range of mainstream
defins and commems, most of the miniature sheets are mint /
U/M, 1849 onwards to 40c red perf and imperf, 1897-1915
almost complete incl Red X sets, Sunday labels to 5fr, earlier
Orvals to middle values, Airs to 5fr, most Charity sets etc,
huge amount of material here, cat £100s. 100s.  £ 250

4569 1851-1989 a very fine DAVO printed album with a
well filled collection unmounted mint for modern 1958-1989
and mint and used up to this date with much complete to
1989, earlier includes mainstream defin issues to middle
values used, cheaper Charity sets mint, M/S & back of the
book material etc.  Good catalogue value and ideal for
expansion, many 100s.  £ 400

4570 1858 1c green attractive 2-3 margin example with neat
ANVERS sock on the nose CDS, just touching into at top right
corner, sound, Yvert 9 Cat €165.  £ 25

4571 1861 40c red PAIR used with heavyish 45 numeral
barred cancels, adhering to original paper on reverse and some
margins, minor faults, nice pair, SG 15. Cat £240.  £ 36

4572 1870-1949 Postage Dues a superb collection on nicely
presented leaves and display pockets in SAFE ring album with
approx 25 covers and cards from Belgium and few others incl
GB, France each with various postage due marks, stamps and
postmarks, some with varieties, 1884-94 five bisected 10c
green, plus T h/s on covers and stamps combinations, 1905
Victoria PPC to Brussels, 1906 Senegal from DAKAR PPC,
Italy, France, etc, superb lot for expansion. (25).  £ 340

4573 1895 Wrapper Band bearing postage due 10c green
bisected and tied VERVIERS STATION CDS cancels, very
fine small example with T h/s alongside.  £ 60

4574 1897 Brussels Industrial Exposition duplicated mint
stock of labels in a stockbook incl in red (138), blue (36),
Green (95), Gold (96), orange (29), brown (6), olive (35),
dark green (40), silver (34), metallic green (34). Wrinkles but
mostly sound, approx 460+. High retail potential.  £ 100

4575 1897 Brussels Industrial Exposition duplicated mint
stock of labels in a stockbook incl in brown  (26), Gold (36),
dark green (50), olive-green (39), silver (24), metallic green
(8), bronze etc. Wrinkles but mostly sound, approx 180+.
High retail potential.  £ 40

4576 1897-1934 Ten mourning covers six of which are
unused tied together with bow plus unused with 20c.  Two
with no stamps the last with 50c and faint cancel.  £ 20

4577 1910-1911 Brussels Exposition Complete set of 24
tabbed hinged mint St Martin & the Beggar series (Charleroi
shaded 5c is fine used but same cat value) with key 2c 1911
SG 118 thinned at top from hinge removal, nice assembly
neatly arranged on an album page with a huge catalogue value,
most are sound, SG 109/132 Cat £754.  £ 250
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4578 1912 Albert I 2f violet in a superb block of 10
complete with tabs, mounted on two stamps and diagonal
crease affecting four stamps otherwise unmounted mint and
seldom seen in such multiples, SG 142 Cat £380.  £ 45

4579 1914 Red Cross 20c (+20c) red and violet on blued
paper in a part left sheet of 70 ungummed, vertical perf shift
and some minor faults on edges otherwise impressive album
page sized block STC £1260.  £ 125

4580 1918-1924 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album
on leaves mint and used for earlier incl earlies to 40c, 1910
Brussels Exhibition almost complete used, 1914 Red X both
sets mint (cat £107), German Occup. both sets mainly used,
1918 Red Cross surch set to 50c +50c mint (cat £97), Postes
Militares CDS postmarks on two defins on piece, 1919 Tin
Hat to 50c mint, 1925 set of 13 double heads to 10fr mainly
mint, 1928 Anti TB Fund set used (cat £40), 1928 Orval
complete set of 9 mint (cat £98), 1929 to 50f used, 1929 Anti
TV top vals mint, Parcel post 1939 set used, 1930 ILO set
mint, 1933 Anti TB set to 1f75 + 25c used, 1936 Lion defins
in tete beche pairs, plus advertising pairs mint, 1937 Memorial
M/S mint, hereon from 1939-59 a huge range of mint sets to
1946 War Victims sets all 3 mint, many of the Anti TB sets or
just top values mint, 1948 Monuments Fund set 2 U/M (cat
£86), 1949 Belgian Stamp Cent, 50f mint (cat £60), 1950
Athletics set mint (cat £104), 1951 Air set f.u., 1952 Anti TB
top vals mint (cat £79), 1952 Writers set m (cat £134), etc,
useful lot with a huge catalogue value in excess of £2400+

 £ 480

4581 1924 Brussels National Stamp Exhibition (24 May - 1
June) Publicity Stamps in a mint bottom marginal block of 9
for 75th Anniv. of Epaulette, fine. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 36

4582 1926 (18 Feb) Postage Due cover from Algeria to
Brussels Belgium sent on printed Bijou-Concert Musica /
Pianos / Instruments Alger, and insufficiently prepaid with 1fr
ovptd so 40c red-brown postage due affixed and tied on
arrival, few bends but pretty cover for Music thematics or
p.due collector.  £ 35

4583 1929 (15 Sep) Typed cover Nottingham to Brussels
bearing PUC 1½d tied wavy line cancel and T20 h/s applied
with 1fr & 40c postage dues affixed on arrival, nice due cover.

 £ 20

4584 1930 (14 Apr) Regd airmail cover from Leuven to
London being the FIRST NIGHT FLIGHT BRUSSELS -
LONDON cachet in purple on obverse.  Mainly sound.  £ 20

4585 1930-1931 AIRMAILS - a superb collection on nicely
presented leaves and display pockets in SAFE ring album with
1930 Air set mint (cat £45) plus set on 16th May airmail cover
to Germany, 1934 Airmail cover to Berlin sent on
AERODROME PUBLIC / HASSELT - KIEWIT / 2 SEP 1934
cachet, 1937 Belgian Congo 1st flight, 1933 Singapore
airmail, 1933 Paris 1st flight, 1936 Khartoum / Brussels, 1937
Madagascar to Brussels F/Flight, 1930 SABENA label
overtyped to Dublin, Express, 1937 Expo labels ovpts, 1934
Congo flights etc, exceptional lot neatly laid out and many
attractive covers. (27 covers).  £ 400

4586 1931-1990 Attractive written up collection on 27
album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards,
labels, FDCs, and overprints noted 1935 Soldier's Fund M/S

with  three severe folds (Cat £325), 1935 Airmail covers (2
diff) for SITEB special CDS cancels, Radio printed postcard
etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 100

4587 1933 Anti TB Symbol set of 7 hinged mint, 75c + 15c
sepia is unused and thinned (not counted) all others fine &
sound, SG 646/652 Cat £265.  £ 85

4588 1933 First flight typed cover with 50c and 35c from
Belgium to Rotterdam.  £ 18

4589 1940's A selection of nine covers addressed to the
United States, with various stamps and cancels.  £ 16

4590 1948 25th anniversary of Sabena illustrated typed cover
with 6f with special cachets. Includes information insert card.

 £ 20

4591 1948 Antwerp & Liege Monuments Funds set of 2
hinged mint, fresh, SG 1253/4, cat £99.  £ 26

4592 1949 Balloon first flight from Bregenz on postal
Stationery 30G with uprated stamps. sent to Germany.  £ 15

4593 1949 Belgian Stamp Centenary complete set of 5
including Air 50f brown hinged mint, fine, SG 1271/1275.

 £ 30

4594 1949 Portraits set of 5 hinged mint, fresh, SG 1302/6,
cat £85.  £ 25

4595 1949 Unstamped cover from National Confederation
of Political Prisoners section Ixelles  with typed letters inside.
May have been hand delivered.  £ 16

4596 1952 Diptyques horizontal pairs Culture Fund Writers
set of 2 with +9fr vignette label attached to 4f & 8f both
unmounted mint, 8f has one gum spot otherwise fine, Yvert
898/99 Cat €300.  £ 110

4597 1953 European Child Welfare Fund set of 3 in
unmounted mint horizontal PAIRS, 80c + 20c low value has
short corner otherwise fine, SG 1482/1484 cat £175.  £ 70

4598 1953 King Baudouin 9f black-olive black mounted
mint in two spots, key stamp, SG 1468 Cat £140.  £ 32

4599 1954 Anti TB & other Funds set of 6 unmounted mint
(80c + 20c black is mounted) SG 1543/1548 Cat £52.  £ 20

4600 1954 Beguinage of Bruges Restoration Fund 9f + 4f50
blue top value fine mint SG 1539 Cat £90.  £ 28

4601 1957 Belgian Antarctic Expedition uncounted mint
miniature sheet, very fine, SG MS 1620 Cat £225.  £ 90

4602 1958 Antarctica attractive illustrated cover bearing
Antarctica issue 5f +2.50f (2 diff) tied special 5.1.1958 CDS
cancels and illus cachet in black alongside, very attr.  £ 30

4603 1960 World Refugee Year Miniature sheet on a group
of five illustrated First Day Covers each tied a different town
special cancel for Antwerp, Charleroi, Gent & Liege, all
unaddressed very fine, SG MS 1719 Cat £100 each. (Cat
£500).  £ 200

4604 1960 World Refugee Year uncounted mint miniature
sheet, very fine, SG MS 1719 Cat £120.  £ 48
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4605 1971-1999 Extensive used collection in a well filled
DAVO printed album with a huge range of defins and
commems in sets and part sets, plus later issues on plain
leaves, spaces for M/S, railway parcels, postage dues etc, ideal
for expansion, high cat value.  £ 125

4606 1972 Brussels International Philatelic Exhibition (24
Jun - 9th Jul) Publicity labels in a complete sheet of 25
unmounted mint, fine. Ex Eric Stannard. (25 labels).  £ 25

4607 A selection of approx. twenty-five postcards and
covers. Includes 1905 postcard of Liege Exposition, 1944
official hand delivered cover and letter from Province de Liege
and 1946 cover with red Expres cachet to Switzerland.  £ 20

4608 Binder containing extensively used collection of defins
and commems from early to modern including small range of
1860s medallions, 1930 Air set m (Cat £50), 1939 Red Cross
set m, 1939 Orval two top vals mint, 1939 Anti TB Belfries
set m, 1956 Mozart set m, railway parcels, commems part sets
used to 1990s, 100s.  £ 60

4609 East Africa: Mint & used collection on Scott printed
album pages for Belgian East Africa (Ruanda Urundi) 1924 to
5f & 10f black mint, 1944 Red X set f.u. (cat £57), 1953
Flowers set u/m (cat £60), 1956 Mozart set, 1959 postage due
set m, nice lot (approx 120).  £ 45

4610 Postage Dues: 1870 10c green in an attractive mint /
unmounted mint marginal block of 10 (margins on both sides),
plus left marginal block of 4 and 10c & 20c singles mint,
nicely arranged annotated on album page. (SG D63/4). Cat
£275.  £ 100

4611 Railway Parcels: 1882 2fr buff imperf unmounted mint,
a lovely clean example, SG P88. Cat £350.  £ 75

4612 Railway Parcels: 1882 50c rose-red very fine hinged
mint with superb fresh mint, SG P78.  £ 35

4613 Railway Parcels: 1882 80c yellow hinged mint, mainly
fine and fresh, SG P81 Cat £110.  £ 28

BERMUDA
4614 1865 Wmk CC 1d rose-red and 1d pale rose both small
part original gum, mainly sound, SG 1/2 Cat £240.  £ 36

4615 1865 Wmk CC 4d dull blue small part original gum,
mainly sound, SG 3 Cat £475.  £ 48

4616 1865 Wmk CC 6d dull purple part original gum, pulled
perf at right and blunt perfs along the bottom, trace of small
soil bottom Centre, Still high catalogue value, SG 6 Cat
£1000.  £ 50

4617 1874 3d yellow-buff very fine hinged mint, incredibly
fresh, SG 5a Cat £475.  £ 160

4618 1875 1d on 1s green a nice sound fine used example
with incomplete duplex cancel, only couple of blunt perfs
making a much above average example, SG 17 Cat £250.

 £ 75

4619 1875 1d on 1s green very fine part original gum with
hinge remains, nice example, SG 17 Cat £500.  £ 125

4620 1875 1d on 3d yellow-buff very fine part original gum
with hinge remains, nice example, SG 16 Cat £450.  £ 100

4621 1883 1d rose-red PAIR mint original gum with heavy
hinge remains bending the stamp slightly, lovely color, SG 23
Cat £180.  £ 40

4622 1883-1904 Wmk CA A useful mint / part o.g. group
most values to 1s (both) and additional shades ½d green (2),
1d red (4), 2d purple (2), 2½d (2) etc, useful cat value, SG
21/29b. (16). Cat £335+.  £ 75

4623 1902-1910 Dry Dock mint sets for 1902-3 set 3, 1906-
10 set of 9, all sound, SG 31/42, Cat £205.  £ 65

4624 1902-1910 Mint assembly of both Dry Dock sets
including 1902 set of 3 (SG 31/3 cat £25), 1906-10 set of 9
(SG 34/42, cat £170), tone spot on 2½d otherwise fine and
fresh sets.  £ 75

4625 1910-1925 Wmk MCA - A useful mint set and extra
shades for Ship design from ¼d to 1s  and additional shades
¼d (2), ½d (2), 1d red (3), 6d (2), 1s (2) etc, useful cat value,
SG 44/51a. (15. Cat £195.  £ 50

4626 1910-25 set of 9 Ship diff to 1s mint, all sound, SG
44/51, Cat £60.  £ 20

4627 1913 Cover from the American House with ten ¼d
brown with Hamilton Bermuda 12 Aug 13 CDS, addressed to
USA.  £ 30

4628 1918 Keyplate 10s green and red on pale bluish green
fine used part HAMILTON CDS cancels, green a little gone
otherwise nice example. SG 54c Cat £425.  £ 45

4629 1918 Keyplate 5s deep green and deep red on yellow
mounted mint, fresh looker, SG 53.  £ 30

4630 1918-22 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red hinged
mint, fine and sound, SG 55 Cat £275.  £ 100

4631 1918-22 Keyplate 10s green and carmine on pale bluish
green mounted mint, hinge remains otherwise sound, SG 54
Cat £180.  £ 65

4632 1918-22 Keyplates 2s, 2/6, 4s & 5s hinged mint, all
sound, SG 51b/53, Cat £200. (4).  £ 80

4633 1920 10s green and red on bluish green fine used
corner CDS of HAMILTON, pale colour otherwise sound, SG
54c Cat £425.  £ 50

4634 1920 Keyplate 2/6 purple and blue on blue hinged mint
example showing 'break in scroll' variety, odd blunt perf
otherwise fine, SG 51b ba. Cat £275.  £ 100

4635 1920 Keyplate 4s black and carmine hinged mint
example showing 'break in scroll' variety, fine, SG 52b ba. Cat
£300.  £ 120

4636 1920 Keyplate 5s green and carmine-red on pale yellow
hinged mint, showing watermark inverted variety, fine and
sound, SG 53dw Cat £475.  £ 180

4637 1920 Tercentenary 8 different values mint including 1/-
black on blue-green unmounted mint, ¼d, ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d,
4d, 6d & 1/- , SG range 59/67.  £ 38

4638 1920 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set of
9 hinged mint, few gum tones otherwise nice appearance, SG
59/67 Cat £110.  £ 38
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4639 1920-21 Tercentenary Both sets complete to 1s mainly
unmounted mint, mostly fine & fresh SG 59/76 Cat £210.

 £ 85

4640 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions
(1st Issue) set of 9 hinged mint, fine and sound, SG 59/67 Cat
£110.  £ 38

4641 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions
(2nd Issue) set of 9 hinged mint, fine and sound, SG 68/76 Cat
£100.  £ 40

4642 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set
of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 59/67 Cat
£110.  £ 40

4643 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd
issue) set of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG
68/76 Cat £100.  £ 38

4644 1924 Keyplate 10s green and red on pale emerald
hinged mint, fine and sound, SG 92 Cat £140.  £ 55

4645 1924-32 Keyplate 2/6 two shades hinged mint with
hinge remains, sound, SG 89 & 89i Cat £160.  £ 48

4646 1924-32 Keyplate 2s both shades hinged mint with
hinge remains, sound, SG 88 & 88g Cat £115.  £ 44

4647 1930 Keyplate 2/6 black & carmine-red on deep grey-
blue very fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 89i.  £ 40

4648 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee 1d, 1½d and 2½d
on typed faint 6 May 1935 first day cover to USA. SG 94-96.

 £ 15

4649 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
94/7.  £ 20

4650 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.  £ 100

4651 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.  £ 60

4652 1935 Three King George VI Silver Jubilee 1½d
ultramarine and greys on postcards aboard. Posted from
Hamilton and St. Georges one sent to Bloomingdales
department store New York. SG 95  £ 15

4653 1936 (14 Apr) attractive registered FIRST DAY
COVER sent to UK bearing GV six values ½d to 3d tied ST
GEORGES / 14 APR 36 CDS cancels, nice local regd
etiquette No 0751, and FDI typed 4 line alongside. Mainly
fine, scarce FDC.  £ 48

4654 1936-47 Complete set of 9 to 1/6s brown each in a
mint / unmounted mint (mainly) marginal blocks of 4 hinged
mint on album page, fine, SG 98/106 Cat £128.  £ 50

4655 1937 2/- deep purple and ultr. on grey-blue fine hinged
mint, nice and clean and fresh example, SG 116 (cat £110).

 £ 35

4656 1937 (22 Jun) attractive registered cover to UK bearing
GV 1936 set of 9 tied HAMILTON / 22 JUN 37 CDS cancels,
nice regd etiquette h/s HAMILTON in violet No 0798, evenly
toned cover otherwise pretty combination. SG 98/106.  £ 45

4657 1937 King George VI coronation stamps on first flight
Hamilton Bermuda to New York USA typed cover. SG 107/9.

 £ 15

4658 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 basic set of 16 to £1 (the top
keyplates are P.13), 1948 RSW set (tones), Cat £375. (31).

 £ 130

4659 1938 2d light blue and sepia left side marginal
example, unmounted mint, fine, SG112. Cat £50.  £ 25

4660 1938 5s green and red on yellow hinged mint, very fine,
SG 118 Cat £140.  £ 48

4661 1938 Keyplate 12/6 gray and brownish orange hinged
mint, fresh, SG 120a Cat £225.  £ 65

4662 1938 Keyplate 12/6 gray and brownish orange patchy
mounted mint, SG 120a Cat £225.  £ 45

4663 1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue top right
corner marginal example mounted in the margin only, the
stamp is unmounted mint, corner crease otherwise fresh, SG
117.  £ 25

4664 1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue
unmounted mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG
117 Cat £70.  £ 30

4665 1938 Keyplate 2s deep purple and ultramarine on grey-
blue very fine hinged mint, extremely fresh, SG 116 Cat £110.

 £ 44

4666 1938 Keyplate 5s green and red on yellow fine hinged
mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG 118 Cat
£150.  £ 50

4667 1938 (March) Registered philatelic cover to UK
bearing GVI Defins 1d, 1½d,  2d light blue and sepia, 2½d
light blue & deep blue & 3d black and rose-red each tied
HAMILTON CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover.
SG 110/12, 113 & 114.  £ 48

4668 1938 P. 14 Chalky paper 2s deep purple and
ultramarine on grey-blue lightly mounted mint, some light
tones on the gum otherwise nice looker, SG 116 Cat £100.

 £ 35

4669 1938 P.14 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very
fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121 Cat £275.  £ 110

4670 1938 P.14 Keyplate 12/6 grey and brownish orange
very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120a Cat £225.

 £ 65

4671 1938 P. 14¼ line perf 5s dull yellow-green and red on
yellow very fine lightly hinged mint, SG 118b Cat £275.

 £ 100

4672 1938 Pictorial low values in Bradbury Wilkinson
imprint bottom marginal PAIRS, mostly hinged on margin
only making the stamps unmounted mint includes 1d, 1½d
deep blue and purple-brown, 2d light blue and sepia, 2½d light
blue and deep blue, 3d black and rose-red, fine, SG 110/11,
112, 113 & 114, cat £250+.  £ 100
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4673 1938 Pictorial low values to 1s attractive shades
assembly hinged mint on an album page includes 1½ purple &
deep blue, 2d blue and sepia, 2½d light blue and deep blue, 3d
black and rose-red, 7½d (both), 1s both shades, nice range SG
110/115a, Cat £175.  £ 45

4674 1938-1952 Keyplates mint collection in a stockbook
identified by printings and perfs including 2s (10), 2/6 (9), 5s
(8), 10s (3), 12/6 (2), STC £1165+. (32).  £ 400

4675 1938-52 KGVI Defins to 1s green including most
shades for each value hinged mint, noted 1½d (2), both 2d, 2½
(3), 3d (both), 7½d both, 1s green (both), useful cat value
c£195. (16).  £ 60

4676 1938-53 'Basic' Complete set of 16 values to £1 reddish
purple & black on red unmounted mint, fresh SG range
110/121d, Cat £350.  £ 175

4677 1938-53 GVI Keyplate high values 2s, 2/6, 5s & 10s all
hinged mint, odd light tone otherwise very fine, SG minimum
cat value £110.  £ 40

4678 1938-53 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine
lightly hinged mint, fresh, SG 121 Cat £275.  £ 110

4679 1938-53 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on
green hinged mint very fine and fresh, SG 119a, Cat £225.

 £ 85

4680 1938-53 Keyplate 10s bluish-green and deep red on
green very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119a  Cat £225.  £ 88

4681 1938-53 Keyplate 10s green and deep lake on pale
emerald very fine hinged mint with slightly brownish gum
otherwise mainly fresh, SG 119 Cat £450.  £ 175

4682 1938-53 Keyplate 12/6 grey and brownish orange
hinged mint with slightly brownish gum otherwise mainly very
fine and fresh, SG 120a Cat £225.  £ 80

4683 1938-53 Keyplate 5s green and red on pale yellow
hinged mint, very fine & fresh, SG 118e  Cat £50.  £ 20

4684 1938-53 Keyplate 5s green and red on yellow hinged
mint, slightly brownish gum otherwise fresh, SG 118  Cat
£150.  £ 60

4685 1938-53 Keyplate 'set' of £1 purple and black each a
different printing for five shades and perfs, hinged mint mainly
very fine and fresh, SG 121, 121b, 121c, 121d & 121e. Cat
£560.  £ 225

4686 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 10s green and dull red on green
very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119f  Cat £50.  £ 22

4687 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion on
green very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119e  Cat £48.  £ 20

4688 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 12/6 grey and pale orange
hinged mint very fine and fresh, SG 120e, Cat £100.  £ 40

4689 1939 10s bluish green and deep red on green hinged
mint example with some brownish gum streaks, front is very
fresh, SG 119a Cat £225.  £ 75

4690 1939 Keyplate 10/- bluish green and deep red on green
fine hinged mint, fresh appearance, SG 119a.  £ 80

4691 1939 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on green
stamp mounted mint, brownish gum, SG 119a Cat £200.

 £ 75

4692 1939 Keyplate 5s pale green and red on yellow very
fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118a Cat £375.  £ 140

4693 1939 P.14 12/6 grey and brownish orange hinged mint,
light tropicalisation of gum otherwise very fresh, SG 120a cat
£225  £ 55

4694 1939 P.14 Chalky 10/- bluish green and red on green
hinged mint, sound & fresh, SG 119a.  Cat £150.  £ 60

4695 1939 P.14 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on
green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119a Cat
£225.  £ 65

4696 1940 Keyplate 12/6 gray and pale orange very fine
hinged mint, fresh, SG 120b Cat £110.  £ 44

4697 1940 Keyplate 2s deep reddish-purple and ultramarine
on grey-blue fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 116a Cat £350.

 £ 135

4698 1941-46 £1 three shades purple and black on red, pale
purple and black on pale red & Deep reddish purple and black
on pale red, all fine hinged mint, sound and fresh, SG 121,
121b, 121c. Cat £410.  £ 140

4699 1943 Keyplate £1 deep reddish purple and black on
pale red very fine lightly hinged mint, fresh, SG 121c Cat £60.

 £ 24

4700 1943 Keyplate Ordinary paper; 10s yellowish green and
deep-carmine-red on green mounted mint, brownish gum, SG
119c Cat £70.  £ 25

4701 1943 P.14 Keyplate £1 deep reddish purple and black
on red very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121c Cat
£60.  £ 24

4702 1944 King George VI airmail censored cover with four
values and cancelled by Ireland Island on cover to England.

 £ 16

4703 1946 (19 Mar) Airmail cover to Ireland bearing 2s
purple and deep purple on blue tied ST GEORGES CDS, fine.
SG 116d.  £ 12

4704 1946 Keyplate 10s deep green and dull red on green
stamp uncounted mint, top left marginal example (hinged in
margin only), SG 119d Cat £75.  £ 40

4705 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 uncounted mint,
fine, SG 125/6, Cat £45.  £ 18

4706 1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 12/6 grey and pale orange
very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120e Cat £100.

 £ 40

4707 1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 5s green and scarlet on
yellow very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118g Cat
£60.  £ 25

4708 1950 P.13 12/6 grey and pale orange hinged mint,
shows vertical line flaw through right scrolls (this was
corrected in the 1951 issue) very fresh, SG 120e cat £100.

 £ 35
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4709 1950 P. 13 Ordinary paper 5s yellow-green and red on
yellow very fine lightly hinged mint, Chalky paper 5s green
and scarlet on yellow lightly mounted mint, SG 118f, 118g Cat
£95.  £ 40

4710 1951 Chalky P.13 Keyplate £1 violet and black on
scarlet very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121d Cat
£55.  £ 22

4711 1951 ¼d brown postal stationery wrapper provisional
issue overprinted BERMUDA ód POSTAGE PAID in violet
oval and PAGET APR 1951 CDS alongside, H & G E9K,
rated as R-RR. Extremely scarce.  £ 125

4712 1951 Ordinary P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion
on green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119e Cat
£48.  £ 20

4713 1951 P.13 Keyplate £1 violet and black on scarlet very
fine uncounted mint, fresh, SG 121d Cat £55.  £ 30

4714 1953-61 QEII Complete set of 13 values to $2.40 all
unmounted mint, fresh SG 289/301 Cat £75.  £ 30

4715 1953-62 Complete set of 18 values to £1 all
unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/150 Cat £130.  £ 55

4716 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins
for many different printings mainly used noted Dry Dock ¼d
to 4d mint, 1920 Tercent. to 6d mint, 1921 Tercent to 1s mint,
1922-34 to 1s mint, 1924 2s keyplate mint, 1935 SJ set m,
1936 set m, 1938 to 2s, 1948 RSW set mint (Cat £45), 1953
set 18 mint (Cat £130), various commems to modern used.

 £ 200

4717 Mint assembly Q.V. to GVI on stockage includes Q.V.
15 values to 1s from different printings incl shades for 2d
purple (3), 1s brown, 1922034 Ships to 1s, 1935 SJ set, 1936
set 9, 1938 to 2/6, 1953 QED  long set to £1 (Cat £130) plus
both shades of 10s (cat £80), etc. Nice little lot. (88).  £ 75

BOLIVIA
4718 1914 Unissued Guaqui to La Paz Railway issued to
commemorate the railway six different values 5c, 10c, 20c,
50c, 1b, 2b & 5b values in unmounted mint complete sheets
of 100, few frayed edges otherwise sound, hard to find in
sheets. (600).  £ 200

4719 1954 AIR 10bs orange unissued ‘Train’ type (later
overprinted as SG 701) - fine unmounted mint block of 4.
Missing from many thematic collections.  £ 20

4720 Interesting range of mainly mint on annotated pages
mint including 1914 Inauguration of Guaqui unissued set of 9
unused, 1925 Independence unissued proofs for 2c & 15c
black imperfs with crossed lines from plate defacement, 2c red
perf, 1c green perf, 1895 20c dull blue Arms imperf proof
unused (2), 1897 20c blk of 4 mint, 1901 2b brown top value
in specimen strip of 3 (Ex. ABNCo archive), 1893 2c violet
imperf pair (SG 58 var), 1895 50c dull claret forgery on thick
paper in a block of 50 used with bar cancels, interesting and
unusual lot. (92).  £ 175

BOPHUTHATSWANA
4721 Postal Orders: 1994 postal orders with counterfoils for
R0,05 (2), R0,10 (2), R0,20 each MMABATHO CDS cancels,
hard to find, (5).  £ 40

BOSNIA & HERZ.
4722 1879 - 1917 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 125 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £375 each,
noted 1879 complete m+u (cat £105), 1900 complete m+u
including lovely m exmaples of 20c 30c & 40c (cat £925),
1906 complete used, 1910 complete m+u (cat £115), 1912 set
to 5k lilac used, 1916 set to 10k violet m+u. Attractive lot with
high cat.  £ 225

4723 1900 P.12½ 40k orange-yellow key stamped fresh
hinged mint, very fine, SG 160, cat £375.  £ 125

4724 Collection on leaves mainly mint with better including
1900 Arms to 5k mint, 1900-01 to 5k used, 1906 to 5k mainly
mint, 5k is used, 1910 80th Birthday set to 5k incl 2k mint,
1912 new values set of 3 mint, 1912 long set to 10k mainly
fine used (cat £160), 1916 Militir set to 10k used (cat £65),
1917 Charles long set used (cat £70), etc, useful and clean lot.

 £ 100

BOTSWANA
4725 Postal Orders: 1990-1995 5 different postal orders with
counterfoils for 10t, 50t, P1.00, P2.00 & P4.00 used at
GABERONE, very attractive  (5).  £ 40

4726 Postal Orders: 2003 50t x 3 postal orders with
counterfoils used at GABERONE, very attractive  (3).  £ 24

BR. P. O. in Siam (BANGKOK)
4727 1883 Wmk CA 2c pale rose hinged mint large part
original gum, slightly sweated otherwise very sound SG 15 Cat
£75. Nice neat example.  £ 24

BRAZIL
4728 1843 90r black used with crease above 90 part gum
with hinge residue. Cancel may have been removed to look
unused.  £ 225

4729 1846-1969 Mainly mint for commems in Minkus
printed album with tatty leaves but good range of sets, then
earlier from imperfs to 60r black, 1850-66 to 600r black,
coloured issues 10r, 30r & 280r unused or used, perf issues
(taken as is), then perf defins to 1000r, some miniature sheets,
useful lot and cat value.  £ 260

4730 1852 Entire written in Rio de Janeiro addressed to
Boston via New York with Ship Mar 3 12 cds. Note has been
folded a number of times.  £ 35

4731 1930-36 Range of airmail covers mostly PAR AVION -
VIA CONDOR printed envelopes including 1927 (24 Dec) to
Paris, 1930 (9 Nov) AEROPOSTALE NATAL CDS to UK,
1932 (23 Mar) Condor-Zeppelin cachet to Germany, 1930 (24
May) Condor Zeppelin flight to London, 1933 (12 Sep), 1936
(21 Nov), etc, some mixed but mainly sound. (6).  £ 120

4732 1936 Zeppelin Lufthansa cancel on typed readdressed
cover with various stamps to Scotland. Note torn open along
base.  £ 35

4733 1940's A selection of twenty-five covers addressed to
the United States. Eleven have Brazil Correio cancels with no
stamps. The other fourteen have various stamps and cancels.

 £ 18
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4734 1941 Typed airmail envelope with opened by examiner
79 sticker on typed cover to Chicago USA. with 5000r blue
cancelled Sao Paulo.  £ 28

4735 1943 Stamp Centenary miniature sheet unused without
gum as issued  and few hinge marks, very fine perforated on
three sides, SG MS 685a. Cat £75.  £ 30

4736 2009-2010 Unmounted mint assembly of sets on
printed leaves incl 2009 Fruit Exports setenant pane of 10 (Cat
£30), 2009 Nat. Heritage both M/S, Dutch Presence M/S,
Birds M/S, 2010 plants setenant blk of 4, etc, STC £230+.

 £ 80

4737 EXHIBITIONS 1934 three album pages for 4th
Exhibition of L'Embranca Philatelic Assoc. five sheets of 20
publicity labels in 5 different colours depicting National
Figures of Brazil and GB mint. Mainly fine. Attractive and
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard. (100).  £ 100

4738 Postal Orders: 1915-26 Eight Postal forms each with
combination of DEPOSITO revenues tied manuscript or oval
cancels for various face values, impressive group, some faults
but hard to find.  £ 65

BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
4739 1963-1991 Mint / unmounted mint collection 1963-69
Complete set of 16 to both £1 (Cat £300), 1971 Currency
surcharge set, 1973 Explorers set, 1977 Whales, 1984 set to
£3, 1990 Fossils set to £3, almost complete for the period.
Good cat value STC £700.  £ 250

4740 1963-2009 Attractive mint & unmounted mint
collection neatly arranged in a stockbook with sets and
thematics noted 1963 long set mint including both £1 (Cat
£300), 1971 Currency surcharge set mint (Cat £90), 1977
Whales U/M (Cat £26), 1990 Fossils long set to £3 U/M (Cat
£30), 1993 Ships long set U/M (Cat £65), 1994 Food Chain
M/S, 1998 Birds long set u/m (Cat £46), 2000 Shackleton set
(Cat £26), Composition set, Survey Ship set (Cat £28), 2001
Restoration set (Cat £27), Heroic Age set 6, 2003 Blue Whale
sheetlet of 16, 2003 Penguins sheetlets 12 (3 diff, cat £95),
2003 Research Bases long set to $5 (Cat £60), 2005 Birds
M/S, 2005 FIDASE, 2005 Shackleton set (Cat £30), 2008
Aurora, 2008 Explorers long set to £5 (Cat £48) plus M/S,
2008 Fossil, 2009 Naval Aviation plus M/S (Cat £26),
excellent lot, very fine and STC £1400.  £ 500

4741 1965 Two Winston Churchill set of four on covers
used. SG 16/19.  Plus two Halley's Comet first day covers and
1983 200 years of manned flight and Princess of Wales 21st
birth fdc.  £ 20

4742 1967 (23 Nov) Cover to UK bearing 1963 £1 black &
light blue tied super DECEPTION ISLAND CDS cancel, with
RRS SHACKLETON cachet and Antarctic Survey cachet
alongside, very fine. This Post Office closed in December
1967 until Dec 1968.  £ 75

4743 1969 Six QEII covers with 1 Dec 69 Signy Island
South Orkneys cancel with eight values includes 1/-.
Addressed to Devon England. Note some minor toning on five
and greater toning on 1d + 2½d.  £ 20

4744 1971 Decimal Currency surcharge complete set of 14
to 50p on 10/- all fresh unmounted mint, SG 24/37.  £ 45

4745 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards with some light duplication incl commem sets with
many nice thematics, 1963 set to 1s plus extras, 1966
Churchill, 1971 Decimal Currency set (Cat £80), 1971 10th
Anniv. set, 1973 Explorers, 1977 Whales (2, Cat £26 each),
1984 Marine long set (2), 1993 Antarctic Ships set to £5 (Cat
£65), 2000 Heroic Age set (Cat £54), 2001 Heroic Age set
(Cat £25), 2002 20th Anniv., attractive range and good cat
value. (c200).  £ 115

4746 DECEPTION ISLAND: 1966 (20 Feb) 4 philatelic
airmail covers unaddressed (but named as Mrs Scammell in
Gosport UK), bearing complete set of values ½d to 2/6 blue
tied  by DECEPTION ISLAND / SOUTH SHETLANDS / *
20 FEB / 66 CDS cancels.  Fine SG 1/12. Cat £38 as used. (4).

 £ 38

4747 SIGNY ISLAND: 1965 (2 Dec) 4 philatelic airmail
covers addressed to Mrs Scammell in Gosport UK, bearing
complete set of values ½d to 4d, 9d to 2s & 5s & 10s tied  by
SIGNY ISLAND / SOUTH ORKNEYS / 2 DE / 65 CDS
cancels.  Fine SG 1/7, 8/11, 13/14. Cat £65 as used. (4).

 £ 65

4748 Stockbook containing a mint / unmounted mint
assembly of defin part sets to 1s, commem sets through 1970s,
Sealife set to £3, Explorers set to £1, mainly fine.  £ 40

BRITISH EAST AFRICA
4749 1896 Top values 1r, 2r, 4r & 5r mounted mint with
hinge remains, all very fresh appearance, SG 75, 76, 78/9 Cat
£300.  £ 100

4750 1901 QV 1a red Postal stationery on buff card sent
locally with single or double ring MOMBASA 26 JU 1901
CDS's. Fine.  £ 18

BRITISH GUIANA
4751 1876 48c red-brown hinged mint with hinge remains,
mainly fine original gum, SG 133 Cat £150.  £ 40

4752 1894 Postal stationery 1c postcard with uprated 10c
green addressed to London.  £ 60

4753 1901 Embossed postal stationery 2c cover via steamer
to Jamaica, West Indies. With Bridgetown 17 Jul cds and
Kingston receiving JY 26 cds plus Claremont JY 26 cds and
Moneague 27 JY cds.  £ 22

4754 1913-21 King George V 4c brown and bright purple on
air mail with manuscript cancel to London.  £ 15

4755 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 301/4.  £ 14

4756 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
301/4.  £ 14

4757 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4.  £ 100

4758 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4.  £ 55

4759 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 basic set of 12 to $3, 1948 RSW
set, Postage Due Chalky set of 4, Cat £156. (29).  £ 50
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4760 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to
$1, very fresh, SG 308a/19 cat £110.  £ 55

4761 1949 (17 Jan) RSW First Day of Issue $3 red-brown
PAIR tied to wrinkled airmail cover sent locally in
Georgetown tied AIRMAIL / BRITISH GUIANA CDS's, SG
323.  £ 50

4762 1949 (8 Jun) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied to
registered cover to USA tied AIRMAIL / BRITISH GUIANA
CDS's, yellow registered etiquette No. 85815, US backstamps,
SG 322/3.  £ 48

4763 1950 (Feb) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 & 1937
Coronation set 3 each tied to registered airmail cover to USA,
registered etiquette on reverse, US backstamps, nice
combination SG 322/3.  £ 48

4764 Clean mainly mint (few f.u.) assembly on eight large
stockcards with some light duplication incl 1898 Jubilee 10c
mint, 1913 to 48c mint, 1934 24c f.u., 1938 GVI set of 12 to
$3 mint (Cat £110) plus another set unmounted mint (Cat
£110+), more mint extras to $2, then fine used to $3 plus
extras, 1954 mint to $2 & used to $5.  Good cat value £500+.

 £ 200

4765 Postal Orders: 1954 (Circa) Group of 6 different postal
order values each printed in brown with face values in black
complete with counterfoils uncashed from Georgetown CDS
cancels for $1, $1.50, $6, $7, $8 & $9, mainly fine odd wrinkle
or smudge, scarce and hard to find. (6).  £ 480

BRITISH HONDURAS
4766 1888-1901 QV Specimen overprints on four mint
examples incl 1888 2c on 1d carmine, 3c on 3d red-brown,
1898 25c red-brown and green, $1 green and carmine mainly
large part original gum, nice fresh lookers, SG 37s/38s, 61s &
63s.  £ 50

4767 1935 Silver Jubilee 4d green and indigo hinged mint
showing large wisp from flagpole variety, nice non constant
variety, SG 144 var.  £ 50

4768 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 85

4769 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 50

4770 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered cover to UK from an old time collectors hoard, SG
143/6.  £ 85

4771 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards with some light duplication incl commem sets with
many nice thematics, QV surcharges, 1891 to 24c m & u,
forgeries (4), 2c carmine with nice barred C cancel, 1935
Silver Jubilee set, 1948 RSW $5 m, 1938 to $1 (Cat £50),
1953 set to $5 (Cat £105), 1962 Birds set (2, cat £80 each),
1968 Wildlife set, attractive range and good cat value. (c320).

 £ 150

4772 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1938-47 set of 12 incl both 2c (cat £193), 1948
RSW set fine used (cat £50), 1953-62 set 12 (cat £90), 1962
Birds set (cat £90), , (just needs  the scarce $1 p.14 x 13),
omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.  £ 120

BRITISH LEVANT
4773 1885-1921 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1888 12pi on 2/6 used, 1887 40pi on 2½d
m, 80pa on 5d m, 1903 EDVII 12pi on 2/6 m, 1905 Levant on
EDVII mint to 1s (Cat £125), Turkish Curr. 90pi on 5s rose-
carmine mint, Br. Curr. 2/6 brown CDS (toned perfs cat
£100). (55).  £ 160

4774 1885-1922 Mint and used collection almost complete
on three Schaubek printed leaves noted 1887-96 to 12pi on
2/6 (white paper) used, 1893 40pa on ½d vermilion CDS used
25 Feb on paper (SG 7 Cat £100), 1902 incl 12pi on 2/6 CDS
used, 24pi on 5s mint, 1909 1pi30 on 4d orange used (Cat
£70), 2p20 on 6d used (Cat £70), British Currency 1905 4d to
1s mint, 1921 to 2/6 mainly mint 1911-13 GVI to 5pi on 1s
green and carmine m & u, 1913-14 set to 5pi on 1s bistre
mainly mint, Turkish Currency 45pi on 2/6 mint (Cat £22),
90pi on 5s red used, 180pi on 10s mint (Cat £45), etc, useful
lot ETC £630++. (61).  £ 220

4775 1887-96 '40 PARAS' opt QV 2½d purple on blue, error
opt DOUBLE. VFU. SG 4a cat £2500. Very rare genuine
example. BPA photo cert.  £ 1250

4776 1901 Queen Victoria 40paras Jubilee blue on cover
from Constantinople with London receiving 89 cancel.  £ 75

4777 1906 Issued at Beyrout 1pi on 2d grey-green and
carmine mounted mint with hinge remains, slightly even toned
gum, very scarce, SG 15 Cat £1500.  £ 480

4778 Collection mint and used on stockpages incl better
noted C cancels on GB, 1885 12pi on 2/6 lilac mint (Cat £65),
1902 EDVII 12pi on 2/6 lilac mint (Cat £45), 24pi on 5s
carmine mint (cat £32 each),  Br. Currency 1905 1s dull green
and carmine mint (Cat £42), 1921 Seahorses 2/6 brown (2
shades mint, cat £103), Turkish Curr. Seahorses 90pi on 5s
red used (2, cat £60), 180pi on 10s used (2, cat £40 each), etc,
useful lot, STC £680+.  £ 225

BRITISH OCC. ITAL. COL.
4779 1941 British Occupation overprints on Italian Revenues
(forerunners) 2l, 3l, 4l, 5l, 8l on 10l & 10l values unmounted
mint with expertising signatures on reverse, 5l has a slight
crease and some other minor imperfections, seldom ever seen
or offered. These were overprinted to fulfill the need of the
military occupation and a sets of 11 values was prepared in
1941 to 50l. Unissued with only a few 'sets' believed to exist.
(A set in Harmers 2012 sold for £10,500). Sassone 11-13, 15-
17 cat €2200. (6).  £ 1000

4780 Eritrea: Postage Dues; 1950 BA surcharge set of 5
mounted mint, lovely set, SG ED6/10.  £ 48

4781 Middle East Forces: 1942-43 GVI Collection hinged
mint complete for the period including 1942 Type M1 set of
5, 1943-47 set of 11 to 10s (cat £85), Postage Due 1942 set of
5. Cat £104 (20).  £ 28

4782 Middle East Forces: 1947 10s ultramarine in a bottom
right corner block of 4 mainly unmounted mint, small speck
on one stamp and couple hinge marks on the margins
otherwise fine, SG M21 Cat £180 for mint.  £ 85

4783 TRIPOLITANIA: 1948-1951 GVI Collection hinged
mint complete for the period including 1948 BMA ovpt set
(cat £70), Br. Admin. 1950 set (cat £140), 1951 BA set (cat
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£80), Postage Dues 1948 set (Cat £50), 1950 set (cat £95).
Cat £435. (44).  £ 150

BRITISH P.Agencies E. ARABIA
4784 1956 1a on 1d ultramarine surcharge in a complete
sheet of 240 unmounted mint, fine, SG 58.  £ 30

4785 1960 2r on 2/6 blackish brown Type III surcharge on
side marginal unmounted mint block of 4, nice example, SG
56b cat £112.  £ 45

BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
4786 1867-1935 Mainly mint collection on old time Imperial
printed pages with better including 1867-70 4d lake-red on
rose mint (thin and bend, cat £55), 1887-9 4d pale chestnut m
(Cat £35), 1s brown m (cat £45), 6d dull violet m, 1899 set of
8 mint (5s vertical gum crease), cat £130, 1922 set of 4 m (Cat
£50), MSCA set to 5s mint (Cat £100), 1935 Silver Jubilee set
m, useful lot (47). Cat £435+.  £ 140

4787 1883-84 'set' of four QV Die II values incl ½d yellow-
buff, ½d dull green, 1d pale rose & 2½d ultr each hinged mint,
some light tones otherwise nice appearance, SG 26/31 Cat
£145.  £ 30

4788 1904 Complete set of 9 hinged mint, some light tones
otherwise nice appearance, SG 54/62 Cat £110.  £ 40

4789 1904 EDVII Complete set of 9 hinged mint to 5s green
and blue, mainly fine, SG 54/62 cat £110.  £ 44

4790 1935 (13 Nov) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered
cover to UK with ptd addr, tied ROADTOWN CDS cancels
and regd h/s no.2372.  Fine & high cat on cover.  SG 103/6.

 £ 80

4791 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 103/6.  £ 60

4792 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 103/6.  £ 110

4793 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover to Bermuda from an old time collectors hoard, few
smudges otherwise high cat, SG 103/6.  £ 60

4794 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-47 set 12 (cat £75), 1951
Restoration set, 1948 RSW set U/M, 1952 set of 12 (cat £50).
Cat £148. (41).  £ 48

4795 1938 2/6 sepia and 5/- carmine hinged mint perfinned
SPECIMEN, very fresh, SG 118/9s.  £ 65

4796 Attractive mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1913 2/6
(Cat £50), 1922 to 2/6 plus many extras, 1938 set to £1 (Cat
£80), 1952 GVI set (Cat £55), 1956 QEII set (Cat £110), 1962
New Currency set (2), 1964 set (Cat £90), nice clean lot.
(c230).  £ 140

4797 Attractive mainly mint assembly on twenty four large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1956 set
(cat £110), 1964 set (Cat £90) plus many extras, 1970 long
set, 1984 Chess, 1979 Marine Life long set (3, Cat £20 each),
1985 Birds long set (Cat £63), Officials 1985 long set (Cat
£28), commems to 1980s, nice clean lot, many thematics.
(c680).  £ 120

4798 Collection on leaf with useful range including 1938
Chalky paper set to 5/- mint, 1949 UPU set mm  etc, clean lot.

 £ 75

BRUNEI
4799 1903-1937 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1906 50c on 16c green and brown mounted
mint (Cat £120), 1907 $1 red and grey on paper (stained in
one corner, expertised on reverse, cat £90), 1922 Exhibition
overprint mint for 1c, 3c, 5c & 10c, used for 2c & 4c (Cat
£125), 1924 to 30c. (34).  £ 140

4800 1907-10 Mainly mint set of 11 to $1 fine hinged mint,
5c (cat £95) & 25c (cat £48) are very fine used, nice set, SG
23/33. Cat £281. (11).  £ 95

4801 1908-22 View on Brunei River fine used (some cto)
assembly of 12 different values including Die I & II, shades or
papers from 1c to 25c (incl 3c both dies), 30c, 50c & $1
mainly with superb fresh appearance and strong colours, SG
range 34/46, useful lot.  £ 75

4802 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhib. overprint on 10c purple on
yellow fine used decent CDS showing short I in EXHIBITION
variety, SG 56a Cat £100.  £ 40

4803 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition overprint in black 11
different mint examples each showing listed variety short I,
broken E or N for values 1c to 25c, useful study lot. SG
51a,b,c, 52b, c, 53b, 54b,c, 55d, 56a,b, 57a. (18 varieties).

 £ 100

4804 1933 5c chocolate hinged mint showing 5c retouch in
top left corner variety, very fine, SG 68a.  £ 100

4805 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 10c purple on yellow (SG 73 cat
£40), 1947-51 complete (except 6c black) to $10,  Cat £199.
(21).  £ 70

4806 1947 (12 Dec) Local cover bearing 2c grey & 3c green
defins tied TULONG CDS cancels addr to The Post Office
Tulong.  Roughly opened otherwise neat and attr.  £ 22

4807 1947 25c deep claret block of 4 mounted mint with
R1/2 showing redrawn clouds (retouch unlisted) variety, sound
and very clear, SG 87 var.  £ 40

4808 1947 set of 14 to $10 hinged mint with fine fresh
appearance plus odd extra shade.  SG 79/92.  £ 62

4809 1947-51 Attractive complete set of 14 to $10
unmounted mint or hinged mint, mostly fine, $10 is
unmounted, SG 79/92 Cat £160+.  £ 65

4810 1947-51 Complete set of 14 hinged mint / some top
values unmounted mint to $10, very fine, SG 79/92. Cat £160.

 £ 55

4811 1947-51 Complete set of 14 to $10 black and purple
each value in a marginal or corner marginal block of 4, 8 vals
have plate numbers 1 or 2 incl $1, $5 & $10 values, extremely
scarce in such positional blocks, SG 79/92 Cat £640 for mint.

 £ 500

4812 1948 (20 Nov) Toned airmail cover to UK bearing 3c
green Native Houses x 5 plus 10c violet, 30c (torn corner) tied
KUALA BELAIT CDS cancels, useful cat value.  SG 81.

 £ 35
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4813 1949 Sultan's Silver Jubilee set of 3 in bottom right
plate number corner blocks of 4, mint / U/M, SG 93/5.  £ 8

4814 Attractive mainly mint assembly on fifteen large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted View on
Brunei River defins to $1 (3), 1952 Sultan to $5 plus extras to
$2, 1975 Long set to $10 (2, Cat £24 each), 1986 Armed
Forces strip (Cat £23), 1960s commems, nice clean lot.
(c340).  £ 65

4815 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 Mint set from 1c to 50c
with violet handstamps, few disturbed gum, 15c stained others
sound, SG J1, J3, J5/6, J10/13, J16. Cat £119.  £ 25

4816 Miscellany on stockcards with good range of River
issues mint & used some duplication noted 1975 Sultan defin
set to $10 mint, 1952 to $5 used, 1908 to $1 mint, 50c black
on green mint (2), 30c purple and orange, 1985 Sultan defins
$1 to $10 in mint pairs (Cat £36), some 1960s sets etc. Intr
jumble.  £ 65

BULGARIA
4817 1879 50c black and blue Lion very fine used nice CDS
cancel, fine Cat £170, SG 7.  £ 48

4818 1881-1949 Attractive mainly mint and some used
collection on leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1881
10s f.u., 1882 1s lilac mint (both types), 1924 surcharges,
1935 67th Death Anniv. set mint, Airs incl 1927 set mint (Cat
£85), 1931 set m, 1932 set 3 mint (Cat £285), 1940 long set
m (cat £40), useful clean lot ideal for expansion.  £ 150

4819 1881-1965 Binder containing mainstream early to
modern defins and various commems mint & used. Noted
1881 15s (2), 25s CDS (Cat £130), 30s, 1934 Memorial vals
to 14l bistre used, then dozens of mainstream to 1960s m & u,
100s.  £ 40

4820 1882-1996 Mainly mint assembly on small leaves with
a good qty of sets and ranges, earlier mainly used, 1940s-50s
mint sets, etc, STC £450+.  £ 85

4821 1927 Air top value 10l orange & brown hinged mint,
very fine, key value, SG 284 Cat £85.  £ 28

4822 1927 Albatross biplane 5 x 10l orange and brown
MNH 6 X 1l on 6l green and blue, 6 x 4l red and yellow and
2 X 2l brown all MNH.  £ 125

4823 1927 Albatross biplane set of four 10l orange and
brown MNH although right corner has tiny bit of gum missing
also some gum creases.  £ 100

4824 1927-28 Airmail complete set of 4 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 281/4.  £ 40

4825 1928 (23 Apr) Registered airmail cover to Paris
bearing nice combination incl 2l airmail ovpt block of 4, Lion
defin 50s black and red and two further 10l defins one with
airmail ovpt tied SOFIA C CDS cancels, fine and attr.  £ 45

4826 1931 Balkan Olympic Games 10l brown Cycling
hinged mint with very fresh appearance, key stamp, SG 330.

 £ 50

4827 1931 Balkan Olympic Games 12l orange Diving hinged
mint with very fresh appearance, key stamp, SG 331.  £ 80

4828 1931 Balkan Olympic Games seven different values
mainly unmounted mint, includes 6l green (printing flaw on

bottom inscription), 10l orange (mounted mint, cat £42), 12l
dark blue (cat £130) & 50l brown (cat £140), fine, SG range
309/315, Cat £350. (7).  £ 75

4829 1931-1989 Attractive written up collection on 22
album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards,
labels, FDCs, and overprints noted 1932 Air set 3 mint (cat
£285), 1989 Philaserdica sheet of 16 publicity labels, 1979
Tickets, 1979 Sofia Expo M/S of 6 values mint & FDC from
Spain (scarce), 1964 Complete sheet of 12 + 13 labels, 1969
Two sheets of labels for SOFIA 69, etc. Very intr and
attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 110

4830 1935 8th Bulgarian Gymnastic Tournament set of 6
hinged mint, very fine and fresh, high cat value, SG 357/362.

 £ 85

4831 1950's-60's Thirteen plain covers with various stamps
a number addressed to Germany. includes three registered
Sofia. A number have letters cards and postcards inside.

 £ 20

4832 Early postal stationery collection unused and used incl
overprinted, plus 10 original newspapers with Lion defins
from 1890s and turn of the century with adhs affixed and used
as newspaper stamps, scarce and seldom seen.  £ 300

4833 Mint assembly of Airs sets and ranges on leaves
including 1927 Air 10l (Cat £85), 1931 Air to 50l, 1940 Air,
few others to 1959, neat little lot. (c70).  £ 30

4834 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 228 different defins and commems incl
1879 5c, 25c & 1f1881 set used (cat £210+), 1901 set mostly
mint, 1907 Accession set 3 mint (cat £130), etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c228). Good catalogue value £1000+.  £ 200

4835 Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 270 different defins and commems incl 1879
5c, 25c, 50c & 1f, 1881 set used (cat £210+), 1884 3 on 10st
unused, 1901 set mostly mint, 1907 Accession set 3, 1934
War orphans set, 1931 Games, 1935 Dimitr sets, airs etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c270). Good catalogue value.  £ 200

4836 South Bulgaria: 1885 Lion overprint in black on 5pa
black and olive fine used blued barred cancel, a few rounded
perfs otherwise fine, also five other lower values 5pa to 1pi m
& u. (6). SG 43.  £ 85

BURKINA FASO
4837 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence
issues (35 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card 13 x
10cm for mainly 1970s-80s issues including values to 500f,
nice thematics incl Beetles, Head Dresses, Ships, antelopes
etc. (35).  £ 34

BURMA
4838 1897 Jubilee 15c slate very fine fresh hinged mint, SG
132 cat £140.  £ 28
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4839 1913 S A Firm Prome - Cheque issued in 1913 and
cashed manuscript No.357 for Rs600 and PAID violet h/s,
several vertical folds and some splits but rarely seen ephemera.

 £ 30

4840 1937 GV 1r chocolate and green very fine fresh hinged
mint, SG 13.  £ 28

4841 1937 GV Mainly used small assembly 1937 set to 2r
(Cat £41), Officials 3p to 6a & 8a (Cat £34).  (23).  £ 25

4842 1938 5r violet and scarlet fine used part CDS and part
crayon line, SG 32.  £ 28

4843 1938 Two airmail covers from the same firm Bryan
Smyth & Co printed envs both to Sweden bearing combination
of Burma ovptd on India defins one cvr tied Telephone slogan,
other RANGOON GPO CDS's, couple of gum marks
otherwise sound.  (2).  £ 28

4844 1938-40 set of 16 to 10r fine used, all nice cancels,
very fine, SG 18b/33 Cat £180.  £ 65

4845 1943 Burmese Woman 2c yellow-green in a almost
complete sheet of 100 mint, creases, perf splits and small part
margin missing, intr pane. SG J89, cat £50 as stamps.  £ 25

4846 1945 Military Envelope 1a brown postal stationary
envelope with BRITISH MLY ADMN / BURMA POSTAGE
/ TWO 2 ANNAS. boxed handstamp alongside and then
signed in blue ink either by the postmaster.  Very fine unused.

 £ 50

4847 1945-1949 British Military Administration; GVI
Collection hinged mint almost complete for the period
including 1945 MLY ADMN ovpt set, 1946 set, Interim 1947
set,  Cat £118. (50).  £ 40

4848 1959 Typed 2nd class airmail cover with three 25p
light orange to London with under certificate of posting
cachet. Note has a few folds.  £ 10

4849 1964-68 Birds long sets uncounted mint sets for 1964
set of 12 & 1968 set of 12, fine, SG 174/85, 195/206. Cat
£135.  £ 45

4850 Attractive mint and few used assembly on seven large
stockcards with better noted 1937 GV 1r & 2r used, 1938 GVI
to 3a6p mint, 1945 Mly Admn set m, 1946 1r to 10r mint,
1949 Anniv. Indep 1r to 10r mint, nice clean lot. (c90).

 £ 40

4851 BMA: 1945 3a dull violet in a bottom sheet of 64
unmounted mint, SG 443 Cat £96.  £ 30

4852 BMA: 1945 MLY ADMN overprint in black on 2a6p
claret in an attractive block of 21 with bottom middle stamp
showing Birds over trees at left variety, nice positional piece,
SG 42/42a. Cat £105.  £ 40

4853 BMA: 1945 MLY ADMN overprint in black on 2a6p
claret in an attractive block of 21 with bottom middle stamp
showing Birds over trees at left variety, nice positional piece,
SG 42/42a. Cat £105.  £ 40

4854 Cheques and money orders a seldom seen collection of
20 items mainly in very good condition from EDVII-GV
various amounts stamped PAID, many fancy designs, India
stamps used as revenues, fancy trade cachets, printed revenue
etc, scarce and very interesting lot.  £ 100

4855 Collection on leaves from GV onwards includes
mainstream defins and commems to 2r, then 27 covers and
cards from EDVII India ½a P/S env, GVI P/S env, GV printed
P/S covers, towns incl Rangoon RMS, Gyobingauk, Myohla,
to Jaffna, Bogale, Zegyo, c1943 Japanese Special Service Post
printed envelope with Jap Occ imperfs (2), 1925 used
Telegraph form, Cheques (11 different) etc, fascinating lot.

 £ 180

4856 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1946 GVI set mint (cat £60), Officials GV set of 12
Service ovpt mint to 2r (cat £185), etc, useful little range.

 £ 62

4857 Japanese Occupation: 1942 Peacock overprint in black
on 1r purple and blue unmounted mint  example, signed on
reverse in pencil, very fine and scarce, seldom offered, SG
J18.  £ 260

4858 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1938-40 2r, 5r, 10r
(Cat £188), Military Admin ovpts to 10r etc, mainly fine.

 £ 36

4859 Officials: 1937 GV Overprinted set of 14 mounted mint
with hinges, fresh looking set, SG O1/14 Cat £900.  £ 360

4860 Officials: 1939 Overprinted set of 13 mounted mint
with hinges, 10r brown and myrtle is unmounted mint, fresh
looking set, SG O15/27 Cat £250.  £ 100

CAMBODIA
4861 1962-1970 Collection of mint & uncounted mint sets
including  1962 Aid M/S, 1967 Ballet set, 1969 butterflies set,
Railway set, 1970 Fish set, etc, useful lot on leaves. ETC
£110+.  £ 35

4862 Kampuchea: 1986 Aircraft set of 7 in unmounted mint
sheets of 23, each sheet has one stamp missing, SG 771/777
Cat £169.  £ 20

CANADA
4863 1830s-1850s Collection of 56 stampless entire letters
each with broken circle postmarks, majority are from Ontario
with a few dozens from different towns and cities noted
Jarratt's Corners, Preston, Pembroke, Castleton, Plantagenet,
Orono, plus registered too late markings, embossed Liquor
advert, 1d rate from Niagara with interesting contents
regarding a charge of assault against a soldier of the 3rd
Battalion, interesting lot for further study. (56).  £ 550

4864 1843 (4 Apr) Part engraved folded letter with ornate
arms and part printed lease agreement sent with manuscript
4½ charged twice making 9d, from Toronto to HOLLAND
LANDING on 5th April.  £ 35

4865 1851 3d orange-vermilion a superb 4 large margin
examples, fine used with target concentric circles postmark in
black, heavy thinning on reverse but does not detract, nice
classic SG 1a. Cat £1100.  £ 250

4866 1852-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1852 3d red with blue concentric circles
cancel, 1858 6d slate-violet no margins, neat concentric circle
cancel (Cat £4000, vertical closed tear at the top), 1859 Perf
issues 1c, 5c, 10c (3 different shades), 12½c (2), 17c deep
blue, 1868-97 Queens Head large types incl 1c red-brown, 1c
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deep orange, 2c green (2), 3c brown-red, 6c brown (2), 12½c
(2), 15c (3), 1893 20c & 50c used, 1897 Jubilee 8c slate-
violet & 10c purple both mint (Cat £145), used to 50c, 1897
& 1898 both Maple leaf sets used (Cat £290), 1903-12 EDVII
set used (Cat £180), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set heavy
mounted mint (some heavy thins) Cat £550, 1911 10c
brownish purple mint (cat £100), 1915 War Tax 20c mint (Cat
£60), 1928-29 50c blue mint (Cat £150). High cat value.
(c250)  £ 525

4867 1858 (13 Jan) A superb cover ( torn flap) to
Hemmingford bearing 3d red Beaver with 4 good to massive
margins, neatly cancelled black target circle but not actually
tied to the cover, part ST THERESE DE BLAINVILLE
double ring cancel in black with date inserted by hand, faults
on the cover including torn on reverse, hole and part of side or
lower left corner missing with transit and arrival backstamps
in black or red. Superb stamp. SG 5.  £ 160

4868 1860-1980 Attractive mainly used & well filled
collection in springback album with useful content throughout
including Nova Scotia perf issues complete, New Brunswick
10 vals incl shades to 12½c, Prince Edward Is. mint 'sets'
1861-72 to 9d (2 shades), 1872 to 12c (2 shades), 1859-64 1c
rose (3), 5c red Beaver (4), 10c brown-purple (3 shades),
12½c (4 shades), 17c blue (2 shades), 1868 Dominon ½c
black, 2c green (4 incl shades), 3c red (4), 5c olive, 6c brown
(2), 12½c blue (2), 15c grey (6 shades), 1870 1c yellow (5 +
pair), 2c green (5), 3c (9), 5c (4), 6c (4), 10c (4), Registration
2c orange (4), 5c green (5), 1882-97 ½c black (12), 8c (7),
20c red (3), 50c blue (2), 1888 to 15c, 1897 Jubilee 2c, 3c,
6c, 10c & 15c mint, ½c to 50c used, 1897-98 ½c to 10c, 1898
set to 20c, 1898 Imperial Penny Postage (15 incl 2 mint),
1899-1912 EDVII to 50c, 1912 GV to 50c, 1922 to $1,
hereon much complete for the periods to 1980, also officials,
back of the book etc, enormous catalogue value, some mixed
but mainy sound with huge emphasis on shades for earlier
material, 100s.  £ 750

4869 1868-76 3c brownish red a nice fine used example
quite well centred cancelled No.5 circle arc postmarks, few
pulled perfs otherwise lovely colour, very sound for these. SG
58.  £ 12

4870 1868-76 3c brownish red a superb very fine used
example well centred cancelled crisp target concentric circle
postmark, few nibble perfs otherwise lovely colour, very
sound for these. SG 58.  £ 25

4871 1868-76 3c red a nice unused without gum example
with excellent centring a few irregular perfs and lovely clear
colour, very sound for these. Scott 25 Retail $1900 for unused
no gum.  £ 150

4872 1870-1960 Attractive fine used and double FDC
collection with many nice FDCs for defins and commems from
the 1930s to 1960, includes 1937 defins in blks of 3 on illus
covers (3), defins to $1 for 1930s, sets and ranges from QV
heads etc, attr lot.  £ 40

4873 1875 5c olive-green a superb very fine used example
centred NW and incomplete lightly cancelled postmark, few
uneven perfs otherwise lovely colour, very sound for these. SG
63.  £ 30

4874 1893 20c vermilion fine used CDS showing gross
misperf of vertical perforations by 4mm, striking error, SG
115 var.  £ 30

4875 1893 20c vermilion nice fine used example, sound, SG
115.  £ 20

4876 1893 50c blue mint part original gum with hinge
remains, fresh looker, SG 116 Cat £275.  £ 48

4877 1897 6c brown heavy hinged mint, fine, SG 147.
 £ 20

4878 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d orange commemorative
stamp in a mint complete sheet of 120 mounted into cardboard
frame, mainly very fine. (120).  £ 120

4879 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet sound used roller cancel,
few wrinkles and short perfs otherwise sound, SG 137. Cat
£425.  £ 85

4880 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet sound used solid UNION
ST / TORONTO roller cancel, good centring and sound, SG
137 Cat £425.  £ 100

4881 1897 Jubilee 5c deep blue hinged mint, quite fresh SG
128.  £ 22

4882 1897 Jubilee 6c brown heavy hinged mint with
excellent centring and colour, nice example, SG 129 Cat £140.

 £ 45

4883 1897 Jubilee Complete set ½c to 15c mainly fine used
neat CDS cancels, 6c brown is superb (cat £140), 8c & 10c
nice CDS and 15c is CDS but thinned, SG 121/132 Cat £485.

 £ 120

4884 1898 (12 Dec) Slightly rough registered cover bearing
1897  6c  b rown and  1898  1 c  b lue-green x 2  t ied
WELLINGTON STATION PEI cancels and addr to S. Side
with backstamps Summerside squared circle and CH'TOWN
& TIGNISH. Some smudges and postal faults otherwise
attractive item.  £ 40

4885 1898 Imperial Penny Postage 2c greenish blue
horizontal pair mint with hinge remains and slight adherence,
fresh looker, SG 167 Cat £76.  £ 18

4886 1898 Postcard printed entirely in red with Union Jack
in top left corner ,""A thousand years, the flag that braved the
breeze and the battle. 1c blue-green Q.V. adhs tied Halifax
squared circle addr to Base River NS, arrival backstamp. Fine.

 £ 25

4887 1898 Postcard printed entirely in red with Union Jack
in top left corner ,""A thousand years, the flag that braved the
breeze and the battle. 1c blue-green Q.V. adhs tied nearly
complete Halifax squared circle addr to Base River NS, arrival
backstamp. Fine.  £ 25

4888 1898 Unused Envelope printed entirely in red with
Union Jack in top left corner ,""A thousand years, the flag that
braved the breeze and the battle. Mainly fine.  £ 20

4889 1899 (8 Apr) Illustrated advertising cover to Michigan
for The Globe Furniture Co. Ltd Walkerville Ontario bearing
1c yellow x 3 small Queen tied Walkerville dated and dumb
cancels in black. Torn open on right side plus two transit /
arrival backstamps. SG 75.  £ 20
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4890 1900 (31 Dec) Slightly shortened illustrated advertising
cover to Michigan for The Globe Furniture Co. Ltd
Walkerville Ontario bearing 3c red small Queen tied R oval in
black and registered 5c green affixed alongside, various transit
and chargemarks, few tears, soils otherwise pretty. SG R7a.

 £ 30

4891 1908 ½c-20c Quebec Tercentenary complete set
UNMOUNTED MINT, all well centered and post office fresh,
immaculate never hinged, only the 15c with a couple pulled
perfs. at bottom, otherwise very fine to extremely fine, rare
unmounted mint (Unitrade C$4,755.00)  £ 1250

4892 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 1c blue-green small die
proof on India on card gum adhesion on reverse otherwise
very fine, neatly cut example.  SG 189 var.  £ 125

4893 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 1c blue-green small die
proof on India on card small punch hole from archives
otherwise very fine, neatly cut example.  SG 189 var.  £ 125

4894 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 20c dull brown very fine
used corner CDS, trace of bend otherwise fine, SG 195 Cat
£130.  £ 28

4895 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 2c light carmine small die
proof on India on card very fine, neatly cut example.  SG 190
var.  £ 125

4896 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½c sepia heavy mounted
mint showing re-entry variety. SG188a.  £ 38

4897 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½c sepia small die proof on
India on card gum adhesion on reverse otherwise very fine,
neatly cut example.  SG 188 var.  £ 125

4898 1908 Quebec Tercentenary Complete et of 8 hinged
mounted mint various thins and hinge remains or gum
disturbance but mostly fresh lookers, 15c centred right, 20c
nice with a blind perf on the left, SG 188/195 Cat £550.

 £ 75

4899 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8 mint part original
gum, usual heavy hinge remains but all nice fresh lookers, plus
½c sepia in top plate No.1 block of 4 mint . U/M. SG 188/195
Cat £550+.  £ 60

4900 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8 used mainly with
faults on 10c (unused), 15c R cancel, thinned, 20c top value
CDS used Halifax slightly smudged centred right, mainly
sound, SG 188/195 Cat £375 for used.  £ 40

4901 1908 Quebec Tercentenary three postcards from the
Exhibition two are postal used with 1c (2) or 2c red, third is
written but unused, few corner bends or creases otherwise
attractive with gold borders.  (3).  £ 30

4902 1921 Tatty long cover Toronto to Australia bearing
1908 ½c sepia x 5 with one stamp showing re-entry variety,
also 10c Unemployment olive revenue affixed, faults but
interesting cover, SG 188/188a.  £ 50

4903 1922-31 Booklet panes, complete for SG listing 1c
chrome-yellow, 2c green mint & 3c carmine in pane of 4 + 2
labels and 1c & 2c green in panes of 6, few singles etc, SG
range 246aa/248aa Cat £530.  £ 175

4904 1926 6c on 2c blue postal stationery card unused,
mainly very fine, one of the rarest cards of this period, STC
C$500.  Scarce.  £ 75

4905 1927 Western Canada airways Airmail service label for
One Oz mint & Jubilee Airmail One Oz mint, both sound,
CL40/41.  £ 22

4906 1928-29 Booklet panes, complete for SG listing 1c
orange, 2c green mint, 5c violet unused no gum in panes of 6,
etc, SG range 275a/279a Cat £168.  £ 28

4907 1930-1937 Signed first flight covers attractive group of
15 different airmail covers all pilot signed all nice covers
including 1931 Lethbridge to Edmonton (signed postmaster)
with fancy '2' chargemark applied in black, Winnipeg to
Pembina, 1934 Prince Albert to Beauval, 1932 Lac La Ronge
to Montreal Lake, 1935 Pickle Crow to Collins, 1931 Fort
Vermilion to Peace River etc.  Nice lot.  £ 150

4908 1930-39 Three Canada covers include 1930 first flight
Winnipeg to Calgary, 1939 first flight Montreal to
Southampton and 1939 cover from Toronto with six Air
Stamps.  £ 25

4909 1933 Illustrated advertising cover to City for Canada
Bread Company Ltd with young baker and Always Buy
Genuine Butter-But Bread. Bears GV 2c green tied
HAMILTON CDS and barred cancel. Some wrinkles
otherwise fine.  £ 20

4910 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 6 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 335/40.  £ 16

4911 1937 Coronation 3c carmine in a complete sheet of 50
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 356 Cat £100.  £ 40

4912 1937-1951 GVI Collection unmounted mint & hinged
mint complete for the period including 1937-38 set 11 (U/M,
cat £180), all coil sets, airs, 1942-48 War Effort set (U/M, cat
£150), 1946 Peace set (U/M), 1949-51 coil sets, 1951
Fisherman (U/M), etc,  Cat £650+. (80).  £ 180

4913 1937-38 Booklet panes, much complete for SG listing
incl 1c green, 2c brown and 3c scarlet all panes of 4 plus two
labels, singles etc, all fine mint, SG range 357a/359a, Cat
£145.  £ 48

4914 1939 (10 Aug) Printed airmail registered cover to UK
for Imperial Airways 1st flight Per Caribou Montreal to
Southampton cachet in black bearing 20c pair  tied
MONTREAL CDS, and POSTED OUT OF COURSE large
black handstamp alongside, interesting.  £ 40

4915 1942-48 Booklet panes, much complete for SG listing
incl 2c brown pane of 6, pane of 4 plus two labels, coils strips
of 3, 1949 set of values, etc, all fine unmounted mint, SG
range 375a/396, 416a/423cca. Cat £280.  £ 70

4916 1942-48 Coil strips of three mainly uncounted mint incl
Imperf x perf 8 1c, 3c (both) & 4c (Cat £78), Imperf x perf 9½
1c & 2c strips of 4 (Cat £49). SG 389, 391/3, 397/397a.

 £ 30

4917 1948 Incoming cover from Jamaica bearing 1½d RSW
blk of 4 tied CHAPELTON first day CDS addr to Sgt
McLennan and various Return to Sender cachets, Name
Repeated in Directory, Undelivered Mail & bilingual DEAD
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LETTER OFFICE No.9 boxed violet cachets.  Some
contemporary bends and curls otherwise intr item.  £ 30

4918 1952-2000 Unmounted mint collection in a good 64
sided stockbook on black leaves with neatly arranged
collection of sets and miniature sheets, high face values incl
1997 to $8 Wildlife issue etc, good cat lot with huge retail
value. C$1300 (c£770).  £ 360

4919 1970-1986 An attractive collection of unmounted mint
defins and commems but also wide range of extras including
booklet stamps, coils, setenant issues, some panes, phosphors,
booklets, miniature sheets etc, attractive modern lot in a
Lindner plain album.  £ 75

4920 1976 Two Philatelic expedition numbered postcards
with 8c. One scarce card is signed by the four explorers.

 £ 20

4921 2003 Alaska Cruise picture postage self-adhesive sheet
with blank frames for personalised photos.  50,000 were
produced but only available to buy and print on cruise ships.
Fine, Scott 1991 DE.  £ 35

4922 2011 Three of four sealed Canada Post envelopes with
most issues from January to September unmounted mint,
miniature sheets and nice thematics. STC £145. Face C$75.

 £ 48

4923 2012 Four sealed Canada Post envelopes with all issues
from for the year unmounted mint, miniature sheets and nice
thematics. STC £183. Face C$109.  £ 48

4924 2013 Three of four sealed Canada Post envelopes with
all issues from April to December unmounted mint, miniature
sheets and nice thematics. STC £148. Face C$66.  £ 48

4925 Collection on Imperial printed leaves with some better
including 1908 Tercent. 15c & 20c used (20c is R cancel,
small crease), Queens heads to 20c vermilion, 1897 set used,
GV ranges to 50c, 1898 Imperial Penny 2c mint, some
postmarks on middle period commems etc. Mixed but odd
better pickings.  £ 75

4926 DAVO Album well filled with a mainly used collection
with a huge amount of defins and commems to 198-s, most of
GVI complete to $1 (just needs coils), 1935 GV sets mostly
complete to $1, 1918 to $1, 1908 Quebec Tercent set to 10c
mainly fine used, 1897-99 both sets mainly complete used,
1893 20c & 50c f.u., 1860s large heads to 15c, 1859 10c perf
with part imprint in margin but very poor, etc, various pen
marks on the album pages but ideal for rehousing into new
album and expansion, huge cat value, 100s.  £ 250

4927 Extensive collection in an old time printed album QV
to modern with useful content throughout including 1859 1c
rose f.u., 5c red, 10c Prince Albert (2 nice shades, one with
perf faults other fine used), 12½c green (2), 17c blue, 1860s
large heads 2c, 3c, 6c brown, 12½c blue, 15c violet-grey, 5c
olive-green, small heads to 10c incl shades, 1893 set 2,
Registration stamps set (8c blue is pen cancelled and vertical
crease cat £275), 1897 Jubilee to $1 (faults incl $1 clipped
perfs along the bottom), 1898 to 20c, EDVII set used, 1908
Quebec Cent. set to 10c mainly f.u., 15c used, 20c unused no
gum, hereon much complete used incl coils, and other
different perfs, printings etc, GVI mint booklet panes, officials,

back of the book, commems to 1973 etc, huge cat value, some
mixed but overall fine, 100s.  £ 400

4928 Four King George VI unused 2c wrappers for mailing
second class matter to the United States. Very good condition.

 £ 15

4929 Large ring binder with dozens of plain pages from QV
perf issues to modern noted QV 1c rose (2 shades), 5c beaver,
10c purple-brown, 12½c (2), 17c Cartier (all perf faults),
Queen Heads incl 1c yellow (27), large heads 6c & 15c, small
heads 2c green (21), 3c vermilion (42), 5c (17), 6c (6), 10c
(8), ½c black (7), EDVII to 20c, GV to $1, then 100s of
modern defins and commems. Very mixed but odd better.
Good qty.  £ 65

4930 Mainly mint collection in a SG printed album including
1935 Silver Jubilee, 1935 defin set to $1 mint, 1937 to 50c
mint, imperf and perf coil stamps for different printings, 1946
Peace set mint, defins and commems to early QEII. Useful cat
value.  £ 125

4931 Officials: Collection mint and used including 1949
OHMS set mainly used (Cat £140), 7c air mint, 1949-50 50c
mint (Cat £48), 1950-52 G ovpts incl 14c & 20c mint (Cat
£83), 7c airmail mint, also few postage due sets, ranges,
registered etc. Nice clean lot.  £ 75

4932 Small book with a useful GV-GVI range mint, unused
and used including 1925 Silver Jubilee set m, 1935 Defins
10c-50c mint, 1946 Peace 50c & $1 mint etc, useful group
with some mixed gum otherwise sound.  £ 28

4933 Small collection on leaves for GV mint & used STC
£170 some better ranges etc, clean lot.  £ 20

CANADA - PROVINCES
4934 New Brunswick: 1851 3d bright red attractive fine used
example with one clear margin, close to touching neatly on
other sides and part barred oval along the bottom, heavy
thinning otherwise nice copy, SG 1 Cat £425.  £ 38

4935 New Brunswick: 1851 3d dull red attractive fine used
example with four good margins (showing part of next stamp),
with neat barred cancel, heavy thinning otherwise nice copy,
SG 2 Cat £350.  £ 85

4936 New Brunswick: 1860 10c red bisect tied to corner of
an envelope on paper with almost complete barred cancel,
slight soiling, SG 4a Cat £600 on cover.  £ 60

4937 New Brunswick: 1860 10c red fine used example with
duplex cancel, couple of blunt perfs on left, SG 17 Cat £75.

 £ 24

4938 Newfoundland: 1866-1941 Collection on leaves with
better throughout mint & used including 1866 24c blue used,
1868 5c black (misperf, cat £110)), 1870 10c black used, 12c
chestnut used, 1880 set used, 1896 3c brown (Cat £95), 1897
400th Anniv. set minus key 35c m & u (few tones, cat £230),
1911 Coronation to 9c m & u, 1919 10c mint, 1920 2c on 30c
used (Cat £38), 3c on 15c type B used (Cat £42), 1923 to 20c,
1928 Publicity set m & u (Cat c£140), 1929 15c & 20c
unused, 3c on 6c m & u, 1932 to 25c, 1933 L & S ovpt 15c
used, useful pickings and cat value (c175).  £ 200
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4939 Newfoundland: 1935 (13 Nov) 1935 Silver Jubilee set
on printed cover to USA tied large violet ST JOHN'S, N.F
double ring CDS's, nice range of transit and arrival
backstamps.  SG 250/3.  £ 25

4940 Newfoundland: 1935 (28 Jun) 1935 Silver Jubilee set
on printed TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT printed cover
to USA tied BOTWOOD double ring CDS's, single line
SPECIAL DELIVERY h/s in violet and flight crossed out and
Newfoundland to New York in pencil alongside. Attr cover.
SG 250/3.  £ 25

4941 Newfoundland: 1959 (21 Oct) Registered cover St
John's to Switzerland commercially used example bearing $1
deep blue Routes of Historic Transatlantic Flights top value
tied REGISTERED 21 / X / 1959 / St. JOHN'S, Nfld in red
CDS, regd etiquette alongside for St John's No. 9199.
Montreal transit, and arrival backstamps.  Neat & attractive
cover.  SG 197. Cat £300 on cover.  £ 125

4942 Newfoundland: Customs Duty; 1925-38 3c brown
Prince Edward and Caribou 1c green both in unmounted mint
blocks of 12, fine, Barefoot 2 & 4.  £ 48

4943 Nova Scotia: 1860 Pair Queen Victoria 8½c deep green
top of sheet with printers name note no gum but nice stamps
SG 26  £ 16

4944 Prince Edward Is. 1933 Printed cover (opened up)
Summerside to London bearing Canada GV defins 1c green
and 3c red x 4 all tied SUMMERSIDE PEI violet regd
handstamps and two strikes of boxed R in violet, no postmark
cancellations used to cancel the stamps, impressive looker,
various backstamps. Interesting use.  £ 45

4945 Prince Edward Island: 1873 part cover to Halifax
bearing a genuine use of 6c black bisected diagonally tied
Brudenell or Morell single arc datestamp, with postmasters
manuscript on reverse Guaranteed genuine use Hooper
Postmaster, and Philatelic Foundation 1969 certificate of
genuine use.  SG 41a cat £2000 on cover.  £ 450

CANAL ZONE
4946 Suez 1956 (25 Oct) Regd Cover bearing 102mils
combination incl 10m Nat. of suez Canal adhs tied ISMAILIA
postmarks sent airmail (AIR FRANCE) to Guernsey bearing
censorship h/s on obverse tying 50m adhs, possibly the last
despatch from Ismailia before the British attack.  £ 45

4947 Suez 1956 (28 Aug) Meter Mark Cover from Port Said
to Guernsey sent airmail bearing various postal censorship
marks and censor reseal label along one side, sent via
Frankfurt during the Suez canal crisis.  £ 45

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
4948 1853 Paper less blued; 4d deep blue, neat no margin
example with light cancel, thinned but nice looker/spacefiller,
SG 4 Cat £170.  £ 18

4949 1853-64 Triangles 4d blue assembly of 10 singles and
a pair mainly sound to fine on album page includes 1853 4d
precancelled duplex type, pair with nice triangle postmark,
1855 4d blue (4 incl shades), 1963 (3) including slate-blue and
steel blue shades (Cat £500 & £300). Varying margins, faults
and thins mostly neat appearance, high cat value (12).  £ 340

4950 1853-64 Triangles assembly of 15 examples poor to
fine on two stockyards includes 1855 1d brick-red, rose-red
(Cat £350), 1863 1d deep carmine-red plus one unused
(uneven margins cut into), 6d lilac (7 examples, cat from £350
each) for various shades incl slate-lilac (Cat £500), 1s green
incl bright yellow-green (2), Emerald-green (Cat £750) and
Deep green (Cat £550). Varying margins, faults and thins
mostly neat appearance, high cat value (15).  £ 250

4951 1855-63 6d slate-lilac on blued paper very fine used
light incomplete postmark, well above average, SG 7c Cat
£500.  £ 100

4952 1857 Cream paper 1d brick-red sound fine used three
good to large margins, incomplete CGH triangle postmark in
black, sound, SG 5 Cat £900.  £ 120

4953 1858 1d rose very fine used three good to large
margins, incomplete but lightly struck CGH triangle postmark
in black, sound, SG 5a Cat £300.  £ 60

4954 1858 6d pale rose-lilac on white paper sound used with
three close to huge margins and heavy part triangle CGH
postmark, sound SG 7 Cat £300.  £ 32

4955 1859 1s deep dark green a nice three close margin
example with 'CGH' incomplete triangle cancel, nice example,
SG 8b Cat £550.  £ 60

4956 1859 1s deep dark green a nice two large margin
example cut along the bottom with 'CGH' incomplete triangle
cancel, nice example, SG 8b Cat £550.  £ 40

4957 1859 1s Deep dark green a superb very fine used
example, with three close to enormous margins, light triangle
CGH barred postmark, small crease otherwise very fine, SG
8b Cat £550.  £ 100

4958 1861 Woodblock 1d carmine mainly fine used used
part triangle CGH cancel in black, no margins but neatly cut,
trace of a thin at top point otherwise very fine looker, SG 13a
Cat £3500.  £ 300

4959 1861 Woodblock 4d grey-blue fine used 2 to nearly
three margins just touching SE corner with neat barred cancel
across the stamp, crease which does detract otherwise sound,
SG 14a Cat £2500.  £ 250

4960 1862 6d slate-lilac no margins fine used with an
incomplete postmark, few minor faults otherwise  sound, SG
7 Cat £300.  £ 28

4961 1863 1d brownish red fine used with three margins
very fine used with  neat part numeral duplex type cancel, very
neat and fine for these, SG 18c Cat £325.  £ 75

4962 1863 1d brownish-red attractive mint small part
original gum example with two good margins and neatly cut
along the bottom, some sweated gum but very attractive, SG
18c, Cat £650.  £ 65

4963 1863 1d deep brown-red fine used with three margins
(top two large) with part duplex type cancel, very neat and fine
for these, SG 18b Cat £350.  £ 100

4964 1863 4d blue 2-3 close to very close margins unused
without gum, thinning and nick in top left otherwise lovely
fresh looker, SG 19a cat £325 as mint.  £ 25
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4965 1864 1d deep carmine-red fine used with one large
margin touching on other two sides, neat part triangle black
cancel, very neat and fine for these, SG 18 Cat £325.  £ 30

4966 1864-1904 Mint and mainly used collection on leaves
with good range of different printings to 5s noted 1864 Sitting
Hope to 1s, 4d on 6d lilac, 1871-76 ½d gray mint pair, 2
singles, (SG 40, cat £120), 1d carmine-red mint (4), 5s yellow-
orange used, 1874 1d on 6d lilac used (SG 32 cat £80), 1902-
04 set 9 mainly used etc. c130.  £ 45

4967 1866 (23 Nov) Mourning cover to Wynberg from Port
Elizabeth bearing 4d blue tied '2' numeral cancel, sent via
Capetown then PLUMSTEAD oval No 27 / 1866 cancel in
black alongside, aging spots and few bends otherwise clear
cancels.  £ 30

4968 1876 Revenue 12s blue-green in an unmounted mint
block of 6, heavily rubbed on all stamps, two are very poor,
tones, scarce multiple, Barefoot 101 cat £210.  £ 20

4969 1883 1d brown-purple in a top left corner marginal
block of seven with the stamps unmounted mint, few bends
and thins in the margins (plus mounted in margin), nice little
multiple so early on, SG 88 Cat £84.  £ 34

4970 1884-90 Wmk Anchor 6d reddish purple, 6d purple
and 6d bright mauve shades all mint, fine and fresh, SG 52,
52a/b.  £ 30

4971 1887 Wmk Cabled Anchor 1s blue-green hinged mint
with heavy hinge remains, tiny ink spot on obverse otherwise
fresh frontal appearance, SG 53a Cat £180  £ 55

4972 1892 2½d olive-green in a mint block of 4, extremely
fresh, SG 56a Cat £112.  £ 40

4973 1893 (23 Aug) Registered cover Capetown to
Devonport and then redirected to Sheffield bearing strip of 6
One Penny on 2d deep bistre with sixth stamp showing no stop
after penny variety, plus ½d grey-black all tied Capetown regd
ovals, R in oval in red and London arrival regd hooded cancel,
plus transit and arrival ovals and backstamps.  Slight bends but
busy cover with a nice variety and huge on cover multiplier of
£25 x 50.  SG 57a/57b. Rare on cover.  £ 400

4974 1893 One Penny on 2d deep bistre hinged mint
showing No Stop after Penny variety, fine, SG 57b.  £ 35

4975 1893-98 1s blue-green and 1s deep blue-green both
hinged mint, fresh, SG 66/66a. Cat £260.  £ 78

4976 1896 Wmk Cabled Anchor 5s brown-orange a very fine
hinged mint example, fresh, SG 68 Cat £150.  £ 50

4977 1898-99 Two covers to same addressee in UK both
bearing ½d green Sitting Hope and 1893 1d rose standing
hope pair, tied CRADOCK or GRAHAMS STATION CDS
cancels, pretty duo.  £ 25

4978 1899 Queen Victoria Postal stationery postcard
cancelled with Cape Town squared circle to Germany.  £ 10

4979 1902 (26 Apr) Cover to Boer War POW at Hawkins
Island, Bermuda franked with 1d red x 2 tied VENTERSTAD
/ A / AP 26 / 02 CDS cancels and PASSED PRESS CENSOR
in red triangle alongside and manuscript from the censor.
Backstamped HAMILTON 9 JUL on reverse with part of flap

missing.  Rare incoming mail to Bermuda arriving a month
after the peace of Vereenging ended the war. Fine.  £ 85

4980 1903 EDVII 5s brown-orange very fine and fresh
hinged mint, SG 78 Cat £160.  £ 55

4981 1910 (22 Jan) PPC Bains Kloof Pass sent East London
to Kiel Germany bearing a huge combination of 8 defins tied
EAST LONDON CDS cancel, some faults but pretty
combination.  £ 55

4982 1914 (10 Jan) Registered PPC Dutch Reformed Church
SOMERSET EAST sent to Belgium bearing  mixed franking
of 7 adhs tied SOMERSET EAST CDS cancels, two
registration handstamps in black or violet applied with
manuscript 82, various creases backstamps and transit B/S etc,
pretty apart from the faults.  £ 35

4983 1964 4d steel-blue sound used example with 3 very
good margins, neatly cut with 1 duplex cancel soundly struck
across the stamp, very fine for these, SG 19c cat £275.  £ 55

4984 Boer War: 1901 No Stamps Available OAS cover
Wakkerstroom to UK bearing crayon No Stamps Available
and ARMY POST OFFICE / 00T21 / WAKKERSTROOM
cancel and Paid red d/s on arrival alongside.  Few rough
openings otherwise sound.  £ 75

4985 Boer War: 1902 (10 Apr) 1d Standing Hope defin on
envelope to Wellington tied GRAFF REINET CDS and
PASSED PRESS CENSOR / GRAFF REINET oval dated
censor mark in magenta alongside, sound and attr.  £ 60

4986 Boer War: 1902 (13 May) Regd 2d P/S env to
Craddock Cape Colony uprated with 1d lilac tied ARMY
POST OFFICE / VOLKSKRUST from a soldier of the same
regiment with PASSED PRESS CENSOR violet triangle and
censors pencil number and initials alongside, Craddock
receiving b/s on 17th May.  Fine.  £ 60

4987 Griqualand West: 1878-79 Useful used collection of
smaller G overprints mainly in black on album page of 20
examples including two pairs for values ½d grey-black (2), 1d
red (2 + pair), 4d blue (6), 1s green (3 + pair), 5s orange (3),
very mixed and taken 'as is'.  £ 125

4988 Group of commercial covers to UK bearing 1d red
Sitting Hope incl from Wynberg plus double arc cancel,
Capetown squared circles (2), newspaper wrapper as part
fronts, Port Elizabeth, very mixed poor bends, creases, part
envelopes etc. (10).  £ 30

4989 Mafeking: 1900 3d deep blue on blue 21mm wide
stamp neatly cancelled MAFEKING AP 26 1900 CGH CDS
on original paper, few rough perfs along the top otherwise
sound and clean example, SG 22 cat £1400.  £ 450

4990 Postal Stationery: Attractive collection including used
and unused wrappers, 1893 4d QV registered envelope
CLAREMONT to Switzerland uprated with 2d green sitting
hope, 1889 4d grey unused regd env. (3, two different sizes),
1884 4d blue large regd env. unused (3, two diff sizes), 1892-
96 used P/S envelopes ½d, 1d, 2d incl DRAGHOENDERA
duplex, 1892 ½d (2), 1d rose (2), 2d green env. (2) unused,
1906 EDVII 4d registered envelope used Cape Town to UK
uprated 2d brown sitting hope, 1901 Reply Card '58'
MAFUBE duplex, PAARL 1d card etc. fabulous lot in very
fine condition.  (25).  £ 225
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CAYMAN IS.
4991 1900-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1900 QV set 2 m, 1902 EDVII ½d-2½d &
1s orange m (Cat £60), 1907 4d, 6d & 1s mint (Cat £148),
1921 to 1s, 1932 Centenary 2s mint (Cat £50), 1935 most vals
to 2s mint (Cat £78), 1935 SJ set used. (62).  £ 140

4992 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 108/11.  £ 40

4993 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 108/11.  £ 40

4994 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-48 set of 14 to 10s (1s,2s & 10s are
U/M), plus extra SG 124a & 126a (2s & 10s shades or perfs
both U/M), 1948 RSW set U/M, 1950 set of 13 to 10s.  Cat
£260. (47).  £ 85

4995 Attractive mainly mint assembly on fifteen large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1953 long
set to £1 plus extra values to 5s, 1962 set to £1, plus extras to
5s, 1974 long set to $2 (2), 1980 long set (3), 1975 Birds (2),
1974 Birds, nice clean lot with good cat value and many
thematics, (c525).  £ 150

4996 Attractive mainly mint assembly on nine large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1921 to 1s
pair, 1932 Cent. set to 3d, 1935 to 2s mint with many extras,
1938 to 10s with many extras incl 2s (2), 10s brown (2, cat
£38 each), 1950 set to 10s (Cat £85), 1962 set to £1 (Cat
£100), nice clean lot with good cat value, (c210).  £ 130

4997 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1902 set of 5 (Cat
£110), 1905 to 6d, 1907 to 1s, 1912 to 10s, 1921 Script to 5s,
1932 Cent. set to 1s, 1935 defins to 2s, 1935 Silver Jubilee
set, 1938 set, 1948 RSW set, 1950 set. All fine.  Cat £760+.

 £ 130

4998 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including 1900 ½d (4, tones), 1d carmine (3, cat £50), 1905
½d (4), 1907 6d, 1921 vals to 5s, 1948 RSW set, 1950 set
(Cat £80), mint commems to 1970s, then a run of used defins
etc, useful assembly.  £ 110

CEYLON
4999 1857 Wmk Star Imperf 2d green (close or no margins)
& 2d yellowish-green (no margins cut into),  nice fine used,
SG 3 & 3a Cat £155.  £ 20

5000 1857-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1857 1d blue (2), 2d, 5d, 6d, 1860s to 2s
perf, 1880s surcharges to 1r12c on 2r50c used, 1887 1r12c
used, 1888 2c good used range, 1899 1r50c mint, 1903 to
1r50 used (cat £70), 1905 to 1r50 used, 1912-25 to 50r (fiscal
used), 1935-36 set mint (Cat £60), officials. Good catalogue
value. (c200).  £ 150

5001 1882 (23 Mar) Ceylon 1d lilac receipt stamp used on
GB cover from Brighton '132' tied postmark to Brighton
addressed M P Castle famous Philatelist who edited the
London Philatelist and some mega collections of Australia and
Oceania.  Most scarce and illegal use of Colonies revenues
postally (philatelically?) used on cover.  Scarce use! Barefoot
6.  £ 80

5002 1888 (1 May) 5c grey-blue postal stationery envelope
neatly cancelled 29 numeral of KOTAGALA with 8 of date
slug omitted from CDS, Colombo backstamp. Hinge marks on
reverse otherwise pretty.  £ 18

5003 1912-25 Duplicated used GV collection of defins neatly
laid out on album pages fine used CDS copies with many nice
town and village postmarks noted 5c bright magenta blks of 4
with NALANDA, RAMBODA, 10c sage-green (80), 15c blue
(57), 25c orange & blue (54), 1921 5c in blks of 4, 1923 15c
green on yellow (14), 20c ultr Die I (43 cat £20 each SG 348),
6c violet in blks of 4, 9c, 50c Die II (22) etc, useful study lot
STC in excess of £1350.  £ 135

5004 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb bottom and side gutter
block of 4 stamps showing watermark inverted variety,
brownish gum & paper adherence on reverse otherwise fine
unmounted mint, nice multiple. SG 305w Cat £128  £ 28

5005 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb side gutter, bottom left
plate 2 marginal block of 12 stamps showing watermark
sideways variety, slightly brownish gum otherwise fine
unmounted mint, scarce multiple. SG 305a Cat £540  £ 180

5006 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb side gutter, bottom
marginal block of 6 stamps showing watermark sideways
variety, brownish gum otherwise fine unmounted mint, nice
multiple. SG 305a Cat £270  £ 90

5007 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 36 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or perf splits & brownish gum otherwise
fine unmounted mint, scarce in such a large multiple. SG
305w Cat £1152.  £ 260

5008 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 34 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or margin thin & slightly brownish gum
otherwise fine unmounted mint, scarce in such a large
multiple. SG 305w Cat £1088.  £ 260

5009 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 48 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or margin faults, perf splits & slightly
brownish gum otherwise unmounted mint, scarce in such a
large multiple. SG 305w Cat £1536.  £ 370

5010 1922 R1.46 booklet partly exploded in creased poor
condition containing 15 of the 24 6c violet defins, stuck or
adhering to glassine interleaving, uncatalogued as black on
white cover with Colombo Jewelry Store advert on reverse,
extremely scarce and unlisted in this combination, closest is
SG SB6a/b Cat from £4000 as black on orange cover.  Rare!

 £ 500

5011 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee seven 9c and 6c
stamps address to England. SG 379 380  £ 15

5012 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c brown and deep blue hinged
mint with toned gum showing 'broken flagstaff' variety, very
clear with the naked eye.  Scarce plate variety.  SG 381 var.

 £ 60

5013 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 379/82.  £ 8
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5014 1935 Strip of four King George V Silver Jubilee 9c
green and indigo. Lower stamp has four indigo dots in various
positions not listed in Stanley Gibbons. SG 380  £ 35

5015 1937-1954 Collection on leaves including useful noted
1938 extensive fine used range of perfs to 50c (9), R5 (3),
Revenue stamp R10 used, 1951-54 set used.  STC £390.

 £ 125

5016 1937-1954 Mint collection on leaves including useful
noted 1938 extensive range of perfs to 50c (7), R1 (2), R2,
(both), 2c black and carmine scarce perf 13½ x 13 mint (cat
£120), 3c black and deep blue-green scarce perf 13x 13½ mint
toned gum (cat £275), 1951-54 11 vals to 5r mint, etc.  STC
£800+.  £ 250

5017 1938 5r green and purple in a fine used perfinned block
of 6 cancelled COLOMBO REGISTERED 21 V 41 CDS
cancels, green has started to go otherwise sound, SG 397.

 £ 20

5018 1938 Revenue R10 green and orange fine used neat
violet handstamp in top corner, very nice example, Barefoot
8.  £ 35

5019 1938 Stockpage with useful mint assembly incl 2c
P.13½ x 13¼ (SG 386a, cat £120), 1r both watermark types
(Cat £45), etc, STC £260. (23).  £ 52

5020 1938-43 R5 both shades of the top value green and
purple & 5r green and pale purple both hinged mint fresh &
fine, SG 37/397a, Cat £100.  £ 38

5021 1941 (19 Jun) Opened By Censor 22 sealing labels on
cover Colombo to Lahore bearing 6c defin tied Telephone
slogan cancel with Lahore arrival b/s, fine.  £ 28

5022 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 1861 perf
issues to 1s, 1872 to 8c mint, 1886 to 30c mint, 1903 EDVII
to 75c mint, 1912 to R2 mint, 1935 to 50c mint, R1 used,
1938 to R10 used, then a good run of defins and commems to
1992, useful lot for sorting out.  £ 100

5023 Aden used in: 1896 1r.12c dull rose used with a good
strike of ADEN squared circle cancellation, Sismondo PM85,
few contemporary marks on the front otherwise sound, and
rarely found. SG 201.  £ 250

5024 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins
for many different printings mainly used noted 1885 1r12 on
2r50 dull rose used (faults, cat £50), GV to 1r mint, GVI to 2r
used, various commems to modern used.  £ 45

5025 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mixed mint &
used including 1857 Imperfs 2d, 6d, 1s & 2s, 1863 11 values
to 2s, 1872 to 96c, 1885 surcharge 1r.12c on 2r50c both perfs
used (cat £160), 1899 2r50 purple on red used (cat £70), 1898
2r25 on 2r50 yellow fine used (Cat £85), 1910-11 R1 to R5
mint, 1935-36 set mint (Cat £60), etc, (160).  £ 260

5026 Postal Fiscal: 1952 Revenue 10r green and orange very
fine unmounted mint, SG F1, Cat £100.  £ 48

5027 Revenue: 1938 GVI 10R green and orange Revenue
Revenue fine used large CDS cancel, Barefoot 8. Superb.

 £ 35

5028 Revenues: 1938 20R blue and purple fine used CDS
and green crayon line, sound, Barefoot 9.  £ 35

5029 Used assembly on stockpages incl Queen Victoria
defins Imperf 1d blue (2), 2d green (2), 5d, 6d (3), 1s, Perf to
2s (mixed), later perfs to 2s, 1872 to 96c, many surcharges to
1r12c, 1887 1r.12c used with A duplex, 1888 2c on 4c
inverted ovpt, GV to R5, 1935 defin set, 1935 SJ, 1938 to 5r,
etc, good range with useful cat value.  £ 125

CHAD
5030 1960-1980 Fine used collection in a springback album
from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all
different assembly many in sets and part sets fine used CDS
(few mint) noted 1960 Air Olympic surcharge f.u plus official
FDC, 1961 12 vals to 85f, 1966 Birds set to 500f, 1967
Balloud set, 1969 1000f gold foil mint, (cat £30), 1971 Death
De Gaulle set 2, range of later commem sets through 1970s
etc useful lot ideal to fill those gaps.  £ 60

CHILE
5031 1853 5c red imperf 3 margins with superb strike of the
CANCELLED handstamp fine and scarce.  £ 18

5032 1904 1c on 20c blue surcharge mint superb BLOCK
OF 4 showing gross misplacement of the surcharge so as to
show 4 different surcharges on each stamp, striking variety.
SG 101 var.  £ 120

5033 Early postal stationery group of 11 items mainly turn of
the century unused incl 2c Repuesta reply card intact, 20c
grey-green (3 one on blue paper), 5c lilac env, 10c on blue or
buff paper, 5c red, 1c & 2c cards in green or yellow etc, lovely
group.  (11).  £ 50

5034 Fournier Forgery: 1897 Postage Dues in setenant large
sheets of 72 for 20c, 40c, 50c, 60c red on pale yellow plus
second sheet of 72 for 100c, 80c & 1p, plus seven postmarks,
one surcharge & three P.Due cancels. (155).  £ 300

5035 Officials: 1900-10 CIERRO OFICIAL beautiful fresh
mint example printed in pale blue, unused with blank area in
the centre for postmark.  Superb.  £ 25

5036 Officials: CIERRO OFICIAL two postal stationary type
cut square on gummed paper printed in red or blue with
vignette female head and star, mainly very fine, hard to find.
(2).  £ 25

CHINA
5037 1893 LOCAL POST NEWSPAPER WRAPPER -
Cream unused wrapper with POSTAGE PAID ½ CENT
printed in black and embossed relief SHANGHAI / LOCAL
POST OFFICE bilingual oval.  Few minor stains on right side
otherwise sound and scarce.  £ 40

5038 1893 LOCAL POST NEWSPAPER WRAPPER -
Cream unused wrapper with POSTAGE PAID 1 CENT
printed in black and embossed relief SHANGHAI / LOCAL
POST OFFICE bilingual oval.  Very fine for these, sound and
scarce.  £ 40

5039 1940 Cover from H.B.M. Consulate General Hankow
readdressed to Lady Dalton. With Junkers f-13 2 x 200c and
45c stamps plus three 50c green martyrs.  £ 50
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5040 1940 Cover from H.B.M. Consulate General Hankow
readdressed to Lady Dalton. With Junkers f-13 100c, 50c
green martyrs and three Dr. Sun Yat-Sen $2 red-brown and
blue and 25c blue. Kilburn receiving cds on reverse.  £ 50

5041 1945 Dr Sun Yat Sen $20 carmine in a fine left hand
sheet pane of 80 unused, plain margins, SG 808.  £ 12

5042 1947 Manchuria N. E Provinces; $500 on $30
chocolate in a right hand sheet pane of 80 unused, shows sheet
number, SG 62.  £ 40

5043 1951 30th Anniv of Chinese Communist Part $500
green Mao Tse-tung in vertical marginal block of 10, very fine
unmounted mint.  SG 1508.  £ 50

5044 1951 Money Order Stamps surcharged, P.13 x 13¼
$50 on $50 grey right hand pane of 80 unused, few age marks,
sheet number in red, scarce in such a multiple, SG 1516.

 £ 800

5045 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (1) Liu Ying-Chun Military
Hero in a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto used with
margin imprints. SG 2335. Cat £375.  £ 185

5046 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (2) Liu Ying-Chun Holding
book of Mao texts in a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto
used with margin imprints. SG 2336. Cat £350.  £ 175

5047 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (4) Liu Ying-Chun looking at
film slide in a superb right hand half sheet of 25 cto used with
margin imprints. SG 2338. Cat £375.  £ 185

5048 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (5) Liu Ying-Chun lecturing in
a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto used with margin
imprints. SG 2339. Cat £375.  £ 185

5049 1967 Poems of Mao Tse-Tung 8f black, yellow and red
Huichang CDS used with heavy thin but does not detract, SG
2376 Cat £300.  £ 40

5050 1967 Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung 8f setenant strip of
five for Red Outer Frames issue CTO used with top and left
margins complete with imprint, SG 2344a.  £ 400

5051 1967 Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung 8f setenant strip of
five for Gold Outer Frames issue CTO used with top and left
margins complete with imprint, SG 2349a.  £ 400

5052 1972 Chinese Merchant Shipping complete set of 4
unmounted mint, fine, SG 2485/2488.  £ 140

5053 1972 Chinese Merchant Shipping set of 4 unmounted
mint no gum as issued, fine, SG 2485/88.  £ 120

5054 1972 Construction of Red Flag Canal set of 4
unmounted mint, SG 2494/7 Cat £200  £ 80

5055 1973 Archaeological set of 12 unmounted mint, SG
2537/2548. Cat £54  £ 22

5056 1973 Archaeological Treasures complete set of 12
unmounted mint, fine, SG 2537/2548.  £ 26

5057 1973 Ballet set of 4 unmounted mint, SG 2516/19. Cat
£180.  £ 72

5058 1973 Giant Pandas Four different values in marginal
blocks of 4 unmounted mint for 4f, both 8f & 43f, cat £380,
fine SG 2498/2500 & 2503.  £ 180

5059 1973 Revolutionary Ballet Hsi-erh complete set of 4
marginal unmounted mint, fine, SG 2516/9.  £ 90

5060 1974 Acrobatics set of 6 unmounted mint, SG
2555/2560. Cat £72  £ 28

5061 1974 Country Doctors set of 4 unmounted mint, SG
2570/3. Cat £40.  £ 16

5062 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, 8f (4) has
closed tear, otherwise very fine, SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.

 £ 25

5063 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, very fine,
SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.  £ 35

5064 1974 Popular Gymnastics complete set of 6 unmounted
mint, fine, SG 2549/2554.  £ 45

5065 1974 Popular Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, SG
2549/2554 Cat £90  £ 36

5066 1976 Going to College set of five unmounted mint, SG
2663/7. Cat £75.  £ 30

5067 1977 11th National Communist Party set of three
unmounted mint, SG 2736/2738. Cat £48.  £ 18

5068 1978 Galloping Horses Miniature sheet used with
special cancel in red from the Riccione International Stamp
Fair in Italy. This was the first time China participated in an
International Stamp Fair, SG MS 2781.  £ 160

5069 1979-82 Attractive group of official illustrated First
Day Covers including 1980 Deer, UNESCO, 1982 Medicinal
Plants, 1980 Int. Olympics, 1981 Cattle on two covers, 1981
Team Victories, National Safety, 1980 Airport, etc, (26
FDCs).  £ 130

5070 1980 New Year of the monkey 8f red, black and gold
unmounted mint, very fine key stamp, SG 2968.  £ 1000

5071 1981 Facade of Great Hall 2f postal stationery used
postcard with cds on reverse.  £ 10

5072 1983 Terracotta Figures Miniature Sheet unmounted
mint, very fine, SG MS 3260.  £ 35

5073 1986-1994 First Day Covers collection in a well filled
binder with good range of sets mainly on official unaddressed
covers, approx 140 covers, many nice thematics.  £ 125

5074 Banknote: 1930 Uncirculated 50 Customs Gold Units
with SYS and the Customs House on reverse, mainly very fine.

 £ 80

5075 BOX Containing a mainly more modern accumulation
of Taiwan year packs or books 1979, 1981-1985 with U/M
sets in special binders, year folders for 1985-1990, then loose
on paper, some 1990s commercial airmail covers etc.  £ 110

5076 Boxer Rebellion: 1901 Hong Kong 1c blue-green
postal stationery reply card (single) used to Berlin cancelled
SHANGHAI / C / MY 23 / 01 CDS and additional Japanese
Occupation of China 1s brown tied rubber SHANGHAI / 24
/ MAY / 01/ I.J .P.O cds cancel AND German part
SHANGHAI / DEUTSCHE SEEPOST 24 / MA.. / 01 cds
alongside.  Manuscript Feldpost on left side and 28th August
arrival Bestent / 7¼.8¼ / vom / Postamte 24 cds.  Small
amount of damage along the bottom otherwise extremely fine
and rare combination.  £ 600
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5077 Communist issues: Xinjiang 1949 UPU $2 brown-
orange imperf unused with violet overprint, very fine, SG
NW82.  £ 70

5078 Cover with 15c reaper from Shanghai with letter
enclosed addressed to United States.  £ 15

5079 German Post Offices in China: BOXER REBELLION;
1900 (4 Apr) Printed Imperial Postal 1c red stationery card
from ZINAENFU to Austria (manuscript Via Tsingtau)
uprated with CIP 1c orange and 2c red tied by bilingual oval
incomplete datestamp for APR 3? tied along with German
P.O. 5pf carmine steep ovpt China tied by TSINGTAU /
KIAUTSCHOU CDS and later dated oval bilingual incomplete
24 APR 1900 cancel.  Arrival ENNS CDS alongside (27
May), very fine and attractive combination  £ 600

5080 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red
x 10 singles a couple tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO
CDS cancels, some faults but mainly sound, huge cat value in
excess of £700, SG 21.  £ 70

5081 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red
x 16 singles & 2 pairs a couple tied on paper by SHANGHAI
IJPO  CDS cancels, some faults but mainly sound, huge cat
value in excess of £1400, SG 21.  £ 225

5082 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red
x 3 tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO 20th July CDS cancels,
mainly fine, SG 21.  £ 60

5083 Manchuria Provinces: Kirin & Heilungkiang; 1928
Chang Tso-lin $1 scarlet mint part original gum with small ink
mark on right hand side, mainly sound, SG 24.  £ 28

5084 Shanghai: 1877 20cash lilac imperf unused on thick
paper, vertical creases but large margins unused without gum,
intr addition.  £ 75

CHRISTMAS IS.
5085 Attractive mainly mint assembly on sixteen large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1958 set,
1963 set, 1972 Ships set (2), 1977 set (2), 1982 Birds, 1992
Shells, many commem sets to 1997, nice clean lot with many
thematics, (c430).  £ 80

COCOS ( KEELING ) IS.
5086 Attractive mainly unmounted mint assembly on twelve
large stockcards some light duplication with better noted 1976
Ships, 1979 Fish, 1982 Butterflies (3 sets), 1985 shells (Cat
£29), 1988 Flora, nice clean lot with many thematics, (c325).

 £ 50

COLOMBIA
5087 1900-1970 Attractive mint & used collection (some
duplication) with good quantity of material neatly assembled
in a stockbook including 1941 Air to 5p black and green used,
defins and commems to middle values, good qty, 100s.

 £ 100

5088 1926-1930 Range of SCADTA four airmail covers
including 1926 MAGANGUE red CDS to Cartagena, 1928,
1929 & 1930 BOGOTA (one with HIDROAVION h/s), 1930
GIRARDOT, a few on paper or piece etc, mainly sound. (7
items, 4 covers).  £ 50

5089 Revenue: 50c red gutter block of 4 and 20peso gutter
block of 8 each overprinted Specimen in red with usual punch
holes very fine unmounted mint, Scott #R1 var.  Only 10
gutter pairs are stated to exist, scarce. (12).  £ 60

CONGO
5090 1979 Rowland Hill railroad miniature sheet on first day
cover from Brazzaville.  £ 15

COOK IS.
5091 1933 ½d black and deep green mint blk of 12 with
middle right stamp showing line above Cook Islands non
constant flaw. Few tones, nice flaw, SG 106.  £ 25

5092 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1936 Postal Fiscals Thick
paper set of 4 to £1 (SG 118/121, cat £250), 1938 set of 3 (SG
127/9, cat £85), 1943-54 Postal Fiscal 5s green, 1944-46 set
of 9 (cat £95, top value unmounted mint), 1949 set 10 (cat
£50).  Cat £500. (35).  £ 150

5093 1967 (6th June) $10 on £5 indigo blue unmounted mint
with red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 18. Scarce.

 £ 200

5094 1967 (6th June) $2 on £1 pink unmounted mint
(brownish even gum, does not detract) with red surcharge,
very fine for these, Barefoot 16. Scarce.  £ 100

5095 1967 (6th June) $6 on £3 yellow-green unmounted
mint with red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 17.
Scarce.  £ 150

5096 1968 Twenty O.H.M.S covers from Rarotonga with
various stamps and a couple of slogan cancels.  £ 15

5097 Rarotonga: 1921 £1 rose-carmine Postal Fiscal hinged
mint very fresh, showing apostrophe next to O in ONE variety,
Unlisted, SG 80 var. Cat £140.  £ 125

CRETE
5098 British Post Offices: 1898 British Occup Union Jack h/s
Pediada 'Revenue 1 Piastre' dark blue on white wove paper. F-
VF F/C with green oval, vertical crease. Bft 17. Very rare.

 £ 125

5099 British Post Offices: 1898 British Occup Union Jack h/s
Pediada 'Revenue 10 paras' violet on white laid paper. Superb
F/C with m/s lines. Bft 15a. Very rare.  £ 125

CROATIA
5100 1944 Railway Relief Fund 32k + 16k in a special sheet
of 9 mint plus six progressive proofs imperf in black and white
showing different stages of the design, interesting.  £ 36

5101 1949 UPU 20 KUNA Miniature sheets (3) of 4 stamps
IMPERF in red, blue and red & blue and mainly unmounted
mint.  Croatia was part of Yugoslavia and not producing its
own stamps so these were produced to commemorate the
event, scarce and hard to find.  Nice unusual cinderella
additions to a UPU collection. (3).  £ 60

CUBA
5102 1863 (27 Sept) Entire Letter to France with large 8
charge mark in black and on arrival through New York large
oval FORWARDED BY / ROSSIRIA & CO / NEW YORK
in black, 3 OCT USA CDS and CALAID arrival CDS on
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obverse in red, two different Paris or Paris A Bordeaux CDS's
and Aigre arrival backstamps. Filing fold and few minor faults
otherwise nice early letter from Cuba.  £ 38

5103 1867 (6 Mar) Entire Letter from I Will & Co (trade
cachet) Havana to France written in French bearing '8'
chargemark handstamp in black sent via New York with 12
Mar CDS in black, SERV BRIT CALAIS ET UNIS in red and
4 different French transit and arrival backstamps, filing fold
otherwise nice early item.  £ 60

5104 1899- Useful collection neatly laid out in a large well
filled stockbook including US Administration 1899 set of 6
surcharges mint (Cat £80), 1899 defin set 5 mint, Postage Due
5c on 5d & 10c on 10c (Cat £89), 1914 set to 50c orange,
many sets from 1930 onwards, 1940 Air M/S m, 1948 Air set
M/S, 1952 Fund long set m, 1953 Air set m, 1955 Air M/S,
huge range to 1994, lovely lot, STC €3440.  £ 625

CYPRUS
5105 1880-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1880 ½d rose pl.15 unused, 1d red pl.216
mint, 4d sage-green pl.16 mint o.g. (Cat £140), 1881 Wmk
CC ½d green CDS, 1d & 2pi, 1882-86 ½pi & 30pa mint (Cat
£106), vals to 12pi used, 1892-94 used incl 12pi used (Cat
£450, faults), 1894-96 9pi & 45pi mint (tones, cat £120),
1904-10 to 18pi used, 1912-15 to 18pi. (116).  £ 250

5106 1880-1949 Mint collection on leaves with useful
throughout including 1880 1d plate 216 & 217, 4d sage-green
(heavy hinge cat £140), 1881 ½d on 1d plates 201, similar
with misplaced surch., plate 216 with misplaced surch, 1881
30pa on 1d plate 216 (Cat £150), 1882 ½pi dull green, 30pa
(cat £80), 1886 Surch SG 27 (cat £300, faults), 1892 set to 4pi
(Cat £75), 1894 6 values to 12pi (Cat £104), EDVII 1902
30pa & 1pi, 1904 set to 2pi & 9pi (Cat £210), 1912 GV 6 vals
to 6pi, 1921 to 2ópi, (cat £99), 1925 set (cat £50), 1934 to
9pi, 1935 SJ set, 1938 set of 19 (cat £250), 1948 RSW set
(Cat £60), etc, useful lot STC £1430+.  £ 300

5107 1880-1949 Used collection on leaves with useful
throughout including 1881 ½pi, 1pi & 2pi, set 7, 1882 Surch
SG 23 (cat £75), 1892 to 2pi & 4pi (Cat £70), 1894 to 4pi,
EDVII 1904 12pi used (cat £65), 1912 GV 7 vals to 6pi, 1921
to 2ópi, 1924 set to 4½pi (Cat £72), 18pi & 45pi (washed),
1938 set of 19 to £1 (Cat £55), etc, useful lot STC £675+.

 £ 135

5108 1880-2006 Extensive collection in a Devon album mint
and used for earlier incl 1880 1d pl.216 mint, 2½d pl.14
unused, QV Wmk CA vals to 6pi, EDVII to 9pi, GV to 9pi,
1938 to 45pi, 1960s onwards mainly mint then unmounted
mint sets from 1972-79, good range for expansion, 100s.

 £ 125

5109 1882 Die I Wmk CA ½pi emerald-green sound used
LARNACA squared circle, traces of toning and closed tear
otherwise sound, SG 16 Cat £500.  £ 48

5110 1886 ½ on ½ emerald-green fine used LARNACA
squared circle showing Large 2 at left variety, few trimmed
perfs along top otherwise fine, SG 29c Cat £350.  £ 75

5111 1886 Wmk CC ½ on ½pi emerald-green fine used neat
part squared circle cancel (3 June), few light tone spots
otherwise sound, SG 28 Cat £425.  £ 80

5112 1893 Die II 12pi orange-brown heavy hinged mint,
small gum faults otherwise very fresh, SG 37 Cat £190.

 £ 45

5113 1896 ½pi green and carmine with Specimen overprint
mounted mint large part original gum, SG 40s.  £ 28

5114 1900 Queen Victoria postal stationery 1p cancelled
with squared circle Larnaca addressed to Greece.  £ 10

5115 1902-1904 EDVII Complete set of 10 very fine hinged
mint to 45pi, all fresh lookers SG 50/59. Cat £600.  £ 240

5116 1903-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed
album pages with an attractive range of defins and commems
incl 1903 EDVII 12pi mint (2 cat £50), 1938 to 90pi m & u,
1966 set u/m, 1971 set u/m, 1976 set u/m, defins and
commems for 1960s-70s mainly m etc, clean lot. (approx
185).  £ 75

5117 1904-1910 EDVII Complete set of 12 very fine hinged
mint to 45pi, all fresh lookers SG 60/71. Cat £350.  £ 140

5118 1921-23 GV 13 of 15 values to 18pi very fine hinged
mint, missing 45pi & 2ópi to complete, SG 85/93, 95/8. Cat
£325.  £ 130

5119 1923 10s green and red on yellow a superb and fresh
hinged mint example, key stamp, SG 100 Cat £400.  £ 200

5120 1923 Wmk MCCA 10s green and red on yellow very
fine hinged mint example, superb and fresh, bright colour, SG
100 Cat £400.  £ 200

5121 1924 £1 purple and black on red sound fiscal used
example with black pen date and green crayon line, very good
for these, SG 102 fiscal used, Cat £850 postal used.  £ 100

5122 1924-28 £1 purple and black on red a very fine hinged
mint example, hinge remain with fresh gum, superb, SG 102
Cat £300.  £ 150

5123 1924-28 GV 20 of 21 values to 90pi very fine hinged
mint, missing £1 to complete, SG 103/117 & 118/122. Cat
£360.  £ 140

5124 1928 50th Anniv. of British Rule set to 45pi mainly fine
used, SG 123/131. Good cat value.  £ 58

5125 1934 Complete GV set of 11 to 45pi hinged mint,
mainly sound, SG 133/143 Cat £200.  £ 55

5126 1934 Defin set of 11 to 45pi fine hinged mint, SG
133/143, Cat £200.  £ 80

5127 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.  £ 15

5128 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 144/7.  £ 14

5129 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
144/7.  £ 14

5130 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.  £ 50

5131 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set to £1 (cat £250), 1948 RSW
set (tones cat £60), 1949 UPU set.  Cat £320. (30).  £ 85
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5132 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set to £1 (cat £250), 1948 RSW
set (cat £60), 1949 UPU set.  Cat £320. (30).  £ 100

5133 1938 45pi green and black in a bottom right corner
marginal strip of 4 with two stamps mounted mint, two are
unmounted, nice multiple, SG 161 Cat £220 for mint,  £ 55

5134 1938 GVI Assembly of hinged mint including shades
for both 2pi perfs, and both 18pi black and olive-green, black
and sage-green (cat £40), 45pi green and black, £1 scarlet and
indigo mint.  SG range 151/163. (20). (cat £275).  £ 85

5135 1944 1pi orange hinged mint showing the scarce
perforation 13½ x 12½, very fine hinged mint, SG 154a Cat
£550.  £ 180

5136 1946 Victory 1½d deep violet in bottom left corner
marginal block of 8 with top left stamp showing Dot between
1 and ½ variety, unmounted mint, fine and scarce positional
piece. SG 164a.  £ 50

5137 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two, £1 indigo
hinged mint SG 166/7 Cat £60.  £ 24

5138 1963 50th Anniv. of Scout movement 2 miniature
sheets both unmounted mint, incredibly fresh, one wmk
inverted, other is wmk upright, SG MS 231. (2).  £ 65

5139 1963 50th Anniv. of Scout movement miniature sheet
unmounted mint, incredibly fresh, wmk upright, SG MS 231.

 £ 55

5140 1963 Scouts Miniature sheet showing watermark
inverted unmounted mint imperf, very fine, SG MS 231a. Cat
£110.  £ 40

5141 1995 £5 on 50c Europhilex Miniature sheet surcharge
in black unmounted mint, only 8000 sheets were issued, SG
MS 891 var. Retail £350+.  £ 160

5142 2009-2010 Two year packs containing all issues
unmounted mint including sheetlets of 8 and M/S, SG Cat
£104.  £ 40

5143 2011 Cyprus Post Year book and still sealed in
shrinkwrap complete with all stamps for the year unmounted
mint, original cost €28.80. STC £55.  £ 22

5144 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1881 to 4pi
used, 1882 to 2pi mint, 1903 to 2pi m & u, 1912 to 6pi m &
u, 1924 to 6pi, 1934 to 18pi used, to 9pi mint, 1938 to 90pi
used, 18pi mint, then a run of defins and commems to 1992,
useful lot for sorting out.  £ 85

5145 Accumulation jumbled in a binder including QV 1880
2½d rosy mauve pl.14 m & u, 15 mint, 1896 4pi f.u., 12pi
orange-brown and black f.u. (cat £65), 1904-10 to 9pi used,
1912 to 9pi, 1921 to 18pi, 1924 vals to 9pi, 1938 GVI to top
vals 18pi to £1 mint, loose, on leaves etc, useful cat value.

 £ 120

5146 Attractive mainly mint or unmounted mint assembly on
twenty eight large stockcards some light duplication with
better noted 1960 Ovpt set (Cat £130), many commem sets
and thematics to 2002 nice clean lot. (c530).  £ 110

5147 Attractive mint & used assembly on five large
stockcards some light duplication with better noted QV to 2pi,

EDVII to 2pi, 1928 50th Anniv. 18pi & 45pi mint (Cat £72),
18pi f.u. (Cat £45), 1938 used to 90pi, nice clean lot. (c90).

 £ 85

5148 Binder containing extensively mint & used collection of
defins and commems from QV to modern including 1938 to
£1 used, 1955 to 500m used, 1960 ovpt to £1 used (Cat £65),
then commems part sets used to 1990s, 100s.  £ 50

5149 Collection on leaves mint & used including 1938 set to
90pi f.u., 1938 set to 45pi mint, 1966-71 set to £1 , useful
little range.  £ 40

5150 Large binder with a jumbled mint and used collection
on many leaves with some better content including QV ½
surch CA f.u., QV heads to 4pi, various GV/GVI to middle
values, QEII 1960 ovpt set used (cat £90), 1960-80s commem
sets etc.  Good cat value.  £ 80

5151 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including QV to 6pi, 1935 SJ set, 1938 to 18pi, 1963 Scouts
Miniature sheet m (Cat £110), 1962 defin set to £1 (Cat £50),
then a run of commems to 1977, useful assembly.  £ 48

5152 Postal Order: 1970 Dual currency 10s & 50p
surcharged with 25 mils x 6 examples issued in Nicosia or
Kyrenia, Lapithos, Limassol, in December 1970. All cashed in
without counterfoils slightly mixed condition otherwise mostly
sound and scarce. (6).  £ 300

5153 QV-QEII Attractive postal stationery assembly in very
fine condition including QV 10pa red wrapper used and
unused, ½pi green used cards (5, one uprated) with Larnaca or
Limassol squared circles, 1pi red reply card unused, QV 1d
brown wrapper unused, ½pi and 1d brown wrappers unused,
Cyprus overprinted (3), 1881 local card with 975 Limassol
duplex (faults), 1960s unused and used incl two unused
surcharges, intr lot (30).  £ 80

5154 Turkish Posts: 1974-1991 Mainly unmounted mint
collection on KA-BE printed leaves with a high degree of
completion incl 1974 50th Anniv. set, 1975 set to 500, 1980
set to 50TL, etc to 1991, nice clean lot.  £ 100

5155 Used collection on stockpages with better pickings
including QV to 12pi, EDVII to 2pi, 1938 to 90pi (6), then a
run of commems to 1969, useful assembly.  £ 28

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5156 1838 (1 Jul) Prestamp Entire Letter sent locally 'Vorn
B B fiscalganten with manuscript charge mark and red crayon
diagonal mark, nice early letter.  £ 20

5157 1918- Mint collection in tired Facile Oriel album with
many better issues noted 1919 Imperf to 1000h (Cat £72),
1919 Austria ovptd 4k green blk of 6 mint (cat £180) plus
offset on reverse, misplaced ovpts, postage dues, 1920 vals to
600h purple mint (cat £45), 1920 Air 24k on 500h imperf (cat
£90), 1926 Eighth All Sokol Display ovpt set 4 (cat £80), back
of the book etc, STC £615+.  £ 200

5158 1927 (21 Mar) Printed airmail flight card from Prague
to Dresden bearing 1.20k defin and 50k surcharge airmail both
tied PRAHA CDS cancels and additional PRAHA 82 boxed
datestamp and large red cachet Mit Luftpost befordert. /
Flugpostamt Dresden  N.25. Very fine and attractive.  £ 40
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5159 1951 Air set of 4 Karlovy Vary in complete used
sheetlets of 10 each cancelled PRAHA 1 2 Mar 53 CDS
cancels, hard to find in this format, Yv 678/681 Cat €450.

 £ 125

5160 1951 Air set of 4 Spas in sheets of 10 cancelled
PRAHA 1953 CDS cancels, rare in sheets of 10 for the
complete set, Cat €450. (SG 621/624).  £ 140

5161 1955 Prague Int. Exhibition Miniature sheet used both
perf and imperf, imperf cancelled special illus cancel, odd
wrinkle otherwise sound, SG MS 896a/b.  £ 38

5162 A selection of approx. eighteen postcards and covers.
Includes 1928 postcard from Prague, 1937 advertising card
from Zlin and 1935 reg.  typed cover from Brno to
Switzerland.  £ 26

5163 EXHIBITIONS 1978 Praga World Stamp Exhibition
publicity labels in complete numbered mint sheets of 25 with
dove and Praga 79 logo background in red or blue. (2 sheets,
50 labels).  £ 25

5164 EXHIBITIONS 1978 Praga World Stamp Exhibition
publicity labels in complete numbered mint sheets of 25 with
Expo building in silver or gold dove and envelope design &
Praga 78 logo in different colours. (2 sheets, 50 labels).

 £ 25

5165 Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 240 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c240).  £ 45

5166 Sudetenland: 1938 (16 Oct) plain postcard unaddr
bearing private overprint ASSIG IST FREI sword and
swastika overprint on pair Hindenburg 3pf brown and Czech
adhs both tied in combination with WIR SIND FREI large
violet CDS cancels.  £ 40

5167 Sudetenland: 1938 (30 Sept) Photo type postcard of
Hitler youth with flags unaddr bearing 1.20 on Czech adhs tied
by bilingual AS1 / ASCH 1 CDS and illustrated eagle
handstamp in red made by the free corps 'We have thrown off
the yoke, now we are free, stay free Post Office Asch 1 on the
21st September 1938', the provisional stamps from Asch of
which only 43200  were overprint in Asch.  £ 40

DANISH WEST INDIES
5168 1861 (10 May) Fragile Entire letter from St Thomas to
Copenhagen with PAID AT ST THOMAS red crowned
double circle with a multitude of charge marks in crayon sent
via London, Hamburg and bears St Thomas double arc on
reverse, transit and arrival backstamps, tears and folds but
good strike of crowned cancel. SG CC1 Cat £500.  £ 110

5169 1873 10c bistre-brown and greyish blue a superb fine
used with part ST THOMAS decent CDS cancel, very fine and
sound, SG 24. Cat £180.  £ 48

5170 1873 50c reddish-lilac very fine used with two
concentric circle cancels, good perfs and colour, SG 29 Cat
£375.  £ 125

5171 Postal History: Small group of covers / cards including
1911 sent from The Copenhagen Export Co. St Thomas with
10b red tied local CDS, 1906 PPC to USA bearing 1905 10b,

St Croix Market PPC with 2 x 5b green tied locally,  4c frame
bisected on small cover sent locally, intr lot (5).  £ 80

DENMARK
5172 1858-62 Wavy Lines 8s green fine used range of 3 nice
examples all with target circle cancels in black and all good to
large margins, nice selection Facit 8.  £ 60

5173 1880's Three 10 ore postal stationery postcards from
Copenhagen various addresses. Plus 1922 Illustrated Frederick
postcard with pair of 8 ore.  £ 16

5174 1912 Surcharges set of 3 on postage and officials fine
used decent CDS, SG 131/3.  £ 60

5175 1936 Nepa first Luftpost illustrated cover with 50ore
to Amsterdam.  £ 15

5176 1942-1959 Book containing approx. 50 covers with
special events and first day covers. Includes 1960 1st Danish
Food Fair and 1961 Copenhagen Forum.  £ 25

5177 1957 First flown over the pole short-cut between
Europe and the far east from Copenhagen to Tokyo.  £ 18

5178 A selection of approx. two hundred and thirty covers
and fronts mostly from the 1920's. a large amount of various
stamps and cancels. Including some Xmas and registered
covers.  £ 50

5179 Binder with 19th century to 1990 with a useful
mainstream assembly mainly used with values to 100e, nice
range.  £ 28

5180 Book containing approx. 35 covers and postcards.
Includes 1953 Frederik Den IX first day cover, 1950 Royal
Palace fdc and 1954 first regular flight to Los Angeles. Plus 2
books containing local issues including Aalborg and Odense

 £ 30

5181 Collection on Schaubek printed leaves with an early to
modern collection mainly fine used with useful incl 1851
4RBS, 1854-9 to 8sk, 1864-70 2s, 3s & 16sk (cat $285), 1870
8s (cat $75), 1875-79 to 100o, 1904-05 set (cat $190), 1912
P.13 5k red GPO vfu (cat $175), 1912 surcharge set of 3 (cat
$265), officials 1871 2s blue (cat $175), 1875 set of 4 (cat
$84), and run of commems to 1977, huge cat value in excess
of $1250+, attractive clean lot.  £ 300

5182 EXHIBITIONS 1917-1994 an extensive collection on
circa 40 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1917 Philatelists Club label mint,
1935 label on printed illustrated cover (v .attr), 1937 KPK
surchs blk of 4 on cover tied KPK CDS's, 1941 busy Exhib
cover with label and 6 on 7o blk of 4 tied special cancels (v
nice), 1987 GB P & ) £5 prestige booklet overprint for
HAFNIA 87, 1940 Exhib. cover, 1950s labels (3), 1960s-80s
many covers and cards, plus much more. Attractive and
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 130

5183 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a
useful assembly from 1854 issues to 1940. Includes better part
ranges noted 1854 2s blue, 4s (2), 8s, 1858 4s (3), 1864 2s, 3s
& 4s (cat £166), 1870 2s (2 shades), 3s (cat £130), 4s & 8s
(cat £100), 1875 14 values to 100o (cat £175), 1904 50o &
100o used (cat £140), 1912 surchs 35o on 20o used (cat £80),
35o on 32o green used (cat £85), 1913 King Christian incl 35o
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yellow, 50o purple & 1k brown mint (cat £133), to 10k used,
1928 Cancer Fund set m, 1930 60th Birthday set used, 1915
5k GPO used,  back of the book incl Newspaper good range
incl 68o brown mint (cat £120), Postage Dues 1921 1k blue
(cat £90) mint, officials etc, mainly fine condition throughout.
STC £2350+.  £ 550

5184 Old time printed KA-BE pages with a very useful
classics to 1960s assembly including many better noted 1851
4rbs brown f.u., 1854 2s blue (4 margin), 4s orange-brown, 8s
green, 1858 4s & 8s (nice 4 margins cat £180), 1864 set used
(cat £536), 1870 set to 48sk used (cat £810), 1875 set used,
officially sealed label in brown mint, 1904 set to 100o (some
faults), 1912 P.12¾ 5k brown-red fine used (cat £180), 1915
P.14 5k brown-red f.u., 1918 Newspaper stamps surcharged
27o (12 of 13 vals cat £278), 1926 official surcharged 1925
Air 50o grey used (cat £300), Parcel Post 1919 10o red used
(cat £90), 15o lilac m & u (cat £59), 1k brown f.u. (cat £200),
1927 set 3 used, Newspaper stamps 1907 10 vals to 10kr used
incl all the key vals, Military Frank set 2 m & u, etc, etc many
key stamps fine used, enormous cat value in excess of £4100+.

 £ 500

DENMARK - DAN. W. INDIES
5185 1851 (6 April) Entire letter from St Thomas to Port Au
Prince with PAID AT ST THOMAS red crowned double
circle with 1/ charge mark in crayon sent locally and St
Thomas double arc on reverse, some wrinkles otherwise
mainly fine and good strike of crowned cancel. SG CC1 Cat
£500.  £ 250

DOMINICA
5186 1883-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1883 1d lilac unused, 1882 bisect
surcharges  in red unused (Cat £38), 1903-1922 Roseau
printings to 1s m & u, 2s used, 1923 to 5s m & u incl 2/6, 3s,
4s & 5s mint (Cat £130), 1935 SJ set m. (64).  £ 100

5187 1903-1972 Stockpage with useful mainly mint
including 1903 Roseau 9 vals to 2/6, 1923 15 values to 5s,
1938 set 14 (Cat £75, needs ¼d), 1951 set 15 (Cat £50), STC
£300. (80).  £ 65

5188 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 92/5.  £ 60

5189 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
regd cover Roseau to Barbados from an old time collectors
hoard, SG 92/5.  £ 60

5190 1938 Complete set of 15 fine hinged mint.  SG 99/109.
 £ 30

5191 1938 GVI Sets unmounted mint for 1938-47 set of 15
to 10s and 1951 set to $2.40, very fresh, SG 99/109 &
120/134. Cat £125  £ 60

5192 1948 (1 Dec) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on local
cover tied MAHAUT CDS cancels, with even aging. SG
112/3.  £ 60

5193 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s red-brown on a 1948
1st December registered plain First Day Cover to Bermuda
tied GPO DOMINICA CDS cancels, sound item, SG 113.

 £ 45

5194 1969 QEII unused defintive part set to 60c chalk
surface paper and part set to 50c glazed paper SG 272/287
272/286  £ 20

5195 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 4d m & u,
Colony defins to 1s m & u, GV to 3s m & u, 1938 to 2/6,
1954 to $2.40 f.u., 1963 to $2.40, 1968 ovpt set m, then a
large run of commems to 1988 incl vals to $10 etc, useful lot
for sorting out.  £ 75

5196 Attractive mainly mint or unmounted mint assembly on
forty large stockcards some light duplication with better noted
1954 set plus extras (Cat £90), 1963 set, 1968 set, 1969 set
(Cat £30), 1975 long set, 1981 Plant Life long set, 2000
Millennium series, 1992 Trains, many commem sets and
thematics,  nice clean lot. (Approx 1000).  £ 115

5197 Attractive mint assembly on five large stockcards some
light duplication with better noted GV War Tax, 1923 to 1s
mint with many extras, 1938 complete set to 10s (Cat £90)
plus extras to 5s, 1951 New Currency to $1.20, nice clean lot.
(c165).  £ 100

5198 Collection on stockpages QV to modern with better
mint & used incl 1882 bisect large ½ (Cat £38), 1886 1d lilac
unused, GV to 6d m, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint, 1938 set
(Cat £75), 1948 RSW set, 1951 set m (Cat £50), then fine
used section from QV with useful singles, 1954 set f.u. (cat
£50), etc, useful assembly.  £ 100

ECUADOR
5199 COVERS AND CARDS Collection in old time
springback with a small collection of earlier defins incl 1896
2c surch varieties range (38), plus a nice collection of postal
stationery cards incl embossed envelopes, printed cards, etc,
all turn of the century, nice original lot . (20 covers / cards)

 £ 65

5200 Fournier Forgery: 1865-66 Five early issues 'used' plus
four postmarks on one piece & overprints / surcharges x nine
different. (18).  £ 45

5201 SPECIMEN handstamps in violet stuck on part album
page including 1894 Rocafuerte set of 8, 1896 Eagle Arms
defins (3 different), 1909 Nat. Exhib. set of 9, 1911 defins
eight values to 1s, 1897 UPU eight values to 5s, officials 1892
set, 1894 set, 1898 (4), 1899 set 4 etc.  Attractive and unique
lot. (59).  £ 320

EGYPT
5202 1866-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1866 1pi claret mint (cat £80), 2pi yellow
unused, 1867 mint / part o.g. 5pa, 10pa, 20pa & 1pi (Cat
£280), 1872-75 20pa blue mint, 1874-75 used, 1922-23
values to £E1 used, 1925 Congress set m, 1927-37 set used,
1933 Railroad set m, 1933 Aviation set m, airmails 1931
100m on 27m used, Postage Dues 1888 2m & 5m mint,
Express 1926 20m m, officials. (c190).  £ 200

5203 1866-1948 Collection of mainly mint on leaves in a
springback album noted better runs incl 1888 to 10pi, 1914
20m to 200m (Cat £80), 1923 King Faud 50m-200m (cat
£110), 1927 500m (cat £180), 1939 50p & £E1, 1947 £E1,
1952 King of Egypt overprint to £E1 (Cat £115), 1925
Geographical Congress set, 1926 Agri. to 200m (Cat £90),
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1926 58th Birthday (cat £190), 1933 Aviation Congress set,
Palestine ovpts etc. Useful lot and cat value.  £ 200

5204 1910 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red on
colour postcard with boxed Paquebot and Port Taufiq cancel.
Addressed to New Zealand.  £ 12

5205 1911 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red with
Cairo and faint receiving Port Said cancels on postcard.

 £ 12

5206 1911 GB used abroad: King George V 1d red cancelled
with Paquebot Port Said on B&W postcard of Suez.  £ 12

5207 1912 GB used abroad: King George V 1d red on
colour postcard with boxed Paquebot and Port Taufiq cancel.
Addressed to England.  £ 12

5208 1933 Int. Aviation Congress set of 5 hinged mint, fine,
SG 214/218 Cat £117.  £ 35

5209 1933 International Aviation Congress set of 4 fine used,
three with blue Congress CDS cancels, SG 214/8. Cat £90.

 £ 30

5210 1939 GB used abroad: King George V postal stationery
1½d embossed cover plus uprated 1d red with control number
and margin on Paquebot and Port Taufiq CDS, addressed to
England.  £ 12

5211 1939 GB used abroad: King George V postal stationery
1½d embossed cover plus uprated 1½d brown with control
number and margin on Paquebot and Port Taufiq cds,
addressed to England.  £ 12

5212 1945 (30 Aug) WWII Free French Forces in Cairo
Egypt stampless cover addr to Capt Lloyd GHQ, MEF,
bearing nice strike of shaded POST AUX ARMEES / F.F.L.
double ring CDS and arrival  unshaded POSTE AUX
ARMEES / 3 SEPT 1945 / F.F.L / CDS on reverse, few
contemporary creases otherwise sound and both good strikes.

 £ 60

5213 1946 First Philatelic Exhibition Cairo first day cover
with 80th anniversary of first Egyptian stamps. SG 307-310

 £ 14

5214 1958-1969 Attractive collection of mint sets neatly
arranged on printed pages in a binder from commem sets,
miniature sheets, postage dues, noted 1958 6th Anniv. M/S,
1959 Transport M/S, 1959 defin set, 1964 set to 500m, etc,
useful clean lot  £ 80

5215 1960s? Philatelic Crusaders for Peace large printed
label affixed to envelope (bends) to UK with an array of UAR
stamps tied Alexandria CDS cancels and different pray for
peace, Atoms Prayers for peace  handstamps incl on reverse,
plus printed 1962 postcard with similar handstamps, very little
is known about this crusade (a one man band perhaps?). Intr
and unusual.  £ 40

5216 1960s? Philatelic Crusaders for Peace large printed
label affixed to envelope (bends) to UK with an array of UAR
stamps tied Alexandria CDS cancels and different preserve St
Peter in Nubia,atoms Prayers for peace handstamps incl on
reverse, plus printed 1962 postcard with similar handstamps,
very little is known about this crusade (a one man band
perhaps?). Intr and unusual.  £ 40

5217 A selection of twelve covers and postcards includes
unused postal stationery and 1895 postcard from Port Said to
Netherlands.  £ 20

5218 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins
for many different printings mainly used noted 1914 to 50m
mint, 1926 Air set used (Cat £39), 1933 Railway set m (Cat
£100), 1933 Aviation set m (Cat £125), 1947 air to 200m
mint, Br. Forces, etc.  £ 85

5219 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mixed mint &
used including 1867 to 2pi blue, 1874 to 5pi green, 1881 10pa
grey mint, 1888 to 5m mint, 1914 100m mint, 1921-22 to
100m used, 1923 to £E1 m & u, 1925 Congress set 3 mint (cat
£75), 1926 Birthday 50p used, 1926 Air set m, 1927 long set
to £E1 used, 1933 air long set mint, 1921 Postage due set
mint, 1933 Railway set, 1933 Aviation set of 5 mint (Cat
£125), Officials 1907 set mint, 1923 set mint, 1926 set m,
1938 set etc, (c270).  £ 300

5220 Covers and cards assembly on cover pages with useful
including GV B- barred cancel on paquebot PPC to UK from
Suez, 1929 1st Flight (10 Apr) to Manchester, 1926
Agriculture (9 Apr) with red Expo h/s in black, 1936 (22 Dec)
Parliament special cancels, 1938 Congress spec cancels, 1938
Telecommunications spec cancels, 1906 Paquebot, 1932
PORT SAID TRAFFIC / C CDS etc, intr group, some mixed
but mainly fine. (30).  £ 135

5221 Interpostal seals 1872-1890 attractive collection of 35
different mainly mint  o r  unused  inc lud ing ESNA,
FARCHOUT, BILBES, ZAGAZIG, TANTA, ZIFTE (rare),
SAMANUD, SIDI-GABER (rare), MAHALLA, DESSOUK,
CHABAS, BOUAH, EDONA, SCIBIN EL ANTATER etc,
mainly all different, odd duplicated, odd tones otherwise nice
clean lot, these were used on post office forms. (35).  £ 150

5222 Motor Mail: vertical pair of red etiquettes hinged mint
for the Baghdad to Haifa Overland Mail service, also similar
pair of airmail etiquettes, hard to find Motor Mail labels. (4).

 £ 20

5223 Officials: 1938-52 Attractive written up assembly of
eight commercial covers mostly with nice combinations of
postage issues and official stamps incl 1938 & 1940 Customs
Alexandria to Brussels with civil censor mark, 1951-2 Faggla
Cairo to Berne official env (2) from State Railways,
Telegraphs and Telephones, 1949 Egyptian University
Chemistry to New York, 1940 large OHMS to Radio Office
London,  £ 45

5224 Used Abroad: GB 1862 9d bistre neatly used with a
good strike of BO1 cancel, straight edge along the top and
minor faults otherwise useful example, unpriced in SG Z30.

 £ 250

EPIRUS
5225 1914 Autonomous Epirus (Greece - Albania) 1, 5, 10
& 25lepta values in complete unmounted mint sheets of 50 for
Flag of Epirus values including Imprints G ASPIOTIS
FRERES CORFOU.  Seldom seen in complete sheets. Scott
15/18.  £ 125
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ERITREA
5226 1893-1934 Collection on leaves mainly mint including
many useful sets noted 1916 Red X 10c, 15c & 20 orange
mint, 1922 Victory set m, 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926
colonial set, 1926 Defins set 3 heavy mounted mint 75c red,
1l.25 & 2l50 (cat £300 SG 113/5), 1927 1st Nat. Defence set
m,  2nd Int. Colonial Ex. set of 12, 1928 Society set m, 1930
Telegraph Linesman 10 vals to 10l m & u (cat £95), Ferrucci
set, 25th Anniv. set m, 1931 St Anthony set m, 1936 Air set
used (toned), 1934 2nd Int. Colonial set 12 mint, 1924
Express set 2 mint etc,some toning but good catalogue value
mainly complete sets, STC £800+.  £ 200

5227 1893-1935 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal
printed page with a nice mint & used range of approximately
129 different defins and commems, noted 1893 5c green mint
(unshaded numerals SG 3 cat £150), 10c mint (cat £150),
others to 1l m & u, 1903 50c violet mint (cat £160), 1l & 5l
mint, 1910 Ploughing 15c used (cat £65), 1916 Red X set 4
mint (cat £52), 1922 Somalia surch set m & u, 1933 Pictorial
long set mainly mint, 1934 Exhibition long set mint etc. Useful
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c129). STC
£1300.  £ 260

5228 Italian Eritrea: 1903 40c brown mounted mint key
value overprint Colonia Eritrea, hinge remains and fine, SG 25
Cat £650.  £ 150

ESTONIA
5229 1855 (19 Sep) Prestamp wrapper with printed contents
sent Estonia to Wolmar Latvia part dated town boxed h/s on
reverse alongside large circulare KN PNTA CDS handstamp
in black, vertical filing fold otherwise fine.  £ 60

5230 1918-1940 An attractive and useful mint collection on
leaves mainly as complete sets including both perf and imperf
sets for each issue, 1919 to 25m (cat £50), 1920 Air pair,
1921 Red X, 1922 defin to 20m blue (cat £90), 1923 Air set
2 (cat £31), 1923 Air pairs surcharge set 3 (brown gum cat
£145), 1924 Air set perf & imperf and in pairs, 1924 Theatre
set (cat £55), 1926 Red X, 1928 Indep. surcharge set, 1928
Arms set to 80s sepia mint (cat £122), 1931 Red X set (cat
£67), 1932 Tartu set (cat £40), 1933 Anti TB set, 1936
Charity set in marginal singles, hereon complete to 1940
without M/S.  Good cat lot in excess of £980.  £ 325

5231 1918-1940 Useful mint & unmounted mint collection
arranged on leaves with most printings identified with  better
throughout incl 1919 Viking Ship set imperf, 1920 Skyline set
imperf & perf, Weaver set imperf & perf (perf set is U/M cat
$130), 1921 Red X imperf & perf sets (2 of each), surch set,
Aita ovpt set 2 (toned gum), vertical pairs with imperf
between (4 diff), 1924 Air set perf & imperf, 1927 Historical
Landmarks set, 1928 Arms defin set (cat $150), 1931 Red X
set, 1932 Univ. set U/M (cat $70), 1933 Anti TB set, 1936
Caritas set, 1929 Surch set of 5 plus varieties, 1937-40 Caritas
sets plus 1938/9 M/S, German Occup 1941 Swastika sets, etc,
useful collection STC $1700+  £ 350

5232 1920 Surcharge Imperf set of 3 fine used 10m on 5+5,
20m on 5+5 & 45m on 5+5, all very fine, sound.  £ 200

5233 1923 Air Imperf pairs each surcharges hinged mint for
set of 3 pairs 10m on 5m, 20m on 5m & 45m on 5m (only
13,000 of this one produced), all fine, SG 46/8.  £ 75

5234 1923 Map of Estonia set of 2 hinged mint, 300m is
very fine, key value, SG 43/43a Cat £161.  £ 60

5235 1923 Red Cross overprinted Aita hadalist 5-7m brown
and red & blue imperf CDS CTO used example with
expertising h/s on reverse, SG 50A Cat £250.  £ 85

5236 1923 Red Cross with Aita hadalist overprint fine used
CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG 49A/50A Cat £500.  £ 165

5237 1924 Air triangle set of 5 imperf and perf both sets fine
used CDS cancels, SG 51B/55B  £ 50

5238 1930 Surcharged in KROON hinged mint set of 3, very
fine, SG 88/90.  £ 55

5239 1930 Surcharged in KROON set of 3 hinged mint, fine
and fresh SG 88/90. Cat £170  £ 60

5240 1933 Air Riga-Bathurst Flight overprint on 10s green
in a complete imperf block of eight unmounted mint, odd gum
bend otherwise very fine and scarce multiple, rarely seen in
this format, SG 235 Cat £800 as singles.  £ 400

5241 1933 Air Wounded Latvian Airmen Fund 3s-53s red-
orange and black hinged mint both perf and imperf, mainly
fine, SG 240A Cat £120.  £ 40

5242 1933 Air Wounded Latvian Airmen Fund two top
values fine used neat CDS cancels,  mainly fine,  SG
241A/242A Cat £130.  £ 42

5243 1936 Pres. Konstantin Pats complete set of 17 hinged
mint to 60s mauve, all fine and fresh SG 112/125. Cat £250

 £ 85

5244 1938 Centenary of Estonian Literary Society Miniature
sheet CTO fine used with full gum, SG MS 143a. Cat £130
used.  £ 40

5245 1938 Social Relief Fund set all nice CDS examples, SG
134/7 Cat £100.  £ 32

5246 1939 Centenary of Parnau superb fine used Miniature
sheet with neat TALILINN 2.VII.39 CDS, very fine, SG MS
151a Cat £140.  £ 52

5247 1939 Social Relief Fund Miniature sheet CDS used
PARNAU cancels, few wrinkles otherwise fine, SG MS 147a
Cat £250.  £ 85

5248 1940 Social Relief Fund set all nice CDS examples, SG
152/55 Cat £119.  £ 38

5249 German Occupation: 1941-44 Attractive philatelic
postcard (depicting stamps of Estonia in black and white)
bearing set of 6 1941 Reconstruction Fund perf tied TALINN
7 XII 41 CDS cancels. Few gum or tone stains otherwise
sound and unaddressed. SG 6/11.  £ 75

5250 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a
useful unpicked assembly from 1918 issues to 1940. Includes
better part ranges noted 1918-1919 complete m & u, 1921
Red X set mint perf & imperf, 1926 red X set 2 used, 1924
Theatre set, 1928 10th Anniv. set, 1930 Kroon surch 1k & 2k,
1931 Red X set used (cat £76), 1936 Charity set 4 m, 1936
Pres. Constantin 14 values to 60s (cat £180), 1937-40 Caritas
sets m, etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC £700+.

 £ 225
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5251 Revenue: 1941 WW2 Fiscal stamps surcharged 3r on
5rpf green, 5r on 5rpf purple, 30r on 25rpf red & 60r on 50rpf
orange and red all in unmounted mint blocks of 4 Barefoot
290/294. Nice and seldom offered in blocks. (16 revenues).

 £ 150

ETHIOPIA
5252 1945 (14 July) Censored printed airmail cover (roughly
opened) to Aden bearing 20c & 25c pair adhs tied ADDIS
ABABA CDS cancels, with Examiner F/ and 110 censor h/s
over the label. ADEN CAMP arrival b/s.  £ 48

FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
5253 1927 (20 Mar) Falkland Is. GV 1d red tied to paper by
full strike of SOUTH SHETLANDS / A/ 20 MAR / 27 CDS,
crease and smudged marks otherwise nice early example, Type
SS2.  £ 25

5254 1944-56 Mint collection on leaves including 1944-45
set of 32 Dependency overprints SG A1/8 to D1/8, 1946
Thick Map set 1s with Poke for Pole variety, (cat £150), Thin
Map set 9 (cat £100, 2d showing dot in T variety), etc, nice
lot.  £ 90

5255 1946 King George VI set of eight overprinted South
Orkneys/Dependency OF in red on typed cover from Port
Stanley used locally. SG C1-C8.  £ 18

5256 1947 ( 2 Feb) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946
Victory 1d tied GRAHAMLAND CDS cancel, PORT
STANLEY 19 FEB receiver on reverse, fine.  £ 18

5257 1947 ( March) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946
Victory 3d pair tied part SOUTH SHETLAND D CDS cancel,
PORT STANLEY 19 APR receiver on reverse, fine.  £ 18

5258 1948 Thin Map set minus 2½d all unmounted mint, 8
values to 1s, SG G9/11, G12/16.  Cat £100. (8).  £ 30

5259 1948 Thin Map set of 9 mounted mint, sound, SG
G9/16.  £ 30

5260 1948 Thin Map set of 9 unmounted mint, sound, SG
G9/16.  £ 45

5261 1954 (25 Jun) Ships 12 different values to 2/6 on two
long covers ( light gum stains) addr to Box 139 tied
FALKLANDS ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES / South Georgia
CDS's.  £ 24

5262 1954 Ships complete set to 5/- hinged mint, mainly
fine, lovely issue, SG G26/38.  £ 40

5263 1954 Waterlow; Ships ½d black and green in a
complete sheet of 60 unmounted mint, Plate one, very fine, SG
G26 Cat £60.  £ 30

5264 1954-1985 Attractive mint & unmounted mint
collection neatly arranged on two Hagners with many nice sets
and thematics noted 1954 Ships long set to £1 mint (Cat
£265), 1980 set, commem sets to 1985, nice little colln, STC
£286.  £ 95

5265 1956 (30 Jan) Trans-Antarctic overprint set of 4 on
airmail cover to UK tied two nice cancels of SHACKLETON
double ring cancels, fine. These were carried on the Magga
Dan, postmarked Shackleton Base and brought back by the

Magga Dan on her return trip. The base was closed down on
the ships departure and abandoned in spring of 1957.  £ 20

5266 1957 Trans-Antarctic expedition set of four on typed
cover to England with Shackleton cancel. SG G41/4.  £ 12

5267 1958 (3 Jan) Trans-Antarctic overprint set of 4 on
t yp e d  c o v e r  t o  U K  t i e d  t w o  n i c e  c a n c e l s  o f
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR EXPEDITION
CDS cancels, fine.  £ 20

5268 1959 (11 Mar) Illustrated Br. Ant Base Cover to Port
Stanley bearing 1954 Ship 2½d tied MARGUERITE BAY /
GRAHAMLAND CDS cancel, fine.  £ 18

5269 1959-60 Two Covers cancelled PORT LOCKROY /
GRAHAMLAND CDS cancels for 1959 (12 Jan) to Port
Stanley tied 2½d Ship & 1960 (2 Dec) to UK bearing ½d & 2d
Ship defins, both fine.  £ 24

5270 1965 (2 Feb) Cover to UK bearing 1954 Ships ½d,
1½d & 3d tied super DECEPTION ISLAND CDS cancel,
fine.  £ 18

5271 1966 (1 Dec) Trans Antarctic Ovpt 6d lilac tied to
cover by ADMIRALTY BAY / SOUTH SHETLANDS CDS
to UK. Very fine.  £ 18

5272 Attractive mint & few used assembly on eight large
stockcards some useful duplication with better noted 1946
Thick Map set, 1954 Ships set to £1 (Cat £265) plus extras to
5s, 1980 long set, few commem sets, nice clean lot. (Approx
165).  £ 160

5273 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8
overprint values to 1s neatly tied violet FALKLAND
ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels,
PORT STANLEY receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.  £ 60

5274 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8 red
overprint values to 1s neatly tied violet FALKLAND
ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels,
PORT STANLEY receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.  £ 60

5275 South Georgia: 1948 (29 April) Large album sized
printed sheet acknowledging receipt of a postal order to the
value of 12/6 for stamps which are enclosed, then a pencil list
of stamp values enclosed to Maltby Nr Rotherham and signed
for the Deputy postmaster G Bawles.  Scarce ephemera with
folds and light tones otherwise scarce.  £ 60

5276 South Georgia: 1952 (19 Mar) Thin Map 8 values to 1s
(missing 2½d) on registered airmail philatelic cover to UK,
neatly tied black FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY /
South Georgia CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG G9/G16 (excl.
G11b).  £ 100

5277 South Georgia: 1963-9 Complete set of 16 to both £1
values fine used, all nice CDS, SG 1/16.  £ 36

5278 South Georgia: 1971-6 Complete surcharge set of 14
to both 50p on 10s unmounted mint, SG 18/31a.  £ 25

5279 South Georgia: 1977-8 10p on 2s yellow-olive and light
blue on glazed paper in a bottom marginal DLR Imprint block
of 4 unmounted mint, SG 63.  £ 12

5280 South Georgia: 1977-8 3p on 3d bistre in a bottom
marginal DLR Imprint block of 4 unmounted mint, SG 58.

 £ 30
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5281 South Georgia: 1980 (10 Mar) Registered cover to UK
bearing £1 grey-black King Penguin tied nice FALKLAND
ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / SOUTH / GEORGIA CDS, regd
etiquette No. 809, very fine.  £ 35

5282 South Georgia & The South Sandwich Islands: 1986-
2008 Attractive unmounted mint collection neatly arranged on
Hagners with many nice sets and thematics noted 1987 Birds
set (Cat £30), 1994 Whales & Dolphins long set to £5 (Cat
£55), 1998 Wildlife M/S, 1999 Birds long set to £5 (Cat £60),
1992 Liberation M/S, 2004 Juvenile Fauna long set to £5 (Cat
£67), 2002 Sea Mammals M/S (Cat £20), 200 Penguins, 201
Royal Fleet, 2002 Seals, 2003 Albatross sheetlet of 16, 2004
Aspects sheetlet of 16, 2005 Penguins, 2007 25th Anniv. set
+ M/S, 2008 Penguin sheetlet of 16. Lovely lot STC £600+.

 £ 210

5283 South Shetlands: 1944 (5 Dec) Overprint set of 8 on
plain long envelope sent to Port Stanley cancelled  by
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / SOUTH
SHETLANDS CDS violet cancels.  Attractive , SG D1/8.

 £ 38

5284 Thin maps set u/m , plus selection of both map types ,
UPU set and others on 2 hagners .SG Cat £150+  £ 45

FALKLAND ISLANDS
5285 1878-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including 1878
No wmk 1d claret mint original gum with faults & tear (SG 1
cat £750), 1d with F1 cancel, 1879 No wmk 6d blue-green
mint original gum (faults, SG 3 Cat £110), 1882 Wmk CA 1d
dull claret sound used example with cork cancel (SG 5 cat
£190), 1903 3/- green attractive right hand marginal single fine
used with FALKLAND ISLANDS / C postmark, signed on
reverse in pencil (SG 49 cat £160), 1912 3/- slate-green fine
mint (SG 66 cat £95), 1916 5/- maroon mint (SG 67b Cat
£130), 1933 Centenary to 1s mint (cat £240), 1935 SJ set m
(cat £48), (c40), ideal to fill those gaps. STC £1750+.  £ 375

5286 1878-2015 A mint / unmounted mint extensive
collection in a well filled stockbook including useful earlier
1878-85 to 1s, 1891-1902 vals to 6d, 9d, 1s, 1904 set to 6d
mint, 1s f.u., 1912 to 1s mint, 1921-28 to 1s mint, 1929 Whale
& Penguin mainly mint to 1s & 5s, 1935 SJ set, 1938 GVI set
to £1 mint, 1948 RSW £1 unmounted mint, 1952 set m, 1960
Birds set mint, hereon mostly complete with post war issues
mainly unmounted mint with better cat sets and miniature
sheets all the way to 2015 (These alone STC £2700+),
attractive and mainly very fine lot.  £ 1500

5287 1889 4d olive-grey-black a hinged mint example with
fine appearance, SG 12 Cat £200.  £ 75

5288 1891 1d red-brown good fine used example with clear
strike of F1 duplex, lovely copy, SG 11 Cat £90.  £ 45

5289 1891 2½d dull blue mint part original gum (some
browning) with hinge remains, centred SE, mainly fine looker,
SG 28 Cat £300.  £ 32

5290 1891 Wmk reversed 6d orange-yellow heavy mounted
mint showing guide dot in centre at the bottom of the stamp,
SG 33x.  £ 30

5291 1891 Wmk reversed 6d orange-yellow mint large part
original gum, quite well centred, mainly fine looker, SG 33x
Cat £85.  £ 26

5292 1891-1902 Mint / unused assembly of shades for ½d
green (5) and 1d red (3) plus 1s yellow-brown part original
gum, mainly nice lookers. SG range 15/24 & 38.  £ 40

5293 1896 1s yellow-brown fine used, SG 38.  £ 18

5294 1896 6d yellow hinged mint, fine, SG 34 Cat £55.
 £ 22

5295 1898 2/6 blue and 5s red hinged mint top values, 2/6
has a few pulled perfs, 5s is very sound and fine, SG 41/2, cat
£525.  £ 200

5296 1898 5s red heavy mounted mint, part original gum
with fresh appearance, SG 42, sound, Cat £250.  £ 90

5297 1898 5s red mounted mint well centred high value with
hinge remains and toning along the top, also expertised on
reverse, SG 42 Cat £250.  £ 80

5298 1904-12 3s deep green mounted mint example with
fresh appearance, good centring, SG 49b Cat £150.  £ 60

5299 1904-12 Hingeless printed page with mint or unused &
used assembly of shades identified on the printed page
including ½d green (3, one used), 1d (4, 3 used), 2d (2,
reddish purple f.u. Cat £275), 2½d blue (2, incl deep blue
shade cat £275), 6d & 1s, all nice lookers, good cat value
£770. (13).  £ 250

5300 1912-20 £1 black on red fine hinged mint, two vertical
gum bends otherwise very fine, SG 69 Cat £550.  £ 220

5301 1912-20 3s slate-green fine unmounted mint, very fine,
SG 66 Cat £95 for mint.  £ 100

5302 1912-20 3s slate-green hinged mint with gum toning,
sound, SG 66 Cat £95.  £ 38

5303 1912-20 5s deep rose-red fine hinged mint, very fine,
SG 67 Cat £120.  £ 50

5304 1912-20 5s deep rose-red hinged mint with gum
toning, sound, SG 67 Cat £120.  £ 38

5305 1912-20 Line perf 2d deep reddish purple and 2d
Maroon both hinged mint, very fine, SG 62a & b, Cat £825.

 £ 250

5306 1914 10s red on green fine unmounted mint, very fine,
SG 68 Cat £190 for mint.  £ 180

5307 1914 10s red on green very fine fresh hinged mint, SG
68 cat £190.  £ 85

5308 1914-16 5s reddish maroon & 5s maroon both hinged
mint, good centring and colour, SG 67a/67b Cat £430. £ 170

5309 1916 5s Maroon mounted mint well centred high value,
fine and fresh appearance SG 67b. Cat £130.  £ 50

5310 1919-37 Fin Whale & Gentoo Penguins 9 values
complete to 5/- green on yellow all hinged mint, mixed perfs
(½d has pulled perf cat £1.25), nice assembly, SG 116/124
(9).  £ 85
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5311 1921-28 Shades mint assembly identified on hingeless
page including ½d green (3), 1d (3), 2d (3), 2½d blue (4),
2½d purple on yellow (3), 6d (2), 1s (3). All mounted mint
mainly fine, STC £289.  £ 110

5312 1923 3s slate-green fine hinged mint, sound, SG 80 Cat
£100.  £ 38

5313 1923 3s slate-green very fine hinged mint, superb, SG
80 Cat £100.  £ 40

5314 1923 3s slate-green very fine hinged mint, very fresh,
SG 80 Cat £100.  £ 40

5315 1929 Whale & Penguin 5s green on yellow bottom
marginal very fine fresh mint, almost unmounted, SG 124 Cat
£100.  £ 45

5316 1929-37 Whale & Penguin mint and used assembly
arranged on printed album page by shades and printings
including 4d orange (3 used), 6d purple both shades mint (Cat
£74), 1s black on green both types mint (cat £65), 2/6 carmine
& blue f.u. (Cat £70), etc. Mainly fine.  £ 100

5317 1933 Centenary 2/6 black and violet very fine hinged
mint, lovely and fresh, SG 135 Cat £250.  £ 100

5318 1933 Centenary 5s black and yellow King Penguin
reproduction in issued colours produced in 1949 by Helio
Vaugirard on ungummed paper 155mm x 119mm. Some
creases and bends otherwise unusual and attractive item.

 £ 125

5319 1933 Centenary of British Administration 10s black
and chestnut mounted mint, hinge remains and fresh, SG 137
Cat £850.  £ 300

5320 1933 Centenary of British Administration 2/6 black and
violet mounted mint, hinge remains and fresh, SG 135 Cat
£250.  £ 65

5321 1933 Centenary of British Administration 5s black and
yellow mounted mint, hinge remains and fresh, SG 136 Cat
£950.  £ 320

5322 1933 Centenary of British Administration set ½d to 1s
hinged mint, fresh, SG 127/134 Cat £244.  £ 60

5323 1933-1983 Useful collection on leaves with better sets
and ranges including 1929 basic set to 1/- mint & f.u. (cat
£135), 1933 Centenary set to 4d mint (cat £97), 1935 SJ set
m, 1938 GVI mint set to 1/3d incl most extra shades odd f.u.,
2/6 slate f.u., 1952 set to £1 fresh hinged mint (cat £180),
1955 set m, 1960 Birds set to £1 fresh hinged mint (cat £170),
1968 set to £1 fresh mint (cat £65), mint commem and defin
sets to 1983, useful clean lot.  £ 325

5324 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 139/42.  £ 20

5325 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 139/42.  £ 55

5326 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
regd cover PORT STANLEY to UK from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 139/42.  £ 50

5327 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on cover to UK tied PORT
STANLEY CDS cancels, light tones otherwise sound, SG
139/142. Cat x 50 on postal cover.  £ 50

5328 1936 (27 Aug) Plain cover (vertical fold not affecting
stamps) bearing seven different Whale & Penguin defins ½d
to 1s each tied PORT STANLEY / A / 27 AU / 36 CDS
cancels, attractive philatelic item, SG 116/121.  £ 45

5329 1937 (2 Aug) Typed cover to UK bearing Coronation
set of 3 tied PORT STANLEY B / 2 Aug. / 37 CDS's. Fine.

 £ 25

5330 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-50 set of 18 (cat £475), 1948 RSW
set (cat £92), 1952 set (cat £180).  Cat £747. (43).  £ 250

5331 1937-1952 GVI Mint assembly on Hagner page of sets
for 1937 Coronation, 1938 long set 18 to £1m (Cat £475),
1949 UPU set, 1952 set of 14 to £1 (Cat £180), all sound.
(41).  £ 150

5332 1938-52 GVI Assembly on printed pages including
1938-50 complete basic set plus some extra shades mainly
mint, 1952 set mint, 1948 RSW set mint, some toning on a
few values bit mainly sound, SG 146/185. Cat £950+.  £ 225

5333 1948 (1 Nov) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on plain
envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT
STANLEY CDS cancels.  Very fine, hard to find. SG 166/7.

 £ 125

5334 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Mauve high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £90.  £ 45

5335 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1950 (18
Apr) registered airmail cover to Bombay tied PORT
STANLEY CDS cancel, with regd etiquette No. 0075,
attractive. SG 166/7.  £ 100

5336 1948-49 Two plain covers one bearing 1948 RSW 2½d
tied PORT STANLEY / * / 1 NOV / 48 CDS FDI cancel, and
1949 2d black & red GVI defin tied similar cancel for 4 July,
both sent locally philatelic use. Pretty duo. (2).  £ 20

5337 1952 GVI set to 5/- hinged mint, very fine, SG
172/183.  £ 40

5338 1952-1996 Mint and unmounted mint collection with
a good degree of completion in a Lindner hingeless printed
album 1960 Birds set plus extras to £1 fine used, 1968
Flowers set U/M and fine used, 1989 Ships set, 1994 Marine
Life set to £3, etc, STC £900+.  £ 300

5339 1953-1974 QEII mainly mint assembly on Hagner page
of sets for 1955 set 6 mint (Cat £40), 1960 Birds set to £1
mainly fine used (Cat £80), 1968 Flowers set mint (Cat £65),
1971 Decimal Currency set (Cat £21), 1972 set of 13 mint
(Cat £42), all sound. (130 + M/S).  £ 62

5340 1980's Five first day covers includes 1983 200 years of
Manned flight, 1985 Albatrosses, 1984 Volcanoes of South
Sandwich. Plus British Antarctic 1985 Graham Land and 1983
Manned Flight.  £ 12

5341 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the
Royal Engineers three typed illustrated covers with autographs
of commanding officers.  £ 20

5342 And Dependencies: QEII mainly unmounted mint
collection in two KA-BE hingeless albums including 1968
Flowers set, 1989 Ships set, FID; 1954 Ships to £1 U/M (to
2/6 mint), South Georgia 1963-9 set U/M, 1971-6 surch set
U/M, 1994 Whales & Dolphins set U/M, range of minor Wmk
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varieties. Odd tone but mainly fine. Albums expensive new!
 £ 400

5343 And Dependencies: QEII unmounted mint collection in
two KA-BE hingeless albums including useful sets 1979-1994,
FID; 1980-1994 sets plus a few GVI mint, mainly fine.
Albums expensive new!  £ 210

5344 Attractive mint & few used assembly on seven large
stockcards some useful duplication with better noted 1918
War Stamp ½d green used blk of 4, 1933 Centenary set to 3d
mint (Cat £74), 1935 Silver Jubilee set m (Cat £54), 1938 GVI
to 1s mint with many extras, 1952 set to 5s with many extras,
nice clean lot. (Approx 150).  £ 225

5345 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on forty
two large stockcards some light duplication (2 to 3 or each set)
with better commems and defin long sets noted 1955 set 6
(Cat £36), 1971 Decimal set (3), 1972 decimal set, 1989 Ships
set (Cat £78), 1994 Marine Life set (Cat £50), 1995 Wildlife
M/S, 2006 Marine Heritage, 2008 Aircraft long set to £5 (Cat
£55), 2012 Jubilee M/S, Liberation set, Maritime set, 2012
Whales & Dolphins long set to £5 (Cat £46), 2013 Rex Hunt,
Coronation etc, nice clean lot with many attractive thematics
and high cat value. (Approx 1200+ ).  £ 350

5346 Book containing unused stamps mounted to pages
includes King George VI silver wedding 2½d and £1, 1964
Battle of Falklands set of four with margins and 1938-50
KGVI definitives.  £ 20

5347 Mint and used collection on leaves with useful content
throughout jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes 1935
Silver Jubilee set mint, 1938 GVI set of 18 to £1 mainly mint
(cat £475) plus extras 1d, 2d, 3d shades, 5s blue and chestnut
(cat £150), 1960 Birds to 2s used, some commems, good cat
value.  £ 250

5348 Modern commercial covers (9) from mainly 1980s to
2012 incl Philatelic Bureau postmarks, OHMS official paid,
regd, etc. (9).  £ 18

FAROE ISLANDS
5349 1975-2017 A superb unmounted mint collection in
Lighthouse hingeless printed album (spine is loose at the
back), appears complete for the period, very fine in all
respects, noted 1983 M/S, 1984 Fairy Tales strip, 1986 Hafnia
M/S, 1987 Hestur Is., 1990 Whales, 1986-7 Maps, 2001 Pew
Gables, 2001 Nordic Myths sheet of 6, 2001 Whales, 2003
Norse Myths sheetlet, 2004 Settlement sheetlet of 10 (Cat
£26), 2004 Poems sheetlet (Cat £36), Maria sheetlet (Cat
£26), 2005 Settlements sheet (Cat £29), 2005 Art sheetlet of
9 (Cat £28), 2006 Deepwater Fish sheetlet (Cat £23), 2007
Myths sheetlet (Cat £23), 2008 Ferns sheetlet (cat £45), 2017
Wedding M/S (Cat £40), SEPAC, Duck set, Lakes both sets,
Dyes M/S (Cat £45), 2016 Fish (cat £40), 2016 Jesus pane,
2015 Solar Eclipse both sets & M/S (Cat £85), 2010-11 Self
adhesive Franking Machine labels sets, etc, enormous cat
value, very attractive collection. STC £3900+.  £ 1300

5350 1979-1998 Year packs complete with unmounted mint
sets and miniature sheets, with a huge range of complete sets
in each year pack. Very attractive lot with an enormous cat
value.  £ 225

5351 1983 Inauguration of Nordic House Miniature sheet
unmounted mint x 17, all very fine, SG MS89. Cat £272.

 £ 30

5352 2003 Postverk Foroya Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £84.  £ 28

5353 2010 Postverk Foroya Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £192.  £ 68

5354 2011 Postverk Foroya Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £218.  £ 75

5355 2012 Postverk Foroya Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £220.  £ 75

5356 2013 Postverk Foroya Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £246.  £ 85

5357 Pre 1975 Covers, forerunner postal history and
postmarks assembly incl 1926 Cover Denmark 10o green pair
tied THORSHAVN CDS to Kvivig, 1930 15o red tied
THORSHAVN to Kvivik, 1971 Kvivik to Copenhagen (2),
then range of on paper cancels 1967-74 (46), intr lot.  £ 50

FIJI
5358 1912 £1 purple and black on red, fine hinged mint key
value, superb & sound, SG 124 Cat £300  £ 150

5359 1917 King George V 2d greyish slate on cover
cancelled by G.P.O. Suva addressed to New Zealand. Slight
folds but adhesive unaffected.  £ 20

5360 1935 (11 Jun) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on regd cover to
APIA tied by SUVA CDS's and SUVA regd h/s in violet No.
7765. Very fine SG 242/245.  £ 40

5361 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
regd cover SUVA to UK from an old time collectors hoard,
SG 242/5.  £ 45

5362 1935-1963 Attractive collection of hinged mint sets
neatly arranged on album pages including 1935 SJ set, 1938-
55 set incl both Dies for 2d & 6d, plus some extra shades on
1vdm 6d, 1948 RSW set, 1954-59 set to £1, 1959-63 set,
1962-67 set etc.  Attractive lot STC £600+.  £ 200

5363 1937 A selection of eight King George VI covers and
four Queen Elizabeth II. Includes 1937 Coronation pair set on
large cover to New Zealand and 1945 Philatelic Society cover.

 £ 18

5364 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-55 set of 21 values out of 22
(missing 1½d carmine Die I, cat £18) to £1, 1948 RSW set,
etc, cat £272. (33).  £ 90

5365 1938 P.13½ 2d brown and green lightly hinged mint
showing scarce 'Extra line' variety, small gum bend otherwise
very fine and rare.  SG 253a.  £ 250
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5366 1938-55 Attractive mint collection identified by
printings and different perfs including all the good Die I issues,
set to £1 hinged mint, all fine and fresh, high cat value (37).
SG 249/266b.  £ 135

5367 1940 2d brown & Green Die II in nice block of 4 fine
used, folded on vert perfs, nice looker, SG 254.  £ 22

5368 1941 (14 Nov) Printed airmail cover First Flight Suva
to Canton Islands bearing 1½d, 3d & 5d tied SUVA CDS
cancels and nice illus cachet First Transatlantic Airmail. to
USA. Fine.  £ 18

5369 1941 2½d on 2d brown and green in attr Thomas De
La Rue imprint mint / U/M blk of 4.  £ 10

5370 1942 2½d brown and green Die II fine mint showing
unlisted variety vertical line through value and border, very
clear flaw similar to scratch through value on 2d. SG 256 var.

 £ 50

5371 1948 (17 Dec) Illustrated FDC for RSW set of 2 tied
PO VATUKOULA sent locally, few bends and wrinkles, SG
270/1.  £ 15

5372 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 17th
December registered printed First Day Cover to  New Zealand
tied SUVA CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 270/1.  £ 20

5373 1949 (6 May) Registered airmail cover to USA bearing
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied SUVA FIJI /
REGISTERED CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 270/1.  £ 15

5374 1954 ½d myrtle-green corner marginal blk of 14 U/M
with R6/10 stamp showing lines of shading missing variety,
nice positional variety. SG 280 var.  £ 40

5375 1954 ½d myrtle-green corner marginal blk of 6 U/M
with R6/10 stamp showing lines of shading missing variety,
nice positional variety. SG 280 var.  £ 38

5376 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on thirty
four large stockcards some light duplication noted GV to 2/6
& 5s mint, 1954 to £1 (both), 1959 to 5s, 1968 set, 1971 Birds
set (2 cat £30 each), 1988 Frogs, 1987 Insects etc, nice clean
lot with many attractive thematics. (Approx 650).  £ 160

5377 Collection on old leaves with useful mint and used
range incl 1881 1/- brown mint (cat £55), 1906 1/- green mint,
1935 SJ set m, 1937 Coronation FDC, 1946 Victory FDC,
1948 RSW set m, 1954 set to £1 mint, 1959 to £11962-67
vals to £1 m, c, nice clean lot.  £ 90

5378 EDVII Specimen overprints mint / unused incl 1d, 2d,
2½d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 1s (both colours), then 2½d, 3d & 6d, plus
1d red Britannia, mainly sound. (12).  £ 80

5379 Fournier Forgery: 1878 1s sepia-brown in a superb
imperf sheet of 16 unused, plus VR surcharge & BO2
postmark. (18).  £ 45

5380 Stockbook with mint & used duplicated ranges incl
good assembly of GVI defins mainly mint, GV 1s mint blk of
4, few QEII defins and commems. STC £180+.  £ 35

5381 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted EDVII to 1/-, GV to 14 vals
to 2/-, 2/6 & 5/-, 1954 8d red (9), £1 blue and red, 1960s
commem sets, 1971 defin set to $2 (5), postage dues 1918 4d

black (9), 1940 set to 1/6 red (cat £162) etc, useful collection
& cat value.  £ 225

FINLAND
5382 1856-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well
filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 150 different incl better earlies,
good representation of defins to top values, airs, 1856 10k red
cut square with CDS cancel in black (Cat £375+), 1860s
rouletted 8k & 10k mint, 1m brown fine used with two teeth
removed (Cat £700+), 1932 Red Cross used. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c150). Huge catalogue
value.  £ 150

5383 1856-2000s Binder containing mainstream early to
modern duplicated on dozens of leaves defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1856 10k red (taken as
forgery), Serpentines 1860 5p blue on blue (teeth missing, cat
£300) 10k red, 1866 5p, 8p, 20p, 40p mostly nice fine used
(Cat £860), 1875 to 1m used, 1889 to 1m used, 1931 Red X
set m, Literary set 2 m, then huge assembly of mainstream to
modern m & u, 100s.  £ 175

5384 1865-1962 Attractive double collection in a Lindner
hingeless printed album both mint, used or unmounted mint
and high degree of completion from 1930 onwards mint /
unmounted mint for many issues including 1866-71 5p used,
8p unused, 10p, 20p & 40p used, 1875 to 32p used, 1891 to
1r mint, to 1m used, 1918 25m black and lilac f.u. (Cat £120),
1930 Zeppelin air 10m mint (Cat £120), 1931 Red X both m
& u (Cat £80), Parcel Post 1949 set f.u. (Cat £110), 1952 set
mint (Cat £90), etc, high cat value.  £ 280

5385 1866 Serpentine 8p black on green scarce strip of 3 on
paper tied CDS cancels, some teeth interrupted and torn
corner on middle stamp otherwise nice album piece, SG 46 cat
£675.  £ 100

5386 1874 1m yellowish brown a superb full teeth fine used
example with two neat CDS cancels and mostly very good
tooth perforations, superb, SG 49 Cat £1100. Rare in such fine
condition.  £ 300

5387 1891 7r yellow and black mint with hinge remains,
some wrinkles otherwise sound and fresh clean appearance,
SG 145 Cat £275.  £ 48

5388 1917 5m black and purple Lion defin in top marginal
mint singles showing gross misperforation error with the
perforations moved onto an angle offsetting the entire stamp
by 6mm. Most unusual and unique album piece. SG 211 var.

 £ 125

5389 1963-1986 Attractive double collection in a Lindner
hingeless printed album both unmounted mint and fine used
for many issues including setenant strips, miniature sheets,
booklets, with a high degree of completion, noted 1985 &
1986 Finlandia 88 M/S's (Cat £44), 1976 Finnish Arts long set
(Cat £40+), 1972 Costumes set (Cat £43), etc, high cat value.

 £ 350

5390 1987-1993 Attractive double collection in a Lindner
hingeless printed album both unmounted mint and fine used
for many issues including setenant strips, miniature sheets,
booklets, with a high degree of completion, noted 1993 Opera
House M/S (cat £11 each), 1993 Water Birds booklets (2, cat
£13 each), 1993 Birds (3rd series booklet), Wendelin strip,
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Arctic Fox sheetlet of 16 (Cat £48), 1992 Technology, Nordia
93 set, Women se, 1990-1 Youth M/S's, 1989 Bear (Cat £32),
Dogs M/S, 1987-8 Finlandia M/S's (Cat £45), 1987 Paintings
strip etc, useful cat value.  £ 350

5391 1994-2002 Attractive double collection in a Lindner
hingeless printed album both unmounted mint and fine used
for many issues including setenant strips, miniature sheets,
booklets, with a high degree of completion, noted 1994
Finlandia 94 M/S, 1994 Finlandia (3rd issue) 16m sheetlet of
ten (Cat £140), 1994 Flowers sheetlet of 10 (Cat £30), 1995
Greetings booklet (Cat £20), Cats booklet, 1996 motion
pictures (Cat £20), 1996 Stamp Day M/S, Comic Strips
booklet (Cat £20), 1997 Greetings booklet (Cat £28), Lifeboat
booklet (Cat £21), 1997 Writers booklet (Cat £26), 1998
Stamp Day M/S, 1998 Dogs, Design, 1999 Birds, 1999
Entertainers, 2000 450th Anniv. of Helsinki booklet, 2001
Greetings booklet, 2001 Woodpeckers M/S (Cat £20), 2002
Trees self-adhesive (Cat £37), etc, high cat value.  £ 450

5392 1999 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £119.  £ 42

5393 2001 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £155.  £ 50

5394 2010 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £294.  £ 100

5395 2011 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £299.  £ 100

5396 2012 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £343.  £ 120

5397 2013 Posti Year pack complete with all stamps for the
year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £348.  £ 120

5398 EXHIBITIONS 1944-1992 approx. 85 album pages
mainly for Finlandia 88 International Stamp Show, many
covers with special Exhibition cancels, some from other
countries overprinted on stamps, various cards and photo
postcards, more unusual incl GB £5 FT100 prestige booklet
overprinted, miniature sheets, machine labels, also few others
for 1985 Exhib., 1993 Norlandia pane, 1995 large pane, etc.
Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 100

FIUME
5399 Collection on leaves mainly mint with a good range of
different issues & part sets noted 1918 Harvester 10f red &
15f purple both white and coloured figures (10f toned) mint
(Cat £200), Parliament 80f, 1k & 2k mint (Cat £75), 3k & 5k
used, Zita set 3 mint (Cat £39), Surcharges on Savings Bank,
postage dues (Cat £60), 1920 Gabriele d'Annunzio values to
10l top value used (Cat £190), 1921 Governo ovpts to 10l
used (Cat £200), 1922 Charity surcharge set 11 mint (Cat
£75), 1924 Regno set mint etc, useful lot and cat value.

 £ 200

5400 Express Stamps: 1920 (Nov) 50c on 5c green
unmounted mint Expresso overprint in black, also showing

backprint on reverse in black as issued, very fine and scarce,
Scott E5 Cat $700 for unmounted.  £ 150

FRANCE
5401 1849 10c yellowish bistre on yellowish fine unused no
gum with four good margins, sound. (SG1), Cat €1850 mint.

 £ 185

5402 1849 Entire from Leek, Groningen Netherlands to Paris
France. With unframed straight-line Leek in orange.
Rotterdam CDS date unclear and French receiver CDS date
unclear.  £ 14

5403 1849-71 Ceres small range of five used examples
includes 1849 1f orange-vermilion forgery with diamond grid
cancel (SG 16 Cat £24,000 genuine, nice spacefiller), 1870 1c
bronze-green fine used 4 margins (vertical crease, SG 147, cat
£190), 30c brown & 40c orange (2 shades), nice little group.
(5).  £ 30

5404 1850-1956 Small stockbook with mint (few unused)
collection noted 1862 1c olive part o.g. (Cat £250, gum
faults), 5c green unused (Cat £374 mint), 10c bistre mint
(crease, SG 91 cat £2250, taken 'as is'), 1863 1c green mint
(Cat £60), 2c brown (Cat £140), 1906 Sower to 35c mint,
1920 Sower 1f40 mint, etc. Approx 210 different. High cat
value.  £ 125

5405 1852 Pichot Napoleon Essays for 25c value in eight
different colours incl on different colour papers, mainly sound
(8).  £ 50

5406 1853 Repub. Napoleon 10c yellow-bistre very fine
large four margin example with neat diamond dotted numeral
2736, extremely fine premium copy, SG 37a.  £ 175

5407 1860 Attractive small cover Paris to New York bearing
Napoleon Empire 80c bright rose x 2 (small margins) tied
dotted diamond cancels, and a variety of PD, Am Service
boxed h/s in red on obverse, plus USA arrival PAID / NEW
YORK, and manuscript 6 in red crayon, few minor faults and
wrinkles but impressive 160c rate.  £ 250

5408 1860's Six French entires all with 20c blue from
different towns including Roubaix and Marseille with
postmark interest. Many cds on reverse of entires.  £ 20

5409 1861 Large amount of Mourning letters from M.A.J.A.
Thion notary not all have been posted but the ones that were
have cancels, however unfortunately stamps have been
removed.  £ 25

5410 1869 5f grey-lilac nice sound used example with two
strikes of 218 dotted diamond postmarks, sound colour and
good perfs, SG 131.  £ 270

5411 1869 5f lilac-grey a superb fine used example with neat
dotted diamond numeral 169 superb centring, superb colour,
totally intact perfs, premium example!  SG 131. Cat £1300.

 £ 350

5412 1899-1963 A mixed selection of fourteen covers and
postcards. Includes two 1899 postal stationery letter cards,
some 1963 fdc and 1875 mourning large letter with 10c.

 £ 15

5413 1900 Liberty issues specialised collection mainly mint
including 1c grey plates i! & IB, positional blks of 4 m, shades
m & u, plate flaw, pairs showing major retouch, 1 of 1c
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damaged, shades in strip of 3, 2c violet brown shades diff
plates, offset on reverse No.2 gutter pair, 3c orange shades,
gutter marginal 0, 4c yellow-brown gutter marginal strip of 4
with No.5, end gutter margin No.6 blk of 6, constant colour
flaws identified, precancels, 5c green corner dated blk of 4,
gutter pair No.1, shades, plates etc, high catalogue value
painstakingly collected and researched.  £ 250

5414 1900 Postcard showing victim being carried from
mountain cancelled with Gervais Les Bains CDS plus 2d F.B.
cancel.  £ 20

5415 1900-1946 Collection of mint and used on well filled
Schaubek plain leaves, useful content throughout including
1900 Olivier & Merson 2f lilac and buff used (Cat £110),
1926 War Orphan's Fund 1f+25c red f.u. (cat £60), 1918 Red
X mint (Cat £160), 1927 sinking fund set f.u., 1929 Views to
20f used, 1936 Air 50f used (wrinkles, cat £475), 1936 Air to
2f50 red mint (Cat £80), 1936 Paris Exhib. set mint (Cat £70),
1938 Ader mint (Cat £140), then mostly mint to 1946 much
complete for the period, some back of the book, good cat
value (approx 650).  £ 275

5416 1910 Military cover from Bizerta to Fabregues with
Tunis cds and 10c red on reverse. 1912 Arc de Triumph Field
post postcard from Toul. 1940 Field post cover from Laval
with machine cancel plus regimental cds and also French oval
cancel.  £ 20

5417 1913 (28 June) International Stamp Exhibition Paris; A
postally used postal stationery card for the Paris exhibition
with the vignette in purple bearing 10c Sower tied special
exhibition cancels depicting the French Minister of Posts and
a face value and insignia, however, these were not postally
valid hence 10c adhs, fine & scarce postal stationery card sent
locally. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 40

5418 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; 10c orange
Expo. publicity label in a scarce complete sheet of 20
cancelled special Expo. CDS's for 28th June for the Paris
exhibition depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face
value and insignia, however,  these were not postally valid,
fine and scarce. (20). Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 100

5419 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; six 10c
Expo. publicity labels mint for the Paris exhibition in different
colours, depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face
value and insignia, however,  these were not postally valid,
fine. (6). Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 20

5420 1914 Wrapper with faint cancel from manufacturer of
bronze ornaments Paris with illustrated catalogue on thin
paper. Handle with care.  £ 12

5421 1917 War Orphan's Fund complete set of 8 mostly nice
CDS used example without faults, 5f + 5f is vfu with
FREYMING CDS and signed on reverse, SG 370/77, Cat
£3660.  Yvert 148/155.  £ 1200

5422 1917 War Orphans 50c + 50c brown hinged mint, very
fresh, SG 375.  £ 80

5423 1920 80c red Sower very fine unmounted mint with top
marginal imprint. SG 424 Cat £32.  £ 15

5424 1920-21 Guynemer Air Mail labels affixed to eleven
covers mainly from the same correspondence to London each
has faults, tears or creases and variety of combinations, one is

tied by CDS's on outward journey, attractive and interesting
group.  £ 275

5425 1923 (2 Sep) MONTPELLIER AVIATION MEETING
- airmail cover bearing six semi-officials and 25c blue sower
each tied MONTPELLIER AVIATION CDS cancel addressed
to Vosges, transit and arrival backstamps, very colourful early
cover.  £ 60

5426 1923 (2 Sep) ROUEN AVIATION MEETING -
airmail cover bearing six semi-officials and 25c blue sower
each tied ROUEN AVIATION CDS cancel addressed to Lille,
transit backstamp, very colourful early cover.  £ 60

5427 1923 (29 Sep) Air Meeting Rouen labels: 25c Sower
tied along with 6 diff private ""MEETING DE ROUEN""
airmail labels all tied by Rouen 23 Sept 1923 CDS's to airmail
cover to Colombes. Has Evreux b/s. Fine and very attractive
early aviation cover.  £ 50

5428 1925 Paris International Philatelic Exhibition Miniature
sheet superb CTO fine used with full original gum and
cancelled by four with two special Exhibition cancels dated
PARIS 10.6.25, superb, Yv. 1. SG MS412a Cat £1700.

 £ 600

5429 1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition A superb
example of the Miniature sheet hinged mint, few gum bends
but superb frontal appearance, fresh looker for this scarce
sheet only sold at the Stamp Exhibition.  SG MS 454b Cat
£1600.  £ 550

5430 1927-1949 Useful group of earlier covers including
1939 Bourse Exposition Philatelique, 1949 imperf / perf
setenant strip of 4 on official CITEX cover, 1939 20f to
Brazil, 1938 airmail cover to London, 1932 airmail to Saigon
(Faults), 1932 10f on airmail to Chile, 1938 to Djibouti with
DIRECTION du PERSONNEL MILITIAIRE / 1er BUEAU
h/s in violet etc, mixed but useful group. (14).  £ 140

5431 1929 Views basic set of 6 hinged mint with fresh
appearance to 20f, SG 470a/475b, cat £634.  £ 125

5432 1930 4f slate-blue Type II hinged mint and expertised
on reverse, fine, SG 472a.  £ 45

5433 1930 Int. Colonial Exhib. complete set of 5 unmounted
mint, SG 488/492 Cat £71.  £ 28

5435 1934 Air 25th Anniv. of Channel Flight 2f25c violet
unmounted mint right hand sheet of 20, no imprint, various
wrinkles, cat £580 as mint stamps, SG 523.  £ 110

5436 1935 Sangatte Calais to England rocket mail cover
bearing Sower 5c & 10c tied large 3 line violet handstamps
and two Sangatte air labels affixed and tied P28 red cachet and
signed Roberti in red ink alongside. Attractive.  £ 85

5437 1935 Savings Bank 75c green in an unmounted mint
right hand pane of 11, no imprint, various wrinkles, cat £275
as mint stamps, SG 528.  £ 50

5438 1936 100th Flight 10f dark green hinged mint mainly
fine and fresh, lovely looker, SG 554, cat £450.  £ 120

5439 1936 100th Flight between France & America 10f
myrtle-green fine used CDS, SG 554 Cat £180.  £ 50
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5440 1936-44 Mainly unmounted mint year collection mostly
complete for postage issues on Yvert printed hingeless album
pages including 1936 Complete except for 100th Flight 10f
top value, 1937 National Museums set hinged mint, 1938
Ader (toned gum U/M cat £130), 1940 surcharge set, Fund
sets etc, High cat value. Retail €763.  £ 350

5441 1937 (16 Oct) An unusual and extraordinary round the
world flight cover carried by AIR FRANCE, a fold out airmail
cover sent from Paris to Natal Brazil bearing France 1936
100th Flight 10f myrtle-green x 2 tied Expo. Tourism cancels,
then sent from NATAL Brazil to New York and then posted
onto Hong Kong bearing 3 stamp combn to $1, various
backstamps and seldom ever seen with these high value France
airmails, mainly fine, reinforced on folds otherwise fine.
AAMS #1288.  £ 48

5442 1937 French Sudan: First Flight cover from Bamako
via Air France to United States with 5f, 1f, 10c and 15c.

 £ 45

5443 1937 Int. Philatelic Exhibition Miniature sheet heavily
mounted mint with paper adherence on reverse and some
splitting along the top, still a decent spacefiller, SG MS 581
Cat £600.  £ 75

5444 1937 International Philatelic Exhibition, Paris Miniature
sheet mounted mint with four stamps and two labels, gum
creases and bottom right small corner crease does not detract,
nice example, SG MS 581 Cat £600.  £ 180

5445 1937 Paris Philatelic Exhibition PEXIP A superb
example of the Miniature sheet hinged mint, few gum bends
or hinge marks otherwise superb frontal appearance, fresh
looker only sold at the Stamp Exhibition with 5fr entrance fee.
SG MS 581 Cat £600.  £ 200

5446 1937 Two illustrated covers with King Edward VIII
and Wallis Simpson with 1f 50 Exposition stamps.  £ 15

5447 1938 (24 Jul) Superb CLUB JEAN MERMOZ
Aviation meeting 24th July 1938 large illustrated card with
meeting labels affixed in 5 different colours and tied by LA
BAILE AEROPORT or illustrated airplane 1st VOL
POSTALE in violet or blue, stamped 038 of 200 made and
signed in the left margin.  Few minor bends and hinged,
vertical fold and thin along the back but does not detract too
much, interesting and scarce.  £ 80

5448 1938-1968 Extensive mainly mint much complete
collection neatly arranged on Scott printed leaves with an huge
range of defins and commems incl 1945-46 Marianne to 100f
mint, 1949 10f vermilion single m, 1949 Stamp Cent. setenant
block of 8 perf / imperf, 1953 Sports set m, 1950s Nat. Relief
Fund sets mint, 1964 Philatec etc, good qty and cat value,
clean lot.  £ 300

5449 1940 Typed cover with 2.50fr green cancelled
Colombes Seine addressed to Chicago USA with Opened by
Censor sticker.  £ 22

5450 1941-1951 Collection in a binder mint and used with
better including National Relief Fund sets, a few nice covers,
WW2 Censor, Airs to 1000f, 1949 Stamp Cent strip & 10f
verm. single mint. Mainly fine.  £ 50

5451 1941-1962 Mint and used collection with better
throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted  Fund sets

mainly mint 1943 Strip (cat £80), 1948-52 complete sets set
m, 1945 to 100f mint, 1949 10f single m, 1949 strip mint,
1953 Sports set m (115), airs incl  1947 12th UPU 500f mint
(cat £95), , defins and commems to 1940 etc.  Good catalogue
for expansion.  £ 175

5452 1943 (10th October) Attractive collection of National
Stamp Day regional Letter Cards from different towns and
cities in France commemorating the Stamp Day each
numbered as limited production includes approx 54 different
letter cards each with 1f50 red-brown Petain adhs each tied
special different town cancel in black, hard to find in this
format. (c54).  £ 350

5453 1944 Liberation Locals: Cherbourg a superb Crosses
overprint 'series' of 13 values unmounted mint on Petain 60c
to 50f, all very fine cat €1300. Scarce.  £ 450

5454 1946 (22 Sept) Film Festival cover No.104 of 220,
Airmail with Marianne 4f & 25f and 25f Paris conf.  tied
FESTIVAL DU FILM CANNES CDS, and Film Festival
Cinderella 150f imperf label in green, sent to Ottawa alongside
cachets on obverse including CANNES LR N.288, CANNES
JOURNEE DE L'AIR 22 September etc, very pretty and nice
film festival item.  £ 35

5455 1946 (22 Sept) Film Festival cover No.45 of 220,
Airmail with Marianne 2f & 15f tied FESTIVAL DU FILM
CANNES CDS, and Film Festival Cinderella 150f imperf label
in green, sent to Copenhagen but then returned to sender
alongside cachets on obverse including CANNES LR N.227,
CANNES JOURNEE DE L'AIR 22 September etc, very pretty
and nice film festival item.  £ 35

5456 1946 (22 Sept) Film Festival cover No.67 of 220,
Airmail with Marianne 2f & 15f tied FESTIVAL DU FILM
CANNES CDS, and Film Festival Cinderella 150f imperf label
in green, sent to Belgrade and returned with cachets on
obverse including CANNES LR N.214, CANNES JOURNEE
DE L'AIR 22 September etc, very pretty and nice film festival
item.  £ 35

5457 1946 (22 Sept) Film Festival cover with Ceres 1f red
tied FESTIVAL DU FILM CANNES CDS, alongside cachets
on obverse including CANNES JOURNEE DE L'AIR 22
September tied 30f Cinderella in red-brown, very pretty and
nice film festival item.  £ 30

5458 1947 (13 Sept) Film Festival printed Aero Club
postcard No.523 of 1000, Bordeaux to Marseille bearing 6f
Cannes adhs tied FESTIVAL DU FILM CANNES CDS, and
Film Festival Cinderella 150f  Rally ovpt tied Rally plane illus
h/s in red, very pretty and nice film festival item.  £ 35

5459 1947-1974 Collection in a printed loose-leaf album
with useful mainly mint & some used (both in some cases)
with better catalogued noted 1947 12th UPU set to 500f mint
(cat £100), 1949 Air Views set to 500f red mint (cat £165),
1953  Sports set mint (cat £115), 1940s-50s National Relief
Fund sets mint, 1949 CITEX 10f single (cat £100), 1954 Air
set mint (cat £520), 1957 Air mint (Cat £155), etc, 100s STC
£1300+.  £ 260

5460 1949 (11 Jun) French Stamp Centenary CITEX 25f +
25f blue imperf and label from the strip tied on obverse of nice
Oudine Medallion from the Ceres defin design. tied nice
Centenary CDS. Fine.  £ 25
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5461 1949 Air 1000f Paris hinged mint, very fresh, nice top
value SG 1059 Cat £225.  £ 45

5462 1949-58 Small assembly of National Relief mint sets on
stockcards includes 1949 set (Cat £41, tones), 1952 set (Cat
£70), 1953 set (Cat £85), 1956 set (Cat £60), 1957 set (Cat
£32) plus others, (c55), Cat £350.  £ 40

5463 1954 Airs 500f red and orange very fine and fresh
mounted mint, SG 1196. Cat £325.  £ 50

5464 1960-1998 Silk First Day Covers collection in a large
binder of over 250 different mainly with complete sets tied
special cancels and many with silk panel alongside unaddr,
huge amount of themes and attractive issues mainly fine,
approx 255.  £ 125

5465 1962-1986 Huge collection mainly mint or unmounted
mint with good runs of year sets for commems, modern defins,
airs, Fund and Art sets / issues etc, huge retail in a hingeless
Lighthouse printed album. STC €1200+.  £ 250

5466 1965 Cover with 25c with balloon sticker and
autograph of pilot. Additional Munich cancels.  £ 20

5467 1990-2000 Extensive mainly unmounted mint
collection neatly arranged on Scott printed leaves in a large
springback binder with a huge range of defins and commems
sets incl many extras such as coil stamps, die cut self-adhesive,
miniature sheets, sheetlets, nice booklet panes incl self-
adhesive, enormous amount of completion and huge cat &
face value. 100s.  £ 380

5468 A collection of thirty covers and postcards includes
1933 two postcards with 90c red to England, 1914 postcard
and cancel of Mont St. Michel to Belgium, various stamps on
covers and postmark interest.  £ 25

5469 A selection of twenty France and Colonies covers
including, 1939 Maroc machine cancel with two 2f 50 stamps
to England, Tunisia cover with two 1f 50 to England. Good
postmark interest.  £ 20

5470 An ex-dealers stock of attractive mint & unmounted
mint issues neatly arranged on twenty or so stockpages and
each mini collection priced for sale at around 10% of
catalogue value, 1920s to modern commemorative sets, airs,
defins etc, useful lot for resale, PTSA £490+.  £ 225

5471 Binder containing extensively used collection of defins
and commems from early to modern including 1850s-70s perf
issues to 80c, Peace & Commerce to 75c, Olivier & Merson
to 10f, airs, postage dues, commems part sets used to 1960s,
100s.  £ 45

5472 Cancelled at Southampton Napoleon 10c & 20c perf
values tied on paper by Southampton 723 four barred duplex,
probably arrived uncancelled and applied on arrival in
Southampton. Slight tones but intr item.  £ 28

5473 Credit Lyonnais money stamp, 5c sower encased in
imprinted token for the National Savings Bonds used to
publicise their products and services. Advertises 6% return on
savings bonds of 1920. Mainly fine.  £ 20

5474 EXHIBITIONS 1946-1989 an extensive collection on
circa 110 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1946 Exhib cancels, 1947

NIORT Exhib. cancels on covers incl RF liberation 50c
Mercury tied, 1947 Orthez, 1948 Quimper Exhib., 1950 attr
postcard with stamps tied on obverse with FOIRE Exhib.
cancels, 1949 CITEX labels, 1960s-80s many covers and
cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric
Stannard.  £ 150

5475 German Occupation: St Nazaire TAXE PERCUE 4.50
/ I LOT de St - Nazaire / Poche DE L'ATLANTIQUE printed
envelope in red sent registered from LA TURBALLE No.
1642 and cancelled similar CDS for 19 Feb 1945. Very fine
and attractive. High cat value.  £ 250

5476 Mint & mainly unmounted mint collection on Hagner
pages with useful earlier noted 1906 Sower set of 6 vals to 35c
u/m (cat £35), 1920 Sowers 1.f40, 2f green u/m, 1924 Int
Exhib. set u/m (cat £30), 1924 Olympics set u/m (cat £50),
1933 Portraits set mainly u/m (cat £75), 1934 Peace 1f50 blue
u/m (cat £70), 1935 River Scene u.m (cat £46), 1936 Ampere
(cat £26), etc, STC £570+ for mint.  £ 180

5477 Newspapers: 1870 (23 Nov) Entire French newspaper
bearing Napoleon 2c pale brown tied by ALENCON / 59
CDS. Couple of folds otherwise mainly fine.  2c being the rate
up to 40gr.  £ 125

5478 Newspapers: 1871 (19 Sep) Entire French newspaper
bearing Napoleon 1c grey-green PAIR tied by Newspaper
print as affixed prior to printing. Some toning around the
stamps otherwise fine.  The 2c newspaper rate was up to 40g
in weight. Expertised alongside.  £ 125

5479 Newspapers: 1871 (6 Jun) Entire French newspaper
bearing Napoleon 2c pale brown tied by LA BREIL S
MERIZE / 71 CDS. Couple of folds otherwise mainly fine.  2c
being the rate up to 40gr.  £ 125

5480 Newspapers: 1872 (6 Jan) Entire French newspaper
bearing Napoleon 2c pale brown tied by Newspaper print as
affixed prior to printing. Couple of folds otherwise mainly
fine.  2c being the rate up to 40gr.  £ 125

5481 PRE-STAMP MAIL: Useful collection of early entires
and entire letters from 1797 to 1830s mostly with all different
mileage two line town cancels and some with red fancy
backstamps including 2/ST QUENTIN, EATAMPES,
7/SEDAN, 28/BREST, 12/MARSEILLE, 6/ANNONAY,
20/DIJON, P84P/CHAMBERI, 52/NANCY, 3/MOULINS,
33/MONTPELLIER, 32/BORDEAUX, 10/CARCASSONNE,
33/CETTE, 64/BAYONNE, 89/PAMTEVER, 43/ORLEANS,
89 /AVIGNON,  16 /LA ROCHE LLE ,  7 4 / RO UE N,
23/PERIGUEUX, 68/LYON, 21/StBRIEUC, 68/BEAUJEU,
37/VIENNE, 29/ANDUSE, 81/LIMOGES, 83/AVALLON,
28/OUIMPER, etc, very mixed but fascinating lot, odd
duplicated, approx 49.  £ 500

5482 Precancels: 1922-47 Affranchi Postes 55c on 60c violet
fine unused without gum, Yvert 47 Cat €150+.  £ 20

5483 Precancels: POSTES FRANCE 1922 5c orange (mint,
few surface scuffs), 15c green-olive (unused, short corner
perfs) & 30c red (unmounted mint, superb), all mainly fine.
Yvert 36/38 Cat €2800+. (3).  £ 500

5484 Precancels: POSTES PARIS 1920 5c green and 15c
green-olive both unused, 15s is evenly toned paper, Yvert 24/5
Cat €720+.  £ 60
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5485 Precancels: POSTES PARIS 1921 5c green (unused),
5c orange (unmounted mint), 15c green-olive (unused,
expertised) 30c orange (unused), all mainly fine, 5c is evenly
toned paper, Yvert 26/29 Cat €3000+. (4).  £ 300

5486 Precancels: POSTES PARIS 1922 5c orange (unused),
15c green-olive (unused, trimmed bottom perfs) & 30c red
(unused, signed on reverse), all mainly fine. Yvert 30/32 Cat
€1700+. (3).  £ 150

5487 WW1 ""Comite des Journees Nationales"" special
booklet of 20 different labels featuring Monuments and French
Army Marshalls.  The booklet has been exploded and
displayed on three album pages.  Very fine and scarce lot that
would display well.  £ 80

FRANCE - COLONIES
5488 1940 Very scarce-special postcard from W.W.II
commemorating the visit of  General De Gaulle to the then
capital of Free France in Brazzaville French Africa.  £ 20

5489 1960 New Caledonia centenary of post typed first day
cover with 13f, 19f and 33f. With special cancel.  £ 6

5490 A selection of fifty covers and postcards. Includes 1959
anniversary of the republic of Chad four first day postcards,
two Algeria unused illustrated letter card, Chad 1960's first
day covers and Mauritanie first day covers.  £ 28

5491 Africa colonies a superb mint collection for mainly
1960s post independence sets and ranges assembled on large
pages by country includes Dahomey, Central African Rep.,
Morocco, Mauritania, Madagascar, Mali, Congo, Chad, Upper
Volta, Guinea, Gabon, Niger, Algeria, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia,
also Laos. Airs to high face values, miniature sheets etc, High
cat value, 100s.  £ 500

5492 Algeria: 1861 Attractive Entire Letter bearing France
1852 Napoleon 20c blue tied by a full strike of 3732 dotted
diamond for ORAN ALGERIA, with trade cachet alongside
ORAN ALGERIE CDS and Sidi Bel Abbes arrival backstamp.
Fine. Nice early item.  £ 75

5493 Benin 1893 - 1894 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 19 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £20 each,
noted 1893 9 values to 50c mainly m (cat £176), 1894 9
values m+u to 50c (cat £85). Nice mainstream lot great for
filling gaps. c19  £ 80

5494 Cochin China: 1886-7 Surcharges 5 on 25c unused,
5C.CH on 2c both types mint, 15c and diagonal line overprint
for bisecting unissued but two examples CDS used good
cancels, intr group (8).  £ 50

5495 Fournier Forgeries: Range on original part pages from
the book for general colonies issues including 15c blue imperf
block of 12, 20c red on green imperf blk of 12, 25c yellow-
ochre perf blk of 6, 35c bistre on yellow blk of 6, 4c claret,
perf issues each with Faux handstamp in top left corner, nice
reference. (37).  £ 75

5496 Fournier Forgery: Annan & Tonkin; 1881 fifteen
Surcharges on one large piece in black plus three postmarks
on one piece. (18).  £ 45

5497 Fournier Forgery: Country Issues superb collection
1892 including Peace & Commerce design 1f green on buff

imperf setenant block of 30 (wrinkles) for thirty different
countries Anjouan, Benin, Congo, Dahomey, Diego Suarez,
Gabon, Comore, Guinea, Guyana, Moheli etc. Perf issues x 18
different incl surcharges, then twenty four different postmarks
on one piece. Fantastic lot. (72).  £ 180

5498 Fournier Forgery, French Congo: Colis Postaux 10c
black on green paper in a tete-beche sheet of 20, fine.  £ 50

5499 Fournier Forgery, Gabon; 1889 15c pane of 6 black on
red paper unused, 25c black on green paper block of 6
unused, plus two postmarks, three of four overprints /
surcharges. (18).  £ 45

5500 Fournier Forgery, Reunion; 1881-89 30c black on blue,
setenant block of five different values, P.Dues x five different
used. Pretty. (11).  £ 30

5501 French Southern & Anarctic Terr.: 1956 16 values out
of set of 17 (just needs 4f cat £18) mainly unmounted mint to
200f including airmails and key 25f all very fine unmounted,
(1f & 20f are m/m) fresh appearance, SG 2/18 excl. 7.  High
cat approx £290.  £ 75

5502 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1956 25f Fur Seal
& 85f Penguin both very fine unmounted mint, nice thematics,
SG 14/5 Cat £123.  £ 38

5503 French & Southern Antarctic Terr: 1962-72 Almost
complete set of 8 vals out of 9 (missing 45f cheaper value) to
50f airmail including key 20f albatross fine hinged mint with
fresh appearance, sound, SG range 26/34.  £ 150

5504 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 50f air Adelie
Penguins very fine used nice ADELIE CDS, fine, SG 34 Cat
£110.  £ 36

5505 French & Southern Antarctic Terr: 1971 40f and 50f
Port-aux-Francais setenant strip hinged mint, fresh. SG 69a

 £ 18

5506 French & Southern Antarctic Terr: 1971 Crozet set of
3 50f, 100f & 200f airmails all hinged mint with fresh
appearance, SG 54/56.  £ 60

5507 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956 85f
Kerguelen Seal unmounted mint one gum spot otherwise fine,
SG 15 Cat £95.  £ 35

5508 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956 Airs
50f, 100f, & 200f all hinged mint mainly fine, SG 16/18. Cat
£160.  £ 50

5509 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956 AIRS
50f & 100f Epreuve De Luxe for each value with embossed
seal and PARIS imprint. Both very fine. SG 16/17.  £ 120

5510 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956
Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to 200f airs, mostly all
fine and clean examples, SG 2/18 cat £380.  £ 135

5511 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956-1982
Mainly unmounted mint range of part sets on stockpage with
better incl 1956 4f, 8f, 12f, 20f, 85f, Airs 50f, 100f & 200f,
1962 air 50f, 1963 defins 25f blk of 4 (cat £76), 50f (4 cat £44
each), 1966 Air 50f (2), 1967 20f, etc.  Useful little lot. Cat
£530+.  £ 180
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5512 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956-60 Airs
set of three mounted mint key values, SG 16/18 Cat £205.

 £ 65

5513 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1960 25f
Kerguelen Fur seal key stamp lightly mounted mint, SG 14 Cat
£150.  £ 50

5514 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 Int.
Year of the Quiet Sun 100f air unmounted mint, very fine, SG
37. Cat £90.  £ 36

5515 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 Int.
Year of the Quiet Sun 100f set of 2 unmounted mint, very
fine, SG 36/37. Cat £145.  £ 55

5516 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963
International Year of the Quiet Sun 100f air fine used side
ADELIE CDS cancel, fine, SG 37 Cat £130.  £ 52

5517 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963
International Year of the Quiet Sun set of 2 lightly mounted
mint, SG 36/7 Cat £195.  £ 75

5518 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965
Discovery of Adelie Land 50f air fresh lightly mounted mint,
SG 38 Cat £140.  £ 52

5519 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 ITU
Centenary 30f air fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 39 Cat £225.

 £ 85

5520 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 20f
Black Albatross mounted mint key value, SG 31 Cat £450.

 £ 150

5521 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 20th
Annie. of WHO 30f mounted mint key value, SG 49 Cat £70.

 £ 22

5522 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 30f
Dumont D'Urville Commemoration mounted mint key value,
SG 44 Cat £150.  £ 50

5523 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 Human
Rights Year 30f mounted mint key value, SG 50 Cat £65.

 £ 22

5524 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968-69 Air
set of 2 40f & 50f fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 45/6 Cat
£250.  £ 100

5525 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1969 Air set
of 4 to 500f fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 54/7 Cat £225.

 £ 88

5526 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1969
Concorde 85f Air fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 53 Cat £75.

 £ 25

5527 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1971 Fish
22f, 35f & 135f strip of three on epreuve de luxe card printed
in issued colors, very attractive. Size 190mm x 100mm.

 £ 75

5528 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1971 Fish 22f
value epreuve de luxe card printed in issued colors on sunken
card, very attractive. Size 130mm x 100mm.  £ 65

5529 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1971 Fish 22f
value printed as a beautiful artist's proof in green on sunken
card epreuve de luxe type embossed and signed by the artist C

Haley, stated to be less than 20 copies made. Scarce. Size
160mm x 135mm.  £ 65

5530 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1972
Bicentenary of Discovery of Crozet Islands Air set of 2 to 250f
fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 78/9 Cat £169.  £ 65

5531 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1974 10th
Annie. of Alred Faure Base 75f value printed as a beautiful
artist's proof in green on sunken card epreuve de luxe type
embossed and signed by the artist C Haley, stated to be less
than 20 copies made. Scarce. Size 160mm x 135mm.  £ 65

5532 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1974 10th
Annie. of Alred Faure Base 110f value printed as a beautiful
artist's proof in black on sunken card epreuve de luxe type
embossed and signed by the artist C Haley, stated to be less
than 20 copies made. Scarce. Size 160mm x 135mm.  £ 65

5533 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1974 10th
Annie. of Alred Faure Base 150f value printed as a beautiful
artist's proof in black on sunken card epreuve de luxe type
embossed and signed by the artist C Haley, stated to be less
than 20 copies made. Scarce. Size 160mm x 135mm.  £ 65

5534 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1983-1985
Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly typed
or unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels
and or cachets for different missions, 1985 Marion Dufresene,
signed commandant, Martine De Vivies incl signed, setenants,
Medicine de Froid, etc. Very attractive lot approx 50.  £ 60

5535 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1983-1989
Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly
printed or unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special
cancels, comprises 1983 (9), 1984 (9), 1985 (9), 1986 (11),
1987 (10), 1988 (6), 1989 (13) mostly extremely fine, very
attractive lot approx 67 all different.  £ 130

5536 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1990
Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly
printed or unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special
cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 11 all
different.  £ 22

5537 Guadeloupe: 1884 Imperf Tablet 25 on 35c black on
orange a superb PAIR tied to paper by two different CDS
cancels, one in blue with good to large margins all around,
Superb, SG 7 Cat £130.  £ 65

5538 Guadeloupe: 1889 Surcharges 10 on 40c red on yellow
PAIR very fine hinged mint, SG 127 Cat £60.  £ 22

5539 Guadeloupe: 1939 (11 Mar) Registered cover Saint
Martin to Dairen, South Manchuria bearing five different adhs
tied SAINT MARTIN / GUADELOUPE CDS cancels on a
Madame E Fleming, Maricot printed envelope, no arrival
backstamps, few light stains otherwise pretty combination.

 £ 40

5540 HoiHow: 1903 15 of 16 different values 1c to 5fr
mounted mint, mainly very fine and fresh, needs 75c to
complete, 5f top value has gum bends otherwise sound, SG
16/28, 30/1, Cat £765.  £ 250

5541 Kouang-Tcheou: 1906 10f red on green mounted mint,
very fine and fresh key top value, SG 17 Cat £350.  £ 140
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5542 Mauritania: 1960 500f Goeland Bird with Europa Coal
& Steel red overprint in a superb block of 6 unmounted mint,
stated in SG Appendix issues, cat £132 as SG 148.  £ 25

5543 Mohelie: 1906 Peace & Commerce set 16 to 5f lilac on
pale lilac fine used, mostly decent CDS cancels and fine, SG
1/16, Cat £590.  £ 220

5544 New Caledondia: Noumea Stamp shortages - 1877 (22
Mar) stampless covers (roughly opened) sent to Montpellier
with triangle P.D. / AFFRANCHI / EN NUMERAIRE /
FAUTE DE / TIMBRES COLONIAUX / SCE DES POSTES
NELLE CALEDIE on the front and 2 ring CDS in red COL.
FR / V. BRINDISI, boxed PD in black, late usage of this
triangular stamp shortage sent by the pacific route, only known
use is 25th March 1875-15th July 1875.  Scarce.  £ 240

5545 New Caledonia: 1892 Nlle Caledonie overprint type II
on 40c red on straw superb imperf 4 good to massive margins
very fine used decent CDS cancel.  Yv 19a.  Very rare as only
100 examples are believed to have been overprinted, Yv cat
£3700.  £ 800

5546 New Caledonia: Original collection on unpicked New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 135 different incl 1891 10c on 40c m, similar
with inverted ovpt used, 1892 15c f.u., 25c mint, 1892 Tablets
to 1f mint, 1905 50 5f m, 1928 to 10f, 1932 Noumea ovpt,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to
fill those gaps. (c135).  £ 100

5547 NIGER: 1960-1983 Mint & unmounted mint collection
in a well filled stockbook appears unmounted mint from 1970
onwards, incl airs, gold foil 1000f, many thematics, good run
of miniature sheets, sets cat up to £10 each. Nice colourful lot.

 £ 125

5548 Packhoi: 1903 Complete Tablet set of 16 1c to 5fr
mounted mint, mainly very fine and fresh, few gum bends or
blemishes, otherwise sound, SG 1/16 Cat £1200.  £ 420

5549 Peace & Commerce Forgeries mainly mint or unused
for many different countries from 1c to 1fr incl New
Caledonia, Reunion, Senegal, Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Indian
Sett., Martinique, Mayotte etc, intr lot (95).  £ 95

5550 Reunion: 1863 (7 May) Superb entire from ST DENIS
ILE DE LA REUNION to Nantes bearing '6' charge mark in
blue with 'Suez' manuscript along with COL FRA V SUEZ
AMB red CDS and PARIS & NANTES transit / arrivals
backstamps. Horizontal filing fold otherwise fine and scarce.

 £ 85

5551 Reunion: 1871 (16 Dec) Entire Letter from St Denis to
Marseille bearing two general colonies imperfs 10c brown and
40c red both tied diamond dotted cancels and nice REUNION
/ 16 / DEC / St DENIS double ring CDS, boxed PD in red and
13 Jan 1872 red receiving datestamp alongside. Horiz. filing
fold affecting 40c otherwise fine.  Pretty cover.  £ 100

5552 Reunion: 1885 - 1933 With a nice mint and used range
of approximately 90 different defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £55
each, noted 1885 5c on 30 brown used (cat £55), 1892 perf 8
values to 25c m+u, 1901 complete m, 1933 perf 20 values to
3f m+u. Nice mainstream lot, good to fill those gaps. c90

 £ 90

5553 Reunion: 1885 4c on 40c orange Ceres imperf with fine
good to large 4 margins and neat blue dotted diamond cancel,
lovely premium example, SG 6.  £ 26

5554 Reunion: 1927 (24 Dec) Nice registered cover sent
from Mr E Dupont (Exposition) HELL BOURG to KUOPIO
Finland bearing 1f25c surcharge on 1f pair and 50c pictorial
defin tied HELL BOURG CDS's and similar handstamp
alongside 'R' h/s and REUNION h/s all in black, manuscript
'394' in violet, very attractive and fine. Mr E Dupont was a
famous conchologist researching shells at the Aldabra Islands
and its Mollusca.  Fascinating.  £ 125

5555 Senegal: 1892 - 1935 With a nice mint and used range
of approximately 120 different defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £10
each, noted 1892 9 values to 1f m+u, 1906 9 values to 2fr
m+u (cat £47), 1914 14 values mainly used to 5f, 1922 surch
10 values to 20f on 5f m+u, 1935 24 values to 20f m+u. Nice
mainstream lot, decent space filler. c120  £ 75

5556 SENEGAL: 1960-1982 Mint & unmounted mint
collection in a well filled stockbook appears unmounted mint
from 1970 onwards, incl airs to 500f (mint), many thematics,
good run of miniature sheets incl cat up to £12 each. Nice
colourful lot.  £ 150

GABON
5557 1959-1982 Mint and mainly unmounted mint plus
some used in a double collection in a large stockbook with
many airmails to 500f, 1965 Schweitzer gold foil 1000f, 1968
gold foil pres. Leon 1000f (2), 1969 Space gold foil, 1970
Osaka gold foil 1000f, 1971 1500f gold foil, then a good range
of M/S & booklets incl Red Cross issues, some of the pages
are tone affected or odd stuck down, plus a smaller range of
other Colonies incl Ivory Coast etc. Useful cat value and qty.

 £ 350

5558 1987 Post Independence 1000f 20th Anniv. of
Installation of President Omar Bongo in a pane of 20. Mainly
unmounted mint with printer's annotation of production. Intr.
SG 987. Cat £180.  £ 25

GAMBIA
5559 1886-1893 Mint assembly of shades and values
includes complete set of 8 plus ½d both shades, 1d (2), 2d (2),
2½d, 3d (2), 4d, 6d (3 incl yellowish olive-green cat £100), 1s
(2), useful group (15 Cat £339).  £ 115

5560 1898-1902 Group of ten mint values including set of
eight plus shades for 1d & 3d (both shades, cat £148), nice
group (10) SG 37/44 Cat £252.  £ 100

5561 1902 ½d green in a part gutter margin mint /
unmounted mint vertical block of 6, fresh, SG 45.  £ 18

5562 1902-05 EDVII Defin set of 12 to 3s carmine and
green on yellow fine hinged mint, SG 45/56, Cat £250. £ 100

5563 1902-05 GVI Complete set of twelve values to 3s
hinged mint with very fine appearance. SG 45/56 Cat £250.

 £ 100

5564 1904-06 GVI Complete set of twelve values to 2s
hinged mint with very fine appearance. SG 57/68 Cat £300.

 £ 120
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5565 1906 ½d on 2/6d purple and brown on yellow plus 1d
on 3s carmine and green on yellow both surcharges hinged
mint with very fine appearance. SG 69/70 Cat £115.  £ 45

5566 1912-22 Complete set of 17 minus 2d greyish slate
(Cat 80p), includes many extra listed shades incl 3d (4), 4d
(3), 10d (2) all hinged mint with very fine appearance. SG
86/88, 90/102 Cat £245.  £ 95

5567 1912-22 GV Defin set of 17 to 5s green and red on
pale yellow hinged mint, also extra shades, SG 86/102, Cat
£200.  £ 80

5568 1921-1953 Mint assembly on stockage including 1935
Silver Jubilee set, 1948 RSW set, 1938 GVI set of 16, 1949
UPU set, 1953 10s & £1. Cat £260. (37).  £ 48

5569 1922 4s black and red hinged mint with few toned perfs
otherwise fresh, SG 117 Cat £100.  £ 36

5570 1922-29 MSCA GV Defin set of 19 to 10s sage-green
hinged mint, plus 2 shades of the 1s, SG 122/142, Cat £370.

 £ 150

5571 1922-29 set of 4 to 5s hinged mint, usual gum but all
fine appearance, SG 118/121 Cat £120.  £ 40

5572 1922-29 Wmk MSCA Complete set of 19 (minus
second ½d green cat £9) plus extra shade for 1s (Cat £70)
hinged mint, mainly fine, SG 122/142. Cat £370.  £ 150

5573 1926 Wmk MSCA 5s green on yellow fine CDS used
with full gum, SG 141 Cat £85.  £ 32

5574 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 48

5575 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
regd cover Bathurst to New York from an old time collectors
hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 78

5576 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered OHMS long cover BATHURST to New Orleans
from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.  £ 48

5577 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered cover Bathurst to UK tied neat oval registered
cancels, SG 43/6.  £ 75

5578 1936 (11 May) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered
typed cover to UK tied BATHURST oval regd CDS cancels,
mainly fine, SG 143/6.  £ 25

5579 1938-46 Complete set of 16 fine hinged mint,
attractive, SG 150/161.  £ 48

5580 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1951 (2 Feb)
registered airmail printed cover to Nigeria tied REGISTERED
/ P.O. GAMBIA oval cance ls ,  with regd  etiquette
BATHURST No. 8200,  attractive, SG 164/5.  £ 48

5581 1963 ½d pale buff Long tailed Sunbird strip of 6 from
across the sheet U/M with last stamp showing extra shadow on
leg variety, SG 193 var.  £ 40

5582 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on twenty
seven large stockcards some light duplication 1938 defins set
to 10s (cat £190) plus many extras 2s (shades), 2/6, 4s & 5s
(Cat £140+), 1953 QEII values to 5s, 1948 RSW £1, 1963
Birds set (cat £80), 1966 Birds set, few later commem sets incl
2005 Trafalgar, 1987 Xmas long set, 1989 Butterflies, 1982

Frogs, miniature sheets etc, nice clean lot with many attractive
thematics and high cat value. (Approx 590).  £ 180

5583 Collection of mint and used duplicated QV to modern
with useful pickings including QV Cameos to 1s mint, GV to
6d m, 1938 set to 10s m (Cat £170), then duplicated mint to
2/6, 1948 RSW set mint, 1953 set set m (2 sets Cat £220),
1963 Birds set (2 sets, Cat £170), then plenty of commems to
1980s etc. Useful lot.  £ 140

5584 Collection of mint & used on stockpages including QV
Cameo range of different wmks to 1s mainly used, 1898 QV
6d mint plate 2 single, 1s mint, EDVII 1902 to 3s mint, 1904
to 1s mint for 5d-1s, 190913 vals to 2/6 mint, 1912 mainly
mint set to 3s, 1921-22 set of 11 mint (cat £110), 1922-29
Elephant defins 3s & 5s mint, others used incl 7½d (Cat £95),
1935 SJ, 1938 Elephant set mint (Cat £170), plus shades for
1½d (possibly bright carmine Cat £300 but not included),
1948 RSW set used , mainly sound, STC £1490. (168).

 £ 375

5585 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1880 ½d  orange (4), 1d (2),
2d pink (2), 3d ultramarine, 1886 ½d (7), 1d red (4), 2d
orange (4), 3d grey (3), 6d olive (2), 1/- (2 shades), 1898
duplicated ½d to 6d (5), 1902-11 17 vals to 1/6 (both, 2/-,
1922 vals to 2/- & 5/-, 1938 6 top vals to 10/-, 1953 defins top
vals 1/- to 10/-, 1963 Birds set 13 to £1 (2), 1966 Birds set to
£1 (4 sets one in pairs), 1971 Fishes set, 1977 Flowers set,
range of commem sets to 1992 etc, useful collection & huge
cat value.  £ 475

GAZA
5586 Egyptian Occupation: 1955 Airs 5m brown and 15m
green both in complete unmounted mint sheets of 50, very fine
with imprint markings in selvedge showing A53 crossed out
replaced with A54. SG 86a & 86b, Cat £787.50.  £ 260

5587 Postal Orders: 1948 Two large and impressive postal
orders with counterfoil unused Egyptian £50 & £100 with red
occupation handstamps in arabic, fine. (2).  £ 100

GERMANY
5588 1726 Entire with writing inside sent from Cairo to
Venetia with arrival handstamp 'Ven Da Mar' featuring the
Lion of St. Mark. With red seal, rare item.  £ 150

5589 1861 (12 Jan) Entire Letter Berlin to Paris bearing nice
BERLIN / 12 / 1 5-6 d/r CDS, large fancy '19; charge mark h/s
in black and red transit on obverse, backstamp receivers, filing
fold addr to the bank 'De Rothschild Freres'. Fine.  £ 48

5590 1865 Hamburg: Entire with 1¼s grey St. P.A. Hamburg
cancel, (machine cancel from Hamburg city post office).
Addressed to Garding with boxed instruction on reverse.

 £ 60

5591 1871 Registered cover with 4 2 mark in blue with
Cassel and Suhl cds. Part red seal remaining.  £ 12

5592 1872 10Gr grey fine used pen cancel example, very
sound, Michel 12 Cat €220.  £ 38

5593 1872 Small shield 7k blue fine used neat CDS cancels,
fine, SG 12 Cat £150.  £ 25
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5594 1872 Small shield ½g orange-vermilion fine used neat
boxed cancel, fine, SG 3 Cat £70.  £ 20

5595 1872-1945 A superb used extensive collection with
useful content throughout in a well filled KA-BE printed
album much complete for the period incl 1872 Small shield set
to 5gr, set to 18kr (many nice CDS) incl 2kr orange (cat
€400), 18kr (cat €500), 1872 P.Due 10gr grey used pen cancel
& CDS (cat €300), 30gr ultr. pen cancel used (cat €750). 1872
Large shield set to 5gr, 1kr f.u., 7kr f.u., 1874 2½ on 2½ gr
light brown CDS, 1875 set used, 1900 to 3m, 1902 to 5m incl
both 2m, 1905 to 5m, 1920 surcharge set 3 f.u., 1920 Reich
ovpt set f.u., 1921 surch set, 1921 defin set to 20m, 1921
Wmk Lozenges 10pf (cat €240), 15pf (cat €280), 1922 set to
50m, 1923 air set, 1923 (Aug) surch set, 1923 (Nov) surch set
6, sawtooth perf 10m on 20m (cat €140, Mi. 335B), 1924 air
set (cat €350), 1923 Welfare Fund set , 1926 Air set, Welfare
Fund all arms sets, 1927 IAA ovpt set, 1928 Zepp set, 1930
Phil. Ex. set, 1931/2 Welfare Fund set, 1933/4/5 Welfare Fund
set, 1934 air set, 1935 OSTROPA M/S f.u. (few re-enforced
perfs, cat €900), plus set 4 singles, 1936 Olympics set 2 M/S
f.u., 1936 Brown Ribbon ovpt M/S, 1939 Motor show both
sets, 1939 surch set, Field post 1942 roul. light brown, P.Due
sets incl 1920 ovpt set, 1923 100/200 mio (Mi.82/3 cat €400),
2mrd (Mi.84 cat €150), 5mrd (mi. 85 cat €110), 10mrd
(Mi.86 cat €180), 50mrd light blue (Mi. 88 cat €260), 1927
set, 1934/8 sets, 1942 set (Mi.156/65 cat €300), etc, extensive
lot with enormous cat value in excess of €13,000.  £ 3200

5596 1872-1945 Reich period mint and mainly used
collection in 22 ring binder slightly haphazardly arranged but
includes better 1872 Small shield ¼g used (2, cat £150 each,
one CDS thinned), ½g orange (8, shades, cat £70 each), 2g
blue (6), 5g bistre (faults, cat £150), 1k green f.u (2, cat £90),
1872 30g blue part o.g. (thins, cat £150), 1872 Large shield
2½g chestnut (faults cat £120), 7k blue f.u. (Cat £110), 9k
brown CDS (nick in SW corner, cat £700), 1874 2½ on 2½
used (3, cat £75 each), 9 on 9k used (poor, cat £750), 1899
Reichpost mint 30pf, 50pf, 80pf cat £147, then huge amount
of 1920s mint & used, 1920 ovpt Deutsches Reich 3m to 20m
used, then to late 1920s, jumbled but useful pickings and good
cat value.  £ 125

5597 1872-1945 Simplex springback album and pages
containing a useful collection all identified by SG number
unpicked as found mint and used with many useful pickings
throughout including 1872 small shields to 5gr (cat £140), &
7kr (cat £140), Large shields to 5gr (2½gr cat £120) & 9kr
(cat £650, short corner), 1874 2½ on 2½ f.u. (cat £65), 1875
to 50pf, 1902-16 Germanias to 2m mint, 2.50m lilac mint (SG
116a cat £140), 1920 Reich ovpts to 10m used, 1923 Inflation
surchs incl 800t on 200m red used (cat £120), 800t on 500m
green CDS used (cat £2250), 1926 air incl 3m top val used
(cat £140), 1933 Welfare Fund top val (cat £200), f.u., 1934
Air set used (cat £110+), 1935 Costumes set m, officials, back
of the book, also good range of Zones, etc,  etc, ideal to fill
those gaps, enormous cat value STC £2500++.  £ 600

5598 1874 9 on 9kr brown superb premium CDS very fine
used, expertised on reverse, superb!  SG 30.  £ 180

5599 1884 Postal stationery 10pf red registered Niederhone
cover with uprated 20pf blue addressed to Frankfurt.  £ 14

5600 1886 (23 Jul) Berlin Local Post HANSA-KARTE  2pf
blue postal stationery card used with violet HANSA / 23.7.86
/ I/ , Berliner Verkehrs Anstalt CDS sent locally in Berlin. Few
dog eared corners otherwise sound.  £ 30

5601 1887 (13 Jun) Berlin Local Post PACKET FAHRT
KARTE  2pf brown postal stationery card used with black
Packet / Fahrt / 13 Jun 87 I CDS sent locally in Berlin. Paper
adherence in corners otherwise sound.  £ 25

5602 1895 Reichspost 10pf red on cover to Switzerland with
Zoppot cancel. Has 25c Swiss postage due with a number of
marks and cachets. On reverse two Post direction Danzig
cachets. Interesting item.  £ 15

5603 1900 Five 5pf Sunburst new millennium postcards with
Offenburg Baden cancels but no addresses.  £ 16

5604 1903 Two postal stationery covers with 5pf + 5c o/p
and 10p o/p cancelled by Jerusalem Deutsche Post cancels.

 £ 25

5605 1911 Wmk lozenge 3m black-violet 25:17 very fine
unmounted mint example, slightly centred low, scarce
unmounted, Michel 96AI Cat €70 mint.  £ 55

5606 1912 (22 Jun) Airmail printed postcard for the 100th
Anniv. Post Flight bearing 30pf green airmail x 1 + PAIR each
tied & 5pf green Germania defin both tied special FLUGPOST
AM RHEIN U. AM MAIN / DARMSTADT. Michel III, very
fine.  £ 200

5607 1914-18 World War I internal German Military Mail
postcard to Berlin.  £ 8

5608 1914-18 WWI Two large German printed picture
books both with cards pasted into the book, one larger with
184 real photo types showing the horrors of war, soldiers,
tanks, horses, troops travelling or manoeuvres, maps of
various European areas showing troop movements, second
book with picture cards (94) of similar painted scenes, book
covers are heavily toned and damaged but inside are mainly
fine. Interesting. (2 books).  £ 100

5609 1916 (23 Sep) POW Intact reply card  from Torgau
POW Camp to France with original message written from a
Lieutenant and two different Gepruft 9 (very small) & Gepruft
Torgau (double ring large) cachets in violet, two rust marks
from staple holes otherwise mainly fine and intact. Plus
manilla printed POW envelope unused addr for Torgau Camp.

 £ 30

5610 1919 Credit note/slip for the warship Hindenberg for
fifty marks. With letter stating only valid on board ship.

 £ 20

5611 1919 Typed registered cover with national Assembly
Weimar part set 3/4. SG 107-109.  £ 10

5612 1921 27th Stamp Day a beautiful postal stationery 40pf
orange postcard for the Nuremberg Exhibition 22-25th July
1921 uprated with three exhibition labels 5pf, 10pf & 20pf
values tied special Exhibition illus cancels for 24th July.

 £ 20

5613 1923 800T on 500m yellow-green scarce key value
with decent CDS cancel, no expertising marks but very
genuine example, SG 300 cat £2500.  £ 500
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5614 1923 Inflation key value 800T on 500m green fine used
double ring part 1923 CDS from AU..., nice fine used
example of this scarce stamp, SG 300 Cat £2500.  £ 500

5615 1924 Eagle 40pf brown-olive attractive bottom
marginal example showing vertical rule lines of imprint,
commercially used and expertised Schelgel BPP on reverse.
Michel cat €400. Mi. 360 var.  £ 60

5616 1924 Welfare Fund 10 + 30pf red in a superb complete
sheet of 50 unmounted mint with sheet markings, fine, SG
366, Michel 352 cat €450.  £ 120

5617 1926 5pf, 10pf and 20pf air stamps on air mail cover
with Dusseldorf  social welfare body special cancel, addressed
to England. SG 392 393 395  £ 15

5618 1926 Arms set of 4 fine used same dated Berlin
3.12.26 CDS cancels, Michel 398/401. Cat €160.  £ 40

5619 1928 Hindenburg 80pf chocolate brown attractive
bottom marginal example showing vertical rule lines of
imprint, commercially used and expertised Schelgel BPP on
reverse. Michel cat €1200. Mi. 422 var.  £ 200

5620 1929 Arms set of 5 fine used same dated Berlin
7.12.29 CDS cancels, Michel 430/4. Cat €190.  £ 50

5621 1932 OLYMPIA  - Lavishly illustrated book 142pp
with a large range of photograph pictures collected and pasted
to complete the book being a collection of German
participants in the 1932 Olympics in black and white.
(Published by Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona-Bahrenfeld).
Fascinating book with scuffs on the outside otherwise mainly
fine.  £ 60

5622 1932 Wasserkuppe Rhoen Segelflug Glider Airmail
cover to Dusseldorf bearing 4pf & 12pf pairs tied Fliegerlagen
Gersfield 17.7.32 CDS's and Glider cachet in black. Mainly
fine.  £ 30

5623 1932-1945 Attractive mainly fine used collection in
KA-BE printed album noted 1932-33 von Hindenburg set (Cat
£50), 1937 Hitler's Culture Fund M/S perf & imperf f.u. (SG
MS 635/6, Cat £89), Plus M/S with 25pf inscription used with
two different cancels (SG MS 637 Cat £180), 1940 Winter
Relief set (Cat £22), 1941 Derby, 1942 ERP both sets (cat
£25), 1943 54th Birthday set (Cat £21), then back of the book
incl Fieldpost, officials, Bohemia & Moravia, Poland, etc,
useful lot or expansion.  £ 125

5624 1933 Aschersleben Philatelic Exhibition (Aug 19-21)
set of 10 publicity labels showing German War Memorials
each different design.  (10)  £ 40

5625 1933 Chicago Flight 4M brown Zeppelin heavy
mounted mint, nice looker, Michel 498.  £ 36

5626 1933 Superb photographic unused postcard of the
Dornier DOx. In 1931 she was the World's largest seaplane
she broke a number of aviation records. Scarce item.  £ 20

5627 1933 Zeppelin Chicago Flight 4m brown used with
BERLIN CDS and wavy line cancel, sound, SG 512 Cat £325.

 £ 80

5628 1933 Zeppelin Chicago Flight set of 3 forgeries in
complete sheets of 50 unmounted mint with nachdruck
underprints. Nice set of 3. (150).  £ 30

5629 1934 175th anniversary of Schillers birth cover opened
officially by German Customs to England.  £ 15

5630 1934 (Dresden) HINDENBERG  - Lavishly illustrated
book 125pp with a large range of pictures collected and pasted
to complete the book bearing a history of Hindenberg and his
history in black and white.  Fascinating book with scuffs on the
outside otherwise mainly fine.  £ 60

5631 1935 (5 Jun) Printed airmail Catapult cover showing
images of Zeppelin and Lufthansa plane bearing 50pf air tied
Bremen with Schleuderflug cachet in red alongside addr to
New York and additional boxed Mit Vorausflug nach New
York in red. Sent via catapult steamship the SS Europa. Few
wrinkles mainly fine and very attractive printed cover.  £ 75

5632 1935 Germany front only with block of four
Hindenberg 25pf Memorial stamps red manuscript Luftpost.

 £ 22

5633 1935 Two registered typed fronts only from Berlin with
four 25pf on one cover and a 25pf on the other. Addressed to
Tanganyika territory.  £ 50

5634 1936 (13 Dec) Creased postal card bearing enlarged
2.50m lilac, 5m red and blue-black and 5m orange all
cancelled at Wiesbaden for Philatelic Congress addr to UK
and signed on the reverse by 30 of the standholders at the
Stamp Collector's Festival.  Unfortunately vertical crease and
some ageing, otherwise fine and scarce.  £ 125

5635 1936 (26 Jul) Brown ribbon 42pf brown miniature
sheet on regd cover with MUNCHEN REIM special CDS
cancels for the 100,000m sweepstakes prize.  Odd tone spot
otherwise nice album sized cover.  £ 40

5636 1936 OLYMPIA  - Lavishly illustrated book 165pp
with a large range of photograph pictures collected and pasted
to complete the book being a collection of German
participants in the 1936 Olympics in black and white.
(Published by Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona-Bahrenfeld).
Fascinating book with scuffs on the outside otherwise mainly
fine.  £ 60

5637 1937 Hitler's Culture fund miniature sheet roulette
unmounted mint, very fine, Michel Block 9.  £ 110

5638 1939 (20 Oct) Registered airmail cover to Holland
bearing a huge range of sets for Motor Show & Nurburgring
set, Brown Ribbon, Hitler, Derby etc all tied DUISBERG CDS
cancels, etiquette's have been folded and few marks otherwise
sound. High cat on cover.  £ 75

5639 1939 (30 Jun) Scarce Deutsche Zeppelin Reederei
meter mark printed cover to Siedlerweg 2 precancelled 3pf
Graf Zeppelin meter mark in red mainly fine with a few
wrinkles, founded by the Deutsche Lufthansa in 1935 the
company ran this service until 1st September 1939 operating
several Zeppelin carriers.  £ 40

5640 1939 Nurburgring Races set of 3 tied to printed unaddr
cover by special 23rd July illustrated cancels, very fine, Michel
695/7.  £ 60

5641 1942 Registered cover by German Service Post
Netherlands to Utrecht. With 12pf and 50pf cancelled Bad
Worishofen 03 3 42. Also with German eagle cancel.  £ 20
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5642 1945 (20 Apr) Kurland Feldpost airletter precancelled
with Feldpost green bisect tied violet Eagle cancel and LIBAU
DEUTSCHE DIENSTPOST OSTLAND CDS top right, very
fine unaddressed and unused Michel 16. Taken as forgery see
footnoted in Michel after 16.  £ 40

5643 1945 Revolutionary overprints of Osvobozene
Horazdovice with Lion overprints on Hitler 60pf and 1.20pf
stamps very rare cover.  £ 45

5644 1959 Inauguration of Beethovern Hall Bonn first day
cover (some faults)  with miniature sheet attached. Plus mint
unused miniature sheet. SG MS1233a.  £ 26

5645 1974 Small booklet containing seven pages with stamps
and cancels from the 1974 football world cup.  £ 12

5646 Block of four with margin and tram lines and control
number with 1 Billion overprint on 100 Mark. Plus similar
stamp 1 Billion with bisected tram lines margin and overprint
inverted.  £ 65

5647 c1920 Freight Revenue Tax stamps a very fine
unmounted mint range of 14 different values 5pf to 6m
depicting Mercury in different colours for Fracht stempel
(Freight Stamp), all very fine the mark values are in bicolours.
(14).  £ 50

5648 Fournier Forgery: 1889 5pf green in a double block of
12 imperf (one block printed each side), Eagle 25pf orange
imperf marginal blk of 6, 50pf perf pair, plus 20pf blue pair,
and four postmark on one piece. (40).  £ 100

5649 Locals: 1945 Lobau set of 20 overprints each on paper
cancelled LOBAU (SACHS) 11.6.45 CDS cancels on Hitler
heads, 1pf to 1m very fine, Michel 3/22 Cat €1040.  £ 250

5650 Locals: 1945 Lobau set of 20 overprints mainly hinged
mint on Hitler heads, 1pf to 1m very fine, Michel 3/22 Cat
€475.  £ 150

5651 Locals: Grossbraschen 1945 (20 Dec) Crossed hammer
set of 12 imperf tied to neat printed card sent locally, each tied
A GROSSBRASCHEN 28.2.46 CDS cancels, small corner
bend otherwise nice philatelic item, Michel 31/42.  £ 22

5652 Locals: Lobau Hitler complete overprint set of 23 fine
used mainly 10th or 11th June CDS cancels each expertised
Sturm BPP on reverse along with 1973 Sturm certificate,
magnificent set, the top values unpriced by Michel. Michel
1/25.  £ 600

5653 Occupation issues: Latvia 1919 (2 Jan) Libau diagonal
overprint in violet on 15pf violet-black fine used tied to paper
by complete Deutsche Feldpost 168 b CDS cancel on 8th Jan
19, very fine. Michel 3B a cat €400.  £ 130

5654 Officials: 1921 10pf dark orange fine used decent
Berlin CDS in very sound and fine condition, Michel 65 cat
€600.  £ 180

5655 Officials: 1938-40 Party Badge both watermark sets of
11 fine used mostly decent cancels, SG O648/58, O798/808.
Cat £390.  £ 125

5656 Officials: Wmk upright 1923 Dienstmarke diagonal
overprint on set of 7 fine used 100mil to 50mird all nice CDS
used BERLIN, scarce set, Michel 75/88. Cat €1300.  £ 290

5657 Propaganda: 1939-45 12pfg Himmler & 3pf goring in
setenant block of 4 fine hinged mint (diagonal gum bend),
scarce in such a nice format showing two stamps for each
value, nice combination Michel 30/31 Cat €1500+.  £ 550

5658 REICH Period duplicated mint and used in a well filled
32 sided Crest stockbook with useful content throughout
including 1935 Winter Olympics set 3 m (2), 1936 Summer
Olympics set mint plus set of two miniature sheets used (Cat
£225, usual wrinkles), 1936 Brown Ribbon M/S both mint &
used, 1937 Hitler Culture Fund M/S mint, 1937 Nuremberg
M/S mint (Cat £120, folded), 1937 Brown Ribbon ovptd in
red M/S mint (Cat £95), 1938 Brown Ribbon singles mint (2,
cat £35 each), 1939 Motor Show set m & u plus Show printed
sheet with set tied special cancel, 1939 Nurburgring Races
ovpt set 3 m (Cat £93), 1939 German Derby m & u (Cat £50),
1939 Brown Ribbon mint (3, cat £25 each), 1939 Danzig
ovptd 1rm & 2rm mint (Cat £49), 1945 12th Anniv. 3rd Reich
mint set. Useful lot 100s.  £ 200

5659 Small range on three stockcards including 1872 small
shield 1/3gr green mint part o.g. cat £800, 1933 Air Chicago
World Exhib. 2m blue mint (Cat £110), 4m brown CDS used
on paper (taken 'as is', cat £325), West Berlin 1949 UPU set
mounted mint (Cat £1116), 1949 Goethe set mounted mint
(Cat £445), 1949 1m on 3m lake mounted mint (Cat £225),
1949 Relief Fund 20pf + 5pf red used CDS (Cat £250), useful
little group. (16). STC £3250+.  £ 100

GERMANY - COLONIES
5660 1900 Mariana Islands: set of six Reichspost overprinted
with Marianen MM 20pf and 25pf have GF expertiser mark.

 £ 80

5661 1920 10pf and 30pf overprinted with Plebiscite Olsztyn
Allenstein MNH. Plus 15pf used. Plus 50pf with misprinted
overprint.  £ 40

5662 Cameroun: 1897-1918 assembly of 19 mint values
attractively arrange on KA-BE printed album page incl 1897
set 6 (cat €80), 1900 Yachts set 13 mint (Cat €400). (19). Cat
€480.  £ 220

5663 Cameroun: Viktoria (KAMERUN GEBIET) 18.4.96
CDS cancel on 50pf brown tied to paper, good strike,
expertised on reverse.  £ 40

5664 Caroline Is.: 1900 56 Degrees overprint on 50pf
chocolate, with nice complete PONAPE CDS cancel tied to
paper, expertised on reverse, Michel 6 II Cat €70.  £ 24

5665 China: 1901-1909 Mint collection on Palo printed
album pages for sets complete 1901 Yachts set 13 to 5m (cat
€650), 1905 set to ½d (cat €263), 1905-09 Wmk Loz. set 10
to 2½d (cat €80), mainly fine.  £ 285

5666 DEUTSCHE SEEPOST: OST - ASIATISCHE-LINIE
CDS cancel tying 20pf blue defin to small paper with part
cancel OST ASIATIS... Very fine used and expertising initials
on reverse.  £ 40

5667 East Africa: 1889 Malakote unissued set of 4 stamps
16p to 3r (4 different) with local Arabic inscriptions. Nice
cinderella group. (4).  £ 24

5668 East Africa: 1893-1911 Complete sets hinged mint,
mainly fresh for 1893-6 set 5 (cat €280), 1896 set 5 (Cat €60),
1901 Yachts set 11 (Cat €350), 1905-1919 Yacht set of 8 fine
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used (Cat €200), attractively arrange on KA-BE printed album
page. (29). Cat €890.  £ 275

5669 East Africa: 1917 Wilhelmsthal Deutsche Ost Afrika
3.4.16 CDS cancel on 5pf green tied to paper with good
cancel and expertised on reverse.  £ 28

5670 East Africa: 1939 p.10½ reprint of 1892 $1 brown
Afrikanische Seenpost Schulke & Mayrs label with trace of
cancel, unused. This local trading company received a 1 year
contract to transport mails between Dar Es Salam & the
military stations of Muansa & Bukoba on Lake Victoria.
Before the stamps could be used the contract expired. The
company issued a reprint in 1939 of 3000 sets.  £ 18

5671 East Africa: Tanga 1916 (27 May) small part of label
address to Pastor Gleiss (missionary remained during WWI)
as a newspaper wrapper 2½ hekker Frei Laut / Ein Laut Einn
Nachw in Tanga with blue crayon amount paid manuscript
addr to the Pastor in Wuga Post Mombo. Intr and unusual.

 £ 45

5672 Mariana Is.: 1899 56 Degrees overprint on postal used
25pf orange SAIPAN full CDS cancel on paper, expertised on
reverse, Michel 5 IIa, cat €190.  £ 60

5673 Mariana Is.: 1899 56 Degrees overprint on postal used
3pf brown, 5pf green and 10pf red all sound CDS cancels, 5pf
& 10pf expertised on reverse, Michel 1 II/ 3 II, cat €129

 £ 38

5674 Mariana Is.: 1901 Yachts set from 3pf to 80pf all fine
used CDS 10pf, 20pf, 25pf & 50pf are on paper, Michel 7/15
cat €112. (9).  £ 36

5675 Mariana Islands: 1899 56 Degrees overprint set all
values expect 3pf are expertised on reverse, 10pf, 25pf & 50pf
are on paper with SAIPAN cancels, Michel 1II-6II Cat €1169.

 £ 360

5676 Mariana Islands: 1901 5m slate and carmine, superb
used on piece with very fine SAIPAN 1908 CDS cancel,
premium example, (Mi.19) Cat. Val. €600  £ 250

5677 Marshall Is.: 1897-1900 Diagonal overprint 20pf blue
tied to paper by JALUT / MARSHALL INSELN CDS,
expertised on reverse, fine Michel 4 I cat €200.  £ 60

5678 Marshall Islands: 1897-1916 Mint collection on Palo
printed album pages for sets complete 1899 set of 6 (cat
€750), 1899 Second ovpt set of 6 (Cat €100), 1901-16 Yachts
set 13 to 5m (cat €240), 1916 set of 2 (cat €51), mainly fine.

 £ 330

5679 Marshall Islands: 1900 10pf red postal stationery card
CTO used with JALUIT / 25/11 / 00 CDS cancel, very fine
unused.  £ 20

5680 Marshall Islands: Two postmarks for Yacht 1901 5pf
forgery with NAURU CDS, 1m red with JALUIT 1907 CDS,
both fine. Michel 14 & 22 Cat €100. (2).  £ 35

5681 New Guinea: 1897-1919 Mint collection on Palo
printed album pages for sets complete 1897 set of 6 (cat
€100), 1901-08 Yachts set 13 to 5m (cat €300), 1914-19 set
of 4 to 5m (cat €64), mainly fine.  £ 135

5682 NEW GUINEA: POSTMARKS nice group of 8 items
inc lu d ing fo rerunners;  50pf w i t h  FRIE D RICH -
WILHE LM SHA FE N ,  3 p f  g r e y- b r o w n  p a i r  w i t h

BERLINHAFEN good strike, first issues 25pf orange on paper
tied FRIEDRICH-WILHELMSHAFEN CDS, 50pf with
MATUPI, Yacht defins 3pf STEPHANSORT, 25pf RABAUL,
plus part DEUTSCHE NEW GUINEA violet cancel, 40pf
MATUPI CDS, all fine. (8).  £ 120

5683 Offices in China: POSTMARKS KIAUTSCHOU; Six
items including China ovpt on 5pf green with full strike of
TSINTANFORT / MARINE FELDPOST / 26 I / 98 on paper,
Yacht 2c with KAUME, TSINGTAU on 2m blue, plus 3 part
cancels. (6).  £ 80

5684 Offices in China: POSTMARKS nice group of 16 items
nearly all off paper singles incl forerunner 20pf blue
TIENSTIN CDS, 50pf, 10pf & 20pf combination tied
SHANGHAI on paper, 3pf grey-brown tied with China ovpt
on 5pf green together on paper with a tsingtau CDS, 50pf
brown part STATION Nr.7 CDS, then 11 values 10pf to 1½d
on 1m with TIENTSIN, SHANGHAI, CANTON, PEKING,
TSINGTAU, HANKAU, SCHANNAIKAN etc, all fine. (16
items).  £ 350

5685 Offices in Morocco: POSTMARKS Ten items
including 1899 surchs 10c on 10pf SAFFI, 30c on 25pf orange
RABAT, then 1900 surcharges onwards LARACHE,
TETUAN, CASABLANCA, FES, MARRAKESCH,
TANGER and MOGADOR on values 3c on 3pf to 1p.25 on
1m. Attractive group, (10 items).  £ 150

5686 Samoa: 1891 German adhesives 50pf chocolate on very
small piece of postal card cancelled with full strike of APIA 5
Oct CDS, fine forerunner, Michel V50 Cat €150.  £ 50

5687 Samoa: 1900-01 Diagonal overprint 20pf blue and 25pf
orange both with nice CDS cancels, Michel 4/5 cat €124.

 £ 40

5688 Samoa: 1901 5m slate and carmine, superb used with
very fine APIA 1906 CDS cancel, premium example, (Mi.19)
Cat. Val. €600  £ 250

5689 Samoa: 1915/1919 Wmk Loz. 25:17 5m green-black
and red top marginal unmounted mint example, pencil mark
in top margin otherwise fine, Michel 23 II B Cat €150.  £ 60

5690 South West Africa: 1897-1919 assembly of 19 values
attractively arrange on KA-BE printed album page incl 1897
3pf, 25pf orange mint (expertised cat €280), 50pf mint (Cat
€280), Swakopmund CDS on 2m lilac on paper (Cat €50),
1906 Yachts set mint (Cat €100) plus two setenant pairs. (19).
Cat €720.  £ 220

5691 South West Africa: 1897-1919 Complete sets mint or
used, mainly fresh for 1897 set 4 (cat €50), 1898 set 6 used
incl key 25pf orange expertised twice on reverse (Cat €550),
1901 Yachts set 13 mint (Cat €650), attractively arrange on
KA-BE printed album page. (23). Cat €1250.  £ 400

5692 South West Africa: 1900 (12 Sept) KARIBIB PPC
Govts Garden Kamerun to Austria bearing 3pf yellow-brown
ovpted neatly tied by two KARIBIB CDS cancels, fine. Mi.5.

 £ 48

5693 South West Africa: 1900 (15 Sept) JAKALSWATER
2c grey postal stationery card to Colditz uprated with 3pf
yellow-brown ovptd and neatly tied by JAKALSWATER CDS
cancel, with Colditz arrival CDS, expertised Czimmek BPP,
fine and scarce.  £ 120
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5694 South West Africa: 1900 (16 Aug) PPC Spitzkopje &
Herero Family sent registered to Berlin bearing 3pf brown &
20pf ultr. both ovptd Deutsche- / Sudwesafrika and addl 2pf
grey unovptd each tied WINDHOEK CDS cancels and
Windhoek No.166 regd etiquette, few smudges but nice
combination, Mi 5 & 8 and 52.  £ 120

5695 South West Africa: 1901 No wmk. Yachts set 13 to 5m
fine used with some nice CDS examples incl WINDHUK,
KAHANDJA, OKAHAND.., AHANDJA, etc, lovely set,
Michel 11/23 Cat €360.  £ 125

5696 South West Africa: 1904 (26 Apr) Cover to Leipzig
bearing 10pf red tied KEETMANSHOOP  CDS, small tear
otherwise mainly fine.  £ 20

5697 South West Africa: 1906 (18 May) plain fieldpost card
to Bremen bearing nice GOBABIS CDS cancel and negative
GOBABIS posthorn seal struck on obverse in black,
expertising mark in red, this was applied to official and
military mainly fine and scarce.  £ 250

5698 South West Africa: 1906 Wmk. Loz. 5m carmine &
green-black very fine used with sock on the nose WINDHOEK
20/5 CDS cancel, expertised on reverse, superb, Michel 32Aa
Cat €370.  £ 130

5699 South West Africa: 1906 Yacht 5m green-black and
carmine fine used top value with part TSUMEB CDS cancel,
incomplete expertised handstamp on reverse, sound, Michel
32A b. Cat €450.  £ 120

5700 South West Africa: 1906 Yacht 5m green-black and
red fine used top value with part KARIBIB CDS cancel,
expertised Bothe on reverse, sound, Michel 32A a. Cat €370.

 £ 100

5701 South West Africa: FORERUNNER POSTMARKS
nice group of 17 items nearly all on paper forerunners 5pf strip
of 4 with four OMARURU CDS's, 5pf pair with full strike of
CA P C R O S S ,  2 m  p u r p l e  w i t h  R E H O B O T H  o r
OTJIMBINGUE, 50pf SWAKOPMUND or OMARURU,
30pf KARIBIB,  10pf red  GIBEON,  TANGA, 2pf
BETHANIEN, 3pf grey-brown pair KEETMANSHOOP, 20pf
blue with part OKAHANDJA, 5pf green pair TSUMEB (3
CDS's), UKAMAS, FELDPOSTSTATION  Nr.1, GROSS
BARMEN, boxed AUS WESTAFRIKA, all fine. (17 items).

 £ 450

5702 South West Africa: POSTMARKS nice group of 20
items nearly all off paper singles incl forerunner 2pf SEEIS,
manuscript Khanriver on 3pf yellow-brown, then ovptd 3pf
OKAHANDJA, Yachts 5pf to 5m incl KEETMANSHOOP,
WINDHUK, LUDERITZBUCHT, WARMBAD, GIBEON,
OMARURU, GUCHAB, REHOBOTH, GROOTFONTEIN,
KUB, OTJUMBINGUE, all fine. (20 items).  £ 425

5703 SOUTH WEST AFRICA: POSTMARKS nice group
of 6 items all on paper including overprinted 50pf chocolate
with Jakalswater violet handstamp above (partly obliterated by
postmark cat €4000 on cover), Yacht defins incl 10pf red strip
of three, Abbabis h/s on 5pf & 10pf, Epukiro h/s on 10c,
Gonias on 25pf in black, all fine. (6 items).  £ 90

5704 Togo: 1897-1919 Mint & used sets on two album
pages neatly arranged including 1897 set of 6 fine used (Cat
€160), 1900-19 Yachts set of 13 vals to 5m mint (Cat €270),

1909-19 set of 4 to 5m (Cat €49), plus a few British & French
occupation issues, mainly fine. Cat €600. (30).  £ 185

GERMANY (EAST)
5705 1949-1966 Both Mint and used extensive collection in
22 ring binder with useful content throughout including 1950
DEBRIA imperf miniature sheet both mint & used (hinge and
paper marks on reverse, Cat £425), Debria 84pf + 41pf mint
(Cat £65), 1951 Leipzig Fair both m & u sets, 1950 Science
long set of 10 mint (Cat £200), 1951 Visit set 2 mint (Cat
£54), 1951 Youth Festival set 4 mint (Cat £76), Russian Zone
1948 Scientists long set mint, extensive range of both mint and
used sets to 1960s. Good cat value. Useful lot 100s.  £ 225

5706 1949-1990 A superb collection of both unmounted
mint and fine used (mostly commercial used) sets complete for
the period, just needs the miniature sheets to complete,
extensive lot neatly arranged in an enormous stockbook, STC
€6200.  £ 1200

5707 1950 250th Anniv. Academy of Science set of ten
mainly unmounted mint, 12pf has torn corner not included in
estimate, 16pf has small ink mark, SG E20/29 cat £165.

 £ 35

5708 1950 German Stamp Exhibition DEBRIA Miniature
sheet, imperf as issue, fine hinged mint, fresh, SG MS E29a
Cat £200.  £ 40

5709 1950 Philatelic Exhibition 84pf + 41pf in unused (no
gum) bottom marginal block of 6 cat £360 mint.  SG E19.

 £ 30

5710 1953 Five Year Plan minute dots printing 17 of 18
unmounted mint for low values, hinged mint for higher values,
fresh, SG E120/137, needs 24pf to complete. Cat £200.

 £ 20

5711 1955 150th death anniversary of Schiller two mint
miniature sheets one with Berlin cancel SG MSE 212a E
210/12  £ 25

5712 1957 National Memorials Fund East German War
Victims mint miniature sheet cancelled SG MSE 349a.  £ 48

5713 1957 National Memorials Fund East German War
Victims mint miniature sheet cancelled SG MSE 349a.  £ 48

5714 1959 20 + 10 pf red Ravenbruck neatly CTO with
special cancel showing black impression printed double
variety, expertised on reverse, Michel 720DD cat €200.

 £ 40

5715 1964 15th Anniv of Democratic Rep. M/S,  very fine
with Berlin cancels.  SH MS  E794a.  £ 95

5716 1976-1990 Mainly unmounted mint collection (a few
cto) with good year runs assembly in Davo hingeless album
includes Miniature sheets, booklets, dozens of U/M sets,
masses of thematics, mainly complete for the period. Cat
€100s.  £ 100

5717 Postage Dues: 1956 Type B 15pf black violet
unmounted mint with few sweat gum spots being rare Type II
XI on fibre paper, expertised Gehard on reverse, Michel 31yII
XI.  Cat €900.  £ 80
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GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
5718 China: 1898 45 Degrees ovpt set of six mounted mint,
mainly fine, couple are expertised on reverse, Michel 1/6. Cat
€320.  £ 95

5719 China: 1898-1901 A superb fine used collection on
KA-BE printed album page complete for the period of basic
sets with Tientsin, Shanghai or Peking CDS cancels six of
which are on paper. Includes 1898 56 Degrees ovpt set (Cat
€90, 20pf has Boxer Rebellion KD Feldpost Exp. Tientsin part
CDS) plus 3pf yellow-brown extras (2, Mi. 1IIc & 1IIb Cat
€176), 1901 Germania overprint set 13 to 5m (Cat €600).
Mainly fine. (21).  £ 300

5720 China: 1900 Boxer Rebellion 3pf brown and 5pf green
nicely cancelled together on paper with PEKING 11/6 CDS
cancel, expertised on reverse by Richter, Michel PVa & b Cat
€920.  £ 250

5721 China: 1900 Tientsin full CDS on postal card cut close
all round 10pf red & 20pf ultramarine each tied by TIENTSIN
/ KAISERL. DEUTSCHE / POSTAGENTUR (9/6 or 12/3)
complete CDS cancels, fine.  £ 35

5722 China: 1901 Peking full CDS on paper, 20pf Yacht tied
by PEKING / 11/5 01 Complete CDS, few paper wrinkles
otherwise fine, Michel P VId Cat €550.  £ 125

5723 China: Attractive range on a stockcard including 1886-
89 Shanghai on 20pf ultramarine (Michel V42c, €200) with a
thin, 1906-19 ½d on 1m red Wmk Loz. one with TIENTSIN
CDS & another wit part TSINGTAU CDS, fine (18). Cat
€340+.  £ 95

5724 Morocco: 1899 (20 Dec) Surcharge set of six fine used
with top three values tied on paper with nice cancels for
LARACHE (2) & SAFFI, pus two shades for 10c on 10pf red.
Attractive group (7). Michel 1/6. Cat €220.  £ 60

5725 Morocco: 1899 Surcharge set of 6 fine hinged mint,
fresh, Michel 1/6 Cat €100.  £ 36

5726 Morocco: 1900 6p.25c on 5m black on red, superb fine
used with part TANGER 1904 CDS cancel, premium
example. Michel 19 III.  £ 140

5727 Morocco: 1900 Surcharge; 3c on 3pf to 1p25c on 1m
fine used neat TANGER CDS cancels on most plus
MARRAKESCH on 60c on 50c, three on paper, fine Michel
7/16I. Cat €155.  £ 45

5728 Morocco: 1905 No Wmk Surcharge; 3c on 3pf to 30c
on 25pf, 60c on 50c, 1p25c on 1m (26:17 holes Cat €190),
3p75c on 3m (25:16 holes cat €70), fine Michel range 21/25,
28, 30A, 32B. Cat €306.  £ 105

5729 Morocco: 1906 With watermark Complete surcharge
set of 12 fine used, mostly Tanger cancels but also Magazan,
etc, Michel 34/45. Cat €1400.  £ 500

5730 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3(pf) brown surcharge in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, folded in half and part
perf splits otherwise very fine, Mi. 46. Cat €130.  £ 40

5731 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3(pf) brown surcharge in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, folded in half and part
perf splits otherwise very fine, Mi. 46. Cat €130.  £ 40

5732 Morocco: 1911 Matt Overprint seven different mint
values 30c on 25pf to 6p.25 on 5m hinged mint, mostly fine
Michel 50a, 51x, 53II, 55b, 56b, 57B, 58IA b. Cat €176. (7).

 £ 55

5733 Morocco: 1911 Wmk Loz, complete set of 13 fine used
nice CDS examples including 1p25c on 1m with FES, 2p50c
& 3p.75c both TANGER CDS, 6p25c on 5m is MEKNES
1912 CDS, all fine, Michel 46/58IAa. Cat €900.  £ 325

5734 P.O. in Morocco: 1899 Surcharge set of 6 mainly fine
mint (5c & 10c f.u.) all fresh and clean, SG 1/6.  £ 48

5735 P.O. in Morocco: 1905 3p75c on 3m violet black perf
26:17 hinged mint bottom marginal example, diagonal gum
bend otherwise fresh, Mi. 32A.  £ 50

5736 P.O. in Morocco: 1905 Surcharge top values 60c on
50pf to 6p.25c on 5m mainly fine mint (1p.25 on 1m is
thinned 25x16) mainly all fresh and clean, SG 33/38. High cat
value. (6).  £ 175

5737 P.O. in Morocco: 1906 1p25c on 1m red very fine used
nice CASABLANCA CDS cancel across the entire stamp,
lightly struck, very fine, Mi. 43. Cat €220.  £ 75

5738 P.O. in Morocco: 1906-11 Wmk Lozenges Surcharge
set of 12 to 6p.25c on 5m mainly fine mint (3c & 60c f.u.)
mainly all fresh and clean, SG 39/50. High cat value. (12).

 £ 200

5739 P.O. in Morocco: 1911-18-11 Surcharge set 5c to 2p50
on 2m all fine used CDS examples, 11 out of 13 values. (10),
good cat value.  £ 70

5740 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 10pia on 2m blue surcharge
type I very fine used with CONSTANTINOPEL cancel and
expertised twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 21I. Cat
€130.  £ 48

5741 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black
surcharge type II hinged mint, vertical gum bend but
expertised twice on reverse. Michel 22II. Cat €130.  £ 48

5742 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black
surcharge type II very fine used on paper tied with
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel. Michel 22II. Cat
€200.  £ 65

5743 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black
surcharge type II very fine used on paper tied with
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel and expertised on
twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 22II. Cat €200.

 £ 65

5744 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type
I very fine used on paper with JERUSALEM CDS cancel.
Expertised Grobe on reverse, few wrinkles. Michel 20I. Cat
€130.  £ 38

5745 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type
I very fine used with JERUSALEM 1902 CDS cancel.
Expertised Bothe BPP on reverse, very fine. Michel 20I. Cat
€130.  £ 45

5746 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red top left corner
marginal hinged mint example, expertised on reverse Bothe
BPP. Michel 20I. Cat €130.  £ 45
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5747 P.O. in Turkey: 1905 2½ Pia on 50pf dark brown-lilac
and black in a top imprint marginal unmounted mint block of
4 with HAN numbers 30,00 & 35,00, nice positional piece,
Michel 30. Cat €48+ for mint.  £ 40

5748 P.O. in Turkey: 1913 (29 Mar) Parcel Post used receipt
(11½cm x 5cm) bearing 4pia on 80pf and 10pia on 2m blue
on the other side both tied SYMRNA DEUTSCHE POST
CDS cancels and three numbered labels 365, 366 & 367
Deutsches Postamt / Smynra. Very attractive and scarce.
Michel 43 & 45.  £ 80

5749 P.O. in Turkish Empire: 1889 Set of 5 surcharges fine
used, sound, SG 9/16.  £ 70

5750 P.O. in Turkish Empire: 1900 15pi on 3m violet-black
fine used double CDS's, trace of surface rub in SE corner
otherwise with very fresh appearance, nice key value.  SG 27.

 £ 50

5751 Small but interesting group including P.O. in China
forerunners 2m red-lilac with Shanghai CDS, 10pf Shanghai
on paper,  3pf ovptd tied to paper with TSINGTAU
BAHNPOST oval, 10pf red ovptd and SEEPOST CDS, S.
Africa ½d green pair tied SWAKOPMUND or WINDHOEK
ovals on paper, two embossed KOMMAND labels, 1884
Constantinopel CDS on 10pf Eagle postal stationery card to
Saxony with trade h/s, Mariana 20pf blue on paper and mint,
plus Yacht 5m top value mint, intr selection (18 + P/S Card).

 £ 65

5752 Turkey: 1884 Set of five all fine used with two top key
values expertised on reverse for 1¼ PIA on 25pf & 2½PIA on
50pf, Michel 1/5 Cat €550. (5).  £ 200

5753 Turkey: 1884-1900 Mainly fine used assembly of sets
including 1884 set 5 (2½pia on 50pf is mint, 1889 set of 5 fine
used, 1900 set of 12 fine used, with top value fine mint,
mostly sound, Michel 1/5, 6/10, 12/23III. Cat €800.  £ 250

5754 Turkey: 1889 Set of five surcharges fine used with top
value expertised on reverse, Michel 6/10 Cat €60. (5).  £ 20

5755 Turkey: 1902-04 Serif on A type II surcharge 25PIA on
5m hinged mint with some hinge remains, otherwise fresh,
Michel 23II Cat €240.  £ 75

5756 Turkey: 1902-04 Serif on A type II surcharge set to
10pia on 2m fine used mainly sound, (5) Cat €520. Michel
12II/14II - 20II/21II I.  £ 160

5757 Turkey: 1905-13 With watermark Complete surcharge
set of 12 fine used, 15PIA on 3m is hinged mint, nice range of
different cancels, Michel 36/47. Cat €350.  £ 110

5758 Turkey: 1908 Complete surcharge set of 5 fine used,
Michel 48/52. Cat €180.  £ 55

5759 Turkey: 1908 Diagonal surcharge set of 5 to 100c on
80pf fine used good CDS's, mainly very fine, Michel 48/52 Cat
€180.  £ 60

5760 Turkey: 1908 Diagonal surcharge set of 5 to 100c on
80pf fine used good CDS's, mainly very fine, Michel 48/52 Cat
€180. 25c & 50c are expertised on reverse.  £ 60

GERMANY - STATES
5761 1851 1 (kr) black on pale yellow fine hinged mint
original gum with hinge remains, neatly cut with margins on
three sides, lovely example, Michel 1 Cat €1400.  £ 125

5762 1851 9 (kr) black on rose-white fine unused no gum,
neatly cut with margins on four sides, lovely example, signed
in pencil on reverse, Michel 4 Cat €6000 for mint.  £ 120

5763 1855 Sachsen ½ grosch black on entire with criss-cross
cancel also Meerane cds.  £ 16

5764 1859 30kr orange nice fine used example with 3
margins and numeral target cancel, expertised Georg Buhler
on reverse, Mi.25 cat €400.  £ 50

5765 1867 Prussia 1sgr. pink on cover with Konigsberg
Stadt-Post boxed cancel, with red wax seal on reverse.  £ 25

5766 1875 Wavy Line Wmk 3kr carmine-red in a complete
sheet of 30 unmounted mint but folded, partly split and curled
along the bottom with small piece missing, hard to find in
complete sheets, Michel 33 Cat €75 for U/M.  £ 30

5767 Bavaria 1849 - 1920 with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 150 different defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints with individual stamps cat up to
£3750 each, noted 1849 5 values including 1k black used to
18k orange m+u (cat £4900) 1849 'circle cut' 2 values to 6k
brown used (cat £406), 1862 colours changed 6 values used
to 18k red (cat £1060), 1867 imperf set to 12k mauve used
(cat £400) 1870 perf set of 7 values to 18k used (cat £130),
1881 complete used (cat £132), 1911 set to 5m used (cat
£240), 1919 1st free state complete m+u (cat £50). Very fine
lot with high cat. c150  £ 550

5768 Bavaria: 1850 18k red in a nice fine used 4 margin
example with part 59 numeral cotton reel cancel, sound, SG
32 Cat £650.  £ 100

5769 Bavaria: 1862 18k red an attractive 2-3 good margin
fine used example with neat 345 cotton reel sock on the nose
postmark, thinned and cut along right side otherwise nice neat
example of is top value, SG 32 Cat £750.  £ 48

5770 Bavaria: 1920 (9 Jan) Two philatelic unaddr covers
bearing complete set of 16 Freistaat overprints to 5m each tied
LINDAU Bodensee / 9 / JAN / Vor 10-11 / 20 CDS cancels
in black, attractive and fine, Mi 136/151.  £ 48

5771 Bavaria: Extensive collection on Schaubek printed
leaves with many nice fine used examples including 1850 18k
yellow (3 large margins, cat £300), 18k red (no margins neatly
cut cat £800), 1867 to 9k imperf, 1870 to 18k perf, 1876 to
5m top values, 1911 Prince Regent set to 5m CDS used (cat
£250+), same set but CTO complete to 20m (cat £400+), a
few tete-beche pairs, 1919 to 5m mainly used, 1919 second
ovpt 10m used (cat £60), 1920 CTO to 10m, Officials incl
1920 1m purple second printings (STC €600, taken as is), plus
a small mint collection STC £520 etc, useful lot.  £ 250

5772 Binder containing mainstream early to 1920s mint and
used for many different states, very mixed condition noted
Baden, Bavaria good range of values to 18k red imperf, good
range of Embossed arms perf, 1919 Republic 10m green perf
used (crease, cat £80), Prussia, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis, etc,
very mixed but some better pickings, 100s.  £ 125
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5773 Hannover one groschen postal stationery cover with
Osnabruck cds addressed to Rabingen in Melle. with boxed
Melle in blue/green on reverse.  £ 20

5774 Hannover one groschen postal stationery cover with
Walsrode boxed cancel addressed to Gottingen both Lower
Saxony, some minor toning.  £ 20

5775 Hanover: 1850-63 Range of imperfs used (5), 1859
Posthorn (2), 3pf red (2), 1859 Head two values with coloured
frames plus seven postmarks on two pieces. (18).  £ 45

5776 Hanover: 1859 3gr yellow GV very fine used mostly
large to massive 4 margins tied to paper but complete
HANNOVER CDS in blue, very fine SG 28.  £ 45

5777 Hanover: 1859 3gr yellow reprint, in a superb
unmounted mint top sheet of 25 imperf with good to large
margins and 3 sides of the sheet all round, couple minor rust
spots otherwise very fine Michel 16 cat €5000, SG 28 Cat
£3750. Attractive multiple.  £ 50

5778 Hanover: 1864 Roulette ½gr black posthorn very fine
used nice blue CDS and red crayon lines, very neat and fine
example, SG 36a cat £425.  £ 48

5779 Original collection 1851 issues to 1920s with a nice
mint and used range of 190 different incl Wurttemberg, Thurn
& Taxis, Saxony, Prussia, N. German Confed., Hanover,
Hamburg, overprints, surcharges etc. (c190).  £ 225

5780 Wurttemberg: 1861 (29 Mar) Entire Letter Lauphelm
to Biberach bearing 3kr orange imperf with 3 good margins,
vertical filing fold. Mi 7b.  £ 20

5781 Wurttemberg: 1865-68 Roulette 10 18k orange top
value fine used nice CDS, closed tear and uneven roulette
otherwise scarce top value, SG 71 cat £1200.  £ 120

5782 Wurttemberg: Old time collection on leaves mint and
used with useful unpicked from early issues to 1923. Includes
sets and part ranges noted 1851 3k & 9k, 1859 6k green, 1863
1k green, 9k brown, 1869 7k & 9k, 1875 15 values to 50pf
green & 50pf grey (cat £65), 1906 Cent. ovpts 2pf grey f.u.,
3pf brown mint, officials same ovpt to 50pf, 1916 Jubilee set
mint, 1916 Jubilee set mint, 1919 Volksstaat set mint, 1920
Stag set mint, 1922 surcharges mint, some back of the book
etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC £620+, (c220)

 £ 150

5783 Wurttemberg: Postage Dues 1916 Wilhelm II set of 10
on paper each cancelled First Day of Issue 6th October
Stuttgart CDS postmarks.  Michel 241/250. Cat €150.  £ 38

5784 Wurttemburg: Officials No wmk; Mint blocks on four
album pages includes 1881 20pf ultramarine in blocks of 30
(2), 15, 5 (2) (Michel 204a cat €2.50 each, €212), 1890 3pf
brown in multiples of 30, 25, 20, 10 (Michel 208 cat €4 each,
€340), 5pf green in blocks of 25 (3 blocks) & block of 10
(Michel 209 cat €6 each, €510), 1902 40pf black and carmine
blocks of 10 (3), block 8, blocks of 15 (3) cat €6 each, €498).
Few affixed with the margins otherwise fine and fresh. Cat
€1560.  £ 120

GERMANY - W. BERLIN
5785 1946 Province Sachsen Soviet Occupation 89a
Wiederaufbau 42+28pf pair with margin and Zahna cancel

with cancel although MNH plus Berlin block of four with
cancelled although MNH.  £ 20

5786 1949 2pf black vertical side marginal pair unmounted
mint with red BERLIN overprint OMITTED on bottom stamp
variety, expertised on reverse, Michel 21F, cat €750.  £ 200

5787 1949 Berlin Relief Fund 1st Miniature sheet on
Industrie-Messe Hannover special postcard cancelled with
similar special 5th May 1950 CDS cancels x 2.  Couple of glue
marks when affixed otherwise scarce M/S used, SG MS B70a.

 £ 1000

5788 1949 Birth Bicent of Goethe 40pf blue on cover to UK,
small faults SG B63 cat £70 as used.  £ 20

5789 1949 Goethe /birth Bicent. set of 3 very fine used,
sound, SG B61/3.  £ 75

5790 1950 European Recovery Programme 20pf on
Industrie-Messe Hannover 1951 special postcard cancelled
with similar special 5th May 1951 CDS cancel. SG B71.

 £ 20

5791 1950-1990 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
of many commem sets, high cat issues including 1950 ERP
(Cat £140), 1950 Orchestra set 2 (Cat £210), 1951 Freedom
Bell set of all 3 printings (Cat £380), 1951 Stamp Day (Cat
£76), 1952 Beethoven (Cat £60), 1952-3 Famous Berliners
long set (Cat £170), 1954 Building 70pf yellow-olive (Cat
£160), neatly arranged. STC €2745.  £ 350

5792 1952 Famous Berliners set of ten fine used, sound,
Michel 91/100, Cat €50. (SG B91/100).  £ 16

5793 Ancient album pages with a fine used range including
1948 Ovpts in black 13 vals to 1m (taken as is), 1949 red
Ovpt set of 14 to 2m used (taken as is), 1949 75th Anniv of
UPU set 7, 1949 Goethe set 3, surch set 4, 1950 ERP,
Philharmonic set, Lortzing, 1951 Freedom Bell all 3 sets, 1951
Stamp Day, 1952 Beethoven FDC, Olympics, 1952-3 Famous
Berliners set, 1953 Memorial Church set, others to 1962, huge
cat value, mainly in very fine condition with nice postmarks.

 £ 450

5794 Binder containing mint & used (or both in some cases)
collection including 1948 Overprint in black to 1m used (Cat
£200), 3m red used (Faults cat £900), 1949 UPU set 7 used
(Cat £440), 1949 Goethe set 3 unmounted mint (Cat €320),
set 3 used (Cat €180), 1950 Philharmonic set mint (Cat £200),
set used (Cat £175), 1951 Freedom Bell Clapper left set mint
(Cat £140), Clapper centre set mint (Cat £110), 1952
Beethoven both m & u, 1952 Olympics set 3 on special
postcard, 1952 Famous Berliners set used, 1953 Berliners set
used, hereon huge amount of commems to 1990 etc, useful lot
and high cat value.  £ 150

GERMANY (WEST)
5795 1949 Berlin Relief Fund miniature sheet superb CTO
gummed fine used with 2.1.50 100 Year special illustrated
cancels from BERLIN CHARLOTTENBURG.  Fine and
scarce, SG MS B70a cat £3000.  £ 500

5796 1949 Centenary of 1st postage stamps set 3 on
Industrie-Messe Hannover 1950 special postcard cancelled
with similar special 5th May 1951 CDS cancels x 3. SG
1035/7.  £ 60
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5797 1953 (18 Jul) Transport Exhibition set of 4 on airmail
cover to UK, tied nice FDI special cancels. SG 1093/6.

 £ 18

5798 1953 Transport Exhibition set of 4 marginal
unmounted mint, very fine, Michel 167/170.  £ 28

5799 1954 Heuss Definitive set of 20 marginal unmounted
mint, very fine, Michel 177/196.  £ 100

5800 1959 Beethoven Hall Miniature sheet both unmounted
mint, and fine used, fine, SG MS 1233a.  £ 35

5801 1959 Beethoven Miniature sheet on a lovely illustrated
FDC, unaddr, with special Bonn CDS cancels, beautiful cover,
Mi. Block 2.  £ 50

5802 1960-1991 An attractive unmounted mint collection in
Lighthouse hingeless printed album with a huge amount of
completion including defin sets, miniature sheets, etc, only a
few spaces left to fill, good cat value. STC €1100.  £ 300

5803 1972-1986 Dual mint and used huge assembly of sets
and ranges of commem issues, includes miniature sheets,
many thematics, nice fine used etc, 100s.  £ 35

5804 1972-75 Three philatelic exhibition sunken cards made
for Berlin '72 (2 diff) & Bephila 75 each of the three luxury
cards showing stamps from 1949-50 printed in red or green on
buff card de luxe.  Michel 72/3, 72/4 & 75/2. STC DM 270.
(Approx £90).  £ 30

5805 1983-2005 West & United Germany; Extensive fine
used and or unmounted mint commems collection in two well
filled Lindner printed hingeless albums, huge amount of sets
and miniature sheets with good catalogue values, attractive lot,
cheap starting price. 100s. STC €1500+.  £ 150

5806 Binder containing extensive 1949 to 1971 defins and
commems mint & used. Noted 1949 Opening of Parliament
used (Cat £60), UPU f.u. (Cat £60), Stamp Centenary set 3
mint (Cat £148), Refugees Relief Fund set mint (Cat £170),
set fine used (Cat £230), 1950 Bach set 2 both m & u (Cat
£315), plus set 2 on cover to France (Cat £145 used), 1951 St
Mary's Church set both m & u (Cat £520) plus 20pf+5pf on
cover to London (Cat £110 used), 1951 Nat. Philatelic Ex. set
2 both m & u (Cat £275), Humanitarian Relief Fund used,
1952 Humanitarian Fund set used (cat £155), 1952 Telephone
both m & u (Cat £99), 1953 Fund set used (Cat £140), 1954
Fund set m, hereon good runs of each year mint or used or
both, enormous cat value. 100s.  £ 350

5807 Well filled collection on pages in a binder with a huge
amount of mint & used sets and ranges, some earlier from
Reich, then 1949 onwards fine used to 1957, hereon mainly
mint / unmounted mint to 1970s, attractive lot with good cat
value.  £ 75

GERMANY - ZONES
5808 Berlin & Brandenburg: 1946 (21 Feb) regd cover
Berlin to Bad Hamburg bearing 1945 normal perf set of 7
values to 30pf olive and additional 5pf yellow-green with the
scarce zig-zag roulette perf, Michel 1A/7A and 1B Cat €164.

 £ 44

5809 Binder containing mint & used (or both in some cases)
collection including Allied Military Post many used to 50pf,
American, British & Russian Zones 1946 42pf green used (Cat

£50), Miniature sheet mint (wrinkles, Cat £80), Br. &
American Zones 1948 ovptd posthorns, 1949 Goethe m & u,
1949 Insurrection set 3 mint (Cat £45), Russian Zone
Mecklenburg, 1945 Victims of Fascism set 3 mint (Cat £120),
Child Welfare set m, 1946 Imperf 4pf blue mint (Cat £50),
Saxony, East Saxony, Thuringia, 1949 Goethe set 5 m (2), etc,
useful lot.  £ 75

5810 French Zone: 1946 (26 Apr) Local cover sent in
WANGEN  bearing top two values 2m blue Friedrich von
schiller & 5m Heinrich Heine tied WANGEN CDS cancels,
two folds on left not affecting stamps, nice philatelic item,
seldom seen on cover, Mi 12/13.  £ 150

5811 Soviet Zone: Five 1949 cover with original contents
bearing 1948 50pf blue tied DRESDEN CDS's, some are tatty
all from original correspondence. (5).  £ 15

GHANA
5812 1958 1d carmine top sheet plate 1 marginal strip of 3
U/M with centre stamp showing broken ornament in top left
frame variety, fine, SG D14 var.  £ 18

5813 1958 4d brown on cream registered postal stationery
envelope size G unused, very fine, H & G 1.  £ 20

5814 Postal Orders: 1996-2007 Seven different postal orders
with counterfoils incl 1996 C10 on 90no surcharge at NIMA
PMR, 1997 C50 surcharge, 2007 C5,000, C10,000, C50,000,
C100,000 & C200,000 values used at ACCRA TFL
COUNTER, very attractive  (7).  £ 50

GIBRALTAR
5815 1800's Thirty Queen Victoria postal stationery unused
postcards/wrappers various values includes ½d, 1d and 10c +
3 King Edward VII postcards mixed condition some toning
fading and frayed corners.  £ 25

5816 1840 (17 Sept) Entire Letter to Cadiz bearing a good
strike of the GIBRALTAR curved boxed cancel in black
(Type 2) with PAID in black underneath, manuscript 18 reals
chargemark carried on the P & O Steamer Montrose on her
maiden voyage which called at Falmouth 6th Sept., Cadiz 13th
Sept., Gibraltar 13th Sept., Cadiz 18th Sept. & back to
Falmouth on 26th Sept. Intr maiden voyage item.  £ 120

5817 1843 (7 Dec) Part Entire Letter written in Spanish to
Cadiz bearing 9 9 chargemark in red for the Spanish Overland
rate, and scarce three line S.ROQ / ANDI DAXA in red and
on reverse red ...BOOUE / 7 / DEC / 1843  / INDAL B.  CDS
cancel, nice early use.  £ 125

5818 1860 (14 Jul) Entire Letter Gibraltar to Cadiz bearing
Spanish 4 cuartos orange (2 margins) tied by superb 63
cartwheel cancellation and cancelled at SAN ROQUE CADIZ
15 Jul CDS on obverse, CADIZ arrival backstamps, mainly
fine.  £ 100

5819 1881 GB used abroad: Three Queen Victoria 1d lilac
on A26 cancelled cover from Kings Bastion to United States
with enclosed letter. With via France & England manuscript.
Receiving CDS on reverse.  £ 35

5820 1886 2½d Blue hinged mint very fine showing
Watermark inverted variety, nice example and scarce (SG
11w, £400)  £ 125
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5821 1886 Group of five different values mint to very lightly
mounted mint, noted 2d& 2½d toned gum part o.,g, 4d
mounted mint, 6d & 1s very fine fresh mint (these two have
Richter 1994 certificates), SG 3/7 Cat £1280.  £ 400

5822 1886-1889 Duplicated range of QV issues mainly fine
used including 1886 ½d green (12), 1d red (8), 1889
surcharges 5c on ½d green (13), 10c on 1d rose (10), 25c on
2d brown-purple (22), 25c on 2½d blue (23), 40c on 4d
orange-brown (17), 50c on 6d bright lilac (12), 75c on 1s
bistre (3), great study lot for varieties etc.  SG range 1/2,
15/21. Cat in excess of £2500.  £ 250

5823 1886-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1886 ½d mint, 1d, 2d & 2½d used (Cat
£117), 1886-7 1d, 2d & 2½d mint, 1889 to 25c on 2½d (Cat
£165), 1889-96 mint for 20c, 50c, 75c, both 1pta (Cat £134),
2p & 5p used (Cat £130), 1898 Reissue mint set 7 (Cat £190),
1903 to 1s m & u, 1904-08 6d & 1s m, 1912-24 2s & 4s mint
(Cat £67), 1921 2s m, 4s used (Cat £130), 1925 2s, 2/6 & 10s
mint (Cat £52), 1931-22 set m (Cat £95), 1935 SJ set m. (83).

 £ 425

5824 1886-7 Specimen overprints on ½d green, 4d orange-
brown, 6d lilac and 1s bistre with brownish toned gum, SG
range 8s, 12s, 13s. (4).  £ 25

5825 1886-87 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, mainly fine SG
8/14 Cat £600.  £ 240

5826 1886-87 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s bistre all
mounted mainly fine, ½d is unused,  all very fine fresh frontal
appearance, scarce set, SG 8/14.  £ 250

5827 1889 50c on 6d bright lilac and 5p slate-grey both
mounted mint with SPECIMEN overprint in black, fine, SG
20s & 33s.  £ 40

5828 1889 Complete set of seven hinged mint, a couple have
short foot on 5 variety for lower values, nice set, SG 15/21.
Cat £200.  £ 65

5829 1889-96 Complete set of twelve hinged mint, slight
adherence on 1p bistre otherwise nice set, SG 22/33. Cat
£225.  £ 85

5830 1890 Part receipt from a court document bearing
Stamp Duty revenues 1884 1p.25c lilac, 2p50c lilac, 5p lilac
and red pair and a single all tied oval datestamps of the
Supreme Court.  Mainly sound, scarce on early docs.
Barefoot 2, 5, 6.  £ 60

5831 1898 4 values hinged mint with fresh appearance for
2d, 4d, 6d & 1/-, all fine SG 41, 43/5.  £ 40

5832 1898 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, mainly fine SG
39/45 Cat £190.  £ 75

5833 1898 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, mainly fresh, SG
39/45 Cat £190.  £ 48

5834 1898-1962 Mint assembly on stockage including 1898
½d, 1d & 2½d (Cat £66), 1912 2s, 1921 2s & 4s (Cat £77),
1925 2s to 10s (cat £72), 1931 set, 1938 to 5s (12 incl
shades), 1953-59 set 14 (Cat £180), 1960-62 set (Cat £80),
1948 RSW. Useful assembly (83).  £ 100

5835 1902-1910 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red
on postcard of Castle Street with Gibraltar Paquebot cancel.
Addressed to United States.  £ 12

5836 1902-1910 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red
on postcard of Madeira with Gibraltar Paquebot cancel.
Addressed to United States.  £ 12

5837 1903 £1 dull purple and black on red uncounted mint
example with corner crease and wrinkles otherwise nice top
value, SG 55 Cat £650.  £ 200

5838 1903 2s green and blue hinged mint, mainly fine SG 52
Cat £200.  £ 80

5839 1903 2s green and blue hinged mint with fresh
appearance, SG 52 Cat £200.  £ 80

5840 1903 2s green & blue fresh hinged mint example,
diagonal crease but does not detract, very nice, SG 52 Cat
£200.  £ 65

5841 1903 (4 Jun) Photo postcard of Algerciras addr to
Scotland bearing ½d green tied Gibraltar A26 CDS & duplex,
some tone spotting and underpaid so T & 1d / IS / D
handstamps applied on reverse with manuscript 1/5. Nice early
item.  £ 30

5842 1903 4s dull purple and green hinged mint, mainly fine
SG 53 Cat £150.  £ 60

5843 1903 8s dull purple and black on blue sound hinged
mint bottom left plate number corner marginal examples,
hinge remains in the margins and slight tones, nice positional
example. SG 54 Cat £170.  £ 75

5844 1903 GVI Complete set ½d to 1s hinged mint, mainly
fine SG 46/51 Cat £162. (6).  £ 48

5845 1904-08 Both 2s green and blue for ordinary and
chalky paper mounted mint, 1905 2s has tone spot otherwise
fine, SG 62, 62a Cat £240.  £ 75

5846 1904-08 Chalky 2d, 6d & 1s all hinged mint, fine, SG
58a, 60a, 61a, Cat £97.  £ 32

5847 1904-08 Set to 1s hinged mint, odd fault incl 6d & 1s
surface rubs, SG 56/61 Cat £156. (6).  £ 35

5848 1908 Wmk MCA Ordinary set to 2s hinged mint, nearly
all nicely mounted with good colour and sound, ½d, 1d & 2d
are unmounted mint, 2s has pencil on reverse, SG 56/62.

 £ 175

5849 1910 2s purple and bright blue on blue hinged mint,
usual streaky gum, nice looker, SG 72 Cat £65.  £ 24

5850 1910 4s black and carmine mounted mint part right
side marginal example, fine, SG 73 Cat £170.  £ 68

5851 1910 Wmk MCCA 2/- purple and bright blue on blue
a lovely and fresh hinged mint example, fine SG 72.  £ 32

5852 1912 £1 dull purple and black on red hinged mint
example, hinge remains and gum bend otherwise fine and
fresh, SG 85 cat £140.  £ 68

5853 1912 4s black and carmine vertical left side marginal
PAIR lightly hinged on both stamps, pencil mark in margin,
pretty multiple, SG 83 Cat £76.  £ 35
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5854 1912 4s black and carmine very fine used sock on the
nose GIBRALTAR / PARCEL POST / 6 MY 15 CDS cancel,
very fine, SG 83 cat £55.  £ 24

5855 1912-24 £1 dull purple and black on red hinged mint,
very fine, SG 85 Cat £140.  £ 55

5856 1912-24 8s dull purple and green sound used part oval
cancel (not guaranteed), horizontal crease and slightly rubbed,
SG 84 Cat £130.  £ 28

5857 1912-30 Small mint range on stockcard incl 1912 2d,
1/- (black and green, or emerald back), 2/- dull purple and
blue on blue mint, 1921 low vals x 6 to 1/- olive and black
mint.  £ 35

5858 1924 8s dull purple and green hinged mint, very fine,
SG 101 Cat £325.  £ 125

5859 1925 £5 violet and black a superb good fine used
example with neat REGISTERED / 3 JY 36 / 2/ GIBRALTAR
oval datestamp, trace of blunt perf otherwise superb key top
value, SG 108 Cat £6000.  £ 2000

5860 1925-32 KGV £5 violet & black, wmk multi crown.
Superb fresh hinged mint with fabulous appearance. SG 108
Cat £1600. Beautiful example of this rare top value. Bolaffi
photo cert accompanies. Superb.  £ 800

5861 1925-32 Set to 10s mint, includes both 1s shades, 2s,
2/6, 5s & 10s all hinged, fine appearance, SG 102/106 Cat
£100. (6).  £ 40

5862 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
114/17.  £ 20

5863 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/17.  £ 48

5864 1936 (1 Dec.) 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered
cover to UK tied neat REGISTERED ovals, fine. SG 114/7.
Cat £48 as used.  £ 40

5865 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set of 14 (cat £180), 1948 RSW
set (cat £60), 1949 UPU, etc, cat £246. (29).  £ 82

5866 1938-51: 2s. black & brown, wmk. Multiple Script CA,
a used example showing scarce variety: ""Bird on the
Memorial"" (Row 9, stamp 3), lightly cancelled leaving the
variety clear. Corner perf. crease otherwise scarce SG Cat
£500. Lovely example.  £ 275

5867 1938-51 Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1,
very fresh, SG 121/31 cat £180.  £ 90

5868 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 brown-orange high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 135. Cat £60.  £ 30

5869 1949 P.13 1d red-brown Rock of Gibraltar in a
complete sheet of 60 pl.2B unmounted mint, folded in half
otherwise very fine, SG 122d STC £330.  £ 120

5870 1951 (27 Oct) Large privately printed registered
enve lope  to  UK bear ing GVI 5  defins  to  3d  t ied
REGISTERED CDS cancel, printed blue artworks of the
Island, Bullfighter and Fly postman fly, bring me a quick reply.
Sent from L/T Wheatly HMS Broadward. Some wrinkles
otherwise fine and unique.  £ 30

5871 1967 Two postcards of HMS Victory on first day of
issue posted on board ship with Captains autograph.  £ 12

5872 1970 British Air Mountains Official Expedition typed
cover BFPS Gibraltar postmark and signed by leader Major
D.N. Hall.  £ 20

5873 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the
Royal Engineers three typed illustrated covers with autographs
of commanding officers.  £ 20

5874 1994-5 & 1997 Year packs (3) complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, includes miniature
sheets, nice thematics. STC £115.  £ 30

5875 1999-2009 Annual Year packs for 1999-2004
complete and then 2009 each with unmounted mint stamp sets
for each year. Original retail upwards of £34 each. Mainly fine.
(7).  £ 70

5876 2011 Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, includes miniature sheets, nice thematics.
STC £159.  £ 55

5877 2012 Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, includes miniature sheets, nice thematics.
STC £169.  £ 60

5878 2013 Year pack complete with all stamps for the year
unmounted mint, includes miniature sheets, nice thematics.
STC £206.  £ 72

5879 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1886 to 2½d
m & u, 1898 to 1p, 1903 to 1s used, GV to 2s, 5s mint, 1938
to 2s mint, 1960 to £1 mint, 1967 Ships to £1 mint, 1977 to
£5, 1982 to £5 mint, 1987 to £5 mint, then a run of defins and
commems to 1991, useful lot for sorting out.  £ 100

5880 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on seven
large stockcards some light duplication noted 1889 20c olive-
green f.u. (Cat £100), mint (5), 50c mint (3), 1931 GV set (3,
cat £26 each), 1912 2s mint, 1938 SG 122, 126A mint, extra
values to 5s, 1949 UPU etc, nice clean lot. (Approx 130).

 £ 100

5881 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on thirty
large stockcards some light duplication noted 1953 set to £1
(Cat £205) plus extra 5s, postage due sets, 1967 Ships set (2,
cat £32 each), 1982 Aircraft set, 1977 long set (Cat £39),
1999 long set, 2004 300th Anniv. M/S, 2013 60th Anniv. long
set (Cat £44), 1993 Architectural Heritage long set (Cat £55),
etc, nice clean lot with many attractive commem sets and
thematics. (Approx 560 + 20 M/S).  £ 230

5882 Collection on leaves mint and used noted 1938 1½d
carmine p.14 pair (Cat £70), 1943 2d grey in bottom corner
marginal plate 2B mint blk of 6, 1951 2d sheet no blk of 6 (cat
£34), 1942 6d blk of 6 (Cat £66), 1987 Guns set to £5, 1993
set to £3 u/m, 1994 set to £5 u/m, etc, useful little lot.  £ 80

5883 Mint collection on old time shabby leaves with some
annotations for different printings from Q.V. to 1950 noted
Q.V. 1889 25c ultr, GVI to 6d (stated to be SG 70 Cat £150,
rubbed), GV incl 1s green shades (5 Cat £20 each), 1921-27
MSCA good range of shades to 1s (3), 1925 1s shades (4, one
plate number 2 single), 1931-33 set, 1935 SJ set, GVI good
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annotated range for different printings to £1, 10s (3), 5s (3), 2s
(7), etc, high cat value in excess of £850. (c125).  £ 210

5884 Mint duplicated collection on stockpages with better
pickings including 1886 ½d (2), 1d, 1889 20c (2), vals to 2p,
1898 ½d (2), 1d (2), 2d, 2½d pair (96), 4d pair, 6d, 1s pair
(Cat £96), 1938 set of 14 (Cat £180), plus many vals to £1,
1948 RSW set, 1953 set (Cat £180), 1960 set to £1 (Cat £80),
commems to 1970s etc, very mixed but useful cat value
(£1425+) & assembly.  £ 200

5885 Postal Order: 1985 40p British Postal  Order in blue
overprint GIBRALTAR and General Post Office CDS intact
with counterfoil uncashed. Fine.  £ 40

5886 QV 2d red registered postal stationery envelope unused
with large SPECIMEN printed on reverse, flap slightly stuck
down and closed tear otherwise sound.  £ 20

5887 QV Newspaper Wrapper postal stationery unused with
10 CENTIMOS red and overprinted  SPECIMEN diagonally
in black. Mainly sound.  £ 25

5888 QV Newspaper Wrapper postal stationery unused with
5 CENTIMOS green and overprinted  SPECIMEN diagonally
in black. Mainly sound.  £ 25

5889 QV Registered postal stationery envelope unused with
20 CENTIMOS red and overprinted  SPECIMEN diagonally
in black on obverse. Splitting across the flap and hinge mark
on front.  £ 18

5890 QV Registered postal stationery envelope unused with
20 CENTIMOS red and overprinted  SPECIMEN diagonally
in black on reverse. Some toning and a hinge remain otherwise
sound.  £ 25

5891 QV-EDVII Group of covers mainly regd P/S fronts
with EDVII uprated combinations, 1863 front bearing GB 6d
lilac (torn) tied A26 cancel, 1905 PPC The Convent used to
Town Range.  Very mixed but intr. (7).  £ 35

5892 Spanish Currency: QV Registered Postal stationery
envelope unused 20centimos on 2d red, couple light tones,
otherwise v fine.  £ 15

GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
5893 1911 Pandanus Pine set of 4 all fine used mainly large
violet CDS cancels, (4) SG 8/11 Cat £55.  £ 22

5894 1911 Protectorate ½d green, 2d grey, 6d dull purple
and bright purple & 1s black on green all fine used, mainly
large violet or black CDS cancels, (4) SG 1, 3, 6/7 Cat £190.

 £ 75

5895 1911 Set minus 1d red hinged mint, various tone spots
or hinge remains but mainly nice appearance, SG 1, 3/7 Cat
£160.  £ 34

5896 1911-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1911 1d, 5d & 6d mint (Cat £140), 2d
used, 1912--24 3d to 5s mint (Cat £75), 1935 SJ. (33).  £ 65

5897 1911-1938 Stockpage with useful mainly mint
assembly including 1911 Pine set, 1912 11 values to 2/6, 1939
set 12 + 2/6 f.u., neat lot. STC £170 (not checked). (43).

 £ 38

5898 1912 (12 Mar) cover addressed to Marsh Island
bearing Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large

violet GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / GENERAL POST
OFFICE / 12 MAR 1912 / BUTARITARI / ISLAND cancels,
mainly fine.  £ 150

5899 1912 (circa) cover addressed to Marsh Island bearing
Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large violet
G I L B E R T  A N D  E LLICE  ISLA N D S  /  P O S T A L
DEPARTMENT cancels, vertical bend otherwise mainly fine.
(Proud type D3).  £ 125

5900 1919 (27 Mar) Registered printed Wilson cover bearing
GV 2d grey & 2½d bright blue along with 1d red WAR TAX
trio tied GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / COLONY /
OCEAN IS CDS cancels, red OCEAN ISLAND 6099 regd
etiquette and transit or arrival backstamps, very fine, cat £319
as genuine use SG multipliers, still very attractive.  £ 100

5901 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939-55 set of 12 (cat £42), 1949 RSW
set (cat £16), 1949 UPU, Postage Due 1940 set of 8 (cat
£180), etc, cat £238. (31).  £ 80

5902 1937-1978 First Day Covers and a few commercial
envelopes mainly with sets from 1937 Coronation onwards,
attractive range of pictorial issues in two Springback binders,
noted GVI cover with 12 vals to 5s (some tones), 1946
Victory set, 1911 violet CDS on 1911 1d red on paper etc,
nice range. (c46).  £ 75

5903 1938 Philatelic airmail cover with 8 values to 6d tied
indistinct violet Islands CDS cancels sent to UK, pretty cover.

 £ 22

5904 1939 GVI ½d black and green in a complete sheet of
60 unmounted mint, Bradbury Wilkinson imprint, very fine,
SG 43 Cat £36.  £ 18

5905 1940 Postage Due set of 8 hinged mint, all fine and
sound, SG D1/8.  £ 72

5906 1940's Gilbert and Ellice Islands colony passed by
censor cancel on four KGVI stamps typed at top I want to
know my mom address! sent to England, with opened by
censor on reverse.  £ 10

5907 1941 (17 Jun) Printed registered (philatelic) cover sent
airmail to J Lea Manchester bearing complete set of 12 GVI
defins to 5s tied neat GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS /
COLONY CDS cancels and boxed registered TARAWA No.
5819 in violet alongside. Pretty cover. SG 43/54.  £ 48

5908 1948 (29 Aug) Printed airmail registered envelope sent
locally to Tarawa bearing 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2
tied POST OFFICE / TARAWA / au 29 / 49 First Day of Issue
and violet regd h/s 1045, very fine.  £ 75

5909 1950 (Feb 14) Registered cover to USA bearing GVI
defins ½d (2), 5d, 6d, & 1/- tied OCEAN 1 CDS cancels and
regd OCEAN. h/s cachet with manuscript 518, various transit
from NSW, onto US, nice item.  £ 42

5910 1955 Perf 12 3d black and bright blue in a complete
sheet of 60 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 48a Cat £90.

 £ 40

GOLD COAST
5911 1879 ½d olive-yellow very lightly mounted mint, even
gum tone on gum, SG 4 Cat £95.  £ 33
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5912 1884-1891 Complete set of 9 defin issue to 2s brown
hinged mint, odd tone, mainly fine, SG 11/18 & 19a Cat £180.

 £ 55

5913 1884-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1884 to 2s brown used, 1889 5s dull mauve
and blue mint (Cat £80), 1902 1s mint, 1907 to 2s used, 2/6
mint (Cat £42), 1935 SJ used. (87).  £ 120

5914 1884-91 1s bright mauve & 2s yellow-brown both
mounted mint, some tones on gum, otherwise fine appearance,
SG 18a & 19. Cat £128.  £ 40

5915 1884-91 1s violet & 1s bright mauve both shades
appear uncounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 18
& 18a Cat £68.  £ 40

5916 1884-91 2d gray & 2d slate both shades appear
uncounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 13 & 13b
Cat £70.  £ 28

5917 1884-91 3d olive uncounted mint, minor gum bend
otherwise fine, SG 15a Cat £29.  £ 20

5918 1884-91 3d olive-yellow & 3d olive both shades appear
uncounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 15 & 15a
Cat £58.  £ 25

5919 1884-91 4d deep mauve & 4d rosy mauve both shades
appear uncounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 16
& 16a Cat £70.  £ 60

5920 1884-91 6d orange & 6d orange-brown both shades
appear uncounted mint, just the odd speck on the gum, SG 17
& 17a Cat £58.  £ 35

5921 1889 5s dull mauve and blue mounted mint with hinge
remains, light tone at the top otherwise fine, SG 22 Cat £80.

 £ 26

5922 1898-1902 Complete set of ten values appears
uncounted mint, some have been regummed otherwise fine
appearance, SG 26/34 Cat £400.  £ 140

5923 1898-1902 ½d to 2s seven values appear uncounted
mint, each overprinted SPECIMEN, fine appearance, SG
26s/27s, 28s/32s. (7).  £ 75

5924 1898-1902 set of 10 mounted mint with hinge remains,
overall fine, SG 26/34 Cat £400.  £ 160

5925 1900 QV 5s green and mauve hinged mint, very fresh,
SG 33 Cat £100.  £ 40

5926 1902 20s purple and black on red very fine appears
uncounted mint (regummed) otherwise fine appearance, SG
48 Cat £225.  £ 125

5927 1902 5s green and mauve very fine appears uncounted
mint (slightly sweated gum) otherwise fine appearance, SG 46
Cat £65.  £ 32

5928 1902 Complete set of eight values ½d to 2s appear
uncounted mint, some have been regummed otherwise fine
appearance, SG 38/45 Cat £128.  £ 48

5929 1902 GVI 20s purple and black on red top value lightly
hinged mint, fine, SG 48 Cat £225.  £ 110

5930 1902 GVI Complete set of 10 to 10s hinged mint, fine,
SG 38/47 Cat £279.  £ 110

5931 1904-06 Complete set of seven values ½d to 2/6
appear uncounted mint, fine appearance, SG 49/57 Cat £200.

 £ 100

5932 1904-07 Group of five values to 2/6 hinged mint, fine,
SG 49, 51, 52, 53 & 57 Cat £150.  £ 50

5933 1907-13 Complete set of 10 to 5s hinged mint, includes
both shades of 6d, fine, SG 59/68 & 64a Cat £245.  £ 85

5934 1907-13 Complete set of ten values ½d to 5s appear
uncounted mint, fine appearance, SG 59/68 Cat £200. £ 100

5935 1913-1921 20s purple and black on red very lightly
hinged mint, superb example, SG 84 Cat £170.  £ 85

5936 1913-1921 5s green and red on yellow x 4 listed shade
varieties all hinged mint, SG 82, 82b, 82e, 82f Cat £242.

 £ 80

5937 1913-21 2/6 Both Die I & II appears uncounted mint,
Die II has gum streaks but both fine appearance, SG 81, 81a,
Cat £64.  £ 28

5938 1913-21 GV 10s set of three shades appears uncounted
mint, few specks on gum otherwise fine appearance, SG 83,
83a, 83b Cat £170.  £ 80

5939 1913-21 GV 5s three shades appears uncounted mint,
for green and red on yellow, green and red on yellow with
white back, green and red on pale yellow on white back, few
specks on gum otherwise fine appearance, SG 82, 82b, 82e
Cat £174.  £ 80

5940 1918 War Tax 1d on 1d red unmounted mint irregular
block of 34 with bottom margin, few folds otherwise mainly
fine, nice multiple, SG 85. Cat £136.  £ 38

5941 1921 Die I 15s dull purple and green hinged mint,
expertising mark on reverse, nice example, SG 100 Cat £200.

 £ 85

5942 1928 5s carmine & sage-green fine used example,
sound, SG 112.  £ 22

5943 1928 Christiansborg Castle Complete set of 10 hinged
mint. SG 103/112. Cat £120.  £ 42

5944 1928 Christiansborg Castle Complete set of 10 mint /
uncounted mint. 2s & 5s are fine U/M, SG 103/112. Cat £120.

 £ 50

5945 1928 Christiansborg Castle eight values to 2s each top
marginal mint example showing sheet number, 2s has red ink
spot on gum, nice group, SG 103/108, 110/111. Cat £63.

 £ 22

5946 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 113/16.  £ 28

5947 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.  £ 105

5948 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.  £ 60

5949 1938 Line Perf 12 2s blue and violet uncounted mint,
fine, SG 130 Cat £65.  £ 25

5950 1938 Line Perf 12 5s olive-green and carmine
uncounted mint, gum bend otherwise fine, key value, SG 131
Cat £110.  £ 44
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5951 A useful collection QV to modern Ghana jumbled on
leaves mint and used with better content including QV to 2s m
& u, EDVII to 1s mint, GV to 2s mint, 1938 to 10s mint, 1948
set to 10s mint, 1952 to 10s m & u, then a large run of
commems to 1980s incl vals to £1 etc, useful lot for sorting
out.  £ 120

5952 Attractive mint & used assembly on eleven large
stockcards some light duplication noted nice QV CDS used
singles to 1s, plus mint ranges to 1s, 5s & 20s both nice fiscal
CDS, EDVII mint to 1s, 1938 GVI set to 10s mint (3, cat £38
each) plus extras, 1948 set to 10s mint (2, cat £94 each), 1952
set to 10s mint (Cat £80), 1957 Indep. set, nice clean lot.
(Approx 230).  £ 320

5953 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins
and various commems to modern used. Noted 1884-91 to 1s
mainly used, GV to 5s used, 1938 to 5s used, 1948 to 5s used,
1952 to 10s used, etc, small collection.  £ 34

5954 Collection of mint & used on stockpages including QV
1876-84 to 4d, 1884 to 2s brown, 1889 1d on 6d surch used
(cat £55), 1889-94 high vals to 2-s fiscal cancels, 10s small
CDS cancel, 1898 to 10s but greens are washed, EDVII to 1s
used, GV 2s & 2/6 mint, 1928 Castle set mint (1½d is used,
cat £120), 1935 SJ set m, 1948 set mint (cat £85), 1948 RSW
set mint, mainly sound, STC £700. (c160).  £ 200

5955 Revenues: 1899 Judicial 6d to 10s used 'set' of values
mainly fine six values, Barefoot 3/8.  £ 100

GREAT BRITAIN
5956 1849 Two Pence blue Mulready Envelope A200 stereo
slightly soiled unused with minor bends and little soiled,
otherwise fine, SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 85

GREECE
5957 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well
filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 147 different incl better earlies,
Hermes heads to top values with many nice fine used
examples, part runs of turn of the century mint & used mainly
to 1d or 2d. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c147). Useful catalogue value.  £ 150

5958 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well
filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 300 different incl better earlies,
Hermes heads to top values with many nice fine used
examples, part runs of turn of the century mint & used mainly
to 2d or 3d, 1922 overprints to 3d m & u, 1926 air set m,
1933 Air set of 3 mint (high cat), 1933 Air set to 20d. Useful
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c300).
Useful catalogue value.  £ 250

5959 1851-52 Two stampless Entire Letters both to Trieste
with local departure CDS and boxed PD H/S in black, both
from SIROS one has manuscript chargemark, both with red
receiving barred datestamps, nice duo. (2).  £ 40

5960 1861-1958 Collection in old time Springback with
better earlier on Borek printed leaves including Hermes Heads
mainly fine used 3-4 margin examples 1861 to 80l, 1861-62
to 80l, 1862-67 to 30l, 1888 25l blue mint (Cat £75), P11½
25d blue mint (Cat £85), 1900 surcharge 5d on 40l imperf
mint (Cat £140), 1896 Olympics 10d brown CDS CTO used

with gum (Cat £500), 1900-01 Surch on Olympics 5d on 1d
& 2d on 10d brown both mint (Cat £97), 1901 set to 5d gold
mint, Greek Administration overprints, 1930 Monastery 8d
mint (Cat £70), 1930 Cent. of Indep. set to 50d brown mint
(Cat £320), 1933 Air set 3 mint (Cat £375), 1933 Air to 20d
m, 1940 Balkan Entente set 2 m, 1951 Reconstruction 5000d
mint (Cat £120), 1952 Air set m (Cat £90), 1952 50th
Birthday of King Paul set m (Cat £105), 1954 Ancient Greek
Art set to 20,000d m (Cat £360), 1954 Enosis set m (Cat
£160), 1957 long set m (Cat £145), 1958 Greek Ports set (Cat
£115), superb lot with an enormous cat value in excess of
£4200.  £ 1100

5961 1861-2012 A substantial mint and used collection in a
well filled Barrington peg album with many useful sets
including earlier imperfs to 80l, 1896 Olympics to 1d used,
1900 surcharges incl Olympics 2d on 10d mint (cat £75), 1902
P.Due set 14, 1902 Head of Hermes set used (cat £55), 1912
Balkan Wars ovpts mainly mint (24 vals), 1913 Union mint,
1916-17 overprints, 1918 Red X Zigzag (2 diff) mint, 1923
Revolution ovpts to 3d on 3d black & orange mint, 1926 Air
set 4 mint (cat £90), 1930 Cent set used to 25d, 1933 Air set
to 20d mint (cat £70), hereon mainly used sets to 1963, then
many mint / unmounted mint sets to 2000, used sets and
ranges for same periods incl long sets and defins cat up to ""4
per set, huge cat value and quantity.  £ 350

5962 1863-1984 Extensive collection in a binder on many
leaves with good sections both mint and used for each issue
includes Hermes heads imperfs, 1930s incl University
Centenary to 5000d mint, 1922 Revolution surchs mint, then
1950s better, good assembly of back of the book and related
areas, 100s with high cat value.  £ 250

5963 1873 (28 Jun) Aigion to Patras Entire bearing 20l blue
neatly tied AIGION local cancel and arriving in Patras on 29
June, arrival backstamp in black.  £ 28

5964 1876-1971 Attractive mainly used collection on printed
leaves in a springback album with nice runs of sets fine used
also noted 1952 King Paul 10,000d mint (cat £75), 1951 19th
Centenary of Travels set used (cat £100), 1926 Air set of 4
mint (cat £95), 1927 long set used, 1901 top values 2d-5d
gold mint (cat £43), etc, a bit jumbled but ideal for expansion.

 £ 100

5965 1886- 1980 A mint & used / (mainly) unmounted mint
collection on Scott printed album pages including modern
1950s to 1970s sets or ranges, odd better noted 1926 Air set
m (cat £97), 1933 air 50l to 20d m (cat £67), 1940 Balkan set
2 mint (cat £51), 1922 25d blue used, 1949 Abduction set 3
m, 1952 air set used, 1960 Olympic set u/m, etc, clean lot with
nice condition & useful cat value. (700+). Ex-estate lot
unpicked as received.  £ 175

5966 1893 (8 Dec) Grubby cover to Isle of Wight bearing a
multitude of 1c brown Hermes imperfs x 14 in strips or pairs
or singles all tied EC / LONDON / DE 8 / 93 86 numeral
cancels (at least ten of them) with some stamps removed from
the reverse, no signs of postage due or payment markings,
SANDOWN receiving next backstamp. Most unusual allowed
through the mail!  £ 30

5967 1896 First International Olympic Games 2d olive
mounted mint, very fine looker, SG 119 Cat £300.  £ 135
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5968 1900 Olympic Games surcharge set of 5 mint /
unmounted mint with key 1d on 5d green hinged mint, 2d on
10d has short corner, all fresh lookers, SG 148/152 Cat £657.

 £ 180

5969 1902 GB used abroad: Queen Victoria ½d green on
colour postcard of Salonika with British Post Office Salonika
cancel addressed to France.  £ 25

5970 1904 Athens to Constantinople postcard with SG 171
with Athens cds and British P.O. in Constantinople cds. 1938
SG 503 stamp on tiny envelope. 1940's postal stationery
envelope with German censor mark on reverse note two
stamps missing.  £ 15

5971 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino complete set of
6 unmounted mint, few gum bends otherwise sound, key set,
SG 427/432.  £ 74

5972 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino set of 6 hinged
mint, fine, SG 427/432. Cat £270.  £ 60

5973 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino set of 6 hinged
mint, very fine and fresh, SG 427/432. Cat £260.  £ 60

5974 1927-28 Centenary of Battle of Navarino 5d black and
brown Sir Edward Codrington hinged mint, sound, key stamp.
SG 430 Cat £95.  £ 30

5975 1944 Postal Stationery envelope used Allied Bombing
of Piraeus.  Issued in May 1942-44 with Royal Effigies
obliterated by order of the Italians TTT, (abbr for
Tachydromion-Tylegraphion-Tylephonon, posts, telegraphs
and telephones) inflation increased postal rate to 10,000
Drachma uprated with 100,000 on 200 adhs sent in Athens.
Nice clean cover.  £ 35

5976 1945 (21 Dec) President Roosevelt Mourning set of 3
on First Flight Athens to New York cover tied on First Day of
Issue printed en to Bolaffi sent registered, Greek card inside.
Attractive.  £ 30

5977 1951 Reconstruction set of 6 mounted mint with hinge
remains, nice looking key set, SG 692/7 Cat £290.  £ 50

5978 1953 National Products set of 7 mounted mint with
hinge remains, nice looking key set, SG 706/712 Cat £130.

 £ 25

5979 1956 Royal Family set 14 values mounted mint, very
fine, SG 747/60.  £ 40

5980 Binder containing extensive early to modern defins and
various commems mint & used. Noted 1862 to 80l imperfs
Hermes heads duplicated, 1896 Olympic Games to 2d used
(Cat £145), Ikaria 1912 set of 8 used on paper with violet
cross handstamps (Cat £60), good qty and then mainstream
here to 1960s m & u, 100s.  £ 85

5981 Cinderella - 1960s Civil War Space design labels in
imperf blocks of four for Ap4 or AP8 incl Oxia, Dragonera,
Arcoudi, six different blocks of 4 in different colours. (24).

 £ 48

5982 Italian Occupation of Corfu & Paxos: 1941 (5 June)
10d red-brown Temple of St Dememtrius hinged mint Corfu
overprint in black, very fine and fresh, a scarce key stamp, SG
16 Cat £600. These were made during the occupation of the
Ionian Islands by Italian troops.  £ 220

5983 Mint collection in two old time albums on plain leaves
with better throughout incl 1930 Centenary of Independence
set (cat £325), 1927 Navarino 4 values to 5d (cheaper vals cat
£127), 1932 surcharge set, 1937 100d red marginal plate B1
pair (Cat £62), 1940 Fourth Anniv. of Greek Youth Org. set
of 10 to 100d (cat £920), etc, useful lot, STC £1500+. £ 480

GREENLAND
5984 1963 Two typed Scottish Greenland Expedition with
successful cachets addressed to Royal College of Science
Glasgow with 15 ore stamps. One cover has seven autographs
of explorers.  £ 20

5985 1966 (17 July) Royal Navy East Greenland Expedition
- Schweizerland signed airmail cover to UK with 12 different
members of the expedition, bearing 15o pair & 50o tied TWO
KUNGMIUT CDS'S dated one month apart for departure and
arrival. Attractive item.  £ 30

5986 2006 Post Greenland Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £140.  £ 48

5987 2007 Post Greenland Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, excludes Parcel Post
Centenary M/S (not issued in the year pack) very attractive
with many thematics. STC £153.  £ 50

5988 Binder containing collection of defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1945 defins set mint (minus
15o & 1k, Cat £273), 15o, 30o, 1k, 2k & 5k used (Cat £240),
1945 Liberation ovpt 5o & 15o mint (Cat £300), 1969 set 5
mint, 1991 Marine Animals M/S mint (Cat £23), 1993 Crabs
set m, etc, clean lot with good cat value.  £ 280

5989 Parcel Post: 1915-33 1 ore olive-green nicely fine used
part violet oval cancel, Facit P4.  £ 20

5990 Parcel Post: 1915-33 10 ore blue nicely fine used part
strike of STYRELSEN AF violet oval cancel, Facit P7.

 £ 22

5991 Parcel Post: 1915-33 15 ore violet nicely fine used
good strike of STYRELSEN AF violet oval cancel, Facit P8.

 £ 100

5992 Parcel Post: 1915-33 2 ore yellow nicely fine used part
STYRELSEN AF violet oval cancel, Facit P5.  £ 36

5993 Parcel Post: 1915-33 5 ore red-brown nicely fine used
good strike of STYRELSEN AF violet oval cancel, Facit P6.

 £ 48

5994 Thule: 1936 set of 5 mint & set on 10th August First
Day Cover, both written up on two leaves, Facit T1/5.  £ 20

5995 Well filled binder with useful unmounted mint sets incl
year packs to 1980, postmarks on piece, many covers for
different postmarks from 1940s to modern, (mainly 1970s-80s
approx 90 covers), 1956 surcharge set 2 FDC, 60k on 1k
brown mint (cat £95), 1960 cover with 6 previous adhs incl
1945 Liberation 1o, 5o & 7o tied by 1960 5 5 special CDS's,
etc, interesting and useful lot.  £ 120
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GRENADA
5996 1861-1935 Mint & used collection on old time Imperial
printed pages with better including Chalon perf issues for
different printings 1d (6), 6d (5), 1870s-80s to 1s, 1883 SG 27
used, 1883 to 1s, 1886 SG 37/38 unused, 1888 SG 41/2 used,
SG 43/4 unused, 1895 6 vals to 1s mint, 1913 to 5s mainly
mint, 1921 vals to 2s & 3s mint, etc, useful lot (c93). Cat
£660+.  £ 150

5997 1861-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly
mint, or used for earlier including 1861 1d  bluish-green used
(cat £300), 1863 6d vermilion, 1873 1d used, 1888 4d on 2s
orange unused & used, 2½d on 8d m & u, 1895 vals to 8d
mainly mint plus 2½d ovpt Specimen mint, 1898 2½d blue m
& u, 1935 SJ set used, 1938 to 5s mainly mint, 1948 RSW set
m, 1966 m, etc nice collection with a huge cat value.  £ 160

5998 1863-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1863 1d green F CDS of Carriacou, 1d dull
rose-red used, 1888 surcharges 4d on 2s used, 1921-31 to 3d
m & u, 1d on 2s f.u. (Cat £70), 2½d on 8d mint, 1935 SJ used.
(110).  £ 115

5999 1863-1935 Mint collection on Imperial printed leaves
with useful throughout incl 1863-71 1d green unused, 6d
vermilion CDS used, 1883 to 8d mint, 1886 1d on 1s orange
mint, 1888 4d on 2/- mint, ½d on 2/- orange m, 1d on 8d m,
1895 set of 8 to 1/- mint, 1902 EDVII set to 2/- m, 1904-06
6d, 1/-, 2/-, 1906 Badge of colony set incl both 2½d shades,
1908 1/- m,   1908-11 3d, 6d & 2/-, 1913-22 12 values to 5/-
incl 1/- x 3 shades, diff papers etc, 1921-32 set of 22 to 10/-
m, 1934 set of 10 to 5/- m, 1935 SJ, P.Dues 1892 1d m, surch
set of 4 used, 1906 set 3 mint, 1921 set 4 mint.  Useful cat
value.  (108).  £ 425

6000 1875 1s deep mauve large hinge remains mounted
mint, part original gum, few small perf faults otherwise fine,
SG 13 Cat £700.  £ 100

6001 1883 QV Set of 7 to 1s pale violet hinged mint, 1s has
tone spots along the top otherwise all fine lookers, SG 30/36.
Cat £250.  £ 65

6002 1886 Revenue stamps surcharges 'set' of three 1s on
1½d orange, 1d on 1s orange, 1d on 4d orange, all fine hinged
mint, SG 37/9 Cat £280.  £ 100

6003 1888-1891 Revenue stamps surcharges 4 on 2s orange
(4mm), 4d on 2s (5mm), ½d on 2s, 1890 1d on 2s, 1891 1d
on 2s, 1d on 8d & 2½d on 8d all hinged mint, mainly sound,
SG 41/47 Cat £270. (7).  £ 55

6004 1895-99 QV complete set of 8 to 1s green and orange
hinged mint, original gum, mainly very fine, SG 48/55 Cat
£110.  £ 44

6005 1895-99 QV Set of 8 to 1s hinged mint, 8d short corner
& 1s has vertical gum bend otherwise all fine lookers, SG
48/55. Cat £110.  £ 38

6006 1895-99 set of 8 values ½d to 1s hinged mint with fresh
appearance, SG 48/55 Cat £110. (8).  £ 42

6007 1902 EDVII Complete set of 10 hinged mint, 10s green
and purple has thin and lightly toned gum, all have nice frontal
appearance, SG 57/66. Cat £250.  £ 100

6008 1902 EDVII Specimen overprints on 2s green and
ultramarine, & 5s green and carmine both hinged mint mainly
large part original gum, nice fresh lookers, SG 64s/65s.

 £ 20

6009 1906-11 Badge of the colony unused group of 10
values ½d to 10s each overprinted Specimen in black, a few
are a little toned but attractive group, SG 77s/80s, 82s/85s,
87s/88s Cat £250 mint. (10).  £ 75

6010 1913-22 Complete set of 10 to 10s including both 10s
colours, and three 1s colours all hinged mint, mainly very fine,
SG 89/101a. Cat £165+. (14).  £ 65

6011 1913-22 Mint / unused set of 10 values ½d to 10s each
overprinted Specimen in black, a few are a little toned but
attractive group, SG 89s/101s Cat £200 mint. (10).  £ 65

6012 1921-31 Complete set of 22 to 10s including all
colours hinged mint, mainly very fine, SG 112/134 Cat £110.

 £ 44

6013 1921-32 Wmk MSCA ½d to 4d values hinged mint
each overprinted Specimen in red (4d) black, nice group of 9
different values.  £ 50

6014 1929 (8 Apr) Registered cover to Bristol bearing 3s
green and violet tied CARRIACOU / C / AP 8 / 29 CDS
cancels and registered handstamp and boxed Nr. 5995, few
tones or marks, nice genuine use, SG 132 Cat £108.  £ 60

6015 1934 Complete sheets of 60 for ½d green, 2d black and
orange and 2½d blue mainly unmounted mint, SG 135, 138/9
Cat £99 mint. (3 sheets).  £ 40

6016 1934-36 Definitive set of 10 to 5s hinged mint, mainly
sound, SG 135/144. Cat £60.  £ 22

6017 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee ½d, 1d and 1½d
on 6th May 1935 typed first day cover to USA. SG 145-147.

 £ 15

6018 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee ½d, 1d and 1½d
on 6th May 1935 typed registered first day cover to Canada.
SG 145-147.  £ 15

6019 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 145/8.  £ 16

6020 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
145/8.  £ 16

6021 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.  £ 80

6022 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.  £ 48

6023 1938 (14 Feb) Long registered cover to UK (J Lea
philatelist Manchester) bearing 1934 set of 8 values to 1s GV
defins tied GPO GRENADA BWI CDS'S, some marks from
postal use otherwise attractive cover. SG 135/142.  £ 20

6024 1938 (9 May) Registered philatelic cover to UK
bearing GVI Defins ¼d, ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied
GRENADA GPO BWI CDS cancels, three hinge remains on
front otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 152/158.

 £ 20

6025 1943 P.14 (narrow) 10/- Slate-blue and bright carmine
very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 163b.  £ 120
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6026 1944 P.14 10/- Slate-blue and carmine side marginal
very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 163d.  £ 60

6027 1944 Wide setting perf 14 10/- slate-blue and carmine-
lake very fine mounted mint right marginal example, fresh, SG
163d.  £ 40

6028 1946- 1994 A mint & used / (mainly) unmounted mint
collection on Scott printed album pages including modern
1950s to 1970s sets or ranges, odd better noted 1948 RSW set
2 mint, 1949 UPU m, 1966 set u/m, 1967 to $5 u/m, etc, clean
lot with nice condition & useful cat value. (700+). Ex-estate
lot unpicked as received.  £ 85

6029 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a (27 Oct) plain
cover to Bermuda tied GPO GRENADA CDS cancels, SG
166/167.  £ 25

6030 Collection on leaves with better noted mint and used
including 1938 set to 10s mint (Cat £80), 1948 RSW set m,
1951 set m, 1953 set m (cat £60), 1966 set m, plus many
commem sets to 1977 etc, useful for expansion.  £ 75

6031 GV Registered Postal Stationery envelope for 2d blue
very fine unused, pristine.  £ 20

6032 Postage Due: 1892 1d SURCHARGE POSTAGE on
6d mauve very fine hinged mint, SG D4 Cat £130.  £ 52

6033 Postage Due: 1892 2d SURCHARGE POSTAGE on
6d mauve mounted mint with large hinge remain, otherwise
fine, SG D6 Cat £200.  £ 60

6034 Postage Due: 1892 Wmk CA 2d black mounted mint
with thin and hinge remains, otherwise fine, SG D2 Cat £250.

 £ 50

GUYANA
6035 Attractive mint assembly on seven large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1966 set to $1 mint, 1978
Butterflies set, 1971 long set, lovely thematic sets, nice clean
lot. (Approx 135).  £ 32

HAITI
6036 1930 Haiti revenue stamps perf proofs with Specimen
overprint on various values with punch hole.  £ 20

HAWAII
6037 1864 Hinged mint set of five values to 18c dull rose,
mostly very fine for these, Scott $400+.  £ 130

6038 1864-75 Fine used selection of six different values to
18c dull rose, mostly very fine for these, Scott $150.  £ 48

6039 1871 18c dull rose Minister Kekuanaoa, 1793-1868
issue hinged mint, very fine, Scott #34.  £ 40

6040 1875 12c black Prince William Pitt Leleiohoku hinged
mint example, few bends otherwise fine looker, Scott 36.

 £ 22

6041 1882 Trio of hinged mint values very fine for 1c blue,
10c black & 15c brown, all fine, Scott 37, 40/1.  £ 40

6042 1883 $1 rose-red very fine used sock on the nose
concentric circles cancel, very fine for these, Scott 49. £ 100

6043 1883 50c red key value fine mounted mint with hinge
remains, fresh looker, Scott 48.  £ 68

6044 1883-86 Five hinged mint values very fine for 1c green,
2c rose, 10c vermilion, 10c red-brown, all fine, Scott 42/3,
44/46.  £ 65

6045 1893 Provisional Government $1 rose-red issue hinged
mint, nice top value, very fine, Scott #73.  £ 50

6046 1893 Provisional Govt overprint in black on 50c red
mounted mint with hinge remains, centred left otherwise fine,
Scott 72.  £ 28

6047 1899 1c Dark Green Coat of Arms in a bottom imprint
marginal block of 10 with American Banknote Imprint along
the bottom, hinged on three stamps and unmounted but
speckled on others, scarce multiple, Scott 80. Cat $50+.

 £ 40

6048 Officials: 1896 Complete set of 6 hinged mint, mainly
fine for Lorrin Andrews Thurston issue, Scott O1/6.  £ 110

HONG KONG
6049 1862 Basic set complete to 96c No Wmk on album
page some with faults but mainly sound noted 2c deep brown
(cat £170), 8c orange 12c, 18c, 24c green (trimmed perfs),
48c rose used blue B62 (mainly sound cat £350), 96c
brownish-grey some trimmed perfs along base otherwise f.u.
(cat £450), nice group. (10).  £ 180

6050 1862 No Wmk 18c lilac part original gum mounted
mint with large hinge remains, few tones on reverse otherwise
sound, SG 4 Cat £650.  £ 200

6051 1862-1884 Exceptional collection on printed album
page mint, unused and fine used noted 1862 18c lilac (Cat
£55), 1863 2c to 12c, 24c to 48c, 96c brownish-grey nice blue
cancel, 96c olive-bistre blue B62 with straight right side perfs
cut off (Cat £750), 1876 28c on 30c mauve f.u. (Cat £55),
1877 16c yellow right wing margin f.u. (Cat £65), 1880 5c on
8c bright orange f.u. (Cat £110), 5c on 18c lilac (Cat £65), 10c
on 16c yellow sound used (Cat £150), 10c on 24c green (Cat
£100), 1880 48c brown fine used (Cat £110), Postal Fiscals
P.14 $2 dull bluish green Shanghai CDS (SG F4 cat £275),
P.15½ x 15 $3 & $10 used Shanghae or B62 duplexes (SG
F2/3 Cat £855), enormous cat and impressive range, (29),
STC £2000 + 96c olive-bistre.  £ 650

6052 1863 Wmk CC 8c bright orange mint part original gum
with hinge remains, couple pulled perfs along the top, fresh
colour, SG 11b Cat £475.  £ 50

6053 1863-1935 Very mixed mint and used assembly with
better pickings including 1863 to 96c brownish-black (2
faults), 1877 16c yellow used (Cat £65), 1891 20c on 30c
grey-green mint (Cat £42), 1891 Jubille ovpt on 2c carmine
(heavy used, cat £130), 14c on 30c mauve used (Cat £80),
1896 4c grey mint, EDVII different printings to $1, 1921 set
to $5 used (Cat £200). (118).  £ 275

6054 1865 96c olive-bistre repaired spacefiller used blue
B62 cancel and two pen lines, repaired bottom left corner, nice
color and presentable spacefiller, SG 18 Cat £750.  £ 60

6055 1865 Wmk CC 48c pale rose part original gum
example with heavy hinge remains, corner crease and slight
thin, frontal appearance is very fresh and fine, SG 17 Cat
£1500.  £ 375
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6056 1871 30c mauve mounted mint part original gum with
large hinge remain, fresh, SG 16 Cat £275.  £ 30

6057 1877 16c yellow fine used good strike of B62 cancel,
small thin spot but does not detract, sound, SG 22.  £ 26

6058 1877 16c yellow neatly used part B62 cancel, blunt
corner otherwise fine, SG 22 Cat £65.  £ 18

6059 1877 16c yellow sound used with nice S1 cancel in
black, SG 22 Cat £65.  £ 20

6060 1882-1949 Mint collection on leaves with better
classics although mixed condition noted 1882 2c (2), 4c, 5c,
10c green (Unused), 10c purple on red, 1938 26 values to $5
green and violet (Cat £80), $2 reddish violet & scarlet (Cat
£50), 1941 Centenary set (cat £90), 1949 UPU set (Cat £50),
few postage dues etc, mixed but useful cat value. (74).  £ 85

6061 1885 $1 on 96c grey-olive hinged mint example
overprinted SPECIMEN in black, extremely fresh for these,
SG 42s.  £ 200

6062 1885-1901 Exceptional collection on printed album
page mint, unused and fine used noted 1885 50c on 48c
brown f.u. (Cat £50), $1 0n 96c grey-olive used (Cat £85),
1891 14c on 30c mauve mint part o.g. (Cat £200), 1891
Jubilee overprint 2c carmine f.u. B62 cancel (Cat £130), 1898
with chars 10c on 30c grey-green mint (Cat £75), 1901 30c
brown mint (Cat £60), Postal Fiscal 1891 $5 on $10 purple on
red fine used HONG KONG CDS's. Attractive lot STC £800+.

 £ 320

6 0 6 3 1 8 9 1  2 c  R o s e  w i t h  " " 1 8 4 1 / H o n g
Kong/JUBILEE/1891"" overprint,  showing ""U"" of
""JUBILEE"" shorter, pos. R. 1/1, hinged mint with some
remains, very fine original gum, nice variety. S.G.51b Cat
£800.  £ 400

6064 1891 50c on 48c dull purple, mounted mint example
with vertical crease otherwise fine, SG 49 Cat £80.  £ 20

6065 1903 King Edward VII one Dollar purple and sage
green no gum and hinge residue. SG  £ 15

6066 1903 Wmk CA $10 slate and orange on blue superb
fine used top value with two part CDS cancels, exceptional
example, SG 76 Cat £475.  £ 185

6067 1903 Wmk CA Ordinary paper $2 slate and scarlet
sound used CDS cancel, SG 73 Cat £375.  £ 120

6068 1904 $1 purple and sage-green mounted mint with light
diagonal bend, nice looker, SG 86 Cat £200.  £ 40

6069 1905 Wmk MCCA $3 slate and dull blue sound fine
used sock on the nose strike of VICTORIA 1908 CDS cancel,
sound and fine, SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 125

6070 1905 Wmk MCCA $3 slate and dull blue sound used
incomplete CDS cancel, sound and fine, SG 88 Cat £350.

 £ 100

6071 1905 Wmk MCCA Ordinary paper $10 slate and
orange on blue (washed out, white paper) sound used top
value with full strike of HONG KONG double ring CDS
cancel, SG 90 Cat £1500. Scarce.  £ 450

6072 1905 Wmk MCCA Ordinary paper $3 slate and dull
blue sound used corner CDS cancel, trace of violet mark in
NW corner, SG 88 Cat £350.  £ 120

6073 1905 Wmk MCCA Ordinary paper $5 purple and blue-
green hinged mint with very fine appearance, signed Schiller
on reverse, SG 89 Cat £550. Scarce.  £ 225

6074 1912-1935 George V collection on leaves with useful
content throughout including 1912 set to $3 used (cat £230+),
1921-37 set to $5 (2 x $5 one with regd cancel), 1935 SJ set
mint & set used, 1937 (29 Apr) Printed F/F Airmail cover to
Manila etc. Nice assembly.  £ 160

6075 1912-21 $10 purple and black on red top value nice
CDS used example, very fine, SG 116. Cat £110.  £ 45

6076 1912-21 $10 purple and black on red very fine used
neat corner CDS with couple of blunt perfs at bottom right,
good colour, SG 116 Cat £110.  £ 45

6077 1925 $5 green and red on emerald fine used steel Hong
Kong CDS, sound, SG 132.  £ 35

6078 1925 $5 green and red on emerald nice CDS used
example, very fine, SG 132. Cat £80.  £ 32

6079 1925 $5 green and red on emerald very fine used nice
crisp CDS, SG 132.  £ 40

6080 1926 $3 green and dull purple nice CDS used example,
very fine, SG 131. Cat £70.  £ 28

6081 1937 (21 Apr) First Flight cover San Francisco to HK
bearing US 20c & 50c airs tied large cancel in black and blue
illus h/s on left with Victoria arrival CDS on rev.  Mainly fine.

 £ 50

6082 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 Complete set of 23 defins (cat
£1100) including the scarce $10 green and scarlet which is
lightly mounted mint, extra shades, perfs and chalky paper
printings seven values to $2, 1941 Centenary set (cat £90),
1948 RSW set (cat £328), 1949 UPU set U/M (cat £65),
Postage Dues 1938 set of 7 (cat £95), Postal Fiscal 1938 5c
green mint (SG F12) etc, Total cat £1956. (56).  £ 650

6083 1937-1950 George VI collection on leaves with useful
content throughout including 1937 Coronation set on illus
FDC, 1938-52 good range of values to $10 (Chalky $10 x 5
extras Cat £90), 1946 $10 vfu, 1941 Cent. set used, 1946
Cover sent locally FDC for reopening of HK P.O following
liberation 28 SP 1945, good quantity with many extras, high
cat value.  £ 120

6084 1938 $10 green and violet mainly sound used with
good colour, SG 161.  £ 60

6085 1938 $10 green and violet sound used two CDS
cancels, good colour, SG 161 Cat £140.  £ 28

6086 1938 Chalky $1 dull lilac and blue unmounted mint
(brown gum) showing short leg to R variety, nice looker, SG
155a cat £180.  £ 50

6087 1938 Chalky $1 dull lilac and blue very fine used nice
side CDS showing short leg to R variety, very clear, SG 155a
Cat £190.  £ 60
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6088 1938 GVI defins range including 1c-5c, 10c, 15c, 20c
scarlet-verm., 25c blue, 30c yellow-olive p.14 (cat £150), 50c,
$1 lilac and blue, $2 orange and green, $5 lilac and scarlet
mint top values with disturbed gum but with fresh appearance.

 £ 65

6089 1938 P.14 10c bright violet in an attractive block of 4,
top two hinged mint, bottom two unmounted mint, nice fresh
block, SG 145 Cat £200 for mint.  £ 50

6090 1938 P.14 30c yellow-olive mint with disturbed gum
but with fresh appearance, SG 151 cat £150.  £ 30

6091 1938 P.14 50c purple in an attractive block of 4
unmounted mint, SG 153 Cat £220 for mint.  £ 100

6092 1941 Centenary $1 brown and red showing extra stroke
variety lightly mounted mint, fine, SG 170a Cat £130.  £ 42

6093 1941 Centenary of Br. Occupation set of 6 in hinged
mint PAIRS, very fine and fresh, SG 163/8 Cat £180.  £ 48

6094 1946 Victory $1 brown and red in a lovely block of 4
fine used CDS's with top left stamp showing extra stroke
variety, nice positional piece, SG 170a.  £ 35

6095 1946 Victory $1 brown and red in a lovely top marginal
block of 4 fine very lightly mounted with top right stamp
showing extra stroke variety, nice positional piece, SG 170a.

 £ 65

6096 1946 Victory $1 with extra stroke variety mint, fine, SG
170a Cat £130.  £ 40

6097 1946 Victory set of 2 mounted mint with both stamps
showing 'extra stroke' variety, sound, SG 169a/170a.  £ 80

6098 1948 P.14 20c scarlet-vermilion in an attractive block
of 4 unmounted mint, SG 148 Cat £56 for mint.  £ 24

6099 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10c violet in a positional
top right corner sheet number unmounted mint marginal block
of four with bottom left stamp showing SPUR ON N variety,
few minor bends in margin otherwise very fine positional
piece, SG 171/171a Cat £110. Seldom offered.  £ 75

6100 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two, $10 carmine
used Hong Kong CDS, SG 172 Cat £130.  £ 45

6101 1948 RSW $10 carmine CDS used example, some
wrinkles or bends otherwise mainly sound, SG 172. Cat £130.

 £ 35

6102 1949 UPU complete sets of unmounted mint blocks of
4 or 6, or pairs some with light gum tones and some are
marginal examples, comprises 10c (25), 20c (10), 30c (16),
80c (10).  SG 173/76. Cat £872.  £ 250

6103 1953-1991 Attractive modern mint and mainly used
collection of commem & defin sets noted 1954 set used, plus
some blocks of 4 to $10 used, 1962 set used, most 1960s
omnibus plus year of sets (Monkey m & u sets), 1973 set, plus
vals to $20 in used blks of 4, FDC 14 vals to $20, 1974-5
Festival M/S mint (cat £90), 1982 & 1987 Official FDCs for
defin sets to $50, STC Approx $2600+.  £ 500

6104 1954 Complete set 14 to $10 hinged mint with fresh
appearance. Lovely clean lot, SG 178/91.  £ 60

6105 1958 light reddish violet and bright blue $10 top value
hinged mint with fresh appearance. SG 191a.  £ 26

6106 1965 Int. Cooperation Year $1.30 commercial used
examples on paper with wavy line or slogan postmarks x 95
singles and 9 pairs.  Mainly sound and fine, SG 217 Cat £5.50
each, total £621.50.  £ 60

6107 1992-1999 Attractive modern mainly unmounted mint
collection of commems sets and plenty of nice miniature
sheets, also defin issues to $50 mostly fine used CDS, back of
the book incl postage due sets, some revenues incl QEII to
$60, STC Approx $1000+.  £ 275

6108 Attractive mint & unmounted mint assembly on thirty
four large stockcards some light duplication noted 1938 to $1
orange & green (3, cat £27 each), $2 violet and red (Cat £55),
$5 green and violet (Cat £80), 1941 Centenary set (Cat £90),
1954 11 vals to $5 (Cat £140), 1973 long set to $20 (Cat
£100), 1975 Birds set, 1982 long set (Cat £60), 1983 HK by
night, 1987 long set with date (Cat £100), set without date
(Cat £100), 2006 Birds long set (cat £54), 2002 Cultural
Diversity long set (Cat £45),  nice clean lot with many
attractive commem sets and thematics. (Approx 790).  £ 375

6109 Binder containing mainstream early to modern defins
and various commems to modern used. Noted 1863 vals
duplicated to 48c, odd treaty port cancel incl Amoy CDS,
Canton, 1935 SJ set used, 20c mint, 1938 11 mint pairs 1c to
$1 orange & green (Cat £135), used to $10 lilac and blue (Cat
£65), 1941 Centenary set 6 mint (Cat £90), 1946 Victory incl
30c with extra stroke variety CDS used (SG 169a, cat £90),
1954 set of 14 mint (Cat £200), then good range of commems
used to 1990s. Some mixed condition but useful cat value.

 £ 220

6110 Br. P.O. in China: 1917-21 $3 green and purple used
heavy oval cancel, pulled corner perfs otherwise sound, hard
to find, SG 15.  £ 70

6111 British Post Offices in China: 1922 (20 Oct) Attractive
cover to UK bearing 10c bright ultramarine tied BRITISH
POST OFFICE / CHINA CDS cancel, very neat and attractive
rate from x 30 on cover, SG 23 Cat £4.50 (£135).  £ 48

6112 British Post Offices in China: 1922-27 $2 carmine-red
and grey-black a fine used example with incomplete CDS
cancel. nice and sound. SG 28 Cat £250.  £ 85

6113 Collection hinged mint on leaves 1937-1949 incl 1938
35 different values to $5 incl shades, perfs etc, 1941 Centenary
set 6 to $1, 1949 UPU set, all sound, STC £600+. (51).

 £ 220

6114 Collection of mint / unmounted mint duplicated on
stockpages with useful throughout noted EDVII 4c purple on
red (2), 1937 Coronation set  (9 sets cat £180), 1938 GVI
blocks of 4, many singles values to $1, 1941 Centenary set 6
(6 sets cat £540), 1949 UPU, etc, STC c£1000+.  £ 200

6115 EDVII Mint assembly of 8 different values 4c to 50c
for two different Wmk printings incl 1907 6c (SG 94 cat £38),
8c 8c (SG 66 cat £16), 10c (SG 67 cat £70), 12c (SG 82 cat
£23), 20c (SG 69 cat £70), 30c (SG 70 cat £65), 50c (SG 71
cat £65).  Some mixed gum condition but mostly fine lookers,
Cat £347.  £ 80
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6116 EDVII PPC from Victoria to UK bearing 4c adhs tied
CDS and sent PER GERMAN MAIL handstamp in violet
along the top, very fine. No forwarding cachets, unusual.

 £ 125

6117 Imperial Printed album pages with a very mixed mint
and used collection noted 1863 values to 96c,  6c lilac with Y1
cancel in blue (faults), Amoy CDS on 5c ultr., 1885 50c on
48c used, 1921-37 set to $5 used (Cat £200), very mixed but
some better pickings.  (100).  £ 110

6118 Jumbled mint and used ranges on stockpages mixed but
includes QV 1880 10c on 12c blue (cat £55), 1885 50c on 48c
(Cat £50), QEII to $20 etc.  £ 40

6119 ON PAPER 1990s high value combinations used with
values including $5 & $10 defins, 100s in bag. Original cost
£50.  £ 25

6120 P.O. in China: 1917-21 Wmk MCCA $1 reddish purple
and bright blue unmounted mint top marginal example, hinged
on margin only, very fine and fresh, SG 13 Cat £85 for mint.

 £ 50

6121 P.O. in China: 1922 MSCA 25c purple and magenta in
a bottom marginal block of 4, three stamps unmounted mint,
crease across one, nice block. SG 25 Cat £108.  £ 36

6122 Postage Dues: 1938-63 Specimen perfins on 2c grey,
4c orange, 6c scarlet & 10c violet all sound hinged mint with
toned brownish gum, nice lookers, SG D6s/D8s & D10s.

 £ 48

6123 Postage Dues: Mint & used range on leaves for diff
printings incl 1941-45 o 6c, 1950 8c m, 10c m, 20c black, etc
(13) STC £144.  £ 30

6124 Postal Fiscal: 1881 Provisional surcharge 12c on $10
rose-carmine very fine used two Hong Kong PAID ALL fiscal
CDS cancels, very fine, Barefoot 11.  £ 150

6125 Postal Fiscals: 1891 $5 on $10 purple on red hinged
mint with good gum, and SPECIMEN overprint in black, very
fine, SG F9s, cat £250.  £ 125

6126 POSTMARKS Collection in a Senator springback
album with QEII post offices on paper or singles sorted into
approx 85 different envelopes (mainly very modern), album
has GVI to 1960s-80s QEII issues incl some nice blocks of 4,
on paper etc, 100s.  £ 75

6127 QV small used selection on two stockcards mostly fine
used but mainly perf faults etc, noted 16c yellow good B62
cancel, short corner Cat £65 etc. (26).  £ 20

6128 QV to modern useful assembly duplicated on Hagner
pages noted QV 5c on 18c used (clipped perfs), EDVII to $1
used GV to 50c mint, GVI incl 1938 duplicated used defins to
$10 (violet and blue), 1941 Centenary set set fine used (2), etc,
useful cat values.  £ 65

6129 Revenues: Contract Note QEII small format Stamp
Duty ovpts 1972 20c to $100 (17 diff), duplicated extra range
of 13 to $100, pairs to $60, 1972 provisionals surcharged 8
vals to $60, etc, attr range on stockpage (54).  £ 150

6130 Springback album QV to 1980s mainstream assembly
of mint and used odd better incl 1941 Centenary used to $1,
1930s omnibus, 1960s omnibus, year of sets etc.  £ 30

6131 Stamp Duty Revenues: 1980 set of 13 to $1200 fine
used. Good cat value.  £ 60

6132 Treaty Port & Overseas postmarks on QV-GV Hong
Kong values including NIPPON or GUINEA on GV 5c violet,
Manila CDS and '3' numeral US cancel on EDVII 4c red,
YOKOHAMA octagonal 50c on 48c lilac, C1 duplex of
Canton on 10c mauve, WEI HEI WEI, Swatow, Canton
bilingual, GB numeral duplex etc, nice group (9).  £ 150

6133 Treaty Ports: 1891 50c on 48c brown a superb very
fine used example with sock on the nose CANTON / A CDS
cancel, superb, SG Z168 Cat £90.  £ 40

6134 Treaty Ports: Cancellations used abroad selection of 18
different items QV-GV including SAN FRANCISCO F oval,
Portuguese Macau, CANTON bilingual, SYDNEY nearly full
strike og EDVII 10c [pair], QUEENSLAND CDS on GV 2c,
PAQUEBOT CDS on GV 10c, GVI 4c boxed, PA FA lined,
etc, intr lot (18).  £ 90

6135 Treaty Ports: Cancellations used abroad selection of 18
different items QV-GV including Portuguese Macau, Ligne,
German OST ASIATIC LINE, dotted dumb cancel, part
AMOY large cancel, part Manila, Foochow CDS (QV x 5),
EDVII x 5) etc, intr lot (18).  £ 75

HUNGARY
6136 1843 Entire with Pesth straight line with 1/8 mark
addressed to Vienna. With Wien 3 Sep on reverse.  £ 20

6137 1871-1936 Old time collection on Ideal printed leaves
with much useful material incl 1871 to 25k lilac (2 cat £280),
1888 to 3fo used, 1913 Flood Charity set, top values CDS
used (cat £115), 1915 War Charity, 1918 air 1k50 on 75f
mint, 1919 Marx set m, 1920 Harvest ovpt 20 values mint to
10k, 1921 Madonna set, 1925 Jokai set m, 1925 Sports Assoc
set 8 mint, 1936 Air 8 vals to 5p used, few occupations, back
of the book etc, mainly sound. (415+). Huge cat value in
excess of £1180.  £ 275

6138 1871-1973 Simplex springback album on pages
containing a useful collection all identified by SG number
unpicked as found mint and used with mainstream ranges
throughout incl 1871 to 15kr (litho), 1888 to 3fo used incl 2k,
3k & 50k (cat £88), 1919 Marx set m, 1920 air set m, 1924
airs, 1936 air set used, 1945 Reconstruction tete-beche pairs
mint, huge range of commems to 1973, back of the book,
ideal to fill those gaps.  £ 125

6139 1872-1938 Extensive mainstream assembly mint and
used on Schaubek printed album pages, good quantity for
definitive issues 1888 to 3 fl, 1900 to 5k, 1913 Flood Charity
to 1k m & u, 1919 long sets mint, 1938 Death Annie. set 2 m,
etc, good quantity.  £ 36

6140 1900 Trull and Crown of St. Stephen 1f gray horizontal
pair mint showing IMPERF BETWEEN variety, these were
favor prints made for an influential Budapest collector. SG 99.
Scott value $90.  £ 45

6141 1900 Trull and Crown of St. Stephen 3f orange
horizontal pair fine used sock on the nose SAROMBEHKE
FEB 26 CDDD's showing IMPERF BETWEEN variety, these
were favor prints made for an influential Budapest collector.
SG 118A. Scott value $90 for mint, scarce used.  £ 60
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6142 1900 Trull and Crown of St. Stephen 5f emerald-green
horizontal pair mint showing IMPERF BETWEEN variety,
these were favor prints made for an influential Budapest
collector. SG 102. Scott value $90.  £ 45

6143 1913 Budapest to Szeged boxed cachet on postcard
with various stamps with Budapest cancel.  £ 15

6144 1914 War Charity top 3 values fine and fresh mint,
1k+2f red, 2k+2f blue, 5k+2f red.  SG 167/9.  £ 45

6145 1918 Air surcharge set of 2 mint Repulo Posta. SG
271/2. Cat £58  £ 20

6146 1931 (27 Mar) Printed Par Zeppelin Z127 cover to
Budapest bearing 1931 Zeppelin airmail 2p lilac and 1930 4h
orange in blk of 5 all tied LEGI POSTA / BUDAPEST 72
CDS cancels and large cachet for Zeppelin flight, vertical fold
and few wrinkles otherwise nice cover. Sieger 102ab.  £ 50

6147 1931 Air Zeppelin 1931 overprint set of 2 fine used
Legi Post CDS cancels, SG 529/30.  £ 65

6148 1932 Madonna & Child set of 4 fine used decent CDS
cancels, SG 535/8 Cat £123.  £ 40

6149 1933 Air 2p claret Mercury & Propellor very fine
hinged mint, SG 561, cat £95.  £ 25

6150 1933 Air 5p grey top value Mercury & Propellor very
fine hinged mint, SG 562, cat £190.  £ 48

6151 1934 2nd Hungarian Phil. Exhib. 20f Liszt miniature
sheet hinged mint, vertical gum bend with burr (doctor blade
type) flaw vertical on the left side, SG MS 568 cat £225.

 £ 50

6152 1934 2nd Hungarian Philatelic Exhibition 20f miniature
sheet very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG MS 568 Cat £225.

 £ 50

6153 1948 Air: Reopening of Budapest Chain Bridge set of
two miniature sheets mounted mint, both mainly fine, SG MS
1036a/b, Cat £400.  £ 80

6154 1949 Cent. of Budapest Chain Bridge 50f lilac
miniature sheet superb CTO CDS used with EGEP cancel SG
MS 1077a cat £600.  £ 240

6155 1951 Air 80th Anniv. of First Hungarian Postage
Stamps set of 3 miniature sheets each cancelled MISKOLC
CDS cancels, 2f grey has few minor surface marks otherwise
fine, SG MS 1199a. Cat £275.  £ 90

6156 1956 Sopron local overprints: seven Hungary values
20f to 2fo unmounted mint each overprinted Hazadnak
renduletenul.! Sopron 1956 Okt 22 in red or black. These were
overprinted by the rebels at Sopron in contravention of postal
regulations, 12,000 sets were sold to collectors. Expertised on
reverse, hard to find. (7).  £ 60

6157 1956-1965 Unmounted mint collection of sets and
miniature sheets for the period in a large stockbook,1957 Red
X set, 1958 TV Service M/S U/M (cat £80), 1958 Brussels
EX. M/S (cat £65), Int Phil. Fed M/S (cat £70), 1959
Composer M/S (cat £27), 1960 Int Fed M/S (cat £27), 1961
Composer M/S (cat £26), 1962 Space M/S (cat £26),  very
colourful with many thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.

 £ 350

6158 1966-1971 Unmounted mint collection of sets and
miniature sheets for the period in a large 64 sided stockbook,
1966 Paintings M/S (cat £24), Stamp Day M/S, Athletics M/S
(cat £15), 1967 Air pair M/S, 1967 Amphilex M/S (cat £15),
very colourful with many thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.

 £ 120

6159 1982-1990 Unmounted mint collection of sets and
miniature sheets (c50 M/S) for the period in a nice stockbook,
noted 1989 Pro Phila M/S (cat £20), 1990 Flowers M/S (cat
£12), very colourful with many thematics, attr & high
catalogued lot.  £ 220

6160 A selection of approx. twenty-five covers and
postcards. Includes registered covers, 1926 Legi Posta
overprints and interesting postmark interest.  £ 30

6161 Collection on well presented written up on leaves for
1945-46 Hyper Inflation banknotes, money or parcel forms
with stamps tied, some nice covers incl 1925 air cover with
label affixed, 1932 flight covers (4), interesting collection.

 £ 280

6162 Old Time collection on leaves mint and used with
useful noted 1871 Litho & Engraved incl 2kr orange mint (cat
£110), all values to 25k used (25k is on paper with
TALVANY CDS), 1888 numerals in black incl 2f mauve (cat
£55), 5k red and pink mint (cat £70), 24k mint (cat £44), used
to 3fo, large range of Turul defins for diff printings, 1913
Flood Charity 12 values mint incl 1k & 5k (cat £76), 1914
War Charity 15 values mint to 2k & 5k (cat £100), 1918 Air
set 2 mint (cat £58), 1925 Jokal set m, 1929 Defins to 70f
mint, 1927 Air set used (cat £65), 1932 Madonna 10p f.u. (cat
£100), 1p & 2p mint (cat £130), 1922 air to 2p used (cat £40),
1p green mint (cat £65), some back of the book, mixed but
overall fine and STC £1300+.  £ 280

6163 Postal Orders: 1872 Money Order for 56kr on 5kr
postal stationery form cancelled KAPOSVAR CDS's in black
and two line h/s in blue, folds otherwise fine early example.

 £ 25

6164 Thirty-five postcards and covers various years includes
1938 Registered cover from Kassa to Budapest and Szent
Istvan Emlekev miniature sheet note dirty.  £ 22

ICELAND
6165 1876 20a pale lilac very fine used part corner CDS
showing stars from postmark, quite well centred and mainly
sound for this key stamp, SG 18 Cat £900.  £ 180

6166 1876-1983 A useful mint and used collection in a well
filled Viscount springback album noted 1876 to 100a, 1902 I
GILDI ovpts used to 25a, 1907 to 1k used, 1921 Surcharges
to 50a on 5k used, 1925 Landing 7a, 20a & 35a mint (cat
£200), 1928 air ovpt set 2 used (cat £110), 1930 Parliament to
40a mint, to 35k & 5k orange used (cat £300), hereon many
part or complete sets both mint or used, airs,Officials very
good range incl 1876 50a mauve mint (cat £75),  huge cat
value in excess of £2000+.  £ 300

6167 1876-1989 Simplex springback album pages containing
a useful collection all identified by SG number unpicked as
found mint and used with good mainstream ranges throughout
including 1876 4a green unused, 4a grey & red f.u., 6a grey m
& u, 20a blue used, 1920 vals to 1kr used, 1925 Landing set
used, 1930 Parliamentary 6 vals to 40a m & u, 1938 Geyser
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10 vals to 1kr m & u, 1947 airs to 3.30kr used, officials etc,
ideal to fill those gaps, useful cat value STC £540+.  £ 150

6168 1928-29 Airmails ovpt set of 2 10a red & 50a grey and
violet both CDS used, sound, Scott C1/2. Cat $160  £ 48

6169 1931 (12 Jun) Airmail cover bearing Biplane overprint
on 10a red pair tied HVAMMS cds, REYKJAVIK arrival
backstamp on same day, small bilingual airmail etiquette,
stated to be only 100 flown.  £ 75

6170 1948 HEKLA 1947 set of 7 to 10k violet hinged mint,
fine, SG 280/6 Cat £90.  £ 20

6171 1948 Hekla set of 7 on long airmail envelope sent
locally on First Day of Issue registered KEFLAVIK and
similar CDS cancels 3.12.48, light horizontal bends across the
env otherwise pretty First Day Cover, Facit 281/287.  £ 10

6172 Binder containing extensive early to modern defins and
various commems mint & used. Noted 1876 3a yellow used,
6a grey used, 20a blue used, 1920 3k green and brown used
CDS (Cat £36), 1921 1k on 40a blue used (Cat £37), 1928 Air
set m (Cat £70), 1930 Millenary air 10a mint (2, cat £25 each),
Officials Millenary mint for 9 different values 3a to 40a plus
air mint & 7a, 20a used (Cat £223), 1931 air 1k m, 1930
Celebration 15a mint (cat £31), 1934 Air vals to 2k m & u,
1938 Geyser 20a red m, 1938 20th Anniv. set m, 1939 NY
World Fair set m (Cat £74), 1939 Cod m & u, 1939 Statue 2k
& 10k mint, 1944 Proclamation set used (Cat £112), 1953
Burnt Najal set m (Cat £62), 1954 Hafstein set m (Cat £63),
1956 Power Plant set m, 1957 Pres. Residence, good qty and
plenty of mainstream here to 1990s m & u, 100s.  £ 250

6173 Officials: 1873 P.12½ 4s green scarce fine used CDS
official, centred top right and seldom seen, Scott O3 Cat $525.

 £ 110

6174 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF
surcharge 10aurar on 10aur green codfish unmounted mint
example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were
produced.  £ 55

6175 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF
surcharge 20aurar on 25aur red codfish unmounted mint
example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were
produced.  £ 65

INDIA
6176 1845 Calcutta G.P.O. Ship letter 7th April 1845 red
boxed cachet plus boxed India cachet on small cover to
London with mileage mark. Marked Steam ship via Marseilles.

 £ 48

6177 1854-1935 Very mixed mint and used assembly with
better pickings including 1854 ½a blue (2), 1a red (2), 4a cut
to shape (2), 2a green (2), 1855 4a & 8s used, 1856-64 to 8a,
1860 8p mint (Cat £90), 1865 ½a blue part o.g., 1a part o.g.,
1868 4a rose unused, 1874 9p & 1r mint (Cat £125), 1882 to
1r m & u, 1895 2r, 3r & 5r used (Cat £80), 1902 to 1r m & u,
top values cancelled Telegraph CDS's to 15r, 1911-23 set to
25r (high vals telegraph cancels), later GV to 25r. (170).

 £ 350

6178 1866 ESSAY 4a pale red vertical unused PAIR
inscribed WEST INDIA POSTAGE plate proof imperf,
margins all round, mainly very fine and scarce.  £ 500

6179 1911 Coronation Durbar Post Office folded post office
hours of business and delivery and despatch of mails bearing
five diff values on reverse tied by special cancels in black,
some light soiling & folds printed in Calcutta.  £ 40

6180 1915 ( 7 & 25 May) Two tatty stampless covers to
same correspondence in London both with PASSED BY
CENSOR / INDIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE / 41 in red
or 23 cancel in violet, with FPO CDS on reverse No.28 &
No.311.  Both have tatty edges but mainly good strikes of
censor h/s.  £ 50

6181 1936 Indo-Ceylon typed special air mail flight Xmas
1936 cover with three stamps on reverse with Saharanpur
cancel.  £ 15

6182 1937 4a brown Mail Train in attractive top marginal
block of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 255.  £ 32

6183 1937 GVI Unmounted assembly including 2a
vermilion, 3a yellow-green (2), 3a6p bright blue (blk of 4 plus
4 others, Cat £66), 4a brown pair and 3 others (cat £80), few
wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 251, 252, 253, 254, 255. Cat
£100+.  £ 28

6184 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937-40 set of 18 to 25r (cat £600),
1940-43 set of 14 (cat £45), 1948 1st Anniv. Ghandi low vals
to 12a, 1949-52 set (cat £325), 1949 UPU, 1950 Inauguration,
1950-51 defin set 3.  Cat £1139. (73). Very useful lot. £ 450

6185 1937-40 set of 18 to 25r fine used, mainly sound, SG
247-64 Cat £140.  £ 40

6186 1939 Twenty-eight postal stationery postcards from
Jaipur State with various cancels.  £ 24

6187 1948 1st Anniv. of Independence 10r purple-brown
and lake unmounted mint, couple of gum blemishes otherwise
nice key top value, SG 308 Cat £400 for mint.  £ 200

6188 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 4
mounted into a special printed folder, gum is patchy on top
value and couple hinge marks from separation sheet otherwise
fine example of these. SG 305/308 Cat £425 mint.  £ 250

6189 1949 10r purple-brown and deep blue in attractive fine
used strip of 4, and 10r purple-brown and blue in attractive
fine used strip of 3, nice multiples, SG 323, 323b.  £ 70

6190 1950 Inauguration set in commemorative folder neatly
affixed to the inside, mainly fine, SG 329/332.  £ 20

6191 1973 25p brown Ghandi defin (17 x 20mm) in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, pencil mark in margin
otherwise very fine and fresh, SG 732a Cat £750.  £ 250

6192 1983 50p brown Ghandi defin in a complete
unmounted mint sheet of 100, pen mark and pencil mark in
margin otherwise very fine and fresh, SG 1073 Cat £450.

 £ 150

6193 1988 60p black Ghandi defin in a complete unmounted
mint sheet of 100, few light bends otherwise very fine and
fresh, SG 1320 Cat £175.  £ 50

6194 C.E.F.: QV ½a green postal stationery envelope
overprinted C.E.F. and used in London uprated with 2½d blue
centenary adhs tied POST EARLY IN THE DAY London
SW1 cancel to Rhyl, unusual UK use of India P/S env.  £ 25
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6195 China Expeditionary Force: 1900-1922 Album page
with each set mint and used 1900 Q.V. 1r mint, 8a & 12a
used, 1905 set to 1r mainly mint, 1914 set to 12a mainly mint,
2a used, ETC £460. (35).  £ 120

6196 China Expeditionary Force: 1921 GV 1r brown and
green CDS used, few minor soils otherwise sound, SG C34
Cat £475.  £ 60

6197 First Day of Issue special folders with mint sets affixed
inside for 1937 GVI set to 1r U/M, 1947 Air set 3 & 1953
Railways 2a black blk of 4, mainly sound. (3).  £ 70

6198 Indian Expeditionary Forces: 1914 IEF overprint 7
different values to 4a fine used on philatelic cover to Windsor
each tied ADDRESSE / SEINE . INFR 23.12.14 CDS cancels,
pretty cover. SG range E1/8.  £ 40

6199 Nabha State: Queen Victoria stamps. Specimen
overprint in black on 8 annas. Plus Specimen o/p in red on 4
annas, Specimen o/p in red on ½ anna and black Specimen o/p
on red Nabha state 2 annas.  £ 20

6200 Officials: 1883 OHMS overprint in black on 1a brown-
purple wmk star in a small box with 1000s loose or in bundles
of 100, must be 5000+ ideal for watermark varieties, overprint
varieties, postmarks etc, cat £2500. SG O40.  £ 125

6201 Officials: 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint sets
for the period including 1937-39 set 7 to 10r, 1939 1a on 1½
mauve U/M, 1939-42 set of 11, 1950-51 set of 14, total cat
£160, SG O135/150, O151/164.  £ 50

6202 Officials: 1939 GVI 10r assembly of used blocks
including positional gutter margin block of 8, block of 6 (3),
strip of 3 (2), large block of 12 left side marginal, block of 8
(2), block of 9,etc, also range of lower values, other normal
GVI to 25r used etc, enormous catalogue value, approx 105
10r SG O141 Cat £20 each £2100 total. Unchecked for
inverted watermarks (cat £95 each).  £ 180

6203 Officials: 1939 GVI 10r purple and claret overprinted
SERVICE in a scarce block of 20 fine used with NEW DELHI
DHQ CDS cancels, some creases and bends but scarce
multiple and huge cost in 1939. SG O141 cat £400.  £ 100

6204 Officials: QV to 1970s Useful mainly used collection
on leaves for On HMS ovpts QV to 1r, EDVII to 5r. 1950 to
10r mint & used, plus other back of the book, Indian states etc,
nice little lot.  £ 26

6205 POSTAL ORDER - 1978 & 1980 Two different used
without counterfoils, R10 & R20 in blue or purple, few minor
faults otherwise sound.  £ 20

6206 Revenues: Postal Service; 1895 QV six different values
including 2r, 3r & 5r top value all cancelled violet CDS or
boxed cancels, mainly sound, Barefoot 9/12. (6).  £ 55

6207 Used in Iran: Bushire 1911 Two very tatty Registered
covers from Bushire to same addr in UK bearing India GV
defins 2a6p pair & 1, other cover had 1a pair and 2a6p rate,
both with Bushire CDS cancels, and registered etiquette's No.
63 & 149, one has PASSED CENSOR BUSHIRE violet d/r
CDS but torn severely affecting the cover.  Intr duo.  £ 50

6208 Used in Iran: Bushire collection of squared circle
cancels most struck well on paper on India GV 2a6p blue
defins each on paper showing full strike of postmarks (14)

plus two other combinations ½a & 1a pairs (2 pieces). Intr
little lot.  £ 80

6209 Used in Iran: Bushire collection of squared circle
cancels mostly struck well on paper on India EDVII combn ½a
& 1a red pair (2 pieces), GV ½a x 3 on piece, pair, 2a6p blue
defins (8) each on paper showing full strike of postmarks plus
two other combinations ½a, 1a & 2a6p, ½a x 2 & 3 x 1a on
piece etc, (14 items).  £ 100

INDIAN STATES
6210 Bhopal: 1908 Arms design 1a red in a superb imperf
block of 4 being a colour trial (actual stamp issued in green)
with partial red omitted on 1st two stamps but embossing of
relief is intact, very striking and unique, SG 100 var.  £ 70

6211 Bundi: Officials; 1941 overprinted SERVICE complete
set of 7 3p to 1r hinged mint, some heavy hinges, 3p corner
bend otherwise with fine fresh appearance, a very scarce set,
SG O53/59.  Cat £900.  £ 450

6212 Chamba: 1938 Set of 16 values to 10r hinged mint, all
have hinge remains but very nice looking, with a huge
catalogue value, SG 82/97 Cat £447.  £ 175

6213 Chamba: 1942-47 Chamba only ovpt complete set of
8 to 25r mainly unmounted mint, ½a, 1a & 1r are lightly
mounted mint, all top values are superb unmounted, 5r is top
marginal with couple pulled perfs otherwise very nice looking
set, with a huge catalogue value, SG 100/7 Cat £700.  £ 325

6214 Chamba: 1942-47 set of 13 GVI defins to 14a purple
mainly fine used 3½a to 12a very fine, SG 108/120.  £ 150

6215 Chamba: Mint and used assembly with better pickings
including 1887 to 1r mainly mint, 1900 set 5 m, 1903-05 set
of 10 (Cat £65), 1913-23 to 12a m, 1927 to 12a mint,
Officials; 1887 to 1r mint, 1903 to 1r mainly mint. (c100).

 £ 110

6216 Chamba: Officials: 1933-40 9p green and 1a carmine
both hinged mint, fine, SG O66/7.  £ 42

6217 Cochin: 1943 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 4p green fine
used example, incomplete very lightly used, sound and
catalogued £850 used, scarce key stamp, SG 85b.  £ 325

6218 Cochin: Officials; 1946-48 Set of 8 with key values
unmounted mint, including 1a3p, 1a9p, 2¼a & mint 4p & 2a
black, (9p ultr is f.u. cat 10p), all fine SG O84/91. Cat £135.

 £ 55

6219 Collection on leaves for Native & Convention states
mint & used, incl many mainstream Cochin, Travancore etc,
small qty.  £ 24

6220 Faridkot: Officials; 1898 3a brown-orange hinged mint
with flaw SLATE for STATE variety, SG O7 var.  £ 25

6221 GWALIOR: 1938-1948 Complete set of 13 to 25r with
high values unmounted mint 1r to 25r, all other low values are
hinged mint, 6a has toned gum (cat £16), but all the key top
values U/M are fresh, SG 105/117 Cat £475 for mint only.

 £ 220

6222 GWALIOR: Officials; 1941-47 Mainly unmounted
mint range for 1941 1a on 1a3p mauve U/M, & 1942-47 set
of 4 unmounted mint, 1r is hinged mint, SG O90/94 Cat £156
for mint.  £ 75
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6223 Hyderabad: 1937 Silver Jubilee U/M, 1947-49 set 3
fine used, 1947 ½a, 1948/49 set 2 m & u, Officials SG O54/6
toned U/M, SG 49/60. Cat £80.  £ 25

6224 INDORE: 1936-1947 Unmounted mint & hinged mint
assembly of useful items including 1936-38 2a bluish green
(SG 21 cat £15), 4a yellow-brown U/M (SG 26 cat £45), 8a
red-orange U/M (SG 28 cat £38), 1940 surcharge set 3 U/M
(SG 33/5 cat £95), 1940-46 complete set of 8 mainly U/M
(SG 36/43 cat £110).  Total cat £303. Lovely clean lot to fill
those gaps!  £ 145

6225 Jaipur: 1948 Silver Jubilee unmounted range of values
in blocks, plate singles etc including 1r top value x 15 (cat
£90), 3a block of 18 plus two blks of 4 and singles (41 in total
cat £164), ¼a x 45 (cat £146), ½a x 35 (cat £17), all very fine.
SG 72, 74, 77 & 80.  £ 80

6226 Jaipur: Nice unmounted mint and hinged mint assembly
including 1943 Postage óa, 1a, 4a & 1r unmounted mint, 2a &
8a mint (SG 59/61, 64, 66-7, cat £203), 1938 ¼a on ½a U/M
(cat £23 mint), 1947 3p on ½a black and violet U/M (cat £22),
1948 Silver Jubilee set mint (SG 72/80 cat £22). Nice lot to fill
those gaps. Cat £270. (17).  £ 110

6227 Jaipur: Officials range mint and used including 1937 4a
black & olive-green Elephant fine used (SG O16 cat £75),
1936-46 óa to 1r unmounted mint (SG O24/O30 cat £70
mint), 1947 SG O32-34 fine used cat £47).  12 stamps Cat
£192. Ideal to fill those gaps!  £ 95

6228 Jind: 1927-37 Mainly unmounted mint blocks of 4 for
1a to 12a values (10 different) mainly fine unmounted mint,
SG range 86/97 Cat £205 for mint.  £ 85

6229 Jind: 1928 10r green and carmine in an attractive block
of 4 unmounted mint with diagonal gum line and pencil mark
otherwise nice multiple, SG 101 Cat £108 for mint.  £ 75

6230 Jind: 1928 5r ultramarine and purple in an attractive
block of 4 unmounted mint with diagonal gum line and pencil
mark otherwise nice multiple, SG 100 Cat £88 for mint.

 £ 55

6231 JIND: 1937-1943 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including JIND STATE overprint set
to 15r (5r & 10r are U/M, SG 109/125 cat £283), 1941-43
complete set of 10 (10r & 25r are U/M, SG 127/36 cat £375),
1940-43 set of 13 (cat £55).  Total Cat £710. (40).  £ 280

6232 Jind: Mint and used assembly with mainstream QV to
12a, Officials 1903 EDVII to 1r, GV to 1r. (c85).  £ 35

6233 Jind: Officials; 1906 EDVII 1r green and carmine in
mainly unmounted mint block of 8 and left marginal blocks of
12, fine, SG O32 Cat £65 for mint.  £ 45

6234 Jind: Officials; 1923 1r brown and green right hand
marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with diagonal gum
bends, nice multiple, SG O43b Cat £152 for mint.  £ 80

6235 Jind: Officials; 1927 2r carmine and yellow-brown
block of 4 unmounted mint with few perf splits otherwise nice
multiple, SG O44 Cat £84 for mint.  £ 55

6236 JIND: Officials 1937-40 Complete set of 6 to 5r green
and blue with unmounted mint for ½a, 1r, 2r & 5r, others
mint, very nice fresh assembly, SG O66/71, Cat £400. £ 140

6237 JIND: Officials 1939-43 Complete set of 14
Unmounted mint (5r is lightly mounted with hinge), very nice
fresh set, SG O73/86 Cat £350.  £ 160

6238 Jind: Officials; 1939-43 GVI Set of 10 values 3p grey
to 8a violet in unmounted mint blocks of 4, all very fine, nice
group, SG O73/O82. Cat £260 for mint.  £ 175

6239 Jind: Officials; 1942 GVI 1r grey and red-brown, 5r
green and blue both in vertical bottom marginal PAIRS
unmounted mint, very fine, SG O83 & O85 Cat £176 for mint.

 £ 150

6240 Kishangarh: 1904 2r olive-yellow used with violet oval
cancel & black pen ink smudge at base, good perfs, scarce, SG
49 Cat £325.  £ 85

6241 Kishangarh: 1929 2r lemon-yellow used on paper with
nice violet cancel and part pen cancel, fine, SG 79 Cat £450.

 £ 150

6242 Kishangarh: 1929 5r claret pin perf used on thick soft
paper, fine, SG 80 Cat £475.  £ 125

6243 Nabha: 1938 Complete GVI set of 18 mainly
unmounted mint, 15r is mounted, 5r & 10r have even tonred
gum otherwie all sound and fresh to 25r (upright wmk, top
gutter marginal), SG 77/94 Cat £750.  £ 300

6244 Nabha: Officials 1885-97 1a brown-purple in a
fabulous left side marginal pane of 82 stamps unmounted
mint, superb study / reference sheet seldom seen in such big
multiples, SG O7.  £ 200

6245 Nabha: Officials; 1885-97 6a olive-bistre and the rare
6a bistre-brown both hinged mint examples, with part
expertising mark on reverse, usual wrinkled gum but very
fresh appearance. SG O15/16.  £ 300

6246 Nabha: Officials; 1940-43 Complete GVI set of 12 to
5r & 1938 set 2 each unmounted mint, sound and fresh SG
O53/68. Cat £355.  £ 175

6247 Patiala: 1026 GV 5r ultramarine and violet unmounted
mint in a top left gutter marginal example showing three parts
of the middle gutter with jubilee lines and part of  PER
watermark, split mostly on the gutter perfs mainly very fine,
SG 60 Cat £60 for mint.  £ 60

6248 Patiala: 1884 4a green heavy used with P & Patiala
hooded cancel in black, sound, SG 4 Cat £200.  £ 40

6249 Patiala: 1885 Official 2a ultramarine vertical bottom
marginal block of 6 unmounted mint with red Puttialla Service
overprint with each stamps showing SERVICE printed double
one inverted variety, Superb SG O7a Cat £180. Scarce in such
a multiple.  £ 250

6250 Patiala: 1912-26 3p grey top marginal pair fine used
with left stamp showing Rs flaw, (few split perfs) rated £75 as
mint. SG 48/48ca.  £ 38

6251 Patiala: 1912-26 3p grey top marginal pair fine used
with right stamp showing Rs flaw, rated £75 as mint. SG
48/48ca.  £ 38

6252 Patiala: 1937-38 12a lake in an attractive bottom left
corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, few light gum
bends otherwise nice multiple, SG 91 Cat £128 for mint.

 £ 55
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6253 Patiala: 1937-38 2r purple and brown fine used large
part CDS across the stamp, thinned on reverse otherwise fine,
SG 93 Cat £190.  £ 42

6254 Patiala: 1937-38 A selection of mainly unmounted mint
blocks of 4 for 3p grey, 9p green, 2a6p violet, 3a green, 3a6p
bright blue, 4a brown, 6a turquoise, 8a slate-violet and 12a
lake, fine and fresh SG 80, 82, 85/91 Cat £932 as mint.

 £ 400

6255 Patiala: 1937-38 Complete set of top values all
UNMOUNTED MINT,  for 1r toned, 2r, 5r, 10r corner
marginal, 15r & 25r has 2 tone spots, all fine fresh appearance,
SG 92/97 Cat £563 for mint.  £ 280

6256 Patiala: 1937-38 Set to 2r & 10r mounted mint, mostly
fine and fresh SG 80/93, 95. Cat £390.  £ 85

6257 Patiala: 1937-38 Six different values unmounted mint,
9p, 1a, 3a6p, 8a, 12a & 2r all U/M, 2r is top marginal
(mounted on margin only, SG 82/3, 87, 90, 91 & 93, Cat £139
for mint.  £ 65

6258 Patiala: 1941-46 Complete set of 13 on 1940-43 hinged
mint all with fine fresh appearance SG 103/115 cat £60.

 £ 22

6259 Patiala: 1941-46 Complete set of 5 unmounted mint all
with fine fresh appearance to 1r, two low vals have even toned
gum, lovely set SG 98/102 Cat £600 for mint.  £ 300

6260 Patiala: 1941-6 A selection of mainly unmounted mint
blocks of 4 for 3p grey, ½a red-brown (2 blks of 6), 1a
carmine, 1r grey and red-brown, fine and fresh SG 98/9,
101/102 Cat £370 mint.  £ 150

6261 Patiala: 1946 1r grey and red-brown unmounted mint
block of 4, fine and fresh SG 102 Cat £48 mint.  £ 24

6262 Patiala: Mint and used assembly with mainstream QV
to 3a used, EDVII to 12a, GV to 1r, Officials good range QV
to both 1r mainly used, EDVII set to 1r used, GV to 1r used,
(c95).  £ 30

6263 Patiala: Officials; 1936 2r carmine and orange top
value in an attractive block of 6 unmounted mint two tone
spots otherwise nice multiple, SG O57 Cat £108 for mint.

 £ 55

6264 Patiala: Officials; 1936 2r purple and brown in an
attractive block of 4 fine used (top marginal) showing pearl in
frame missing variety on bottom right value tablet. Jal Cooper
states two different positions on the sheet. SG O67.  £ 50

6265 Patiala: Officials; 1937-39 set of six to 5r each in block
of 4 unmounted mint, SG O63/8 Cat £168 mint.  £ 85

6266 Patiala: Officials; 1939 5r green and blue in an
attractive block of 4 mint / unmounted mint (top marginal)
mainly fine, mounted on one stamp only. SG O68 cat £80 for
mint.  £ 36

6267 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an
unmounted mint block of 8, bottom marginal, very fresh, SG
O70 Cat £152 for mint.  £ 85

6268 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an
unmounted mint block of 8, left marginal, very fresh, SG O70
Cat £152 for mint.  £ 85

6269 Patiala: Officials; 1940 1a on 1a3p mauve in an
unmounted mint block of 4, very fresh, SG O70 Cat £76 for
mint.  £ 40

6270 Patiala: Officials; 1944 2r purple and brown hinged
mint showing pearl in frame missing variety on  value tablet.
Jal Cooper states two different positions on the sheet. SG O83.

 £ 50

6271 Patiala: Officials; 1944 2r purple and brown in a top
marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, plus 1r with many gum
creases so added in as a bonus, SG O82/3 Cat £88 mint.

 £ 34

6272 Patiala State: Officials 1885 2a blue hinged mint with
SPECIMEN  handstamp in black Samuel Type 15, unusual,
SG O7 var.  £ 25

6273 Patiala State: Officials 1890 QV ½a blue-green hinged
mint with REPRINT diagonal handstamp in violet. SG O6 var.

 £ 25

6274 Rajasthan: Bundi 1948-49 Handstamped in black  'set'
of 6 mainly hinged mint values to 8a, includes ¼a, 2a & 4a
orange are unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 1A/6A Cat £162.

 £ 60

6275 Sirmoor: 1894-99 Mounted mint range of 5 different
values 6p, 1a, 2a, 3a & 1r vermilion, heavy hinges but fresh,
SG 23/26, 29 Cat £128.  £ 32

6276 Travancore: 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint or
used complete for the period including 1937 Temple Entry set
4 mint (Cat £16), 1939 Birthday set of 7 mint (SG 64-70 Cat
£80), 1943 surchs mint (SG 73, 74a, 75a), Officials 1939 27th
Birthday set unmounted mint (SG O87-93, cat £140 mint),
Travancore-Cochin 1949 surch set of 7 mint (SG 1/7b cat
£40), 1950 surch set 2 mint, 1950 set 2 mint, Officials 1949-
51 set of 7 mint (SG O1/O7, fine used cat £19.  Cat £300+.
Ideal to fill those gaps! (52).  £ 120

INDO CHINA
6277 1933 Inscribed border air mail typed cover with 6c, 20c
and 50c from Saigon 11 3 33 to London via Marseilles 19th
March. Very fine clean stamps cancelled blue-black CDS, with
Saigon-Marseille boxed cachet. Plus 1936 airmail cover with
36c red and 1938 airmail cover with some damage. Plus 1931
2c green from Hue Annam to Haiphong postcard. `  £ 20

6278 1934 (26 May) Printed airmail cover Saigon to Calcutta
bearing 25c & 20c diff tied CDS on reverse and Calcutta and
SURAT arrival backstamps, few minor faults.  £ 15

6279 1938 (1 Aug) Airmail envelope to Hanoi sent on 1st
flight cacheted cover Saigon to Hanoi with nice combination
of 4 adhs tied SAIGON CENTRAL CDS's and HANOI
TONKIN next day CDS alongside, stained on back flap
otherwise pretty cover.  £ 20

6280 Original collection 1889 issues to 1933 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
160 different incl 1889 5 on 35c m, 1892 set to 5f used (5f
short corner), 1904 to 1f, 1907 to 1f, 1927 to $2, 1931 to $2,
1933 airs m & u,  interesting lot. (c160).  £ 80
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INDONESIA
6281 1948-1969 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
of many commem sets, thematics galore neatly arranged, STC
€248.  £ 40

6282 1950 United States of Indonesia RIS overprint top
values 2r to 25r hinged mint, all fine examples with expertising
marks on reverse, huge catalogue value in excess of £1050.

 £ 300

6283 1950-1980 Extensive mint & unmounted mint
collection in a Schaubek hingeless printed album with dozens
of sets including from 1950 onwards incl 1950 RIS overprints
set to 1r mint (cat £90), 1951 UN Day, 1953 Mothers Day,
1954 Disasters set, 1955 onwards much complete to 1980,
postage dues complete, RIAU issues from 1957 complete,
West Irian complete, useful and attractive lot. 100s.  £ 180

6284 1951-1965 Large stockbook with an extensive
unmounted mint stock of duplicated sets (around 9 sets of
each issue) and ranges including 1950 Inauguration both sizes
mint (9 of each cat £105), 1951 UN set mint (2 cat £55), 1951
President to 50r mint, 1954 Natural Disasters set m (cat £55),
etc, useful catalogue value in excess of £700+.  £ 75

6285 1959 Three typed first flight covers BOAC Comet 4
Jetliner with various stamps from Djakarta to Calcutta, Beirut
and Singapore.  £ 20

6286 1960's Nine first flight covers from various airlines,
1965 Indonesian Airways Djakarta to Amsterdam, Thai
International flight to Bangkok, Qantas 1967 first flight Sydney
to London via Amsterdam and 1959 Pan American flight
Djakarta to San Francisco. All covers are typed nice group.

 £ 45

6287 1965-1983 Large stockbook with an extensive
unmounted mint stock of duplicated sets and ranges including
better miniature sheets 1966 Maritime M/S (6 cat £17 each),
1967 Tourist (7 cat £7.75 each), 1967 Paintings M/S (9, cat £9
each), 1968 Save Borobudur M/S (cat £50 each x 3), 1968
Tourism M/S (24 cat £9 each), Olympic Games M/S (30 cat
£9 each), Fruit M/S (30 pairs cat £13 each), 1970 Visit M/S
(19 cat £11.50 each), 1972 Fish set 3 (8, cat £47 each set),
1973 Tourism set (9, cat £35 each), 1974 Travel long set to
160r, 1974 Art series set (9 sets cat £23 each), 1974 Pres.
Suharto set of 6 (9 sets, cat £17 each), 1974 UPU set (9, cat
£18 each), 1974 Fish series set (8, cat £21 each), 1976
Daggers M/S (15 cat £26 each), 1977 Orchids M/S (18 cat
£18 each), 1978 Wildlife M/S (2 sets, cat £26 each), 1978
Orchids M/S (8, cat £10.50 each), 1979 Asia Phil. Ex. M/S (7
cat £13 each), 1981 Paintings M/S (11, cat £18 each), 1980
Parrots M/S (8, cat £33 each), 1981 Cockatoos M/S (5, cat
£29 each), 1983 Communications M/S (7 cat £17 each), etc,
enormous catalogue value in excess of £5500+.  £ 500

6288 1968 Save Borobudur Monument miniature sheet
unmounted mint, SG MS 1190 cat £50.  £ 15

6289 1969 Tourism 15r Girl with offerings in attractive side
marginal vertical strip of 5 showing dramatic purple ink
omitted in progressive printing error from the top downwards
resulting in large areas of ink omitted.  Striking! SG 1235 var.

 £ 78

6290 1982-1997 Unmounted mint collection of sets, defins,
commems, miniature sheets and modern sheetlets in a large
well filled stockbook including many nice thematics
unmounted mint, noted many miniature sheets cat up to £70+,
1982 Birds M/S (both, cat £70), 1983 Temple M/S, 1983 Fish
sets, 1984 Birds M/S (cat £45), Forestry M/S, Aussie M/S (cat
£45), 1984 Filacento 325r M/S (cat £70), 1988 Filacept M/S
set 2 both perf & imperf (cat £88), 1988 Butterflies M/S both
perf & imperf (cat £82), 1989 Flowers 1000r M/S (cat £60),
hereon good degree of completion to 1997, enormous
catalogue value.  £ 400

6291 1988 Olympic Games set of 2 miniature sheets both
perf and imperf unmounted mint, fine, SG MS1888 Cat £120.

 £ 35

6292 1989 Endangered Species - The Orang-utan set of 2
miniature sheets unmounted mint, fine, SG MS 1924 Cat
£275.  £ 85

6293 1993-2000 Unmounted mint assembly of sets in a neat
little stockbook miniature sheets (27) incl 1993 Butterfly M/S,
most M/S cat from £4-£12 each, attractive lot STC €200. (27
M/S).  £ 40

6294 1998 Waterfowl Birds set of 5 in unmounted mint
blocks of 4, very attractive set, SG 2444/8 Cat £114.  £ 38

6295 1999 Pahlawan National Heroes prestige booklet
complete date of issue 17 August 1999.  £ 10

6296 Collection in a luxury DAVO printed hingeless (mainly)
album and slipcase with better noted including 1948 ovpt set
to 2½g orange mint (Cat £88), 1949 New Curr. set mainly
mint ( key values used), 1950 RIS to 1r m & u, 1951 sets m,
1971 Fish set , 1973 Fish set m, 1974 Travel set of 26 U/M
(cat £143), good range of Fund sets m, hereon extensively
complete to 1980s, miniature sheets incl 1968 Monument (cat
£50), Olympic Games M/S, 1970 Dancers M/S, 1977 Orchids,
1977-78 Wildlife, Orchids, 1980 Parrots, then other commem
sets to 1992, back of the book etc, good cat value. Nice lot for
further expansion.  £ 240

6297 Dutch Administration: 1949 New Currency top values
1r to 25r hinged mint, fine, SG 566A/57A Cat £450.  £ 85

6298 Large stockbook with an unmounted mint stock of
duplicated sets and ranges plus many used extras, noted nice
thematics, 1950 RIS ovpts to 1r m & u incl 20r black (cat
£41), 1950 5th Anniv set 3 mint (1r cat £17 x 3), 1951 UNO
1r mint (cat £37), hereon huge amount of 1960s material to
1982. 100s.  £ 75

6299 Postal Stationery 5 Sen with address on reverse and 10
mark in red addressed to Netherlands with boxed faint
registered number.  £ 20

6300 West Irian: 1963 2s on 90s yellow green vertical
surcharge pair unmounted mint showing horizontal imperf
between variety, nice Rhino thematic, SG 2.  £ 20

IRAN
6301 1025 Surcharge p.re. 1925 complete set of 7 2c green
to 2k mauve in unmounted mint panes of 40 (no margins), all
fine and sound, SG 595/601 Cat £5790.  £ 1000
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6302 1870-1936 Original collection on well filled unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 475 different incl 1870s imperfs, 1879 m & u,
better perf & imperf 1882-4 to 10f, official overprints &
surcharges, 1894 to 50k, 1898 to 50k, 1899 to 50k, massive
range of control and overprint issues, 1908 to 50k, 1911 to
40k, 1915 to 5t m, 1919 surcharges mint, useful lot mainly
sound and fine, taken completely 'as is', ideal to fill those gaps.
(c475). Useful catalogue value.  £ 180

6303 1876-1952 Attractive mint and used collection on
leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1909 12 values to 5k
and 30kr mainly mint (cat £300, taken 'as is'), 1911 to 30k
used, 1925 set used, 1936 long set used, 1939 Royal Wedding
set m, 1950 Internment set 2 mint (Cat £40), 1953 Oil,
officials 1915 set mint (Cat £60+), Parcel Post 1915 set mint
(Cat £70+), clean lot ideal for expansion.  £ 125

6304 1931 First Flight cover with 2 x 10c maroon and purple
& 6c red from Teheran-Bender-Pehlevi SG 631 647.
Receiving CDS on reverse.  £ 20

6305 1939 Reza Shah Pahlavi Imperf miniature sheets of 4
for 10d, 30d, 1r & 1r50 values, all mounted mint with heavy
hinge remains, huge cat value for set of 8 Scott rated $1500.
Scarce.  £ 100

6306 1944 (Jan) Fire Damaged Cover registered to Bombay
with various adhs tied on reverse with RECEIVED
DAMAGED / POSTAL CENSOR two line h/s on obverse ,
Opened by Examiner censor tape DHC 10 with 400 pencil
overprint, violet censor h/s and sent via BASRAH REG, then
DELHI REG CDS's, unusual and interesting item.  £ 75

6307 c1878 Persana postal card (unused) bearing irregular
split 5ch value with 2½ handstamp in red tying the adhesive in
a circle, various tone spots and minor faults but interesting
looker, Persiphila $350.  £ 80

IRAQ
6308 1918-1934 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1918 set of 14 mainly used (Cat £55), 1923
set 13 mainly used, 2r black mint, 1931 used to 2r & 5r (Cat
£90), 1934 set 18 used (Cat £50), officials 1923 5r orange
used (Cat £65), 1924 set 12 used (Cat £100), (c159).  £ 130

6309 1918-21 10r on 100pi indigo unmounted mint top
value, slightly centred left otherwise very fresh, gum spot on
top perf, superb for these, SG 14 Cat £110.  £ 45

6310 1920 (20 Dec) On Active Service Cover sent registered
from a private in RASC Mesopotamia addr to Daily Sketch in
London and written at the end of the Arab uprising against
British Rule in 1920. Stamps on reverse have been removed
and London EC / 40 backstamp on arrival.  £ 25

6311 1948-60 Collection mint for approx 120 different on
leaves, many nice commem sets, STC £250+, nice little lot.

 £ 45

6312 1949 Airmails Miniature sheet both perf and Imperf
mounted mint, some toning spots and gentle wrinkles
otherwise mainly fine, SG MS 338 Cat £240.  £ 80

6313 1978 Ancient Coins 1fils vertical unmounted mint pair
both showing dramatic smudges of the olive ink.  Ex

postmasters archive.  SG 1321 var.  Scarce and unique.
 £ 25

6314 1978 July Festivals 100f Miniature Sheet unmounted
showing perforations doubled all round variety, very striking
and scarce, SG MS 1328.  £ 70

6315 1981 Saddam's Battle of Qadisiya 100f Miniature Sheet
unmounted showing gold ink smudged and blobs of ink across
the sheet, very striking and scarce, SG MS 1471.  £ 28

6316 1987 10th Anniv of United Arab Shipping Company
200fils Miniature sheet showing 'large white fog over the land
and sea replacing the blue ink' variety, scarce, ex postmaster's
archive. SG MS 1757.  £ 25

6317 1993 10D on 25f Pansies unused corner marginal block
of 4 with top right corner folded during surcharging hence part
of surcharge on back of stamp, visually dramatic cat £36 per
stamp SG 1932.  £ 60

6318 1993 Re-Construction 250f unused corner marginal
block of 4 with large shift of perfs both ways resulting in
cutting the stamps and marginal imprints on the stamps, scarce
and very dramatic, SG 1933 var.  £ 70

6319 1997  2nd  Anniversary o f Referendum 25d
multicoloured WE SAY YES SADDAM in corner marginal
unused block of 12 showing dramatic vertical and horizontal
perforation shifts, visually stunning unique block.  SG 2023
var.  £ 60

6320 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 15, creased ex printers' waste
showing green part of design printed on reverse on 11 stamps
in the block very unusual and unique.  SG 2020 var.  £ 70

6321 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 9 showing horizontal  perforations
doubled variety, very striking and possibly unique.  SG 202
var.  £ 40

6322 1997 Geometric 100d emerald, blue & vermilion in
unmounted mint block of 9 showing vertical perforations
doubled variety, very striking and possibly unique.  SG 202
var.  £ 40

6323 1998 Flora 1000d in vertical marginal block of 16
showing dramatic horizontal perforation shift cutting through
each stamp, striking thematic item probably unique.  SG 2037
var.  £ 75

6324 1999 50d Bees in block of 10 showing dramatic
vertical perforation shift cutting through each stamp, striking
item probably unique.  SG 2064 var.  Nice thematic item.

 £ 50

6325 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 1000d in vertical
pair showing dramatic vertical & horizontal perforation shift
cutting through each stamp, striking item probably unique.  SG
2056 var.  £ 20

6326 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 150d in vertical
marginal block of 16 showing dramatic vertical & horizontal
perforation shift cutting through each stamp, striking item
probably unique.  SG 2054 var.  £ 100
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6327 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 25d in marginal
block of 14 showing dramatic vertical & horizontal perforation
shift cutting through each stamp, striking item probably
unique.  SG 2052 var.  £ 60

6328 1999 62nd Birthday of Pres. Hussein 5000d in
horizontal strip of 4 showing dramatic horizontal perforation
shift cutting through each stamp, striking item probably
unique.  SG 2057 var. Cat £184.  £ 40

6329 1999 Saddamiya al Therthar 100d top corner marginal
block of 4 showing dramatic horizontal perforation shift
cutting through each stamp, striking & probably unique.  SG
2059 var.  £ 50

6330 2000 Birds 500d Miniature sheet Goldfinch in uncut
horizontal pair roughly cut with scissors unmounted mint,
scarce and unique.  SG MS 2087.  £ 25

6331 2001 10th Anniv of Gulf War 50d corner marginal
block of 4 with bottom left corner folded resulting partly
misprinted, also yellow ink blotches across the block, unique
error.  SG 2133 var.  £ 60

6332 2001 10th Anniv of Gulf War 50d marginal block of 4
with two right hand stamps printing virtually omitted, dramatic
error.  SG 2133 var.  £ 50

6333 2001 54th Anniv of Al Baath Party 50d in corner
marginal block of 9 showing dramatic horizontal & vertical
perforation shift cutting through each stamp, striking item
probably unique.  SG 2105 var.  £ 60

6334 Revenues: 1918-1923 Assembly of 9 values all used
incl 1918 3a on 1½pi, 12a on 5pi, 1923 ovptd to 1r etc, nice
little group. (9).  £ 40

6335 Revenues: Unmounted mint bottom marginal pair
showing gross vertical misperforation on brown revenue
stamps. See photo.  £ 25

IRELAND
6336 1848 (21 Mar) Stampless Entire Cork to London
bearing nice strike of CORK E dated arc in blue with  PAID
/ UK CDS in red and PAID G CDS in red both on obverse
alongside Cork cancel, vertical filing fold otherwise fine. Very
pretty but no charge stated on the cover  £ 45

6337 1859 (Jun 29) Soiled cover Dublin to Philadelphia
bearing 1s green right wing margin tied nice 186 diamond
barred numeral and 5 CENTS transit charge in red along with
BOSTON Bb PKT PAID Jul 14, Soiling on the cover and
creases faults on reverse.  £ 65

6338 1900's  Tinted B&W postcard of Father Matthew's
Statue, Cork unused published by Valentine's series. Historical
item good condition.  £ 10

6339 1922 Dollard Seahorses set first printing hinged mint
2/6, 5s & 10s, mainly fine, SG 17/21. Cat £300.  £ 100

6340 1922-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1922 Dollard Seahorses 2/6 & 5s used (Cat
£255), defins to 10d mint & used, 1922-23 Seahorses 2/6 &
5s used (Cat £230),  (c77).  £ 85

6341 1922-1947 Useful collection in a Lighthouse hingeless
album unused, mint including better varieties, noted 1922
Dollard set of 8, Seahorses 2/6 (both shades), 5s rose-carmine,

10s dull grey-blue (set 3 cat £300), interesting variety includes
½d green gutter pair, blk of 8 one stamp showing 1022 for
1922, 5d bistre single 1022 for 1922, 1d red pair 1022 for
1922, ½d SC for SE, 1d carmine blk of 4 SC for SE, Thom
ovpts for different sizes, ½ blk of 4 192L for 1922, ½d green
T22, U22, 1d T22, 1½d Q20, 2d orange S22 & T22, 2½d blue
T22 control singles, vals to 1s bistre, Coil join pairs ½d, 1d,
1½d, 2d strip 3, 1922 Sword Map defins to 1s (Cat £65), 1937
St Patrick set 3 mint (Cat £400), 1933-35 P.15 x imperf 1d
carmine (cat £100), 2d imperf x p.14 (Cat £40), 1940-68 set
(cat £110), etc, useful and interesting assembly.  £ 500

6342 1922-1975 Stockpages mint and used little lot on five
Hagners incl defins to 2/6 used, Airs to 1/5 m, 1960s commem
sets mint / U/M, postage dues to 8d mint etc, STC £240.

 £ 48

6343 1922-1991 An extensive collection mainly unmounted
mint collection in a KA-BE printed album with a huge amount
of completion 1960 to 1991 incl Miniature sheets many with
good cat values, 1982-83 defin set to £5, 1974 to £1, few
earlier used, nice clean lot for expansion.  £ 280

6344 1922-23 2/6 chocolate-brown & 5s rose-carmine both
nice CDS used examples, well centred, 5s has small soil in top
right and wrinkles, mainly sound, SG 64/5 Cat £230.  £ 44

6345 1922-23 Coil pairs hinged mint set of 4 each showing
long 1 in 1922 variety, mainly fine, usual perfs, SG 67a/70a.

 £ 125

6346 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a block of 4 nice central CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS
(Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine, SG 62. Cat £300.

 £ 30

6347 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom marginal block of 4 nice central CARRAIG DHUBH
1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine, SG 62.
Cat £300.  £ 30

6348 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom marginal rule lines block of 4 nice central CARRAIG
DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine,
SG 62. Cat £300.  £ 30

6349 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a nice unmounted mint right sided marginal irregular block of
7, small gum bend otherwise fresh, nice multiple SG 62.

 £ 85

6350 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 1½d red-brown a
superb right marginal strip of 4 with second stamp showing S
over E variety. SG 54 var.  £ 30

6351 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 1d scarlet a superb
strip of 3 unmounted mint with middle stamp showing S over
E variety. SG 53 var. Nice positional example, fresh.  £ 35

6352 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 1s bistre-brown a
mint pair with left stamp showing S over E variety. SG 63 var.

 £ 55

6353 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 2d orange a superb
bottom gutter marginal unmounted mint block of 4 with
bottom left stamp showing S over E variety. SG 55 var. Nice
positional example, fresh.  £ 35
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6354 1922-23 Thom S over E variety on 3d bluish violet a
superb bottom gutter marginal unmounted mint pair with left
stamp showing S over E variety. SG 57 var. Nice positional
example, fresh.  £ 35

6355 1922-23 Thom Saorstat 6d reddish purple in a superb
unmounted mint right marginal block of 4 showing full offset
on reverse variety, very fine. SG 60 var.  £ 100

6356 1922-23 Thom Saorstat ½d green in a superb mint pair
with right stamp showing line over overprint variety, very fine.
SG 52 var.  £ 50

6357 1928 5s carmine rose seahorse in a superb and rare
mint sheet of 40 with selvedge all round, various perf
separation some re-enforced by hinges, varieties stated (not
guaranteed) as re-entry to 5 (R6/3), S over e & circumflex
accent over a (R9/2), larger accent (R10/4), other listed flaws
not evident, scarce in such a multiple. Twenty stamps are
uncounted mint. SG 87 Cat £3545 as mint. SG 87 & 87a.

 £ 1750

6358 1928 5s rose-carmine Seahorse unmounted mint,
excellent centring and very fine, SG 87 Cat £80 mint.  £ 65

6359 1928 Wide Date 10s dull grey-blue hinged mint left
hand marginal example, fine and fresh, SG 88 Cat £190.

 £ 75

6360 1929 (26 Aug) First Experimental Air Service Galway
to London with large oval red cachet on obverse, 2p adhs tied
wavy line GAILLIMH Buy Irish Goods slogan postmark and
typed along the top for the flight details. Very fine.  £ 48

6361 1937-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 set of 3 (10s is Unmounted mint, cat
£450), 1940 set 17 to 10s with 2/6 & 5s unmounted mint (cat
£110), 1940 Coil Stamps 1d carmine (SG 112B & C, Cat
£102), 1941 Easter set 2, 1948 Air set unmounted mint,
Postage Due 1940-53 six vals to 5d etc.  Cat £682. (56). Very
useful lot.  £ 220

6362 1940 Map & Sword defins in corner marginal mint /
unmounted mint blocks of four ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d,
5d & 10d with some values mounted on the margin only, cat
£170 for mint.  £ 55

6363 1940's A selection of approx. three-hundred and fifty
plain covers mostly addressed to Western Hats Castlebar
County Mayo. With stamps of the period massive postmark
interest.  £ 60

6364 1950's A selection of twenty four unused good
condition postal stationery envelopes various values. 21 are
approx. 270 mm x 110 mm. Includes two 1971 2½p with first
day postmarks. Rare to have this amount together.  £ 70

6365 1972-2017 Mainly unmounted mint Miniature sheets
collection complete for the period includes 2017 Railway
Stations, Ploughing, 2016 Cycling, 2016 Easter Rising pack
(Cat £22), plus set 4 M/S's (Cat £22), 2015 Food, 2012 Ocean
Race, 2011 Horses, 2010 Birds of Prey, 2009 Composers,
2006 Trees plus Washington Stamp Show, 2005 Butterflies,
2003 Irish Mariners, 2002 Rock Legends set 4, 2002
Mammals (Cat £15), 1997 Marine Mammals, etc, etc, many
nice thematics, and face values up to €5 each. STC £450.
(c120).  £ 175

6366 1999-2000 Celebrating the Millennium set of six
special folders from An Post each set x in a special sheetlet
affixed to the folder by special cancel, Cat £120 as used. SG
1283/8, 1300/1305, 1515/1320, 1377/88.  £ 40

6367 2012 Fitzpatrick Thomas letter facsimile folder in Eire
post printed booklet facsimile entire letter has two penny black
and all the markings in red etc.  Nice item.  £ 10

6368 Binder containing 1922 to modern defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1922 Thom GV values to 1s
mint, dozens used, few red overprints, Wide Date Seahorses
2/6 & 5s used (sound, Cat £155), 1960 to 10s used, good qty
and plenty of mainstream here, 100s.  £ 85

6369 EURO face value new issues: Useful face in a stock of
64 duplicated miniature sheets, mainly 2000s to 2011 and SG
catalogue £5-£8 each, face average around €2.20 each, noted
2006 Trees, 2007 Rugby, 2006 Golf, 2007 Castles, 2011 Nat.
Parks, 2006 Music, 2008 Film, etc.  Approx 64.  £ 40

6370 Extensive duplicated stock in carton with main value in
1948-65 10/- deep blue St Patrick with in excess of 5500 used
examples, some in blocks and or on paper from fiscal
documents, but mostly CDS or parcel used examples, also
some FDCs from earlier to modern, packets and leaves with
other ranges incl 1953 Emmet duplicated in bags, envelopes
etc, enormous cat value guesstimate around £36,000+. Ideal
for inverted watermarks hunting. Less than 3% cat value.

 £ 1000

6371 Postage Dues: 1940-69 1½d vermilion full sheet of 60
U/M with varieties 'c' for 'D' in due PD7a, and dot in margin
SW PD7c varieties cat £50, stamps cat €4 so sheet cat €282.
Hibernian PD7. Scarce as a sheet.  £ 115

6372 Postage Dues: 1940-69 1½d vermilion Inverted
Watermark full sheet of 60 U/M with varieties 'c' for 'D' in due
PD7a, and dot in margin PD7c varieties cat £50 as normal
wmk, stamps cat €25 each as inv wmk so sheet cat €1550.
Hibernian PD7wa. Scarce as a sheet.  £ 400

6373 Postage Dues: 1978 3p stone in a full sheet of 60 U/M
with 3 varieties break in frameline, chipped corner and frame
break (all listed at €10), stamps cat €4 so sheet cat €258.
Hibernian PD22 incl PD22a, b ,c. Scarce as a sheet.  £ 105

6374 Postal Order: 1941-75 nice collection of 18 examples
includes 1941 6d, 1/6, 1959 2/6, 1965 5s, 1974 20p, 60p &
£1, 2000-2001 50p to IR£10 with counterfoils (13). Useful
group. (21).  £ 140

6375 Prestige booklets: Useful face in a group of mainly all
different noted 1997 Lighthouses (£4.64), 1998 Pioneers
£5.20), 1999 Aviation (£4.91), 2000 Military Aviation
(£5.55),  2001 Fish (£5.82), 2002 Gallery (€6.56), 2003
National Gallery (€7.68), 2004 Gallery (€8), 2015 Animation
(€5.44) useful, mainly very fine, SG Cat £108. (9).  £ 25

6376 Stockcard of mint ranges including 1950 Holey Year
set, Moore set 2, 1954 Newman, 1953 Emmet and small range
of postage dues, STC £161.  £ 20
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ISRAEL
6377 1890-1950s Diverse and amazing collection of JNF,
Charity, poster stamps and revenues with a wide ranging
eclectic collection of over 1000 labels and related ephemera,
includes German 1897 Hansa 5658 local stamp (3), JNF
Diaspora stamps, High Holidays incl pane of 6 AH1, early
1900s Jusaic European Poster stamps, Israel & Palestine
revenues, pins, panes, receipts and letterheads from charity
offices around the world incl Argentina to Poland, to Egypt,
Judische Gemeinde folder with labels.  A collection with many
unusual and valuable items, fine to very fine. Rare opportunity.

 £ 1200

6378 1948- 1979 Mainly unmounted mint untabbed
collection on attractive printed leaves in a loose-leaf binder
with high degree of completion for 1952-1979 sets, also
miniature sheets and postage dues, airmails etc, colourful lot.

 £ 100

6379 1948 1st New Year set of 5 in gutter tete-beche pairs
with two stamps on each side mainly fine used very fine, Bale
10a/14a.  £ 50

6380 1948 1st New Year set of 5 in right hand full tab pairs
mainly unmounted mint, two with the colour band in margin,
couple of gum spots or blemish in the margins otherwise very
fine, Bale 10/14. Scott retail $225.  £ 150

6381 1948 50m brown in mint / unmounted mint block of 4
showing roulette 22 perforation along the bottom in error,
unlisted in Bale but similar horizontal roulettes catalogue at
around $500+.  Scarce, Bale 6 var.  £ 80

6382 1948 Doar Ivri complete set of low values tabbed
unmounted mint and three top values 250m, 500m & 1000m
each with plate number in top margin, all fine unmounted
mint, complete with 1999 Wolf Ising certificate and each
expertised on reverse accordingly, Bale 1/6 (tabbed), 7/9
(plate No).  £ 450

6383 1948-1952 Balance of a valuable collection mainly
unmounted mint collection in Borek printed springback album
all issues and sets with full tabs noted 1948 Flying Scroll 3m
in tabbed pane of 28 plus 3m & 5m in gutter tete-beche blocks
of 6, 1949 Assembly 250pr red-brown and grey tabbed single
and corner marginal blk of 4, 1949 1st Anniv. of Postage
Stamps Miniature sheet (Cat £225), 1949 Jewish New Year
5pr dark blue full tabbed on cover for Air Force Day cachet,
1949 Jewish Coins set of 6 hinged on tabs only (SG 21-26 cat
£200 UM), 1950 25th Anniv. of Founding Hebrew University
100pr full corner tab U/M (folded perfs, cat £55), 1950 Jewish
New Year set 2 full tab (cat £75), 1950-54 Coins set U/M (Cat
£42), tete-beche set of 6 (Cat £50) plus 45pr deep mauve on
cover, and tete-beche gutter pairs, 1950 Third Maccabiah 80pr
U/M (Cat £130), 1951 3rd Anniv. set 2 U/M (Cat £90), 1951
40th Anniv. Founding (Cat £45), 1951 50th Anniv set (toned
cat £225, not included in value), 1952 70th Anniv. 110pr on
FDC, 1952 4th Anniv. Indep. set 3 U/M (Cat £55), Death of
1st President set 2 U/M (Cat £33), 1951 Official set 4 U/M
(Cat £27) plus set in top right corner marginal blks of 4, 1952
Postage Due set 9 with margins (Cat £30), plus Coins 10pr &
15pr P/S cards unused, useful lot.  £ 350

6384 1948-1969 Extensive FULL TABBED unmounted
mint collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album better
throughout including 1948 Jewish New Year (cat £550), 1949

Inauguration 250pr (cat £90), National Flag (cat £120), 70th
Anniv pair (cat £200), Jewish Coins (2nd issue, cat £200), 1st
Anniv. M/S (cat £225), 1950 UPU (cat £150), 1950 2nd Indep
set (corner tabbed, cat £1000), 1950 Air (cat £400), 1950
Coins set, Opening of P.O. (cat £450), 1951 JNF (cat £225),
1952 Menorah & Emblems (cat £600), 1953 Air set (cat
£200), appears almost complete to 1969, extensive lot with
new cat prices taken from SG latest (2018) Middle East prices
revised catalogue. STC £4300+.  £ 1350

6385 1948-1970 An extensive unmounted mint collection in
a lovely loose-leaf printed binder and illustrated leaves with
almost complete for 1955-1970, smaller ranges of complete or
part sets for earlier, 1951 Officials, Postage Dues from 1952,
1952 Menorah with out full tab, 1960 TAVIV M/S f.u., 1966
Museum Exhibits set, ideal lot for expansion, huge cat in
excess of £770+.  £ 300

6386 1948-1970 Mainly unmounted mint collection of
untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
huge amount of commem sets, noted 1948 Jewish New Year,
1949 Coins Miniature sheet hinged mint (cat £225 mint), 1949
onwards mainly complete for commem sets, 1952 Menora (cat
£36), 1950 Air set (cat £43), 1953 Airs set, defin sets, strips
& pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.  £ 125

6387 1948-1981 Fine used collection in a printed DAVO
album well filled with many tabbed sets, part tabs on some
earlier, and no tabs on a few key issues, 1960s onwards are
mainly full tab sets, clean lot for further expansion with spaces
for all the different tab combinations etc. 100s.  £ 100

6388 1949 (1 May) Illustrated Tabul Tel Avivi registered
cover bearing 250pr Road to Jerusalem with full tab tied
illustrated boxed cancel with winged Exhibition label in pale
blue alongside. Attractive, Bale 15, cat $350.  £ 125

6389 1949 1st Anniv. of Postage Stamps Miniature sheet on
illustrated First Day Cover tied boxed cancels, few corner
wrinkles otherwise fine and attractive item, SG MS 16a Cat
£110 used.  £ 50

6390 1949 70th Anniversary of founding of Petah Tiqwa full
tabbed 40pr unmounted mint, very fine, SG 17 Cat £200.

 £ 36

6391 1949 Adoption of new National Flag 20pr blue full
tabbed left hand single unmounted mint, very fine, SG 16 Cat
£120.  £ 48

6392 1949 First Anniversary of Israeli Postage Stamps
Miniature sheet unmounted mint, tiny gum spot otherwise very
fine, SG MS16a Cat £225.  £ 88

6393 1949 First Anniversary of Israeli Postage Stamps
miniature sheet unmounted mint, very fine, SG MS 16a Cat
£225.  £ 55

6394 1949 First Anniversary of Postage Stamps Imperf
Miniature sheet bearing 10pr claret x 4 unmounted mint, very
fine, SG MS16a. Cat £225  £ 55

6395 1949 Inauguration of Constituent Assembly full tabbed
250pr unmounted mint, tiny gum spot otherwise very fine, SG
15 Cat £90.  £ 36
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6396 1949 National Flag 20pr blue full tabbed on illustrated
30pr blue postal stationery envelope uprated on registered
cover sent philatelically tied boxed cancels, small tone spot
otherwise pretty cover. SG 16.  £ 35

6397 1949 National Flag of Israel 20pr sky-blue both left and
right hand full tab pairs mainly unmounted mint, right tab has
sheet number in the margin, very fine, Bale 16/16a. Scott retail
$85.  £ 50

6398 1949 Second New Year set of three in unmounted mint
top right plate corner marginal blocks of 4, for plates 8, 9 &
10. Fine, Bale 18/20.  £ 30

6399 1949 Second New Year set of three unmounted mint
with full tabs. 10pr has toned gum, 5pr tone line on gum,
couple gum spots on margins otherwise fine, Bale 18/20. Scott
retail $575.  £ 125

6400 1949 Tabul Miniature sheet imperf unmounted mint,
mainly very fine, Bale MS1.  £ 38

6401 1949 Well of Petah Tikva right hand full tab tied to
registered First Day Cover by PETAK TIKVA 10.8. 1949
CDS cancel, two clear backstamps on reverse, very fine, Bale
17. Offered 'as is'.Very attractive.  £ 65

6402 1949-50 Jewish Coins (2nd Series, 9mm) set of 6 with
tabs unmounted mint, 3pr grey has one pulled perf otherwise
very fine. SG 21/6 Cat £200.  £ 75

6403 1950 25th Anniversary of founding of Hebrew
University full tabbed 100pr unmounted mint, very fine, SG 31
Cat £55.  £ 22

6404 1950 3rd Coin issue set of values on album leaves
mainly mint / unmounted mint with many plate blocks,
identified varieties, tete-beche gutter strips, 23 varieties, some
in pairs, 7 plate blocks of 4, great study lot.  £ 80

6405 1950 75th Anniv. of UPU set of two tabbed on
illustrated First Day Cover with TEL AVIV 26.3.1950 First
Day Cancel, some slight age marks or tones otherwise pretty
cover. Bale 27/8.  £ 40

6406 1950 Airmail full tabbed set of six unmounted mint,
5pr has few split perfs on tab, 250pr has couple blunt perfs
along right side otherwise very fine, SG 32/37 Cat £400.

 £ 140

6407 1950 Jewish New Year full tabbed set of two
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 38/9 Cat £75.  £ 30

6408 1950 Menorah Stamp 1000pr blue and grey in a superb
unmounted mint top right corner marginal plate 38 and sheet
number block of four, very fine combination, Bale 59.  £ 40

6409 1950 Menorah Stamp 1000pr blue and grey with full
tab unmounted mint, tone spot on bottom tab otherwise very
fine, Bale 59. Scott retail $220.  £ 110

6410 1950 Second Independence Day set of two full tab
unmounted mint, 40pr has corner right tab, very fine, Bale
29/30. Scott retail $500.  £ 150

6411 1950 Second Independence Day set of two on
illustrated First Day Cover tied TEL AVIV 23.4.1950 First
Day CDS and Antelope Day of Issue h/s alongside. Few light
tones, Bale 29/30. Scarce.  £ 125

6412 1950 Third Maccabiah full tabbed 80pr unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 52 Cat £130.  £ 52

6413 1950-1962 Attractive postal stationery collection neatly
arranged on leaves mainly unused cards, envelopes and airmail
issues (36), Coin issues from No.1, values to 70pr, Scenery
cards, Reply cards, 1959 complete postcard booklet, etc,
lovely clean lot.  £ 75

6414 1950-1964 Mainly unmounted mint collection of full
tabbed sets and some ranges in mounts on  leaves in a binder
with 1953 Air set excluding 1000pr, 1952 Postage Due set,
etc, ideal for expansion.  £ 48

6415 1951 50th Anniv. of Jewish National Fund full tabbed
set of three unmounted mint, very fine, SG 58/60 Cat £225.

 £ 90

6416 1951 50th Anniv. of Jewish National Fund set of three
tabbed on illustrated First Day Cover with TEL AVIV YAFO
46.6.51 First Day Cancel, some slight age marks or tones
otherwise pretty cover. Bale 52/4.  £ 30

6417 1951 Third Anniv. of state of Israel full tabbed set of
two unmounted mint, very fine, SG 56/7 Cat £90.  £ 36

6418 1952 4th Anniv. of Independence full tabbed set of
three unmounted mint, very fine, SG 66/7 cat £55.  £ 24

6419 1952 Jewish New Year full colour tabbed set of four
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 69/72 Cat £75.  £ 30

6420 1952 Menorah & Emblems 1000pr black and blue in
a top right corner marginal imprint block of 4 unmounted
mint, no tabs, shows sheet number and plate 38, SG 64a Cat
£144 as singles.  £ 45

6421 1952 Opening of Zionist Building 220pr full tab on fine
unaddressed First Day Cover, SG 68.  £ 15

6422 1952-1988 Attractive written up collection on 22
album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards,
labels, FDCs, and overprints noted 1970 TABIT special folder
No. 34 of 150 limited edition, 1973 Exhibition M/S's, 1982
Beer Sheva setenant pair plus sheetlet of 10 m, etc. Very intr
and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard. (20 covers, 23 labels).

 £ 50

6423 1953 Jaffa airmail 1000pr dark and light green with full
tab unmounted mint, very fine, Bale 79. Scott retail $95.

 £ 36

6424 1953-56 Complete set of 9 AIRS full tabbed
unmounted mint, each had very light gum tone on tabs but
does not detract, otherwise very fine, SG 76/82a Cat £200.

 £ 75

6425 1954 TABIM National Philatelic Exhibition setenant
mint sheetlet of 12 labels for two different panes of 6 depicting
Lion and stamp design in blue and yellow or green and red
(2nd printing). Fine.  £ 20

6426 1955 Twelve Tribes of Israel 20pr mauve in attractive
top marginal unmounted mint block of 8 with top 4 stamps
showing dramatic perforation shift horizontally, and partially
vertically.  Very striking, Bale 121 var.  £ 80

6427 1963 Centenary of Hebrew Press Complete sheet of 16
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 260a. Cat £140.  £ 55
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6428 1970-1999 An extensive unmounted mint FULL TABS
collection in a loose-leaf binder on illustrated printed leaves
with almost complete for the period, an enormous range of
unmounted mint sets almost complete including 1998 Security
Markings self-adhesive set, most miniature sheets, 1996-98
Sports long set, 1995 Composers, 1992 Film set, Songbirds
set, 1992 Sea of Galilee, 1992 Anemone booklet pane of 40
in full sheetlet (cat £130), 1990 Stamp World London 90 M/S
both perf & imperf, 1990 Greetings 80a pane of 20 (cat £120),
1986 Herzi defin set (cat £60), 1986-94 Archaeology set (cat
£110), huge cat in excess of £2900.  £ 1100

6429 1971-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of
modern untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder
with huge amount of commem sets, some defin sets, strips &
pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.  £ 80

6430 1975-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of
modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder
with miniature sheets, 1978 Memorial Day, 1985 Birds of Prey
M/S (cat £29), Israphil set of three M/S (cat £50), 1983 Tel
Aviv M/S (cat £22), 1986 Defin set (cat £60+), setenant strips
or pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value. £ 150

6431 1979-1989 Extensive FULL TABBED unmounted
mint collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album better
throughout including 1989 Ducks strip + M/S, Fr. Revolution
M/S (cat £36), 1988 Indep. M/S, 1987 Birds of Prey M/S,
1986 Archaeology, 1985 Israphil x 3 M/S (cat £50), 1985
Birds of Prey M/S, appears almost complete to 1989,
extensive lot with new cat prices SG latest (2018) Middle East
prices revised catalogue £770+.  £ 250

6432 1990-1999 Extensive FULL TABBED unmounted
mint collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album better
throughout including 1990 Stamp World London 90 M/S,
1990 Beer Sheva M/S, 1996 Writers sheetlet, 1996 China '96
M/S, appears almost complete to 1999, extensive lot with new
cat prices SG latest (2018) Middle East prices revised
catalogue £1250+.  £ 380

6433 A selection of approx. fifty-five covers includes some
1950's first day covers. Includes 1955 10th Anniversary of
U.N.O., 1967 opening of post office in Jordanian Territory,
1952 UNICEF Day and 1968 Stamp Exhibition Jerusalem plus
unused postal stationery.  £ 30

6434 BANK OF ISRAEL - Special folders issued in limited
editions for various banknotes including 5000 Sh 1984 uncut
strip of 3, 50sh single note, 1983 1000sh uncut strip of 3 (2),
mostly fine, one pane is affixed with removable tape, folders
have a few small marks etc. High retail over $280+.  £ 100

6435 Collection duplicated mint & mainly used ranges in a
binder on dozens of plain pages starting from 1948 to 1990s
with some duplication noted 1948 No tab Coins to 500m &
1000pr blue (used, cat £415), 1952 1000pr Menora single
U/M (Cat £36), 1963 Hebrew Press sheetlet of 16 mint, 1987
Explorers M/S m (Cat £14), 1989 Ducks set & M/S m, French
Revolution M/S m (Cat £36), 1990 London 90 M/S m (Cat
£36), Beer Sheva 90 M/S m (Cat £18), 1991 Museum M/S m
(Cat £19), Haifa 91 M/S m (cat £19), 1996 Peking Birds M/S
m (Cat £22), etc, useful lot, needs sorting out, 100s.  £ 225

6436 Collection on SG printed loose-leaf album with mint
collection 1950s-70s mainly with tabs, plus two larger printed

albums with similar tabbed collections, ideal for expansion,
just needs earlier better to complete, 100s.  £ 75

6437 Collections in a stockbook and two binders including
U/M sets full tabs in stockbook for 1960s-80s, 1971-1979 in
Minkus printed album U/M mainly without tabs, 1949-1961
With tabs mint collection much complete from 1950 incl airs
set fine used, 1949 Imperf M/S used special cancel (cat £95)
etc, useful cat value.  £ 125

6438 Diverse and amazing collection of JNF (KKL) and
other Jewish related labels and ephemera an overfull binder
with well over 1000 items, JNF (Jewish National Fund)
includes many earlier and scarce, foreign offices, errors,
Diaspora, tags, postcards, calendars, also a wide selection of
non JNF labels including charities, revenue stamps, early
European adverisong and poster stamps, Minhelet Haim (1948
interim), etc.  A wonderful and diverse collection with many
seldom seen items, mainly fine. Fabulous opportunity. £ 1000

6439 Jewish National Fund: KKL Judaica 1954 50th Anniv
of Herzl Death 120pr unmounted mint block of 4 showing
dramatic shift of grey-blue across the stamp giving a striking
printing error on all four stamps.  Scarce cinderella item.

 £ 60

6440 Jewish National Fund: KKL; Native printed book
containing a lovely clean 1950s collection of all different labels
mint in 'sets' and ranges, setenant pairs, setenant vertical strips
of 7 (3 diff), setenant block of 30, many prominent figures,
approx. 222 different, attractive mint collection.  £ 200

6441 LONG BOX with an extensive unmounted mint mainly
souvenir / miniature sheets, multiples in sheets of 8 or more,
some stamp sets from 1950s but mainly 1980s to 1990s with
many useful cat value sheets throughout, jumbled in original
packets, needs sorting out, useful cat value and many nice
thematics. 100s.  £ 125

6442 Postal Orders: 1980-81 Two different 1 Shekel postal
orders in orange and green or orange and purple both with
counterfoil unused cancelled by issuing post office, fine. (2).

 £ 20

6443 WW2 Censor covers correspondence to UK mainly
35m rate airmail covers each with Israeli red censor seals (21)
numbered 4, 1017, 1000, 1004, 1023, 1007, 1016, 1008,
1008, each tied by violet Israeli h/s, also white censor labels
(8, Nos. 4, 1029, 1019), plus additional boxed censor on plain
cover. Interesting group. (30).  £ 240

6444 WW2 Censor covers correspondence to UK mainly
35m rate airmail covers each with Israeli red censor seals (13)
numbered 4 (6), 1000, 1002, 1017, 1022 (2), 1023 (2) each
tied by violet Israeli h/s. Interesting group. (13).  £ 150

ITALIAN P.O. ABROAD
6445 CHINA: 1917 Overprint Pechino set of seven low
values fine hinged mint from 1c to 50c including key 20c
orange which is very fine (cat £200). (7).  £ 100

ITALY
6446 1823 Entire dated 18th Sept 1823 from Savona to
Genoa with unclear manuscript 19.9BRE in red on reverse.

 £ 20
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6447 1850 Early Italian post entire dated 24 Feb 1850 cancel
unclear but looks like addressed to Genoa.  £ 14

6448 1857 (6 Jul) Entire Letter Liverpool to Sicily bearing
GB QV 6d pl.5 & 1/- pl.4 tied 466 duplexes sent 'by French
Packet via Marcella' and receiving boxed h/s on obverse
Piroscafi / Postali / Francesi.  Horizontal filing fold otherwise
sound and attractive.  £ 125

6449 1862-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well
filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 215 different incl better earlies to
2l, 1890 parcel post surch set mint, 1901 to 5l, 1910 set 2
mint, Pleb. 5c cto used, 1911-12 sets, part sets to 1930s,
useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c215). Useful catalogue value.  £ 250

6450 1862-1936 Original collection on well filled unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 390 different incl better earlies to 2l, 1878
Officials surcharged set used, 1889 to 5l, 1890 parcel post
surch set mint, 1901 to 5l, 1910 set 2 mint, Pleb. set 2 f.u.,
1923 Black Shirt set m, BLP on 10c red on paper used, 1930
Virgil set m & airs, part sets to 1930s, useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c390). Useful catalogue
value.  £ 300

6451 1867 20c pale blue heavy mounted mint, large part
original gum, couple nibbled perfs on left otherwise sound, SG
20 Cat £1300+.  £ 180

6452 1867-77 20c blue extensive collection of original entire
letters each bearing 20c tied by a variety of cancels being a
correspondence from a trader back to the same address in
Genova noted Cagliara, Arti, Brescia, Milan, Torino,
Alessandria, Napoli, Cassari, Livorno, S. Remo, Milan station,
Sarazana, etc, (75).  £ 75

6453 1878 Official 2c on 20c lake mint showing surcharge
inverted variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh
appearance with high cat value Scott 39a Cat $1000. Sassone
31B Cat €1200.  £ 350

6454 1878 Official 2c on 2c lake mint showing surcharge
inverted variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh
appearance with high cat value Scott 37a Cat $2000. Sassone
29B Cat €2,250.  £ 600

6455 1878 Official 2c on 30c lake mint showing surcharge
inverted variety, usual brownish streaky gum, otherwise fresh
appearance with high cat value Scott 40a Cat $1600. Sassone
32B Cat €1800.  £ 500

6456 1878 Officials surcharge 2c on 10l claret top value
hinged mint, few pulled perfs in bottom right corner otherwise
sound, nice looker, SG 30, Cat £700.  £ 85

6457 1878 Officials surcharge 2c on 2l claret key value
hinged mint, few rough perfs otherwise sound, nice looker, SG
28, Cat £700.  £ 85

6458 1879 20c orange King Umberto I key value hinged
mint, with slightly streaky gum, odd blunt or pulled perfs but
very fresh colour, SG 33, Cat £550+.  £ 110

6459 1879 25c blue King Umberto I key value heavy hinged
mint, with slightly streaky gum, blunt or pulled perfs along the
bottom but very fresh colour, SG 34a, Cat £950+.  £ 150

6460 1879 30c brown King Umberto I very fine used
incomplete barred postmark, slightly centred right and
expertised on reverse, nice example of this scarce stamp, SG
35 Cat £2500, Sassone 41 €2850.  £ 250

6461 1879 30c brown King Umberto I very fine used part
corner CDS cancel, quite well centred, very neat and tidy
example of this scarce stamp, SG 35 Cat £2500, Sassone 41
€2850.  £ 250

6462 1879 King Umberto I 25c ultramarine unmounted mint
with light corner bend and some uneven perfs, centred left,
Sassone 40 €2400.  £ 85

6463 1890 Parcel Post Stamps surcharged set of 6 hinged
mint, original gum, mostly fine lookers with nice clean
appearance, SG 47/52 Cat £201.  £ 40

6464 1901 10c red King Victor Emanuel II hinged mint
centred SW, sound, SG 65 cat £130.  £ 25

6465 1901 5l blue and rose top value in a unmounted mint
PAIR, grossly off centre downwards but rarely seen
unmounted, Sassone 78, premium 2½ times for U/M on mint
price. Sass. 78, SG 72.  £ 60

6466 1910 National Plebiscite of Southern states set of 2
nicely fine used good CDS cancels, SG 83/4 cat £435.  £ 85

6467 1917 (20 May) Printed postal card for the Esperimento
Posta Aerea Roma - Torino bearing the same stamp to
commemorate the service tied CDS and arrival CDS illustrated
coloured green card for Circulo Filatelico Italiano, mainly fine,
Scott $100 on coloured flown card.  £ 50

6468 1917 (28 Jun) Airmail cover from Naples to Palermo
bearing 25c on 40c violet IDROVOLANTE overprint for the
same air service, scarce, Scott C2 cat $100 on flown cover.

 £ 50

6469 1917 75c red and carmine a side imprint marginal
vertical strip of 10 from the left hand sheet, unmounted mint
with full sheet imprint down the margin for 75l face value,
fine, SG 185. Cat £65.  £ 25

6470 1922 Air Dante Alighieri Society 100l green and blue
top value fine corner CDS used, lovely example, SG 332 Cat
£475.  £ 100

6471 1922 Ninth Italian Philatelic Congress overprint set of
4 unmounted mint, all have yellowish streaky gum but with
very fine fresh appearance, 15c grey is expertised, 25c & 40c
have excellent centring (a huge premium in Sassone), SG
122/125, high cat value £1375 mint, Sassone €4000 U/M.

 £ 600

6472 1922 Ninth Italian Philatelic Congress overprint set of
4 used, mainly incomplete cancels, 15c grey has bottom right
perf fault, 40c brown is off centre, SG 122/125, high cat value
£1450.  £ 200

6473 1922 Ninth Italian Philatelic Congress set of 4
overprints on paper each tied by special illustrated
CONGRESS PHILATELICO ITALIANO TRIESTE 6.6 22
cancels.  The exhibition ran from 4th to the 10th June and
these cancels are two days after first day of issue. Sassone
123/6 Cat €1600+.  £ 550
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6474 1923 50th Death Anniversary of A Manzoni set of 6
fine used incl good TRIESTE 23.11.23 CDS cancels, 5l is
centred left otherwise fine, SG 155/160 Cat £3670.  £ 750

6475 1923 Black Shirt Fund set of 3 good CDS used
examples incl ROMA & AVEZZANO cancels, Sassone 147/9
cat €450.  ScottB17/18 cat $405.  £ 120

6476 1923 Manzoni complete set of 6 fine used CDS cancels
mainly good postmarks, 5l key value is centred right, scarce
set, Sassone 151/156 cat €5250. Scott 165/170 cat $6000.

 £ 1500

6477 1923 Tercentenary of Propagation of Faith set of 4 fine
CDS used with 15.11.23 ROMA C CDS cancels, odd light
tone, SG 129/132 Cat £440.  £ 85

6478 1924 Victory LIRE UNA complete set of 4 fine used
overprinted mainly decent CDS cancels, tow well centred, two
off centre, fine, SG 161/164 Cat £1100.  £ 225

6479 1928 400th Birth Anniv. of Filiberto 20l green and
mauve top value CDS used but smudged with contemporary
postal cancels otherwise sound, SG 236 Cat £850.  £ 85

6480 1930 Hellenus & Aeneas 15l+1.50l red brown key
value full CDS sound used, Scott 255 Cat $400, (Sassone
€450).  £ 160

6481 1934 Air 10l + 5l brown-black Airplane & stadium
entrance key value full CDS sound used, Scott C65 Cat $550,
(Sassone €550).  £ 160

6482 1934 World Cop Football Airmails set of 4 including
the key top two values all fine used decent CDS cancels, SG
418/421 Cat £659.  £ 215

6483 1937 2000th Birth Centenary of Augustus the great
complete set of 15 postage and airs  mainly fine used CDS
examples, mainly very fine, nice key set cat £620+. SG506/20.

 £ 180

6484 1949 25th Biennial Art Exhibition 50l blue and yellow
unmounted mint, fine, SG 724 Cat £120.  £ 24

6485 1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100l brown fine
used decent CDS cancel, sound, SG 726 cat £140.  £ 38

6486 1949 Centenary of Roman Republic 100l brown fine
used decent CDS cancel, SG 726 Cat £160.  £ 32

6487 1950 Fifth General UNESCO Conference set of 2
unmounted mint. fine, SG 744/5 Cat £139.  £ 28

6488 1950 Int. Radio Conf. set of 2 decent CDS used, sound,
SG 749/50 cat £193.  £ 30

6489 1950 Int. Radio Conference 55l blue fine used decent
CDS cancel, sound, SG 750 cat £180.  £ 50

6490 1951 Int. Gymnastic Festival, Florence set of 3 very
fine used corner CDS cancels, scarce set, SG 878/9 Cat
£1800. Sassone €2000.  £ 360

6491 1951 Reconstruct Fund set of 6 to 5000d purple hinged
mint, SG 692/7 Cat £290.  £ 80

6492 1960 Stamp Day 15L unmounted mint example
showing RED OMITTED variety with normal for comparison,
entire posthorn is omitted, very striking error.  SG 1033 var.

 £ 68

6493 1963 50th Anniv. of Italian Nat. Insurance Corp. 30l
unmounted mint PAIR showing YELLOW OMITTED variety
with normal for comparison, affects the entire stamp as only
cyan colour blue as been printed without yellow, very striking
error.  SG 1095 var.  £ 180

6494 1965 20th Anniv of Resistance 130L unmounted mint
showing RED OMITTED variety with normal for comparison,
value and part of flag omitted, very striking error.  SG 1131
var.  £ 75

6495 1966 Trees 55l unmounted mint showing RED
OMITTED variety with normal for comparison, affects entire
stamp incl border and value, very striking error.  SG 1241 var.

 £ 68

6496 1967 Stamp Day 25l unmounted mint showing RED
OMITTED variety (sun and rays, Bird wings and Stamp title)
with normal for comparison, very striking error.  SG 1201 var.

 £ 68

6497 CAMPIONE: 1944 Set of 7 pictorial defins in marginal
unmounted mint blocks of 10, few curled margins but stamps
are fine, SG 6/12. Yvert 6/12. Cat €350.  £ 100

6498 EXHIBITIONS 1898 Turin Publicity labels (3) mint for
the Exhibition held under the patronage of ministry of post and
telegraphs MOSTRA FILATELICA (3 different colours), nice
early items.  £ 30

6499 EXHIBITIONS 1898-1970s extensive collection on
approx 45+ album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1898 Turin (3 labels), 1908
Milan PPC with ESPOSIZIONE squared circle cancel, 1934
Tuscany Exhib set 6, 1947 printed cards with exhib. cancels,
1950s cacheted covers, engraved sheets, 1961 proof sheet of
cachets (3), plus many more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex
Eric Stannard.  £ 200

6500 EXHIBITIONS 1906 Milan Publicity labels mint for an
International Stamp Exhibition with arms design in two
different blocks of 4, sage green imperf, orange-red perf
blocks, nice early items.  £ 30

6501 EXHIBITIONS 1922-23 Trieste 9th Congress Publicity
labels (3) & 19th Congress Milan (2 labels perf, 2 imperf in
same colours) mint for Congress of Italian Philatelists,
showing Castle Taragas or Flag & statue. (7).  £ 40

6502 EXHIBITIONS 1928-1954 Publicity labels (16)
including 1928 Milan imperfs (5), 1928 MOSTRA & INTRA
overprints, 1930 17th Congress (3), 1933, 1940, 1949, 1952
& 1954 labels, nice range.  (16).  £ 75

6503 EXHIBITIONS 1959 SICILIA Palermo 16-26 October
International Stamp Show publicity labels 5 different marginal
panes of 10 unmounted / mounted mint each margin with
sheet number and black or red imprint, very fine each design
with Sicily classic imperf. Pretty album pieces. (50).  £ 50

6504 Express Letter: 1933 Air 2.25l grey-black fine used
light CDS cancel, sound, SG E371 Cat £180.  £ 50

6505 Officials: 1875 Complete set of 8 2c to 10l used, all
CDS few uneven perfs, 5l has heavier CDS, 10l very fine used,
SG O21/28 Cat £436.  £ 85
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6506 Parcel Post: 1884 King Umberto I fine used set of 6
good CDS cancels, odd pulled perf otherwise very fine, SG
P38/43 Cat £518.  £ 100

6507 Social Republic: Express Letter 1944 1l25 green and
2l50 red-orange both unmounted mint, fine and fresh, SG
E41/2 Cat £294 for mint. Sassone 19/20 cat €750 for
unmounted mint.  £ 180

6508 Two postcards one Jesus with soldiers praying with
medal attached and Mother and Child blessing with soldiers
with medal attached.  £ 15

ITALY - COLONIES
6509 Eritrea: 1903 1c brown in a irregular block of 13
unmounted mint (usual brownish gum) showing Colonia
Eritrea overprint INVERTED variety, scarce positional piece,
SG 19a. Cat £1300+.  £ 450

6510 Eritrea: 1948 BMA opt Postage Due 2d lower marginal
blk of 4, variety 'no stop after A' on 1st stamp. F-VF fresh
MUH. Sass S3/3b. SG ED3/3a cat £121+.  £ 60

6511 Libya: 1921 Victory 10l dark blue and olive hinged
mint top value, very fine, key stamp, SG 33A Cat £350.

 £ 100

6512 Libya: 1928 1.75l brown hinged mint top value, very
fine, key stamp, SG 67 Cat £100.  £ 35

ITALY - STATES
6513 Fournier Forgery, Parma; 1852-59 Attractive range
including 40c black on blue in imperf block of 20, 1857 40c
blue strip of 3, 1859 5c green tete-beche imperf block of 6,
10c brown strip of 3 unused, plus seven postmarks on one
piece. (49).  £ 125

6514 Fournier Forgery, Roman states; 1859 Attractive range
of large blocks of 30 unused and 'used' including 1Baj, 1½baj,
2baj, 3baj, 4baj, 5baj, 6baj, 8baj, 20baj plus seven postmarks
and overprints on one piece. (277).  £ 300

6515 Modena: Attractive range of forgeries mainly unused,
few small part gum, mostly good margins variety of shades
possibly odd correct example noted 15c grey-brown unused
(Cat £2250), 5c green (2), 15c brown (5), 20c lilac (4), 20c
black, 40c red (3), 80c red-brown. Useful study lot. (17).

 £ 110

6516 Old time stockbook of mainly used duplicated with
better throughout including Papal States imperf to 1s red
(thinned used, taken as is Cat £4000), Modern imperf 5c green
(3), 10c (3), 15c (4), 25c (2), 40c (2), 1l (taken as is, Cat
£3600), Sardinia 1851 20c blue (2), 1853 20c blue (Cat
£250), 1854 20c blue (2, cat £450), 40c rose (Cat £3750),
1855 to 3l bronze, Neapolitan Provinces 2g blue (4), 5g red
(3), Parma 1853 5c (3), 10c (2), 15c (3), 15c red (3), 1857
25c brown (2), Naples 1gr (3), 2gra (5), 5gr (2), 10gr (3), all
taken 'as is' interesting lot. Approx 250.  £ 500

6517 Parma: 1852 15c rose PAIR fine used CDS cancel, 4
good margins all round,  very nice pair, Sassone 3. cat €400+.

 £ 125

6518 Parma: 1852 40c blue fine used two line datestamp, 4
close to good margins, lovely copy, expertised Buhler on
reverse, Sassone 5. cat €900+.  £ 200

6519 Parma: 1852 5c yellow in an superb STRIP OF 3 neat
4 margins all round, fine used with single line town h/s's fine
and rare multiple, Sassone 1. cat €900+.  £ 250

6520 Parma: 1852 5c yellow neat 4 margin example fine
used with diamond grid cancel, superb, Sassone 1. cat €250.

 £ 70

6521 Parma: 1853-57 Newspaper 6c black on rose very fine
used large margins and neat red CDS cancel, superb looker,
Sassone 1 cat €600.  £ 160

6522 Parma: 1854 (15 Oct) Entire Letter to Modena bearing
15c rose tied PARMA / 15/ OTTOBRE 3 line h/s in black, and
Modena arrival backstamp.  Sassone 7 cat €750.  £ 150

6523 Parma: 1854 15c red fine used three line town
datestamp, 3 good margins touching on fourth, very attractive
copy, expertised twice on reverse, Sassone 7. cat €500+.

 £ 70

6524 Parma: 1854 15c red fine used two line town
datestamp, 4 good margins, very attractive copy, expertised on
reverse, Sassone 7. cat €500+.  £ 150

6525 Parma: 1854 25c brown-red very fine used 2 good
margins and neat diamond grid postmark, expertised several
times on reverse, Sassone 8 cat €750+.  £ 70

6526 Parma: 1854 5c orange fine used diamond grid
postmark, 3½ close to good margins, attractive copy,
expertised on reverse in 1943, Sassone 6. cat €1300.  £ 260

6527 Parma: 1857-59 25c brown very fine used 4 close
margins and neat CDS, superb looker and expertised Kohler
on reverse, Sassone 10 cat €350+.  £ 35

6528 Parma: 1857-59 40c blue very fine used 3½ large
margins just touching at SE corner and neat diamond grid tied
on paper, superb looker, Sassone 11 cat €1100+.  £ 200

6529 Parma: 1859 10c brown superb PAIR cancelled
diamond grid and manuscript pen in black, couple of nicks but
scarce multiple, Sassone 14, expertised Buhler on reverse. Cat
€2250.  £ 380

6530 Parma: 1859 20c blue with a nice PARMA CDS
postmark, good margins, sound and fine, Sassone 15, two
expertising marks on reverse. Cat €450.  £ 120

6531 Tuscany: 1858 (12 Feb) Piece with a 1c red 3 margin
example, cut into along the fourth side, tied CDS and red
transit CDS alongside, very attractive item, SG 26.  £ 60

JAMAICA
6532 1844 Entire letter from London to be collected at
Mayhill Post Office Jamaica. Bearing paid at Edinburgh cds
12 March 1844 and London paid mark 14 march 1844. No
Jamaican receipt marks. The letter acknowledges previous
letters and agrees to the appointment of a Mr Davidson to visit
the Rozelle estate. Has some tears inside.  £ 40

6533 1860-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 1860-70 to 1s brown (very
mixed), 1870-83 to 1s used, 2s & 5s unused (faults cat £165),
1883-97 1s & 5s hinged mint (cat £76), 2s venetian red f.u.
(cat £40), 1905-11 incl 4d black on yellow mint, 1919 2s f.u.
(cat £45), 1919-21 set to 10s mint (Cat £120), 1921-22 3s
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mint, 5s used, 1923 Welfare 2½d + ½d black and blue in used
blk of 4 (Cat £76), etc, useful lot (123).  £ 150

6534 1860-1935 Mint & used collection on Imperial printed
leaves with useful throughout incl 1860 1d (2 shades) used, 2d
rose used, 3d-1/- used incl shades, 1870 set to 2/- used,1883
set to 1/- used, 1903 set 4 mint, 1905 vals to 5d, Ord paper to
1/- brown mint plus 2 shades of 6d, 1912 to 2/- used, good
range of War stamp issues mint incl one inverted ovpt on ½d
(SG 73d), 1919 vals to 5/- mainly mint, 1921 set 13 to 10/-
mint, 1923 Welfare set m, 1929 set 3 m, 1932 set 3 m, 1935
SJ set m, etc.  Useful cat value.  (124).  £ 300

6535 1860-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate  mint & used assembly incl
1860 1d blue mint, 1870 to 2/- used, 1883 to 1/- used, GV to
2/-, 1938 to 5/- m & u, 1956 set to £1 mint, 1962 set mint,
1964 Indep set m, 1969 Decimal ovpt set U/M, 1970 set U/M,
etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.  £ 80

6536 1870-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1883-97 to 5s lilac used, 1903-4 to 5d
Arms m & u, 1905-11 to 5s mint (Cat £55), 1912-20 to 5s
used, 1921-29 to 5s m & u, (c117).  £ 125

6537 1874 (16 Mar) Incoming Mail; Entire London to VERE
Jamaica bearing 1s green pl. 8 tied LONDON EC / ZZ/ MR
16 / 74 cancels sent to Daniel Callaghan at Perrins Estate,
Vere, Jamaica. VERE / JAMAICA part receiving CDS on
obverse. This sugar plantation was served by up to 268
enslaved workers in the 1830s. Callaghan was also proprietor
of Pusy Hall sugar plantation. Intr.  £ 100

6538 1886 2d slate very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 20a Cat
£110.  £ 44

6539 1901 (22 Mar) Registered cover to London bearing
Llandovey Falls 1d red strip of 3 on reverse tied by nice OLD
HARBOUR squared circle cancels (showing circular outer
ring from the handstamp), and attractive JAMAICA
REGISTERED oval in black on obverse along with R oval and
red regd London arrival. Horizontal fold otherwise mainly
fine.  £ 25

6540 1915 Jamaica War Stamp League - Red Cross labels
produced by Lewis Ashenheim (a Kingston solicitor) to
support the Red Cross and collect Funds for the purchase of
Aircraft for the Royal Flying Corps and relief of Polish Jews.
Three different labels biplane above Red Cross printed in red
(1st Dec), Jamaica added in black (1916 15 Jan) & Half Penny
added in black (1916 11th Mar). All postally used. (3). £ 120

6541 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee ½d, 1½d and 6d
on May 6th 1935 typed first day cover to Liet. John Storr
USA. SG 114-116.  £ 15

6542 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint mainly
fine, SG 114/7.  £ 9

6543 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 114/7.  £ 16

6544 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 114/7.  £ 16

6545 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.  £ 40

6546 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover (few tones) from an old time collectors hoard, SG
114/7.  £ 60

6547 1935 Two King George VI covers with Silver Jubilee
1½d stamps plus cover with 1½d and 1d. Addressed to
Canada and USA. SG 114 115.  £ 15

6548 1938 (8 Feb) JAMAICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY /
THIRD STAMP EXHIBITION / AT NATHAN'S STORE /
3rd to 10th February 1938, large blue handstamp tying 2s pal
tree defins and addresses to Chapelton, Kingston Feb 8
machine mark on reverse and Chapeltown receiving b/s, few
curled corners but nice additional to any Jamaica collection.

 £ 40

6549 1938 Mrs M D Parkin printed envelope for a stamp
dealer in Reading Jamaica bearing ½d tied JAMAICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY / THIRD STAMP EXHIBITION /
AT NATHAN'S STORE / 3rd to 10th February 1938 h/s in
blue. Few bends but nice philatelic item.  £ 20

6550 1938-1955 Attractive range of first day covers
including GVI defins 1938 ½d & 1d in vertical pairs, 1938
regd cover 2d, 2½d, 3dm 4d, 6d & 9d all tied Constant Spring
CDS's, 1952 3d, Jamboree, 1953 Coronation, Royal Visit
(illus), 1955 Tercent set 4 (illus), 1956 2d, 2½d & 3/- on two
illus covers.  Few minor faults, tones, corner bend etc, but nice
selection.  (9).  £ 32

6551 1943 WWII Censor airmail covers both bearing 1s
pictorial defin tied MANDEVILLE CDS cancels and with
censor 2548, both to same address in UK.  £ 16

6552 1949-1966 Both Mint and used extensive collection in
22 ring binder with useful content throughout including 1883
to 1s used, GV to 1s, GVI to 10s used (2), 1956 to 10s (2), £1
used (2), various commems to modern used. 100s.  £ 48

6553 Attractive mint assembly on thirty seven large
stockcards some light duplication noted 1956 set (Cat £110),
1962 Indep. set, 1964 set (2), Officials long set, 1969 Decimal
set (2), 1979 set, then sets to 2000s, lovely thematic issues,
nice clean lot. (Approx 700).  £ 160

6554 Attractive mint & used assembly on fourteen large
stockcards some light duplication noted QV 6d & 2s mint,
1912 15 values to 2s mint, 1919 3s & 5s mint (2), 1932 set 3
(Cat £81), 1938 GVI set to £1 mint (Cat £150), nice clean lot.
(Approx 190).  £ 200

6555 Covers and cards interesting QV to QEII range incl
airletters, P/S cards, regd P/S env, newspaper wrappers, dual
reply card etc noted QV cards for diff values (8) incl 1877
PAID THREE PENCE H/S in red on early unused card, QV
1½d surcharge on 3d green unused, 1969 1c FDI h/s, EDVII
1d unused, etc (24).  £ 50

6556 Postal Orders: 1991-2005 Three postal orders 10c, 20c
& $300, all unused with counterfoil issued at LIGUANEA,
KINGSTON, etc, fine. (3).  £ 55

6557 QV-GV Mint assembly on stockpage with useful
content including 1860 4d red-orange mint (minor faults),
1905 5/- grey and violet m, 1905-11 values incl 4d black on
yellow m, 2/- purple on blue m, 6d lilac m, 1912-20 vals to 1/-
, War Stamp ranges, 1919-21 vals to 10/-, 1921-29  vals to 5/-
, 1923 Child welfare set, 1935 SJ set, 1932 set 3,  £ 160
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6558 Stockbook with a useful mainly used assembly STC
£700+ from QV to 1/-, GV to 2/-, 1938 to £1, mint to 1/-,
extensive ranges of QEII to £1 some sets both mint and used,
useful lot.  £ 100

6559 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted QV vals to 1/- brown, 1889
2d green (2), also a few used to 2/- venetian red (2), 1923
Child Welfare set m (3), 1945 New Constitution (6 sets), 1946
Victory (3 sets), 1956 complete sets of 16 (3 cat £95 each),
1962 Independence set to £1 (7 cat £35 each), 1969 Decimal
currency set of 13 in U/M blks of 4, hereon commem sets to
1980s and vals to $50 etc, useful collection with high cat
value.  £ 325

JAPAN
6560 1872-1950 Mainly mint collection on Hagner leaves
with useful mint, unused and unmounted mint sets and ranges,
noted 1872 used to 20s, 1875 Goose 15s used (all taken as is),
1894 Silver Wedding set 2 mint (Cat £87), 1896 China War
three vals (Cat £139), 1915 Coronation set unused (Cat £87),
1919 Peace set m (Cat £52), 1921 Return of Prince set m (Cat
£125), 1925 Silver Wedding set m (Cat £108), 1936 Nat Park
set m (Cat £45), National Parks 1939-1941 mint sets incl 1941
Tsugitaka in blocks of 4 mint (Cat £95), 1947 Athletic
setenant blk of 4 m (Cat £52), 1948 Red X set 2 in mint blks
of 4 (Cat £100), 1948 Athletic setenant blk of 4 m, 1949 Nat
Park in blks of 4 mint, 1949 Afforestation in blk of 4 mint (Cat
£50), 1948 Philatelic Week (toned gum, cat £95), 1949 Postal
Week unmounted mint (Cat £140 mint), 1950 Gymnast
setenant blk of 4 mint (Cat £128), 1949 Portraits long set of 17
mint (Cat £225), then a few Ryukyu Is. sets, useful lot with
high cat value. (Approx. 260).  £ 350

6561 1894-1950 Mainly mint collection on Hagner leaves
with useful mint, unused and unmounted mint sets and ranges,
noted 1894 Silver Wedding set 2 mint (2 sets, cat £87 each),
1915 Coronation set mint (Cat £87), 1936 Nat Park set m (Cat
£45), National Parks 1938-39 mint sets, 1947 Athletic setenant
blk of 4 m (Cat £52), 1948 Athletic setenant blk of 4 m, 1948
Philatelic Week mint (cat £95), 1949 Postal Week mint (Cat
£140), 1950 Gymnast setenant blk of 4 mint (Cat £128), 1949
Portraits long set of 17 mint (Cat £225), useful lot with high
cat value. (Approx. 85).  £ 180

6562 1899 P.11.75 x 11.75 20s orange mounted mint, fine,
SG 146a. Cat £50.  £ 16

6563 1917 Four photographic postcards of views with 1 sen
yellow and 2 sen red addressed to England. Plus 1 sen
postcard used locally.  £ 20

6564 1921 50th Anniv. of Japanese Post set of 4 hinged mint
with toned gum or tone spots especially on the top value 10s
blue, SG 202/205 Cat £362.  £ 85

6565 1929 Air set of 5 hinged mint, fine, SG 257/261. Cat
£176  £ 50

6566 1947 (13 Sep) Envelope sent from British Forces to
Scotland bearing ½d green and 1d red tied good strike of RAF
POST JAPAN / 321 CDS cancel.  Proud RF100 for Japanese
Occupation after WW2.  £ 25

6567 1948 Philatelic Week 5y brown and 1949 Postal Week
8y violet both mint with creases, SG 514 & 556. Cat £235.

 £ 40

6568 1948 Philatelic Week 5y brown right hand marginal
example, unmounted mint with even toned gum, couple gum
patches, SG 514 Cat £95.  £ 25

6569 1949 Portraits long set of 17 complete mint /
unmounted mint, the key 10y green is unmounted mint, SG
557/74 Cat £225.  £ 44

6570 1949 Postal Week 8y violet in sheetlet of 5 examples
hinged mint with some paper adherence on reverse and many
gum bends and gentle faults, small nicks along the top of the
margin, high catalogued at £700 for stamps alone, four appear
unmounted mint.  £ 175

6571 1950 Air 59y red fine used group of 8 examples Green
Pheasant & Pampas Grass. SG 577 Cat £136.  £ 28

6572 1952 Bandai-Asahi National Parks Miniature imperf
sheet, unmounted mint, SG MS 694 Cat £150.  £ 60

6573 1952 Investiture of Crown Prince Akihito Miniature
imperf sheet, unused no gum as issued, SG MS 698 Cat £120.

 £ 48

6574 1952 Investiture of Crown Prince Akihito miniature
sheet unused as issued, very fine, SG MS 698.  £ 60

6575 1954 Damaged in PAL Aircraft Crash airmail cover
with three stamps. With Italian cachet  correspondence
recovered in air plane crash. Actual flight unknown as there
were three crashes with the given cachet.  £ 85

6576 2002 FIFA World Cup Football set of two on 13
different A4 sized First Day of issue sheetlets of 10 on covers.
Each a different Japanese city incl Sapporo, Ibaraki, Saitama,
Yokohama, Niigata, Miyagi, Shizuoka, Kobe, Osaka, Oita,
plus Final. Mainly very fine, used set cat £2.60 x 130 sets
alone (£338 used singles).  £ 65

6577 A selection of approx. 21 covers/fronts and 2 packs of
stamps 1970 Malta and Japan Expo and Centenary of the
Universities of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. Covers include
1965 Naha City Hall fdc and 1964 International Monetary
fund.  £ 25

6578 Postal Orders: 2007 Seven different postal orders with
counterfoil with date cancels unused for 50y, 100y, 200y,
300y, 400y, 500y & 1000y cancelled by issuing post office,
fine. (7).  £ 70

6579 The grand view of Karikachi postcard with three
various stamps and interesting Golfer on cancel.  £ 14

6580 Three illustrated price lists for Ceylon and Lapsang tea
on thin airmail paper with attached various sen values.  £ 25

6581 Useful group used on stockcards from earlier to middle
including 1872 2s yellow (3), 20s red, 1900 Imperial Wedding
3s mint, 1915 Coronation set f.u., 1919 Peace set used, etc cat
£230+. (20).  £ 50
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JORDAN
6582 1955 (3 Dec) Regd airmail ptd env Jerusalem Citadel
to Argentina bearing lovely combination of 5f to 40f airmail
commems (8 diff) tied JERUSALEM / CITADEL bilingual
CDS cancels, nice.  £ 30

6583 Occupation of Palestine: 1948 Palestine overprint set
on Jordan 1m brown to £P1 mainly hinged mint and mostly
very fresh, nice set, SG P1/P16 Cat £290.  £ 100

KENYA
6584 Attractive mint assembly on nineteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1963 Indep. long set (2 cat £23
each), 1997 Railway, 1985 Animals (3 sets), 1992 Wildlife,
1988 Game Lodges, 1982 Skulls, 1984 Birds, 1984 Chess
(Cat £18), 1986 Trees, 1986 Dhows set, 1988 Butterflies long
set, many lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 560).

 £ 150

6585 Postal Orders: 2003 Two postal orders 10sh & 100sh
two unused with counterfoil issued at NAIROBI, fine. (2).

 £ 18

KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
6586 1903-04 50r grey and red-brown mounted mint
example overprinted SPECIMEN, few pulled perfs along the
top otherwise fresh and good colour, SG 16s Cat £450.

 £ 225

6587 1903-04 Complete set of 13 ½a green to 5r grey and
red all hinged / mounted mint examples, odd wrinkle or short
perf otherwise fresh and good colour, SG 1/13 £650.  £ 285

6588 1903-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 4r grey & emerald-green
neat fiscal cancel, 1904-07 EDVII to 8a mint (mixed), high
values 1r to 10r all fiscal cancels, 1907-08 New Currency to
50c mint (Cat £135), 1912-21 GV to 2r mainly mint, 3r used
but green colour gone, 4r, 5r & 10r fiscal used, 1921 mint vals
to 50c, 1922-27 used to £1 incl fiscal law court cancels, 1935-
37 GV set to 5s mint (cat £100), 1935 SJ set m etc, useful lot
(92).  £ 300

6589 1907 (28 Aug) 1a crimson-rose postal stationery
embossed envelope fine used JINJA to UK with neat double
ring part CDS, very fine.  £ 18

6590 1907-08 EDVII New Currency set of 9 hinged mint to
75c, mostly sound, few gum tones or hinges, clean lookers, SG
34/42 Cat £110.  £ 40

6591 1921 Wmk MSCA 2r red and black on blue bottom
marginal hinged mint example, very fresh, SG 72 Cat £75.

 £ 30

6592 1921 Wmk MSCA 2r red and black on blue hinged
mint, fine, SG 72 Cat £75.  £ 26

6593 1921 Wmk MSCA 3r violet and green hinged mint,
hinge remains otherwise fine, SG 73 Cat £150.  £ 60

6594 1922 £10 Green and black uncounted mint (never
hinged) handstamped SPECIMEN in violet with small gum
disturbance and tiny 5mm tear at right does not detract, SG
100s Cat £1000, cat £14,000 as mint.  £ 500

6595 1922 £20 red and green hinged mint large part original
gum with a couple of gum wrinkles overprinted SPECIMEN,

NW has a shot corner otherwise very fine and fresh, SG 101s,
Cat £1700.  £ 800

6596 1922-1935 Attractive mint & used collection on two
Schaubek printed leaves noted 1922 12 black mint, 2s50c
brown mint, 4s gray mint, then used for 1s, 2s, 3s, 5s, 1928
Postage Dues 30c brown mint, 40c blue used, 1935 SJ set
used, nice little selection (28).  £ 40

6597 1922-27 7s50c orange-yellow hinged mint very fresh
example, diagonal gum bend and superb appearance, SG 93
Cat £130.  £ 48

6598 1931 (20 Mar) 15c vermilion GV Postal stationery
envelope in grey uprated with 15c & 30c defins tied neat
NAIROBI CDS cancel addr to UK with airmail etiquette, few
wrinkles otherwise very pretty cover.  £ 18

6599 1935 £1 black and red mounted mint, hinge remains,
fresh fine appearance, SG 123 Cat £325.  £ 130

6600 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 5

6601 1935-37 Complete GV set of 13 to £1 hinged mint
neatly arranged on album plus 5c Rope joined to sail variety
and 1c with broken G in Uganda variety. Nice set. SG 110/123
Cat £500+.  £ 210

6602 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-54 Set of 20 to £1 (cat £250 as
cheapest), 1941 Pairs ovptd set (cat £30), 1948 RSW set (cat
£50), 1949 UPU etc, cat £330 (41).  £ 230

6603 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-54 Set of 20 to £1 (cat £250 as
cheapest), 1941 Pairs ovptd set U/M (cat £30), 1948 RSW set
U/M (cat £50), 1949 UPU U/M etc, cat £332 (38).  £ 120

6604 1938 1c black and red-brown in a complete sheet of
100 unmounted mint plate 2-2 4A showing break in birds nest
(R2/5) and retouched damaged value table (R9/6), fine, SG
131,131ae & 131ad Cat £164.  £ 50

6605 1938 P.13¼ 10s purple and blue hinged mint, SG 149
Cat £150.  £ 40

6606 1938 P. 13¼ 20c black and orange mint / unmounted
bottom imprint plate 2 corner marginal strip of 6, seated toned
gum otherwise nice De La Rue positional item, SG 139 Cat
£270.  £ 100

6607 1938 P.13¼ 2s lake-brown and brown-purple hinged
mint, nice clean example, SG 146 Cat £175.  £ 45

6608 1938 P.13¼ 2s lake-brown and brown-purple hinged
mint with even toned gum, SG 146 Cat £175.  £ 30

6609 1938 P.13¼ 5s black and carmine heavy hinged mint,
SG 148 Cat £160.  £ 32

6610 1938-54 Basic complete set of 20 values to £1 all
unmounted mint, top values SG 148b, 149a & 149b, £1
P.12½, fresh SG range 131/150b Cat £300.  £ 150

6611 1938-54 Basic set of 20 to £1 hinged mint on album
pages, different perfs and printings mainly fine, SG range
131/150a.  £ 85

6612 1941 P.14 30c black and dull violet-blue very fine
hinged mint, SG 141a Cat £160.  £ 45
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6613 1944 P.13ó x 13¼ 2s lake-brown and purple in a right
hand margin block of 9, mostly unmounted mint, noted pin
hole and few gum faults otherwise attractive block, SG 146b
Cat £450.  £ 100

6614 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (21
May) registered airmail cover to USA tied NAIROBI CDS
cancels, with regd etiquette NAIROBI B No. 9146, few ink
spots otherwise attractive, SG 157/8.  £ 100

6615 1949 10c black and green in an unmounted mint block
of 9 with centre stamp showing mountain retouch variety, very
fine, SG 135a, Cat £100 mint.  £ 75

6616 1949 5c reddish brown and orange P.13 x 11 3/4
bottom imprint pane of 70 unmounted with  Thomas De La
Rue bottom imprint, SG 133 Cat £192.  £ 48

6617 1949 5c reddish brown & orange in a bottom left
corner marginal blocks of 50 unmounted mint, toned gum
spots, perf splits, creases and margin faults, sheet number at
the top, part DLR Imprint, SG 133 Cat £137.  £ 25

6618 1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 scarlet on a commercial
airmail and registered cover to USA tied MOMBASA CDS
cancel, wrinkles and creases but stamp unaffected, transit and
arrival backstamps, SG 158.  £ 75

6619 1952 P.13ó x 13¼ 15c black and green in a left hand
margin block of 15, mostly unmounted mint, attractive block,
SG 138 Cat £45.  £ 15

6620 1960 Queen Elizabeth II new definitive part set 14/16
on 1st Oct 1960 registered first day cover. SG 183-196.

 £ 12

6621 Attractive mint assembly on six large stockcards some
light duplication noted 1939 1r mint, 1942 14a mint (3), 1948
2r & 5r f.u., 1948 RSW set m, then a few commem sets, nice
clean lot. (Approx 85).  £ 48

6622 Attractive mint & earlier used assembly on twenty one
large stockcards some light duplication noted 1907 EDVII to
75c used (cat £87), 1r used (Cat £70), 6c red mint blk of 4,
15c ultr. mint (Cat £28), 1922 to 3s & 5s mint / unused, 1935
defins to 2s mint, 1938 set to £1 mint with many extras, plus
mint blks of 4, 1941 ovptd SA set in blocks of 4 and two other
sets, 1954 to 5s mint with many extras, nice clean lot. (Approx
310).  £ 280

6623 Binder containing a mainly used assembly from QV to
modern defins and commems noted 1922 to 3s, GVI to £1,
QEII to 20s, commems to 1980s, useful quantity.  £ 38

6624 British East Africa: 1895 Imperial Admin overprint on
2r brick-red Light & Liberty mounted mint with hinge
remains, neat right hand straight edge, good colour and
appearance, SG 44 Cat £550.  £ 150

6625 British East Africa: 1896-1901 Complete set of 15 to
5r sepia mounted mint, odd tone or crease but mostly with fine
appearance, SG 65/79 Cat £450.  £ 180

6626 Collection of mint and used duplicated QEII with
useful pickings including 1954 set m (2 sets, Cat £280), 1960
set m (Cat £70), then used range of similar issues.  £ 85

6627 East Africa: Revenue 1903 Wmk CC 1r, 2r & 10r grey
and blue, each neatly cancelled violet CDS incl ZAP, unlisted
in Barefoot (only lists 20r & 50r), very fine.  £ 150

6628 EDVII East Africa Newspaper Wrapper postal
stationery unused with ½a green and overprinted  SPECIMEN
diagonally in black. Mainly sound.  £ 25

6629 Stockpages mint and used little lot on three Hagners
incl GVI 1938 onwards to £1 (2, cat £50+), QEII 1954 set
used (Cat £32), etc, STC £220.  £ 44

KIRIBATI
6630 Attractive mint assembly on eighteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1993 Insects, 2009 Astronomy,
Specimen overprints in sets, 1994 Whales in pairs, 2005
WWII long set, 1990 Fish, 2006 Dinosaurs, 1982 Birds, many
lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 440).  £ 85

KOREA
6631 1899 -1900 50p dark purple Korean Flag Overprinted
in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint
clear, mainly very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil
signature on reverse.  £ 300

6632 1899 -1900 5p yellowish green Korean Flag
Overprinted in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving
overprint clear, mainly very sound, hard to come by,
expertising pencil signature on reverse.  £ 180

6633 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean
Flag all surcharged in Black fine heavy hinged mint  mainly
very sound and rare and expertising pencil signature on
reverse.  £ 1000

6634 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean
Flag surcharged in Black fine used with neat side CDS, mainly
very sound, backing paper and expertising pencil signature on
reverse.  £ 50

6635 1951-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed
album pages with a good range of defins and commems incl
1955 Rotary set m, 1956 Stamp Day set m, 1961 Miniature
sheet ranges mint (12 diff), 1964 long set 10 u/m (cat £60),
1964 M/S's mint, 1960s commem sets mainly u/m, 1969 Fairy
Tales set 4 M/S, 1970 Fairy Tales M/S set 4 (cat £60), 1970
Paintings set 3 M/S u/m, Airs including 1947 set 3 m, 1950
Air 60w m, 1954 to 701h m, etc. Clean lot with nice
condition. (Qty).  £ 350

6636 1956 Presidents Election 20h brown unmounted mint,
fine, SG 261. Cat £120.  £ 50

6637 1968-1997 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
of many commem sets, Miniature sheets (approx 50),
thematics etc, neatly arranged, STC €326.  £ 50

KOREA ( SOUTH )
6638 1949-50 75th Anniv. of UPU 15w & 1950 50th Anniv
set of 2 unmounted mint, usual poor quality paper, perfs etc,
fine, SG 130/132.  £ 40

6639 1950 (31 May) The 2nd South Korean Election, plain
unaddr FDC neatly tied 30w violet illus 1st day CDS cancel.
Mainly fine and hard to find.  £ 25
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6640 1951 (2 Apr) National Symbols, plain typed addr FDC
neatly tied set of 4 violet illus 1st day CDS cancel.  Mainly fine
and hard to find.  £ 60

6641 1951 Participation in Korea War Miniature sheet for
Canada tied to slightly wrinkled cover by violet 15th
September 1951 illus cancel. SG 161A/B.  £ 40

6642 1951 Participation in Korea War Miniature sheet for
Great Britain tied to wrinkled cover (NE corner incl sheet) the
sheet) by violet 15th September 1951 illus cancel. SG 160A/B.

 £ 40

6643 1951 Participation in Korea War Miniature sheet for
New Zealand tied to wrinkled cover (affecting the sheet) by
violet 15th September 1951 illus cancel. Pity about the
creasing, SG 172A/B.  £ 30

6644 1951 Participation in Korea War Miniature sheet for
Norway tied to cover by violet 15th September 1951 illus
cancel. SG 173A/B  £ 40

6645 1951 Participation in Korea War Miniature sheet for
South Africa tied to cover by violet 15th September 1951 illus
cancel. SG 178A/B  £ 40

6646 1958 UNESCO Miniature sheet unmounted mint,
scarce.  SG MS 327.  £ 60

6647 1968-1994 Unmounted mint assembly of sets in a neat
little stockbook defins and commems,  miniature sheets with
1971 2nd Nat. Vocational M/S (Cat £42), 1987 Independence
Hall set 2 M/S (Cat £24), attractive lot STC €160. (27 + 23
M/S).  £ 32

KOSOVO
6648 2003 Xmas and New Year set of 2 unmounted mint,
very fine, Michel 16/17.  (2).  £ 26

KUWAIT
6649 1939 2r purple and brown in a top right corner
marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with margin rules, superb
positional piece, SG 48 Cat £40.  £ 25

6650 1939-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939 set of 13 to 15r (cat £375, 10r is
U/M), 1945 set of 13 (cat £75), 1948-9 set of 11 (cat £100),
1948 RSW set (cat £40), 1950-54 set of 9 (Cat £110) etc, cat
£700 (56).  £ 225

6651 Small collection in 4 ring binder of GVI to QEII noted
1939 1r, 2r & 5r mint (Cat £67), then a sparse range of
commems to 1992 used.  £ 25

LABUAN
6652 1880-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1880 2c & 6c unused, 1892 vals to 40c
used, 1894 to 40c, 1897 to 24c m & u, 1902 Crown set to $1
m & unused. (72).  £ 65

6653 1894 Litho Set of 7 values mounted or heavily
mounted mint, all good lookers, SG 51/57 Cat £225.  £ 28

6654 1902 8c black and vermilion heavy mounted mint part
o.g. showing line through B variety, fresh frontal appearance,
SG 121b cat £130.  £ 50

6655 1902-03 Crown complete set of 12 heavy mounted
mint each overprinted SPECIMEN in black, some thinning

especially on 25c, otherwise mainly sound, SG 117s/128s Cat
£200.  £ 100

6656 Postage Dues: 1901 P.15 24c blue and lilac-brown
unmounted mint top marginal block of 6, fine, SG D9b Cat
£390 for mint.  £ 185

LAOS
6657 1951-97 Fine used collection in 3 good springback
albums from an extensive world collection of over 100
albums, all different assembly many in sets fine used CDS (a
few mint sets) with colourful thematics, some better in earlier
from 1951 set to 1p.50, 1952 8 vals to 30p m & u, 1952 1st
Anniv of Admission to UPU set to 25p, 1952 first 2 vals, 1953
Air Buddha set, 1954 Golden Jubilee 2p & 3p (cat £160),
1955 Air Poem set, 1956 2500th Buddha Anniv. set (cat £98),
1956 UN Admission 15k & 30k mint, 1957 Musicians set,
1957 Rice set, 1957 Air Buddhism set, 1958 Elephants set,
1958 Air Red X set, 1960 World Refugee set, 1961 Funeral
set, 1962 Air Festival set, 1965 Butterflies set, 1965 Fauna set,
1967 Reptiles set, good range of modern 1980s-90s sets and
M/S etc, high cat value and useful lot to fill those gaps. £ 260

6658 1952-1987 Mint (1950s) & unmounted mint collection
in a large printed Yvert album, good runs of years from
1950s, each in mount secured with tape sticking to interleaving
but stamps unaffected, many nice issues including 1954
Golden Jubilee 2p & 2p mint (Cat £160), 1956 Buddhist set
mint (cat £120), 1965 Butterflies, 1967 Reptiles, 1980s
thematics, etc, STC £580+.  £ 185

6659 1957-1970 Collection of mint & uncounted mint sets
including 1958 Elephants set (Cat £22), 1967 Reptiles set,
1969 Ballet long set (Cat £25), ILO set, Wild Animals set,
1970 War Victims set, Wild Animals set, etc, useful lot on
leaves. ETC £200+.  £ 65

6660 1957-1997 Stockbook with mint & mainly unmounted
mint collection noted 1957 Air Buddhism set, 1971 Air set 2,
1974 Air Mythology, 1984 Art, 1984 Chess, many 1984-90
thematics, colourful assembly. Approx 440 different.  £ 100

6661 1986-1990 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
of many commem sets, colourful thematics, neatly arranged.
STC €370.  £ 60

LATVIA
6662 1809 Prestamp Entire Letter (faults edges damaged,
but folds neatly to present well) bearing three red crayon
charge marks in 18, 8 with LIBAU tow line black H/S addr to
Schediam Holland, no backstamps, nice early letter.
Explaining that Napoleon decreed transport of goods from
Russia is forbidden.  Interesting early letter in Dutch.  £ 150

6663 1924 (11 Aug) Airmail plain envelope sent LATWIJA
/ LEEPAJA to KLAIPEDA bearing 10r & 20r triangle airmail
perf triangles each tied CDS cancels and violet cachet Oro
pastu Siusta / Klaipedos p.t. istagia and KLAIPEDA C arrival
backstamp. Very fine.  £ 80

6664 1924 (2 Jul) Airmail plain registered envelope sent
airmail express RIGA to Prague bearing 10r & 20r triangle
airmail imperf & 10r perf triangle each tied RIGA CDS
cancels and Mit Luftpost befordert. / Konisgsberg (Pr.) 1
cachet in red, and other airmail h/s's, labels on the obverse,
very pretty.  £ 100
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6665 1925 (29 Sept) Picture postcard of a fair lady in black
and white sent airmail express RIGA to Danzig bearing 10r &
20r triangle airmail perf each tied RIGA CDS cancels and Mit
Luftpost befordert. / Konisgsberg (Pr.) 1 cachet in red, Danzig
arrival CDS alongside. Pretty.  £ 40

6666 1930-31 Airmail sets for 1930 Memorial Fund set 2
mint (cat £34), 1931 Airmail surcharge set of 3 mint (cat £66).
SG 181/2A, 206/8A.  £ 25

6667 1931 Air Charity surcharge set of 3 triangles perforated
hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 206A/208A. Cat £66.  £ 22

6668 1932 Air Charity set of 5 Leonardo Da Vinci
imperforate hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 226A/230A. Cat
£165.  £ 60

6669 1932 Air Charity set of 5 Leonardo Da Vinci perforated
hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 226A/230A. Cat £165.  £ 60

6670 1933 Air wounded Latvian Airmen Fund imperf set of
4 superb hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 243A/246A. Cat
£300.  £ 100

6671 1933 Air wounded Latvian Airmen Fund imperf
triangle set of 3 superb unmounted mint, fine and fresh SG
240A/242A. Cat £180.  £ 80

6672 1936 Registered airmail cover Liepaja to Helsinki
bearing Russia Airship Construction Fund trio incl 15k gray,
35k green imperf and 2r blue perf corner marginal each tied
LIEPAJA RSS DE LETTONIE 20.9.36 CDS cancels.
Attractive combination with handwritten registered etiquette.

 £ 75

6673 Binder containing early to modern defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1918-1920 defins mint, 1920
surcharges m & u, 1921 Red Cross set m, 1921 surcharges set
6 to 100r on 50k used (Cat £43), airs, 1929 Third Death Anniv
set imperf mint (Cat £36), 1936 Lettish set mint, White Cross
set m, 1938 Building Fund M/S mint (4, cat £29 each), good
qty and plenty of mainstream here, 100s.  £ 85

6674 Postal Orders: 1929-35 Money Orders each with
adhesives tied CDS cancels from DOBELE, LAUVA,
JELGAVA, GLUDA, PLAVINAS, WALMEERA, REMTE,
REZEKNE, SKIBE etc, with negative postal seals in violet or
black alongside. Some tones or faults but useful group. (11).

 £ 55

LEBANON
6675 1905 GB used abroad: King Edward VII 1d red on
B&W postcard cancelled with hooded British Post Office
Beyrouth addressed to London.  £ 16

6676 1947 Lebanon Five MM stamps from Jounieh set with
shifted values. SG 342 344 345 346 347.  £ 30

LEEWARD IS.
6677 1890-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including 1890
set to 7d m & u & 5/- green and blue top value fine mint (SG
8, cat £140), 1897 Jubilee 1d used, 2½d m, 1902 set to 1s
mint (cat £49), 1907 10 vals to 5s mint (cat £110), 1912 vals
to 2/6 mint & 1913 1/- black on green white back mint (SG
54a cat £90), 1921 vals to 2/6, 3s & 4s mint, 1935 SJ set etc,
(c70), ideal to fill those gaps.  STC £665+.  £ 220

6678 1890-1954 Mint collection on leaves with useful
throughout including 1890 set to 1s (Cat £80), 1902 surch set
3, 1902 set to 1s (Cat £50), 1907 8 vals to 1s & 5s (cat £110),
1d rose-carmine (SG 38b cat £48), 1921 to 2/6 (cat £90),
1935 SJ set, 1938 set 19 to £1 (Cat £200), 1948 RSW, 1954
set to $4.80 (Cat £60) etc, useful lot STC £750.  £ 200

6679 1890-1978 Collection on black leaves with nice mint
and used assembly of sets and part sets including 1890 7d f.u.,
1902 1/- mint, 1905 3d vfu, 1922 3/- mint, 1938 to 2/- m & u,
1954 set to $4.80 U/M, etc nice lot with plenty of scope for
expansion.  £ 70

6680 1902 EDVII Complete set of 9 to 5s hinged mint, some
toning on the gum, 5s toned, nice cheap set, SG 20/28 Cat
£120.  £ 25

6681 1903 International Money Order. A very early and fine
example of a printed receipt (About A6 sized) issued in
Boston Mass. cancelled on October 8th, for $2.50, with the
country of payment manuscript Leeward Islands in Foreign
Money 10s3d and payable at Roseau Dominica. Very fine and
scarce.  £ 125

6682 1905-08 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s green and
carmine, mostly fresh & sound SG 29/35 Cat £200.  £ 80

6683 1905-11 EDVII Part set to 1s green and carmine hinged
mint, some toning, 1s is nice, SG ranges 29/42. (10).  £ 26

6684 1907-11 Complete set of 10 hinged mint to 5s green
and red on yellow, mostly fresh & sound SG 36/45 Cat £130.

 £ 50

6685 1912-22 Complete set of 12 hinged mint to 5s green
and red on yellow, mostly fresh & sound SG 46/57b Cat £110.

 £ 44

6686 1912-22 GV Complete set of 12 to 5s hinged mint,
some gum toning on lower values, 2/6 & 5s fine and fresh, SG
46/57b Cat £110.  £ 40

6687 1921-32 Twenty values to 5s hinged mint, some with
toned gum and mainly fine for top values, 1s,2s, 2/6, 3s, 4s &
5s, useful group, SG range 58/78 Cat £190.  £ 75

6688 1935 (13 Nov) Registered airmail cover to New York
bearing Silver Jubilee set of 4 plus extra 1d as a pair, few gum
marks on reg etiquette otherwise fine. SG 88/91.  £ 28

6689 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.  £ 150

6690 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.  £ 76

6691 1935-1954 Mint collection of sets neatly arranged on
leaves including 1935 SJ set, 1938-51 24 values including
shades and printings to £1, 1949 RSW set, 1954 set to $4.80
etc, STC £360. (57).  £ 120

6692 1937 Coronation 1d scarlet in a complete sheet of 60
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 92 Cat £48.  £ 24

6693 1938 10s bluish green and deep red on green mounted
mint, with toned streaky gum SG 113. Cat £200.  £ 40

6694 1938 10s bluish green and deep red on green very fine
fresh lightly mounted mint, SG 113. Cat £200.  £ 80
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6695 1938 Chalky 10s bluish green and deep red on green
keyplate hinged mint example, nice fresh colour, SG 113 Cat
£200.  £ 50

6696 1938 Chalky Paper 10s bluish green and deep red on
green unmounted mint keyplate, fine, SG 113 Cat £200.

 £ 85

6697 1938 ½d emerald left hand sheet of 60 plate 2 very fine
unmounted mint, SG 96. Cat £75 as stamps.  £ 30

6698 1938 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on green
top left corner marginal example, hinged in margin only, hence
stamp unmounted mint, fine, SG 113 Cat £200 for mint.

 £ 100

6699 1938 Mint range of GVI defins including better to £1
noted SG 107, 110, 111, 112c (5s Cat 85), 111ab, 114c (£1
1951), all fine, STC £340. (16).  £ 45

6700 1942 1s black and grey on emerald mounted mint,
sound, SG 110bbb Cat £130.  £ 30

6701 1945 Ordinary 10s bluish green and red on green
hinged mint example with some brownish gum streaks, front
is very fresh, SG 113b Cat £150.  £ 50

6702 1949 (1 July) Philatelic cover to St Kitts bearing GVI
six values ½d to 3d tied ST KITTS CDS cancels mainly
sound.  £ 12

6703 1954 1c grey in a complete sheet of 100 unmounted
mint showing loop flaw R2/2, split perfs down the middle
three stamp, otherwise fine, SG 127, 127a. Cat £140.  £ 50

6704 1954 3c yellow-orange and black in a complete sheet
of 100 unmounted mint showing value tablet flaws R7/8, 8/4,
9/2 & 10/2, very fine, SG 129 Cat £250  £ 100

6705 1954 4c rose-red in a complete sheet of 100
unmounted mint showing Loop Flaw R2/2, and minor cheek
flaws R8/8 & 10/5, value tablet flaws R7/8, 8/4, 9/2 & 10/2,
couple of soils in top margin otherwise fine, SG 130 Cat £195.

 £ 65

6706 1954 ½c brown in a complete sheet of 100 cancelled to
order at ST JOHNS 1956, showing six different plate flaws
incl loop, serif on U, Double L, ideal for specialist, SG 126
var.  £ 25

6707 1954 ½c brown in a complete sheet of 100 cancelled to
order at ST JOHNS 1956, showing five different plate flaws
incl loop, serif on U, ideal for specialist, SG 126 var.  £ 25

6708 Attractive mint & earlier used assembly on seven large
stockcards some light duplication noted QV 1902 1d on 4d
mint, 1912 to 2/6 m & u, 4s used (Cat £42), 1938 to 2s mint
(3), 5s used, 1954 QEII long set mint (cat £73) plus extras
$2.40 & $4.80 mint (Cat £34), nice clean lot. (Approx 180).

 £ 100

LESOTHO
6709 Postal Orders: 1996 Three different postal orders with
counterfoils incl M2, 90s & 40s values used at MASERU with
left value panel surcharged for commission, very attractive
(3).  £ 30

LIBERIA
6710 Binder containing early to modern defins and various
commems mint & used. Noted 1906-09 mint to middle values,
1920s diff issues to $5 used, officials, officials 1921 ovpt
inverted variety mint, good qty and plenty of mainstream here,
100s.  £ 24

6711 Proofs perf and imperf attractive small range 1952
Carry, Ashen & Careysburg imperf for seven different hinged
mint values to 50c without vignette with frames in issued
colors, 1953 Birds triangles for 5 different showing color
separations mint. (12).  £ 60

LIBYA
6712 1914 (20 Nov) Commercial cover Tripoli to Sfax
Tunisia bearing 5c & 10c x 2 (25c rate) ovptd Libia on Italian
defins tied TRIPOLI CDS's and arrival b/s, nice commercial
item.  £ 40

6713 1921 10l dark blue and olive-green Victory top value
hinged mint. key stamp Mi 62C Sassone cat €900.  £ 200

6714 1921 Victory top values 1l, 5l & 10l hinged mint,
mainly very fine, key values, SG 58, 32A/33A. Cat £260

 £ 62

6715 1924-40 No Wmk P.14 55c black and violet Ancient
Galley hinged mint. key stamp Mi 61A cat €750, Sassone cat
€900.  £ 200

6716 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet) top left corner marginal
pane of 30 with sheet markings, bottom right stamp torn and
toning across the sheet, Scott 55 cat US$255.  £ 50

6717 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet) complete sheet of 100
with sheet markings & watermarked MINISTERO DEILE
FINANZ, folded twice and light tones across the sheet and a
few margin faults but seldom seen in such format, Scott 55 cat
US$850.  £ 160

6718 1924-40 P.14 No wmk 50c black and olive-green in
unmounted mint (toning across sheet)  bottom sheet of 50 with
sheet markings & watermarked MINISTERO DEILE
FINANZ, folded once and light tones across the sheet and a
some sheet faults but seldom seen in such format, Scott 55 cat
US$425.  £ 60

6719 Ghadames: 1949 Cross of Agadem Perf and imperf
complete set of 10 to 100f hinged mint on album pages,
imperf set are bottom marginal. Fine SG 1/10 Cat £115+.

 £ 45

6720 Italian Colonies: 1912 5l blue and pink hinged mint key
value overprinted Libia very fine and sound, SG 15 Cat £475.

 £ 150

6721 Italian Colonies: 1912-1941 Collection on leaves
mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1912 both 15c
grey (cat £230 few pulled perfs), 40c brown, 50c violet all
mint, 45c, 60c &10l green and pink top value fine used (cat
£180), 1915 Red X 10c, 15c & 20c used (cat £85), 20c surch
mint, 1921 long set used but all toned (not counted), 1922
Victory set m, 1928 air set m & u, 1937 11th Tripoli Fair set
m (cat £74), 1941 Axis set m, good catalogue value, some
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toning but not counted, mainly complete sets, STC £935+.
 £ 300

LIECHTENSTEIN
6722 1930 6 hinged mint values incl better 3r, 20r, 25r, 60r
(cat £110), 1.20fr brown (cat £160) & 2fr brown and green
(cat £85), nice lookers, STC £393.  £ 80

6723 1930 Airmail 1fr red side marginal mounted mint
example, good cat value.  £ 30

6724 1930 Airmails set of five to 45rp in attractive blocks of
4 unmounted / hinged mint, two 35rp values are stuck to the
album page but otherwise nice examples, high cat value in
excess of £1000.  £ 200

6725 1930 Airmails set of six to 1fr hinged mint, some have
adherence on reverse and a few are marginal examples, fresh
lookers.  £ 100

6726 1930 Complete set of 14 to 2f hinged mint, mainly
sound, SG 96A/109B cat £720.  £ 180

6727 1939 Homage to Francis Joseph II set of 3 in special
sheets of 20 unmounted mint, some bends in the margins
otherwise fresh, SG 183.185 Cat £120.  £ 25

6728 1955 10th Anniv. of Liechtenstein Red Cross set of 4
in complete sheetlets of 20 unmounted mint, very fine, SG
336/9. Cat £920.  £ 350

6729 1960 50r Europa key stamp in a superb bottom right
corner marginal PAIR CTO used with gum on First Day of
Issue.  SG 404.  £ 45

6730 1962-1983 Lovely unmounted mint collection in a
SAFE hingeless album much complete for commem sets, all
fine, STC £334.  £ 85

6731 1965 10f red Madonna in superb souvenir sheet of 4
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 442.  £ 25

6732 2000 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive & nice
thematics. STC £81.  £ 28

6733 2001 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive & nice
thematics. STC £77.  £ 25

6734 2010 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive two
China Expo M/S & nice thematics. STC £166.  £ 55

6735 2011 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive two
sheetlets & nice thematics. STC £216.  £ 75

6736 2013 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with
sheetlets & nice thematics. STC £216.  £ 75

6737 2014 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with
sheetlets & nice thematics. STC £259.  £ 90

6738 2015 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive Apple
sheetlet & nice thematics. STC £237.  £ 80

6739 2019 Liechtensteinische Post Year pack complete with
all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very attractive & nice
thematics. STC £200++.  £ 75

6740 EXHIBITIONS 1936-1987 collection on 11 album
pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature
sheets, 1936 2nd Exhib. Miniature sheet imperf mint (Cat
£24), 10r purple VADUZ Exhib. CDS, plus cover with 6 adhs
tied smaller VAFUZ Exhib. cancels, 1938 3rd Exhib. M/S on
cover cancelled special CDS (cat £39) plus mint M/S (cat
£39), 1938 special airmail cover with AARU Expo cachet,
1946 4th Exhib. M/S mint (cat £75), 1972 sheet of 8 labels m,
etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 100

6741 Franco Adhesives: 1941 Printed Furstlich Cover
bearing 22mm FRANCO label perf x imperf in green tied
RUGGEL 18.IV.41 / IX / LIECHTENSTEIN CDS,
unstamped on left side Format C6 (114 : 162). Very fine. Cat
No. IV.  £ 75

6742 Franco Adhesives: 1953 (18 Apr) Printed Furstlich
Cover to Vaduz bearing 22mm FRANCO label perf x imperf
in green tied TRIESBERG 18.IV.53 / IX / LIECHTENSTEIN
CDS, stamped on left side Format C6 (114 : 162). Very fine.
Cat No. V.  £ 125

6743 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful
unpicked from early issues to 1940. Includes sets and many
valuable part ranges noted 1912 set 3 cto used (cat £141),
1920 ovpt set 3 m, surch set m, 1921 defins 7 vals to 40r
mainly mint (cat £126), 1937 long set of 12 mint (cat £75),
few officials etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC
£600+.  £ 150

6744 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 98 different defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints, imperfs / noted 1912 set 3 mint (cat
£239), 1921 incl 50r & 80r mint, 1f used (cat £80), 1925
Birthday set m & u, 1927 birthday set 3 m, 1928 Flood Relief
set m (tones cat £122), 1929 Accession set m, 1930 long set
9 vals to 1.50 m  & u (cat £670), 1930 Airs 15r to 35r & 1f
mint (cat £179), 1933 Birthday set m (cat £117), etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c98). Huge catalogue value £1700+.  £ 340

6745 Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 75 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints, imperfs / noted 1912 set 3 mint & used (cat
£60), 1921 incl 13r & 50r mint, 1930 8 vals to 60r, 1930 Airs
15r to 1f mint (cat £100), etc, good representation. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c77). Good
catalogue value.  £ 80

LITHUANIA
6746 1918-1940 An attractive and useful mint collection on
leaves mainly as complete sets including both perf and imperf
sets for some issues, noted 1919 defin sets for different
printings, 1920 Indep. set, 1920 Assembly set, 1921 defin set
to 100a, 1921 Air Service set, 1921 Air Mail Service set, 1922
air set 3, 1922 Dejure set, 1922 38 diff surcharges cat £235,
1923 vals to 5l, 1923 Union set, 1927 set to 30c blue (cat
£62), 1927 Mourning set 4, 1927 Vytis set, 1932 Orphans
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Fund set perf and imperf, 1932 Orphans Fund triangle set
imperf, 1932 15th Anniv. Indep. set (cat £78) perf & imperf,
1933 Ausra set perf & imperf, 1933 Air 550th Death Kestutis
set, 1933 Child Welfare set, 1934 Birthday set, 1934 1l key
value (cat £55), 1936 Smetona set 3, etc.  Good cat lot in
excess of £1270.  £ 400

6747 1919-1939 Useful collection in a stockbook with good
representations of most issues perf and imperf including 1919
second and third issues to 60s used, varieties on 1919 auksinas
defins with red omitted, misplaced arms, 1920 2nd Anniv set
of 11 mint (Cat £49), 1921 to 100a m & u, 1921 air set 7 m,
1922 De Jure set m, 1922 surcharge good range, 1924 War
Orphans overprints mint, 1926 War Invalids surcharges, 1938
Fund set m, 1938 Scouts ovpt set m, 1939 Basketball set m,
etc STC £750+.  £ 250

6748 1933 Child Welfare set of 8 in unmounted mint imperf
blocks of 4, 1l has gum spot otherwise very fine, SG 373/380.

 £ 65

6749 1938 First National Olympiad Fund set of 4 & Scouts
and Guides same set overprint hinged mint, mainly fine, SG
420/427 Cat £106  £ 40

6750 1939 Printed Tiesa - Nemirtinga illustrated registered
cover to UK bearing 1939 X 10 overprint set of 4 vals plus
10c arms defin all tied KAUNAS Centr. 22 XI 39 CDS
cancels, redirected to London from Welshpool Mont.
Attractive.  £ 40

LUXEMBOURG
6751 1859-1991 Mainly mint collection on leaves from
1930s with some better noted including 1957 Europa set, good
range of Caritas sets mint, etc, STC £450+.  £ 100

6752 1860 2c black imperf very fine used nice 4 margin
example with light CDS cancel, premium example, SG 7.

 £ 70

6753 1875-1975 Extensive mint and earlier used collection
in a well filled Schaubek printed album with huge runs of
years from 1920s to 1970s, plus used earlier part sets and
singles, better sets, STC £3400, clean lot for expansion. 100s.

 £ 350

6754 1921 Grand Duchess 30c red in an attractive IMPERF
block of 4 unmounted mint, very fine and scarce multiple,
Michel 129.  £ 110

6755 1931 Two Airmail covers one a first flight 10th April
(vertical fold) bearing airmail set of 4 tied VILLE 10.4.31
CDS cancels and green POSTE AERIENNE LUXEMBOURG
10 AVRIL 1931 cachet alongside, second airmail cover with
set of 4 and 50c blue. (2).  £ 75

6756 1956 EUROPA key set of 3 fine hinged mint, very
fresh, SG 609/611. Cat £466.  £ 70

6757 1956 EUROPA set of 3 hinged mint, very fine, huge
catalogue value £700. SG 609/11.  £ 75

6758 1957 EUROPA 2f brown  bottom marginal mint /
unmounted mint block of 4, fine, SG 626.  £ 15

6759 1957 EUROPA 3f red vertical PAIR one hinged other
is unmounted mint, fine & fresh, SG 627.  £ 90

6760 1957 EUROPA 4f purple hinged top marginal imprint
mint, fine & fresh, SG 638.  £ 45

6761 1957 EUROPA key set hinged mint, fine and fresh, SG
626/8.  £ 75

6762 1957 EUROPA key set in a superb top right corner
marginal  blocks of 4 unmounted mint showing margin
markings and sheet number.  Scarce in positional blocks.   SG
626/628.  £ 400

6763 1957 EUROPA key set on superb illustrated FDC
unaddr tied with special illus cancels, very fine. SG 626/8.

 £ 40

6764 1957 EUROPA key set very fine unmounted mint,
extremely fresh, SG 626/8.  £ 70

6765 1957 EUROPA set of 3 top imprint marginal
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 626/8.  £ 85

6766 2011 Post Office Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, high original cost STC £137.

 £ 48

6767 2012 Post Office Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, high original cost STC £200.

 £ 70

6768 A selection of approx. sixty postcards circa 1970's. A
mixture of used and unused included four from early 20th
century. A lot to sort through.  £ 28

6769 Collection duplicated mainly used ranges in a binder on
dozens of plain pages starting from 1852 10c black and 1s red
used (taken 'as is'), 1859 nice unused (forged) range to 40c
orange (taken 'as is'), 1882 to 50c brown used, then good
range of 1930s-40s mint and used, 1940 to 100r on 10f mint,
smaller range of Liechtenstein, 100s.  £ 40

6770 Large accumulation in an overfull stockbook with 100s
duplicated mainly used from 1850s onwards, perf and imperfs
to 1s red, 1859 to 37½c used, 1930s defins and commems,
then 1950s Fund sets, commems to modern, some back of the
book etc, very many 100s, good cat value.  £ 125

6771 Officials; Old time collection on leaves including 1875
1c brown used, 1882 Agriculture & Trade set to 1f mauve
mainly used (cat £398), 1891  8 values to 1f m & u (cat £163),
1895 set 5 mint (cat £63), 1895 Perforated Officiel 14 vals to
5f m & u, 1908 mainly used complete to 5f, 1915 set m, 1922
set m. Mainly fine. SG D173/9, D221/233 & D488/501.

 £ 300

6772 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful
unpicked from 1852 issues to 1963. Includes sets and many
better part ranges noted 1852 10c black (3 margin), 1859 4c
green to 30c used (30c purple cat £375 used no margins),
1874 to 30c for diff printings, 1882 12 values to 1f used (cat
£500+), 1891 9 vals to 2½f m & u, 1906 to 5f mainly used
incl 2½f orange-red f.u. (cat £130), 1914 Duchess defins incl
17½c brown f.u. (cat £95), 1921 Castle defins to 5f incl 1f red
mint (cat £65), 1926-28 Duchess defins 27 different m & u
(cat £600+), 1927 surchs incl 10c on 30c green used (cat £65),
good range of Child Welfare sets mint incl 1926-32, 1933 set
used (cat £260), 1934 set mint, 1935 Int. Relief Fund for
Intellectuals set to 5f mint (cat £340), 1935 Welfare set mint
(cat £90), 1945 Lion set m, 1947 Abbey Restoration set m,
1948 Fund set m, 1948 Duchess 22 vals (cat £230), 1952
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Games set m (87), etc, etc, mainly sound condition
throughout, enormous catalogue value in excess of £4000.

 £ 1000

6773 Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 240 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints, imperfs / rouletted, airs, part sets, 1852 mainly
forgeries, 1859 onwards mainly complete (mixed), 1933 &
1935 Xmas Charity sets mint, 1931-33 Airs, vals to 20f,  etc,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to
fill those gaps. (c240).  £ 150

6774 Precancels: Hard to find duplicated range of 1c and 2c
values overprinted from 1901 boxed cancels to 1907, and two
line dated types 1908 to 1920 mostly unused.  Seldom offered
range approx. 150.  £ 100

MACAU
6775 1884 200r orange Crown issue very fine hinged mint,
superb and fresh, SG 17 Cat £75.  £ 25

6776 1937 (23 Apr) Plain first flight cover Honolulu to
Macao with 50c airmail defin tied Hawaii machine cancel and
violet illus FAM 14 cachet applied.  Typed addr to New York.
Fine.  £ 35

6777 1937 (28 Apr) Airmail first flight cover Macao to
Manila bearing two defins tied hexagonal postmark and 1st
flight violet circular illus cachet and Macau-USA violet illus
cachet alongside.  Par Avion boxed cachet and manuscript
Macao Manila.  Minor marks but pretty item.  £ 45

6778 1937 (28 Apr) Airmail first flight cover Macao to
Manila bearing 50a tied hexagonal postmark and 1st flight
violet circular illus cachet and Macau-USA violet illus cachet
alongside.  Par Avion boxed cachet and manuscript Macao
Manila.  Very fine.  £ 40

6779 1937 (28 Apr) Printed flight cover to USA for the 6th
Cachet Inauguration of the air mail service America - Macau -
America bearing 3 Aviao ovpts and 40a lilac tied MACAU
hexagonal cancels, large violet cachet tying two of the stamps,
one stamp missing on left. Few marks otherwise sound.

 £ 28

6780 1949 UPU 32a purple superb unmounted mint, very
fine, SG 424.  £ 60

6781 1983-1989 Year packs containing unmounted mint
year sets (not including miniature sheets), noted 1986 Stamp
Exhib set (cat £112), fine. Enormous cat value in excess of
£1130. (7).  £ 400

6782 1989 Paintings by George Vitalievich sheetlet of 16
unmounted mint, nice thematic sheet, SG 690/693 Cat £60.

 £ 20

6783 1989 Snakes of Macau sheetlet of 16 unmounted mint,
nice thematic sheet, SG 694/697 Cat £80.  £ 25

6784 1989-1997 Assembly of unmounted mint sets in a large
stockbook, noted 1990 Traditional Occupations set, 150th
Anniv. Penny Black M/S (Cat £44), 1990 Games M/S (Cat
£60), Compass Roses M/S (Cat £75), 1991 Occupations set,
Shells setenant blk of 4, Opera set, Flowers set, Paintings M/S
(Cat £45), 1992 Friendship M/S, etc, useful assembly STC
£770+.  £ 250

6785 1990 Compass Roses set of 4 and miniature sheet
unmounted mint, Cat £99. SG 733/6, MS 737.  £ 35

6786 Useful assembly of unmounted mint sets and ranges on
a stockpage including 1953 Flowers set (Cat £125), 1954
Stamp Cent., 1956 Map set (Cat £148), 1958 Medicine, 1975
Bridge set 2, Revolution set, 1988 Grand Prix, 1989 Expo
M/S (cat £75), etc, useful assembly STC £680+.  £ 200

MADAGASCAR
6787 British Inland Mail: 1895 Br. Consul operated service
2d to 2s six values mint (SG 57/62 Cat £150) arranged on
album page (service ended in September) plus 1895 Imperf
diamond design 1d to 4s all used CDS cancels (7 values SG
50/6 Cat £100), nice assembly. (13).  £ 85

MALAWI
6788 1971 Three flown air letters with 3/- stamp with special
United Kingdom delivery service overprint. With Randall
Postal service 10p stated to be very rare.  £ 32

6789 Postal Orders: 2007 Nineteen different postal orders
with counterfoils incl 10t, 30t, 40t, 50t, 60t, 70t, 80t, 90t, K1,
K1.50, K2, K3-5, K10, K20, K50, K100 & K500 all fine
issued at the Philatelic Bureau at Blantyre, very attractive
(19).  £ 150

MALAYA
6790 1931 Straits Settlements block of three 2c green with
Penang cancel on reverse of cover addressed to Southern
India. Plus King George V 2c and 6c on reverse of Penang
cover slightly tattered. Also 1921 cover with King George V
4c with Kumbakonam cancel.  £ 20

6791 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 $1
green and black Sultan right marginal unmounted mint (one
stamp creased) PAIR with boxed character overprint in black,
Barefoot 12.  £ 40

6792 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 25c
blue and purple Sultan right hand side marginal unmounted
mint (one mounted) block of 4 with boxed character overprint
in black, very fine scarce in multiples, Barefoot 10.  £ 80

6793 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 25c
blue and purple Sultan corner bottom right marginal
unmounted mint (some bends) block of 4 with boxed
character overprint in black, very fine scarce in multiples,
Barefoot 10.  £ 80

6794 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 $5
black and red Sultan side marginal unmounted mint with
boxed character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 13.

 £ 35

6795 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red
Sheaf of Rice bottom marginal vertical pair unmounted mint
with boxed character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.

 £ 40

6796 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red
Sheaf of Rice top marginal block of 4 unmounted mint each
with boxed character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.

 £ 80
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6797 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red
Sheaf of Rice right hand side marginal pair unmounted mint
with boxed character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.

 £ 40

6798 Japanese Occupation of Kedah: Revenue; 1942 6c red
Sheaf of Rice top marginal pair unmounted mint each with
boxed character overprint in black, very fine, Barefoot 8.

 £ 40

6799 Japanese Occupation of Selangor: Revenue; 1942 $2
red & green pair top marginal unmounted mint (streaky brown
gum) each with boxed character overprint in black, very fine
scarce in multiples, Barefoot 56.  £ 50

6800 Straits Settlements: 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine
used mainly fine, SG 256/9.  £ 8

6801 WWII Airletter from UK to FPO 41 Malaya C/O 214
Field Coy R.E. redirected twice Try Camp R7, and Try Camp
22 manuscript, with half boxed THE MILITARY / POST in
black and manuscript CAMP 22 / NOT HERE, few bends but
intr.  £ 15

MALAYAN STATES
6802 1912 King Edward VII postal stationery cover with half
anna from Madras addressed to penang.  With enclosed letter
note tear and part of letter cut.  £ 20

6803 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid Halimshah set to $1 hinged
mint, 40c is torn (not included) otherwise others fine, SG
60/66, Cat £134.  £ 40

6804 1957 Malaya-Penang  Queen Elizabeth II cover with
30c and 25c stamps used in front of cover from Penang to
Cannanore Southern India with backstamps.  £ 16

6805 Binder with QV onwards mainly used range on
Hagners incl Straits Sett. 1867 1½c on ½a blue unused, 3c on
1a used, 32 on 2a used (Cat £120), 1867-72 32c pale red wing
margin used (Cat £75), 96c grey used, 1887 Two Cents on 5c
blue f.u. (Cat £100), 1891 10c cents on 24c with narrow in 10
f.u., 1892 1c green mint blk of 4, 12c claret mint, 1898 4c on
5c brown f.u. blk of 4, 4c on 5c blue mint blk of 4 (SG 107 cat
£60), 1910 EDVII $1 black & red on blue mint, 1912-23 $25
purple & blue on blue neatly fiscal used BOARD OF
LICENSING JUSTICE violet cancel (very pretty SG 213
fiscal), 1937-41 12 vals to 50c mint (Cat £275), FMS Tigers
to 50c used etc, useful assembly. Cat £850++.  £ 280

6806 BMA: 1945-48 Complete GVI set to both $5 hinged
mint, the key $5 green and red on emerald is slightly
tropicalised gum, but even and hinge remains. Nice looking
set, SG 1/18 Cat £120.  £ 40

6807 BMA Malaya: GVI set to both $5 mint incl shades,
some are U/M for lower vals, all fresh and fine, SG 1/18. STC
£360+.  £ 120

6808 Collection on Imperial printed leaves for different states
mixed mint & used including Johore 2c rose (3), surchs to 3c
on $1, 1904 surcharges 50c on $3 & $1 on $2 mint (tones, cat
£95), 1904 surch set 3 mint (Cat £119), Selangor 1891 Tiger
set 4 m, FMS to $2, etc, (159).  £ 160

6809 Johore: 1884-1934 Collection mint & used with 1884
2c rose mint (SG 6 Cat £225), 1904-10 $1 & $2 mint, defins
to 1940 to middle values. (73)  £ 75

6810 Johore: 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint defins
and commems complete for the period including 1936-40 12c
ultramarine (SG 114 cat £55), 30c & 40c, 1940 8c (SG 130
cat £26), 1949-52 Complete set of 21 (cat £160), 1948 RSW
set, 1949 UPU set U/M,  Cat £217. (35).  £ 65

6811 Johore: 1960 $5 brown and bronze-green hinged mint
showing dramatic pink piece of paper on the surface
preprinting leaving a white unprinted portion on R of Johore
with original piece printed with part of design, fantastic
variety.  Unique.  SG 165 var.  £ 60

6812 Johore: Postage Dues 1938 Complete set 5 unmounted
mint, usual toned gum from tropicalisation, SG D1/5 Cat
£200.  £ 85

6813 Kedah: 1921-32 Wmk MSCA 12 values complete 1c
brown to $1 for Sheaf & Plough issue hinged mint
(tropicalised gum) each with Specimen overprint in black, nice
lookers. SG 26s/37s & 52s, 54/6s & 58s/59s. (22).  £ 250

6814 Kedah: 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid Halimshah 7 of 9
values to $5 mounted mint, including 12c, 25c, 30c, 50c & $5
vals all nice lookers, SG 61/66, 68.  £ 50

6815 Kelantan: 1927 Sultan Ismail 11 different values hinged
mint 1c to 6c, 12c to $1 complete, all fine and sound, pretty
range, SG 40/4, 47/52, good cat.  £ 85

6816 Kelantan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1937 Sultan Ismail
set to $1 (SG 40-52, cat £340), 1948 RSW set (cat £30), 1951
Complete set of 21 to $5 (cat £200, SG 61/81), 1949 UPU set
U/M.  Cat £573. (40).  £ 185

6817 Malacca: 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1948 RSW set (toned U/M,
cat £35), 1949-52 set of 20 to $5 (cat £150), 1949 UPU U/M.
Cat £188. (26).  £ 65

6818 Malacca: 1949 Complete GVI set of 20 to $5
unmounted mint, very fine and fresh, SG 3/17.  £ 80

6819 MALAYA & STATES - Binder containing QV to
modern defins and various commems mint & used. Noted
Japanese Occup General Issue P. Dues 6 vals to 15c mint,
Trengganu 1949 set to $2 mint (Cat £110), Perak 1950 to $1
mint (Cat £58), BMA to $5, FMS Tigers to 50c used, good qty
and plenty of mainstream here, 100s.  £ 100

6820 Malayan Postal Union: Postage Dues 1936-38
Complete set of 6 1c to 50c unmounted mint, mainly fine and
attractive looking set, SG D1/6. Cat £160.  £ 80

6821 Malayan Postal Union: Postage Dues 1945-49
Complete set of seven unmounted mint, 1c violet is hinged
mint, mainly fine and nice looking set, SG D8/13 cat £170.

 £ 80

6822 Negri Sembilan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged
mint complete for the period including 1937-41 Arms 2c
orange, 3c green, 6c scarlet & 15c ultr. (cat £41), 1948 RSW
set (cat £23), 1949-52 set of 20 to $5 cat £130 (few tones, no
30c as only issued in 1955), 1949 UPU.  Cat £196. (33).

 £ 65

6823 Negri Sembilan: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 40/1 (2).  £ 12
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6824 Pahang: 1897 Bisect diagonally red manuscript JFO 2c
on half 5c blue CDS used example, in additional with red
manuscript showing above next stamp, lovely example, SG 18.

 £ 150

6825 Pahang: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1937-41 3c green, 6c
scarlet, 8c scarlet & 15c ultr (SG 31a, 34, 36 & 39 cat £114),
1948 RSW set (cat £25), 1950-52 20 values set to $5 (no 30c
issued in 1955) etc. Cat £261.  £ 88

6826 Pahang: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 47/8 (2).  £ 12

6827 Perak: 1881-1896 Collection on printed album page
mint and used noted 1880-83 overprints on 2c brown unused
(2 diff), 1883 2c on 4c rose unused (SG 16, cat £750 mint,
expertised on reverse), 1887 1c on 2c (4), 1891 1c on 6c lilac
mint (SG 43 Cat £65), 1884 2c rose f.u., officials PGS range
to 24c m & u (6 incl SG O9 mint cat £225), 1895 Tigers long
set to 50c (dull purple and greenish black), 1896 $1 green and
pale green mint (SG 76 Cat £325), $3 green and ochre fiscal
used (Cat £550 used), $5 green and ultramarine CDS used
with BPS 2018 Certificate (SG 79 Cat £600), 1900 3c on $1
unused, 3c on $2 unused, useful range, (48), STC £2220+.

 £ 500

6828 Perak: 1940 Sultan Iskandar $1 black and red on blue
hinged mint with a tone spot, one of the key top value
unmounted mint, SG 119 Cat £150 for mint.  £ 75

6829 Selangor: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1937-41 defins to $1 & $2
(SG 86/7 cat £74), 1948 RSW set (cat £27), 1949-52 set of 20
(cat £110, not including 30c issued in 1955), 1949 UPU. Cat
£247.  (32).  £ 82

6830 Selangor: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 88/9 (2).  £ 13

6831 Selangor: 1965 Flowers 2c vertical PAIR showing
YELLOW OMITTED variety, fine unmounted mint, SG 137b.

 £ 125

6832 Straits Settlements: 1867-1884 Exceptional collection
on printed album page mint, unused and fine used noted 1867
1½c on ½a blue (unused, cat £140 mint), 2c on 1a brown
(small part o.g., Cat £225), 3c on 1a brown (unused, cat £200
mint), 4c on 1a brown f.u. (Cat £275), 6c to 24c used (some
faults, cat £727), 32c on 2a yellow mint (part o.g., cat £550),
1867-72 set mainly used, 1879 5c on 8c mint, 7c on 32c pale
red mint (Cat £330), 1880 5c on 8c mint (SG 41, cat £200),
1880 10c on 30c claret used(SG 28, cat £650 comes with
Ceremuga certificate), 1880 10 on 30c mint (SG 34 Cat
£325), 1882 5c on 4c rose f.u. (SG 47, Cat £400), 1882 5c
purple-brown f.u. (SG 48, Cat £140), 1883 2c on 8c orange
mint (SG 20d cat £180), 1883 2c on 4c rose mint (SG 61, cat
£100), 2c on 12c blue mint (SG 62, cat £475), plus a few
extras, enormous cat and impressive range, (42), STC £5000.

 £ 1000

6833 Straits Settlements: 1883-1899 Exceptional collection
on printed album page mint, unused and fine used noted 1884
8c on 12c blue f.u. (Cat £170), 8c on 12c brown-purple toned
mint (SG 75 cat £750 as fine), 2c on 5c blue mint (Cat £170),
8 on 8c on 12c brown-purple unused (traces of gum, Cat £550
mint), 1885 3c on 5c blue f.u. (Cat £275), 1886 3c on 5c

purple-brown (toned gum, cat £325), 1887 2c on 5c blue mint
(Cat £50), 1892 surcharge set mainly mint, 1898 $5 orange &
carmine mint (Cat £450), enormous cat and impressive range,
(35), STC £2850.  £ 550

6834 Straits Settlements: 1902-03 Wmk CA low values 1c
to 50c hinged mint, mostly sound, odd tone spot otherwise
nice lookers, SG 110/118, cat £110. (9).  £ 40

6835 Straits Settlements: 1910-11 EDVII $25 purple and
blue on blue PAIR tied to paper from revenue document by
full SINGAPORE vermilion embosser, very fine for these,
Barefoot 49.  £ 100

6836 Straits Settlements: 1912 $100 black and carmine on
blue corner fine used SINGAPORE vermilion embosser
leaving profile clear, very fine for these, Barefoot 52.  £ 75

6837 Straits Settlements: 1912-23 Wmk CA $25 purple and
blue on blue fine used with a large SINGAPORE 1 CDS partly
incomplete cancel, sound and well centred with good colour
for these, SG 213 Cat £650.  £ 180

6838 Straits Settlements: 1923 21c dull and bright purple in
a bottom right plate No.1 marginal block of 6 mainly
unmounted mint, SG 233.  £ 28

6839 Straits Settlements: 1937-41 Complete set of 18 hinged
mint to $5, all nice lookers, SG 278/298.  Cat £350.  £ 120

6840 Straits Settlements: 1937-41 Complete set of 18 hinged
mint to $5, sound and fresh, SG 278/298.  Cat £350.  £ 110

6841 Straits Settlements: Mainly fine used collection on five
Hagners including Singapore 1948 P.14 set of 15 (Cat £35),
P.17½ set of 18 (Cat £60), Straits Sett., 1937 to $2 & $5,
Penang 1949 19 vals to $5, Selangor 1949 19 vals to $5, 1957
to $5, Malaysia 1965 Birds set, etc, useful lot. STC £310.

 £ 40

6842 Straits Settlements: Revenue; 1910-11 $25 purple and
blue on blue fine used with neat orange fiscal embosser,
attractive example, Barefoot 49.  £ 50

6843 Trengganu: 191-41 $5 green and red on pale yellow
hinged mint with fresh colour, beautiful example, SG 25 Cat
£170.  £ 65

6844 Trengganu: 1912 $5 green and dull purple fine hinged
mint key value, couple blunt or pulled perfs otherwise sound,
SG 17 Cat £275.  £ 125

6845 Trengganu: 1912-41 MCA $1 & $3 green and red on
emerald mounted mint with very fresh appearance, SG 23/4
Cat £142.  £ 48

6846 Trengganu: 1938-1952 Almost complete for GVI
collection of hinged mint sets including 1938 3c brown chalky
& 8c grey (SG 29 & 34 cat £92), 1941 surch set 2, 1948 RSW
set, 1949-52 Sultan Ismail set of 20 cat £160 (no 30c as issued
in 1955), 1949 UPU, 1937 Postage Due set (SG D1/4 cat
£170). Total cat £438. (34).  £ 175

6847 Trengganu: 1938-1952 Almost complete for GVI
collection of hinged mint sets including 1938 3c brown & 8c
grey (SG 29 & 34 cat £92), 1941 surch set 2, 1948 RSW set,
1949-52 Sultan Ismail set of 21 cat £160, 1949 UPU U/M,
1937 Postage Due set (SG D1/4 cat £170). Total cat £440.
(35).  £ 150
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6848 Trengganu: 1948-1965 Mint collection of sets neatly
arranged on leaves including 1948 RSW set, 1949-55 set to
$5, 1957-63 set to $5, etc, STC £262. (48).  £ 85

6849 Useful group of sets and ranges on stockcards including
Penang 1948 GVI set to $5 mint, Malacca 1948 set to $5 mint,
Singapore 1948 GVI set to $2 P.14, Perak values to $1 mint,
Perlis to $5 mint, Selangor vals to $5 used etc, STC £380.

 £ 95

MALAYSIA
6850 1997-2010 Unmounted mint collection of sets and
miniature sheets (100+ different) in a large stockbook with
many useful including 1999 Ramlee M/S (both, cat £15),
dozens of thematics, good qty and ideal for expansion. £ 225

6851 Attractive mint assembly on twenty one large
stockcards some light duplication noted 2009 Traditional
Houses long set, 2013 Forests M/S (set 3), 1987 Animals,
1971 UNICEF strip, many thematic issues, nice clean lot.
(Approx 190 + 11 M/S).  £ 42

6852 Postal Orders: 1984-2008 Seven different postal orders
with or without counterfoils incl 1984 $1.50 overprinted value
$1.50 Lima Sen from MUADZAM SHAH, 1999 RM30, 40 &
100 issued at Sarawak, and 2003-2008 RM 2, 4 & 5 issued in
Perak. Fine. (7).  £ 70

6853 Registered Postal Stationery envelopes size G & H2
both 40s + 15s blue unused, sound. (2).  £ 12

MALDIVE IS.
6854 1906-1933 Small Mint and used assembly 1906
overprinted on EDVII 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c & 15c mainly mint (Cat
£237), 1933 Minaret set 9 to 1r used (Cat £140). (18). £ 110

6855 1950-2 Palm Tree & Dhow complete set of 9 mounted
mint, fine, SG 21/9. Cat £55.  £ 18

6856 Attractive mint assembly on fifteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted perf and imperf sets, 1956 set,
1960 long set mint, 1963 FFH, 1967 Football, 1970 Paintings,
1978 Aircraft (Cat £32), 1984 Tourism, 1983 Marine
Mammals, many lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot.
(Approx 380).  £ 85

MALI
6857 1959-1984 A large mainly unmounted mint collection
in a well filled stockbook including 1960 Airs, MALI ovpts
and bar to 500f, 1965 Air set, then huge amount of
completion, year runs etc, STC £1500.  £ 400

MALTA
6858 1857 (26 Dec) Entire to Genoa bearing GB 1856 6d
lilac tied M cancel with P framed, 2d accountancy mark and
PIROSCAFI / POSTALI / FRANCESI 3 line h/s in red, neat
MALTA double arc CDS in black and arrival backstamps,
nice item.  SG Z20 Cat £42 as stamps.  £ 75

6859 1857 (9 Oct) Entire Letter to Livorno bearing GB 1855
P.14 Wmk SC 1d red-brown strip of 3 tied M cancels with P
framed (Paye), Borges De Silva forwarding agent, 1d
accountancy mark and backstamped double ring MALTA
dated cancel in black, blue arrival backstamp, vertical filing
fold and wrinkles otherwise fine and attractive use. SG Z11
Cat £240 as stamps.  £ 300

6860 1858 (15 May) Entire Letter to Genoa bearing GB
1855 2d blue PAIR tied M cancels with PD, 1¼ accountancy
mark and PIROSCAFI / POSTALI / FRANCESI 3 line h/s in
red, neat MALTA a CDS in red and arrival backstamps, nice
item.  SG Z15 Cat £130 as stamps.  £ 150

6861 1860 (1 Feb) Entire Letter to Corfu bearing GB 1856
4d rose PAIR tied A25 cancels with GAETANO MILLER /
MALTA boxed trade cachet sent via SS Alhambra and 3 Feb
CORFU small double receiving CDS on obverse, usual filing
folds, unusual destination  SG Z47 Cat £80 as stamps. £ 125

6862 1860 No Wmk Thin hard white paper ½d brown-
orange hinged mint part original gum with a short SW corner
otherwise mainly fine for these, SG 3 Cat £850 mint.  £ 85

6863 1860-1938 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1885-90 set used incl both 1s shades, 1886 5s rose
hinged mint (Cat £110), 1899 2/6 mint, 10s blue-black used
(tones, cat £65), 1903 4d & 1s mint (Cat £61), 1904-14 to 1s
used, 1914-21 to 2s used, 1922-26 to 2/6 bright magenta and
black used 1926 Postage ovpt 10s slate-grey and brown used,
1926-27 pictorial defins to 2s, 1928 2/6 used, 1930 1s to 2/6
used (Cat £147), 1935 SJ set used, 1938 set used, set mint
(Cat £75), useful lot (c195).  £ 210

6864 1863-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1863 ½d orange to buff shades x 8 unused
& u (not guaranteed), 1885 to 1s 1886 5s rose barred cancel
(taken 'as is'), 2/6 1899 Wmk CC 2/6 olive-grey mint (Cat
£45), GV incl 4d black, vals to 2s m 7 u, 1922 Self-Govt 2/6
mint, 5s mint, 1922-26 2s & 10s mint (Cat £79), 5s fine used
(Cat £50), 1926 Postage 10s f.u., 1926-7 to 2/6 used, 1928 to
5s, 1930 to 2/6 used, GB QV used in Malta with A25 cancels
on 2½d rosy mauve, 2½d ultr. (2), 3d (2), 4d red (4), 1856 1s
green. Good catalogue value.  (192).  £ 350

6865 1865 (30 Nov) Torn cover to UK bearing 6d lilac pl.5
tied neat Malta A25 postmark and London paid CDS on
arrival, tears but still nice cover.  £ 40

6866 1872 (30 Jul) Entire to Messina (Italy) bearing GB
1865-78 4d vermilion pl.12 tied A25 cancel & CDS with PD
/ 2ó boxed accountancy h/s in red, Syracuse transit backstamp,
usual filing folds, SG Z49.  £ 28

6867 1885-1890 Complete set of six plus extra listed colours
including 1d rose and 1d carmine, 2½d dull blue, 2½d
ultramarine, 1s violet (light tones), 1s pale violet all hinged
mint, few unmounted mint, SG 20/29 Cat £315.  £ 120

6868 1886 5s rose fine used example with nice part duplex
type cancels, SG 30 Cat £80.  £ 35

6869 1886 5s rose fine used part A25 duplex cancel, sound,
SG 30.  £ 32

6870 1890 1d carmine in bottom plate 1 marginal strip[ of
three mainly unmounted mint, fine positional strip, SG 22. Cat
£39 as mint.  £ 24

6871 1903 Entire Newspaper sent Valletta to Gozo printed
in Italian A Sua Imperiale Mestra Eduardo VJJ bearing ½d
EDVII tied oval Valletta and receiving MIGIARRO B / GOZO
CDS, with violet ink address. Folded vertical, scarce
newspaper use, seldom offered.  £ 150
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6872 1903-04 EDVII set of seven hinged mint, mainly very
fine, 3d is unmounted mint, SG 38/44 Cat £130.  £ 48

6873 1904-14 EDVII set of seventeen hinged mint, plus
extra shades mainly very fine, SG 45/63 Cat £300.  £ 100

6874 1908 Colour postcard of  Venice with King Edward
VII 1d red with 6.30pm 11 MR 08 cancel (town unclear).
Addressed to Bath with Bath Station Office receiving cancel.

 £ 10

6875 1911 EDVII 5s green and red on yellow fine used part
CDS cancel, SG 63, Cat £80.  £ 32

6876 1922 Self Govt Overprint Wmk MCA Complete set of
eight to 5s keyplate mainly fine mounted mint, key 2s is
heavily mounted (cat £250), SG 106/113, Cat £350.  £ 140

6877 1922 Wmk MSCA Self Govt overprint set of 8 to 10s
black hinged mint, mainly sound and fine, the key 10s is fresh,
SG 114/21 Cat £200.  £ 145

6878 1930 Postage & Revenue Complete set of 17 hinged
mint to 10s, mainly fine and fresh, SG 193/209.  £ 95

6879 1934 B&W postcard of Orient Line S.S. Orontes with
King George V 1½d brown with paquebot Malta cancel also
Royal Mail Steamer cachet addressed to England.  £ 10

6880 1935 GB used abroad: King George V 1½d brown
addressed to England with Paquebot Malta cancel.  £ 10

6881 1935 Silver Jubilee 2½d brown and deep blue mounted
mint showing large vertical wisp on left hand tower variety,
SG 211 var.  £ 20

6882 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 210/13.  £ 18

6883 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
210/13.  £ 18

6884 1938-43 GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to
10s, very fresh, SG 217/231 cat £75.  £ 38

6885 1942 Cover sent On Active Service to UK bearing
HELP THE RELIEF FUND / V/ ½d label in red and blue and
black, affixed on the envelope instead of the stamp,  Passed
Censor triangle in violet but no postage due applied.  Sent
from Gnr Ford, FCM.  Scarce use.  £ 125

6886 1947 Part set 15/21 on large folded cover with tears
containing King George VI New Constitution stamps includes
10/- black and carmine.  £ 15

6887 1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 indigo high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 250. Cat £38.  £ 20

6888 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (4 Jan)
postcard of the Wedding Couple First Day card to UK tied
VALLETTA CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 249/250.  £ 48

6889 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 249/50 (2).  £ 20

6890 1956 QEII set of 17 to £1 mint (Cat £130), sound, SG
266/82.  £ 28

6891 1956 QEII set of 17 to £1 unmounted mint (Cat £130),
10s has gum bend, sound, SG 266/82.  £ 34

6892 1959 (4 May) SS British Crown cacheted local cover
(flap missing) bearing QEII ½d orange tied CDS and

RECEIVED WITHOUT CONTENTS handstamp alongside.
 £ 8

6893 1962 (21 Feb) DDMS TROOPS MALTA h/s in violet
from the Director of Medical services to the troops stationed
there, on a printed OHMS envelope overprint on Her Majesty's
Service and Official Paid crossed out with an X and FPO 782
CDS, used in the same year the departure of the RAMC in Oct
1962.  £ 30

6894 2008 Malta Post Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £80.  £ 28

6895 2009 Malta Post Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £153.  £ 50

6896 2011 Malta Post Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, includes Buses long set as two
sheetlets of ten (Cat £58), very attractive with many thematics.
STC £108.  £ 35

6897 2012 Malta Post Year pack set off three folders
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
includes 70th Anniv. set of 87 (Cat £108), very attractive with
many thematics. STC £150.  £ 52

6898 2013 Malta Post Year pack complete with all stamps
for the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many
thematics. STC £97.  £ 35

6899 Attractive mint assembly on thirty seven large
stockcards some light duplication noted 1956 defin set to £1
(2 sets, Cat £130 each) plus extras and 2d both shades, 1965
long set, 1973 long set, 1981 set (2, cat £30 each), 1991
Heritage set (Cat £27), 2001 Birds strips set, 1999 Marine
Life, 2003 Sea Shells, 2006 Castles, 2004 Festivals, 1999
Flowers long set (Cat £38), 2004 Mammals long set, many
lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 910).  £ 300

6900 Attractive mint & used assembly on thirteen large
stockcards some light duplication noted QV A25 cancel on 1d
rose-red pl.190, QV vals to 1s, EDVII incl War Tax in blks of
4 m & u, 1922 to 2/6 mint (2), 1926 to 1/6 mint, 2/6, 3s & 5s
used (Cat £168), 1935 Silver Jubilee set m (2), 1938 set to 10s
mint (3 sets, Cat £80 each), to 10s used, 1956 QEII set to £1
mint (Cat £130), postage dues, nice clean lot. (Approx 350).

 £ 260

6901 Extensive collection in 4 ring binder of early to modern
mixed mint and used with good runs of sets, starts QV defins
to 1s & 5s u (Cat £80), EDVII to 1s m & u, 1922 Self Govt
ovpt 2s purple and blue on blue mint (Cat £50), 1922 to 2/6
purple and black mint & used (Cat £70+), 1922 ovptd Postage
o 10s m & u, 1926 Postage 3s black and blue mint (Cat £21),
1928 P & R ovptd 3s black and blue used, 1935 SJ set m,
1938 good range mint to 5s, used to 10s, 1948 Self Govt
ovptd to 10s used, 1956 to 10s used, then various commems
to 2004. Useful collection. 100s.  £ 150

6902 Group of four covers from GVI era incl 1938 (17 Feb)
First Day Cover on large folded env regd to UK nearing ¼d to
3d values, Self Govt ½d & 2d on cvr, 1941 Censored with V
label affixed and union jack design, fauilts but useful all the
same. (4).  £ 35
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6903 Postcards collection of 28 mainly different PPCs mostly
unused early part of the 20th century incl Grand Harbour,
Strada St Lucia, Custom House, Isola point etc, some minor
faults but many nice views. (28).  £ 28

6904 QV to 2001 mainly used collection in a smaller
springback album with good mainstream range of defins and
commems sets, part sets and ranges.  £ 28

MARSHALL ISLANDS
6905 Attractive mint assembly on fifteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1995 Marilyn Monrose, 2009
Marine Fauna, 1988 Stevenson's Voyages set, 1997 Easter,
1998 Decade of War & Peace long set, 2004 Cars, many
lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 140).  £ 32

MARTINIQUE
6906 1850 (26 Mar) A scarcely seen early Entire Letter from
St Pierre to Brives France bearing manuscript charge marks,
a nice cancel of departing ST PIERRE MARTINIQUE / 26 /
MARS / 1850 CDS in black on reverse, sent via England with
London transit, then COLONIES / & ART 13 boxed
handstamp in red on obverse and Calais transit alongside.
Brives arrival backstamp, mainly very fine, intr seldom
offered.  £ 75

MAURITANIA
6907 1960-1982 A large mainly unmounted mint collection
in a well filled stockbook including 1960 Airs to 500f, Gold
Foil 1967 1000f, 1974 Skylab gold & silver pairs, miniature
sheets then good amount of completion, year runs etc, STC
£850.  £ 180

MAURITIUS
6908 1853 (5 Apr) Entire Letter Port Louis to France with a
nice range of handstamps including PACKET LETTER /
MAURITIUS AP 6 1853 oval double ring cancel in black on
obverse, sent P. Bosphoms via the Cape, Southampton, Paris
plus COLONIES / & ART 13 boxed cachet in red, and
manuscript charge marks 13, London transit and ANGL
CALAIS & Bordeaux arrival. Beautiful example of an early
letter.  £ 150

6909 1858-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1858-62 Imperf unused / mint (6d)
vermilion (Cat £70), (9d) dull magenta (Cat £900), 1859-61
1s vermilion f.u. (Cat £75), 1s yellow-green f.u. (Cat £160),
1860-72 defins to 1s (shades), 1870s surcharges, 1924 GV 10r
fiscal used. Good catalogue value.  (167).  £ 325

6910 1859 Lapirot Early Impression 2d blue, a fine used
example with neat oval barred cancel without numeral cut
neatly without margins, very sound SG 37 Cat £3250.  £ 450

6911 1859 Lapirot Intermediate print 2d blue, a fine and rare
vertical PAIR with large margins on two side, touching on two
other side cancelled in combination with 1858 (4d) green by
three target circle cancels in black.  On paper but not tied, a
fabulous rare vertical pair, some pen or ink marks on the pair
otherwise genuine use for 8d rate (8d per ½oz) to Europe. SG
27 & 38 Cat £3000.  £ 1200

6912 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish
paper, a fine used example with neat barred oval without

numeral cancel cut neatly 1-2 margins, well above average for
these, SG 39 Cat £900.  £ 280

6913 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish
paper, a fine used example with neat target circle cancel cut
neatly 1-2 margins, trace of thins and slight rub otherwise well
above average for these, SG 39 Cat £900.  £ 225

6914 1876-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 1859 2d blue Lapirot fine
used barred cancel, no margins but neatly cut (Cat £900),
1858 onwards for imperf Britannia mint or used, perf
Britannia's to 1s, 1860 to 1s, 1863-72 to 5s rosy-mauve (SG
71 cat £60), 1878 Surcharges 2r50c on 5s mint or used, 1879
to 50c m & u, 1895 to 18c mainly mint, 1898 Diamond
Jubilee mint, 1899 Bourdonnais mint, 1900-05 to 1r mint,
1904 to 1r mainly mint, 1921-34 to 5r mint, Express Delivery
1903 15c on 15c mint etc, useful lot (c155).  £ 325

6915 1884 (16 Sep) Mourning cover to UK bearing 16c on
17c rose tied by good strike of B53 dated cancel, tatty, vertical
fold and soiled, tears on the flap but nice commercial usage.
SG 115.  £ 30

6916 1900-05 Eight values hinged mint each overprinted
SPECIMEN in black, includes 1r, 2r50c, some gum faults
otherwise mainly fine, SG 138/9, 141/5,  149, 153/4.  £ 100

6917 1935 Silver Jubilee 12c green and indigo hinged mint
showing extra flagstaff on turret variety, nice non constant
variety, SG 246 var.  £ 50

6918 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 245/8.  £ 45

6919 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover sent locally in ROSE HILL from an old time collectors
hoard, SG 245/8.  £ 75

6920 1937 Coronation 20c bright blue hinged mint showing
Line by Sceptre variety, sound, SG 251b, cat £90.  £ 36

6921 1938 1r grey-brown hinged mint on chalky paper
showing battered A variety, very fine, SG 260a Cat £900.

 £ 350

6922 1938 2r50 pale violet unmounted mint, light tone spots
on reverse otherwise, fresh, SG 261 Cat £60 mint.  £ 20

6923 1943 3c reddish lilac and red hinged mint bottom
margin rule single showing 'sliced S' variety, very fine, SG
253ba.  £ 60

6924 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 (18th
June) registered cover to Bombay tied VACOAS CDS
cancels, with FINANCIAL CONTROL PERMIT PS50 violet
h/s on obverse and Barclays Bank Port Louis Mauritius on
reverse, few minor soils otherwise attractive, SG 270/1.

 £ 40

6925 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1948 (25th
Oct) registered printed First Day of Issue to UK tied ROSE
HILL CDS cancel, toned perfs otherwise pretty item, SG
270/1.  £ 40

6926 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (1 Jan)
registered airmail cover to USA tied VACOAS CDS cancels,
with regd etiquette VACOAS No. 2,  attractive, SG 270/1.

 £ 50
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6927 1953- Attractive slightly jumbled mint collection in a
springback binder with many extras noted 1953-58 set to 10r
(Cat £65), 1963 set 3, 1965 Birds set (Cat £70), 1967 Self
Govt set plus 60c wmk inverted, 1969 Fish set (Cat £35), then
mainly complete to 1978 inc defin extras etc, STC £335.

 £ 85

6928 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two
values  'Imperforate', overprinted 'SPECIMEN'. Post Office
fresh Unmounted Mint Very scarce and attractive Proofs.
SG415/16var.  £ 60

6929 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two
values  'Imperforate' Post Office fresh Unmounted Mint
marginal imprint examples Very scarce and attractive Proofs.
SG415/16var.  £ 90

6930 1970. 25c & 50c Lufthansa Inaugural Flight. The two
values  'Imperforate' printed on the same sheet with Gehringer
imprint at the bottom. Very seldom seen and scarce, attractive
Proofs.  SG415/16var.  £ 90

6931 Attractive mint assembly on twenty two large
stockcards some light duplication noted 1953 set (Cat £63),
1967 Self Govt long set (Cat £20), 1969 Sealife long set (3),
1978 long set (2), 1985 Games,  many lovely thematic issues,
nice clean lot. (Approx 440).  £ 85

6932 Collection on leaves mint and used including useful
content noted Mauritius 1965 Birds set m, 1953 set to R10
fine used, set to R10 mint, 1953 Coronation in DLR imprint
strip 4 m, plate 1B 2B & 1a 2A m & u blks of 4, 1950 vals to
R10 f.u., 1946 Victory set on FDC, 1938 to R10 used, 1937
Coronation set on FDC, 1935 SJ set m, few earlier QV plus
facsimiles of the scarce imperfs (6). Useful ranges mainly fine.

 £ 150

6933 Postage Due: 1933-54 Set of five mint each perfinned
SPECIMEN diagonally, 2c & 20c are badly torn so not
included in estimate, otherwise sound, SG D1s/7s.  £ 38

6934 QV-QEII Useful mint and used collection on large
stockpages better throughout including 1858 (6d vermilion)
unused, 1859 6d dull purple m, 1860 9d purple f.u., 1863 to
5s used, 1878 surchs range to 2r50 m & u, 1879 to 2r50 m &
u, 1904 to 1r m & u, 1938 to 1r m & u, 1950 set mint, 1953
set mint, 1880s-90s defins, surcharges, Arms issues incl few
Specimen ovpts etc, useful lot.  £ 200

6935 SPECIMEN overprints selection of part sets and singles
mint incl QV 1c mauve, 15c blue, Shield fourteen values,
EDVII 5c, GV defins eighteen values to 25c, some faults but
mainly sound, (36).  £ 360

6936 SPECIMEN Postal Stationery reply card (one side
only) unused 8c carmine with Arms mainly neat with small
closed tear at the base and large black  diagonal SPECIMEN
overprint.  £ 22

MEXICO
6937 1832-1848 Six prestamp letters attractively written up
on leaves including 1848 Tchuantepeq boxed with large '2'
chargemark in black to Juitta. 1849 San Sebastian boxed h/s
in black & '2' chargemark to Durango. SOMEBREBETE
FEBRERO boxed h/s in black to Durango, '2' chargemark in
black. 1847 R D S DIMAS (San Dimas) boxed red with two
'2' chargemarks to Durango, 1832 ZAMORA fancy cancel in

black & 1846 MAPIMI & '2' red chargemark to Durango.
Attractive group. (6).  £ 180

6938 1 8 4 2  ( 2 1  J u l )  E n t i r e  t o  Lo nd o n  b e a r ing
FRANQUEADO MEXICO d/r CDS in red and VERA CRUZ
dated arc in black (poor strike) sent p. Royal Mail Steam
Packet and 2/3 charge manuscript alongside, London arrival
CDS in red, filing folds and few faults otherwise sound, nice
early item.  £ 60

6939 1897 Postal Stationery 5c blue from Jicaltepev to
Veracruz with receiving cds on reverse, 1895 postal stationery
10c red from Morelia to Veracruz plus unused postal
stationery 10c red.  £ 15

6940 1933 (17 March) Airmail cover PUERTO MEXICO to
London bearing 50c pictorial tied CDS and R.A.C. No.2 / R.
M CDS cancel alongside two Correo Aereo or Servicio h/s in
violet. Two nice transit backstamps. This postmark was
applied in Mexico and reads, Ruta Aerea Contratada /
Republica Mexicana No.2.  These were number to 1 to 9, very
seldom seen.  £ 60

6941 1940 Centenary of First Adhesive Postage Stamps set
of 10 unmounted mint, fine, SG 643/652. Cat £132.  £ 44

6942 1956 Mexican Stamp Centenary Both Miniature sheets
uncounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise sound, SG MS 936 &
943 Cat £155.  £ 45

6943 1956 Stamp Centenary Postage & Air Miniature sheets
Imperf as issued tied to two large envelopes and cancelled
special EXMEX 1956 Stamp Exhibition postmarks on the
First Day of the Exhibition, few wrinkles otherwise fine. (2)
SG MS 936, MS 943. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 40

6944 COVERS AND CARDS Collection in old time
springback with a small collection of earlier defins from
imperfs with many 1870s defins, plus a nice collection of turn
of the century postal stationery cards incl embossed envelopes,
printed cards, (38), WWII censored covers (3) etc, nice
original lot . (20 covers / cards)  £ 160

6945 Fournier Forgery: 1856-72 Range of 13 earlier mainly
used imperf & perf issues, plus 1863 genuine mint blocks of
6 or 10 ready for surcharging, plus seven postmarks or
surcharges on one piece. (22).  £ 55

6946 Postal Orders: 1906 Servicio Internacional Giros
Postales entre Mexico Money order uprated from $20 with 1c
& 2c tied Giros Postales violet oval cancels, rare early money
order.  £ 45

6947 Revenues: Attractive collection seldom offered this
comprehensive with many attractive designs used including
1874-75 Document 1c brown (2), 3c lilac (2), 1878 Document
values handstamped with local districts (9) vals to 5c, 1879
(5), 1880 9 vals to 5p red, 1881 9 vals to 50c, 1882 14 vals to
1p violet, 1883 19 vals, 1880s Customs & Special Customs to
25p, 1889 Document to 25p, Federal Contribution 1c
impressive with tab imperf, plus many more to around 1940,
lovely lot (Approx 400, mainly all different districts for each
value).  £ 300
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MICRONESIA
6948 Attractive mint assembly on 12 large & small
stockcards some light duplication noted 1984 long set (Cat
£44), 1992 Columbus, 1993 Flight, 1993 Flight, many lovely
thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 155).  £ 34

MONACO
6949 1885 Prince Charles III 25c blue on green a nice hinged
mint example, usual brownish gum, couple of pulled perfs
otherwise very fine, SG 6 Cat £900.  £ 175

6950 1885 Prince Charles III 5f carmine on green a decent
CDS used example superb in every way with part MONTE
CARL...JUL 1888, expertised twice on reverse, nice key
stamp for Monaco, SG 10 Cat £2750.  £ 650

6951 1885 Prince Charles III 5f carmine on green a decent
cds used example superb with part Monaco 22 Jan 1887 note
has mis-perfs side and top.  £ 740

6952 1885 Prince Charles III 5f rose on green unmounted
mint, small gum spot otherwise fine and scarce, Scott 10 cat
$4400 unmounted.  £ 800

6953 1885 Prince Charles III 5f rose on green unused
without gum, couple of nibbled perfs otherwise fine and
scarce, Scott 10 cat $3000 mounted.  £ 225

6954 1885 Prince Charles III 75c black on rose a nice heavy
hinged mint example, usual brownish gum, sound and fine, SG
8 Cat £375.  £ 85

6955 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 108 different incl 1885 1c-15c &
40c mint (cat £933), 1891 to 1f m & u, 1924 to 10f m & u,
1933 vals to 20f used (cat £450), 1933 air surch etc, etc.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c108). High cat value.  £ 300

6956 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 120 different incl 1885 1c, 2c,
40c & 75c mint / unused (cat £340), 1891 to 1f m & u, 5f red
on green mint (Cat £150), 1924 to 3f m & u, 1933 vals to 20f
used (cat £185), 1933 air surch, 1937 Prince Louis 5f mint
(Cat £95). Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c120). High cat value.  £ 150

6957 1885-1949 Attractive mint collection with many
valuable sets and ranges on printed hingeless leaves including
1885 1c, 2c, 5c (unused no gum), 40c mint (cat £110), 1922-
23 set to 10f (cat €85), 1924-33 set to 10fr (cat €107), 1926-
31 surcharges & 1933 air (cat €166), 1937 Charity set (cat
€150), 1937 Postage Due ovpt Postes set (cat €103), 1938
M/S (cat €80), 1937-39 set (cat €246), 1939 National Relief
set (cat €300), 1940 Red X long set (cat €185), 1941 Nat.
Relief Fund set (cat €52), much complete to 1949, nice clean
lot STC €2140+.  £ 600

6958 1885-1990s collection in a well filled DAVO printed
album and slipcase with an extensive assembly including 1885
1c & 2c mint (cat £93), 5c, 10c & 15c used, 40c CDS, 1891
1f mint 75c used, 1919 War Orphans 2c & 5c green mint (cat
£66), 1924 to 10f m & u, 1933 air surch used, 1933 pictorial
defins set to 1f75 m & (cat £175), 1937 2.25f on 2f used,
1938 Louis set m (cat £80), 1941 new values incl 25f black

mint, hereon late 1950s to late 1980s much complete
unmounted mint, then plain leaves for modern to 1990s, Airs,
postage dues incl 1905 10c brown used (bad faults cat £150),
etc, well filled collection ideal for expansion, good catalogue
value, 100s.  £ 350

6959 1885-2010 Extensive collection on leaves mint and
used for earlier incl 1885 1c & 2c mint (2c damaged), 5c-25c
used (cat £200), 1891 to 1f m & u, 1914 surch mint, 1920
Princess's Marriage 25c+ 15c blue mint (cat £28), 1924 to 10f
mainly used, 1933 23 vals to 5fr mainly used,1933 Air surch
used (cat £35), 1937 P.Dues surcharged set mainly mint to
2.25 on 2f (cat £65), 1938 Anti Cancer Fund set m, 1941 Nat.
Relief Fund set m (cat £60), 1942 Relief Fund set U/M, 1951
Radio set m, then an enormous amount of sets mint & used to
2000s, high catalogue value £1200+, ideal for expansion,
100s., useful lot.  £ 260

6960 1891 15c pink hinged mint very fine looker, hinge
remains on reverse but extremely nice frontal appearance, SG
15 Cat £250.  £ 45

6961 1891 Prince Charles III Complete set of 19 1c to all
three 5f top values, usual brownish gum on some overall
sound and fine, SG 11/29 Cat €1400.  £ 425

6962 1891-1963 Attractive mainly mint collection in a
French printed album with useful content throughout incl 1942
long set to 20f + 5f, 1891 to 50c, 1922 surchs m, 1924 defin
sets complete, 1946 set, 1946 Prince Louis airs, 1947 M/S m,
1950 Rainer set m & u incl airs, 1949 red X quarter M/S m,
etc, plenty of useful here and high cat value.  £ 150

6963 1906-07 Two postal stationery 10c red postcards from
the Principality to Brussels with receiving CDS. Plus two 1925
Mourning covers from Monte Carlo to Nice with 30c and pair
of 15c.  £ 18

6964 1924 15c carmine-rose vertical top right corner
marginal vertical pair unmounted mint showing horizontal
imperf between variety.  £ 75

6965 1928 International Philatelic Exhibition set of 3 in
unmounted mint complete sheets of 25 mainly very fine,
attractive album page sized sheets, SG 113/115. Cat £262.

 £ 100

6966 1933-37 Complete long definitive set to 20f black all
hinged mint, mainly sound and fine, SG 116/142 cat €806.

 £ 250

6967 1938 National Fete Day sheet 100 x120mm 10f purple
Prince Louis II MM SG MS163.  £ 30

6968 1938 National Fete Day sheet 100 x120mm 10f purple
Prince Louis II MM SG MS163. Note printers ink attached to
reverse.  £ 25

6969 1960-1975  A pretty much comple te  run o f
commemorative sets in a Lindner hingeless printed album with
a lovely unmounted mint collection including many nice
thematics sets, airs, art issues, setenants,  noted 1959 Air set
(cat £62), Rainier precancel set 4, 1964 Air Rally set, 1968
Railway set, 1970 Animals set, Horses set, 1972 Olympics in
setenant imprint gutter block of 8, 1973 25th Anniv. M/S (cat
£29),  1973 Dog Show, 1974 Europa M/S (cat £70),
Impressionists set, 1974 Defins Rainier to 20f, 1974 defins to
5.50f, 1975 Plants, precancels set, 1975 Europa M/S (Cat
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£70), 1975 motor Car set etc, high cat value, clean and fine for
expansion.  £ 300

6970 1974 to 1978 Europa mini sheets u/m . 5 sheets , cat
£350  £ 65

6971 1985-1992 Unmounted mint collection in a nice KA-
BE hingeless luxury album in green with spaces for commem
sets, useful range for 1980s noted 1985-1988 Europa M/S (cat
£192), 1986 Strawberry Seasons M/S, 1987 Seasons of the
vine M/S (cat £26), 1988 Fish, Winter Games M/S, Seasons
of Olive Tree M/S (cat £32), Funghi set, 1989 Prince Rainer
M/S, 1990 Europa M/S (cat £48), Minerals set,  then empty
onwards hence ideal for expansion, STC £700. Fine.  £ 230

6972 An ex-dealers stock of attractive mint & unmounted
mint issues neatly arranged on fifteen or so stockpages and
each mini collection priced for sale at around 10% of
catalogue value, mainly modern commemorative sets, airs,
defins, nice thematics etc, useful lot for resale, PTSA £250+.

 £ 110

6973 Assembly of earlier better mint, unused and used
including 1885 Prince Charles III 75c unused, 5c blue mint
(Cat £95), 1c, 2c, 5c & 25c green CDS used (Cat £100), 2c
lilac mint (Cat £75), 10c brown on yellow hinged mint (2, Cat
£240), 75c mint (Cat £375), 1891 5f grey-green mint (Cat
£42), 1920 Princess Charlotte's Marriage 2c + 3c on 15c + 10c
red & 2c + 3c on 25c + 15c blue both mint (Cat £120), 1922
5f brown & 10f red mint pair (Cat £52), etc, some mixed but
mainly sound, STC £1550+. (56).  £ 180

6974 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used
with a useful unpicked assembly from 1885 to 1950. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 1885 8 values to 75c m & u
(cat £480+), 1891 17 vals to 1f m & u incl 10c brown on
yellow, 15c pink & 25c green (all thinned mounted mint Cat
£765), 1914 Red X CDS, 1919 War Orphans to 25c + 15c
blue mint (cat £165), 1910 Mars 20 1920 ovpt on 15c + 10c,
25c + 15c, 50c + 50c all mint (cat £130), 1922 10f red m,
1924 long set values incl 3f, 5f & 10f mint (cat £80), 1933 air
mint, 1948 Olympic Games set m (cat £145), 1948 Death Cent
set mint (few stuck down, cat £110), 1946 Air set m (cat
£310), back of the book etc, few are stuck down (not counted)
otherwise mainly fine condition throughout, STC £1650+.

 £ 400

6975 Postage Dues: 1909 10c sepia hinged mint, scarce key
stamp for back of the book, expertised on reverse, SG D32
Cat £600.  £ 180

MONGOLIA
6976 1932-1990 Binder containing mainstream middle to
modern defins and various commems mint & used. Noted
good range of mint sets from 1960s, huge amount of
thematics, then dozens of CTO sets, 100s.  £ 40

6977 1958-1991 Fine used collection in four good
springback albums from an extensive world collection of over
100 albums, all different assembly mainly in sets and some
part sets fine used CDS (CTO) many full commems sets to
1991 with an enormous amount of thematics, colourful lot
seldom seen nicely assembled in a collection, ideal to fill those
gaps. QTY.  £ 180

MONTSERRAT
6978 1876-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including 1876
1d & 6d f.u. (cat £57), 1884-5 2½d red-brown mint (cat
£275), 2½d ultramarine mint (cat £30), 1900-14 Device of
Colony mint range for diff printings to 2s, 1908 2s green and
orange mint (SG 31 Cat £60), 1908-14 set to 1s mint & 1909
5s red and green on yellow mint (cat £65), 1916 set to 5s mint
(cat £130), 1922 11 vals to 4s mainly mint, 1935 SJ set m etc,
(c58), ideal to fill those gaps.  STC £770+.  £ 200

6979 1876-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1880 4d blue f.u., 1922-29 to 5s mint, 1932
300th Anniv. to 1s. (59).  £ 60

6980 1876-1935 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 1876 1d & 6d green mint
(Cat £75), 1884-5 1d (2), 2½d ultr. mint, 1903 Device set to
1s mint (Cat £43), 1903 5s Wmk CC mounted mint (couple
gum tones, cat £160), 1904-08 to 6d, 2/6 & 5s mint (Cat
£275), 1908-14 set of 10 mint (Cat £170), 1916-22 set of 11
mint (Cat £130), 1922-29 set 21 mint (cat £95), 1932 300th
Anniv. set mint (Cat £160), 1935 SJ set m etc, useful lot (83).

 £ 300

6981 1885 4d mauve fine used neat AO3 cancel showing top
left triangle detached variety, fine, SG 12a Cat £375.  £ 125

6982 1909 5s red and green on yellow hinged mint, fresh, SG
47.  £ 28

6983 1912 (26 Feb) Registered cover to Bogota (Colombia)
bearing Montserrat Harp & Cross ½d & 2d plus Leeward Is
EDVII 2d making 4½d rate tied MONTSERRAT / A/ FE 26
/ 1912 CDS cancels, regd etiquette No.1146, flap missing and
some edge faults with New York transit backstamps. Nice
combn.  £ 20

6984 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee 2½d brown and
deep blue on typed May 6th first day cover to USA. SG 96.

 £ 12

6985 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-48 set of 12 (10s U/M, cat £110),
1948 RSW set U/M, 1951 set of 13 (cat £65). Cat £182 (38).

 £ 50

6986 1938-48 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to
£1 black, very fresh, SG 101a/12 cat £110.  £ 55

6987 1949 (3 Jan) Unaddressed Cover bearing 1948 Royal
Silver Wedding set of 2 tied SALEM / MONTSERRAT CDS
cancels, pretty item, SG 115/6.  £ 30

6988 Attractive mint assembly on forty four large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1953 long set to $4.80 (both
$4.80 Colony & Presidency types, cat £114), 1965 long set
(2), 1992 Death Owen set, 1991 Cats, 1970 Birds set (Cat
£54),  huge range of lovely thematic issues, nice clean lot.
(Approx 1100).  £ 175

6989 Attractive mint / unmounted mint collection on seven
large stockcards with some better incl GV to 2/6 mint, 1938
GVI duplicated mint assembly on other three cards with values
to 5s (5), STC £550+. (approx 150).  £ 110
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MOROCCO
6990 1914-1955 Attractive collection in 3 well filled binders
on leaves mint and used with better including French; many
1930s defin issues, airs, overprints, Parcel Post 1917 set used,
1949 Solidarity Fund M/S, 1950 M/S, British Agencies
smaller range, Spanish collection 1914 to 1955 m & u, airs,
Tangier pictorials incl telegraph stamps, large collection of
Independent issues to 1990s, etc, very nice collection for
expansion.  £ 300

6991 1945 GB used abroad: King George VI 6d on
registered Tangier cover cancelled with British Post Office
Tangier addressed to United States. Six CDS on reverse.

 £ 16

MOROCCO AGENCIES
6992 1898-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1898 to 1p mint, 1903-06 to 1p & 2pi mint,
1899 to 40c used, 1903-05 20c used (Cat £50), 1905-06 1p &
2p mint (Cat £78), Br. Curr. 4d orange mint (2 shades), 1914-
31 GV to 2/6 m & u, 5s rose-red mint (Cat £55), French Curr.
6f on 5s rose-red f.u., 1935 both seahorses mint. (126).

 £ 175

6993 1899-1906 Mint pairs and blocks of 4 useful range of
7 values includes 1899 20c & 50c both in top right plate 2
marginal PAIRS mint / U/M, 10c carmine in marginal blk of
4, 1903-05 blks of 4 5c & 25c plate 1, 1905 20c plate 1 blk of
4. Cat £244. SG 10, 11 & 14. SG 17, 20, 25/6. (22 stamps).

 £ 80

6994 1906 Wmk MCCA 25c purple and black on blue in
bottom marginal and side gutter mint / unmounted mint, pencil
inscription on margin, two stamps unmounted min, SG 27 Cat
£280 for mint.  £ 175

6995 1916 King George V 10c red overprint on typed British
Post Office Casablanca cover to England.  £ 10

6996 1937 Photo. 1p on 10d turquoise-blue in a superb top
left corner marginal block of 9 unmounted mint, fine, SG 159.

 £ 30

6997 1945 (14 Mar) British Post Office Tetuan registered
ovals tied on long airmail cover to USA bearing GB 1s pair
tied oval regd cancels. Few marks or minor tears otherwise
nice use.  £ 40

6998 1948 (21 Jun) Registered cover Tetuan to Canada
bearing RSW set of 2 tied REGISTERED / BRITISH POST
OFFICE. TETUAN oval cancel with regd etiquette No. 0773.
Mainly sound, SG 176/7.  £ 40

6999 1948 (July 29): Olympic Games 1p.20 c. on 1s. brown,
a fine mint large part original gum example showing superb
variety ""Double Surcharge"". Fresh and very fine, but
somewhat toned otherwise an extremely scarce stamp. Cert.
BPA (2019) SG Cat £1500.  £ 550

7000 1950-51 complete set of 9 very fine used nice CDS
cancels, SG 280/8.  £ 30

7001 A huge unmounted mint stock of complete sheets for
EDVIII French Currency 5c on ½d green, 15c on 1½d red-
brown, 1937 Coronation 15c on 1½d (approx 5800), Spanish
Currency EDVIII 5c on ½d green, (approx 4600), 10c on 1d
red (approx 3600 SG 161), 1937 Coronation 15c on 1½d

(approx 5600), 1940 Centenary 5c on ½d green (approx
6000), 1948 RSW 25c on 2½d (approx 5000).  Dozens of
sheets for each value all are curling in the margins.  Massive
catalogue value in excess of £16500. Offered at less than 5%
cat.  £ 800

7002 Attractive mint and used assembly on thirteen large
stockcards some duplication noted Tangier 1907 1s EDVII
mint (Cat £26), 1937 long set to 10s mint (Cat £120) plus
short set to 5s mint, 1948 RSW set m, Spanish Curr. 1935
Photo set m (Cat £22), 1948 RSW set m (Cat £17), 1952-55
QEII set to 10s mint, clean lot. (Approx 170)  £ 80

7003 Binder from QV to QEII includes QV ovpts to 50c lilac
mainly used, GV 2/6 brown seahorse mint, 1937 set mint,
Kuwait to 10r on 10s, Tangier, French Currency Seahorses 3f
on 2/6 (7 m & u), 6f on 5s used, Spanish Curr, EDVII 6p on
5s rose-carmine used, 1948 RSW set m, 3p on 2/6 yellow-
brown f.u. seahorse etc. Useful assembly.  £ 100

7004 British Currency: 1907 2/6 pale dull purple hinged
mint, very fresh, SG 38 Cat £95.  £ 36

7005 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a block
of 60 & 48 unmounted mint part sheets, various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded, nice multiples, SG
193 Cat £486.  £ 80

7006 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.  £ 125

7007 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded, bottom left corner
margin is missing otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.

 £ 125

7008 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.  £ 125

7009 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.  £ 125

7010 French Currency: 1917-24 5c on ½d green in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 nice multiple, SG 192
Cat £90.  £ 30

7011 French Currency: 1937 (5 Oct) Typed cover TANGIER
to UK bearing 6 different adhs 40c on 4d to 1f50 on 1s plus
Tangier 1937 Coronation issue all tied BRITISH POST
OFFICE /  TANGIER CDS cancels, fine, SG 220/224.  £ 38

7012 QV Postal Stationery useful overprinted range of
mainly unused including 10c red postal card and wrapper, 20c
vermilion registered envelope unused and another overprinted
SPEMINE diagonally, 5c green postal card overprinted
Specimen diagonally and used newspaper wrapper, useful
group.  (6).  £ 60

7013 Spanish Currency: 1907 ½d yellowish green in a block
of 4 with gutter marginal rule lines along the bottom making
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a nice positional block of 4 plus two labels, SG 11a Cat £56.
 £ 28

7014 Spanish Currency: 1937 (11 Jun) First Day of Issue
registered philatelic cover to UK bearing 5c on ½d, 10c on 1d
& 25c on 2½d singles (all cancelled on First Day), also
Tangier ovpt 1d scarlet & ½d green both in strips of 3 and
additional Fr. Curr. 5c on ½d all tied oval REGISTERED /
BRITISH P.O. / TANGIER cancels and regd etiquette
No.2595, nice item.  £ 25

7015 Spanish Currency: 1948 (29 Jul) Olympics set of 4 tied
to unaddr plain cover (minor tear or fold) b y BRITISH POST
OFFICE / TETUAN CDS cancels on the First Day of Issue.
SG 178/181, hard to find FDC.  £ 40

7016 Tangier: 1955 (Mar) GVI 8½d grey registered postal
stationery envelope postally used from the UK to NZ bearing
Tangier GVI 9d, 10d, 11d & 1s adhs tied VICTORIA
STREET B.O. SW1 CDS cancels. Stamps cat £57 used in
Tangier. Intr cover.  £ 25

MOZAMBIQUE
7017 1940 (14 Feb) Censored registered cover Vila Fontes
to Ireland bearing three pictorial defins 70c, 2e & 5e tied
VILA FONTES CDS cancel. Bilingual pink Censor label SP1
/ 66, and attr registered etiquette, sent from Luado, P.E.A., via
Beira. Nice looking cover.  £ 48

MUSCAT
7018 1944 complete set of 15 to 2r & Officials complete set
of 10 both hinged mint complete for the period. SG 1/15,
O1/10, cat £58.  £ 18

7019 Officials: 1944 set of 10 in mainly corner marginal
unmounted mint blocks of 4, some gum bends but all fine
appearance, SG O1/10, nice in blocks of 4.  £ 55

NATAL
7020 1857-1908 Attractive mint & used collection on three
Schaubek printed leaves noted 1857 3d rose with good
embossing tied to paper by full oval cancel (Cat £425), 6d
green cut square with smudged cancel and 1955 BPA
certificate (SG 5 Cat £1100), 1s buff cut to shape but mint part
original gum (taken 'as is', SG 7 uncatalogued mint, probably
reprint), 1859-75 different printings to 1s used, Postage
overprints to 1s, 1870s surcharges, GVI Postage Revenue to
5s used, 10s & £1 fiscal use, officials to 3d, 1908 £1.10s
brown-orange and deep purple fiscal use (Cat £4750 postal
use), nice assembly, high cat value (54).  £ 300

7021 1863-1909 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 1863 1d carmine-red
unused (plate flaw on left of vignette frame), Chalons with
Postage ovpts, 1899 5s rose, 5s carmine mounted mint, QV to
1s m & u, EDVII 1902-03 set to 2/6 mint (cat £155), 5s dull
blue and rose mint (Cat £65), 10s fine used, £1.10 fiscal used
with rubbing, etc, useful lot (54).  £ 110

7022 1891 Queen Victoria 2½d ultramarine on Durban cover
to England. Plus 1908 cover from Greytown with two King
Edward VII ½d green to Wales. Note toning on covers.

 £ 15

7023 1902 £1.10s green and violet mounted mint soiled
example with even toned gum and perfs, tired looker but Cat
£600 mint, good spacefiller. SG 143.  £ 50

7024 1902 Postage & Revenue £20 red and green hinged
mint overprint SPECIMEN, small light tone on left side
otherwise very fine, SG 145b bs.  £ 325

7025 1902 Wmk CC £1 black and bright blue heavy
mounted mint with few small tone spots, otherwise very fresh
for these, SG 142 Cat £350.  £ 100

7026 1902-03 Complete set of 13 to 4/- hinged mint with
fresh appearance, 2½d is fine used, good colours, SG 127/139.

 £ 110

7027 1902-3 POSTAGE REVENUE £5 mauve and black
obliterated by two heavy CDS cancels and manuscript pen
cancel, violet firm handstamp, very intact and sound, just
heavily fiscal used, SG 144 Cat £1500 as postal.  £ 75

7028 1906 Pair 1d red King Edward VII stamps with faint
cancel to Purley Surrey with cds on reverse.  £ 10

7029 1908-09 POSTAGE POSTAGE Complete set of 7 fine
used to £1, 5s has nice PIETERMARITZBURG CDS, 10s two
heavy strikes of DURBAN CDS, £1 incomplete two CDS
cancel, nice colors, SG 165/171 Cat £500.  £ 150

7030 Collection on leaves mint & used annotated on pages
arranged by printings including nice assembly of Chalon heads
1d rose (2), 3d blue (4 + pair), 6d lilac, 1863 1d red-brown,
1864 1d red (3, shades), 6d lilac (4), 1867 1s, 1875 1d yellow,
6d rose (both customs cancels), mixed printings 1d red (12),
3d blue (5), 6d (7), 1870 postage opts to 1s green or lilac,
different opt types, some nice 3d blue pairs, 1874-78 5s rose
(4), 1895 ½d surcharges mint with a plethora of varieties on
album page mint plus block of 9 showing different types,
approx 135.  £ 320

7031 Official: 1904 1s carmine and pale blue mounted mint
with hinge remains, key top value, SG O6 Cat £250.  £ 85

NAURU
7032 1916-23 Overprint on KGV 2d orange, a superb strip
of 3, with middle stamp variety 'NAUP.U' instead of 'NAURU'
& right stamp with broken 'N' variety. Very fine & fresh
hinged mint. SG 4/4a/4(var) cat £457 as singles, such setenant
variety multiples should be a premium of +50% or more. 2007
BPA photo cert.  £ 350

7033 1916-65 Attractive mint collection on leaves including
1916 ovptd on GB set of 11 to 1/- (4d & 5d used), 1937-48
White paper set to 10/- mint (cat £200), 1954-65 set, 1963,
mainly fine.  £ 115

7034 1924-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial page with better content throughout including 1916
10 values to 1s bistre mint (needs 1½d to complete), 1919
Bradbury 2/6 pale brown mint Seahorse quite well centred
(SG 25 cat £80), 1919 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate brown mint
Seahorse,  (SG 24 cat £90), 1924-48 mixed papers mint set to
10s (cheapest cat £215), 1935 SJ set m etc, (33), ideal to fill
those gaps.  STC £515+.  £ 175

7035 1935-9 Two attractive registered philatelic covers each
bearing 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 tied NAURU CENTRAL
PACIFIC CDS cancels, fine SG 40/3.  £ 25
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7036 Attractive mint assembly on sixteen large stockcards
some light duplication noted 1924 set to 2/6, 1954 set (3),
1966 Decimal set, 1968 set, 1978 long set, 1973 set (2), many
thematic issues, nice clean lot. (Approx 390).  £ 80

NEPAL
7037 1881 ½a black imperf in 6 blocks and a pair including
tete-beche in blocks of 8 & 12, normal blocks of 4 (2), 6 & 10,
plus a pair, lovely postmarks and very fine margins, sound,
nice multiples. SG 34.  £ 200

7038 1887-1904 Horse & Kukri postal stationery card (2)
red on buff card with imprint printed in black, one toned but
nice early items, H & G #9.  £ 22

7039 1950's-1971 A selection of eleven covers mostly circa
1950's with various different stamps on each used locally
includes 1971 Asian productivity year and 25th anniv. of
United Nations.  £ 25

7040 1956 1st Anniv. of Admission into UNO 12p blue and
cream triangle issue unmounted mint x 31 copies, very fine SG
102 Cat £356.  £ 75

7041 1956 First Anniv. UNO 12p & 1959 defin set to 2r all
mint, mainly unmounted, SG 102, 120/132. Cat £86.  £ 20

7042 1959 defin set to 2r all mint, mainly unmounted, SG
120/132. Cat £75.  £ 21

7043 1963 Two pairs King Mahendra 5p violet and pair
freedom from hunger 50p on cover addressed to Hong Kong.

 £ 15

7044 1978 Hilary & Tenzing signed 25th Anniversary silver
medallic cover in a special presentation wallet bearing set of
2 commems tied special base postal station FDI oval cancel,
the cover is signed by Edmund Hillary & Tenzing Norgay
being their 25th Anniv of the first successful ascent of Mount
Everest. Comes with certificate of authenticity and Franklin
Mint writeup about the expedition. Retail US$500.  £ 380

7045 Registered Pashupati cover with block of four 12 pice
pair of 2 pice and 6 pice used locally. With four cds on reverse
on front marked most urgent!  Rare item.  £ 40

NETHERLANDS
7046 1852-1936 Original collection on well filled unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 250 different incl better earlies, 1852 set 3,
1864 set 3, 1867 vals to 50c gold, 1872 to 2g50, 1920 2.50 on
10g used on paper, runs for each issue values to mainly 2g50,
useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c250). Useful catalogue value.  £ 200

7047 1852-1977 Extensive mainly mint & some used
collection in a Borek printed album, noted many better sets
through year runs noted 1952 Int. Stamp Ex. both sets (cat
£160), 1949 Queen 75c magenta mint (cat £130), 1940
Surcharges mint 100, 250 & 500 (cat £180), etc, nice clean lot
for expansion. Good cat value.  £ 250

7048 1852-1999 An Extensive collection in a printed peg
album with a huge amount of completion, 1852 to 1960s is
either mint or used with most mainstream issues represented
mainly to 1g values, then 1966-1999 huge amount of modern
commem sets with many complete year runs unmounted mint,

plus self-adhesive, booklet, setenant, M/S etc. Massive cat
value, 100s.  £ 300

7049 1867 50c gold top value a small nice fine used range of
6 sound examples, plus nice forgery.  Useful for plate study,
Cat £1350.  £ 280

7050 1867 King William III 10c red with boxed Franco
cancel and Nijmegen red cds.  £ 18

7051 1869-1989 Mainly used collection in a well filled
DAVO printed album with spaces for all miniature sheets,
back of the book, good range of defins and commems, albums
cost £128+ for these, complete with slipcase, fine & ideal for
expansion.  £ 125

7052 1871 Entire with 5c blue with diamond 45 cancel from
Groningen to Amsterdam with crisp receiving cds and A26
oval cachet.  £ 18

7053 1875 Cover from Schutte & Morjan Amsterdam with
10c red addressed to Siegen Germany.  £ 20

7054 1888 22½c blue-green fine used corner CDS example,
sound, SG 86.  £ 20

7055 1894 1g slate-violet a nice fine used example with part
AMSTERDAM cancel, sound and nice looker, SG 157 Cat
£110.  £ 25

7056 1896 P.11½ 50c brown and blue-green heavy mounted
mint but with fine appearance, SG 159 Cat £120.  £ 28

7057 1910-30 Sixteen covers the majority addressed to
London but also to Hamburg and Paris. Various stamps and
postmarks includes 1921 slogan cancels.  £ 20

7058 1913 B&W postcard of The Prince of Orange in a
procession in Rotterdam with 12½c blue with machine cancel
addressed to Bradford. Very good condition.  £ 12

7059 1924-1986 Child Welfare A superb mint or used
collection of complete sets only neatly laid out on black leaves
in display pockets, noted 1924-8, 1935-1986 totally complete
mint or unmounted mint, 1929-34 sets fine used, lovely lot cat
in excess of £630.  £ 200

7060 1927 Interrupted perf (3 holes) 7½c violet fine used
decent 1929 CDS example, very fine and scarce, NVPH R32
Cat €4000+.  £ 1000

7061 1940 Surcharge set of 18 all fine first hinge mounted
mint to 500 on 3c green, the 2½c on 3c red is used (Cat £7
mint) all others are very fine fresh mint, SG 522/539 cat
£230+.  £ 58

7062 1944 Unstamped cover addressed to Leiden South
Holland from Lady Russell in the Hague with embossed Coat
of Arms.  £ 12

7063 1946 Typed flight cover Netherlands to South Africa
with 50c and 2½c plus two 1953 London to Christchurch
Handicap race covers with various stamps with purple special
cancels.  £ 20

7064 1948 Two postcards of  S.S. Nieuw Amsterdam one
posted on board and put ashore at Hoboken, New Jersey, USA
with 12½c blue.  £ 15
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7065 1949 Queen Juliana complete set of 20 to 10g violet
each fresh unmounted mint, lovely and scarce set in such fine
condition. SG 684/701 Cat £1911.  £ 650

7066 1951 Cultural registered first day cover with
commemorative cancel with red cachet. Eindhoven to
Accrington England. With sixty years of progress cancel.

 £ 20

7067 1952 Int. Stamp Ex. Utrecht set of 4 mounted mint, SG
757a/757d Cat £148.  £ 32

7068 1956-1960 Child Welfare sets hinged mint including
1956 Cultural & Social Relief Fund, Child Welfare set, 1957
Fund, etc, STC £180.  £ 22

7069 1960-1990 An extensive unmounted mint collection
with a high degree of completion in a Lighthouse hingeless
luxury printed album in red (expensive new), attractive
collection includes booklets, miniature sheets, back of the
book etc, huge catalogue value. 100s.  £ 200

7070 A collection of thirty-five covers and postcards includes
1878 2½c postcard from Gravenhage to Rotterdam, 1896
postal stationery 5c with blurred cds, 1872 2½c postcard from
Harlem some interesting postmark interest.  £ 28

7071 A selection of approx. sixty-five covers and postcards.
Interesting set of covers includes 1870's postal stationery
postcards, 1946 first flight Amsterdam to South Africa, 1945
Balloon postcard, 1945 Field Post Office passed by censor to
Canada, 1933 illustrated airmen postcard to Italy. Also
modern 1960's first day covers. Excellent postmark interest.

 £ 45

7072 A selection of approx. thirty 1950's covers with various
stamps and postmark interest including seven unused postal
stationery postcards.  £ 15

7073 EXHIBITIONS 1954-1988 collection on c35 album
pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature
sheets, 1967 Amphilex 20c, 25c & 75c sheets of 10 from the
Exhib. mint (cat £105) plus pane of 10 publicity labels, 1909
Amsterdam Exhib. (4 labels), 1927 27th Aug Exhibition
CDS's on nice cover, 1913 BREDA label, 1934 Nat. Jubilee
(3 labels), 1924 Gravenhage (3 labels), 1969 blk of 12, 1969
Utrecht blk of 10, 1967 cvr with label on reverse etc.
Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 150

7074 Old time stockbook of mainly used duplicated with
better throughout including 1867 50c gold used (2, cat £250
each), 1870s diff to middle vas, 1891 to 2g50 used (Cat
£225), 1906 Anti TB set, 1913 Index. Cent. to 2½g m & u
(Cat £200), 1920s Child Welfare sets used, 1928 Olympics set
8 mint (Cat £75), 1946 2½g & 10g used (Cat £86) plus
colonies Surinam 1873 mint 40c mint, etc. 100s.  £ 120

NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
7075 Antilles: 1950-1986 Unmounted mint collection in a
stockbook of many commem sets, thematics galore neatly
arranged, attractive lot, STC €470.  £ 80

7076 Antilles: 1950-1988 Small stockbook with a useful
mint and mainly unmounted mint assembly noted 1954
Tourist, 1955 Caribbean, 1957 Football, 1958 Child Welfare,
1958 28 vals to 10g, 1977 Ameripex 77 M/S, 1959 Curacao

Monuments, etc, nice little lot. (Approx 350). Useful cat
value.  £ 40

7077 Antilles: 1970-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection
with good year runs assembly in Davo hingeless album
includes Miniature sheets, dozens of U/M sets, some spaces to
complete. Colourful lot.  £ 40

7078 Indies: 1868 10c carmine perf fine used with neat part
postmark, fine for these, SG 2.  £ 70

7079 Indies: 1902 ½c on 2c yellow-brown neatly tied to
piece showing dramatic double surcharge variety, striking,
NVPH 38f.  £ 60

7080 Indies: Japanese Occupation 1943 Sumatra low values
in panes or sheets unmounted mint incl 1c olive complete
sheet of 100 and sheet 90 (190 cat £475), 2c green (sheet of
70, cat £175), 3c turquoise two blocks of 15, & 10 (cat £62),
mainly fine. (total cat £712, SG 15/17.  £ 75

7081 Netherlands Indies: Original collection 1870 issues to
1935 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of 92 different incl 1870 to 2g.50, 1883 set,
1892 set, 1899 surch set, 1928 airs surch m, 1930 Charity set
m, interesting lot. (c90).  £ 85

7082 SURINAM: 1873-1975 Luxury hingeless printed
DAVO album and slipcase with a more or less complete
collection of defin and commem issues mainly mint from
1950s to 1975 much complete, also airs, earlier mint & used,
many complete sets, part sets and ranges for earlier, noted
1953 Sports Week set f.u. (cat £42), 1950 Cancer Research set
m (cat £116), 1945 set used (cat £90+), includes Miniature
sheets 1953 Fisherman U/M (cat £120), etc, very clean lot,
100s. Current retail price is £178 for the album alone.  £ 350

7083 Suriname: 1873 - 1930 With a nice mint and used
range of approximately 75 ifferent defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £65
each, noted: 1873 10 values m+u to 50c (cat £150), 1893 5
values 30c used, 1923 2 values to 50c m+u, 1929 Green Cross
complete m, some loose. Nice mainstream lot, great to fill
those gaps c75.  £ 100

NEW BRUNSWICK
7084 1851-63 Nine stamps on the page 3d dull red fine used
3½ margins fine barred oval (Cat £350),bisected on paper but
taken 'as is' (Cat £3000 on cover), 1860-3 12½c & 17 used
(usual rough perfs). (9).  £ 100

NEW CALEDONIA
7085 1944 (14 Jun) Censored cover PAAGOUMENE CDS
cancels tying 2.25fr Ship defins to USA and violet CENSORE
ALLIEE / NOUVELLE - CALEDONIE / 10 censor h/s
applied in New Caledonia along with local pink censor seal
OUVERT PAR LA CENSURE - NOUVELLE CALEDONIE
and a further English censor tape EXAMINED BY (applied at
New York) and h/s 61304, scarce use.  £ 125

7086 2008-2009 Attractive assembly of sets on four Hagners
unmounted mint including Miniature sheets for 2008 World
heritage Site (Cat £24), Stamp Day (Cat £15), 2009 Chinese
New Year (Cat £13), 2009 150th Anniv. postal services (Cat
£26), 2009 Terns strip of 3, 2009 Kagu 3D stamp (SG 1493,
cat £28), 2008 Fort, etc, STC £290+. (44 + 4 M/S).  £ 100
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NEW GUINEA
7087 1931 Air complete set of 13 to 10s fine used, all nice
CDS, SG 163/175. Cat £350.  £ 120

7088 1932-34 Air Redrawn Bird of Paradise set minus 2s
(15 or 16 values) to £1 olive-green fine used, all nice CDS, SG
190/199, 201/203. Cat £225.  £ 60

7089 1932-34 Officials; Redrawn set of 13 to 5s olive-brown
hinged mint, sound, SG O42/54. Cat £275.  £ 110

7090 1932-34 Redrawn Bird of Paradise airmail set of 16 to
£1 olive-grey hinged mint, attractive set, SG 190/203 Cat
£250.  £ 100

7091 1932-34 Redrawn Bird of Paradise complete set of 15
to £1 olive-green fine used, all nice CDS, SG 177/189. Cat
£300.  £ 100

7092 1932-34 Redrawn without dates Bird of Paradise set of
15 to £1 olive-grey hinged mint, attractive set, SG 177/189 Cat
£250.  £ 100

7093 1935 Air Bulolo Goldfields £2 bright violet, incomplete
CDS used, SG 204 Cat £140.  £ 55

7094 1935 Air Bulolo Goldfields £5 emerald-green, corner
CDS used, SG 205 Cat £450.  £ 180

7095 1935 Airmail £5 emerald-green mint with gum stain on
obverse, but good overall appearance, nice top value, SG 205
Cat £750.  £ 300

7096 1939 £1 olive-green Airmail top value hinged mint,
usual crazed gum, sound, SG 225 Cat £140.  £ 55

7097 1939 10s pink airmail unused with no gum and
wrinkled paper taken 'as is', SG 224 Cat £600 mint.  £ 75

7098 1939 Airmails set of 11 to 2s hinged mint, usual crazed
gum, sound, SG 212/222 Cat £290.  £ 115

7099 1939 Bulolo Goldfields Air set 14 to £1 hinged mint,
usual brownish gum otherwise mostly fine and fresh
appearance, lovely set with a huge catalogue value, SG
212/225.  £ 550

7100 N.W. Pacific Islands: Nauru Telegraph cancels on Roos
9d violet, 1s blue-green and 2s brown (2) each with
CANCELLED violet CDS handstamps, nice group. (4).

 £ 24

7101 New Age leaves with a small range incl 1932-34 Bird
1½d, 2½d, 3½d mint, Airmail ovpt 2½d, 3½d m, 1/- used,
1939 airmails set to 5d mint, etc.  (18).  £ 40

7102 Officials: 1925-31 OS overprint on Native Village set
of 9 hinged mint, SG O22/30 Cat £75.  £ 30

7103 Postmarks: Range on Bird of Paradise issues including
part Paquebot boxed (3), POST OFFICE SALAMAUA,  part
Telephone slogan, nice group (7).  £ 18

NEW HEBRIDES
7104 1908-1925 Mint and used assembly including 1908 to
1s m & u, 1911 Set of 9 mint (Cat £110).  (34).  £ 60

7105 1911-1980 Attractive mint and unmounted mint neatly
arranged on Hagners with many nice sets and thematics noted
1911 set 11 (Cat £50), 1949 UPU set (Cat £24), 1953 set (Cat
£80), 1957 set (Cat £70), 1963 set (Cat £100), 1965 ITU (Cat

£38), 1972 set (Cat £40), 1975 Bull 10f (Cat £20), 1977
Currency Change set (Cat £55), 1977 Islands long set, most
commem sets to 1980.  Nice lot and good cat value.  £ 165

7106 English: Attractive mint assembly on three large
stockcards with better noted 1911 to 1s, 1925 to 1s, 1938 set
to 2f (cat £66), 1957 set, 1977 Currency change set (appears
U/M), Postage Dues 1925 set 5 (Cat £150), French P. Due
1957 set etc, nice clean lot. (c85). STC £340.  £ 100

7107 English Curr: Collection on old leaves with useful mint
and used range incl 1938 1fr & 2fr m, 1953 set to 5fr red m,
set fine used, 1953 Coronation in DLR imprint or plate blks m,
FDC, 1953 P.Due set m, etc useful cat.  £ 45

7108 FDCs small illustrated range including 1953
Coronation, 1956 50th Anniv., 1966 Churchill, 1959 Timber,
3 others to 1974. (7).  £ 20

7109 French Curr: 1938 set of 11 to 5fr mint all fine and
clean, SG F53/F63 STC £193.  £ 60

7110 French: Mint / unmounted mint collection on leaves
with useful sets including 1911 to 5f, 1920 surchs, 1925 set,
1941 France Libre overprint set to 10f (Cat £240), 1949 UPU,
1953 set to 5f (Cat £80), 1957 set (Cat £68), 1963 Red X,
FFH, 1965 ITU, ICY, Postage Dues incl 1938 set mint (Cat
£200), 1941 France Libre set (Cat £100), etc, useful assembly.
STC £710+.  £ 240

7111 HARRISON & SONS Souvenir presentation card
specially printed card bearing 1956 50th Anniv. 5c, 10c & 50c
adhs affixed to the card showing photogravure stamps as
produced by Harrison & Sons. Few light marks otherwise nice
item.  £ 30

NEW REPUBLIC
7112 1886 (12 Jan) Blue Granite paper 10s violet mounted
mint with hinge remains and very fresh gum for these, well
above average, SG 42 Cat £400.  £ 160

NEW ZEALAND
7113 1857-1936 Mint and used range on old time Imperial
printed leaves with better including 1862 Chalon imperfs 2d
blue (3), 6d red-brown f.u., 1s green fine used 2-3 margins, 6d
(faults) with ORAGO cancel, HI cancel, group of perf Chalons
to 1s (2), sideface issues to 1s, 1898-1907 pictorial issues to
2s blue-green mint (cat £150), 5s vermilion with 1902 CDS
(rough perfs Cat £375), 1926-34 2s & 3s used, 1931 Air set
3 mint, 1936-42 set of 14 mint (cat £120), Postal fiscals incl
4s red-brown mint, 5s, 6s, mint, used for 15s, etc, useful lot
(c225).  £ 325

7114 1858 No Wmk white paper 1d dull orange a very nice
2 large margin, fine used example with a light strike of '11'
numeral cancel, almost clear along right side, top slightly, but
neatly into, thinned on reverse from hinge removal otherwise
a super example of this rare stamp, SG 8 Cat £750.  £ 100

7115 1862-2000 An extensive collection mainly mint from
1898 to modern, neatly arranged by different printings (taken
as is but seem correct) noted Q.V. used Imperf Chalons 2d, 3d
& 6d, perf Chalons 1d (2), 2d (3), 3d, 6d (2) & 1s, small
heads and Queen heads to 1s used, 1882 to 6d used, 1888 to
1s used, 1891 to 1s used, 1895 to 1s used, 1895 to 1s used,
1898 mint incl shades ½d to 1s, 1899 mint & used to 1s, 1902
to 1s m & u, 1909 GVI to 1s mint, 1916 Auckland Exhib. opts
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on ½d & 1d mint, 1920 Victory set m, 1925 Dunedin Exhib.
set m, 1926 2s dark blue Admiral mint, 1931 air set m, 5d
surch m, Trans Tasman mint, 1935 Defin set to 3s (2) mint
(basic set cat £170 plus extra shades), 1936 mint incl basic set
(Cat £120, plus shades), 1953 long set to 10s mint (Cat £100),
1960 long set to £1 mint (Cat £48), 1967 to $2 mint, 1960s
postal fiscals set to $10 mint, then a good run of commem sets
mint to 2000. Useful lot with high cat value.  £ 500

7116 1862-63 Perlure paper P.13 6d black-brown very fine
used part incomplete cancel, a few pulled perfs on the right
otherwise sound, SG 85 Cat £350.  £ 52

7117 1862-64 Wmk Star P.13 1s dull green and 1s yellow-
green very fine used with part barred numeral cancels, usual
uneven perfs and both sound, SG 78 & 80 Cat £850.  £ 160

7118 1862-64 Wmk Star P.13 1s yellow-green PAIR very
fine used with part barred '6' numeral cancel, few uneven perfs
and vertical perfs slightly off centre, sound, SG 80 Cat £800.

 £ 150

7119 1863 No wmk Thick soft white paper 2d dull deep blue
fine used with 4 close to good margins and neat part barred
cancel in black, very fine for these, SG 96 Cat £800.  £ 200

7120 18640195 Mint & used collection in 22 ring binder
with good range of mainstream with some better noted QV 6d
brown perf on 1867 paper, QV heads to 1s, pictorial defins to
1s, EDVII to 1s, early officials to 1s, GV 2s blue f.u., 1920
Victory set m & u, 1931 Stamp Duty to £1 used. 4s mint, 1931
Smiling Boy 1d used, 1935 to 3s, Life Insurance sets m & u,
good range of QEII etc, 100s, useful cat value.  £ 125

7121 1871 P.12½ Wmk star 1d pale orange hinged mint with
fresh gum, bright and clean example, SG 133 Cat £170.

 £ 50

7122 1873 No wmk 2d vermilion in a mint large part original
gum strip of 3, uneven perfs and some surface rubs otherwise
a scarce multiple, seldom offered, SG 138.  £ 240

7123 1898 4d bright rose White Terrace Rotomahana imperf
proof ungummed block of 4 on card slightly unevenly cut
along the top into top right design, otherwise very fine. SG 252
proof.  £ 125

7124 1898 No Wmk P.14½ 2/- grey-green in a superb
vertical strip of 3 unmounted mint, a few gum bends but
fabulously fresh, slightly centred right, seldom seen in
multiples, SG 258.  £ 320

7125 1898 P.15 5s vermilion mint large part original gum
with hinge remains, usual uneven perfs but very fine
appearance, SG 259 Cat £300.  £ 85

7126 1902-1938 Collection on leaves mint and used with
useful pickings including 1906 3d pale yellow-bistre f.u., (SG
321c), 5d red-brown used, 8d blue, 1907-08 incl 3d both
shades f.u., EDVII heads to 1/-, incl Telegram Desptach CDS,
1935 5d ultr used, 1936 to 2/- incl diff perfs, 1947 to 3/- for
diff wmks, Postal Fiscals QV range of 16 to £10. STC £470+.

 £ 70

7127 1903 P.11 Laid Paper No wmk 2s blue-green mounted
mint with hinge remains, very fresh example, SG 269a Cat
£225.  £ 45

7128 1915 2d orange fine used with a superb strike of dotted
outer circle AK.W black cancellation, unusual. SG 430

 £ 30

7129 1920 (18 Dec) 1d postage paid Christchurch
impression x 2 on cover to London cancelled Christchurch
roller cancel and London PAID CDS on arrival, nice early
meter mark in grey-black.  £ 25

7130 1925-1961 Mint and Unmounted mint collection on
album pages, strength in GVI including many perf varieties,
different printings etc 1936-42 issues to 3s with up to three
different perfs for 9d, 1s, 3s, two health M/S, STC £900+.

 £ 180

7131 1927 Admiral Head 2s light blue mounted mint, hinge
remains but fresh, SG 469 Cat £75.  £ 25

7132 1931 Health Smiling Boy 2d + 1d blue unmounted
mint, gum bend otherwise fine, SG 547 Cat £75 mint.  £ 48

7133 1931 Health Stamps Smiling Boy set of two unused no
gum with heavy thins or tones, SG 546/7, cat £150.  £ 20

7134 1934 7d light blue Trans-Tasman overprint in vertical
pair mounted mint with bottom stamp stamp showing broken
N variety, CP v5a(Y).  £ 48

7135 1934 Trans Tasman First Flight Cover Auckland  to
Sydney Australia sent airmail Per Faith in Australia and bears
7d blue Tasman adhs tied Auckland 17 FE 34 / 1 / NZ and
violet cachet FIRST TRANS TASMAN AIRMAIL, mainly
fine.  £ 48

7136 1937 (24 Dec) Registered airmail cover to USA sent
First Transatlantic Pacific Mail per American Clipper
December 1937. Attractive combination 3s, 1s & 9d defins,
1d airmail tied DUNEDIN CDS cancels, cacheted flight in red
on obverse. fine.  £ 20

7137 1939 8d chocolate Tuatara Lizard used bundleware
approx 400 copies, a few check are wmk upright cat £7.50
each, lowest cat value is 1.50 so minimum cat £600. SG 586b,
c, d.  £ 30

7138 1947 (1 May) Philatelic registered long cover bearing
14 different GVI defins to 3s, with 1947 set of 10 and 1938
four low values, tied Wellington CDS cancels and No.718
regd etiquette sent airmail to the UK. SG 680/9, 604, 606,
608/9. Attractive cover.  £ 35

7139 1947-52 King George VI mounted mint 2/- and 3/-.
Plus2/- (no gum) while printing the green ink at base has been
smudged. SG 688 689.  £ 20

7140 1957-1978 Attractive mint and used collection in SG
loose-leaf album includes Health miniature sheets from 1957-
1967 Mint, used 1968-1976 m & u, QEII vals to £1 used etc,
useful cat value in excess of £450+.  £ 85

7141 1958 2d on 1½d brown-lake mounted mint, showing
error surcharged on SG 725 variety, fine, SG 763b Cat £130.

 £ 50

7142 1961-2 Christmas 2 different values affixed to a
Harrison & sons special presentation folder to show the
Photogravure printing process.  Odd tone otherwise very fine
and attractive.  £ 15
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7143 1967 Introduction of Decimal currency part set to $2
mauve on registered first day cover to England. SG 845-862

 £ 20

7144 1970 Complete sheet of ½c Glade Copper Butterfly
200 stamps. SG 914 Plus 1967 Sutherland Falls 50c and
Butter making 25c blocks.  £ 15

7145 1995 $20 Definitive in a bottom left marginal imprint
single unmounted mint with gold embossing and produced
using a complex production method, very fine.  £ 12

7146 2009 NZ Post Office Year pack collector's folder
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
miniature sheets and nice thematics. STC £223.  £ 75

7147 2010 NZ Post Office Year pack collector's folder
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
miniature sheets and nice thematics. STC £260.  £ 85

7148 2012 NZ Post Office Year pack collector's folder
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
miniature sheets and nice thematics. STC £361.  £ 120

7149 2013 NZ Post Office Year pack collector's folder
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
miniature sheets and nice thematics. STC £352.  £ 120

7150 Antarctic Expeditions: 1908 King Edward VII Land 1d
rose-carmine hinged mint, usual rough perfs otherwise fine,
SG A1 Cat £475.  £ 150

7151 Binder with many stockpages including QV to modern
mint and used, nice f.u. Queen later vals to 1s, pictorial issues
to 1s, 1920 Victory to 1s mainly mint, 1960 to £1, etc, nice
general assembly.  £ 35

7152 Collection duplicated mainly used ranges in a binder on
dozens of plain pages starting from QV Imperf Chalon 2d
blue, perf Chalon 6d brown (2), QV later defins to 1s
duplicated, GV/GVIQEII defins to 10s, mainly lower to
middle values to 1990s but 100s.  £ 50

7153 COVERS AND FDCS collection in a cover album
from early including 1909 1d universal on cover PAPAROA
to USA, 1906 ½d & 2d combn to USA, 1971 Paquebot signed
commanding officer HMNZS TUI, HMS Danae, Waikato,
Inverell, Tarapuno, 1934 Trans Tasman First Airmail cachet
on cover with 7d light blue affixed but not tied on printed
airmail cover to Scotland (pencil lines), 1936 14th Congress
set of 5 on FDC, 1947 Life Insurance set of 7 on official FDC,
1948 Cent. FDC, 1957 75th Anniv. FDC, 1953 Coronation
FDC, variety of others to 1992, mainly sound some faults but
interesting lot.  £ 80

7154 Great Barrier Island: 1899 Triangle 6d blue in a superb
tete-beche PAIR. Very fine hinged / unmounted mint. CP VP7
cat $350, plus premium for a pair & U/M stamp. Very fine.

 £ 150

7155 KERMADEC ISLANDS: 1948 (25 Aug) Registered
cover to UK bearing NZ GVI 3d blue pair tied RAOUL
ISLAND CDS'S and R842 label handstamped with same CDS,
few tones, mainly fine and attr.  £ 25

7156 Officials: 1936-45 Pictorial issue 12 values to 2s mainly
hinged mint, 2d & 9d are unmounted mint, cat £327 as
cheapest (no O129), SG range O120-O132d. (12).  £ 110

7157 Officials: 1938 Single Wmk 5s green fine hinged mint,
sound SG O119. Cat £160.  £ 55

7158 Officials: 1938-41 Complete set of seven unmounted
mint, all fine and sound, SG O134-140 Cat £160 mint.  £ 80

7159 Officials: 1943 Chalky; Multi Wmk 5s green fine
unmounted mint, sound SG O133. Cat £40.  £ 20

7160 Perfins: KGVI OHMS printed Dominion of New
Zealand cover with NZ perfin on GB 2½d pale ultr.
uncancelled to USA used by the High Commissioner for New
Zealand in London, hard to find!  £ 85

7161 Postage Dues: 1937-38 Complete set of 4 carmine and
green defins ½d, 1d, 2d & 3d all fine mint with 3d top value
being side marginal unmounted mint example (cat £100), SG
D37/40 Cat £190.  £ 110

7162 Postal Fiscals: 1940 11/- on 11/- yellow unmounted
mint, fresh example & very sound, SG F189 Cat £275 mint.

 £ 140

7163 Postal Fiscals: 1940 3/6 on 3/6d grey-green lightly
mounted mint with hinge, nice example & very sound, SG
F187 Cat £80.  £ 32

7164 Postal Fiscals: 1940 5/6 on 5/6d lilac mounted mint
with hinge, nice example & very sound, SG F188 Cat £140.

 £ 55

7165 Postal Fiscals: 1940-58 Wmk Mult NZ Set of 12 values
1/3d to £1 pink few unmounted and hinged mint examples,
with very fine fresh appearance for 1/3, 2/6, 4s, 5s, 6s, 7s
(U/M), 7/6 (U/M), 8s, 9s, 10s, 15s & £1 (U/M).  All fine taken
as cheapest. SG range F191/F203 Cat £550. (12).  £ 225

7166 Postal Fiscals: 1940-58 Wmk Mult NZ Surcharge 3/6
on 3s6d (SGF212), 5/6 on 5s6d lilac (SG F214), 11/- on 11s
yellow (SG F215) all hinged mint, mainly very fine, SG cat
£187. (3).  £ 60

7167 Postal Fiscals: 1946 30s brown upright wmk hinged
mint with fine, fresh appearance, SG F205 Cat £475.  £ 175

7168 Postal Fiscals: 1946 Wmk Upright £2 bright purple fine
hinged mint postal fiscal, extremely fresh and fine, SG F206.
Cat £225.  £ 75

7169 Postal Fiscals: 1949 30s brown watermark inverted fine
used with part fiscal Canterbury CDS, few rough perfs
otherwise fine, SG F205w, Cat £170 postal used. Barefoot
317.  £ 12

7170 Postal Fiscals: 1950 Wmk Inverted 22/- on 22s scarlet
superb hinged mint postal fiscal surcharge, extremely fresh
and fine, SG F216. Cat £450.  £ 180

7171 Postal Fiscals: 1950 Wmk Inverted 22/- on 22s scarlet
superb unmounted mint postal fiscal surcharge, extremely
fresh and fine, SG F216 aw. Cat £475. Hard to find
unmounted.  £ 250

7172 Postal Fiscals: 1951 £2.10s red attractive hinged mint
postal fiscal, extremely fresh and fine, SG F207. Cat £475.
Hard stamp to find!  £ 175

7173 Postal Fiscals: 1952 £4 light blue (wmk inverted)
hinged mint example with fine appearance, attr example, SG
F210 Cat £350.  £ 125
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7174 Postal Fiscals: 1967 Set of 4 unmounted mint $4, $6,
$8 & $10 all fine and sound SG F219/222. (4).  £ 30

7175 Postal Order: 1969 54c surcharge on 5s blue and black
issued at WOODBOURNE AIR FORCE / P.O.S.B. without
counterfoil, some wrinkles and creasing otherwise sound and
scarce.  £ 40

7176 Postal Order: 1969-80 Four examples issued in
TAMATEA, JOHNSONVILLE, 10s,  £1,  £2(2, poor
condition), slightly mixed condition otherwise mostly sound
and scarce. (4).  £ 120

7177 Postal Orders: 1980-84 Two examples of 10c both
without counterfoils one uprated to 20c cancelled at Auckland
and Wellington, minor faults otherwise fine. (2).  £ 20

7178 Revenue: 1882 12/6 plum fine used fiscal embossing
from the document and nice side Stamp Duty CDS, couple of
minor tones otherwise superb example, seldom seen, Barefoot
246. Cat £7500 as postal used.  £ 75

7179 Revenues: 1913 Wmk NZ & Star 12/6 purple fine used
Stamp Duty part CDS and embossed canceller, very fine,
Barefoot 246. Scarce.  £ 75

7180 Telegraphs: 1920 turquoise seal with arms and Post
Office / Telegraphs / New Zealand lovely CDS used 24 Nov
1921 at TAIHAPE CDS, short corner otherwise fine example.

 £ 48

7181 1865 Cover Invercargill to Auckland bearing 2d pale
blue (worn plate) tied barred cancel and CDS alongside,
arrival b/s in red.  £ 50

7182 1865 (May) Cover Napier to Dunedin bearing 2d blue
(SG 113) fine used tied by barred cancel and LATE FEE
single line h/s in black alongside, Wellington May 7th CDS on
obverse, Napier and Dunedin backstamps, few soils and
smudges, missing 1s value otherwise rare cover.  £ 200

7183 1866 Cover to Nelson sent from small local district
post office, uncancelled 2d blue (worn plate), small
monogrammed mourning envelope. SG 113. Ex Gordon Kaye
1991.  £ 75

7184 1869 (13 Mar) Oamaru to Oxford cover bearing 1864
6d brown (P.12½) cancelled 01 barred postmark and
backstamps for OAMARU, DUNEDIN and OXFORD, transit
70 days. SG 122a Cat £84 on cover.  £ 85

7185 1869 (18 Aug) Cover Wellington to Tutafnui bearing
2d deep blue (stated as R20/10) tied barred cancel and CDS
alongside, arrival b/s in in black, torn flap, neat cover.  £ 45

7186 1869 Christchurch to Napier (Hawkes Bay) cover
bearing 3d deep mauve (P.12½) tied 'C' barred numeral cancel
various faults on reverse along with Napier receiving
backstamp. SG 118.  £ 150

7187 1870 (23 Nov) Dunedin to Queenstown, neat cover
bearing 2d blue (damaged state) tied by 0 barred cancel and L
/ NZ / DUNEDIN CDS cancel alongside and arrival
QUEENSTOWN / OTAGO NZ CDS alongside also, few
wrinkles or minor faults, ex Stanley 1977. SG 115.  £ 50

7188 1870 (24 May) First sailing via San Francisco. Small
cover to London bearing 6d red-brown (SG 122) cancelled
cross hatched pen lines, the date indicates that this arrived in
London on the first sailing, no NZ handstamps applied so may

have been mailed without going through the Auckland post
office. Very rare item. (Journey stated to be Wonga Wonga -
Auckland - Honolulu - SF - SF-NY on transcontinental railway
then NY to Queenstown (arrived May 23rd), onward to
London arrival May 24th.  £ 300

7189 1871 (12 July) Waikouaiti to Otago, neat cover bearing
2d blue (stated to be position R2/4) tied by incomplete cancel
and WAIKOUAITI CDS cancel alongside, torn flap and no
b/s. SG 115. Cat £44 on cover. Ex H Gordon Kaye.  £ 40

7190 1871 (22 Dec) Christchurch to UK, cover (tones and
faults) bearing 6d reddish brown tied C barred cancel and C/
NZ / CHRISTCHURCH CDS cancel alongside and endorsed
Via Francisco and carried on the Nevada which left Auckland
on 30 December. Ex Gordon Kaye collection.  £ 75

7191 1872 (15 Dec) Mount Ida to Liverpool cover bearing
3d brown-lilac PAIR (P.12½) cancelled incomplete postmark
sent via San Francisco, various minor faults along with
Dunedin transit & Liverpool E13 receiving backstamp. SG
116. Cat from £2600++ on cover. Scarce.  £ 2500

7192 1872 (5 Feb) Russell to USA, cover (faults) bearing 6d
brown tied incomplete barred cancel and endorsed Via
Francisco with arrival handstamp on obverse in red and
departure / transit backstamps.  £ 125

NIGER COAST PROT.
7193 Old Calabar: 1893 (22 Nov) German Reich Eagle issue
10Pf postal stationery reply card postmarked with a superb
sock on the nose OLD CALABAR RIVER 22.11.93, sent via
Liverpool back to Berlin, and PAID LIVERPOOL BR.
PACKET 24 DEC 93 2D red cancel, well struck and transit
OC 11 L 1893 circular cancel in red on reverse, card is written
relating to exhausted stocks of stamps and waiting for the new
values after receiving a remittance, a superb and rare card

 £ 250

7194 Revenues: 1898 CONSULAR overprint in red on ½d
green & 10s violet, both badly torn corner but hard to find,
Barefoot 8. Cat £125.  £ 20

NIGERIA
7195 1914-29 GV Set of 12 to £1 hinged mint, includes
additional shades for 1d, 1s & 10s mainly fine, SG 1/12 Cat
£363.  £ 145

7196 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d green and indigo fine used part
CDS showing kite and vertical log variety, one blunt corner
perf, otherwise fine, SG 31k. Cat £110.  £ 42

7197 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 30/3.  £ 24

7198 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 30/3.  £ 24

7199 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 30/3.  £ 50

7200 1936 5s black and olive-green sound used incomplete
CDS cancel in black, fine and sound, SG 43.  £ 25

7201 1948 (20 Dec) Royal Silver Wedding set of two on a
registered FIRST DAY COVER (some bends) Lagos sent
locally tied by registered oval and additional backstamp and
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pen address. Some contemporary bends otherwise fine. SG
62/3.  £ 35

7202 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (9 May)
Registered airmail cover to USA (addr rubbed out) tied
REGISTERED LAGOS oval cancels, pretty item, SG 62/3.

 £ 38

NIUE
7203 1941-43 Postal Fiscals 2/6 brown unmounted mint,
very fresh, SG 79, Cat £110 for mint.  £ 55

7204 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards
incl better noted 1950 set u/m (2), 1902 3d mint, 1s mint (Cat
£40), 1920 vals to 1s, 1920s-30s to 1s mint, OHMS gold
ovpts, 2000 small range of attractive sets, useful range. (c180).

 £ 55

NORFOLK IS.
7205 1947 Typed first day cover 10th June 1947 with part
set of 12/14. 3d emerald green and 2/- deep blue missing. SG
1-6 7-12.  £ 14

7206 Clean mainly mint assembly on twenty eight large
stockcards incl better noted 1953 10s green ovptd Specimen
(Cat £42), 1966 Decimal Curr. set, 1953 set fine used (cat
£60), 1967 Ships set m, 1970 Birds, 1984 Flowers set m, 1987
Parakeet strip, Norfolk Island Scenes to $5, 1994 Explorers
long set (Cat £33), 1998 Fish set, 2000s sets incl 2006 Dogs,
2007 Ghosts, 2008 Resting Place, Faces, Isle of Exile, St John
Ambulance, 2009 Species at Risk strip etc, many nice
thematics, useful range. (c640).  £ 150

7207 Mint & fine used collection on two Hagners including
1947 long set to 2s (both) mint (Cat £35) plus set f.u. (Cat
£28), 1953 set of 6 both mint and set used (Cat £58), 1960-62
set to 10s mint (Cat £38), 1960 surch set 3 used, etc, useful
lot.  £ 60

NORTH BORNEO
7208 1883-1927 Attractive mint & remainder used collection
mainly complete on Schaubek printed leaves better noted
throughout including 1883 Eight Cents on 2c red-brown fine
used (Cat £190), 1886 Postage set of 6 mainly mint part og
(Cat £400), 1886 3c on 4c pink mint (P.14, cat £130), 1886-7
to 10c mint, 25c used CDS, set to $2 barred cancels, 1889 $5
& $10 barred cancels, 1890 surcharges 2c on 25c & 8c on 25c
both mint (Cat £215), 1891 surcharges, 1894 set of 6 to $10
barred cancels, Postage Dues 1895 to 24c incl 8c & 24c CDS
cancels (Cat £105), 1897-99 set, 1899 4c surcharges set to $2
mainly mint, 4c on $5 & 4c on $10 (8½ mm Cat £38), 1901
opt set to $10 barred cancels (cat £30), 1909 18c CDS used,
24c mint, 1911 to $5 barred cancels, etc, good catalogue value
and mainly fine. (c180).  £ 450

7209 1886 No wmk 4c pink in a bottom right corner
marginal block of 10 unmounted mint, three stamps are lightly
mounted mint, nice multiple, SG 26. Cat £75 mint.  £ 45

7210 1886-1935 Mint and used (few CDS cancels) assembly
with some better pickings including 1886 2c brown used,
1888-92 to 10c m, good range of pictorial issues to 24c for
different printings m & u, 1911 $1 mint, 1918 Red Cross
overprints mainly complete to 25c mint / unused, postage dues
to 24c. (142).  £ 125

7211 1888-92 Imperf pairs, mint group for 1c orange, 2c
brown, 3c violet, 4c rose-pink, all fine, SG 37b, 38c, 39b, 40b.
Cat £190. (4).  £ 65

7212 1916 Surcharge set of three hinged mint, 2c on 3c gum
patches, but key stamps fine with hinge remains, fresh trio, SG
186/188. Cat £110.  £ 38

7213 1918 Four Cents and Cross in red surcharge set of 17
mint on album page, all very fine, 24c + 4c has torn side
otherwise fresh lookers, incl key top values, SG 235/252 Cat
£800.  £ 320

7214 1941 WAR TAX overprint on 1c (62) & 2c (42) in
U/M singles, pairs, strips 3, blks of 4 and blocks of 9 or 15, all
nice fresh gum, SG 318/9 Cat £632.  £ 120

7215 1945 BMA Overprint Complete set of 15 hinged mint,
mainly fine and fresh, lovely set, SG 320/334 Cat £250.

 £ 80

7216 Clean mainly mint assembly on five large stockcards
incl better noted 1939 10 vals to 50c mint (Cat £200), 1961
set to $10 (Cat £160), plus few used low vals, otherwise useful
range. (64).  £ 115

7217 Collection fine used on leaves 1939-1950 incl 1939 set
to $1, War Tax 1c & 2c, 1945 BMA set to 50c many cancelled
with VICTORIA 26.12.1945 LABUAN in black, 1947 GR
crown ovpt set to 50c, 1949 UPU, 1950 set to $2 etc, all
sound, STC £225. (57).  £ 75

7218 Japanese Occupation: 1942 Complete set of 15 values
to $5 unused without gum, this scarce set has unfortunately
been immersed in water so some of the overprints and or
colours are washed, tiny closed tear in margin on top value $5,
believed to be expertised by Milo Rowell as a genuine set.
Rare opportunity despite the condition, SG J1/15. Enormous
cat value.  £ 1500

7219 Postage Due: 1939 10c blue fine used CDS cancel, SG
D89.  £ 185

7220 Postage Due: 1939 6c violet fine used CDS cancel, SG
D87.  £ 65

7221 Postal stationery card 1c orange unused, very fine.
 £ 15

NORTHERN NIGERIA
7222 1911 EDVII 2/6 black and red on blue nice CDS used,
sound, SG 37 Cat £48.  £ 16

7223 Imperial album page 1900-1912 Mainly mint assembly
including 1900 1d to 6d (Cat £99), 1902 seven values to 1s &
2/6 (toned), 1905-07 1s & 2/6 (cat £67), 1910-11 set to 1s &
5s mint 2/6 fine used, 1912 vals to 2/6 mint, 10s & £1 CDS
used (taken as is). Nice range. (37).  £ 200

NORTHERN RHODESIA
7224 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 18/21.  £ 8

7225 1938-52 Complete set of 21 to 20/- hinged mint with
fresh appearance, 10/- is Waterlow bottom marginal single,
attractive set, SG 25/45.  £ 100
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7226 1938-52 GVI Fine used top values 2/6 to 20s complete,
mainly fine, top three values very sound, SG 41/45 Cat £158.

 £ 62

7227 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 20s brown-lake high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 49. Cat £110.  £ 55

7228 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 48/9 (2).  £ 55

7229 1952 (19 Jun) Printed airmail card to V Philatelic
Services UK bearing ½d brown, 1d green, 2d purple, 3d
scarlet, 4½d & 9d violet and neatly tied LIVINGSTONE CDS
cancels.  £ 30

7230 1953-1963 Unmounted mint assembly of sets including
1953 set to 20s (cat £90), 1963 Arms set to 20s (Cat £60),
Postage Dues 1963 set (Cat £35), all fine.  £ 65

7231 Stockpage with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1938 vals to 1/- (4), 3/- &
10/- mint, 1953 to 1/- m, 1953 Cecil Rhodes set (8), 1963
Arms set of 14 to 20/- (4 + set in pairs m / U/M), etc, useful
collection & good cat value.  £ 160

NORWAY
7232 1855-1969 An attractive fine (earlier) and mainly mint
sets and ranges in a clean DAVO luxury hingeless printed
album and slipcase, noted a couple of earlier signed on
reverse, 1855 4s blue imperf (2 large margins cat £180),
1856-57 set of King Oscar used (cat £310), 1863-66 set used
(some faults incl 3s key stamp two straight edges, cat £1020),
1867-68 set to 8sk used (cat £339), 1872 Posthorn set 6 used
(faults cat £431), 1877 set to 60o, 1905 Surchs 1k & 1k.50
used (cat £148), 1907 King Haakon 2k red f.u. (cat £150),
1930 Tourist set m (cat £160), etc, ideal for continuation,
100s, good cat value.  £ 600

7233 1855-1987 A well filled peg album on plain leaves for
a nice fine used collection from earlies noted 1855 4sk blue
vfu 4 huge margins nice CDS (cat £200), 1856 3s, 4s & 8s f.u.
(cat £180), 1863 set to 24sk CDS (cat £1100+), 1867 to 8sk
(cat £380), 1872 posthorn set (cat £415), 1877 to 60o, 1925
Air polar bear set f.u. (cat £150), 1930 Tourist set (cat £185),
hereon huge amount of defins and commem sets, etc, high cat
value, ideal for expansion.  £ 400

7234 1855-68 Two album pages full of classics duplicated
with many nice fine used including 1855 4sk blue (3, 2 four
margins) one with Gridiron cancel, 1856-60 2sk yellow (4),
3sk lilac (7), 4sk blue (11), 8sk lake (8), 1863-66 Marginal
wmk 2sk yellow (5), 3sk lilac (4), 4sk blue (6), 8sk red (7),
24sk brown (9), very mixed but overall quite sound, ideal
postmark interest and good catalogue value in excess of
£4100.  £ 600

7235 1863 24skill brown sound fine used CDS example, SG
18 Cat £140.  £ 25

7236 1877-1971 Mainly unmounted mint collection with
high catalogue neatly arranged in a Lindner printed hingeless
album well filed, noted 1870s Posthorns mainly used to 60o
blue, 1878 Oscar set used, 1910 Haakon set 5 mint, 1925 Air
Polar bear set part u/m, 1930 Tourist set m, 1940s onwards
mainly unmounted mint, 1941 V overprint set u/m, 1944
onwards appears complete u/m, 1958 King Olav incl 5k

purple u/m (cat £65), etc, ideal for expansion, enormous cat
value STC £3400+.  £ 500

7237 1920-2002 Mint and later unmounted mint assembly of
sets in a neat little stockbook defins and commems, 1980s-90s
miniature sheets with Olympic Games, 1991 Stamp Day, 1994
Stamp Day, few of the earlier are stuck to margins so not
counted, attractive lot STC €620. (c220 + 7 M/S).  £ 60

7238 1960's-90's Approx. fifty covers some first day covers
some posted off shore in various world locations. Includes
1987 FS Polarstern helicopter service cover, 1977 Reindeer
Environment Expedition and 1984 Ice Zone Experiment.

 £ 40

7239 2012 Posten Year pack complete with all stamps for
the year unmounted mint, includes self-adhesives and NVI
values,  nice thematics. STC £216.  £ 75

7240 A collection of eleven covers and postcards includes
1904 postcard of Trondhiem with 10 ore, a few 5 ore and 10
ore postcards similar period some postmark interest.  £ 20

7241 Binder containing extensive early to modern defins and
various commems mint & used. Noted 1856 4s & 8s red (2),
1863 24sk brown CDS used (Cat £140), 1867 3s lilac used
(Cat £170), 8s red used, 1877 12o green CDS (Cat £31), 1878
1k & 1k.50 used, 1953 Tourist Association set mint (Cat £80)
spread over two pages), good qty and then mainstream here to
2000 m & u, 100s.  £ 125

7242 Collection of mainly used on various leaves with useful
earlier noted 1867 4s & 8s, 1872 set of 6 to 7sk (Cat £415),
many later to 1940s, some mixed but pickings.  £ 125

7243 LOCALS:  1888 unused sets of four for Stenkjaer,
Namsos, Levanger and Hammerfest all stuck down on album
leaves.  Nice lot (16).  £ 110

7244 LOCALS:  GRIMSTAD 1887 unused set of five stuck
down on album page.  £ 30

7245 LOCALS:  TONSBERG 1884 All three sets of four
plus both perf types of 1885/6 3ore on 5ore green all unused
mostly stuck down on album leaf.  Few faults. (14).  £ 80

NYASALAND
7246 1883-1935 Attractive mint & used collection on
Schaubek printed leaves better noted throughout including
1891 BCA opts to 1s & 2s mint (Cat £165), 1895 1d on 2d
mint (Cat £45), 1895 to 1s & 3s used (Cat £185), 2/6 RUO
large cancel, 5s & £1 overprinted specimen, 1897 set to 1s &
4s used (Cat £115), 10s & £1 large CDS used, 3s opt
Specimen (tone), 1898 Imperf 1d vermilion and deep
ultramarine used (SG 56 Cat £150), 1903 to 1s used, 4s mint
(Cat £90) etc, (c40).  £ 300

7247 1891-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including 1891
BCA set to 2s used (cat £155), 4s mint (cat £100), 1895-6 to
1s used, 1908 2/6 brownish black and carmine-red on blue
mint (SG 78 cat £75), 10/- green and red on green hinged mint
showing Specimen overprint in black (SG 80s), 1921-33 6d
dull and bright purple mint SPECIMEN ovpt (SG 107s), 1934
Leopard set m (cat £45), 1935 SJ set m (cat £38), etc, (c69),
ideal to fill those gaps.  STC £600+.  £ 180
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7248 1891-1935 Mint & used collection on Imperial printed
leaves with 1891 BCA set to 4/-, 2/- & 2/6 are mint, 1895 1d
on 2d mint, 1896 vals to 1/- used, 1897 Arms to 1/- mint,
1901 set 3 mint, 1897 1d on 3/- f.u., 1908 vals to 1/- mint, 2/6
& 4/- used, 10/- ovpt Specimen (toned gum), 1913 to 1/-,
1921 to 4/- mint, 1934 Leopard set m, etc, useful for
expansion.  £ 260

7249 1908 4s carmine and black hinged mint example with
fine and fresh appearance, SG 79, cat £110.  £ 55

7250 1908 EDVII 10s green and red on green very fine and
fresh hinged mint, SG 80 Cat £200.  £ 100

7251 1908 EDVII 2/6 brownish black and carmine-red on
blue very fine and fresh hinged mint, SG 78 Cat £75.  £ 38

7252 1908 EDVII 4s carmine and black hinged mint with a
few tone spots on the gum, nice appearance, SG 79 Cat £110.

 £ 38

7253 1913 GV 4s carmine and black hinged mint with tone
spots on the gum, nice appearance, SG 95 Cat £50.  £ 18

7254 1913-35 GV useful range on album pages including
1913-21 mint to 2/6, plus extra shades, m & u, 10/- fiscal pen
cancel, 1921-22 both m & u to 1/-, Keyplates 2/- m & u, 2/6
& 4/- mint, 1934 Leopard set mint, additional set used, 1935
SJ set mint, etc, useful catalogue value (85).  £ 100

7255 1929 5s green and red on yellow a nice fine used
example with 1931 BLANTYRE CDS, SG 112 Cat £85.

 £ 34

7256 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 123/6.  £ 45

7257 1937-1951 GVI Collection unmounted mint or hinged
mint complete for the period including 1938-44 Complete set
of 18 to £1 (Unmounted mint, cat £200 for mint), 1945
Complete set mint (cat £85), 1948 RSW set, 1951 Jubilee set,
Postage Dues 1950 set of 5 unmounted mint (Cat £100 mint)
etc. Cat £417.  £ 180

7258 1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied ZOMBA CDS
cancels, hinge mark on front & back otherwise mainly very
fine and pretty cover. SG 130, 131, 132, 133 & 134.  £ 28

7259 1938 Keyplates top values very fine mint 2s, 2/6, 5s &
10s are bottom marginal plate number 1 singles, fresh, SG
139/141 & 142.  £ 58

7260 1938-44 GVI Complete basic set of 18 values to £1
hinged mint, the keyplates are toned gum otherwise nice
frontal appearance, SG 130/143 Cat £200.  £ 75

7261 1938-44 GVI Keyplates 2s, 2/6, 5s both papers, 10s &
£1 hinged mint mostly are toned gum otherwise nice frontal
appearance, SG 139/142, 143 Cat £266.  £ 95

7262 1948 (2 Feb) Registered airmail sealed folded card sent
ZOMBA to UK bearing 9 different Leopard defins to 1/- incl
3d-1/-, attractive.  £ 38

7263 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (13
Apr) airmail cover to USA tied CHOLO / 13 APR 49 /
NYASALAND CDS cancels, few minor soils otherwise pretty
item, SG 161/2.  £ 48

7264 1953-54 Complete set to 20s mainly unmounted mint,
odd low value hinged, fine, SG 173/187 cat £65.  £ 28

7265 British Central Africa: 1895 6d black and blue hinged
mint with some remains but very fresh, SG 24 Cat £95.

 £ 36

7266 British Central Africa 1896 £25 black and green
unused example with SPECIMEN overprint in black stain on
reverse but does not detract, scarce high value. SG 42s Cat
£450, (Cat £26,000 mint).  £ 125

7267 British Central Africa 1897 £10 black and yellow top
value fine used large RUO revenue cancel, superb double ring
CDS, sound example, nice high value. Values above £1 were
almost always used for payment of game licences by the
postmaster, SG 52 Cat £2750. Barefoot 20.  £ 300

7268 British Central Africa: 1897 6d black and green
mounted mint with hinge remains but very fresh, SG 46 Cat
£60.  £ 20

7269 British Central Africa 1903 GVI £10 gray and blue top
value fine used large RUO oval revenue cancel, sound
example, nice high value. Values above £1 were almost always
used for payment of game licences by the postmaster, SG 67
Cat £400.  £ 125

7270 British Central Africa 1903 GVI 10s grey-green and
black fine used large CDS revenue cancel, sound example, SG
65 Cat £300 used.  £ 38

7271 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards
incl better noted EDVII to 1s with 1d in two blocks of 4 (Cat
£32 each), 1938 duplicated to 1s incl 1½d red (3), 1945 set to
20s (Cat £95), 1953 set to 2/6 & 20s (Cat £40), 1963 set to £1
U/M, useful range. (c200).  £ 100

7272 Imperial album pages 1891-1935 Mint & used
assembly including 1891 BCA ovpts on 9 vals to 3s (2/6 short
corner), 1895 1d on 2d mounted mint (cat £45), 1895 Arms
6 vals to 1s & 3s, £1 fiscal CDS, 1896 to 1s mainly mint, 2/6
fine used duplex type barred cancel (Cat £150), 1897-1900 1d
to 1s mint, 2/6 & 4s used (faults), 3s & £1 fiscal CDS, 1903
EDVII to 1s m, 2/6 poor mint, 4s fine used squared circle
(soils), 1913-21 to 2/6 mint, 4s used (small faults), 10s & £1
used fiscal cancels, 1921-33 to 2s mint, 1934 Leopard set 9
mint, 1935 SJ set mint. Nice range. (86). STC £1350+.

 £ 350

7273 Postage Due: 1950 4d purple fine used part
..GSTONIA CDS of 1964, SG D4.  £ 24

7274 Postage Due: 1950 set of 5 very fine hinged mint, fresh,
SG D1/5.  £ 40

7275 Used assembly on stockpages incl 1895 No wmk 3s
black and yellow (Cat £65), 1897 to 2/6 (fiscal cancel), 1897
1d on 3s (2, cat £44), GV to £1 (fiscal use), 1938 to 2s, 1945
to 5s, 1964 to £1 etc, useful pickings and cat value.  £ 100

ORANGE FREE STATE
7276 1881-1900 Mint and used collection on leaves with
good range of different printings noted 1877 4d on 6d rose
used (3), 1878 5s mint, 1881 1d on 5s used (4), ½d on 5s
green mint & used (3), 3d on 4d used, 1896 ½d on 3d with
double opt vertical pair, 1900 VRI surchs incl mint blks of 4,
1900 (23rd July) cover to UK, 6d on 6d carmine m & u, 5s on
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5s m & u, 1902 1s on 5s m & u, 1903 set 9 m & u, etc. c195.
 £ 160

7277 1901 (9 Mar) Attractive registered official OHMS
cover (crossed out) to USA bearing 1s on 1/- brown tied very
neat BLOEMFONTEIN ORC CDS cancels, few minor faults
commensurate with postal used, lovely looker, SG 110.

 £ 50

7278 1905-09 KEVII 4d scarlet & sage-green corner
marginal block of 4, with lower right showing  'IOSTAGE' for
'POSTAGE' variety, wmk mult crown. Very fine and fresh
with two hinged mint & two unmounted mint, few gum
creases (not on variety) and variety is superb unmounted mint.
SG 150/150a cat £214 for mint singles, plus premium for rare
positional blk.  £ 260

7279 Boer War: 1900 (20th July) Printed In Dienst (on
Service), OVS official envelope (PK., P.W. No.5) with printed
KENNISGEVING / POSTWISSEL (money order advice)
cancelled FICKSBURG 20 JUL / 00 / O.V.S squared circle in
black and FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S.
AFRICA CDS's tying 6 different VRI surcharges ½d on ½d to
1s on 1s.  Good array of backstamps incl FICKSBURG, '18'
duplex numeral, boxed TELAAT, TE BETALEN & TE
KORT GEZEGELD, few contemporary faults otherwise
fabulous cover.  £ 150

7280 Postal Orders: 1898 10s used without counterfoil
cancelled various violet General Post Office datestamps, fold
and minor faults otherwise scarce.  £ 25

7281 Postal Orders: 1898 5s, 10s & £1 all used without
counterfoils cancelled various violet banking datestamps,
creases and minor faults otherwise scarce. (3).  £ 75

7282 Postal Orders: 1898 5s, 10s & £1 all used without
counterfoils cancelled various violet General Post Office
datestamps, creases and minor faults otherwise scarce. (3).

 £ 75

7283 Revenues: 1900 VRI £5 surcharge on £5 green neatly
used example with part perfin from original document, fine,
Barefoot 98.  £ 15

7284 River Colony: 1904 5s blue and brown hinged mint top
value, hinge remains and tones at top otherwise fine, nice
colour, SG 147 Cat £160.  £ 38

PAKISTAN
7285 1948-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint part complete
for the period including 1948-54 Complete set of 20 to 25r,
1949 Redrawn set of 8 (cat £110), 1949 Death set, 1951
Indep. set of 9 etc. Cat £308. (43).  £ 100

7286 1961 13p on 2a Star & Crescent bottom corner plate
1A marginal unmounted mint with surcharge SAISA for
PAISA variety, very fine, SG 127var.  £ 24

7287 1961 13p on 2a Star & Crescent bottom imprint block
of 4 marginal unmounted mint with surcharge almost omitted
for PAISA variety, very fine, SG 127var.  £ 24

7288 1961 1p on 1½a Mausoleum carmine in superb top
marginal block of 4 9 unmounted mint with middle stamps
showing PASIA for PAISA variety, very fine, nice positional
piece, SG 122var.  £ 20

7289 1961 New Currency 7p on 1a carmine mint varieties
including double overprint, printed on gummed side, corner
marginal blk of 4 with PAIS for PAISA variety, nice trio.  SG
134 var.  £ 40

7290 1978-81 Mausoleum imperf unused pairs for 6
different values R1 to R5, mainly fine, 6 pairs.  £ 45

7291 1980s-2006 Postal Orders an unusual collection of for
many different values mainly with counterfoil used or unused,
noted 2006 50r, 30r, 40r, 20r, 1980s unused complete from
50p to 9r, approx 34. Intr lot.  £ 80

7292 Bahawalpur: 1947-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1948 set of 14 to 10r
(cat £75), Officials 1945 set of 6 mint (cat £110, toned gum),
1945 Amir set of 2 U/M (SG O17/8, cat £45), 1945 Revenue
ovptd mint (toned gum cat £120 SG O7), 1945 diff ovpt
(June), SG O/14/15 f.u. (Cat £70), Cat £467. (57).  £ 100

7293 Bahawalpur: 1948 Complete set of 14 unmounted
mint, fine, SG 19/32 Cat £75.  £ 32

7294 Bahawalpur: 1948 new colours 2r black and carmine
Amir portrait in an unusual Cancelled to order complete sheet
of 50 with Thomas De La Rue imprint and plate No. 1.  The
sheet cancelled with undated dumb double ring CDS's, felt pen
marks at top right otherwise unusual, SG 36 Cat £24 each as
genuine used, (£1200).  £ 120

7295 Bahawalpur: 1948-1949 Mint collection on Scott
leaves with useful mint sets for 1948 set 14 to 10r (cat £75),
officials 1945 2a to 1r mint (cat £103), 1945 2nd ovpt in black
(SG O12 cat £42), 1945 (Sept) set 2, etc, useful assembly Cat
£260+.  £ 85

7296 Collection hinged mint on leaves 1947-1951 incl 1947
set to 10r, 1949 set to 1r, 1949 Anniv set, 1951 set, officials
1947 to 1r, 1948 to 1r, 1951 to 8a etc, all sound, STC £430.
(c75).  £ 130

7297 Collection of mint sets and ranges on stockpages incl
1948-57 1r p.13½ m (Cat £24), 10r magenta P.12 (Cat £140,
few damaged perfs otherwise fresh), 1949 10a scarlet m (Cat
£28), Death Anniv. set, 1951 4th Anniv. set m, Officials incl
1947 10r corner marginal m (Cat £90), 2r & 5r m (Cat £53),
1948 set of 13 mint / U/M (Cat £130), etc, STC £575. £ 125

7298 Official: 1961 1p on 1½a red unmounted mint vertical
PAIR showing 1 PAISA printed double variety, striking
printing error, very fine, SG O68 var.  £ 40

7299 Officials: 1947 Set of 13 mint to 2½a and unmounted
mint 4a to 10r top value, fine, 4a, 8a & 1r are in blocks of 4.
SG O1/13.  £ 65

7300 Officials: 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1947 set to 5r (cat £67), 10r
top value is used indistinct cancel (cat £180), 1948-54 set (cat
£130), 1949 set of 5 (cat £110), 1951 set 3 etc. Cat £508.
(34).  £ 125

7301 Officials: 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1947 Complete set of 13 to
10r (cat £140), 1948-54 set (cat £130), 1949 set of 5 (cat
£110), 1951 set 3 etc. Cat £401. (34). SG O1/32.  £ 120

7302 Officials: 1961 New Currency 7p on 1a carmine mint
varieties including overprint inverted, printed on gummed
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side, corner marginal blk of 4 with PIASA for PAISA variety,
nice trio.  SG O71 var.  £ 40

PALAU
7303 Clean mainly mint assembly on five large stockcards
incl 1983-1989 commem sets with nice thematics noted 1983
Birds in setenant blks of 4, 1984 UPU setenant blks of 4,
Flowers, Sea shells, Aviation, Funghi, attractive little range.
(c100).  £ 22

PALESTINE
7304 1930-40's Five covers including censor opened by
examiner with two 100m blue addressed to New York.
Includes pair 3m with margin on cover to Switzerland, various
values on other stamps.  £ 40

7305 1930-40's Five covers including censor opened by
examiner with two 50m addressed to New York. Includes
three 5m on cover to Switzerland, various values on other
stamps.  £ 40

7306 1930-40's Five covers including censor opened by
examiner with 15m addressed to Switzerland, also 1933
machine cancel from Anglo-Palestine Bank to Switzerland,
various values on other stamps.  £ 40

7307 1936 Two registered Tel Aviv typed large covers with
36m and 56m values to Bristol England. One from Jaffa
Oranges. Plus seven covers with various values also addressed
to Bristol. Plus 8m red on postcard to Northern Ireland.

 £ 25

7308 1939 Registered typed cover from Jerusalem with 13m,
4m and 7m addressed to Bank of Rome Tel Aviv (sides open).
Opened by Censor 1940 cover with 20m and OHMS registerd
Tel Avi cover with no stamp.  £ 20

7309 1942 250m brown in a vertical unmounted mint blocks
of 10 with bottom margin, few perf splits at one end otherwise
fine, SG 109.  £ 25

7310 1942 Unmounted mint selection of marginal blocks incl
£P1 black blk of 9 (cat £108), 500m scarlet blk of 4 & 10 (cat
£119), 250m brown blks of 4, 16 & blk of 10 (cat £270).
Mainly fine and fresh, SG 109/111.  £ 100

7311 1942-46 Seven registered covers with various stamps
up to the value of 25m. Two Hadera, two Nathanya and three
Nes Tsiyona. With Tel Aviv and receiving town cds on
reverse. Fantastic covers must be viewed.  £ 70

7312 1945-53 Philatelic Exhibition three covers including
1945 plain philatelic covers bearing 3 adhs tied PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION TEL AVIV CDS cancels, 1945 Phila printed
7m purple cover with similar CDS, 1953 PIPEX Israel History
in her stamps exhibition in London, scarce printed cover for
The British Association of Palestine & Israel Philatelists
London April 20th - 26th 1953.  Nice trio.  £ 85

7313 1950 Jordanian occupation of Palestine:  Three covers
with stamps of Jordan overprinted Palestine in English and
Arabic. Both have 10m violet plus 5m Palestine aid stamps.
Addressed to The British Consul General Jerusalem.  £ 36

7314 1950 Jordanian occupation of Palestine:  Three covers
with stamps of Jordan overprinted Palestine in English and

Arabic. Both have 10m violet plus 5m Palestine aid stamps.
Addressed to The British Consul General Jerusalem.  £ 36

PANAMA
7315 1904 10c orange map defin with red PANAMA
overprint DOUBLE variety, nice side marginal mint example
with impressive error of printing.  Nice album piece.  £ 60

7316 1906 2c on 50c bistre-brown in two unused toned
panes of 42 and 50 both showing 2c surcharge inverted
variety, faults and splits but 92 varieties SG 139d. Cat £325+.

 £ 100

PAPUA
7317 1901-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including Lakatois from different printings 1906
Papua overprints to 6d mint (Cat £115), 1907-16 large Papua
to 1s m & u, 1911-15 to 2/6 m & u, airs. (60).  £ 85

7318 1908 P.11 Wmk inverted 2½d black and bright
ultramarine in a right side corner marginal block of 4
unmounted mint, some toning on the margin and one of the
stamps, however, nice positional piece, SG 51 Cat £120 as
mint.  £ 50

7319 1908 P.12½ Wmk inverted 4d black and sepia in a
bottom left corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint, odd
tone, nice positional piece, SG 57 Cat £40 as mint.  £ 25

7320 1909-30 Four marginal blocks of 4 mint / unmounted
mint, few tones or even brownish gum, nice positional pieces
for SG 62, 63, 68 & 110 Cat £101 as mint.  £ 35

7321 1910 P.12½ Wmk inverted 6d black and myrtle-green
in a top right corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint,
even brownish gum, nice positional piece, SG 80 Cat £34 as
mint.  £ 20

7322 And New Guinea: Original unpicked collection on
leaves from a large A to Z collector's estate  mint & used
assembly incl 1901 ½d & 1d both m & u, 1930 airs, 1932 to
6d mint, 1934 set m, 1952 to 2/- used, 1958 to 5/- mint, 1963
to £1 mint, etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.  £ 40

7323 British New Guinea: 1901 Wmk vertical ½d black and
yellow-green in a top right corner marginal block of 4 mint,
some margin separation perfs and minor tones or soils,
however, nice positional piece, SG 9 Cat £92 as mint.  £ 38

7324 Clean mainly mint assembly on two large stockcards
incl better noted 1932 seven vals to 5d (one or two of each),
1938 1s air m, 1939 air set m, 1941 1/6 olive-green mint (2
Cat £60), useful little range. (25).  £ 38

PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
7325 1952 (30 Oct) Illustrated FDC with ½d to 3d values (5
diff) cancelled first day of issue Port Moresby CDS cancels.
Printed address to Brisbane x 36.  £ 60

7326 1952 set to £1 hinged mint includes 6d both shades, SG
1/15, Cat £99.  £ 25

7327 1952-58 £1 deep brown Fisherman top value overprint
Specimen CTO CDS used with gum, hinged, very fine, SG
15s.  £ 45

7328 Clean mainly mint lightly duplicated assembly on
thirteen large stockcards incl better noted 1952 set to £1 (Cat
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£90), 1960s commems sets U/M, 1964 Birds set incl 10s top
value overprinted Specimen, 1966 Butterflies set, 1968 Shells
set (2), 1973 long set, attractive range. (c360).  £ 65

7329 Emergency printing: 1994 5t on 35t Musical Bow the
highly coveted emergency surcharged issue unmounted mint
vertical top marginal R J Bates imprint, these were surcharged
using local printers with 490,350 issued, rare positional pair,
retail A$120 as mint singles. Rare opportunity. (2). ASC 626a.

 £ 75

7330 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic
unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3
Freshwater Fish emergency surcharged issue, these were
prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!,
rarely seen as FDC. ASC 685a/687a.  £ 75

7331 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic
unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3
Freshwater Fish emergency surcharged issue, these were
prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!,
rarely seen as FDC. ASC 685a/687a.  £ 75

7332 Emergency printing: 1995 two commercial airmail
covers to Australia from MAIL CENTRE LAE bearing the
highly coveted emergency surcharged issue 1994 50t on 35t
Gogdala Mask and 50t on 35t Rouna Waterfall with only
45,000 and 50,000 issued, seldom seen on cover, retail used
A$200. Rare opportunity. (2). ASC 615a & 608a.  £ 100

7333 Postage Due: 1960 6d on 7½d blue unmounted mint
with a gum bend and stained on reverse, few tones showing on
obverse, complete with Brandon 1988 Certificate. SG D1 Cat
£850.  £ 200

7334 Postage Due: 1960 (8 Mar) local philatelic envelope
bearing 2d blue tied PORT MORESBY CDS underpaid and
T 6d h/s and crayon charge mark and the scarce 6d on 7½d
blue surcharge tied KONEDOBU arrival CDS, very scarce,
seldom seen on cover, SG D1. Cat £450 used.  £ 450

7335 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1952 defins to 5/- (6), 3½d
black blk of 4 u/m, 1s7d in blk of 4, 1964 Birds set to 10/- (4),
1966 Butterflies set to $2 (8), good range of 1960s-1990s
commem sets up to 10 of each, various others to 1994 etc,
useful collection & cat value.  £ 160

PARAGUAY
7336 1932 (21 Sept) Graf Zeppelin flight cover regd to
Liverpool bearing Zepp 2p & 4p x 2 triangle stamps plus two
other adhs tied violet illus star Zepp cachets and 10th Sept
Paraguay airmail CDS plus large black illus cachet Graf Zepp
& black oval Zepp cachet on reverse.  Busy cover and
attractive Zepp. flight item.  £ 200

7337 1936 Imperf between vertically, block of 12 mint /
unmounted of 1936 1.50p blue Map with rural C overprint in
red, few wrinkles but spectacular perf error in a positional
block. Scott L36 var.  £ 35

7338 Official: 1886 15c slate-blue imperf in a fantastic toned
block of 20 printed with pattern on back and brown moire
pattern printed on the obverse and official overprint is inverted
on each stamp, toning otherwise scarce and unusual block.
SG O37b.  £ 200

PENRHYN IS.
7339 Clean mainly mint assembly on seven large stockcards
with some light duplication incl EDVII to 1s, GV to 1s, small
commem sets incl 1995 WWII, 1989 Space, 1996 $5 Olympic
Games, etc, attractive thematics. (78).  £ 40

PERU
7340 1857 Pacific Steam Navigation Co., attractive assembly
of forgeries for four different values mostly good margins, a
few poor condition but dotted or circular cancels, barred types
etc, 23 example. Intr.  £ 25

7341 1858-59 1 peseta rose attractive massive 4 margin
example with neat PASCO postmark in black, a superb
premium example.  SG 7a.  £ 75

7342 1924-29 1s brown De Saco in a complete unmounted
mint sheet of 100, the margins are creased and folded or split
but stamps are fine, Scott 249 cat US$1500.  £ 125

PHILIPPINE IS.
7343 1901 Official Business Office of Civil Affairs, official
envelope cancelled by 1901 Manila duplex to Santa Cruz
manila, with two strikes ""returned to writer"" , 1902 Civil
Affairs receiver, toning and erosion at right, Fine.  £ 50

7344 1937 (28 Apr) First Flight cover Manila to Macau with
typed addr to USA and MANILA - MACAO - HONG KONG
violet cachet on obverse, bearing two airmail ovpt issues 20c
& 32c, nice looker.  £ 20

7345 1945 Victory overprint 20p red-brown hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 621.  £ 32

7346 1947 US Philippines first flight Manila to Minneapolis
USA on illustrated typed cover with block of four 20c.  £ 20

7347 1947 US Philippines first flight Manila to Singapore on
California Clipper typed cover.  £ 48

PITCAIRN IS.
7348 1939 NZ Chambers of Commerce 1d scarlet, 4d violet
and 6d red-brown each tied to paper by PITCAIRN ISLANDS
/ POSTAL AGENCY 1939 CDS's, all fine, SG Z49, Z51 &
Z52. Cat £238.  £ 95

7349 1940 (15 Oct) First Day of Issue a brown registered
(philatelic) envelope to UK bearing 7 values complete for the
period to 1s tied nice PITCAIRN ISLAND / POST OFFICE
CDS cancels and reg violet h/s No. 3175.  Very fine and
attractive. SG 1/1/5, 6 & 7.  £ 45

7350 1940- Mint / unmounted mint stock on stockpages with
useful throughout including 1940 set of 10 (7 sets, cat £525),
1957 set of 12 (4 sets, cat £200), 1964 set (3), 1967 set, 1969
set (2), then many commem sets to 1983, plus ranges of extras
etc, huge cat value.  £ 200

7351 1940-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used with a degree of
complete sets for both defins and commems noted 1940 GVI
set m, 1957 set m, 1964 set, 1967 surch set etc, nice clean lot
to fill those gaps.  £ 55

7352 1940-51 Set of 10 hinged mint,  1949 UPU set m/
U/M, 1946 Victory both sets m & u with 3d fine used showing
flagstaff flaw variety.  Fine.  £ 55
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7353 1948 (July) Illustrated Pitcairn printed manilla envelope
to UK bearing ½d & 1d adhs tied CDS cancels, mainly fine
and attr.  £ 15

7354 1949 (18 Nov) Unaddressed envelope bearing ½d, 1d,
1½d & 2d all tied PITCAIRN ISLANDS POST OFFICE
CDS's.  Nice philatelic item.  £ 15

7355 1953-1992 Attractive mint /unmounted collection
includes 1964 set, 1967 Decimal set, 1975 Mailboat M/S,
1984 Fish set, 1988 Ships set, 1992 Sharks, Scott Exped., etc,
many are House of Questa marginal imprints (folded),
attractive thematics. (c395).  £ 85

7356 1956 (12 Jul) Long printed Pitcairn Island Post Office
envelope in brown unaddressed bearing complete set of 10 to
2/6 each neatly tied PITCAIRN ISLAND CDS cancels, fine.
SG 1/8. Very pretty item.  £ 100

7357 1957 Queen Elizabeth part set 11/12 4d carmine and
red SG 23a missing on cover to Kent England.  £ 15

7358 2010 Pitcairn Island Philatelic Bureau Year pack
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very
attractive with many thematics. STC £87.  £ 28

7359 2011 Pitcairn Island Philatelic Bureau Year pack
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint, very
attractive with many thematics. STC £84.  £ 28

7360 Clean mainly mint assembly on nine large stockcards
incl better noted miniature sheets and sets 2012 Romantic
Bounty set & M/S, Art M/S, Endangered Species, Jubilee
M/S, Charles Dickens, 2013 Bounty Trilogy, Coronation,
Prince George, 2014 WWI M/S, 2015 75th Stamp Anniv long
set, 2016 Shakespeare, Ferns etc, useful high cat range. (74 +
6 M/S).  £ 100

7361 Clean mainly mint assembly on nineteen large
stockcards incl better noted miniature sheets and sets 2016
Adamstown, 2012 Dolphins M/S, 2007 Moth M/S, 1995 Birds
long set, 1993 Coronation, 1993 Lizards, 1988 Ships long set,
2002 Weaving strip 5, 2010 Fishes, 2005 Blue Moon Butterfly
M/S, 2009 150th Return, 2005 Royal Wedding $5, Solar
Eclipse M/S, etc, useful high cat range. (225 + 7 M/S). £ 120

7362 Clean mainly mint assembly on ten large stockcards
incl better noted 1940 set (3, cat £75 each) plus extras, 1949
UPU (2), 1957 set (2), 1964 set, 1967 set, 1960s commem
sets etc, useful range. (c190).  £ 140

7363 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1940 8 out of 10 values to
2/6 m (2), 1957 set incl both 4d types (6 sets), 1964 set to 4/-
(2), 1970 Fish set (3), 1984 Fish set to $2 (2) + 90c & $3 etc,
good range of commem sets up to 10 of each, various others
to 1992 etc, useful collection & cat value.  £ 180

POLAND
7364 1918 - 1935 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 230 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £425 each,
noted 1917 surch with polska opd set of 8 values m+u (cat
£100+), 1918 complete set of 3 used, 1919 stamps of Austria
3 values to 2k blue m (cat £62) 1919 imperf complete m+u,
1921 red cross complete m (cat £80), 1924 complete set of
high values m+u (cat £430), 1925 complete m+u, 1925 air

complete m+u, 1927 complete set of 3 m. Attractive lot, high
cat.  c230  £ 310

7365 1921 POZNAN Airmail local tax revenues 25m &
100m large mint labels with perforated tab Aero Targ. 25m
has few pulled perfs otherwise sound.  £ 25

7366 1923 (15 Jan) PPC without franking with a faint
ESPERANTO INTERNATIONAL cachet in violet,
disinfected and h/s alongside in violet & cancelled
CZECSTOCHOWA postmark. Interesting Esperanto item.

 £ 30

7367 1928 Cover from Warsaw to Leipzig with 50g with
machine cancel. 1928 Cover from Bydgoszcz to Netherlands
with pair SG 202.  £ 15

7368 1938 Fifth Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet both perf
& imperf mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335a. Cat £280.  £ 85

7369 1938 Proposed Polish Stratosphere Flight miniature
sheet mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335b. Cat £120.  £ 40

7370 1938 Stratosphere Miniature sheet mounted mint with
hinge remains, fresh looker, SG MS 335b Cat £120.  £ 30

7371 1946 (17 Feb) Monte Cassino Italy Occupation FDC
bearing Wartosc 5zl on 2k brown tied blue special CDDD's,
few wrinkles otherwise fine. Issued by the Polish Corps in Italy
the cover has printed message in English from General
Alexander.  £ 35

7372 1960's Approx. forty covers a number with stamps and
postmark with no address. Includes 1949 typed cover with pair
3z green to England, 1961 Zjazd first day cover and 1960
Wielun cds on cover.  £ 20

7373 1980's Thirty covers various years mostly modern
1980's various stamps and cancels.  £ 14

7374 Binder containing extensive early to modern defins and
various commems mint & used. Noted 1918 Austro-
Hungarian Military Post set 2 used, (cat £37), 1921 Red Cross
set m (Cat £82), 1922 Miner long set to 300m mint, 1934 Air
Tournament set 2 m (Cat £41), 1937 Visit of King of Rumania
M/S set of 3 mint (wrinkles, cat £93), 1938 20th Anniv. Indep.
M/S mint (Cat £25), 1939 25th Anniv. of First Battles M/S
mint (Cat £34), 1940 Red Cross used on paper, 1945
Maritime League set m, 1946 Peasant Movement set 3 both m
& u (Cat £45), 1947 Opening of Parliament mint, 1954 Air
M/S mint (Cat £55), good qty and then mainstream here to
1973 m & u, 100s.  £ 125

7375 Locals: Przedborz 1917 2gr and 4gr both CDS used
one on paper tied 1917 CDS cancels only 4640 were printed.
Michel PL-PR2A.  £ 35

7376 Locals: Przedborz 1918 Solid background set of 4 and
Sunray Issue 4 set of 4 fine used violet illus cancels or black
cancels, all fine.  £ 35

7377 Locals: Przedborz 1918 Sunray Issue 4 & 5 for two
sets of 4 fine used violet illus cancels or black cancels, all fine,
Barefoot 11/18.  £ 50

7378 Sosnowice: 1916 Arms issue 3k & 10k mint plus same
with vertical bar overprint mint, both fine, (4). Barefoot 5/6).

 £ 50
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7379 Sosnowice: 1916 Red triangle local municipal post
cancelled on paper by 3Kop State boxed h/s in black, Mi.5,
fine.  £ 24

PORTUGAL
7380 1853 - 1937 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 400 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £1600 each,
noted 1853 25r blue used, 1855 5r used (cat £120), 1862 4
values to 100r used (cat £255), 1866 4 values to 120r m+u
(cat £970), 1867 perf 4 values to 240r used (cat £980), 1870
near complete set with 17 values m+u - notably a lovely 240r
used - (cat £2400), 1880 perf complete used, 1882 perf set to
500r used, 1892 set of  11 values to 300r used (cat £330),
1882 provisorio opd 4 values to 25r, 1893 2 values to 50r
used (cat £197), 1893 75r on 80 used & 20r on 25r mauve m,
1894 perf 8 values to 100r used, 1898 perf 7 values to 150r
m+u, 1895 complete used, 1912 huge range of values, notable
2$40 used & 3$ used, 1924 complete m+u (cat £90), 1925 big
range of values up to 10e m+u (cat £45), 1926 independence
set of 21 values to 10e m+u (cat £250), 1927 13 values m+u
to 4e.50 (cat £90), 1928 revalidado opd 5 values to 1e.60
m+u, 1929 telegraph stamp m, 1928 surch 21 values to 1e.60
on 20e m+u, 1931 perf set to 5e m+u, 1931 700th aniv
compete m+u, 1937 air 7 values to 20e used. Very attractive
lot with some brilliant examples. High cat c400  £ 650

7381 1855 King Pedro V 100r lilac a fine part original gum
example with superb to very fine 4 margins, thinning spot on
head embossing otherwise a fantastic example, seldom seen so
nice, SG 15 Cat £1200.  £ 125

7382 1858 25r rose King Pedro V a superb collection of
mainly 4 margin examples on a stockpage mostly with numeral
cancels mostly all different from 4 to 102, varying margins and
many are huge 4 margin examples, excellent study lot.
(Approx 52) Scott 11.  £ 100

7383 1867 5r black a fine hinged original gum example with
very fine gum, attr clean example, seldom seen so nice, SG 52
Cat £180.  £ 48

7384 1880 25r grey cancelled with numeral 1 in black and
Lisbon in green, addressed to Madrid with receiving CDS on
reverse,  £ 12

7385 1886 King Luis 120 reis blue unmounted part gum a
couple of toning spots on reverse and very minor black spot on
front.  £ 85

7386 1888 (3rd Jan) PARCEL POST Office notice (circa A4
sized) showing rules for PARCEL POST TO PORTUGAL,
MADEIRA and the AZORES Parcels not exceeding 7lbs in
weight can now be received at any post office in the United
Kingdom for transmission to Portugal, Madeira & the Azores.
And then a list of regulations.  Nice album page sized item for
any Portugal & Colonies collection.  £ 75

7387 1894 500th Birth Anniv. of Prince Henry 1000r black
on buff top value mint part original gum with 1894 overprint
in circle, slight surface rub otherwise cat £850 mint, SG 326.

 £ 85

7388 1931 Fifth Death Centenary of Pereira 4e50 green and
brown key top value very fine lightly mounted mint, SG 864
Cat £275.  £ 85

7389 1936 Crilly Airways Limited inaugural air mail service
typed cover to Wales with pair 1$ 75 blue with special event
cancel. No receiving cancels.  £ 22

7390 1937-49 Two typed covers one with examiner mark to
London and cover from Elder Dempster Lines to British West
Africa with various stamps. Accra Gold Coast receiving
cancels.  £ 15

7391 1940 Portuguese Centenaries Miniature sheet hinged
mint with two neat hinge remains, mainly fresh, SG MS 919a.
Cat £325.  £ 100

7392 1940 Portuguese Centenaries Miniature sheet hinged
mint with a neat gum line, mainly fresh, SG MS 919a. Cat
£325.  £ 100

7393 1946 Two typed covers by air mail Clipper with 3e 50
grey President Carmona stamps to Sterling Bank New York.

 £ 25

7394 1947 Regional Costumes Miniature sheet hinged mint
with slight crease along the top, otherwise fine, SG MS 1009a
Cat £325.  £ 75

7395 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used
with a useful unpicked assembly from 1853 to 1946. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 7 early imperfs, 1870 12 vals
to 120r, 1880 25r grey (Cat £44), 1892 20ore blue (cat £65),
1893 prov ovpt 5r & 10r, 1894 500th Birth Anniv. set to 100r,
1895 set used, 1898 Gama to 100r used, 1910 King Manoel
1000r mint (cat £48), 1910 Republica ovpt to 1000r mint,
1911 500r on 100r mint (cat £70), 1911 Vasco de Gama ovpt
Republica 100r brown mint (cat £60), 1925 Birth Cent. 3e red
on blue mint (cat £130), 1926 First Indep. 20 vals to 4e50
mainly mint (cat £195), 1926 surch set m, 1927 2nd Indep. set
m (cat £145), 1928 3rd Indep. set mainly mint (cat £160),
1933 Pereira set m, 1933 St Anthony set m, 1938 Wine set m
(cat £79), 1940 Legion set m 1e red cat £100, 1940 Cent. set
m cat £93, 1941 Costumes set cat £140, 1947 Costumes set m
cat £255, back of the book etc, few are slightly stuck otherwise
mainly fine condition throughout, STC £3000+.  £ 750

PORTUGAL - COLONIES
7396 Fournier Forgery, Azores: Surcharges on stamps of
Portugal 1866-1880. Four overprints on one piece.  £ 10

7397 Macau: 1887 Fiscal stamp 40r on 20r green and brown
fine used, usual rough perfs, SG 55 Cat £170.  £ 30

7398 Timor: 1948 Set of eight in a CTO miniature sheet
precancelled at DILI 21.3.52, mainly full gum as precancelled
by favor and hinge remains, minor tone, SG MS 317a Cat
£130.  £ 28

PUERTO RICO
7399 1874 (26 Apr) Entire PORTO RICO to Cadiz Spain
bearing GB 10d red-brown PAIR (short corner) tied PORTO
RICO / C / AP26 / 74 C61 cancel and a variety of manuscript
chargemarks, PAID at London, PD in red, and Madrid
Cambio & Cadiz backstamps, horiz filing fold and minor
faults, otherwise impressive and scarce, Ex Robson Lowe
1969. SG Z102 Cat from £550  £ 600
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QATAR
7400 1957-1960 mint / U/M sets including 1957-59 set 12
U/M (Cat £23), Castles both Types set of three unmounted
mint (SG 13/15, 13a/15a, cat £95), 1960 set 7 U/M, all fine,
Cat £140.  £ 46

7401 1960 12np on 2d light red-brown fine unmounted mint
x 37 singles.  SG 23.  £ 24

7402 1961 Mosque 10r black top value hinged mint, very
fresh, SG 37 Cat £75.  £ 20

7403 1961 Set of 11 hinged mint, very fresh, SG 27/37 Cat
£120.  £ 30

RHODESIA
7404 1890-1925 Collection on leaves with better throughout
mainly fine used including 1892-4 to 8d, 1896-97 set of 9 to
4s (tones Cat £100), 1905 Victoria Falls 1s mint, 5d & 5s fine
used (Cat £113), 1898-1908 to 10s, 1909 ovpts to 1s, 1910-13
Double Heads good range of values (15) to 2s (toning, cat
£400+), 3d, 4d, 5d mint (tones), 1913-25 Admiral Heads to
2s, mixed but useful pickings and cat value (c90).  £ 150

7405 1892 £1 deep blue very fine used example with part
BULAWAYO CDS cancel, superb & very fine, SG 10.

 £ 55

7406 1892 £10 brown lovely fine used example on small part
registered paper (from regd P/S env), cancelled with a neat
SALISBURY MASHONALAND FEB 9 1899 CDS, very fine
postal use, SG 13.  £ 275

7407 1892 £2 rose-red and £5 sage-green attractive fiscal
used with neat violet ovals and perfinned, SG 11/12 Cat £70.

 £ 28

7408 1892-1896 A superb collection on printed album page
including 1892 set to 10s fine used (cat £340), £1 deep blue
nice CDS (Cat £170), £2 rose-red sock on the nose
BULAWAYO CDS (Cat £170) plus second fiscal used
example, £5 sage-green good CDS (Cat £450), plus £5 with
fiscal CDS (Cat £50), £10 smaller CDS sound fiscal used (Cat
£70), 1892 Surcharge set mint (Cat £700), 1892 Arms to 4s
used (Cat £170), 1896 3d on 5s used (Cat £250), 1896 Ovpt
on Cape of Good Hope set of 7 used (Cat £350). Superb lot
(32). Huge catalogue value.  £ 950

7409 1896-97 4d ultramarine & mauve mint with heavy
hinge remains, SG 32 Cat £55.  £ 16

7410 1896-97 A superb collection on printed album page
including 1892-94 Scrolls behind Springbok legs set 9 to 5s
used (Cat £100), 10s slate and vermilion on rose hinged mint
(Cat £150), 1897 set to 8d used, £1 with fiscal violet cancel.
Nice assembly. (23).  £ 85

7411 1898-1908 Basic set of 15 values to £2 mainly fine
used, £1 is mint with perfin, 5s brown-orange mint (Cat £70),
7/6 black f.u (cat £40), etc, useful group. (15).  £ 36

7412 1901 £5 deep blue Arms defin postally used by three
heavy CDS cancels, some perfs pulled on right side damaging
the stamps but otherwise genuine scarce use possibly off a
parcel or registered packet.  SG 92 Cat £2500. Scarce! £ 280

7413 1905 Visit of British Association and Opening of
Victoria Falls Bridge set of 6 mainly fine used, 2½d has nice

BELLINGWE CDS, 1s GWELO, 2/6 & 5s both SALISBURY
CDS. 5d is mint, Cat £343. (6).  £ 140

7414 1909-12 Rhodesia overprint on arms complete set to £1
mint used including used CDS ½d to 4d, 1s,5s, 7/6 & £1 (Cat
£274), mint 6d, 2/6, 3s & 10s (Cat £165), mainly all sound.

 £ 100

7415 1910-13 £1 carmine-red and bluish black with a good
CDS cancel and only a couple of thins and gentle paper bend,
superb example of this top value, SG 165 Cat £700.  £ 325

7416 1910-13 £1 rose-scarlet and bluish black with a crisp
CDS cancel and only a tiny thin, superb example of this top
value, SG 166 Cat £375.  £ 180

7417 1910-13 Double Heads P.14 £1 crimson and slate-
black fine used superb GWELO 22 FEB 1912 CDS, very fine,
scarce shade, SG 166a Cat £2000.  £ 800

7418 1910-13 Double Heads P.14 5s crimson and yellow-
green mounted mint with hinge remains, thin at top otherwise
sound, SG 160a Cat £300.  £ 100

7419 1910-13 Double Heads P.14 8d dull purple and purple
hinged mint, sound, SG 147 Cat £200.  £ 75

7420 1910-13 P.13½ 8d black and purple or grey-purple
assembly of 5 mounted mint examples including shades,
mainly fine, useful group, SG range 185/185a. (5).  £ 250

7421 1910-13 P.14 2d black and grey assembly of 4
mounted mint examples including shades, taken as cheapest,
mainly fine, useful group, SG 126. (4).  £ 100

7422 1910-13 P.14 3d purple and ochre fine used CDS
cancel showing gash in ear variety, mainly sound, SG 134 var.

 £ 65

7423 1910-13 P.14 3s bright green and magenta hinged mint
example with hinge remainders being a very fine example of
this scarce stamp, lovely fresh appearance and distinctive
colour, SG 158a Cat £1300.  £ 425

7424 1910-13 P.14 4d black and orange assembly of 5
mounted mint examples including possible shades, mainly
fine, useful group, SG range 140. (5).  £ 100

7425 1910-13 P.14 5d purple-brown and olive-green or
olive-yellow assembly of 4 mounted mint examples including
possible shades, mainly fine, useful group, SG 141/141a. (5).

 £ 90

7426 1910-13 P.14 6d red-brown and mauve or brown and
purple assembly of 4 mounted mint examples including
possible shades, mainly fine, useful group, SG 144/5. (4).

 £ 90

7427 1910-3 P.14 2½d deep blue & 2½ bright blue both
shades fine used examples, sound, SG 200/1 Cat £90.  £ 36

7428 1910-3 P.15 3d claret and pale yellow-ochre a scarce
P.15 3d example unused without gum and top right short
corner with slight soiling but a rare stamp. SG 173a Cat
£4000.  £ 400

7429 1913-19 Admiral Head Die II P.14 7/6 blackish purple
and slate-black hinged mint, very fine, SG 240 Cat £375.

 £ 150
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7430 1913-19 Admiral Head Die IIIB P.14 10s crimson and
bright yellow-green hinged mint, slightly disturbed gum
otherwise very fine, SG 309 Cat £275.  £ 90

7431 1918-21 P.14 Head Die IIIB £1 black and deep purple
fine used corner CDS cancel, few nibbled perfs along the top,
otherwise sound, SG 279 Cat £700.  £ 220

7432 1919 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 8d mauve and
dull blue-green indistinct large CDS example, SG 267.  £ 30

7433 1922 Admiral Head Head Die II P.14 5d black and
grey-green nice CDS example, SG 226a.  £ 32

7434 1922 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 5/- deep blue
and blue-green nice CDS example, (few light tones but crisp
cancel) SG 275.  £ 32

7435 1947-79 First Day & Special event covers in four well
filled binders, duplicated throughout for First day, Last day,
Opening of Parliament, long sets incl 1966 set to £1 (3), 1970
set to $2 (3), 1974 to $2, 1978 set to $2 (2), 1979 to $2 (4), S.
Rhodesian stamps invalid labels, GVI airmail Salisbury to
Bulawayo, 1973 Flight Salisbury to Johannesburg (10), 1972
TPO, 1947 Royal Visit, 1966 Rhopex M/S (2), 1953 set to 2s
on long FDC (2), etc, mainly sound, Approx 300.  £ 300

7436 GV Head 1d red postal stationery envelope, unused,
very fine and attractive.  £ 12

7437 QV to QEII Collection mint and used in a printed
loose-leaf binder and nice mainstream ranges of mainly QEII
1960s-70s commem sets, some earlier incl Double Heads, QV
defins etc, odd useful.  £ 30

RHODESIA & NYASALAND
7438 1954-1963 Collection of mint sets and ranges on leaves
including 1954-56 set to £1 mainly mint (Cat £120), 1959-62
set to £1 (£1 appears U/M Cat £110), etc, useful assembly,
STC £243.  £ 60

7439 Clean mainly mint QEII assembly on six large
stockcards incl better noted 1954-56 set 16 (Cat £120),
further set to 10s (Cat £80), top values used 10s (3 ), £1 x 3
(Cat £32 each), 1959 set to £1 (Cat £110), £1 used (2, cat £65
each), postage dues (2 sets),  etc, useful range. (c95).  £ 130

ROSS DEPENDENCY
7440 Clean mainly mint assembly on three large stockcards
incl 1957 set (3), 1967 set (2), 1161994 Wildlife set (cat £19),
2004 Penguins set, 2005 Photos of Antarctica, 2006 50th
Anniv., 2008 Centenary set, etc, attractive little range. (78).

 £ 38

RUMANIA
7441 1858-70 Interesting assembly of forgeries both mint
o.g. and used, some quite convincingly, 1858 54p (5), 81p (6),
108p (5), 1858 Posthorns to 80p (4 one CDS used), 1876 25b
& 30b in mint blks of 4 etc, intr lot. (53).  £ 150

7442 1864-1947 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album
on leaves mint and used for earlier incl 1872 to 50b used,
1891 25th Anniv. set mint, 1903 Opening of PO Coach vals to
50b mint (cat £100), 1906 Welfare Fund sets (all three), 1906
25th Anniv set mint, 1906 40 Year set, 1906 Jubilee Ex. set m
& u (cat £150) plus exhibition label & 3 overprinted SE on the
Jubilee 30b, 40b & 50b only used for three days, 1913

Acquisition set used (cat £60),  posta l tax stamps,
Transylvannia 1919 BANI issues including surcharges, 2b
brown mint pane of 25 one showing B of Bani omitted variety,
Charles & Zita 10b red mint, 1922 Coronation set m, 1927
Geographical set m, Officials 1929-30 sets mint, 1930 Ovpt
1930 air set 3 mint (cat £63), 1931 Navy set mint (cat £70),
1930 Air King Carol set m, 1931 Farman Air set m, Boy
Scout set mint  (cat £47), Monarchy set m (cat £63), Army set
used, 1932 Medical set mint (cat £75), Scout Jamboree set
mint (cat £83), 1932 Phil. Ex. M/S mint (cat £85), Frank
stamps 1913 brown label & 1933 Gratuit imperf label in
green, 1934 Mamaia ovpt set (cat £74), 1935 5th Anniv. set m
(cat £70), 1936 Scout set m (cat £42), 1938 Scouts set m,
1938 Painter set m, 1945 80l orange (SG 1682 blk of 9 mint
with middle stamp showing I in LEI omitted variety, hereon
many sets and ranges to 1947, useful back of the book,
occupations incl German 1917-18 Gultig ovpts on set 4 in
pairs on piece (cat £240), postage dues, officials, scarce P.O.
in Turkish Empire 1896 set 3 used,  etc, etc, useful lot with a
huge catalogue value in excess of £2500+  £ 800

7443 1869 25b blue and orange an attractive collection of 8
x 4 margin very fine used examples, mainly nice CDS copies
including a couple of shade, nice study lot, SG 77c. (8).

 £ 50

7444 1871 With Beard 15b red attractive 3½ touching to
good margins, small nick top right corner with nice JASSY
CDS cancel, expertised CIVIOINI PARIS.  SG 86 Cat £250.

 £ 60

7445 1872-1947 Attractive mainly mint and some used
collection on leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1903
Opening of New Post Office set, mainly good CDS cancels
(Cat £310+, 5l top value taken 'as is'), 1906 Jubilee vals to 3l
mint (Cat £250), 1913 Acquisition set used (Cat £60), 1929
10th Anniv. set m, 1932 9th Medical Congress set m (Cat
£75), 1941 Restoration long set m, 1906 all 4 welfare fund
sets used, 1927 Geographical set m, 1931 Scouts set m (Cat
£60+), 1932 Postal Employees set m, 1934 Mamaia Jamboree
set used (Cat £70), 1935 5th Accession set m (Cat £70), 1936
Scout set m (Cat £42), 1937 7th Acc. set m, 1945 War victims
M/S, 1945 TUC set m (Cat £45), 1945 Charity Sports long set
m (Cat £64), 1931 Air set m, extensive clean lot ideal for
expansion.  £ 350

7446 1891 25th Anniv. of Reign duplicated accumulation of
fine used values in packets including blocks of up to 8
including 1½b lake (100 cat £825), 3b mauve (cat £825), 15b
brown (100 cat £825), many very nice fine used examples, SG
293, 300 & 303. Only 2% cat.  £ 50

7447 1903 Opening of New Post Office in 1901 5l lilac top
value fine used decent CDS example, SG 478.  £ 45

7448 1916 Prisoner of War Unstamped correspondence with
Red Cross cachet from Modica Sicily 27 6 16. Milan red
cancel on reverse.  £ 16

7449 1941 Marin & Mota fine used imperf miniature sheet
cancelled special 13th January postmark in a small official
folder, very fine and attractive, SG MS 1487a Cat £150.

 £ 55

7450 Collection mint and used in a large GLOBAL binder
with extensive mint and used on Scott printed leaves from
1859-1970 with a huge range of defins and commems for
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1940s to 1960s, 1947 Frank stamps purple King Michael in
sheet of 50 mint (cat £75), etc, good qty, 100s.  £ 75

7451 Extensive collection in 4 ring binder of early to modern
mixed mint and used with good runs of sets, starts 1865
imperf, 1868 imperf, 1872 to 50b red CDS used, 1890 to 50b,
1906-07 three Welfare sets mint (Cat £184), 1906 40 Year
Rule set 11 mint, set used, 1913 Acquisition used set (Cat
£60), 1928 10th Anniv. set mint, 1928 Air set m (2), 1930 8
Junie ovpt on airs mint (Cat £63), 1931 Scouts set heavy
mounted mint (Cat £47), 1931 Air set m (Cat £39), 1936
Marine Exhib. set m (Cat £35), 1937 7th Accession set m (Cat
£38), 1941 Cenauti set m, then various commems to 1950s.
Useful collection. 100s.  £ 150

7452 Fournier Forgery: 1865-1891 A beautiful collection of
mainly imperfs on singles, pairs and block of 4 including 1865
types 5p blue blk of 4 imperf, 2p & 20p imperf pairs unused,
four values 'used', 1866-67 pairs and singles, plus 2b orange
block of 4 imperf, nine singles mainly used, 1869 many pairs
to 50b unused, 1872 to 50b, 1885 series incl pairs to 50b,
1891 Jubilee 1½b red-brown marginal block of ten with CDS
postmarks, plus seven postmarks on one piece, fabulous lot.
(97).  £ 250

RUSSIA
7453 1883 35k green and purple heavy hinged mint, fresh
looker, SG 45c Cat £130.  £ 24

7454 1902-05 With Thunderbolts 7r yellow and black x 38
used copies, some mixed condition but many nice CDS copies,
SG 80 Cat £722.  £ 60

7455 1912-18 Varnish network 15k blue and red-brown in
an extraordinary complete sheet of 25 with massive
perforation shifted diagonally resulting in a magnificent
perforation error, superb and rare album piece.  RRR!  SG
115A d.  £ 250

7456 1918 (9 Feb) Typed cover Liverpool to Petrograd
bearing 2½d  tied CDS and SERVICE SUSPENDED single
line wavy line boxed h/s in violet and UNDELIVERED FOR
REASON STATES / RETURN TO SENDER boxed h/s,
OPENED BY / CENSOR / 965 label affixed over from and
back. Interesting, all service mail abroad was halted on 1
January due to the Bolshevik Revolution in Petrograd. £ 150

7457 1922 (5 Dec) Inflationary cover from Moscow to
Kosice (Czechoslovakia) bearing a huge amount of 14k blue
and red (19 in two blocks, one missing), and 3 x 100,000 on
250R imperf surcharges all tied MOCHBA CDS cancels, with
registered etiquette No.208, and decent cancel of MOCHBA
/ 6D / * /. Faults but interesting use of pre-Revolutionary &
post revolutionary stamps in combination on cover.  £ 75

7458 1924 Registered cover with Petrograd 168 sticker.
With 7k brown soldier, 1k yellow worker and 20k red Lenin
Mausoleum addressed to Birmingham. With four cds and
boxed cachet on reverse.  £ 25

7459 1930 (10-11 Sept) Zeppelin LZ 127 3k P/S card
bearing Russia 40k dark blue Zepp stamp and  7k defin
uprated cancelled 10th Sept illus Zeppelin datestamps and
Friedrichschafen  arrival on 11th Sept. Pretty item.  £ 180

7460 1932 2nd International Polar Year stamps Mi 410-411
Scott C34-C35 lightly mounted mint. Includes letter about the
sale of the stamps from 1932.  £ 25

7461 1934 Air 10th Anniv. of Soviet Civil Aviation set of 5
unmounted mint, few gum bends, and three have straight
edges from the margins, otherwise fine, SG 643B/647B Cat
£352.  £ 60

7462 1935 Air. Moscow-San Francisco via North Pole 1r on
10k brown surcharged in red very fine unmounted mint,
couple of nibbled or uneven perfs otherwise very fine for
these, scarce stamp, SG 706 cat £750 for mounted mint. Scott
C68 cat $3250 for unmounted mint.  £ 800

7463 1936 Moscow to London 26 January 1936 cover with
SG 548+551. Two Moscow cds on front and reverse.
Addressed to Kinsley Martin British journalist.  £ 20

7464 1937 Leningrad to London 12 August 1937 cover on
50k SG 582b with Leningrad cds commercial typed cover to
London. Note stamp has top corner fault.  £ 18

7465 1937 Moscow to Mistku Morava 3 January 1937 typed
cover with 50k with Moscow cds. Note stamp fault top right.
SG 582.  £ 18

7466 1937 No wmk 10k deep blue Factory Worker in a
complete sheet of 100 with top marginal imprints, folded and
split perfs otherwise fine, SG 727f, Cat £75+.  £ 25

7467 1939 No wmk 15k blue-green in a sheet of 100 with
top marginal imprints, folded and split partly half way through
otherwise fine, SG 847c, Cat £50+.  £ 16

7468 1939 No wmk 30k blue Airman in a complete sheet of
100 with top marginal imprints, folded and few split perfs
otherwise fine, SG 847d, Cat £100+.  £ 35

7469 1941 No wmk 50k grey-brown on buff Farm Girl in a
complete sheet of 100 with top marginal imprints, folded and
few split perfs otherwise fine, SG 727m, Cat £150+.  £ 50

7470 1945 Russian prisoner of war sheet of paper folded and
posted. With two Russian cds and POW camp cancel in red.

 £ 12

7471 1946 25th Anniv. of Soviet Postal Services set of 3
imperf miniature sheet  CTO used odd wrinkle otherwise very
fine, SG MS 122a/c Cat £420 used.  £ 100

7472 1948 Arms of USSR 40k red in a complete sheet of
100 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 1361n Cat £800.

 £ 100

7473 1948-53 No wmk 25k bluish grey in a sheet of 100
with top marginal imprints, a few small perf splits otherwise
fine, SG 1361k ka, Cat £50+.  £ 16

7474 1951 Construction of Hydro-Electric Power Station 1r
top value unmounted mint, SG 1737 Cat £150.  £ 40

7475 1953 No wmk 1r red Spassky Tower in a sheet of 100
with a few small perf splits otherwise fine, SG 1329a, Cat
£175+.  £ 55
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7476 1960-1990 Extensive unmounted mint collection with
a good degree of completion neatly arrange in a large 64 sided
stockbook, includes commem sets, miniature sheets, setenants
etc, massive range of thematics, lovely lot STC £970+ in 2008.

 £ 250

7477 1961-1991 Mint & Unmounted mint useful collection
in a well filled 44 sided stockbook with miniature sheets,
setenant strips and blocks, noted perf and imperf issued,
dozens of thematics incl Space, large qty guesstimate 1500++.

 £ 180

7478 1963-1984 Extensive collection in a large album with
much useful throughout including unmounted mint, mint or
some CTO used but mainly mint for the periods as complete
sets and a good run for each year with many complete perf or
imperf, miniature sheet and mainly sound condition overall
with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion.
Hefty well filled album.  £ 500

7479 1967-1987 Extensive collection in an album with much
useful throughout including unmounted mint, or mint for
mostly miniature sheets, mint or U/M for the periods as
complete stamp sets and a good run for each year with many
complete, mainly very fine condition overall with a huge range
of thematics, good degree of completion and useful cat value
for the modern sheetlets. Hefty well filled album.  £ 450

7480 1970-1979 Mainly unmounted mint enormous
collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s
of complete sets and year runs, miniature sheets, masses of
thematics, good representation for most years STC £850+.
100s.  £ 250

7481 1970-1981 Collection on plain leaves in a well filled
binder with both mint and used assembly for dozens of mint
/ unmounted mint sets, many miniature sheets mint, sometimes
both m & u for each issue, 1972 Space M/S f.u., 1974
Philatelic Congress M/S used, UPU M/S used, 1976 Olympic
Games M/S used, huge range of thematics, 100s. Useful and
attractive lot.  £ 75

7482 1970-1984 Extensive unmounted mint collection in a
large printed Schaubek album in mounts, enormous amount of
commem, miniature sheets, setenant strips etc, with a huge
retail in excess of US$1100+, excellent clean lot,  £ 200

7483 1973-1978 Attractive run of year sets and range,
miniature sheets mostly unmounted mint in a 4 ring binder,
STC £580+, attractive lot with many nice thematics!  £ 110

7484 1975 Approx. thirty 500th Birth anniv. of Michelangelo
miniature sheets unused.  £ 30

7485 1977 Small album containing five Soviet Space covers
with pre-printed autographs.  Illustrated covers by cosmonaut
Alexi Leonov.  £ 20

7486 1980-1988 Extensive collection in 4 ring binder of
dozens of commem sets both mint and cto or used, enormous
range of sets, miniature sheets (some better cat values),
thematics, good cat value. Useful collection. 100s.  £ 150

7487 1987-1999 Extensive collection in an album with much
useful throughout including unmounted mint, or mint for
mostly miniature sheets, mint or U/M for the periods as
complete sets and a good run for each year with many
complete perf or imperf, mainly very fine condition overall

with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion
and useful cat value for the modern sheetlets. Hefty well filled
album.  £ 225

7488 1989-1990s Collection on plain leaves in a well filled
binder with mint and used, dozens of mint / unmounted mint
sets, many miniature sheets mint, huge range of thematics,
1990 Penny Black Anniv. set, Zoo fund setenant blk,
Antarctica set & M/S m, 1991 Folk sheet of 30, various
sheetlets of 8 for each value in a set, 100s. Useful and
attractive lot.  £ 75

7489 A Substantial mint & used collection early to mainly
modern in a large well filled Scott printed album for some
earlies 1920s-50s & then huge range 1960s to 1990s defins
and commems with better noted including 1921 Charity set m,
1927 Air set 2 m (cat £65), 1937 Air set m (cat £85), 1939
Aviation set m, 1949 air set to 1r m & u, clean lot with nice
condition & high cat value. 100s. Excellent for further
expansion.  £ 300

7490 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919
Currency & Postage Stamp 50k chocolate on buff carton paper
with inscription on the back, very fine unused, SG 35.  £ 48

7491 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919
Currency & Postage Stamp 50k pale chocolate on buff carton
paper with inscription on the back, small purple ink mark
otherwise very fine unused, SG 35.  £ 48

7492 Civil War Issues: Far Eastern Rep. 1920-21 P.13½ 1r
orange and brown on brown overprinted Dalni Vostochnaya
Respublika fine hinged mint, scarce stamp. SG 31.  £ 350

7493 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov
Issue 20k on 14k carmine and blue very scarce surcharge
hinged mint with original gum, very hard to find, SG 11.

 £ 250

7494 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov
Issue Surcharge & overprint set almost complete from 2k
green to 10r grey & scarlet hinged mint with original gum, 4
top values are setenant V label pairs plus margin 1r  perf,
3r50, 5r (tones) & 7r are all imperf, very hard to find, SG
6/20, huge cat value. (15).  £ 260

7495 Civil War Issues: South Russia; Kuban Territory
Cossack Govt. 1918-20 Postal Savings Stamp 10r on 1k red
on buff fine used decent CDS cancels, fine, SG 20.  £ 75

7496 Collection of early states incl bogus issues neatly
written up on leaves for 'sets' mint incl Azerbaijan 1921 bogus
set, 1921 imperf issues mint and postal used, handstamped
with new values range, 1919-20 white & grey paper imperf
sets, Soviet Rep., Turkestan bogus set, Siberia civil war issues,
S. Russia, Kuban Cossack Terr.,c Govt of Gen Denikin, N.
Army, Transcaucasian Fed., Far Eastern Rep., Gold Curr
surch on Far East Siberia (4), white Russia, Georgia nice
collection incl blks of 4 mint, National Guard 5 line ovpt set,
lovely lot with useful annotations. (approx 565).  £ 375

7497 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint
collection 1978-1991 with a huge run of year sets from 1970s
to 1990 including many nice thematics sets, setenant blocks,
sheetlets, miniature sheets, mainly commems, then a separate
CTO Used run of years from 1987-1990, huge cat value, clean
and fine for expansion.  £ 300
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7498 Russian Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1913
Romanov 30pi on 3r deep violet fine used decent CDS cancel,
very fine, SG 199 cat £425.  £ 135

7499 Useful collection and ranges of earlier material on good
quantity of stockcards with some more unusual mint and used
noted 1920s surcharges, Ukraine Trident overprints (as is),
Civil War overprints, 1921 defins imperf mint, 1922 air 45r
ovptd plane mint, 1923 defin set to 5r used, 1923 Charity
surch 4r + 4r on 5000r mint (short corner, cat £50), 1924 Air
set mint, 1925 Lenin different perf combinations, Death
Anniv, set perf & imperf, 1929 Pioneers set 2 mint (cat £43,
2 sets), etc, useful group and qty.  £ 120

RYUKYU IS.
7500 1948-1971 Attractive mint collection on Scott printed
leaves with a good degree of completion noted 1948 set, 1950
set (3y is used), 1951 Inauguration (cat £75), Afforestation
(cat £70), 1952 Govt 3y (two gum creases cat £170), 1952 set
(Cat £74), 1953 sets, 1970 M/S set of 5, mainly complete to
1972, Airs 1950 Air set mint (cat £218), 1951 air set, 1957
Air set (cat £80), 1959 air surch set (cat £48),  Express 1951
5y blue (cat £38) etc nice clean lot with good catalogue value
in excess of £950.  £ 320

SAAR
7501 1920 - 1934 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 110 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £60 each,
noted  1920 German 'Sarre' opd 12 values to 75pf m+u, 1920
German 'Saargebiet' opd 17 values to 2m.50 m+u, 1921
steelworks set of 13 values mainly used to 3m, 1921 French
Currency complete m+u (cat £120), 1922 set of 12 values to
3f used, 1925 perf complete m, 1926 50c.+50c. used, 1926
90c used, 1934 13 values m to 3f.  Nice lot, great space filler.
c110  £ 120

7502 1920-1950 Old time collection mint & used on large
Yvert leaves unpicked with better noted 1920 ovpts 25pf used,
30pf mint (cat £49), 1921 surchs to 2f on 5m mainly mint,
1922 Larger designs 20c & 3fr mint, 75c used, 1926 Welfare
Fund set m (cat £58), French sets from 1947 mint, 1948 Flood
Disaster set, defins to 50f mint, 1949 Nat. Relief set mint
(heavy hinges cat £120), 1950 Stamp Day (thinned on reverse
cat £90), etc, useful lot STC £630+.  £ 125

7503 1931 Christmas Charity paintings set of 7 hinged mint
with slightly toned gum, fresh appearance, 2f has short corner,
5f top value is fine (cat £140), SG 150/156. Cat £298.  £ 80

7504 1948 Flood Disaster Relief Fund set of two Miniature
shee ts  Imper f and  per f  cance lled  by favour  with
SAARBRUCKEN 22.10.43 CDS cancels and accompanied by
Hoffman 1979 Certificate and expertised on reverse the same,
scarce duo, Michel Block 1 & 2 Cat €5500.  £ 2000

7505 1951 National Relief Fund set of 5 fine used, Michel
309/313 Cat €200.  £ 200

7506 Binder containing useful mint & used collection of
defins and commems from 1920 to 1950s including 1920 10m
on 15pf purple used on paper (Cat £31), 1921 5f on 25m used
(Cat £60), 1925 Madonna 10f brown used (Cat £39), 1934
Christmas Charity set 7 mint (Cat £100), French Occupation
issues 1948 set to 100f mint (Cat £118), 1950 Stamp Day mint
(wrinkles, cat £120), 1950 Holy Year set m, 1951 Stamp Day

m & u, 1952 to 500f mint, 1957 Heuse set without f after
value mint, set with F after value mint, useful cat value and
collection.  £ 120

7507 Collection on leaves with some used fine used sets
including 1920 ovpts set to 1m (missing 25pf), 1920 second
ovpt to 4m (cat £60)1925 Madonna set (cat £47), 1927
Welfare 50c + 50c f.u., 1932 Air 5f brown (trimmed perfs cat
£160), 1920 surch set 3 used (cat £59), 1921 25m used (cat
£130), 1921 to 5fr surcharges (cat £120), 1922 set to 5f brown
used (cat £125), 1933 Explosion Disaster set 3 used (cat
£273), 1934 Xmas charity to 1f used (cat £180), etc, useful
lot, mainly fine. Cat £1275  £ 300

7508 Postage Dues: 1949 Complete set of 12 fine used
mainly CDS examples, Michel 33/44 Cat €450.  £ 130

SAINT CHRISTOPHER
7509 1886 4d on 6d green hinged mint  surcharge showing
'no stop after d' variety, sound, SG 25.  £ 88

7510 Queen Victoria unused one penny UPU postcard with
reply card and Specimen o/p in black. Some minor toning.

 £ 30

SAINT HELENA
7511 1856-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1856 6d blue used, Twenty Four surcharges
issues incl 1864-80 1d, 3d, 4d, 5s orange, 1884 to 1s green m
& u, 6d grey mint (Cat £48), 1903 set to 2s mint (Cat £110),
1908 incl 4d & 6d mint, 1922-37 11 vals to 2/6 m & u. (Cat
£133), 1935 SJ set m. (79).  £ 175

7512 1864-1938 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1864-84 10 values to 1s mainly mint, 1890-97 set 7
mint (Cat £80), 1903 to 1s mainly mint, 1908 to 6d, 1912-16
to 3d & 1s, 1922-37 to 2/6 mint & used, 1934 Centenary set
to 1s f.u., 1935 SJ set f.u., 1938 set 14 (toning, cat £65),
useful little lot (86).  £ 180

7513 1903 2s black & violet with a part CDS cancel, fine,
SG 60.  £ 38

7514 1903 EDVII set of six hinged mint, some heavy
mounted but fresh appearance, SG 55/60 Cat £110.  £ 34

7515 1908-11 EDVII 2½d, 4d (both shades), & 6d (both
shades) all hinged mint, fine and fresh, SG 64/67a Cat £87.

 £ 28

7516 1916 WAR TAX 1d + 1d black and scarlet unmounted
mint hoard of approx 100 examples, all fine, SG 87 STC
£350.  £ 75

7517 1922 (June) GV collection on three album pages with
useful including Wmk MCCA 4d, 1/6 & 2/6 mint (cat £63),
MSCA set ½d to 2/6 mint (cat £95), values to 1s used, 6d cleft
rock variety mint (short corner cat £275), useful assembly.

 £ 125

7518 1922 Wmk MSCA Badge of St Helena set (minus 5s
value cat £45) to 10s hinged mint examples, some heavy
hinged but mostly fine & sound SG 97/112 (missing SG 110),
Cat £380.  £ 150

7519 1922-37 Wmk Mult Script CA 15s grey and purple on
blue, fine mint, SG 113 Cat £1100.  £ 550
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7520 1923 ½d grey & black bottom marginal pair (split and
folded) with left stamp showing cleft rock variety, nice
positional item, SG 97 & 97c Cat £79.  £ 28

7521 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 14

7522 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 70

7523 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.  £ 45

7524 1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d blue each tied ST
HELENA CDS cancels, hinge mark on reverse otherwise
mainly very fine and pretty cover with the key 3d blue. SG
131/2, 133/5.  £ 60

7525 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s violet-blue high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 149. Cat £28.  £ 14

7526 Collection on hingeless Lindner leaves mainly mint QV
to GVI including QV mint 2d yellow, 1d carmine, 3d lilac, 4d
brown, 6d grey, plus used values to 1s, 1903 set to 2s mint
(cat £110), 1922 GV set 3 mint, 1934 9 values to 5s mint,
1935 SJ set m, 1938 set complete incl 3d ultramarine mint (cat
£140),  1948 RSW set, 1949 UPU set etc, useful collection
STC £500+.  £ 160

7527 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1884 defins to 6d
grey & 1s yellow-green, 1890 to 10d, 1903 set to 8d, 1912 to
1s, 1927 5s, 1d with cleft rock variety (Cat £75), 1938 set (Cat
£140), 1948 RSW, etc. STC £550 nice little lot.  £ 110

7528 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1861 vals to 4d, 1890 set
plus extras to 2½d, EDVII to 6d, 1912 to 3d, 1922 to 1/-,
1934 set to 1/-, 1938 3d blue, 2/6, 5/- & 10/-, 1953 set to 10/-
plus extras to 1/-, 1961 to 10/- (7 cat £13 each), 1968 set to £1
(3 plus vertical pairs set), 1971 currency set to £1 (2) etc,
useful collection and high cat value.  £ 325

SAINT KITTS
7529 1903 EDVII Columbus and Spring definitive set of 10
to 5s hinged mint, odd tone otherwise fine, SG 1/10, cat £150.

 £ 48

7530 1932 Registered 2d letter with additional uprated ½d
and 3d cancelled Feb 29 to Dartmouth Massachusetts.  £ 45

7531 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.  £ 20

7532 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.  £ 20

7533 1938 1½d orange & 2½d ultr. both unmounted mint
each with Specimen arch perfin, brownish gum otherwise fine
and sound, SG 70s & 72s.  £ 30

7534 1938-50 Basic Set of 10 hinged mint to 5/-, 5/ is
mounted on margin only leaving stamp unmounted mint, 1949
UPU set m/ U/M, nice clean lot on album page.  £ 45

7535 1949 (16 Jun) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on airmail
cover to USA tied  ST KITTS CDS cancels, fine, SG 80/1.

 £ 30

7536 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (10 Jan)
plain cover to UK tied  ST KITTS CDS cancel, odd wrinkle
otherwise sound, SG 80/1.  £ 30

7537 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on illustrated First
Day cover to New York tied ST.KITTS / OLD ROAD CDS
cancels, nice cover, SG 80/1.  £ 40

7538 Attractive mint and unmounted mint assembly on
twenty two large stockcards some duplication noted St
Christopher Nevis; 1954 set to $2.40, 1963 set (2), 1970 long
set (2, cat £28 each), St Kitts 1980s sets with 1981 Birds set
(3), officials set, 1983 Indep Birds set (2), 1990 Ships lots of
thematic sets. (Approx 675).  £ 100

7539 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted St Kitts-Nevis 1920 vals to
5/- mint, 1923 Tercent. to 2½d, QEII defins to $1, 1938 to 5/-,
St Christopher, Nevis & Anguilla 1954 set to $4.80 (2), 1970
to $5, St Kitts modern issues to $10 incl blocks of 4, plus
many commems to 1980s etc, useful collection.  £ 80

SAINT KITTS - NEVIS
7540 1903-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1903 5s mint (crease, cat £70), 1920-22
Tweleve Values to 10s mint, 1921-29 to 2s mainly mint, 1923
Tercentenary set to 2/6 mint (Cat £99). (51).  £ 85

7541 Nevis: 1862-1890 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1862 1d unused, 6d grey-lilac used (faults),
1867 1d, 4d & 1s blue-green f.u.), 1871-8 1d unused, 4d, 6d,
1882 1d mauve used (Cat £48), 1882 ½d & 4d grey mint, 1d
rose f.u., 1882 Revenue ovpt on 4d orange used (only priced
£170 mint). (14).  £ 85

SAINT LUCIA
7542 1860-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly
mint, or used for earlier including 1860 1d rose-red f.u, 1864
1d, 4d & 1s orange used, 1881 2½d brown-red part o.g. (cat
£60), 1882-4 surcharges to 4d yellow, 1891 to 1s, 1921 to 1s,
1916 War Tax mint, 1938 6d & 1s in mint blk of 4, 1948
RSW set m, postal fiscals (7) etc, nice collection with a high
cat value.  £ 230

7543 1864-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1864 (1d) black m (2), (4d) yellow, (6d)
mauve, (1s) orange (2), few Revenue ovpts, 1882 surchs ½d
mint, 4d yellow used, 1886-98 to 1s m & u, 1891 1d on 4d
brown m, EDVII to 6d, GV to 1s m & u, 1921-30 1s & 2/6
mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1936 to 2/6 mint, 5s used, P.Due 1930
1d & 2d on paper used. (89).  £ 100

7544 1884 P.12 4d yellow surcharge very fine fresh hinged
example, expertised twice on reverse, scarce and sound, SG
30.  £ 150

7545 1889 Post stationery penny halfpenny postcard with
A11 Castries duplex cancel Mar 3 89. Via London with MR
16 89 cds to Wernigerode Germany with receiving cds.

 £ 25

7546 1891 Die II ½d dull green fine used CDS cancels
showing unlisted non constant break in top frameline variety,
very similar to top left triangle detached variety but on inner
frameline. Intr, SG 43 var.  £ 35
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7547 1912 (18 Sep) Printed registered cover Castries to
Germany bearing 5s green and red on yellow EDVII defin tied
neat CDS cancel, R h/s in oval with manuscript violet crayon
No.40, London transit and Germany arrival backstamps, some
light toning otherwise attractive cover.  SG 88.  £ 125

7548 1929 (25 Sep) First Flight St Lucia to Porto Rico
attractive Roessler cacheted cover printed Lindbergh airmail
cover bearing GV 4c pair tied CASTRIES ST LUCIA 25 SP
/ 29 CDS cancels, sent via San Juan and backstamped
accordingly, 541 pieces were carried, very fine.  £ 85

7549 1932 28 Oct) Cover Antigua to St Lucia bearing ½d
green tied BARBUDA BWI CDS cancels and underpaid to
Castries St Lucia hence vertical PAIR 1d black on blue affixed
and cancelled at CASTRIES, crayon T, name rubbed out
otherwise fine and pretty cover, SG D1 Cat £24 each x 10 on
cover £480.  £ 125

7550 1932 (3 July) Cover Antigua to St Lucia bearing ½d
green tied BARBUDA BWI CDS cancels and underpaid to
Castries St Lucia hence 2d black on yellow affixed and tied at
CASTRIES, crayon T, few light tones, fine and pretty cover,
SG D2 Cat £50 each x 10 on cover £500.  £ 150

7551 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee 2d ultramarine and
grey on Castries 6th May 1935 typed first day cover to
Canada. SG 110.  £ 12

7552 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 109/12.  £ 40

7553 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
long registered cover Castries to Barbados tied neat CDS
cancels and regd h/s in violet No. 406. SG 109/12.  £ 40

7554 1936 (19 Apr) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered
airmail cover to UK with typed addr, tied CASTRIES CDS
cancels and regd h/s no.100.  Fine. SG 109/112.  £ 35

7555 1936-1938 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1935 SJ set used, 1936 to 1s used, 2/6 & 10s mint
(Cat £85), 1938 13 vals used incl 5s & 10s fine used (Cat
£42), useful little lot (33).  £ 55

7556 1938 5/- black and mauve and 10/- black on yellow
hinged mint perfinned SPECIMEN arched, very fresh, SG
137/8s.  £ 52

7557 1938 ½d to 3d defins 6 different values unmounted
mint each with diagonal Specimen perfin, all fine and sound,
SG 128s/9s, 130s/132s, 133s.  £ 80

7558 1953 King George VI three cents scarlet on typed cover
to Antigua. With rare Mabouya Valley 19 MR 53 cds cancel.

 £ 35

7559 A selection of nine postal stationery items two ½d and
two 1d wrappers, 1d and 1½d postcards, 1d reply card sent to
Bohemia, a 2d unused QV registered letter and 1d postal
stationery cover to London, England.  £ 26

7560 Attractive mint and unmounted mint (some earlier
used) assembly on fifteen large stockcards some  duplication
noted 1882-1886 vals to 1s mainly mint plus Die II issues,
EDVII to 1s mint, GV to 1s (both), 1936 Pictorial set to 1s
plus extras, 1938 GVI set mint (cat £85) plus extras to 10s,
1949 set (Cat £50), nice clean lot. (Approx 300).  £ 250

7561 King George V Three pence unused registered letter
with large Specimen o/p in black filing fold 33mm from left
written in pencil 41c.  £ 24

7562 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint
duplicated stock incl better noted 1886 2d (3), 3d (2), 6d &
1/- (2), 1902 2d Columbus, 1938 1938 few vals to 2/-, 1949
set to $4.80, 1953 set to $2.50 (6), plus many commems to
1970s etc, useful collection and good cat value.  £ 125

SAINT PIERRE et MIQUELON
7563 1970-73 Mint collection of sets on leaves including
1970 UPU (Cat £26), Air Expo 70 set 2 (Cat £46), Livestock
set 4 (cat £60), Celebrities set 3 (Cat £64), 1971 Fisheries set
4 (Cat £142), Allegiance set (cat £97), Museum set 2 (cat
£38), De Gaulle set 2, 1973 Revaluation set (cat £77), 1973
P.Due set, few earlier or later, nice clean lot, STC £725.

 £ 240

7564 Attractive assembly of sets on four Hagners unmounted
mint including Miniature sheets for 2008 Ice Harvestings (cat
£21), 2009 Port blocked by Ice (Cat £16), 2000 20th Century
sheetlet of 10 (Cat £32), 2009 Duck shoot, 2008 Hunter &
Hare, 1997 Fish strip, 2001 Whales, etc, STC £185+. (60 + 3
M/S).  £ 65

SAINT VINCENT
7565 1899 Complete QV set of 9 to 5s hinged mint, mainly
fine, SG 67/75 Cat £150.  £ 60

7566 1902 5s green and blue a superb top value, appears
unmounted mint but tiny trace of hinge, fine and fresh, SG 84
Cat £80.  £ 38

7567 1902 Set of 8 ½d to 2s hinged mint, mostly very fine
and fresh, 2½d has torn corner (cat £5), otherwise sound, SG
76/83 Cat £92.  £ 36

7568 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee 1d, 1½d and 2½d
on May 6th 1935 typed first day cover to Liet. John Storr
USA. SG 142-145.  £ 15

7569 1935 Silver Jubilee . Excellent registered cover with a
full set St Vincent to Bedford . Sent Kingstown 25th Nov 1935
, backstamped Plymouth and Bedford 22nd Dec 1935  £ 25

7570 1935 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including
1938 GVI set to £1 m (cat £60), 1948 RSW set m, 1949 set m,
1965 set m, various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice
clean lot.  £ 45

7571 1935 Two King George VI Silver Jubilee 1½d on
covers. Includes May 6th 1935 typed first day cover to
Toronto from Kingstown and 11 July 1935 cover from
Kingstown to Victoria. SG 143.  £ 15

7572 1938 (7 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied
KINGSTON CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise
mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 149/153, 154.  £ 20

7573 1949 (6 Jan) Registered airmail cover to USA bearing
1949 RSW set of 2 tied KINGSTOWN CDS cancels and regd
label No.1816, wrinkles otherwise pretty. SG 162/3.  £ 50

7574 1970-71 Two blocks of ten of 1c The Green Heron. In
the lower block at the bottom left stamp the word 'OF' has
been misplaced.  £ 20
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7575 1980 Postage & Revenue Postal fiscals $5-$20 set of
three mint plus another set overprinted Specimen in black,
fine.  £ 20

7576 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 1s m & u,
1899 to 5d, 1907-09 to 3d, 1913 to 1s, 1938 to £1 mint, then
a large run of commems to 1979 incl vals to $10 etc, useful lot
for sorting out.  £ 75

7577 Attractive mint (some earlier used) assembly on twelve
large stockcards some  duplication noted 1899 to 5d mint,
EDVII to 1s mint, to 6d f.u. (Cat £50), 1909 to 3d, 1913 to 1s,
1938 complete set to £1 (Cat £65) plus many extras to £1,
1949 set to $4.80 mainly U/M (Cat £50), nice clean lot.
(Approx 225).  £ 125

7578 Revenue: 1882 Wmk Star 1/- vermilion with neat
Revenue overprint in italics and lovely clear A10 duplex
cancel, very fine, Barefoot 5.  £ 25

7579 Revenues: 1881-2 3d on half bisected 6d green with
black revenue overprint very rough or pulled perfs, seldom
found, Barefoot 2.  £ 30

SAMOA
7580 1877-1935 Collection mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed leaves with better including 1877-80 Express
(taken 'as is'), 1886-1900 Palm Trees for different printings to
2/6 mint, 1895-99 surcharges mainly mint, 1899-1900 set of
8 mint, etc, useful little lot (59).  £ 75

7581 1877-1935 Mint and used assembly with some better
pickings including 1870s Samoa Express m & u taken 'as is'
with some showing 2nd state characteristics, 1886-1900 vals
to 2/6 m & u, 1893 5d on 4d m, 1898-99 surcharges, GRI
1914 6d on 50pf used, NZ Ovptd Samoa 1914 to 1935 mint
& used with 1920 Victory set mint, 1932 £1 pink mint (Cat
£75). (88).  £ 85

7582 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a left
hand sheet margin corner block of 14 unmounted mint
showing target imprint mainly unmounted mint, six stamps
have adherence, nice looking block, SG 63a cat £70.  £ 20

7583 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a sheet
margin irregular block of 20 unmounted mint, 4 stamps are
separating, nice looking block, SG 63a cat £100.  £ 30

7584 1922 (9 Jan) Victory set of 1920 tied to registered
philatelic cover sent locally in Apia with No.1771 regd
etiquette (faults) with each stamp tied APIA 9 JAN CDS
cancels, pretty cover.  £ 75

7585 1948 Postal Fiscal 2/6, 5s, 10s unmounted mint & £1
pink hinged mint, nice set of 4 examples, sound, SG 207/210.
Cat £180.  £ 65

7586 1948 Postal Fiscal £3 green nice hinged mint fresh
example, SG 213 Cat £300.  £ 100

SAN MARINO
7587 1877 1 Lira red and yellow unused part gum #22 #600
written in pen on reverse with small black line. SG 26. £ 595

7588 1877 - 1935 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 75 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £170 each,

noted 1877 set of 4 values, notably 5c yellow m 25c claret m
(cat £368), 1892 as 1877 set of 6 values to 65c m+u, 1907
complete m, 1918 4 values to 1l  m+u, 1918 3 Novembre opd
5 values to 2l m, 1935 12th Death Centenary 5 values to 20c
m.  £ 215

7589 1877 San Marino 30c brown unused note perfs are
poor and previously mounted with hinge residue and 2/6 in
pencil on reverse.  £ 225

7590 1877-1890 30c brown hinged mint example with clean
fresh appearance, scarce stamp Cat £1000.  SG 6.  £ 90

7591 1892 2l brown and buff attractive very fine used decent
corner CDS example with only one nibbled perf, good colour,
SG 27 Cat £250.  £ 50

7592 1945 50th Anniv. of Govt Palace Miniature sheet mint,
small wrinkles and thin, nice looker SG MS 308a Cat £375.

 £ 85

7593 Binder containing mainstream used collection of defins
and commems from early to modern including 1877 5c yellow
part o.g. (Cat £170), 25c purple part o.g (Cat £170), 40c
mauve used (Cat £70), 1892 5c on 10c blue mint (Cat £85),
10c on 20c red mint (Cat £75), 2l brown on buff CDS used
(Cat £225), then commems to 1960s.  £ 85

SARAWAK
7594 1869-1947 Useful collection on stockpages unused,
mint, used including better varieties, noted 1869 3c brown on
yellow unused (7), 1871 3c brown on yellow mint (2), plus
rouletted 6 proof, imperf colour trials/proofs for 2c grey, 4c
brown on yellow, 4c brown-purple on yellow, 6d green on
green, 8c blue on blue, fine used incl S diamond barred
postmarks on 3c, 4c, 6c, 8c, 12c (2), taken 'as is', 3c carmine
Receipt Stamp unused, 1888-97 values to $1 mint (set 14, cat
£600), 1889 surcharges incl 1c on 3c (6), 2c on 3c unused (3
plus pair), 1899 2c on 12c red (pair and single unused), 1895
2c brown-red imperfs colour trials pair plus imperf singles 2c
(4), 2c violet, 2c green (2), plus perf in shades or unissued
colours 2c violet (2), 2c red-brown (shades, 5), 1918 set 12
mint (Cat £130), 1c slate unissued, 1935 MIRI torn cover with
12 1934 defins to 25c, six colour postcards of topless local
ladies, 1947 set mint, etc, useful and interesting assembly.

 £ 425

7595 1869-1950 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1875 set 5 mint (Cat £55), 1888-97 mint for 8c, 12c
& 32c (Cat £103), used for 10c, 16c & 50c (tones, cat £235),
1899 25c, 50c & $1 mint (Cat £150), 1918 $1 mint, 1922-23
set m & u, 1928 set m & u, 1932 to $1 m & u, 1934 to $1
mainly used, 1948 RSW set 2 mint (Cat £48), 1947 ovpt set
f.u., 1950 set to $2 m & u, useful lot (c160).  £ 310

7596 1871-1929 Collection mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed leaves with better including 1888-97 Brooke
defins mint 1c, 3c, 5c, 8c, 10c, 12c, 25c mint, top values 16c
to $1 unused no gum, or $1 mint toned gum, 1899-1908 set of
12 mint (Cat £130), 1895 set 4 unused, 1922-23 vals to 30c
mint, 1928-29 set of 15 mint (Cat £75), etc, useful little lot
(64).  £ 125

7597 1888-1899 Philatelic Cover with a mixed franking of
13 mainly different values from 1888 issue 25c, 1889-99
surcharges (3), 1899 Postage & Postage values to 20c, tied on
a tatty registered cover Kuching to Germany, large CDS
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cancels date incomplete with various stains on reverse from
mounting and tones, horiz. crease not affecting stamps, some
stamps a little faded, rare philatelic cover. Cat £200+ for
stamps alone.  £ 600

7598 1891 5c on 12c green and blue unused right marginal
strip of 3 with horizontal crease, usual light greens showing no
stop after C, SG 26a Cat £570 mint.  £ 75

7599 1918 Prepared but not issued: Sir Charles Vyner
Brooke 1c slate-blue and slate in a superb unmounted mint
block of 4, very fine, SG 62.  £ 44

7600 1934 Sir Charles Vyner Brooke $3 carmine and green
superb imperf plate proof PAIR unmounted mint neatly cut
with superb colour, beautiful example. SG 122 var.  £ 250

7601 1934-41 Complete set of 26 Sir Charles Vyner Brooke
1c to $10 all hinged or unmounted mint, mainly very fine and
fresh, lovely set, SG 106/125 Cat £325.  £ 125

7602 1941-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1941 2c to 15c (SG 107a-115a, cat £44),
1945 BMA overprint set 20 to $10 (cat £550), 1946 Cent. set
U/M, Crown Colony 1947 set (cat £23), 1948 RSW set (cat
£48), 1949 UPU U/M, 1950 set to $5 (cat £120). Cat £811.
(67).  £ 280

7603 1946 (22 Aug) Philatelic oversized Cover with a mixed
franking of 14 different values from 1934-41 issue 1c to $2 &
$3 tied on a large registered cover Sibu to Singapore, large
CDS cancels with two CDS's crossed out in red pen ink, three
stamps are missing from the philatelic cover. Cat £115+ for
stamps alone.  £ 85

7604 1947 (16 Apr) Philatelic oversized First Day Cover
with a complete set of 15 to $5 tied on a large registered cover
Sibu sent locally, the cover has some flap faults and odd tone
otherwise rare FDC, SG 150/164.  £ 100

7605 1948 Royal Silver Wedding $5 brown high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 166. Cat £48.  £ 24

7606 Attractive mint and used assembly on five large
stockcards some duplication noted 1932 set to 6c m, 1934 14
values to 50c m, 1946 Cent. set, 1950 GVI set to $5 mint (Cat
£120), 1955 set to $5 mint (Cat £115), clean little lot, (approx
90)  £ 80

7607 Collection fine used on leaves 1934-1950 incl Vyner
Brooke defins values to $1, 1945 BMA to $1, 1947 GR
Crown overprint set to $5, all sound, STC £140. (60).  £ 45

7608 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1869 3c brown on yellow unused (thinned, cat £55),
1871 3c brown on yellow showing stop after THREE variety
unused (cat £70), 1875 2c used (2 shades), 1918 to 25c m &
u, 1922 to 10c mainly mint, 1934 to $1 m & u, 1947 Colony
ovpt set 1955 to $5 etc, useful catalogue value.  £ 120

7609 Crown Colony: Collection on two album pages for
1947 Overprint set m, 1948 RSW set mint (cat £48), 1949
UPU set, 1950 set to $1 mint, $2 & $5 used, nice range (39).
Cat £168.  £ 48

7610 Postal Orders: 1999 Eight different postal orders
without counterfoils incl RM1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 & 50  issued at
Sarawak or Sibu. Fine. (8).  £ 80

7611 Revenue: 1942 Japan Censor Seals three character
overprint between bars in black on bottom marginal vertical
pairs unmounted mint for 4c magenta, 6c brown-red, 15c
blue, 20c green and red, very fine, see footnote in Barefoot.
(8).  £ 160

7612 Revenue: 1942 Japan Censor Seals three character
overprint between bars in black on $1, $2, $5 & $10 values
mainly unmounted mint, few tone spots on the gum otherwise
fine, see footnote in Barefoot. (4).  £ 100

7613 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation 4 different Vyner
Brooke values 5c to $1 hinged mint each handstamped oval
Receipt in red or violet, for 5c, 25c, 50c & $1, nice group,
Barefoot 54, 65, 67, 68. Nice group. (4).  £ 75

7614 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation 9 different Vyner
Brooke values 1c to $1 hinged mint each handstamped oval
Receipt in red or violet, for 1c, 2c green, 3c green, 5c, 6c
carmine, 10c red, 25c, 50c & $1, nice group, Barefoot 48/9,
52, 54, 55, 59, 65, 67, 68. Nice group. (9).  £ 150

7615 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation oval overprint
without single line overprint, includes 1c to 50c values, mint
/ unmounted mint plus red, violet, or black overprints, fine,
Barefoot range 63/74. (10).  £ 75

7616 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation oval overprint
without single line overprint on 10c scarlet mint / unmounted
mint with toned gum in a block of 4, seldom seen in multiples.
Barefoot 69. (4).  £ 40

7617 Revenues: 1888 Sir Charles Brooke Revenue imperf
proofs in issued colours as very fine hinged mint PAIRS for 3c
carmine and lilac, 10c purple and lilac, 25c ultramarine and
lilac, superb and fine.  £ 300

SAUDI ARABIA
7618 1975 King Faisal Memorial issue set of 3 in unmounted
mint blocks of 4, 4p and 16p have light corner tones otherwise
fine, SG 1099/1101.  £ 28

7619 1980/90's Selection of mainly commercial mail but a
couple of FDC's good range of different adhesives,
combinations etc (62).  £ 20

7620 Nejdi Occupation of Hejaz: 1925 Nice assembly of
Railway Tax stamps each with different coloured overprints (9
different) incl 1pi blue (5), 2pi orange (3), 3pi lilac mainly
mint Cat £450, then smaller  range of Meccan Arms
overprinted 1925 etc, useful, (34). STC £800+.  £ 125

SERBIA
7621 1944 (20 Oct) Sent Provisional issue to commemorate
the liberation of the city, overprinted in black with red star on
Hungarian diff nine values mint SG R63/69, R71/2. Scarce.
(9).  £ 300

7622 2008 Yearbook with bi-lingual text containing
unmounted mint sets. Attractive with slipcase.  £ 15

7623 Potraznica: 1941 Postal Forms a scarce collection of 10
forms mostly full A4 size bearing combination of Serbian
overprint issues tied by different town CDS cancels incl
Kragujevac, Sabac, Beograd 1 & 2 (2 of each), Nisi, Zabar 1,
faults, splits and bends but very seldom seen, scarce. (10).

 £ 600
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7624 TELEGRAMS from WW2 collection of 27 forms sent
mainly from the Belgrade National Bank during 1942/3 to
Berlin or Vienna, mainly banking business some including
Yugoslavia, Germany, Munich, Social politics, etc, interesting
lot in German. (27)  £ 50

SEYCHELLES
7625 1890-1935 Collection mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed leaves with better including 1890-92 Mainly
Die I set to 96c mint (Cat £190), 1893 surchs incl 12c on 16c,
15c on 16c, 1893 15c m, 1897 to R2.25 (heavy used), 1903
EDVII to 18c mint, 30c used, 75c mint, 2r25 used light tones
(cat £90), 1917 to R1.50 m & u (R1.50- has rub), 1921 to
R2.25 mint, etc, useful little lot (86).  £ 80

7626 1890-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1890 to 16c mint, 48c f.u., 1893 surchs,
1900 2r25 mint (Cat £110), 1903 1r50c mint (Cat £55), 1906
incl 1r50c & 2r25c mint (Cat £115), 75c fine used (Cat £55).
(80).  £ 160

7627 1898 (30 July) 8c carmine tortoise postal stationery
envelope to New York uprated with QV 4c & 8c tied
Seychelles CDS cancels, with P.O.N.Y / PAID ALL arrival
backstamp. H & G 1.  £ 150

7628 1903 (June) 15c blue tortoise postal stationery
envelope to Sicily uprated with EDVII 3c green tied Seychelles
CDS cancels, with complete strike of PALERMO squared
circle arrival backstamp. Slight tones otherwise sound. H & G
2.  £ 75

7629 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 128/31.  £ 100

7630 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 128/31.  £ 55

7631 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-49 Complete set of 25 to 5r (cat
£550), 1948 RSW set, 1952 set of 15 (cat £90), Postage Due
1951 set of 8 U/M (cat £16 m). Cat £671.  (59).  £ 225

7632 1937-1969 collection mainly mint / unmounted mint on
New Age printed leaves including 1938 x 33 values (some
duplicated) mostly mint, just needs a few key stamps to
complete, noted 20c blue, 45c (chalky), 5r red, 3c green, 2.25r
ord, 45c choc. (chalky), 1954-61 to 5r, 1962 set to R10 mainly
mint, 1969 set 11 m & u, etc, useful cat value.  £ 120

7633 1938 (29 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK
bearing GVI Defins 2c, 3c, 6c, 9c, 12c each tied VICTORIA
CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very
fine and pretty cover. SG 135/6, 137, 138a, 139.  £ 36

7634 1938-49 Almost complete set of shades and values
with all they key high cat stamps included hinged mint on
album pages including papers & shades, noted 6c orange, 6c
green (3), 9c (both), 12c, 15c (both), 18c (all 3), 20c blue, 20c
chalky, 25c, 30c (3), 45c (2), 50c (3), 75c slate-blue, 75c
slate-lilac (2), 1r yellow-green, 1r black (2), 1r50 (2), 2r25 (2),
5r red (2), etc, only needs two stamps to complete (SG 140b
cat £2.50 & 143 cat £35) Cat in excess of £1000. (41). £ 200

7635 1941 20c brown-ochre hinged mint showing
Handkerchief flaw, very fine and scarce, SG 140a ab.  £ 275

7636 1948 (17 Dec) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied to
registered cover to UK tied VICTORIA CDS cancels, R6239
registered h/s. US backstamps, gum stains on front otherwise
sound. SG 152/3.  £ 50

7637 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 152/3 (2).  £ 8

7638 1949 (16 May) Registered airmail cover to USA
bearing 1948 RSW set of 2 tied VICTORIA CDS cancels and
regd H/S No.D111, few minor wrinkles otherwise pretty. SG
152/3.  £ 60

7639 Attractive mint and unmounted mint assembly on forty
two large stockcards some duplication noted 1954 long set to
10r mint (Cat £95), 1962 set to 10r (2, Cat £60 each), 1969
set, 1972 Birds (3, cat £17 each), 1990 Festival strip, 1989
Red X, 1982 Birds strip, 1987 Shells, 1990 Orchids, 1984
Whales, 1990 Expo, 1993 Telecommunications, Outer Islands
1980 set (4), dozens of thematic sets. (Approx 100s).  £ 175

7640 Attractive mint and used assembly on ten large
stockcards some duplication noted QV 1890 to 48c,
surcharges, EDVII to 30c mint, R2.25 mint (Cat £55), R1.50
used (Cat £65), GV to 75c, 1938 to R2.25 (2, cat £32 each),
R5r (3, cat £32 each), clean lot, (approx 210)  £ 200

7641 GVI assembly on stock card for 16 different values
mainly mint STC £180 as cheapest noted R2.25 CDS used,
50c (3 shades), 3c green, 6c orange, 12c reddish violet, R1
grey-black all mint.  (27).  £ 25

7642 Original unpicked old time collection on leaves from
1917 to 1950s with useful mint and used ranges and in some
cases both usually to middle values making a useful lot for to
fill those gaps noted 1917 to 50c mint, 1921 to 50c mint,1938
10 diff vals to 50c mint incl chalky papers 20 brown-ochre,
45c choc., 30c blue, 1952 to R1.50 mint, 1954 to R1.50 mint,
 etc (c79).  £ 68

7643 Postal History useful group of c30 pre-independence
covers 1915-1971 mainly all different for overseas rates, GVI
combination covers, airletters, mostly from Victoria, Anse
Royal, Jubilee 1953 slogan, 1950s QEII defins, postage due
1956 Grande Anse Praslin, 1915 OHMS 15c, 1936 PPC to
USA, intr group, approx 30.  £ 120

7644 QEII Registered Postal Stationery envelopes unused
40c blue in four different sizes. Few wrinkles otherwise sound.

 £ 25

SIERRA LEONE
7645 1859-1897 Q.V. mint and used assembly on two
Imperial album pages noted 1859 6d dull purple mint (Cat
£300), 1885 6d dull violet mint (2, Cat £70 each), 1872 3d
buff used, 1876 1d red mint, 3d buff mint (Cat £65), 1883 ½d
brown mint (Cat £50, expertised), 1884 set of 7 mint (Cat
£120), 1896 set to 1s mint, 1897 Fiscal surcharged 2½d (5)
etc. Useful assembly. (35).  £ 120

7646 1872-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed
Imperial leaves with better content throughout including QV
4d & 6d used imperf/perf forgeries, 1870s defins to 1s green
used, to 1s brown mint, 1896-7 most vals to 1s mint, 1897
Fiscal ovpt mint, 2½d surch mint (2), EDVII to 1s mint, 1932
defin set to 5s mint (cat £44), 1933 Wilberforce set to 1s mint
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(cat £50), 1935 SJ set m etc. (c105), ideal to fill those gaps.
STC £360+.  £ 120

7647 1876-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1876 to 1s green used (Cat £85), 1½d lilac
mint (Cat £50), 1884-91 set mint (Cat £120), 1896 to 1s,
EDVII to 2s m & u, 1933 Wilberforce 2s mint. (80).  £ 135

7648 1896 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top value
with SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and sound, SG
53s.  £ 150

7649 1897 Fiscal stamps surcharged; 2½d on 1s dull lilac
type 13 surcharge mint part original gum with various paper
remains but incredibly good color as most of these are water
stained, scarce, SG 66b Cat £1800.  £ 600

7650 1897 Fiscal stamps surcharged; 2½d on 3d dull purple
and green type 10 surcharge mint part original gum with hinge
remains & fine color. SG 56 Cat £70.  £ 28

7651 1903 £1 purple on red mounted mint with hinge
remains, good color, nice appearance for these, SG 85. Cat
£275.  £ 130

7652 1903 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top value
with SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and sound, SG
85s.  £ 110

7653 1903 Complete set to 5s hinged mint with hinge
remains, good colors, fine SG 73/84. Cat £230. (12).  £ 90

7654 1904-05 Complete set to 5s (minus 3d value) hinged
mint with hinge remains, good colors, fine SG 86/90, 92/97.
Cat £165. (11).  £ 60

7655 1905 EDVII Wmk MCCA £1 purple on red very fine
hinged mint top value, fresh and sound, SG 98 Cat £300.

 £ 150

7656 1907 King Edward VII 1d red on cover to England
unpostmarked cancelled by postman. Note flap torn and folds.

 £ 12

7657 1907-12 Complete set to 2s hinged mint with hinge
remains, mainly fine SG 99/109. Cat £130. (11).  £ 45

7658 1912-21 £1 black and purple on red hinged mint with
very fresh appearance, nice high value, SG 128 Cat £250.

 £ 125

7659 1912-21 10s carmine and blue-green on green hinged
mint with few light tones on gum otherwise sound, SG 127a
Cat £160.  £ 50

7660 1912-21 Complete set ½d to 5s hinged mint with
mainly fresh appearance, SG 112/126 Cat £121. (18).  £ 40

7661 1912-21 Wmk MCCA 10s carmine and blue-green on
green hinged mint example, very fine and fresh, SG 127a Cat
£140.  £ 60

7662 1921-27 Complete set ½d to 5s hinged mint with
mainly fresh appearance, SG 131/145 Cat £97. (15).  £ 40

7663 1927 10s red and green on green hinged mint with very
fresh appearance, SG 146 Cat £170.  £ 68

7664 1932 Complete set of 13 to £1 purple hinged mint with
very fresh appearance, SG 155/167 Cat £275.  £ 115

7665 1933 Centenary of Abolition of Slavery and Death of
William Wilberforce £1 violet and orange hinged mint with
very fresh appearance, gum tone spot otherwise very fine, SG
180 Cat £650.  £ 325

7666 1933 Centenary of Abolition of Slavery and Death of
William Wilberforce set ½d to 2s hinged mint with very fresh
appearance, SG 168/177 Cat £93. (10).  £ 38

7667 1933-1938 Small used range on two leaves includes
1933 Centenary set to 6d & 2s (cat £70), 1938 set to 2s (Cat
£16), mainly sound, (22).  £ 25

7668 1935 Readdressed King George VI Silver Jubilee 3d
brown and deep blue on cover from Freetown to USA. Note
torn open along top. SG 182  £ 15

7669 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint mainly
fine, SG 181/4.  £ 14

7670 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 181/4.  £ 22

7671 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.  £ 150

7672 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.  £ 76

7673 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
registered airmail cover to the UK from an old time collectors
hoard, tied by FREETOWN 9 Nov 35 CDS's, SG 181/4.

 £ 76

7674 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-44 Complete set of 16 to £1 (cat
£140, £1 is U/M), 1948 RSW set. Cat £162.  (27).  £ 48

7675 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 16 unmounted mint to
£1 deep blue, very fresh, SG 188/200 cat £140.  £ 70

7676 1949 (11 Apr) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied to
registered airmail cover to USA tied REGISTERED / GPO
SIERRA LEONE oval cancels, Freetown 1 No. 2236
registered etiquette. US backstamps, SG 203/4.  £ 45

7677 1963-66 Stockpage mint and unmounted mint little lot
on two pages incl 1963 Postal Communications airmail
overprint on £1 black and orange top right vertical pair with
marginal sheet number (Cat £76, SG 284), then a range of
1966 Independence in mint blks of 4, (104). STC £110.

 £ 25

7678 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1859 to 4d,
1896 to 2d, 1938 to 2s mint, 10s used, 1963 Flowers to £1
mint, surcharges mint,  then a run of defins and commems for
QEII, useful lot for sorting out.  £ 48

7679 Clean mainly mint assembly on fourteen large
stockcards with some light duplication incl QV low values,
1932 set to 1s (2), 1933 Wilberforce to 6d mint (cat £44),
1938 GVI mint to 10s (duplicated), £1 blue used, 1956 high
values used incl £1 (2, cat £45 each), 1963 Flowers set (3),
1965 Sir Milton Margai ovpt set, 1989 Japanese Art long set
29 (Cat £29), few later incl 2001 Death Cent set (2), 2005
Battle for Stalingrad, 2006 Elvis Presley, 2008 Yachting (3
sets), etc, attractive thematics range. (c290).  £ 125
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7680 Collection on leaves with useful and high catalogued
range including 1938-44 Complete set (less 1/3d) mint to £1,
set to £1 used,  1949 UPU set mint etc, useful cat value.

 £ 45

7681 GVI set SG 188/199 fine mint , cat £120  £ 40

7682 Revenue: 1884 3d lilac and brown in a tropicalised
mint pane of 53 with margins on both sides. Seldom seen in
such format, Barefoot 2.  £ 75

SINGAPORE
7683 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 31/32 (2).  £ 55

7684 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1948-52 P.17½ 5c, 8c, 12,c 20c, 35c (cat
£55), P.14 1c-4c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c black and green, 25c,
40c to $5 (cat £183), 1948 RSW set (tone spots cat £110),
1949 UPU. Cat £365.  (26).  £ 90

7685 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1948-52 mixed perfs but top values P.14
set of 15 (Cat £180), plus few extras, 1948 RSW set (Cat
£110), 1949 UPU U/M. Cat £359.  (26).  £ 120

7686 1948-1955 Mint collection on a few leaves includes
1948 GVI P.14 set mint (Cat £180), 1948 RSW set mint (Cat
£110), 1949 UPU, 1955-59 set to $5 mint (Cat £130), fine
little lot.  £ 135

7687 1948-QEII Collection on leaves with useful including
1948 both GVI sets to $5 used (cat £95), 1955 set to $5 mint
(cat £130), various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice
clean lot.  £ 48

7688 2004 Year Book with slipcase lavishly illustrated and
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
includes miniature sheets, Paintings sheetlets of 10 (2), nice
thematics. STC £58.  £ 20

7689 2005 Year Book with slipcase lavishly illustrated and
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
includes miniature sheets, National two sheetlets of 20, nice
thematics. STC £54.  £ 20

7690 2006 Year Book with slipcase lavishly illustrated and
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
includes miniature sheets, nice thematics. STC £85.  £ 30

7691 2007 Year Book with slipcase lavishly illustrated and
complete with all stamps for the year unmounted mint,
includes miniature sheets, Flora & Fauna long set, nice
thematics. STC £115.  £ 40

7692 Collection in a well filled large springback album with
mainly used sets and ranges including 1948-52 both perf sets
used (cat £92), 1948 RSW set fine used (cat £51), 1955 set,
1962 set, 1968 set, 1969 Founding set (cat £90), 1970s mainly
complete incl all the good sets, then an almost complete run of
sets to 2001, huge cat value.  £ 300

7693 First Day Covers collection all illustrated with special
cancels on unaddr covers, noted 1971 Art (3 wrinkled), 1971
C/W Heads, 1970 Shipping, 1973 Prosperity, 1974 Tropical
Fish, 1971 Festivals, 1972 Nat. Day, 1971 Satellite setenant
set etc, STC £400+ for used alone, few faults otherwise mainly
fine.  £ 110

7694 Mint and used collection on leaves with useful content
jumbled on leaves includes 1948 P.14 $5 unmounted mint (cat
£110 mint), P.17½ x 18 $2 green and scarlet unmounted mint
(cat £90), 1948 RSW set used (cat £50), set U/M (toned cat
£110), 1955 $1 & $2 u/m, 1968$2, $5 & $10 mint (cat £55),
Festival M/S used, plus good range of modern used
commems, good cat value £400+.  £ 100

7695 Postal Order: 1962 10s red British Postal Order used
with SELETAR.A SINGAPORE 28 CDS and issued in Devon
and cashed in Singapore, without counterfoil then redeemed
6 days later by National Provincial Bank in Plymouth, scarce.

 £ 60

7696 Postal Orders: 1995-96 Three used postal orders $1 &
$2 without counterfoil, & $10 with counterfoil unused
cancelled Chinatown Point, Bukit Batok Central, Towner. (3).

 £ 15

SLOVENIA
7697 1991-2000 A superb collection in a stockbook neatly
laid out for unmounted mint and fine used for each set or
issue, mainly unmounted mint with light duplication better
sheets include 2000 Europa sheet of 8 (cat £32), 1993 Culture
long set to 400t, 1992 Columbus in sheets of 12 (3, cat £44
each), 1994 Europa sheetlet of 8 (Cat £29), 1993 UNO sheet
of 24 (Cat £38), 1996 WWF sheetlet, 1997 Gorse sheet (Cat
£17), 1998 Cernigoj sheetlet (Cat £17), 1998 Anniv. set of 4
in sheetlets of 20 (Cat £58),  £ 225

7698 2000 World Environment Day 90t in a sheetlet of 10
stamps unmounted mint, (Cat £22 each, £220). SG 461, fine.

 £ 70

7699 2000 World Meteorological Day 150t in a sheetlet of
9 stamps unmounted mint, (Cat £22 each, £198). SG 462,
fine.  £ 65

SOLOMON IS.
7700 1914 £1 purple and black on red top value nicely fine
used light CDS cancels, SG 38 Cat £120.  £ 50

7701 1914-20 Both 5s green and red on yellow or orange-
buff both hinged mint examples, fine, SG 36/36a Cat £103.

 £ 38

7702 1914-23 £1 purple and black on red hinged mint with
lovely fresh colour, nice key stamp, SG 38. Cat £250.  £ 125

7703 1914-23 GV Defin complete set of 14 to £1 purple &
black on red hinged mint, original gum, mainly very fine, SG
22/38 Cat £425.  £ 160

7704 1922 Registered Tulagi cover with King George V 5d
dull purple and olive green and 6d dull and bright purple
address has been cut out.  SG 30 32.  £ 35

7705 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
53/6.  £ 18

7706 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939-51 basic set of 13 to 10s (cat
£90),1948 RSW set, Postage Dues 1940 set of 8 (cat £95), Cat
£195. (32).  £ 65
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7707 1937-1949 GVI Collection mint or unmounted mint
complete for the period including 1939-51 basic set of 13 to
10s (Unmounted mint, cat £90),1948 RSW set, Postage Dues
1940 set of 8 (cat £95), Cat £198. (32).  £ 55

7708 1939-1969 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint  with better noted incl
1956 set to £1, 1965 set, 1966 set, 1968 set etc, nice clean lot
to fill those gaps.  £ 60

7709 1949 (14 Mar) Royal Silver Wedding 10s magenta on
a plain FIRST DAY COVER HONIARA sent locally tied by
nice CDS and pencil address. Folded and small paper
adherence otherwise fine. SG 76.  £ 20

7710 1950 (20 July) Registered airmail cover to USA
bearing 1949 RSW set of 2 tied HONIARA CDS cancels and
regd h/s No.3663, wrinkles otherwise pretty. SG 75/6.  £ 28

7711 1956 Complete set of 17 mounted mint, fine, SG
82/96, Cat £95.  £ 24

7712 1956-63 Complete sheets of 60 unmounted mint for
1d, 1½d, 2d & 9d (sheet 50), mainly fine, SG 83/4, 85, 90a
Cat £198  £ 65

7713 A useful collection 1908 to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including 1956 to 2s, 1961
to £1 mint, 1966 to $2 on £1 mint, 1968 to $2, then a run of
defins and commems to 1988, useful lot for sorting out.

 £ 40

7714 Clean mainly mint assembly on forty plus large
stockcards with some light duplication many commem sets,
thematics noted 1908 Small Canoe 1d-5d, 1914 to 1s plus
extras, 1939 GVI set (Cat £90), 1956 set (Cat £94), 1940
Postage Due set (Cat £98), 1965 set (Cat £50), 1966 Decimal
set, 1972 long set (2, cat £40 each), 1987 Flowers long set
(Cat £28), 1987 Butterflies strip, hereon many commem sets
to 2006, attractive range and good cat value. (c860).  £ 200

7715 Collection of mainly mint sets and ranges on
stockpages including 1935 SJ set f.u., 1938 set to 10s mint,
1948 RSW set mint, 1956 set to £1, 1963 diff wmk set to 2/6
mint, 1965 set to £1 mint, 1966 Currency surchs., 1968 set
mint, Postage Dues: 1940 set mint (cat £95). Useful group
STC £415.  £ 100

7716 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1939-51 set of 13 (cat £90), 1948 RSW set, 1956-63
set 17 (cat £100), 1965 set 15 (cat £50), omnibus to 1960s,
nice clean lot.  £ 80

7717 Collection on stockpages 1907 to modern with better
mint & used incl 1907 ½d blue pair m, 1908 set to 6d m, 1914
to 2s m, 1922 to 2/6 m, 1939 set m (2 sets, Cat £180), 1956
set m (Cat £100), then many duplicated to 2/6 m, 1965 set m
(Cat £50), ), then fine used section from QV with useful
singles, 1954 set f.u. (2 sets, cat £100), then many commem
sets into the 1980s, values to $10, etc, useful assembly.

 £ 125

7718 Postage Due: 1940 set of 8 mounted mint, fine, SG
D1/8, Cat £98.  £ 24

SOMALIA
7719 1960 Republic overprint Somaliland Independence 26
June 1960 on 50c & 1s20 both neat fine used CDS examples,
SG 354/5.  £ 36

7720 Breakaway Northern Republic: 1996 Republic of
Somaliland 10s Camel & arms of the New Republic a
complete sheet of 50 printed by Harrison & Sons. Officially
there was no postal system in place at the time of ordering it
was left to the printer to decide on the value.  This territory
was not acknowledged by the United Nations, the UPU was
equally not interested. Fascinating and ex John Harley
Harrison & Sons Archive. Scarce as many bogus issues were
made.  £ 100

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
7721 1903 EDVII 1a carmine hinged mint showing BRIT SH
overprint variety, fine, SG 26a Cat £350.  £ 140

7722 1903 QV ½a yellow green CDS used with tones
showing BRIT SH for BRITISH variety, few minor faults but
clear variety, SG 1a Cat £275.  £ 45

7723 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938 set of 12 (cat £150), 1949 RSW set,
1942 set 11 (cat £48), 1951 New Currency set 11 (cat £55),
Cat £260.  (46).  £ 80

7724 Clean mainly mint assembly on eight large stockcards
with some light duplication noted QV to 12a, EDVII to 4a,
1904 to 12a, 1912 to 8a & 2r, 1938 GVI set 12 (nearly two
sets cat £175 each), 1942 11 vals to $5, 1951 surcharges 9
vals to 5s on 5r (2, cat £26 each), 1953 set (Cat £120),
attractive range and good cat value. (c200).  £ 180

7725 Officials: 1904 Wmk CA 2a dull and bright purple
mounted mint with hinge remains, SG O12 Cat £300.  £ 100

SOUTH AFRICA
7726 1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office
1; Cover to Scotland endorsed 'On active service stamps not
obtainable' cancelled with first distribution FIELD POST
OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE / 99 CDS
from the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar, and on
arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d F.B struck twice in
black alongside, various soils and marks and part of flap on
reverse missing otherwise sound.  £ 48

7727 1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office
1; Cover to Queensland Australia endorsed 'On active service
no stamps available' cancelled with first distribution FIELD
POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE /
99 CDS from the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar,
and on arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d in black
alongside, various soils and tear at the bottom and two superb
backstamps of BRISBANE QUEENSLAND 70 sunburst
sideways cancel 29 Jan and DALBY arrival Jan 30. Scarce.

 £ 175

7728 1900 (8 Sep) Greetings from Pretoria, pictorial
postcard on Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with
½d VRI used to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE
/ 17 / BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge
marks otherwise fine.  £ 36
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7729 1900 (8 Sep) Reminiscence of the 1895 Revolution,
private pictorial postcard of the Australian Brigade on the
back on Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with
another 1d used to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST
OFFICE / 17 / BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or
hinge marks otherwise fine.  £ 36

7730 1900 Boer War field post office cover with Queen
Victoria 1d lilac to England with receiving cds on reverse.
Pencil mark on front. SG 174.  £ 18

7731 1901 (Jun 1) BOER WAR: OAS NO Stamps Available
torn cover to UK bearing octagonal ARMY POST OFFICE,
NATAL FIELD FORCE STANDERTON JUN 1 1901
datestamp in black over manuscript 'On AS / No stamps
available' and regt and name of soldier sending the cover.
Torn along the top and light tones but otherwise scarce.

 £ 375

7732 1905 Orange River Colony: Two 1905 King Edward
VII ½d green Springbok and Gnu with Bloemfontein cancel on
postcards also Post Office Brandfort CDS.  £ 12

7733 1906 King Edward VII ½d green with Cape Colony
Ocean Post cancel with 1d underpaid cachet on postcard to
Wales. 1936 Jo'burg to Natal cancel on Jipex overprint
stamps. With Postmaster 'Official Free' oval mark. 1936 ½
green on cover to England with two Empire Exhibition
stickers.  £ 20

7734 1910-1935 Collection mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed leaves with better including 1913 GV defins
to 2/6 & 5s mint (5s heavy hinge remains and gum bend cat
£120), 1927-30 10s very fine used pair (neat CDS Cat £160),
1930-22 to 2/6 green and brown f.u. (Cat £120), etc, useful
little lot (86).  £ 135

7735 1910-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used with a degree of
complete sets for both defins and commems noted 1913 to
10/- used, 1947 5/- mint pair, 2/6 vert pair used, 1954 defin
set to 10/- mint, 1961 new currency set m, etc, nice clean lot
to fill those gaps.  £ 40

7736 1920 1½d Coil strip of 4 very fine top stamp mounted
mint and other 3 are unmounted mint, SG 20.  £ 20

7737 1926-1947 Stockpage with useful mint assembly of
pairs incl 1927-30 3d, 1s, 2/6, 1930-44 2d, 3d blue (both
wmks), 1947 1s (2), 4d & 1s, SG 35, 36, 37, 44, 45c, 45cw,
46, 48bw (2), etc, STC £450  (not checked). (55).  £ 85

7738 1927 SUIDAFRIKA 5s black and green vertical pair
sound fine used with PORT NATAL CDS cancel, SG 38, Cat
£900 as horizontal pair, (SG 20-30% of this for vertical pairs),
Cat £180+.  £ 55

7739 1928 South Africa Philatelic Exhibition illustrated
registered cover to Johannesburg bearing Natal QV HALF on
1d rose-carmine pair and CGH EDVII 4d green both tied
DURBAN PHILATELIC EXHIBITION CDS cancels in red,
also Printed Durban Exhibition envelope without stamps hence
T h/s and 3d postage due tied EXHIBITION CDS's in red,
Natal Philatelic Society 1954 printed centenary envelope
bearing SA Ship 1d pair tied special DURBAN STAMP
EXHIBITION CDS, . Very fine. (3 covers).  £ 60

7740 1932 Typed envelope with two 1/- yellow first air post
Durban to London. Jo'burg cds on reverse, note has two folds
and crush marks.  £ 18

7741 1938 KLM New Year 's flight South Africa-
Netherlands-England with various stamps with Amsterdam
cancel 31 XII 1938.  £ 20

7742 1938 New Year flight South Africa-Netherlands
illustrated cover Amsterdam CDS has date 31 XII 18, with
South Africa seal on reverse.  £ 10

7743 1938 Voortrekker 1d, 1½d & 3d in U/M pairs, 1939
Huguenot set 3 U/M pairs, few tone spots on gum but mainly
fresh, SG 77/84 cat £144.  £ 20

7744 1938 Voortrekker Fund set of 4 on two commercial
covers cancelled on first day of issue at Johannesburg.
Wrinkles but colourful pair. SG 76/9.  £ 20

7745 1938 Voortrekker set of 4 pairs unmounted mint,
mainly fine, SG 76/9.  £ 38

7746 1938-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint partly complete
for the period including 1938 2d blue and violet scarce pair
(SG 44e cat £350), 2/6 blue & brown (SG 49b), 1936-48
hyphenated mixed pair printings to 10s blue & charcoal U/M
SG 64c ca cat £45, (the 5s not included as issued in 1933),
1949 2/6 pair U/M (SG 121), 1938 Voortrekker set (cat £80),
1939 Huguenot set (cat £50), 1941-44 War Effort set (cat
£70), 1942-43 Small size set (cat £50), Cat £725.  (68).

 £ 180

7747 1939-44 10/- blue and sepia, or blue and charcoal
horizontal pairs hinged mint, very fine, SG 64c, 64c ca.

 £ 45

7748 1941-46 War Effort set of 7 pairs and two singles
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 88/96..  £ 34

7749 1948 East London Philatelic Exhibition.  Special
illustrated cover with oval Exhibition hand stamp.  An
attractive cover in fine condition.  Only 1250 covers issued.

 £ 15

7750 1949 Commercial cover flown to the UK with
experimental special ""Margate CDS"" tying the stamp.
Further similar datestamps were rejected on grounds of cost.
Some creasing/wrinkling but scarce markings.  £ 10

7751 1949 Inauguration of Voortrekker Monument pair of
1d, 1½d and 3d on registered Pretoria cover to Cape Town.

 £ 15

7752 1950-1951 Ship 1d grey and carmine unmounted mint
stock in various blocks and multiples including marginal
examples for two different printings 1950 and 1951 (smaller)
including cylinder imprints, nearly complete sheet of 220,
good quantity for study.  Approx 650+. Mainly SG 115 or
135.  £ 250

7753 1951 (20 Jun) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown
bearing 2d pair tied violet boxed BOOKING OFFICE / SAS
/ CAMBRIDGE h/s with RAIL LETTER POST T.110 label in
red on white with manuscript No.1 and Cambridge station on
reverse.  Minor grubby faults but otherwise scarce.  £ 75
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7754 1951 (25 Sept) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown
bearing 2d pair tied SAR & H / VINCENT 322/1 oval cancels
(5 on front and back) with RAIL LETTER POST T.110 label
in red on white with manuscript No.6 and oval d/s for Vincent
322/1.  Minor grubby faults but otherwise scarce.  £ 75

7755 1951 (4 May) Rail Post - Cover to Grahamstown
bearing 1d ship pair and 2d tied violet boxed BOOKING
OFFICE / SAS  / CAMBRIDGE h/s and SAR & H /
GRAHAMSTOWN 297 oval cancel with RAIL LETTER
POST T.110 label in red on white with manuscript No.59 and
Cambridge station.  Minor grubby faults but otherwise scarce.

 £ 75

7756 1960's-90's Approx. one fifty covers a number posted
off shore in various world locations. Includes 1986 posted at
sea Southern tip of Africa Pelagic Fish Research, 1986
Soviet/Spanish participation posted at sea, 1983 Posted off
Gough Island.  £ 50

7757 1960's-90's Approx. one fifty covers a number posted
off shore in various world locations. Includes 1981 posted at
sea off Prince Edward Island, 1981 Gough Island expedition,
1984 Posted Southern Tip of Africa and 1978 last relief
voyage to Sanae.  £ 50

7758 1980's A selection of approx. 100 hundred mostly
commercial covers but mostly all with various stamps.
Includes Reg E. Walker Olympic Games cover and 1981
Philatelic exhibition.  £ 22

7759 1980's Twenty-one government covers posted off shore
in various world locations. Includes 1982 posted at sea from
the MV SA Agulhas at Gough Island, 1980 South African
National Antarctic Expedition, 1978 Department of Weather
Office South Atlantic and 1983 Emergency Causality
Evacuation from Marion Island. Very interesting collection.

 £ 85

7760 1983-1988 (102) First Day Covers (37) and maxi cards
(88) plus Miniature sheets all official unaddressed items, many
nice sets & thematics, special cancels etc, (102).  £ 28

7761 2010 Post Office sealed Year pack complete with all
stamps for the year unmounted mint, nice thematics. STC
£247.  £ 80

7762 Boer War: 1900-1901 Group of five covers (one front)
GB QV 1d lilacs cancelled ARMY POST OFFICE / NATAL
FIELD FORCE octagonal postmarks including Heidelberg,
Standerton, Volksrust etc mainly to UK, one to Natal. Very
mixed. (6).  £ 50

7763 Boer War: 1901 (12 Jan) DIYATALAWA CAMP
Censor cover from Worcester CGH to POW Diyatalwa Camp,
Colombo, Ceylon received at Diyatalwa on Feb 14 just over
one month later, and censor label applied on entry at
Colombo.  Nice item.  £ 60

7764 EXHIBITIONS 1928-1971 thirteen album pages for
National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets,
1928 Durban triangle label, (2 diff), 1944 Cape Town P.S
pair, 1956 Port Elizabeth label, 1971 5c both wmks, 1936
JIPEX sheets with Exhib. cancels, 1950 Official pairs (7 diff)
on long illus cover for Johannesburg NPE, 1957 Natal
Centenary Stamp Exhib. programme and label sheet of 24

black on pink mint with some bends,  etc. Attractive and
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 100

7765 GV small range on Hagner and loose incl vertical pairs
2/6 & 5/-, various lowers vals to 1/- in vert. pairs, other issues
through to 1940s mint and used, range of used singles for 2/5-
10/-.  £ 16

7766 GV to QEII assembly neatly arranged on twelve large
stockcards noted P. Dues to 3d pairs mint, officials incl
vertical pairs mint to 5s, SWA 2/6 blk of 4 used (SG 82), 5s
pair used (SG 83), War Effort set to 1s 6d & 1s with labels,
mint, Huguenot set m, SWA war effort pairs set mint, plus
large War Effort set m, few provinces incl Cape of Good Hope
EDVII to 6d mint (Cat £76), Voortrekker set mint (Cat £110)
etc, useful assembly.  £ 100

7767 Homelands: 1977-1994 Mint and used extensive
collection in DAVO binder on various hingeless printed leaves
with an enormous amount of complete sets and year runs, mint
& unmounted mint and or used from Bopthuthatswana, Ciskei,
Transkei, Venda, lovely thematics, miniature sheets, long defin
sets, good cat value. 100s.  £ 125

7768 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used but cut into along the
bottom showing part of papermakers watermark N from TH
SAUNDERS 1862, pity about the condition but scarce
nevertheless SG 24 var.  £ 48

7769 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used with purple trade cachet
(very lightly struck) showing watermark reversed variety,
sound SG 24x.  £ 35

7770 Natal: 1874-99 5s three shades used including 5s
maroon nice duplex cancel (ironed crease), 5s rose CDS, 5s
carmine fiscal cancel in violet, mainly sound, SG 71/3. Cat
£190.  £ 55

7771 Natal: 1913 (17 Apr) Picture Postcard of Native Police
Natal holding some formidable beating sticks, addr Durban to
Birmingham tied Transvaal 1d DURBAN d/r CDS, few hinge
marks, intr.  £ 18

7772 Officials: 1930s-1954 Stockpage with useful mint
assembly of pairs incl (not checked) 2d (4), 6d (4),  1s (2), 2/6
(2), etc, STC £520 (not checked). (42).  £ 100

7773 Officials: 1938-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
mostly complete for the period including 2/6 blue and brown
(SG O19 cat £55), 1940 5s black and blue-green (SG O28 cat
£120), 1948 5s pair (SG O26 cat £55), 1948 10s blue and
charcoal pair (SG O27 cat £110), 1949 1½d (SG O34 cat
£85), 1950-54 'set' of 9 values to 10/- all mint pairs (SG range
O39/49, O50 & 51 cat £280), useful collection total cat in
excess of £750.  (50).  £ 220

7774 Officials: 1938-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
mostly complete for the period including 1938 2d blue &
violet (SG O15 Cat £160), 1946 2/6 blue and brown (SG O19
cat £55), 1935-49 Hyphenated set to 10s mint (SG O20-34 &
O36 Cat £1380) includes 1948 10s blue and charcoal pair (SG
O27 cat £110), 1940 10s blue and sepia (SG O29 Cat £550),
1950-54 'set' of 9 values to 10/- all mint pairs (SG range
O39/48, O50 & 51 cat £280), useful collection total cat in
excess of £1700.  (28).  £ 550

7775 Officials: 1954 5/- black and deep yellow-green mint
pair, fine, SG O50a.  £ 28
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7776 Postage Dues: 1943-52 GVI sets only hinged mint for
1943-33 units of 3 set of 4 (SG D30/3 cat £80), 1948-49 set
of 5 singles (SG D34/8 cat £80), 1950-2 set of 6 U/M (cat £32
m).  Total cat £192.  (16).  £ 60

7777 Postal Orders: 1985-1998 Fourteen postal orders R0,01
to R50 issued at various towns with counterfoils cancelled
BRUMA, PARKLANDS, CAPE TOWN, PRETORIA, etc,
useful group. (14).  £ 65

7778 Unmounted mint collection of blacks and strips mainly
with imprints or sheet markings for S. Africa 1979-1988,
h o m e l a n d s  i n c l u d i n g  S W A  1 9 8 1 - 3 ,  T r a n s k e i ,
Bophuthatswana, Venda & Ciskei all 1981-1985 all in multi
u/m blocks of 4 or strips etc, huge quantity well over 1500+.

 £ 250

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
7779 1910 Two King George V unused registered 6d letters
with South West Africa overprint in red note some toning on
one.  £ 12

7780 1916 (12 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 printed cover
(faults) with 1d red GV defins x 5 example cancelled with
German SWAKOPMUND oval cance ls  each with
DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST
addr to Berne Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.12 h/s in
blue-black.  Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South
Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

7781 1916 (13 Oct) Opened by Censor 100 printed cover
(faults) with 1d red strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with
German WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE
erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to
Berne Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.8  h/s in blue-
black.  Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South
Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

7782 1916 (27 Nov) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults)
with 2½d blue GV defins x 2 examples cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased
from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black.
Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa
Union adhesives.  £ 75

7783 1916 (31 Jul) Small piece with ½d green GV defins x
2 examples cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels
each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving
just POST.  Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South
Africa Union adhesives.  £ 30

7784 1916 (Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with
1d red str ip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German
WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from
the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black.
Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa
Union adhesives.  £ 75

7785 1917 (28 Feb) Opened by Censor 100 Rudolf Schulter,
Windhuk printed cover (mainly fine) with 1d red GV defin
cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each with
DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST
addr locally.  Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel
South Africa Union adhesives.  £ 75

7786 1923 £1 green and red single ZUID-WEST toned
hinged mint example, sound, SG 12 Cat £750 as mint pair or
£250 as used single.  £ 75

7787 1923 Setting II (10mm apart) 10s blue and olive-green
single right hand marginal example with Zuid-West overprint
hinged mint examples, sound, SG 14 Cat £500 as mint pair or
£140 as used single.  £ 40

7788 1923-26 Setting IV ½d to 10s mint pairs complete,
mainly fine and fresh SG 29/39 Cat £260.  £ 100

7789 1926 £1 green and red Setting VI a lovely hinged mint
pair, very fine, SG 40 Cat £300.  £ 150

7790 1927 1s3s pale violet hinged mint with SPECIMEN
handstamp in violet, fine, SG 56s. Cat £75.  £ 32

7791 1935 (10 Jun) Silver Jubilee set on airmail cover
Windhoek to Germany tied neat LUGPOST CDS cancels.
Fine. SG 88/91.  £ 20

7792 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
88/91.  £ 14

7793 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 1½ purple brown pair (SG 96 cat
£29), 1938 Voortrekker set 4 pairs (cat £110), 1938
Voortrekker set 2 pairs (Cat £38), 1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs
(cat £65), 1941-43 War Effort set in pairs or trios (½d is used
cat £50), 1943-44 set 8 (cat £25), etc, cat £320, (95).  £ 100

7794 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 1½ purple brown pair U/M (SG 96
cat £29), 1938 Voortrekker set 4 pairs (cat £110), 1938
Voortrekker set 2 pairs (Cat £38), 1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs
(cat £65), 1941-43 War Effort set in pairs or trios (mainly
U/M), 1943-44 set 8 U/M (cat £25), etc, cat £324, (48).

 £ 100

7795 1938 Voort rekker  Centenary Memorial and
Commemoration unused set of four and set of two. SG
105/110  £ 48

7796 1938 Voortrekker Centenary Memorial complete set of
4 hinged mint, all fresh appearance, SG105/8. Cat £110.

 £ 34

7797 1939 (20 Jul) Registered cover to UK bearing
Huguenot set of 3 tied by SWAKOPMUND CDS cancels with
typed addr. SG 111/113.  £ 22

7798 1939 250th Anniv. of landing of Huguenots complete
set of 3 hinged mint, all fresh appearance, SG 111/3. Cat £65.

 £ 20

7799 1939 250th Anniv. of Landing of Huguenots set of 3 in
mounted mint pairs with fresh appearance, superb, SG 111/3.

 £ 26

7800 Collection on leaves mainly mint including 1923 with
hyphen pairs to 1s mint, 1923 14 mm opt pairs to 1s mint, 9½
mm pairs to 1s mint, 1931 Airs 3d & 10d mint, 1931 pairs to
2/6 mint, good range of postage dues and officials pairs mainly
mint, etc, ETC £500+.  £ 100

7801 Officials: 1947 2d blue & brown scarce key values fine
hinged mint, SG O21 Cat £700. Rare stamp!  £ 350
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7802 Officials: 1951-52 set of five unmounted mint, SG
O23/27 Cat £55.  £ 26

7803 Postal Orders: 1993-1997 Eleven postal orders 10c to
R1 printed in magenta and black, all unused with counterfoil
issued at OKAHANDJA, WINDHOEK, OTAVI, etc, fine.
(11).  £ 55

SOUTHERN NIGERIA
7804 1901-02 QV Complete set of 9 hinged mint, 10s few
blunt perfs otherwise all nice lookers, SG 1/9 Cat £250.

 £ 100

7805 1901-1912 Mint to very fine mint collection on two
Imperial printed leaves includes 1901-02 QV set to 5s mint
(Cat £150), 1903-04 set to 2/6 (Cat £122), 1904-09 set to 2/6
(Cat £75), 1907-11 set to 10s (Cat £210), 1912 GV set to 10s
(Cat £96), useful lot. (49).  £ 250

7806 1903-04 EDVII Wmk CA Nine values ½d to 2/6 & 10s
hinged mint, all nice lookers, SG 10/17, 19 Cat £167. (9).

 £ 60

7807 1909 £1 purple and black on red mint part original gum
with SPECIMEN overprint in black, sound, SG 44s.  £ 45

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
7808 1924-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1924 set 14 mint and used (Cat £400),
1931 set mainly mint (Cat £170), 1932 Victoria Falls set 2
mint. (36).  £ 125

7809 1924-1940 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1924 set to 6d, 10d, 1s, 1/6 & 2s f.u. (Cat £155),
1931 set to 1s mainly used, 2/6 used (cat £35), 1/6 mint, 1935
SJ set f.u. (Cat £42), 1937 GVI  set used, 1940 Jubilee set
used, useful little lot (86).  £ 115

7810 1924-29 Admiral Head set of 14 fine used to 4d, and
mint from 6d to 5s, very fine colors, SG 1/14 Cat £225. (14).

 £ 60

7811 1935 (16 Feb) IMPERIAL PRESS CONFERENCE
CDS cancels on combination cover to Johannesburg bearing
1931 ½d green, 1d red, 1½d brown, 4d orange and black,
Victoria Falls 2d & 3d, mainly fine and attractive.  £ 45

7812 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee 1d, 2d and 3d on
6th May 1935 typed first day cover to USA. SG 31/33.  £ 18

7813 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee 1d, 2d and 3d on
6th May 1935 typed first day cover from Salisbury to USA.
SG 31/33.  £ 18

7814 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 16

7815 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 16

7816 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
airmail cover  from an old time collectors hoard,  horizontal
crease otherwise sound, SG 31/4.  £ 40

7817 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 45

7818 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.  £ 35

7819 1935 Silver Jubilee set on plain First Day cover, long
envelope with some foxing sent locally in UMTALI with 6th
May CDS cancels, SG 31/4.  £ 25

7820 1937 Almost complete set ½d to 5s mint in marginal
blocks of 4, some of the low vals separated or heavy mint
hinges, 1/6 & 5s are Waterlow imprints and top values sound,
SG 40/2, 44/52, cat £396 as mint.  £ 110

7821 1937 Complete set of 13 to 5/- mainly lightly hinged
mint, fresh and clean SG 50/52.  £ 32

7822 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint mainly
complete for the period including 1937 set of 13 (cat £85),
1940 Jubilee set U/M, Postage Dues almost 5 of 6 values to 1s
hinged mint (not including key 4d grey-green), Cat £114.

 £ 35

7823 1941 (1 Sept) Typed cover Salisbury to Beira beating
1½d adhs tied CDS, with PASSED BY CENSOR S.
RHODESIA / 1 triangle h/s in red alongside, Beira receiving
b/s.  £ 25

7824 1941 (21 May) Philatelic brown card bearing GVI 1d
red tied BULAWAYO STATION CDS and two violet 1st INF
BATTALION 21-5-1941 RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS
BRIGADE and DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE / OFFICER
COMMANDING WAR TRAINS / OFFICIAL FREE bilingual
crowned oval. Passed Censor No.62 boxed h/s in violet sent
locally. Nice philatelic item.  £ 40

7825 Mint assembly on stockpage incl 1935 Silver Jubilee
set, 1938 set of 21 to 20s (Cat £250), 1948 RSW set (Cat
£120), Postage dues set of 4 (Cat £29). All fine.  Cat £400.

 £ 80

7826 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1932 Waterfalls 2d
blk of 4 (Cat £60), 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 1/6 U/M, 1940
Jubilee set, 1953 set (cat £90), 1964 set 14 (2 sets, cat £76),
etc, nice little lot.  £ 60

SPAIN
7827 1856-1874 Group of stamped mail (one prestamp),
including entire letters, covers, wrappers noted 1874 5c & 10c
letter re a flooded factory, 1856 Jaca to France, 1860s
Barcelona to Paris with blue PP & 5c charge mark in black (3
other similar), 1866 with 4c red imperf (2 items one with
double ring 2 CDS), etc. Very mixed but intr group, (13).

 £ 125

7828 1857 (11 Jun) Entire Letter Plymouth (GB) to Spain
with nice PLYMOUTH e dated arc and red crayon '8'
chargemark, with red PP & PAID CDS or circle, AMB. Calais
transit CDS and 4R h/s in black applied in Spain, few folds or
marks with age, otherwise fine.  £ 25

7829 1867 Entire sent from Valencia with 20c lilac. With
Madrid Au 15 67 cds addressed to Dundee Scotland with Au
18 67 receiving cds wrapper roughly opened.  £ 20

7830 1903 10c red on B&W postcard of Las Palmas with
crisp Southampton 3 AP 03 Ship Letter cancel addressed to
North Devon.  £ 12
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7831 1924 (25 Feb) Superb airmail cover from Larache to
Madrid bearing attractive combination incl 50c air imperf pair
(only 300 imperfs were issued, Edifil 296s), plus 25c blue air
blk of 4, Morocco Zone blk of 4 15c orange & 20c single all
tied CORREO AERO LARACHE 25.FEB.24 cancels addr to
Madrid, lovely cover with high cat value.  £ 175

7832 1930 11th Int. Railway Conference Airs set of 6 hinged
mint with fine appearance, SG 547/552 cat £194.  £ 65

7833 1930 The 11th International Railway Congress, Madrid
- 10p light blue fine used top value with very fine fresh
appearance, lovely example.  £ 250

7834 1935 Three typed covers (2 registered) sent from
Valencia to Bristol England with various stamps.  £ 24

7835 1950 General Franco's Canary Islands Visit 10c on 25c
brown-purple very lightly hinged mint with bottom marginal
with control figures on reverse. SG 1151 .Cat £750. Scarce.

 £ 275

7836 A selection of approx. one hundred modern covers and
postcards. Nice amount of modern stamps and various cancels
including Barcelona, Granada and Madrid.  £ 20

7837 A selection of twenty five covers includes 1934
censored cover to Birmingham with wrong date on censors
cachet, various different stamps and postmark interest ideal lot
for Ebay.  £ 24

7838 AND COLONIES - Jumbled assembly mint and used
including some better Morocco from earlier overprints,
Tangier, Civil War Malaga overprints (8) mint, locals incl
Barcelona, Charity labels, etc, intr assembly.  £ 28

7839 Civil War: CANARY ISLANDS 1938 (26 Mar)
fabulous airmail cover bearing Belgium King Leopold airs tied
BRUXELLES D1M CDS and addr to Belgium, then
CANARIAS surcharges 50c on 2c & 80c on 5c plus
unsurcharged Spain adhs all tied POR VIA AEREA / LAS
PALMAS dated cancel alongside CENSURA MILITIA / LAS
PALMAS and DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST illus airmail cachet
in magenta.  Lovely item  £ 38

7840 Civil War: CANARY ISLANDS 1938 (7 Mar)
fabulous airmail cover bearing 4 surcharged adhs to 1p25 on
10c, neatly tied by ST CRUZ DE / TENERIFE  CDS cancels
and typed addr to Brussels. Hinges on reverse otherwise very
fine.  £ 38

7841 EXHIBITIONS 1929-1984 extensive collection on
approx 50+ album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1929 low values Expo to 25c on
plain cover with 14 Feb 1929 Expo cancels, 1951 Expo labels
(5), 1951 Vendrell sheet of 20 (2 diff), 1975 Espana 75 M/S
(pair), 1977 Black print, 1957 Vendrell P. Circle M/S imperf
m, 1973 Vendrell large M/S, plus many more. Attractive and
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 225

7842 Fournier Forgery: A substantial assembly of forgeries
from 1850-1889 including nice imperf blocks of 4 for Isabella
issues to 5r, 1852 incl strip of 4, blks of 4, local post issues
incl framed blks of 4, 1860s incl blk of 4, framed singles,
pairs, 1872-73 10c lilac imperf blk of 15, also postmarks and
surcharges, beautiful lot. (142).  £ 355

7843 Local Patriotic Overprints: 1939 Six Franco adhesives
20c (2), 25c, & 40c (3) each overprinted in either gold, black,
bronze or silver with Malaga Saluda al Conde Ciano 17.739
(Malaga welcomes count Ciano), also with symbols of fascism
hinged mint, very scarce and hard to find.  (These were
produced by Juan Marra without official authorisation, a well
known dealer and forger of Civil War locals).  £ 100

7844 Mellila: (Spanish Enclave in Morocco) attractive
collection of Military stamps, for 1893 Arms (4), 1894 arms,
1894 Major states (6 diff), Marine (7), 1894 Cavalerie (8), 1st
Infantry Corps (8), 2ns Infantry Corps (8), 3rd Infantry (6),
Foteresse Infantry (5), plus block of 9, Imperf block of 8 etc,
interesting material as opinion is divided over whether these
were bogus or actually used by the military in this Spanish
enclave (Indeed Morocco still claims authority over the three
enclaves of Mellila, Ceuta & Perijil). 70 items.  £ 175

SPAIN - COLONIES
7845 Azores: 1908 (June) 10c green and red postal
stationery card Ponte Delgada to Muskau Germany uprated
with 2½A pair and 5A tied PAQUETE CDS cancels and
MUSKAU arrival CDS. Attractive and scarce on commercial
covers.  £ 35

7846 Fernando Po: 1908 10c brown-purple postal stationery
card registered San Carlos to Germany uprated with 10c &
15c King Alfonso XIII tied boxed cancels and regd boxed h/s
No.1479, Madrid transit regd cancel, and Wiesbaden arrival
CDS. Attractive and scarce on commercial covers.  £ 48

7847 Fernando Po: 1939 (4 May) plain postcard (faults along
the bottom) San Carlos to Tanga (East Africa) bearing 15c
Guinea ovpt in red and 30c red defin tied SANTA ISABEL /
FERNANDO POO CDS cancels, with CENSURA MILITAR
/ SANTA ISABEL / FERNANDO POO censor 3 line
handstamp in violet on both sides. Torn along the bottom and
slight tones otherwise intr.  £ 48

7848 Fournier Forgery, Antilles; 1855-1868 four Surcharges
on one large piece in black plus one postmark on one piece.
(5).  £ 12

SUDAN
7849 1897-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including 1897 set to 5p used, 1898 5p m (Cat £50),
1931 airs m & u, 1935 General Gordon set to 10pi, P.Dues,
officials. (82)  £ 45

7850 1897-1962 Mainly mint collection plus some covers on
leaves with good range of sets and ranges noted 1897
overprint set used (Cat £100) plus 5m red P/S cards used to
Germany, 1898 Arab Postmen to 5p mint (cat £120), 10p
used, 1927 to 20p mint, 1931 Air ovpts in mint blks of 4,
1930 PPC to Prague, 1935 General Gordon set mint (cat
£140), 1935 surcharges plus airmail cover underpaid so
airmail etiquette is cancelled with a large black X handstamp,
then back of the book SG perfins, plus diamond dotted cancels
(4), Army Service, 1941 FPO 13 on cover to UK, etc, useful
lot.  £ 250
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7851 1898-1954 Two stockpages with useful mint & used
assembly including 1950 air set of 8 mint (Cat £30), 1951-61
set to 50p mint (Cat £100), Officials SG ovpts 1948 set of 16
to 50p used (Cat £90), etc, STC £340 (not checked). (105).

 £ 65

7852 1902-1951 Attractive mint and used collection on
leaves with useful sets noted 1921-27 set 7 m & u, 1935 50th
Death Anniv. of General Gordon set mint (Cat £140), 1951-61
set 17 mint (Cat £100), Airs 1931-37 set 12 used, 1935 surch
set mint, 1938 surch set 4 mint, 1950 set 8 used, Officials;
1948 set to 10p mint, 1951 set 18 mint (Cat £75), 1950 set
mint. (Approx 140).  £ 100

7853 1950 4½p black and ultramarine with red S.G. (Sudan
Government) overprint on typed cover to England no cancel.
Two O.S.G.S. Khartoum postage paid covers to England.
Unused Christmas Air Letter with 10m and 15m Camel
Postman. Rare to find this. Plus four 1m on typed cover to
Austria and 1898 cover with 2m with Wadi Halfa cancel. Plus
1948 2½d machine cancel GB Sudan Government cover. And
five unused postal stationery covers  £ 30

7854 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mainly mint
including 1897 5p & 10p used (Cat £89), 1898 Arab Postman
set mint (cat £150), 1902 set to 10p mainly mint (Cat £130),
1921 set of 7 mainly mint (Cat £35), 1927 vals to 20p mint,
1931-37 Airmail set m, 1935 General Gordon set to 20p black
mint (Cat £55), officials to 10pa m & u, Army service etc,
(98).  £ 160

7855 Postal Orders: 550mils red and black (2) & L1s postal
orders with counterfoils cancelled Arabic violet CDS's, hard
to find, (3).  £ 25

7856 Postal Orders: 550mils red and black postal orders with
counterfoils cancelled Arabic violet CDS's, hard to find, (3).

 £ 25

SWAZILAND
7857 1889 SWAZILAND INVERTED variety on ½d grey
hinged mint original gum with a few rust spots otherwise
sound, scarce, SG 4a Cat £1200.  £ 180

7858 1889-1935 Small mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed page with better including 1889 Black ovpt
1d, 2d, mint or small part og, 1s used, ½d both red & black
ovpts mint, 6d used, 1933 GV set of 10 mint (Cat £180), 1935
SJ set used, etc, useful little lot (23). Cat £490.  £ 150

7859 1935 (26 Dec) Silver Jubilee set on regd airmail cover
to UK and MBABANE H/S in black tied MBABANE CDS's.
Nice cover.  £ 45

7860 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d ultramarine and grey-black
unmounted mint showing perfinned Specimen horseshoe, even
toned gum on reverse otherwise fine, SG 22s.  £ 20

7861 1938 (23 May) Long cover bearing set of 11 to 10s tied
by MBABANE CDS cancels sent registered to Pretoria, nice
philatelic cover.  £ 35

7862 1938 Complete set of 11 to 10/- hinged mint, fine, SG
28/38a.  £ 32

7863 1938 Set of 11 mainly p.13½ x 13 including the top
values all hinged mint, fine appearance.  SG 28/38, a few low
vals appear p.14, good cat value.  £ 85

7864 1956 Complete set of 12 to £1 mainly fine hinged mint,
10/- & £1 are unmounted mint, SG 53/64.  £ 45

7865 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including 1938 to 2/6, 1948 RSW set of 2, 1956 set to £1 (Cat
£110), 1961 surcharge set (Cat £60), then a run of used defins
etc, useful assembly.  £ 55

SWEDEN
7866 1855 - 1936 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 180 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £250 each,
noted 1855 4s blue used (cat £90), 1858 5 values to 50ore
m+u, notably 5ore m & 12 ore m (cat £735), 1866 20ore used,
1872 set of 10 values to 1r used (cat £276), 1916 surch
Frimarke Sverige set of 7 values to 10+20 on 30ore used (cat
£100), 1920 Luftpost surch complete used, 1924 English
Congress 4 values to 30ore blue used, 1924 50th Anniv 7
values m+u to 40ore (cat £160), 1935 complete m+u (cat
£37), 1936 complete used. Attractive lot with some great
space fillers c180.  £ 350

7867 1858-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge
worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1858 5o
green & 24o orange (cat £89), 30o brown (cat £55), 1872 to
6a mauve & both 1r & 1k used (Cat £165+), 1908 P.O vf.u.,
1916 Clothing fund set 10 f.u. (cat £80), Landstormen surchs
(6), 1921 Liberation set used, 1924 8th Congress UPU set to
80o used (cat £398), 1924 50th Anniv. UPU set to 60o used
(cat £389), 1936 Tercent set mint (cat £124), hereon much
complete to 1949, back of the book incl Officials 6o lilac mint
(cat £120), 1889 surch set 2 f.u., P. Dues to 1k etc, etc, useful
lot to fill those gaps! Huge catalogue value.  £ 450

7868 1897-1937 Four covers includes 1897 Uppsala to
Stockholm postal stationery cover. 1901 2 ore postal
stationery on locally used cover. 1913 Stockholm to Germany
postcard with 1914 Baltic Exhibition Malmo sticker. 1937 reg
cover from Lund to England with SG 139  £ 20

7869 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 2k
red hinged mint key value with very fine fresh appearance,
lovely example.  £ 60

7870 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 5k
blue hinged mint top value with very fine fresh appearance,
lovely example.  £ 125

7871 1924 8th Congress of UPU 13 values of 15 nearly
complete set fine mounted mint complete 35o to 5k top
values, all very fresh and sound appearance, SG 146, 148,
149/50, 152/60. High cat.  £ 250

7872 1924 8th Congress of UPU 2kr red mounted mint, fine
appearance, SG 159.  £ 52

7873 1924 8th Congress of UPU 5kr blue Gustav V top
value hinged mint with fresh appearance, very fine, SG 160.

 £ 150

7874 1924 8th Congress of UPU set to 2kr CDS used mainly
very fine, SG 146/159.  £ 150

7875 2010 Posten Year pack complete with all stamps for
the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £277.  £ 95
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7876 2011 Posten Year pack complete with all stamps for
the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £326.  £ 110

7877 2012 Posten Year pack complete with all stamps for
the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £292.  £ 100

7878 2012 Posten Year pack complete with all stamps for
the year unmounted mint, very attractive with many thematics.
STC £367.  £ 125

7879 Booklets assembly of loose booklets from 1960s-70s
with some better, values to 6.50kr, few stuck together, approx.
40.  £ 20

7880 EXHIBITIONS 1955-1989 an extensive collection on
circa 30 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards
and covers, miniature sheets, 1955 Stockholmia 55 printed
cover and special cancels, 1961 FILEX pane of 25 labels (4
diff), 1974 good ranges, 1986 Stockholmia incl overseas
ovpts, 1960s-80s many covers and cards, plus much more.
Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 125

SWITZERLAND
7881 1850 - 1936 With a nice mint and used range of
approximately 270 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints, forgeries with individual stamps cat up to
£1100 each as genuine, noted 1854 set of 6 values m+u (cat
£1600), 1862 set of 17 values m+u to 1f (cat £1450), 1882
complete m+u (sg 126-133), 1882 complete m+u (sg214-
154), 1900 complete used, 1907 complete used, 1908 9 values
to 3f used, 1915 surch 4 values to 80c. on 70c. used, 1923 air
9 values to 1f m+u, 1924 complete used,  1923 Air perf 3
values to 2f used, 1932 complete used, 1935 air surch 7 values
to 40 on 90c used, 1936 National Defence complete used.
Switzerland Pro Juventute: 1915 complete used, 1916
complete m+u, 1917 complete m+u, 1918 complete m, 1919
complete used, 1920 complete used, 1921 complete used,
1922 complete used, 1923 complete m+u. Early forgeries
taken as is. Very attractive lot with a very high cat c270

 £ 375

7882 1850 Central cross without black frame; 10r red, black
and yellow, 3 shades including yellow, orange-yellow and
brownish yellow sound used with 2-3 margins and some
faults, thins etc, used with diamond grilled cancels, taken 'as
is', SG 10/12, Cat £7095.  £ 125

7883 1852 Rayon III large numerals 15rp red in an attractive
PAIR neatly cancelled diamond lined postmarks in black,
margins on three sides showing how close these really were
printed. Lovely pair.  £ 80

7884 1854-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge
worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1854
Imperfs 5r to 15r used, 1862 many different printings to 1f
gold (cat £600 some faults but nice CDS), 40c grey CDS used
(cat £180), 40c green (cat £85), 1882 to 3f used, 1907-08
Sitting defins incl better mint 70c yellow & brown (cat £85),
1908-10 William Tell incl some tete-beche pairs mint, 1919
Air 50c mint (cat £60), 1920s incl many nice tete-beche pairs,
pro-juventute from first issues mainly in sets, many sets and
ranges to 1950s mainly mint, 1938 Phil. Ex. M/S used special
cancel, then back of the book Int. Organisations, postage dues

etc, useful  lot to fill those gaps! (c138).  Huge catalogue
value.  £ 500

7885 1854-62 Strubels Imperf specialised collection
identified on leaves by different printings, threads, papers and
shades, noted 1854 5r brown (4), 10r blue (4), 15r rose (3),
20r orange (2), 1855-57 5r brown (9), 10r blue (5), 15r rose
(2), 40r yellow-green (3), 1f grey-lilac (SG 39, 2 margins, cat
£1100), 1858-62 2r grey (no margins, uneven, SG 42 Cat
£650), 5r brown (3), 10r blue (4), 15r rose (5), 20r orange (4),
40r green (3, Cat £100 each), plus a some postmark interest
blue cancel on 10r blue, straight line cancels (5), 5r brown
without thread etc., mixed but nice copies seen, huge cat
value. (60 + 1 cover).  £ 350

7886 1857 Strubels Thick paper Green Thread 20r orange an
attractive PAIR with one good margin and cut closer on other
three sides, with lightly struck AIGLE CDS cancel, nice
example, SG 50 Cat £170.  £ 40

7887 1857 Strubels Thin paper Carmine Thread 10r pale
blue an attractive one large margin example neatly cut with
lightly struck fine CDS cancel, touching along frame lines on
other three sides, nice looker, SG 40 Cat £500.  £ 48

7888 1858 Strubels Thick paper Green Thread 40r green
with three good margins fine used incomplete CDS cancel,
nice example, SG 51 Cat £100.  £ 28

7889 1860 (17 Mar) Entire Letter Entlebuch to Schachen
(Bavaria) bearing 15r rose good 3-4 margins tied superb
ENTLEBUCH CDS cancel applied twice on obverse with
trade cachet alongside, manuscript 155 in pink ink with
LUZERN transit backstamp, very fine.  £ 75

7890 1862 Sitting Helvetia 2c grey mint large part original
gum, pen Switzerland across the back but nice clean example,
SG 52 Cat £190.  £ 38

7891 1862-81 Strubels Perf specialised collection identified
on leaves by different printings, perf gauges, papers,
watermarks and shades, noted 1862 3c black (5 used cat £170
each = £850), 40r green used (3, cat £85 each), 60c copper-
bronze used (2, cat £225 each), 1f gold used (3, SG 60a Cat
£600 each, 'as is'), one mint original gum (SG 60a, Cat
£1700), 1867 15c yellow (2 used), 30r blue used (SG 65 Cat
£300), 40c grey used, (4, SG 66/66a cat £180 each), 50c
purple used (12, Cat £65 each), 1881 2c ochre Ausser Kurs
h/s (2), 5c black-brown incl double prints, one inverted incl a
pair, 50c purple used (faults cat £650), 1f gold mint (2), plus
a couple of covers etc., very mixed but many nice copies seen,
huge cat value. (282 + 4 covers).  £ 500

7892 1863 (17 July) Entire Letter Zurich to Milan (Italy)
bearing 30c vermilion tied superb ZURICH 8A CDS cancel,
with boxed PD in black, and various transit and arrival
datestamps. Some aging, white foxing marks and minor faults.
Nice use of 30c rate.  £ 40

7893 1863 Sitting Helvetia 1f bronze-gold fine used nice
BERN CDS, bottom two perfs pulled on SE corner otherwise
sound SG 60 Cat £500.  £ 45

7894 1863 Sitting Helvetia 40c green fine used neat Geneve
CDS cancel, SG 58 Cat £85.  £ 25
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7895 1863 Sitting Helvetia 40c green hinged mint large part
original gum, slight soil at top right and odd blunt perf
otherwise good example of this scarce stamp, SG 58 Cat
£1800.  £ 360

7896 1863 Sitting Helvetia 60c copper-bronze fine used nice
ZURICH CDS, thin at top right corner otherwise sound SG 59
Cat £225.  £ 42

7897 1864 White wove paper Sitting Helvetia 1f gold in a
superb bottom left corner marginal block of 6 unmounted mint
/ hinged mint on one stamp only, scarce multiple Scott 50 Cat
$285.  £ 200

7898 1867 Sitting Helvetia 2c red-brown used side CDS
clear of vignette, ironed out crease but good colour, scarce,
SG 61b Cat £325.  £ 40

7899 1867 Sitting Helvetia 30c blue very fine used part
Geneve CDS, good colour, scarce, SG 65 Cat £300.  £ 60

7900 1872 Postal stationery 10c red embossed with very nice
Lenzburg 12 IV 72 cds addressed to Basel with cds on
reverse. Some toning on cover.  £ 20

7901 1878 Sitting Helvetia 40c pale grey very fine used part
boxed cancel, sound SG 66a Cat £180.  £ 30

7902 1881 Granite paper Sitting Helvetia 20c orange fine
used incomplete double ring CDS cancel, superb, SG 109 Cat
£180.  £ 36

7903 1881 Granite paper Sitting Helvetia 20c orange fine
used part double ring CDS cancel, couple blunt perfs
otherwise sound SG 109 Cat £180.  £ 28

7904 1882 Numeral & Cross plain wove paper 5c maroon
fine used CDS, SG 122 Cat £130.  £ 26

7905 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.11ó 40c grey fine used
nice CDS example, SG 136 Cat £65.  £ 18

7906 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.9½ 1fr claret fine used
nice part CDS example, SG 144a Cat £130.  £ 26

7907 1882-1903 Standing Helvetia P.9½ 50c deep blue fine
used part 1889 CDS example, short NE corner otherwise
sound, SG 143a Cat £475.  £ 75

7908 1882-1905 Numeral & Cross specialised collection
identified on leaves by different printings, perf gauges, papers,
watermarks and shades, noted 1882 plain wove paper 2c
olive-bistre used BERN  23 VII 82 CDS (SG 121, cat £450,
taken 'as is'), 10c & 12c, Granite paper wide range of m & u
incl shades, 15c lemon used (5, Cat £42 each), 1894 15c dull
violet mint (both shades cat £215), 1905 to 15c, plus a few
covers etc, odd mixed but mainly nice copies seen, useful lot.
(Approx 165).  £ 75

7909 1894-1902 Sitting Helvetia 1f fine used x 3 listed
shades, carmine, rose-carmine and bright carmine, all nice
CDS example, fine, SG 153B, 153B/c & d Cat £93.  £ 25

7910 1899 Standing Helvetia P.11½ x 11 50c yellow-green
in an attractive fine used strip of 3 with nice ZURICH 19 /
FIL. SELNAU CDS's, SG 151B Cat £165.  £ 38

7911 1901-03 P.11½ x 12 Colour change 50c dark green
showing white cross doubled variety fine used and sound,
AC74Ea var.  £ 75

7912 1901-03 Sitting Helvetia 30c mint x 3 listed shades,
deep brown, pale brown, lake-brown, few gum faults
otherwise fine, SG 157/157b Cat £160.  £ 38

7913 1904-1974 Attractive mainly hinged mint collection on
Yvert printed leaves (in a broken binder) with few earlier used
1905-07 Standing Helvetias (20c, 25c, 30c & 50c mint), 1918
onwards mainly mint noted pro-juventute sets 1918 onwards,
1934 Landscapes set m, 1936 landscapes set 12, 1941-59 set
of 13 (cat £46), 1940s-50s National Fete sets, 1949 long set of
12 (Cat £32), 1960 long set, etc, useful lot or expansion.

 £ 180

7914 1905-07 Wmk Cross P. 11½ 15c reddish purple with
heavyish Zurich 1908 CDS cancel, sound, SG 199a Cat £225.

 £ 30

7915 1905-6 P. 11½ x 11 White paper Standing Helvetia 3fr
bistre-brown used CDS example, centred NW, sound, SG 206
Cat £250.  £ 48

7916 1905-6 P. 11½ x 11 White paper Standing Helvetia 40c
grey fine used nice CDS example, SG 203 Cat £250.  £ 80

7917 1907 P. 11½ x 11 Granite paper Standing Helvetia 3fr
bistre-brown used CDS example, fine, SG 224 Cat £120.

 £ 35

7918 1907-1933 Mainly fine used collection on leaves
arranged by printings for defin issues incl 1908 40c yellow and
purple mint (Cat £18), 70c yellow and brown f.u. (Cat £29),
1919 Peace celebrations 10c yellow & red mint blk of 15 (Cat
£25), Pro-juventute 1919 & 1920 mint sets plus 1919 used set
(Cat £55), 1928-33 sets used (Cat £129), 1936 set used (Cat
£55), 1923 Airs 35c (cat £75), 40c blue & green (Cat £120),
2f brown, 1919 Air ovptd in red on 50c corner CDS (not
guaranteed, SG Cat £180), 1924 defin set 4 (Cat £36), etc,
nice collection (c220).  £ 65

7919 1909-15 A small selection of eleven embossed postal
stationery wrappers various values and three unused postal
stationery envelopes 2c and two 10c.  £ 22

7920 1919 Registered cover from Basel with 25c, 5c 10c and
10c with Military Authority cancel addressed to New York
with receiving cds. Cover took one month to arrive. Plus 1903
postcard from Pergine with 10c.  £ 20

7921 1923 Basic air set complete range of 13 values to 2f all
fine used CDS, mainly very fine, SG 316/328a, Cat £572.

 £ 180

7922 1936-1946 Miniature sheets assembly of better issues
mounted mint including 1936 Nat. Defence Fund (Cat £65),
1938 Aaru Exhib. (Cat £46), 1943 Swiss Cantonals (both, cat
£145), 1945 War Relief Fund (Cat £170), Centenary Basel
Stamp issue (Cat £85), useful group (8). Cat £520.  £ 135

7923 1937 25th Annie. of Pro Juventute miniature sheet tied
to registered postcard sent locally tied nice ZURICH CDS,
wrinkles along the top affecting the sheet, otherwise sound, SG
MS J83a.  £ 30

7924 1940 National Fete & Red Cross Fund Miniature sheet
imperf unmounted mint, tiny bend in bottom right corner
otherwise fresh, SG MS 404a Cat £400.  £ 100
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7925 1940 to 1960 collection of Pro Patria on a hagner sheet
, nearly all fine used and mainly in sets . Clean little lot and cat
£340+  £ 65

7926 1940-1963 Stockbook with mint & mainly unmounted
mint collection noted National Fete sets, 1960 50th Anniv. of
Pro-patria Miniature sheet (Cat £55), 1960s pro-patria sets,
1963 Red X M/S, etc. Approx 190 different.  £ 35

7927 1941 Air Landscapes mint range of 8 30c to 5fr inc key
values to 5fr, noted 30c grey, 40c blue (cat £80), 5fr blue (cat
£23), useful range, SG 415, 416a, 417/422. Cat £130.  £ 28

7928 1943 Centenary of Swiss Stamps miniature sheet.  SG
MS430b u/m.  £ 40

7929 1945 Basel Dove sheet fine used on cover , cat £150
plus cover premium  £ 40

7930 1947 (2 May) Maiden Voyage Swissair printed cover
bearing 2f50 Air tied special Maiden Voyage CDS cancel,
mainly fine.  SG 472.  £ 25

7931 1947 Maiden Voyage Swiss Air Switzerland-USA
typed cover addressed en route to London with 2f.50 deep
blue, blue & red SG472.  £ 25

7932 1948 BASEL IMABA Philatelic Exhibition three
illustrated colour reply cards with a superb range of Belgium
Issue overprinted airs and additional IMABA dotted ovpt in
yellow, the set of 9 different stamps over three cards with
reply section also franked similar set, all tied special first day
CDS cancels. Limited editions made.  Lovely album pieces.
(3).  £ 75

7933 1948 Nat. Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet hinged
mint, few wrinkles otherwise sound, SG MS 498a cat £120.

 £ 26

7934 1951 Lucerne LUNABA Stamp Exhibition miniature
sheet mint (some gum faults) and large reproduction of the
sheet imperf sold as a souvenir for 3 francs entrance fee. SG
MS 531a Cat £375.  £ 55

7935 1951 Nat. Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet on typed
addr cover fine used with LUZERN 7.X.51 special CDS
cancel, mainly fine and sound, M/S SG MS 531a.  £ 85

7936 1952-1966 Pro-Juventute enormous very fine used
stock packed on Hagner pages including 1952 set x 3, 1953
set  x 4, 1954 set x 4, 1955 set x 4, 1956 set x 6, 1957 set x 6,
plus a huge range of each year to 1966, good cat value inc
excess of £520+. 100s.  £ 80

7937 1955 National Philatelic Exhibition Lausanne miniature
sheet hinged mint, mainly fine, SG MS 561a Cat £140. Sold at
2f on the day of the stamp show.  £ 30

7938 1960's-80's Album containing approx. one hundred
postcards and covers from Switzerland. A number are first day
covers includes 1965 ascension of Del Cervino and 1969
famous portraits.  £ 35

7939 1995 Unmounted mint year pack with all stamps from
the year incl Basler Miniature sheet,  projuventute etc, fine, SG
1293-1313, J333/336 Cat £81.  £ 26

7940 1997 Unmounted mint year pack with all stamps from
the year incl setenant strip etc, fine, SG 1340-1367 Cat £81.

 £ 26

7941 2017 Year Packs containing all issues unmounted mint
including self adhesives, miniature sheets, noted Railway
Stations 400c (Cat £22), Young Animals, Mountain Range
strip, Castles, Post crossing etc, Cat £315.  £ 100

7942 Back of the book: Interesting mint & used collection
with better content throughout noted Frank Stamps incl one on
cover, 1935 Servers of Mankind, Franco vignettes 1925 &
1943, Telegraph stamps 1881 to 20fr mint, to 3fr used, Swiss
Soldier stamps WWI (30 diff), Roundabout Services, nice
postmark collection for difference types annotated, Regional,
Ambulant types, Bahnpost etc, fascinating lot.  £ 120

7943 Binder containing extensive early to 2000 defins and
various commems mint & used. Noted 1882 to 3f used, 1923
Air 50c mint, 1f used, 35c used (Cat £75), 40c blue and apple-
green mint (crease, Cat £65, used cat £120, 2f used, 1950-51
Nat. Fete sets m, 1961 Wood Carving set m (Cat £82), pro-
patria sets mainly used, good qty and plenty of mainstream
here, 100s.  £ 175

7944 Duplicated mainly u/m on stockcards with 1941
Historical types , 1949 defins , 1960 defins , 1961 Carvings set
and Pro Juv including 1962 mini sheet ( 6 ) . High cat  £ 65

7945 Fournier Forgery: A collection of postmarks on two
pages including fancy early cancels from Cantonals, PP h/s,
Geneve & Basel CDS postmarks, nice range of red postmarks
incl fancy crosses, black CDS postmarks from different towns
etc. (100+).  £ 250

7946 International Organisations: Bureau of Education
forerunners; 1942 BIE Girard stamp in green tied to small
Postal Stationery wrapper (5c green) cancelled GENEVE 11
V 42, and BIE stamp tied BUREAU INTERNATIONAL
D'EDUCATION illus cancel. These were used for mail from
the Geneva office (stamp placed upper left) and mail posted
from POW Camps to the Geneva office (stamps placed upper
right). Copy of original information letter from a London
Stamp dealer. Seldom offered.  £ 50

7947 International Organisations: Bureau of Education
forerunners; 1943 BIE Girard stamp in brown tied to neat
cover to Vaud bearing 20c defin tied GENEVE 5.1. 1943, and
B I E  s t a m p  t i e d  B U R E A U  I N T E R N A T I O N A L
D'EDUCATION illus cancel. These were used for mail from
the Geneva office (stamp placed upper left) and mail posted
from POW Camps to the Geneva office (stamps placed upper
right). Copy of original information letter from a London
Stamp dealer. Seldom offered.  £ 50

7948 International Organisations: League of Nations; 1922
Thirty Four values all fine used CDS examples includes the
scarce top values complete (except 3f brown)  including both
5f blue (1923 & 1928 Dark Blue printings), both 10f values
(cat £425), plus extras, just needs 3f brown & fine, (36) Cat
£965.  £ 240

7949 International Organisations: League of Nations; 1932
Int. Disarmament Conference set of 6 fine used, SG LN34/39.
Cat £150.  £ 60

7950 International Organizations: Group of commercial mail
incl League of Nations printed en, 1956 WHO opts on printed
cover unaddr (11), 1966 meter mark, 1932 French Delegation
PCP, Labor Office printed en., WHO ALMS h/s, 1963 UN
issues on CDS, 1963 Meteorological on printed cover unaddr,
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1923 Society Des Nations Section d'Information wrapper with
10c tied, plus some oversized covers, mixed in places but
mainly fine, interesting group. (38).  £ 75

7951 Meter Marks: 1936 Two private branded labels for
MACHINENE FABRIK / SCHWEITER A G HORGEN with
black frames imperf top and bottom both postally used for 5p
& 50p red both with HORGEN postmarks, nice early meter
items.  £ 10

7952 Old time stockbook of mainly used duplicated with
better throughout including Cantonal Zurich 6r black
(horizontal red lined background) 4 margins neat red cancel
(taken as is, Cat £6000), imperf & perf Sitting Helvetias,
1890s to 3f brown (2), then pro-juventute from 1916 incl used
sets, airs to 1f used incl 1919 50c yellow-green and deep-
green used on piece Zurich 19, 20.5.19 CDS (Cat £180), 1945
AX to Fr mint, Fr used (Cat £250), then many diff and
commem to 1960s. 100s.  £ 180

7953 Postal History collection in a binder with good range of
1880s to 1970s covers and cards or postcards nearly all
postally used noted 1907 LUZERN AMBULANT PPC, 1911
P/S wrappers for William Tell, 1943 dual censored by airmail
to London, 1954 UK postage due 3d, 1912-13 National Fete
PPCs (11) very pretty range mainly used, 1939 PTT Dorfli
CDS set of 4, 1914 Red X POW Franc du Port postcards (2),
undated Port Paye / Geneve 10 boxed with manuscript UN
PROGS & INF to UK, etc, intr range 100+.  £ 88

7954 Pre-Stamp covers range of ten Entire Letters varied
condition includes 1831 Geneva to Liverpool with boxed
SUISSE / PAR / FERNEY & A.E. / J.F h/s, Bern, 1854 Trub,
1847 Fribourg in red CDS, 1847 Luzern, blue cancels for
1845 Neuchatel en Suisse, 1849 St Gallen, 1851 Bern, 1849
AARAU boxed, and 1853 framed in blue, nice group. (10).

 £ 80

7955 Pro Juventute - mainly fine used collection on hagners
from 1913 to 2002 . Including SG J3/4 and some 1920's to
1940's high values . Stated to cat £1480  £ 65

7956 U/m and used on stockcards. With early Pro Juv from
1915 and 1916 set used , then duplicated 1960's Pro Juv and
defins in blocks , sets and some fine used . Cat Value £2000+

 £ 175

TAIWAN
7957 1959 Illustrated cover to commemorate the first flight
from Taipei to Tokyo with various stamps, with Tokyo cds on
reverse.  £ 15

7958 1966 Ancient Chinese Paintings set of four unmounted
mint, couple of gum bends otherwise very fine, SG 577/580
Cat £154.  £ 35

7959 1966 Ancient Chinese Paintings set of four unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 577/580 Cat £154.  £ 48

7960 1970-71 Occupation of the Twelve Months Hanging
Scrolls unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 775/786.  £ 30

7961 1985-1990 Complete Year Folders issued by the Postal
Authority bilingual books with unmounted mint sets and
miniature sheets for each year noted 1987 New Year M/S (Cat
£24), 1986 P.O. M/S, Paintings set, Fish, Birth Cent. M/S,

1985 Poetry, NY Greetings M/S, 1990 NY Greetings M/S,
odd space otherwise fine, (4). STC £700.  £ 200

7962 A mint & used useful collection on Scott printed album
pages 1953-1970s range of defins and commems incl 1958
Insects set u/m, Orchids set u/m, Constitution set m, 1960
Sports set u/m, 1961 Anti-agression set u/m, Taiwan
Industries set u/m, 1969 Art Treasures set 6 u/m, 1969
Ancient Paintings set u/m, 1969 New Year set u/m, 1970
Horses top 2 vals u/m, 1973 Porcelain set 5 u/m, etc. Clean lot
with nice condition. (Approx 400).  £ 160

7963 Year Folders issued by the Postal Authority bilingual
books with unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets for each
year 1985-87, 1990 noted 1987 New Year M/S (Cat £24),
1986 P.O. M/S, Paintings set, Fish, Birth Cent. M/S, 1985
Poetry, NY Greetings M/S, 1990 NY Greetings M/S, 1988
Flowers M/S etc, useful and fine. (6). STC £1150.  £ 380

TANGANYIKA
7964 1916-1935 Small mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed pages with better including NF ½d-3d m,
1917 GEA 1c to 50c mint / unused, 2r, 3r & 5r, 1921 MSCA
5r o.g. (SG 68 Cat £180), 1922 Giraffe 5c to 75c mint, 10s
blue with neat fiscal cancel, 1927-31 set to 10s mint (Cat
£280) etc, useful little lot (44). Cat c£650  £ 220

7965 1922-24 Giraffe head mint assembly of 10 diff values
incl 3s black, 5s scarlet (wmk upright), plus 1925 changed
colours set of 4 mint, mainly sound, SG 85, 85a, 77, 80, 81/2
& 89/92. Cat £187.  £ 65

7966 1927-31 GV set of 16 to £1 black and brown-orange
hinged mint, £1 has gum line otherwise fine, SG 93/107.

 £ 225

TANGIER
7967 1946 Victory 11th June 1946 typed first day cover with
King George VI 2½d and 3d with Tangier overprints
addressed to New York with receiving cds.  £ 18

7968 1957 (1 Apr) First Day of Issue 12 values to 9d
overprint defins tied by BRITISH POST OFFICE 1857-1957
CDS postmarks, sent regd to USA with etiquette affixed on
obverse, typed address, scarce FDC. SG 323/334.  £ 45

TANZANIA
7969 1997 First Anniversary of Sinking of Bukoba ferry
original designer's artwork for the 4 values as prepared and
printed by Harrison & Sons Ltd, each features the final design
and value (26.5cm x 19cm) for 140s Ferry Sinking, 350s
recovering Bodies, 370s Identifying Victims, 410 Religious
service.  Some minor faults or bends otherwise unusual and
unique. (4).  £ 120

7970 Postal Orders: 1996-2006 Ten postal orders 5sh, 10sh,
40sh, 50sh, 80sh, 100sh, 1000sh, 200sh & 500sh all unused
with counterfoil issued at BUKOBA, SHINYANGA, plus
Uganda 2004 500sh, fine. (11).  £ 75
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THAILAND
7971 1883-1973 Extensive specialised collection mint and
used annotated on leaves by printings, plates, perfs, overprint
types etc, noted 1883 1s blue mint (6, Cat £132) used (3, cat
£60), 1att red mint (6 cat £144), used (4, cat £88), 1s red mint
(2, cat £72), used (3, cat £99), 1s yellow mint (6, cat £132),
used (6, cat £120), 1s orange mint (2, cat £130), used (4, cat
£240), 1887 mint set to 64a (Cat £239), used to 64a (3, cat
£33 each), 1889 1a on 1s surch mint & used (2 diff perfs, Cat
£128), 1889 surcharges m & u, 1892 4a on 24a m & u (Cat
£103), 4att on 24a m & u with a without stop, 1894
surcharges, 1898-99 incl surch varieties, 1905 Temple of
Light 12a, 24a & 1t mint (Cat £110+), 18a used (3,cat £33
each), 1908 surcharges, 1908 Jubilee set of 5 mint (Cat £89),
18a brown used (Cat £35), 1908 Statue 1t mint (Cat £75),
used vas 1t (2), 2t (2), 3t, 5t used, 10t used (faults cat £140),
1909 surcharges m & u, 1910 King diff to 28s brown mint (cat
£100+), 1912 to 10b used, 1918 Red Cross to 1b & 3b used,
1918 Victory to 1b, 1920 Scouts 2s brown unused (both),
1920 Scouts Fund 2s, 5s and 10s mint, 1920 to 50s mint (Cat
£179), 1926 to 10t used cat £170), 1928 to 20b used, 1930
surch set 2 mint (cat £54), 1941 vas to 10b used (Cat £125),
plus many used diff to 1970. Enormous catalogue value, ideal
for expansion.  £ 750

7972 1883-1990s Binder containing mainstream early to
modern defins mint & used and various commems to modern
used. Noted 1883 set mint (Cat £169), 1889 1a on 1sio mint
(2, Cat £34 each), 1889 1a on 2a mint (2), 1a on 3a m & u
(Cat £32), 1892 4a on 24a mint (cat £60), 1899 64a mint
(short corner, cat £80), 1905 Temple of Light values to 1t
used, 1912 six top values 1b to 20b used (Cat £270, 10b is
thinned), 1926 Coronation Stone set to 10b used (Cat £160),
then good range of commems mainly used to 1990s incl 1975
Boxing set mint (Cat £35). Some mixed condition but useful
cat value and good qty.  £ 300

7973 1885 (1 July)  1 Tical surcharge in red on 1solot blue
fine used neat CDS cancel, fine, SG 7 Cat £550. This was
produced to accommodate the postage 1 Tical requirements
on joining the Universal Postal Union on 1st July.  £ 200

7974 1908 Statue of King Chulalongkorn 20t brown and
gray fine used CDS cancel, sound key value, SG 123 Cat
£140.  £ 48

7975 1908 Statue of King Chulalongkorn 3t blue and green
hinged mint example, fine, SG 120 Cat £150.  £ 55

7976 1908 Statue of King Chulalongkorn 40t brown and
blue fine used two CDS cancels, sound top value, SG 124 Cat
£400.  £ 150

7977 1909 Postcard of Business Time on Bangkok River /
Street Scene addr to Glasgow from Bangkok with 4atts red
tied large CDS. Pretty.  £ 12

7978 1910-50 Covers collection annotated on leaves
including 1910 25th Annie. of Siam in UPU special cancel in
6att red P/S card, 1912 & 1919 registered to UK, 1920
Pioneer Flight boxed h/s on 6s red blk of 4, 1922 Korat to
Ubol special cancel on piece plus 1923 Korat to ROI-ED 3s
green P/S card uprated with 3s green and three special airmail
cancels, 1923 Korat to Nong Khay via Uttara with special
cancel, 1924 Korat to Ubol combination cover UBOL to

Bangkok with special cancels, 1929 Experimental flights
Bangkok to Amsterdam (faults) with 1t tied violet airmail
cancels, 1949 Stockholm to Bangkok large cut down envelope
with 4 Thai adhs combn tied SCANDINAVIAN / AIRLINES
SYSTEM / OVERSEAS DIVISION and Denmark adhs tied
Kobenhavn CDDD's. Very mixed condition incl toning, but
interesting group. (14).  £ 300

7979 1912 Vienna 10b purple and green key value fine used
neat CDS cancel, fine, SG 157 Cat £110.  £ 40

7980 1917 Waterlow 10b purple and olive fine used CDS
cancel, fine, SG 175 Cat £110.  £ 40

7981 1917 Waterlow 20b brown and blue-green top value
fine used two neat CDS cancel, fine, SG 176 Cat £130.

 £ 42

7982 1918 Red Cross Fund 1b, 2b & 3b values hinged mint,
odd tone on gum otherwise nice trio. SG 182/4 Cat £230.

 £ 75

7983 1918 Red Cross Fund 5b (+40sb) black and violet
hinged mint example, hinged in three places otherwise very
fine for these, one of the key values, SG 185 Cat £375. £ 125

7984 1918 Red Cross overprint on 1b (+2s) & 2b (+30s)
both hinged mint, sound, SG 182/3 Cat £135.  £ 40

7985 1919 (17 Feb) Bangkok - Chantaburi Experimental
Flight cover bearing surcharges 2s on 1att (2) & 3s on 3att pair
tied by boxed (TRANSLATED TEXT) Krungtep 17.11.2462
- 8.30AM and bottom left with arrival cachet By Air -
Chantaburi 18.11 2462 1.26AM. Very fine and scarce. AAMC
#1.  £ 200

7986 1919 (17 Feb) Bangkok - Chantaburi Experimental
Flight cover bearing surcharge 15s on 28s tied by boxed
(TRANSLATED TEXT) Krungtep 17.11.2462 - 8.30AM and
top left with arrival cachet By Air - Chantaburi 18.11 2462
1.26AM. Very fine and scarce. AAMC #1.  £ 150

7987 1929 (5 Dec) Bangkok to Amsterdam scarce First
Flight 10s on 15s red airmail postal stationery card Printed for
KLM by Waterlow) uprated with 5s on 15s red defin and 50s
adhs sent registered to UK with nice bilingual 5.12.29 15.30
BANGKOK GPO CDS and  manuscript Bangkok -
Amsterdam with regd etiquette alongside. Less than 50 pieces
carried, hinged on reverse otherwise extremely scarce. £ 500

7988 1930 (31 Dec) Bangkok to Hanoi Goodwill Flight -
scarce printed airmail cover with 10s, 15s & 50s airmails sent
registered to Hanoi (then crossed out for return to Bangkok)
with nice bilingual 30.12.30 BANGKOK GPO CDS and tied
large red bilingual BANGKOK - HANOI GOODWILL
FLIGHT / December 31 1930 boxed cachet. At the invitation
of the Indo-China Government three military aeroplanes left
Don Muang Aerodrome on the morning of 31st Dec for Hanoi
under the leadership of Major-General Phya Chalerm Akas,
the Director general of Aeronautics. They left Hanoi on 6th
Jan 1931 and arrived at Don Muang on the same day. Only
142 pieces carried.  £ 150
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7989 1931 (24 Aug) Bangkok to Nakon Panom - two printed
airmail regd covers for first flight and return flight both signed
by the pilot bearing 10s airmail pair tied local cancels and both
cacheted in red or green FIRST FLIGHT INAUGURATION
/ CONTRACT AIR MAIL / 24-8-1931. Both signed and
piloted by Captain Kern Chamroenpruks, lovely items. (2).

 £ 80

7990 1933 London to Bandon UK Printed illus flight
envelope for London to Singapore bearing GV 1d & 10d diff
tied incomplete CDDD's to Bandon Siam, large arrival
backstamp.  £ 15

7991 1933 London to Bandon UK Printed illus flight
envelope for London to Singapore bearing Siam airmail 15s
pair tied large BANDON 22.12.33 CDS addr to Alor Star
Kedah, and TUNG SONG departure CDS alongside, Kedah
arrival on reverse, attractive.  £ 18

7992 1950 King's Coronation 3b grey mounted mint, SG 335
cat £120.  £ 35

7993 1951-56 4 mounted mint values incl 1951 King
Bhumibol 1.25b red-brown and 5b red and pale turqoise-blue
(cat £95), 1956 Don Chedi Pagoda 75s & 1.5b, all nice
lookers, SG 344, 347, 382/3.  £ 38

7994 1955-1992 Attractive mint & mainly used collection
with huge range of sets and year runs throughout in a well
filled springback album, noted 1962 Malaria long set mint,
1963 80th Annie. set m, 1966 Trade Fair set m, 1966 Rice
Year set m (Cat £28), 1967 Fish set used (Cat £21), 1967
Birds set used (Cat £36), 1967 Architecture set used (Cat
£19), Tourist mint, 1968 Butterflies used, Correspondence set
mint (Cat £20), 1973 Mural set used, 1975 Barges set used,
plus huge amount to 1992, good cat value, 100s. Ideal for
expansion.  £ 225

7995 1960-1979 Mint and used collection with many sets in
a well filled springback album, noted 1951 UN 25s mint &
used (2), 1952 UN opt 1952 (7), 1954 UN opt, 1965-67 Int.
Correspondence Week sets 4 U/M (Cat £127), 1967 Thai
Architecture set 4 U/M (Cat £69), 1968 Queen Sirikit set,
1971 Cats, 1972 Gemstones set (Cat £49), 1972-79 Int.
Correspondence Week sets, 1971 Thailandpex 71 two CDS
with special cancels, 1973 Thaipex set & M/S, 1966 Publicity
for fifth Asian Games Bangkok set 8 used, 1966 5th Asian
Games set used, 1975 Games set & M/S U/M, 1967 Orchids
long set U/M (Cat £126), etc, odd tones but high cat value
approx £1100.  £ 360

7996 1966 Fifth Asian Games Bangkok set of 4 uncounted
mint, SG 553/556. Cat £88.  £ 28

7997 1966 Publicity for fifth Asian Games Bangkok
uncounted mint set of 8, very fine, SG 535/542 Cat £142.

 £ 45

7998 1967 Birds set of 8 uncounted mint, SG 562/9 Cat
£139).  £ 48

7999 1967 Fish set of 4 uncounted mint, SG 557/560 Cat
£103.  £ 35

8000 1968 Fish set of 8 uncounted mint, SG 594/601 Cat
£133.  £ 46

8001 1974 Int. Correspondence Week Miniature sheet
uncounted mint, numbered 6004, fine, SG MS 809 Cat £65.

 £ 25

8002 1975 Thai Orchids Miniature sheet uncounted mint,
numbered 17098, fine, SG MS 851 Cat £75.  £ 28

8003 1996 King Rama IX 200b purple and mauve in a
imprint top left corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint,
nice positional piece, SG 1908 Cat £152.  £ 38

8004 1996-2005 Unmounted mint Miniature sheets
collection on stockpages with many nice thematics incl
Flowers, Insects, Elephants, Mushrooms, Trains, Birds, Shells,
Cats, Dogs, some bigger sheetlets incl 2005 Roses sheetlet of
10 impregnated with a rose smell!! (Still works!!). STC £195.
(34).  £ 65

8005 Revenues: 1952-62 Two different bankers cheques
each bearing 25s grey or black revenues tied banking h/s's.
One with hole punch, attractive pair. Barefoot 66 & 73.

 £ 10

8006 Revenues: 1952-62 Two different bankers cheques
each bearing 25s grey or black revenues tied banking h/s's.
One with hole punch, other payable at Banphai Branch,
attractive pair. Barefoot 66 & 73.  £ 10

8007 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed 5B
multicoloured top value top marginal hinged mint,  gum bends
or minor blemishes but extremely fine and scarce for these,
rarely offered. Barefoot 9.  Issued during WWII to raise funds
for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave
a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top
value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.

 £ 150

8008 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in
English numerals 7 values including 2s brown, 5s violet (5
various shades), & 10s greenish-blue (rouletted), mainly fine
and sound, Barefoot 10/12.  (7). Issued during WWII to raise
funds for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars
also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the
5B top value were liable to be commandeered by the
authorities.  £ 120

8009 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1942 Locally printed value in
Thai numerals 9 values including 3s yellow, 4s (2 shades), 5s
purple (3), 10s blue, 10s green, 20s red, mainly fine and
sound, Barefoot 2/7. (9). Issued during WWII to raise funds
for the home guard, their use on windscreens of cars also gave
a reasonable degree of safety; cars not displaying the 5B top
value were liable to be commandeered by the authorities.

 £ 100

8010 Revenues: Civil Defence; 1944 Locally printed value in
English 1B multicoloured near top value in a superb block of
4 unused without gum, extremely fine and scarce for these,
rarely offered in multiples. Barefoot 13.  Issued during WWII
to raise funds for the home guard, their use on windscreens of
cars also gave a reasonable degree of safety; cars not
displaying the 5B top value were liable to be commandeered
by the authorities.  £ 150
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8011 Revenues: Health Fund; 1953-57 Original document
(faults) bearing a nice combination of 1953 1b blue strip of 3
& pair, 1957 1b red pair, 25s sage-green pair all tied large red
CDS's, folded and top has torn otherwise nice document,
Barefoot 3, 12 & 14  £ 65

8012 Revenues: Health Fund; 1957 2500th Anniv. of
Buddha set of 5 to 1b all neatly used dated handstamps, odd
tone or blunt perf otherwise fine, Barefoot 10/14. (6).  £ 40

8013 Revenues: Judicial; 1905 Bicolour issue 4baht red and
green neat fine used CDS cancel, short corner otherwise fine,
Barefoot 27.  £ 35

8014 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green & 25s on
16att both tied on small part document by large red CDS,
small faults otherwise sound, Barefoot 40 & 43.  £ 60

8015 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 10s on 8att green an attractive
fine used strip of 3 on paper with some perf faults and torn top
right corner, neat oval handstamp in red and some toning, but
seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 40.  £ 60

8016 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive
fine used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and short
corner, neat CDS in red, but seldom seen in multiples,
Barefoot 36.  £ 38

8017 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 1s on 2att green an attractive
fine used PAIR on paper with some perf faults and toning,
neat CDS in red, but seldom seen in multiples, Barefoot 36.

 £ 38

8018 Revenues: Judicial; 1909 25s on 16att green fine used
red CDS, slight toning along the bottom otherwise sound,
Barefoot 43.  £ 25

8019 Revenues: Judicial; 1960 Three Headed Elephant
complete set of 12 sound used 4b to 500b, Barefoot 111/121,
(12).  £ 200

8020 Revenues: Judicial; 1960 Three Headed Elephant top
values 20b, 100b, 300b, 400b & 500b all neatly  used, 400b
has wrinkles otherwise sound, Barefoot 113, 117, 119/121.
(5).  £ 125

THRACE
8021 1913 (15 Sept) Typeset set of 8 values on white paper
1l blue to 50l blue each with blue Anchor circular cachet each
handstamped in red and with two expertising marks on
reverse, SG 9-16 Cat £760.  £ 250

8022 1913 (25 Sept) Typeset set of 6 values on bluish paper
1l blue to 50l blue each with blue Anchor circular cachet each
handstamped in red and with two expertising marks on
reverse, SG 17/22 Cat £375.  £ 125

TOBAGO
8023 1882-84 2½d ultramarine hinged mint showing slash
flaw, mainly fine, SG 16c Cat £140.  £ 48

TOGO
8024 1929 Registered Lome cachet No. 529 with 85c and
65c overprints on cover to Commandant regiment French
Army of the Rhine.  £ 20

8025 1957- Mainly unmounted mint collection on printed
hingeless leaves noted 1957 set to 500f (Cat £46), 1959 Red

X M/S set of 3 both imperf and perf (Cat £62), 1960 Olympic
Games, 1962 Space sheets (4), 1964 500f top value (cat £38),
etc, STC £250.  £ 85

8026 1957-1965 Attractive fine mint or mainly unmounted
mint collection on attractive printed leaves in a loose-leaf
binder noted 1957 defin set to 500f, 1959 Red Cross set of
three Miniature sheets both perf and imperf (cat £62), 1959
long defin set to 500f, 1962 Space Flights sheets of 12, then
mainly complete to 1965, STC £180+.  £ 60

TONGA
8027 1895 1d on 2½d vermilion unused small part gum
showing 'dot after POSTAGE' variety, good looker, expertised
on reverse, SG 30d, cat £170.  £ 35

8028 1938-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938 Accession set SG 71/3), 1942-49
set of 9 (SG 74/82, cat £65), 1951 Treaty set etc.  Cat £114.
(33).  £ 36

TRANSJORDAN
8029 1920-46 Collection mint & used with 1920 Palestine
defins overprinted to 20p grey, 1925 ovpt set of 8 mint (Cat
£24), 1925-26 Palestine ovptd set of 15 mint (Cat £110), 1930
Locust ovpts 10 vals to 200m mint (Cat £76), 1943-46 200m
m, £P1 used (Cat £22). (76)  £ 125

8030 1927 New Currency 200m violet in right margin block
of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 169 Cat £68.  £ 30

8031 Postal Orders: 1952 250mils and 300mils postal orders
in red and black complete with counterfoil unused The
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Postal Order, few wrinkles
otherwise scarce. (2).  £ 100

TRANSVAAL
8032 1869-1907 Mint and used collection on leaves with
good range of different printings noted 1870 roulette 1d black
f.u., 1872 3d & 6d (faults), 1877 First British Occup. opts 1d
red, 6d blue, 1s green, 1878 Q.V. set of 7 to 2s mainly used
(Cat £275), 1883 perf issues 1d black (6), 3d red (5), 1s green
(3), 1885 ½d on 1s used, 1885 Arms (taken as is) to £5 mint,
1895-96 used set to 10s, 1900 VRI to 10s mint (taken as is),
nine vas to 10s used, etc. c235.  £ 225

8033 1895 Introduction of Penny Postage Sheet of 60 split
into two panes of 36 & 24 showing The Press imprint along
the bottom, unmounted mint, usual bends otherwise nice
album piece. SG 215c Cat £165.  £ 55

8034 1895 Introduction of the penny postage side marginal
block of 12 unmounted mint, SG 215c.  £ 10

8035 1912-13 Four covers with various low value King
Edward VII stamps to Norway, Brazil and England.  £ 20

8036 1913 Typed legal document with KEVII revenues one
shilling and two shilling cancelled by manuscript.  £ 20

8037 Postage Due: 1907 ½d black and blue-green in a
superb part sheet of 60 unmounted mint, showing top and
bottom margins, fine, SG D1. Cat £210.  £ 60
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8038 Revenue: 1902 2/6 orange & black mint original gum
showing centre inverted variety, vertical crease and thin spot
showing through otherwise attractive EDVII head inverted
error, Barefoot 95a. PFA 2007 Certificate.  £ 325

8039 Wolmaransstad: 1900 Unused envelope bearing 1d
rose-red and green with violet Cancelled / V-R-I handstamp
affixed to the unused envelope.  The envelope flap is
imprinted Thomas Leask & Co / WOLMARANSSTAD /
Z.A.R. Interesting and scarce. SG 2 Cat £250 mint. Thomas
Leask & Co is the company where these stamps were found to
the value of £5.2s6d and surcharged between 24th June & 21st
July.  Scarce and maybe unique combination. (see headnote in
Stanley Gibbons C/W Part 1 above SG1).  £ 500

TRINIDAD
8040 1900 1d dull purple and rose Type II oval 0 in O
variety hinged mint, diagonal crease otherwise sound, normal
for comparison, SG 115/6 Cat £325.  £ 65

8041 1901-06 5s lilac and mauve, 5s deep purple and mauve
both hinged mint, fresh pair, SG 132/132a cat £160.  £ 65

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
8042 1851-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including Trinidad 1851 (1d) brownish grey, 1857 1d
red, 1859 6d deep green (Cat £425), 1859-63 to 1s bluish
slate, 1863-80 to 1s, 1896 5s & 10s revenue CDS's, 1901 5s
lilac and mauve very fine mint (Cat £75), Tobago 1882 ½d
purple-brown used, 1d venetian red mint, 4d yellow-green
used (Cat £95), T & T 1919-23 to 1s mint, 1935 defins to 24c
mint. (88)  £ 185

8043 1893 (11 Dec) 1d red postal stationery card Port of
spain to Germany neatyl cancelled manuscript 12/12 - '93 / J
Orsons in black (signed by the postmaster?), mainly fine and
very interesting item signed for postmark.  £ 75

8044 1897 Queen Victoria 2d registered letter with uprated
2½d dull purple and blue. Registered 70633 sticker along with
straight line registered. Cancelled on front rare Arima cds.
Reverse has Port of Spain cds and London hooded receiving.

 £ 72

8045 1901 5s lilac and mauve very fine hinged mint with
excellent colour very fresh appearance, SG 132 cat £75.

 £ 30

8046 1901 (7 May) 2d blue registered postal stationery
envelope (tones) to London uprated with 1d Britannia with
regd etiquette alongside both tied TOBAGO / C/ MY 7 / 01
CDS cancels, arrival cancel London oval in red. Some faults
otherwise nice.  £ 20

8047 1906 5s deep purple and mauve very fine hinged mint
showing vertical line from edge of watermark, with excellent
colour very fresh appearance, SG 132a cat £85.  £ 34

8048 1917 WAR TAX overprint on ½d green very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded & few tone
spots otherwise nice multiple, SG 177 cat £180.  £ 50

8049 1918 WAR TAX overprint on 1d scarlet very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 186 cat £270.  £ 95

8050 1933 (8 Aug) Sea Posts illustrated typed cover with
ONS LADY HAWKINS / PURSERS OFFICE / POSTED ON

THE HIGH SEAS cachet with Canada 1c & 2c defins tied
same cachet in blue-green and PORT OF SPAIN TRINIDAD
CDS's.  On June 24th a hurricane hit Trinidad and killed 35
people and destroyed hundreds of houses leaving 1000
homeless and causing $7.2m of damage, this cover was
postmarked one month after this devastation finally dissipating
on July 8th. Slightly dog eared but intr cover.  £ 30

8051 1935 (23 Mar) Attractive OHMS printed registered
cover to London bearing new currency pictorial defins 2c, 6c
& 8c tied REGISTRATION GPO TRINIDAD CDS cancels,
embossed Government of Trinidad on reverse flap, very
pretty, SG 231, 233 & 234.  £ 20

8052 1935 King George VI Silver Jubilee 2c, 3c and 6c on
May 6th 1935 typed first day cover to Liet. John Storr USA.
SG 239-241  £ 15

8053 1935 New Currency pictorial defins 1c to 24c complete
in mint / unmounted mint BRADBURY WILKINSON
IMPRINT bottom marginal blocks of four, plus 48c & 72c
imprint singles all fine, SG 230/236 Cat £202. (30).  £ 80

8054 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover  from an old time collectors hoard, SG 239/42.  £ 30

8055 1935 Trinidad and Tobago one shilling machine cancel
with Port of Spain 4 V 35 cds on typed cover to Vancouver,
Canada with via air mail in red cachet.  £ 45

8056 1935-37 New Currency set of 9 hinged mint, mainly
fine and fresh, SG 230/238. Cat £70.  £ 28

8057 1936 Three 1c blue and green on cover readdressed to
HM Hospital Ship Maine London with original destination
Chester cds on reverse.  £ 14

8058 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-44 set 14 (cat £110), 1948 RSW set
(cat £30), Postage Dues 1944-45 5d-1s black (SG D22/25 cat
£245), 1947 set of 8 (cat £32).  Cat £420. (39).  £ 150

8059 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-44 set 14 (cat £110), 1948 RSW set
(cat £30), 1949 UPU set U/M, Postage Dues 1944-45 5d-1s
black (SG D22/25 cat £245, 6d to 1s are Unmounted mint),
1947 set of 8 mainly U/M (cat £32).  Cat £420. (39).  £ 140

8060 1938 1c blue and green complete sheet of 60 plate 3a
& 2a fine unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG
246. Cat £60 as stamps.  £ 30

8061 1938 (22 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing
GVI Defins 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c & 6c each tied REGISTRATION
TRINIDAD CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise
mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 246/8, 249 & 250.

 £ 20

8062 1938 set 14 hinged mint to $4.80 (Cat £110), 1953
Complete set of 12 mounted mint, (Cat £46), SG 246/56,
261/78.  £ 32

8063 1945 King George VI 60 cents myrtle green and
carmine cancelled with JY 21 45 Port of Spain cds, on typed
cover to Argentina. With opened by examiner sticker and
Buenos Aires cds on reverse.  £ 28
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8064 Trinidad: 1941 (11 Sept) OHMS green printed
MONEY ORDER ADVICE envelope from the POST
OFFICE / TRINIDAD to New York, and ACCOUNTANT
BRANCH / 11 SP 41 / GPO TRINIDAD oval cancel
alongside. Some wrinkles and minor soils from postal use.
Seldom seen.  £ 60

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
8065 1932 (Jan) Cover (slight faults, pin hole, tear on flap)
bearing GB ½d & 1d tied CAPETOWN / PAQUEBOT / 16
JAN 32 CDS, 1929 TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet V in blue
(full strike) addr to Pretoria Transvaal alongside. monogram
flap in blue Be Just and Fear Not. Nice item.  £ 50

8066 1935 (March-April) Stampless cover (slight faults)
bearing 1929 TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet V in blue (full
strike) addr to Montevideo Uruguay and CAPETOWN /
PAQUEBOT / 2 APR 35 CDS on obverse alongside three line
cachet 'Met Hr. Ms. K VIII / Vervoerd can Tristan Da Cunha
/ naar Kaapstad (transported from TDC, to Cape Town), nice
printed flap on reverse picture of ship and BUILT BY
WILTON-FIJENOORD Hr Ms. ONDERZEEBOOT K XVIII
and Buenos Aires and Montevideo arrival / transit slogans on
reverse. Nice item.  £ 75

8067 1936 Undated Cover (philatelic use) bearing GB 1934
2½d blue tied by single strike of 1936 (1st Jan) TRISTAN DA
CUNHA Cachet VII in blue-black (full strike) addr to UK sent
per Viceroy of India. Fine.  £ 45

8068 1936 Undated Cover (philatelic use) bearing GB
EDVIII 2½d blue tied by two strikes of 1936 (1st Jan)
TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet VII in violet (full strike) addr
to UK. Slight faults but nice use of EDVIII issue.  £ 45

8069 1937 (March) Cover to Cape Town with two strikes of
1929 TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet V in black (full strikes)
with South Africa 1½d pair affixed on arrival tied CAPE
TOWN / PAQUEBOT CDS, few wrinkles otherwise fine.

 £ 65

8070 1937 Photo type postcard of Native Dug out on Lake
Kioga, Uganda used to London bearing GB EDVIII 1½d
brown tied by LONDON F.S. / PAQUEBOT CDS, and 1929
TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet V in violet (full strike)
alongside. Attractive item.  £ 45

8071 1937 Undated Cover (philatelic use) bearing GB 1935
Silver Jubilee ½d & 1d tied by two strikes of 1936 (1st Jan)
TRISTAN DA CUNHA Cachet VII in violet (full strikes) addr
to UK sent per HMS Milford. Slight wrinkles but nice cover.

 £ 45

TURKEY
8072 1865-1966 Attractive mint and used collection on
leaves in a binder with useful sets noted 1865 to 5pi mint,
1917 pictorial defins to 5pi m & u, 1930 Opening of Ankara-
Sivas Railway set mainly used (Cat £100+), 1938 Izmire Int.
Fair set mint (Cat £50), 1939 Railway set m, 1940 Kemal set
m, 1940 Games set m, 1950 Farabi set m, 1953 500th Anniv.
long set mint (Cat £50+), 1954 NATO set m, Council of
Europe set m, 1954 Turkish Post M/S, 1950s mostly complete
mint including defin long sets and 1958 Turkish Towns, 1959
long set (Cat £60), Airs incl 1950 2l50 mint (Cat £35), clean
lot ideal for expansion.  £ 150

8073 1870s issues to 1936 Original collection on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 225 different defins and commems incl 1905 to
25pi, 1908 to 2pi, 1915 Crescent overprint issues, 1916 to 5pi,
1919 overprints, etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c225). Good catalogue
value.  £ 400

8074 1892 Cover (17 March), (tatty in places roughly
opened sideways) bearing 1pi grey tied intaglio local cancel
and transit cancel, with ALEXANDRETTE TURQUIE CDS
alongside sent via London with transit CDS in red then PAID
ALL F eyeglass cancel applied in USA at Newhaven., wrinkles
and faults otherwise nice usage.  £ 48

8075 1919 GB used abroad: King George V 2½d blue on
censored typed cover to England. With British Post Office
Constantinople cancel. Two unclear cancels on reverse.

 £ 12

8076 1919 GB used abroad: King George V stamps on
registered typed cover to England. With British Post Office
Constantinople cancel. London oval receiving date stamp on
reverse.  £ 12

8077 1920 GB used abroad: King George V 1d, 1d and 2½d
on registered Constantinople cover cancelled with British Post
Office Constantinople. Addressed to England with red London
receiving CDS.  £ 16

8078 1921 GB used abroad: King George V 2d and 2½d on
registered Constantinople cover cancelled with British Post
Office Constantinople addressed to USA. With New York
receiving oval date stamp.  £ 16

8079 1925 Pres. Ahmed Zogu 10q rose red in an unmounted
mint block of 4 showing gross misperforation both ways,
striking error, SG 196.  £ 35

8080 1930 Opening of Ankara-Sivas Railway Surcharge set
of 22 hinged mint, all nice examples, SG 19099/1120 Cat
£275.  £ 90

8081 1939 (15 July) First Day of Issue cover to New York
bearing 150th Annie. of US constitution set of 6 tied
ISTANBUL CDS cancels. Mainly fine. SG 1229/1234.  £ 25

8082 1960 ROMA Olympic Games souvenir sheet of 25
setenant stamps unmounted mint mainly fine, SG 1911/15.
Nice thematic item.  £ 20

8083 A collection of twenty five covers includes fifteen
similar 1963 International stamp exposition Istanbul, unused
60k aerogramme and 1977 Ankara registered cover.  £ 20

8084 British Post Offices: 1913 A superb embossed German
printed reply 10pf red card for 1813-1913 Leipzig centenary
sent registered bearing GB GV defins two 1d red pairs and ½d
s i n g l e  t i e d  B R I T I S H  P O S T  O F F I C E  /  D  /
CONSTANTINOPLE addressed to Hotel Continental Halle
with arrival backstamp. Very attr item.  £ 45
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8085 Court Fees: 1890 Ottoman revenues an extensive
unmounted mint stock in an ancient folder most in sheets of 25
and have curling, separation or bends around the edges for the
following values are presented 1pi black (75, 3 sheets), 20pi
lilac-rose (875, 35 sheets) 50pi yellow (75, 3 sheets),
enormous cat value in excess of £10,000, Macdonald #20/23.

 £ 500

8086 Fournier Forgery: Range of first issues 'used' (5), locals
(3), plus 1913 100pi Ottoman pictorial design in imperf blk of
six in grey-blue, 25pi green in tete-beche blk of 4, plus eleven
surcharges and overprints on three pieces. (30),  £ 75

8087 Obligatory Tax: 1946 25th Anniv. of Welfare Org.
250k Miniature sheet unused showing gross misplacement of
the rose background, SG MS 1368.  £ 20

8088 Paquebot INDUS: 1854 (20 Jun) Constantinople Entire
Letter to Marseille carried on the Ship INDUS originally
launched in 1854 in Glasgow for the Australian Pacific Mail
Co. but sold without their use for the needs of Crimea troop
transport on the Levant lines (departing  on 6th June 1854),
hence this letter was carried on its first voyage from
Constantinople, boxed three line PAQUEBOTS cancel and 10
chargemark in black, nice INDUS / 20 / JUIN / 54 CDS on
obverse.  Scarce first postal voyage item.  £ 150

8089 Printed Matter: 1892 10pa green, 1pi dull blue, 2pi
orange-brown CDS used with fine IMPRIME boxed
handstamp, two are inverted.  Cat £417  £ 45

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
8090 1867-1935 Mint and used assembly with better
pickings including Turks vals to 1s mint, 1889 1d on 2½d mint
(Cat £25), 1893-5 4d mint, 5d used (Cat £56), 1931 2/6 pair
mint (Cat £29), Turks & caicos; 1900-08 Badge of The Islands
vals to 1s mint, 1909-11 1s, 2s & 3s mint (Cat £100), 1913-21
GV to 2s (2 diff) & 3s mint, 1922-26 to 3s mint, 1935 SJ set
used. (88)  £ 120

8091 1882-1935 Small mint and used range on old time
Imperial printed pages with better including 1882 2½d red-
brown part o.g, 1889 1d on 2½d part o.g., 1893-95 4d & 5d
mint, 1900-04 Badge of The Islands set of 9 mint (cat £130),
1909-11 set of 12 mint (cat £110), 1913-21 set to 4d, 1s, 2s &
3s mint (cat £45), 1922-26 set of 14 mint (Cat £45), 1928 set
of 11 mint (Cat £80), 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint, useful lot
(44). Cat £550+.  £ 185

8092 1900-04 Complete Badge set of 9 to 3s lake hinged
mint, some light tones otherwise nice appearance, SG 101/109
Cat £130.  £ 42

8093 1933  (15  Aug)  Two covers  from the same
correspondence (philatelic) bearing ¼d black, ½d green, plus
Cayman Is. 1932 Tercent. ¼d pair & 2½d, or ½d & 2½d
values tied by BUY / TURKS ISLANDS / SALT / NONE
BETTER slogan cancel, plus similar boxed on reverse, other
stamps tied TURKS ISLANDS then GEORGETOWN
CAYMAN ISLANDS CDS's. both underpaid and T h/s pencil
5c, toned edges but unusual and interesting pair.  £ 30

8094 1936 (2 Jan) Cover bearing 1935 Silver Jubilee set 4
sent registered to New York with typed address, mainly sound.

 £ 25

8095 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-45 set 14 (cat £130), 1948 RSW
set, 1948 Centenary set, 1950 set of 13 (cat £85).  Cat £244.
(45).  £ 150

8096 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-45 set 14 (cat £130), 1948 RSW set
U/M, 1948 Centenary set, 1950 set of 13 (cat £85).  Cat £244.
(45).  £ 80

8097 1938 2/- deep rose-carmine, 5/- yellowish green and
10/- bright violet hinged mint perfinned SPECIMEN
diagonally, very fresh, SG 203/205s.  £ 80

8098 1938-45 Complete set of 14 to 10s mainly nice CDS
used copies, SG 194/205.  £ 25

8099 1938-45 GVI set plus extra shades for 2½d, 2s & 5s all
hinged mint mainly very fine, good cat value £260+ (18). SG
194/205.  £ 48

8100 1944 ½d deep green complete sheet of 60 fine
unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 195a. Cat
£165 as stamps.  £ 75

8101 1948 (13 Sep) Unaddressed First Day Cover bearing
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied GRAND TURK /
TURKS ISLANDS CDS cancels, attractive, SG 208/9.  £ 25

8102 1955 (4 Oct) Registered airmail cover to Switzerland
bearing 1948 RSW set of 2 tied GRAND TURK CDS cancels
and regd label No.7166, pretty. SG 208/9.  £ 48

8103 QV to 1980's collection on pre printed minkus leaves
. , From QV , 1900 TO 1/- , 1948 set , 1967 set , then
comprehensive later including defin and commem sets nd
many thematics .  £ 50

UGANDA
8104 1896 Group of 6 different used Lubwa Rowling
signature values 1anna, 2annas unused and used, 3annas,
4annas & 1r,  fine and sound, SG 55/8 & 60 Cat £318. £ 110

8105 1898-1902 QV range of mainly mint values 1898-1902
1a (both shades), 2a, 3a (two shades), 4a, 8a & 1902 ½a green
all mint, 2½a used blk of 4, Cat £116, SG 84/89 & 93/2.

 £ 35

UKRAINE
8106 1945 Carpatho Ukraine 24 strips of three 100f broken
chains (Mi 79a).  £ 400

8107 KARPATHIA UKRAINE - Michel 79 cat 80dm in
1980 Michel !  Wholesale lot of 40 copies plus 1 copy of
Michel 80  £ 50

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
8108 1961 First flight between London and Manila typed
cover with UAE stamps to Philippines.  £ 10

UNITED NATIONS
8109 1948 (May) Children Fund booklet containing
complete set of 5 imperf gummed 10fr labels, faults on cover
but seldom seen.  £ 30
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8110 1956-1962 Three large black and white press photos
with typed description on reverse including Assembly
approves resolution on peaceful uses of outer space 1959,
Austrian Rep broadcast over radio, Late secretary general
death plaque from airplane crash.  Few creases but intr.

 £ 35

8111 1960 Twenty-two covers from various counties
commemorating World Refugee Year 1959-60 good selection
of stamps.  £ 22

8112 1969-1993 Stockbook with mint & mainly unmounted
mint collection noted 1986 40th Anniv. of World Federation
miniature sheet, 1991 Economic Commission setenant blk of
4, 1992 Clean Oceans, Space etc. Approx 175 different.

 £ 40

8113 1970 25th Anniv. of United Nations 1945-1970 6c &
13c in sheets of 100 x 50 sheets (Cat £3250), all fine
unmounted mint in two sheet folders, SG 209/10. 5000 sets.

 £ 160

8114 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 8 different for France,
Italy, USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors, Australia,
Spain etc. Attractive. (8).  £ 24

8115 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 9 different for France,
Italy, USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors, Australia,
Spain etc. Attractive. (9).  £ 26

8116 Attractive collection of mainly mint and unmounted
mint 1951 to 1982 including many U/M blocks of 4, 1982
Flags series in sheetlets of 16 etc, ideal for expansion.  £ 48

8117 Collection in a well filled Senator springback album
with a double mint and used assembly from 1951 to 1980 for
New York issues and a few Geneva & Vienna issues, colourful
lot, 100s.  £ 36

8118 First Flight Covers: 19714-81 group of 8 covers and
cards for various airmail flight covers, special events incl New
York Geneva Swissair 747, Vienna office, 1980 to Leipzig,
nice cachets etc, intr little lot.  £ 20

8119 Flight Covers: 1974-85 group of 7 covers and cards for
various airmail flight covers, special events incl Kobenhaven
to New York, Italy, etc, intr little lot.  £ 20

8120 FORCES: Group of covers from Polish missions
including 1974, 1979 Egypt cachets, 1982 Syria cachets, 1977
Warsaw, 1979, 1987 Syria, UNDOF PKW cachets, etc
fascinating lot (21).  £ 80

8121 Unmounted mint assembly of sets in a neat little
stockbook for Geneva and Vienna issues to 1980s to 2002,
attractive lot STC €160. (c170).  £ 35

UNITED STATES
8122 1835 (13 Feb) Entire Letter Baltimore to Netherlands
bearing 80c manuscript and FORWARDED BY / THEOD
VIETOE & DUCKWITZ / NEW YORK oval h/s in red with
SCHIEDAM 17 APR receiving backstamp with PAYS
D'OUTREMER / PAR LE HAVRE boxed in black on
obverse, nice account of Gin selling from Holland to USA.

 £ 30

8123 1847 5c red-brown on blued tied to orange envelope by
New York red grill postmark and CDS on on top left corner

addressed to Clinton, Cones Cty, Ga. Few minor faults
otherwise nice example. Scott 1.  £ 280

8124 1861-62 12c black a fine used centred high example
with black cork type cancel and small part red CDS, good
perfs and quality for these, Scott 69.  £ 40

8125 1861-62 30c orange a nice fine used example quite
well centred with very neat barred cancel in black, short top
right corner otherwise very fine, Scott 71.  £ 50

8126 1866 No grill 15c black Lincoln very fine used example
with clear part barred circular cancel, fine, Scott 77.  £ 50

8127 1869 (6 Feb) Torn cover from FRASER Mich. to
Echte in Germany bearing 10c green with Grill cancelled
indistinct postmark in black (not tied) and NEW YORK PAID
/ DIRECT Feb 11 CDS in red, BREMEN / FRANCO boxed
datestamp in red applied on arrival and ECHTE arrival b/s,
various tears on reverse and obverse but interesting overseas
use. Scott 89.  £ 180

8128 1873 90c rose-carmine fine used dotted postmark and
small violet h/s quite well centred, tiny thin from hinge
otherwise fine, SG 168.  £ 60

8129 1878 (9 Nov) Cover from London to New York
bearing GB QV 2½d rosy-mauve pl.12 PAIR tied W35
London cancels in black and on arrival in New York the
OPERA GLASSES postage due cancel in black PAID / A /
ALL part NEW YORK / 78 cancel. Faults and slightly grubby
otherwise fine sent Via Queenstown.  £ 80

8130 1883 2c red-brown very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, complete with Philatelic Foundation 2010
certificate. Scott 210. Cat $135.  £ 55

8131 1885 Fancy cork cancel (4 quarters) MOULTON to PA
bearing nice CDS of May 27 and cork cancel alongside on 2c
brown postal stationery cover, arrived June 1st, few minor
defects otherwise nice cover.  £ 15

8132 1890 15c indigo very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example. Scott 227. Cat $550.  £ 220

8133 1890 5c chocolate very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example. Scott 223. Cat $185.  £ 72

8134 1890 6c brown-red very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, complete with Philatelic Foundation 2010
certificate. Scott 224. Cat $160.  £ 65

8135 1893 Colombian plate proofs complete set of 16 to $5
in issued colors, sound and beautiful examples, a few with
hinge remains all on thick card, well centred and superb, Scott
230P4-245P4. Cat $2110.  £ 1000

8136 1893 Columbian Exposition $1 Salmon Queen Isabella
Pledging her jewels, fine hinged mint key value, hinge
otherwise superb, Scott 241. (SG 246 Cat £1300).  £ 300

8137 1893 Columbian Exposition 50c slate blue Recall of
Columbus, fine hinged mint nice value, hinge otherwise
superb, Scott 240. (SG 245 Cat £600).  £ 160

8138 1893 Columbian Exposition set 1c to 30c mainly
hinged mint examples, few disturbed gum, 15c green is
unused (not counted), all nice clean lookers, SG 235/244, cat
£771. (10).  £ 180
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8139 1893 Columbus 4c ultramarine very fine unmounted
mint (never hinged) example showing 3 leaf variety. Scott 233.
Cat $140 complete with 2007 Professional Stamp Experts
certificate.  £ 65

8140 1893 Columbus 50c slate-blue heavy mounted mint
part original gum with thins, nice frontal appearance, Scott
240 Cat $240 for unused.  £ 60

8141 1893 Columbus 6c purple very fine unmounted mint
(never hinged) example. Scott 235. Cat $140 complete with
2006 Professional Stamp Experts certificate.  £ 65

8142 1893 Columbus 8c magenta very fine unmounted mint
(never hinged) example. Scott 236. Cat $140 complete with
2010 Philatelic Foundation certificate.  £ 65

8143 1893 Columbus Mint / part original gum for 1c, 5c,
10c & 15c values, thins and gum faults mainly decent
appearance, Scott $340.  £ 36

8144 1893 Special Delivery 10c orange very fine unmounted
mint (never hinged) example. Scott E3. Cat $675 complete
with 2002 Philatelic Foundation certificate.  £ 275

8145 1894 3c purple very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, few blind perfs otherwise fine. Scott 253.
Cat $325.  £ 110

8146 1894 50c orange Jefferson definitive hinged mint with
fine appearance, Scott 260 Cat $500.  £ 85

8147 1894 8c, 10c & 15c defins each mounted mint, 8c is
lightly mounted, others are heavy hinge remains, Scott
257/259 Cat $760.  £ 110

8148 1895 4c dark brown unmounted mint (never hinged,
vertical gum bend) sound example. Scott 269. Cat $125.

 £ 45

8149 1895 5c chocolate very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example. Scott 270. Cat $155.  £ 40

8150 1895 Cover (opened roughly at the side) from Warwick
to South Dakota bearing 2½d tied Warwick CDS underpaid
due to the weight (original contents enclosed) hence
NEWARK AUG 0 / K / 95 / DUE / 10 / CENTS opera glass
postage due mark and boxed T / 25 in black alongside.  Some
cover faults but good strike of the opera postage due. Similar
go for $200+ in the US.  £ 100

8151 1897-1903 1c, 2c, 4c & 5c all unmounted mint (never
hinged) examples, fine, Scott 279, 279B, 280/1, Cat $215.

 £ 55

8152 1898 Envelope printed entirely in red with US Stars
flag design bearing 2c red adhs tied ARGENTINE Mich.
target cancel to Detroit with various transit and arrival
backstamps. Some ink marks on obverse and few wrinkles
otherwise fine.  £ 30

8153 1898 Envelope printed entirely in red with US Stars
flag design bearing Omaha 2c red adhs tied EARLVILLE CDS
and dotted circle cancel to Jamestown with arrival backstamp.
Fine and attractive.  £ 35

8154 1898 Omaha 10c grey-violet mounted mint with hinge
remains and thinning, one pulled perf & one tone spot
otherwise very good centring and colour, fresh looker, Scott
290. Cat $150.  £ 25

8155 1898 Trans-Mississippi  50c sage-green mounted mint
with huge thin so only part original gum, frontal appearance is
fine with good centring and colour, Scott 291 Cat $625 mint.

 £ 85

8156 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 10c grey-violet very
fine unmounted mint (never hinged, horizontal gum bend)
example. 2007 Professional Stamp Experts certificate. Scott
290. Cat $380.  £ 125

8157 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 1c dark yellow-
green very fine unmounted mint (never hinged) example. Scott
285. Cat $70.  £ 28

8158 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 1c green, 2c copper
red & 4c orange each unmounted mint (never hinged) with
very fresh appearance, Scott 285/287 cat $475.  £ 120

8159 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 2c copper-red
bottom imprint number 722 single very fine unmounted mint
(never hinged) example. Scott 286. Cat $60.  £ 28

8160 1898 Unused Envelope printed entirely in red with US
Stars flag design OLD GLORY with Eagle and Britannia
looking downtrodden with CANADA MEMORABILIS
MAINE in the design. Published by J Wilson and Co.
Montreal The Department of Agriculture. Mainly very fine.

 £ 30

8161 1901 Pan- American Exposition set of 6 all unmounted
mint (never hinged) examples, 1c is imprint 1116 number, 2c
is top marginal, 8c is bottom right corner marginal plate 8C,
5c & 10c come with certificates, Scott 294-99 Cat $957.

 £ 385

8162 1901 Pan-American Exposition set of 6 mainly
unmounted mint (never hinged) excl 2c which is mounted
mint, all have usual gum skips or spots, very fine and fresh,
Scott 294/99 Cat $1000+.  £ 225

8163 1908 (26 Jun) Cover Chicago to Germany bearing 5c
blue defin tied machine mark and redirected back to the US
with DEAD LETTER OFFICE JUL 31 1908 CDS in violet on
obverse, intr well travelled cover.  £ 40

8164 1908-09 10c yellow very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example. Diagonal gum bend, bottom margin imprint
single. Scott 338 Cat $160.  £ 65

8165 1908-09 13c blue-green very fine unmounted mint
(never hinged) example. Scott 339 Cat $90.  £ 36

8166 1908-09 5c blue very fine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example. Small colour offset on gum, slightly patchy.
Scott 335 Cat $110.  £ 32

8167 1908-10 Coil Stamps 1c green unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, slight colour offset on reverse. Scott 348 Cat
$80.  £ 32

8168 1908-10 Coil Stamps 5c blue unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, complete with 1996 Philatelic Foundation
certificate. Scott 351 Cat $325.  £ 130

8169 1909 Lincoln Centenary of Birth 2c carmine in a superb
top marginal pane of 50 mainly uncounted mint (never hinged,
on margin only), Scott 367 Cat £475.  £ 120
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8170 1910-11 15c pale ultramarine unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, accompanied by 2007 Philatelic Foundation
certificate. Scott 382 Cat $500.  £ 200

8171 1910-11 Coil Stamps P.12 Horiz. 1c green unmounted
mint (never hinged) example, Scott 385 Cat $100.  £ 40

8172 1910-11 Coil Stamps Perf 8½ Horiz. 1c green & 2c
carmine both unmounted mint (never hinged) examples, Scott
390/1 Cat $100.  £ 40

8173 1910-11 Franklin & Washington 1c green to 4c brown
unmounted mint (never hinged) examples, Scott 374/377 Cat
$133. (4).  £ 48

8174 1910-13 Coil Stamps Perf 8½ Vert. 3c deep violet
unmounted mint (never hinged) example, slight offset on
reverse, accompanied by 2013 Professional Stamp Experts
certificate from a pair.  Scott 394 Cat $135.  £ 52

8175 1910-13 Coil Stamps Perf 8½ Vert. 5c blue unmounted
mint (never hinged) example, offset on reverse, Scott 396 Cat
$135.  £ 52

8176 1911 Registration Stamp 10c ultramarine very fine
unmounted mint (never hinged) example, Scott F1. Cat $175.

 £ 70

8177 1912 Franklin 50c violet unmounted mint (never
hinged) example, accompanied by 2008 Professional Stamp
Experts certificate. Scott 422 Cat $450.  £ 200

8178 1912-14 Franklin set of eight, 8c green to 50c violet
unmounted mint (never hinged) examples, 50c has offset on
reverse as is normal for this value. Certificates accompany
20c, 30c & 50c values. Scott 414/421 Cat $1510. (8).  £ 650

8179 1912-14 P.12 Washington 1c green & 2c carmine both
as booklet panes of 6 mainly unmounted mint (never hinged)
examples, Scott 405b & 496a Cat $130.  £ 50

8180 1913 Panama-Pacific Exposition set of 4 basic values
unmounted mint (never hinged), fine, Scott 397/9, 400 Cat
$470.  £ 180

8181 1914 Horizontal Coil Imperf 2c carmine type I
unmounted mint (never hinged) example complete with 2010
Professional Stamp Experts certificate Graded 80, Scott 459
Cat $300.  £ 125

8182 1914 Perf 10 Vertically 1c green, 2c carmine type III,
4c brown & 5c blue unmounted mint (never hinged)
examples, Scott 452, 455, 457/8 Cat $154.  £ 60

8183 1915-46 A selection of thirty-two covers and postcards
22 of which are 1c postal stationery.  £ 14

8184 1917 Special Delivery P.11 10c ultramarine left
marginal plate No. 8508 single unmounted mint (never
hinged), fine, Scott E11 Cat $45.  £ 20

8185 1918 Air Post set of three unmounted mint (never
hinged), 6c has oxidised otherwise fine, Scott C1/3 Cat $360.

 £ 100

8186 1918 Airmail set of 3 mint / unmounted mint, 6c & 24c
are unmounted, sound, SG A546/A548 Cat £275.  £ 85

8187 1920 Pilgrim Tercentenary set of three unmounted mint
(never hinged), 1c & 2c has straight edge otherwise fine, Scott
548/550 Cat $97.  £ 32

8188 1922 Special Delivery 10c grey-violet unmounted mint
(never hinged), top marginal with some gum streaks otherwise
fine, Scott E12 Cat $95.  £ 40

8189 1922-25 Almost complete set of 22 values out of 23
includes all the key singles including $2 & $5, all hinged mint
examples, just needs 30c Buffalo (cat $25 to complete), odd
gum bend otherwise fine, Scott 551/573 (excl 569). SG Cat
£408.  £ 145

8190 1923 Air Post set of 3 unmounted mint (never hinged),
fine. Scott C4/6 Cat $285.  £ 110

8191 1923-25 Perf 10 Horizontally vertical Coil PAIRS
unmounted mint for 1c green, 1½c brown, 2c carmine, Scott
604/606 Cat $226.  £ 70

8192 1926-1978 An extensive collection of Airmail covers
mainly on official printed envelope with huge amount bearing
10c blue air (SG A628 or Scott C7), with over 200 mainly
different covers of which 90+ are 1926-27 each with large
round flight cachet in black or violet, many identified by Scott
numbers and old retail prices up to $40 each, slight duplication
otherwise useful and valuable lot.  £ 450

8193 1929 Kans. overprint set of 11 unmounted mint, NH,
very fresh, Scott 658/668 Cat $962.  £ 300

8194 1930 $2.60 blue A superb unmounted mint example
(never hinged) well centered and fresh, very fine and
attractive. Scott C15.  £ 500

8195 1930 A superb airmail cover bearing $1.30 Graf
Zeppelin, well centered, tied by ""Lakehurst, N.J./May 31,
1930"" waving flag machine cancel to flown cover with
appropriate flight cachets, Friedrichshaffen arrival postmark
which also ties the stamp, very fine and attractive.  £ 250

8196 1930 Airmails $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (Scott C14) fine
unmounted mint (never hinged); tiny natural inclusion,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $575  £ 300

8197 1930 Airmails $2.60 blue Graf Zeppelin (Scott C15)
fine unmounted mint (never hinged); tiny natural inclusion,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $925  £ 450

8198 1930 Graf Zeppelin $1.30 fine unmounted mint (never
hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C14.

 £ 250

8199 1930 Graf Zeppelin 65c green fine unmounted mint
(never hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C13.

 £ 100

8200 1930 Graf Zeppelin Europe Pan-American Round
Flight with appropriate confirmation postmarks. Fine to very
fine Scott C14 ($1.30 brown) on official U.S. Post Office, Air
Mail Use Only, card. US Air Mail routes pictured on back.
Small card faults and edge wear, otherwise lovely album
piece.  £ 250

8201 1930 Washington cancel on cover with ½c and 2c.
With 'received in a damaged condition' and 'received unsealed
at' cachets.  £ 35

8202 1930-32 Joint line PAIRS - 1930 Perf 10 Vertically
1½c brown 4c yellow-brown, 1932 3c Washington & Perf 10
Horiz. 3c Washington. 5 pairs, Scott 686/7, 721/2 Cat $136.

 £ 42
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8203 1931 Rotary Press Complete set of 10 unmounted mint
(NH), usual gum bends all look fresh, Scott 692/701, Cat
$140.  £ 44

8204 1934-1980 An extensive uncounted mint collection of
plate blocks of 4 in over 50 White Ace albums for
commemorative, definitive and some back of the book, airs
etc, Face in excess of $2400 from 1c to 50c values, enormous
collection in eight heavy boxes, approx 129kg in weight.

 £ 1800

8205 1935-85 A selection of nine large covers includes 1935
first flight Honolulu-Guam, San francisco to Hong Kong and
Seattle-Juneau.  £ 18

8206 1936 International Philatelic Exhibition New York four
different colour labels for Mercury design each an attractive
mint PAIR, Attractive on written up page.  Ex Eric Stannard.
(8).  £ 32

8207 1939-1959 Album containing approx. 70 covers with
various stamps and cancels includes King George VI royal
train 1939 cover.  £ 25

8208 1940's-1950's A selection of approx. thirty covers and
postcards, includes 1935 first flight Honolulu to San
Francisco, cover from U.S.S. Quail via Clipper to Boston and
opened by censor covers.  £ 25

8209 1940s to 1967 Plate blocks of 4 collection of positional
blocks unmounted mint for dozens of issues in two well filled
stockbooks, approx 410, useful lot.  £ 200

8210 1943 Cover from Los Angeles to England with some
dirt. Has Damaged by Sea water purple cachet and two GR
Officially sealed in the returned letter section London.  £ 15

8211 1947 Centenary International Philatelic Exhibition New
York 4 different colour labels with 100th Anniv design plus
1947 Franklin & Washington bicolour labels in FOUR bottom
imprint blocks of 4 GRAND CENTRAL PALACE / NEW
YORK , / 1847 MAY 16TH - 25H 1947, & 5 diff labels
featuring transport of mail carriers in black and green (5), then
a nice range of covers including FREE cover slogan postmark,
SEPAD Nat Stamp EX. meter in red, attractive on seven
written up pages.  Ex Eric Stannard. (25 + 6 cvrs).  £ 50

8212 1947 US Centenary philatelic Exhibition New York
two special limited edition printed covers No. 3025 & 1022
each bearing Belgium air surcharge sets (x2), both addressed
to Executive Committee, Centenary Int Phil. Ex. NY, and tied
special Brussels CDS cancels for the special flight from
Brussels to New York 19th May 1947. Ex Eric Stannard.

 £ 20

8213 1953 (Aug) Cover Argentina to California with
UNCALLED FOR AT / METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
handstamp in red on obverse.  £ 20

8214 1956-1976 Attractive written up collection on 25
album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards,
labels, FDCs, and overprints noted 1956 FPIEX triangle labels
(4) plus 2c P/S card (one used, another unused), 1960s
INTERPEX incl Meter Cancels, 1966 Card postmarked
Washington UK, 1970 Roland Hovercraft card, two nice
engraved pages / cards etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric
Stannard.  £ 60

8215 1958 (28 Apr) Captain Mitsuo Fuchida signed
illustrated Friendship cover (few ink marks) from Austin to
Berkeley California address to the Captain who led the
bombing of Pearl Harbour on 7th December 1941. This is
addressed and signed in English and Japanese with manuscript
Luke 23:34 alongside. Magazine article accompanies
explaining the background to how the cover came about. Plus
original letter from A J Paul asking for the autograph and hand
written reply from Capt Fuchida. Scarce.  £ 150

8216 1960 Three Inaugural jet flights on intercontinental
Boeing 707 New York to Brussels.with 15c airmail stamp.

 £ 15

8217 1962 Dwight Eisenhower handstamp in black used as
FREE mail slightly soiled envelope on Gettysburg stationery
cancelled IDIO CALIF on Jan 31st 1962, just after succeeded
by J F Kennedy as president. Address to Alice Plested Editor
of Logan Log at Fort Logan Mental Health Center Colorado.
Intr as many of these handstamps were used in WW2 as Free
and censor cancels (those retail many $100s).  £ 75

8218 1962-63 14th & 15th National Stamp Show 4 covers
(two for each year) with imperf stamp show setenant pairs tied
New York Stamp Show slogan cancels two are Mercury Space
Exhibit printed covers, 1963 pair are plain, nice group. (4).

 £ 20

8219 1963-75 Four Postage Paid Port Paye postcards from
'War Zone' Vietnam addressed to New York. Please note these
may be forgeries.  £ 20

8220 1981 BEP Souvenir Card $5 Silver Certificate
engraved by Bureau of Engraving and printing x 10 examples,
very fine B54.  £ 48

8221 1981 Int. Paper Money show ANA Souvenir Card $20
in gold coin engraved by Bureau of Engraving and printing,
very fine used 18c tied WASHINGTON DC CDS.  Very fine.
B53 / NSC 14.  £ 15

8222 1983 Presidential Medals Cover Collection of 39
special gold plated medal covers for Presidents from 1732 to
1917, in special gold embossed box.  £ 100

8223 1985 50th Anniv of transpacific air mail service FDI
postcard with autograph of Brigadier General Stuart Boyd US
test pilot.  £ 20

8224 1990's A selection of approx. thirty-five covers with
cancels but no addresses, includes Rock & Roll issue with
Elvis Presley stamp.  £ 14

8225 A selection of approx. forty-five covers and postcards
various years stamps and cancels including 20 1940's first day
covers including Iwo Jima.  £ 16

8226 A selection of approx. thirty covers and postcards a few
circa 1910 with 1c green and 2c red. Interesting postmark
interest.  £ 18

8227 Airs: 1918 Air set of 3 heavy hinged mint, resh frontal
appearance, SG A546/8.  £ 85

8228 ANTARCTICA - Extensive cacheted covers collection
from 1948 to 1983 with over ninety covers noted Operation
Deep Freeze, Byrd Station, Navy Expeditions incl 1948 USS
Edisto, Commander signed covers, Core Drilling, Geophysical
Observatory, University of Texas Exped., 1972 Squadron Six
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Southernmost airline, Devron Six, Hallett Station, Para
Rescue, 1973 to Vostok with Russia triangle cachet, etc,
fascinating lot.  £ 180

8229 Boxer Rebellion: 1900 (20 Sep) Post Offices in China;
Military Station 1 OFFICIAL BUSINESS long envelope
(folded and faults) from Commanding Officer Peking China,
Penalty printed envelope to Syracuse bearing dumb cancel
Mil. Psta No.1 Tienstin, China in black with received 1 arrival
backstamp. Scarce. Similar cover realised $1050 in Siegels
2003 auction.  £ 500

8230 Duck Hunting Permit: 1960 $3 in a top right corner
marginal plate block of 4, three stamps are U/M (never
hinged), gum patch on fourth stamp, very light ink line in
margin otherwise sound, Scott RW 27 Cat $320.  £ 80

8231 Duck Stamps: 1992 Montana $5 right margin unused
as issued (MNH) showing green headed hen error, only 700
can exist one from each of the 700 sheets printed. Scott
MT07c.  £ 50

8232 Earlies range of 11 items on a stockcard including
Officials; Treasury 3c & 12c brown, War Dept 10c & 12c,
Agriculture 3c yellow, Confederate states 1863 20c green
mint, 1863 24c lilac, 3c red with nice dumb cancel, etc, nice
little group.  £ 28

8233 EARLY COVERS very mixed collection in small cover
album with 73 different incl. with 1857 3c red Washington
tied various CDS cancels (6), 1861 3c red (14), 1870 1c blue
(5), 3c green (14), 3c postal stationery envelopes used, 1894
2c red (18), 2c Columbus tied BOST & CAPE COD RPO,
later printed advertising envelopes, very mixed with some
stamps missing, very roughly opened, some with stamps cut
across, interesting lot all the same. (73)  £ 150

8234 EXHIBITIONS 1938-1978 - Attractive written up
collection on c80 album pages for National & International
Philatelic Exhibitions worldwide representations of special
covers / cards, labels, FDCs, and poster publicity labels &
miniature sheets, 1971-3 engraved sheets incl Zeppelins, $5
Columbus blk of 4 imperf etc, (65+ covers, 28+ M/S) Very
interesting and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 130

8235 EXHIBITIONS 1952-1960 five album pages for
ASDA National Postage Stamp Show, publicity labels incl
1952 four labels for exhibition held in 7th Infantry Regiment
featuring the SS United States, 1953 300th Anniv. New York,
1954 6th show x 4 different, 1956 top imprint marginal strips
of 3 in four different colours, 1960 Lincoln singles in four
colours, etc, (28). Ex Eric Stannard.  £ 30

8236 EXHIBITIONS 1977-1978 - Four covers for 1977
Long Beach Stamp & Coin & Expo (2) & 1978 Long Breach
Stamp & Coin Expo (2) each bearing various adhs tied special
exhibition cancels and signed by the designer of the
commemorative cancels Louis Fowler.  Interesting, ex Eric
Stannard.  £ 20

8237 Forty unused postal stationery covers mostly from the
1980's but includes 1929 Sesquicentennial Exposition 2c and
America's cup 15c.  £ 12

8238 Hunting Permit: 1965 Three Canvasback Drakes in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW32 Cat
$400.  £ 120

8239 Hunting Permit: 1966 Whistling Swans in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW33 Cat
$400.  £ 120

8240 Hunting Permit: 1967 Old Squaw Ducks in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW34 Cat
$440.  £ 125

8241 Hunting Permit Duck Stamps: 1959 $3 Labrador
Carrying Drake plate block of 4 unmounted mint (two gum
bends) very fine and fresh, Scott RW26. Cat $575.  £ 175

8242 Hunting Permit Duck Stamps: 1962 $3 Drakes coming
in to land plate block of 4 unmounted mint, very fine and
fresh, Scott RW29. Cat $500.  £ 150

8243 Local Post: BOYD'S CITY M EXPRESS POST 1860-
63 Cover to 19th St New York bearing oval M cancel (type
J)without date issued after takeover of Mary Blackham and
date omitted as delivery times could not be guaranteed. Paid
cancel in oval in black alongside.  Fine.  £ 65

8244 Money Orders 1894-1897 Three different money
orders including 1895 draft with original letter for School
Funds in Helena, Montana, 1897 Boise Idaho, 1894 East
Capitol Station. Intr.  £ 20

8245 New York State Bedding Inspection 1936 1c blue Tax
Stamp in a complete sheet of 100 unmounted mint, mainly
fine, Scott BD5.  £ 50

8246 Offices in China: 1919 (24 Oct) 2c on 1c green
surcharge on an attractive postcard of Chinese Junks tied neat
US Post Service Shanghai CDS and duplex. Fine.  £ 75

8247 Offices in China, 1919 24½ on 12½ brown-carmine
yellow (Scott K11), fine unmounted mint (never hinged), fine
to very fine. Scott $190  £ 85

8248 Offices in China: 1919 4c on 2c rose fine used, sound,
Scott K2 Cat $70.  £ 20

8249 Offices in China: 19192c on 1c green two singles on
paper tied slogan cancel, 4c on 2c rose on paper with two
separate examples used. Scott K1/2 Cat €280.  £ 48

8250 Offices in China: 1922 4c on 2c carmine original gum
unmounted mint (never hinged) a superb example, very fresh,
Scott K18 Cat $210.  £ 100

8251 Officials: Dept of Interior; c1870s 6c orange used on a
Department General Land Office printed envelope from
Washington to Colorado, cancelled dumb cork type postmark,
roughly open along the side hence very uneven at right side,
however Scott Cat $200 commercial cover.  £ 40

8252 Officials: Treasury; Nice fine used range from 2c
brown to 90c brown includes 2c to 7c, 12c/15c, 30c/90c,
mainly fine. (8).  £ 32

8253 Officials: War; 1873 12c rose mounted mint with some
gum disturbance but mainly large part original gum, fine
looker, Scott O89.  £ 75

8254 Officials: War Department Scott O90, 1873 15c rose
very fresh unmounted mint, (Never Hinged) and fine. Also
Photocopy 2014 PF certificate for block of four from which
this stamp originated, this being bottom left single. (Scott
Retail $190).  £ 125
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8255 Parcel Post: 1912-13 Range of six values mainly
mounted mint for 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c & 15c different shades
carmine or carmine-rose, mainly fine, Scott Q2/Q7 Cat $175.

 £ 55

8256 Parcel Post: 1913 1c carmine-rose to 25c & 75c mainly
all hinged mint, 4c & 20c appear unmounted (never hinged)
mainly sound and fine, Scott Q1/9, Q11 Cat $670.  £ 120

8257 Parcel Post: Two 1913 covers one bearing 1c carmine-
rose pair and other 2c carmine-rose both tied flag wavy line
from New York or Ohio, mainly fine duo. Scott Q1/2. (2).

 £ 20

8258 Postage Due: 1897 30c deep claret unused no gum
with a thin, Scott J43 Cat $600, nice clean spacefiller.  £ 20

8259 Postage Dues: 1879 Proofs on India card 30c brown
and 50c brown, both well cut very fine, Scott J6P3 & J7P3.
Cat $64.  £ 30

8260 Postage Dues: 1879 Set of 7 values mainly fine used
light cancels and sound, 3c is mint part o.g. (small surface rub)
& 30c is almost unused, small part o.g, mostly sound lookers,
Scott J1/7 Cat $700+.  £ 100

8261 Postage Dues: 1884 Red-Brown Set of 7 values mainly
fine used light cancels and sound, 3c appears unused small ink
spot, 5c is unused, 10c neat crayon mark other decent postal
cancels, huge catalogue Value Scott $1318. Sc. J15/21.

 £ 325

8262 Postage Dues: 1891-93 Bright Claret Set of 7 values
mainly mint or unused for 1c mint, 2c unmounted mint (NH
cat $90), 3c unused, 30c mounted mint (cat $575), 5c, 10c &
50c are nice fine used, huge catalogue Value Scott $976. Sc.
J22/28.  £ 200

8263 Postage Dues: 1894 30c pale rose a superb mounted
mint example with heavy hinge remains otherwise extremely
fine and fresh, Scott J36b Cat $450.  £ 115

8264 Postage Dues: 1894 50c pale rose a superb bottom
imprint marginal single hinged mint with hinge remains
otherwise extremely fine and fresh, Scott J37a Cat $1600.

 £ 425

8265 Postal Agency in China: 1919 Complete set of lower
value surcharges from 2c on 1c green to 20c on 10c orange-
yellow all hinged mint, mainly very fine set, Scott K1/K10 Cat
$660+.  £ 220

8266 Postal Agency in China: 1922 2c on 1c green superb
hinged mint, fine and fresh, Scott K17 Cat $110. Only 10,000
produced.  £ 36

8267 Postal Agency in Shanghai: 1922 Printed cover front
from Pacific Ice & Cold Storage Co, Dixwell Road, Shanghai,
China addressed to New York and bearing 4c on 2c red tied
US Postal Shanghai China CDS, seldom seen on cover.

 £ 40

8268 Pre-stamp mail, attractive small collection of letters
with variety of Paid marks, manuscript, and datestamps in red,
black or blue incl CLYDE NY (2), GLASGOW, RICHMOND
VA, (2) HAMILTON NY, FAIRHAVEN MAS, MOBILE
ALA., HAVERHILL NH, NEW ORLEANS LA,  DOVER
NH, BRISTOL RI, also manuscript Steam 25 St Louis to

N.Orleans via ship Glasgow.  Intr range mainly sound. (15).
 £ 90

8269 President Nixon autographed cover - 1969 (9 Sep)
Moon Landing FDC with additional MOON LANDING JUL
20 1969 USA and bearing the signature of ex president
Richard Nixon. Limited edition of only 15 covers produced.
Richard Nixon served as vice president for 8 year and the 37th
president of USA in 1969 to 1974 when he resigned (the only
president to do so), he presided over the Apollo 11 moon
landing and signed this cover on the day of the successful
mission.  £ 260

8270 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue First Issue mounted
mint part original gum with slight adherence on reverse, nice
looker, Scott E1 Cat $550.  £ 110

8271 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue hinged mint, mainly
sound, SG E217.  £ 40

8272 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue postally used with 2c
green defin tied SYRACUSE cancels on a printed Marshall
Robinson Dealer in Dry Goods Carpets, Unadilla NY. Faults
incl vertical bend (not affecting 10c blue) and bottom left
corner / side cut away, Scott E1 Cat $225.  £ 48

8273 Special Delivery: 1888 10c blue Second Issue mounted
mint large part original gum with hinge remain and slight
adherence on reverse, nice looker, Scott E2 Cat $500.  £ 100

8274 Special Delivery: 1893 10c orange hinged mint, mainly
sound, SG E251.  £ 30

8275 Special Delivery: 1893 Columbian Expo 10c orange
sound and fresh mounted mint large part original gum with
paper hinge remain otherwise very nice looker, Scott E3 Cat
$300.  £ 95

8276 Special Delivery: 1894 10c blue Line Under TEN
CENTS issue; sound and fresh mounted mint large part
original gum with hinge marks and thinning from removal of
hinges, otherwise very nice fresh looker, Scott E4 Cat $900.

 £ 175

8277 Special Delivery: 1902 10c Ultramarine unmounted
mint example, centred left and gum bend otherwise fresh,
Scott E6 Cat $525.  £ 120

8278 Special Delivery: 1914 P.10 10c Ultramarine mounted
mint example with vertical crease and patch gum, part og.,
nice and fresh looker, Scott E9 Cat $190.  £ 34

UPPER VOLTA
8279 1960-1982 A large mainly unmounted mint collection
in a well filled stockbook including 1960 Airs to 400f, Gold
Foil 300f & 1000f, miniature sheets to 500f then good amount
of completion, year runs etc, STC £700.  £ 150

8280 Epreuve De Luxe attractive range of post independence
issues (17 different) each as a imperf matt or glossy card 13 x
10cm for mainly 1970s-80s issues including values to 300f,
nice thematics incl Zeppelin airships, football etc. (17).

 £ 34

URUGUAY
8281 1965 10c on 7c blue surcharge in an unmounted mint
left marginal vertical block of 6 showing gross misperforation
of vertical perfs, striking error, SG 1280 var.  £ 30
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8282 1974 Gen Jose Artigas 1000p light blue top value in an
unmounted mint block of 10 showing gross misperforation of
vertical perfs, striking error, SG 1527 var.  £ 50

8283 1974 Gen Jose Artigas 10p dark bistre in an
unmounted mint block of 10 showing gross misperforation of
vertical perfs, striking error, SG 1515 var.  £ 50

8284 EXHIBITIONS 1927 Philatelic Exhibition Montevideo
three different imperf miniature sheets of 4 in different colours
depicting the new GPO building in Montevideo printed in by
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. (3) Scarce. Ex Eric Stannard.

 £ 50

8285 EXHIBITIONS 1965-1981 nine album pages for
National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets,
1965 Montevideo pane of 10 in special sheetlet mint, 1977
limited edition sheets (3), etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex
Eric Stannard.  £ 25

VATICAN CITY
8286 1933 Set of four Holy Year stamps on illustrated cover.
SG 15-18. Plus 1939 Coronation of Pope Pius XII set of four
. SG 76-79.  £ 45

8287 1934 Surcharge 3.05l on 5l green hinged mint example,
hinge remain and very fresh, SG 39 Cat £550.  £ 110

8288 1934 Surcharge 3.70l on 10l black hinged mint
example, hinge remain and very fresh, SG 40 Cat £600.

 £ 125

8289 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of 6 fine used on
paper, sound, Cat value £188. SG 41/46.  £ 60

8290 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of 6 fresh unmounted
mint, very fine, Cat value £296. SG 41/46.  £ 120

8291 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of 6 hinged mint, toned
banding on the gum otherwise nice looking set with high cat
value £296. SG 41/6.  £ 48

8292 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of six mounted mint,
hinged, SG 41.46 Cat £296.  £ 48

8293 1936 (7 Oct) Postcard to USA bearing 1935 Juridical
75c red tied Vatican Stamp Expo slogan cancel, odd bend
mainly fine, SG 44 Cat £70 as used.  £ 45

8294 1939 Interregnum overprint 5 values tied to mourning
cover to France tied 10.2.39 CDS cancels and violet
handstamp explaining incorrectly dated 10 days earlier than
issued, mainly fine.  £ 30

8295 1947-8 Air set to 100l, 250l & 500l fine used in blue
paper tied by CITADEL VATICANO 14.5.49 CDS cancels,
light tone spots here and there otherwise fine, SG 130/138, cat
£675+.  £ 220

8296 1948 Air Raphael & Tobias unmounted mint set of 2,
very fine, SG 137/8 Cat £1070.  £ 250

8297 1948 Air set 250l & 500l unmounted mint in right hand
side marginal singles, 500l has extended side margin with
fancy rule (crease in margin), very fresh pair SG 137/8 Cat
£1015.  £ 300

8298 1952 (9 June) Centenary of First Papal States stamp
miniature sheet and single affixed to illustrated First Day

Cover, unfortunately many wrinkles and bends affecting the
M/S and cover, sent airmail to USA, SG MS 176a Cat £275 as
used sheet.  £ 125

8299 Old time stockbook of mint & used used duplicated
with better throughout including 1929 long set to 10l mint (2
sets, Cat £65 each), 1933 Holy Year set m (2, cat £90 each),
1933 long set to 20l mint (Cat £190), 1935 Juridical set 6 f.u.
(Cat £188), 1934 Surcharges 1l30 on 1l25 f.u. (Cat £70), 1936
Catholic Press set mint (Cat £145),  set used, 1938
Archaeological set mint (Cat £90), 1948 Air 250l m & u, 1949
long set of 10 mint (Cat £92), 1949 Air set 2 mint (Cat £243),
1951 Chalcedony set m (Cat £155), Parcel Post, Postage Dues,
etc. Useful assembly.  £ 180

8300 Papal Tiara and St. Peter's keys on 20 cent Segnatasse
and 1 Lire Segnatasse no gum previously mounted.  £ 10

VENEZUELA
8301 1938 Two blocks of six 1 Bolivar revenue stamps
Timbre Telegrafico with  Specimen overprints in red.  £ 20

VIETNAM
8302 1951 Independent State complete set of 13 to 30p
green neat hinged mint on album page, scarce set cat £325.

 £ 100

8303 Binder containing extensively used collection of defins
and commems in part sets and sets from 1950s mint, 1959 to
100p used, 1955 1st Arrival Refugees used to 35p (Cat £72),
1961 Agricultural set m, then North Vietnam many commems
part sets used, 100s.  £ 60

VIETNAM (NORTH)
8304 1962-1969 Collection of mint (unused) sets as issued
including 1966 1500th US aircraft brought down 12x, Space
flight set, Nature set 6, Orchids set 6, etc, useful lot in SG peg
album. ETC £300+.  £ 100

VIETNAM (SOUTH)
8305 1963-1970 Collection of mint sets including 1966
Musical Instruments, 1967 Arts & Crafts, Exotic Fruit, 1968
Railway, Int. Aid set, 1969 Minorities set (Cat £20),1970
Birds triangle set 4 (Cat £30), etc, useful lot in Exeter peg
album. ETC £320+.  £ 100

YEMEN
8306 1964 Olympics Tokyo six stamps on piece cancelled by
special cancels.  £ 24

8307 1965 FDC with Royal G.H.Q. cancels in green on
Gemini 5 imperf set of three (Mi  145A/147A)  £ 25

8308 1965 FDC with Royal G.H.Q. cancels in green on
Gemini 5 imperf set of three (Mi  145A/147A)  £ 25

8309 1965 Flowers multicoloured blocks of four attached to
paper various values SG R106/111.  £ 30

8310 1965 Gemini 5 stamps with Cooper & Conrad o/p mint
perfs and imperfs (Mi 179A/181A).  £ 20

8311 1965 Gemini 5 stamps with Cooper & Conrad o/p on
six blocks of four perf mint.  £ 38
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8312 1965 John F. Kennedy (Mi Block 16B) 4B five
miniature sheets with no gum plus JFK unused blocks with
control numbers in margin. Some mixed.  £ 45

8313 1965 John F. Kennedy used stamps attached to paper
some blocks of four. (qty).  £ 24

8314 1965 Mariner 4 o/p on 2B, 4B, and 6B multicoloured
blocks of four imperf x two sets (one 6B has faults) u/m.

 £ 65

8315 1965 Mariner 4 o/p on 2B, 4B, and 6B multicoloured
blocks of four perf x two sets one set has control numbers in
margin u/m.  £ 65

8316 1965 President John F. Kennedy Commemoration set
of five in blocks of four perf or imperf unmounted some
printing colour transferred to reverse some slight faults on
front SG R63/67.  £ 20

8317 1965 Winston Churchill 15 blocks of six attached to
paper with Royal Mail HAYDAN cancels contains(Mi
153/157).  £ 20

8318 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf blocks also
similar in perf blocks (margin crease on one) mint, (Mi
153/158)  £ 20

8319 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf setenant
blocks also similar in perf blocks, mint, (Mi 153/158)  £ 20

8320 1965 Winston Churchill set of six in imperf setenant
blocks also similar in perf blocks, mint, (Mi 153/158)  £ 20

8321 1966 Builders of World Peace SG R136/140 setenant
strips of five x 18 plus 14 blocks of two sets attached to paper.

 £ 55

8322 1967 10b Airmail with violet 'for poison gas victims'
handstamp overprint on used on paper self-adhesive (Mi 309
la).  £ 35

8323 1967 FDC with green G.H.Q. cancel with set of five
stamps of John F. Kennedy (Mi 139A/143A).  £ 20

8324 1967 FDC with green G.H.Q. cancel with set of five
stamps of John F. Kennedy (Mi 139A/143A).  £ 20

YUGOSLAVIA
8325 1918 30h green hinged mint showing overprint in
Cyrillic once plus another inverted variety, corner crease and
tones but scarce variety, SG 6 var.  £ 35

8326 1918 War Invalid Fund 5h (+2h) green, 10h (+2h)
claret overprinted Bosna Hercegovina mint with 1999 Petric
certificate, SG 19/20. Cat £360+.  £ 125

8327 1918-1984 Binder containing mainstream early to
modern defins and various commems mint & used. Noted
1918 surch set used, many 1920s defins, 1940s commem sets
onwards m & u, 100s.  £ 40

8328 1919 CXC overprint in black on 50h Prussian blue
unmounted mint, key stamp, expertised on reverse, SG 37 Cat
£100.  £ 40

8329 1919-1947 Collection on old time leaves from an huge
worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, Issues for
Croatia 1918 almost complete set to 10k mint, Bosnia & Herz.
1918 surch set to 10k on 2h mainly mint, Slovenia
Chainbreakers, Whole Kingdom 1921 set mint, good range of

1930s sets mint, 1939 King Petar long set m, 1946 Postal
Congress set m, back of the book including postage dues
Croatia 1f green to 50f mint (cat £175 SG D85/92),
newspaper stamps, etc, good lot to fill those gaps! Useful
catalogue value.  £ 200

8330 1922 -24 8d on 15p chocolate error of surcharge 9d for
8d variety unmounted mint side marginal examples,
expertising handstamp on stamp and in margin, very fine, SG
186a Cat £425.  £ 135

8331 1933 Overprint without bars complete set of 12 to 30d
orange mint / unmounted mint, top two values pencil signed,
fine, SG 278/289 Cat £225.  £ 80

8332 1940-1975 Unmounted mint assembly of sets in a neat
little stockbook defins and commems, 1951 Cultural Anniv.,
1952 Philatelic Week, 1967 Paintings, 1968 Olympic Games,
Song Birds, attractive lot STC €340. (315).  £ 50

8333 1943-1957 Valuable mint collection in a neat album on
plain leaves with sets and miniature sheets much complete for
the period including 1945 Assembly M/S (Cat £31), 1949 Air
ovpt set 3 (cat £30), 1950 May Day set (cat £45), 1950
Aeronautical set (Cat £53),  Navy Day set, 1951 Air
Mountaineering set (Cat £100), 1951 Air long set (Cat £100),
1951 Air overprint 50d blue (cat £90), 1952 Tito set (Cat
£58), 1952 Olympic Games set (Cat £78), 1953 Car Rally set
(Cat £45), 1953 Esperanto set mint (Cat £254), 1954
Insurrection set (Cat £50), 1954 Animals set (Cat £175), 1956
Art long set (cat £160), 1956 Sea Creatures set (Cat £67),
1956 Olympic Games set (Cat £250), 1958 Birds set, then
back of the book incl P.Dues 1946 set to 100d (cat £100), etc,
extensive lot and huge cat value in excess of £2345.  £ 750

8334 1953 38th Esperanto Congress 300d green and blue
uncounted mint, has pencil mark on reverse, SG 756 Cat
£250.  £ 45

8335 1953 Tenth Anniv. of Liberation of Istria & Slovene
Coast 15d green very fine hinged mint, key stamp, SG 759 Cat
£225.  £ 48

8336 Issues for Croatia: 1918 HRVATSKA / SHS blue
overprint on 1916 Coronation set of 2 10f mauve and 15f red
both fine used CDS and Sorani 2008 expertising certificate,
both signed on reverse.  Fine, SG 81/2.  £ 130

8337 Kosovo: A selection of 20 Militaria cover mail 16 used
by Ukraine Military contingent Steel Zone USA sector and
cancelled by the Helicopter cancel in green  £ 30

ZAIRE
8338 1974 Zaire River Expedition eleven first day covers
with various stamps addressed to GB.  £ 20

ZAMBIA
8339 Attractive mint / unmounted mint collection on twenty
three large stockcards with many nice thematic sets 1980s
Minerals series (Cat £12 each), 1987 Antelope M/S set 2 (Cat
£15), 1975 long set (2, Cat £20 each), 1964 set to £1. Clean
lot (c480).  £ 60

8340 Postal Orders: 1991-2002 Three postal orders 2002
two unused with counterfoil issued at NDOLA for K3000 &
K5000 plus K5 1991 issued at Broadway, fine. (3).  £ 18
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ZANZIBAR
8341 1895 Zanzibar overprint 2r carmine and yellow-brown
part original gum with heavy hinge remains, mainly fine, SG
19 Cat £110.  £ 42

8342 1895-1936 Mint & used collection on old time Imperial
printed pages with better including 1895 Zanzibar overprints
low vals to 12a m & u, 3r & 5r unused no gum, 1896 3r & 5r
mint, 1899-1901 3r, 4r & 5r mint, 1904 1r mint, 1936 set
except for 7s50c mint (cat £82), Postage Due good range
1926-30 issues 9 different values to 50c unused, etc, useful lot
(98). Cat £600+.  £ 200

8343 1895-96 2r & 3r high values with 2r unused no gum,
3r part original gum with gum stains, both have good frontal
appearance, SG 19/20 Cat £215.  £ 60

8344 1896 Specimen overprint on 10 different values ½a to
1r (surface rubbing) unused mostly without gum, some
tropicalisation, mainly sound and fine appearance, SG 156s/7s,
159s, 161s, 162s, 164s/5s, 167s, 169s.  £ 45

8345 1896-1936 Collection of mint and used on leaves
including 1896-98 vals to 8a used, 5r mint (toned), 1899 ½a
to 7½a m & u, 1904 to 8a, 1908 to 1r, 1913 4r red f.u., 1914
2r, 1921 1r & 2r mint, etc, clean little lot (104).  £ 40

8346 1896-98 Mixed printing hinged mint range of 16 values
incl shades noted top values 1r, 2r green, 3r dull purple. 4r
lake (2 shades), and 5r sepia, SG range 156/187 Cat £230+.
(16).  £ 90

8347 1898 (Mar) 1 Anna on 10c black postal stationery card
genuine use to Germany tied ZANZIBAR double ring CDS
with Hamburg arrival alongside, transit CDS on reverse few
light tones or marks from postal use.  £ 18

8348 1902 (27 Mar) Dar Es Salaam Boma & Kath Mission
PPC bearing 1a red defin tied ZANZIBAR squared circle addr
to Cape Colony sent via Natal transit CDS and PASSED
PRESS CENSOR triangle in magenta. Mainly fine.  £ 60

8349 1936 New Currency top values 1r to 10s Canoe &
Dhow hinged mint, very fine, SG 318/322 Cat £130. (5).

 £ 48

8350 1936 New Currency top values set from 1s to 10s
hinged mint, top values with heavy toning, otherwise sound,
SG 318/322 Cat £120.  £ 24

8351 1936 New Currency top values set from 1s to 10s
hinged mint, mainly fine & sound, SG 318/322 Cat £120.

 £ 45

8352 1936 Silver Jubilee of Sultan set of four on typed
registered cover to Kenya, minor folds in centre SG 323-326.

 £ 10

8353 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1936 Silver Jubilee set, 1944 Bicent. set,
1949 RSW set, 1949 UPU set U/M.  Cat £68. (16).  £ 22

8354 1937 Silver Jubilee of Sultan Kalif bin Harub set of
four on registered (196) Empire Airmail first flight 1st July
1937 cover to Mombas. Flap partly torn but very nice item.

 £ 20

8355 1949 (10 Jan) Printed unaddressed First Day cover
bearing RSW set of two tied REG. / 10 JA / 49 / ZANZIBAR
CDS cancel, very fine, SG 333/4.  £ 60

8356 1949 (10 Jan) Registered airmail First Day cover to
USA bearing RSW 10s brown tied REG. / ZANZIBAR CDS
cancel and regd label No.A105, wrinkles and soiling. SG 334.

 £ 40

8357 1949 (22 Apr) Registered airmail cover to USA
bearing 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied REG /
ZANZIBAR CDS cancels, pretty item, SG 333/4.  £ 50

8358 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a 1949 (22
Apr) registered airmail cover to USA tied RED/ ZANZIBAR
CDS cancel, very pretty item, SG 333/4.  £ 50

8359 Collection of mint and used duplicated with useful
pickings including 1936 7s50 m (2, one U/M, Cat £96, 1936
Silver Jubilee set m (2, cat £70), 1949 RSW set m, 1957 set m
(cat £45), 1961 set (2 sets, cat £90),  then used range of
mainstream issues. Useful cat value.  £ 65

ZIMBABWE
8360 1980's Twenty-nine various first day covers includes
1980 first definitive issue, 1985 second definitive issue, 1985
steam safaris and 1985 introduction of vending machines.

 £ 22

8361 2006 National Huts attractive majority unmounted mint
$100 showing fine and rare BLACK OMITTED variety, SG
1203 var.  Scarce and fine.  £ 85

8362 Postal Orders: 2002-4 Six postal orders 2002 two used
without counterfoil uprated from $0.10 or $10 plus 2004 $50
& $100 unused with counterfoil issued at Harare or Causeway,
fine. (6).  £ 30

8363 Revenue: 1981 $1 pink and emerald-green in superb
complete sheet of 100 ungummed sheet number 51, various
misperfs, fine.  Barefoot 11.  £ 75

8364 Revenue: 1981 10c slate & emerald-green in superb
complete sheet of 100 ungummed sheet number 6, fine.
Barefoot 6.  £ 25

8365 Revenue: 1981 1c purple-brown and olive-green in
superb complete sheet of 100 mainly unmounted mint sheet
number 37, fine.  Barefoot 1.  £ 20

8366 Revenue: 1981 $2 red-brown and brown in superb
complete sheet of 100 ungummed sheet number 32, various
misperfs, fine.  Barefoot 12.  £ 100

8367 Revenue: 1981 20c violet-grey and blue in superb
complete sheet of 100 mainly unmounted sheet number 63
showing 'break in Bird's neck variety R1/6, fine.  Barefoot 7.

 £ 38

8368 Revenue: 1981 25c grey-green and brown in superb
complete sheet of 100 ungummed sheet number 96 showing
'break in Bird's neck variety R1/6,, fine.  Barefoot 8.  £ 38

8369 Revenue: 1981 3c purple-brown and deep orange in
superb complete sheet of 100 mainly unmounted mint showing
'break in Bird's neck variety R1/6, sheet number 33, fine.
Barefoot 4.  £ 20
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8370 Revenue: 1981 50c blue-green and purple in superb
complete sheet of 100 unmounted mint showing break in Birds
neck variety on R1/7, couple margin splits otherwise fine.
Barefoot 9. Variety unreported in Barefoot on this value.

 £ 50

8371 Revenue: 1981 5c orange and black in superb complete
sheet of 100 ungummed sheet number 35, fine.  Barefoot 5.

 £ 20

8372 Revenue: 2006 $100 ultramarine & pale grey on pale
blue Bird scarce and seldom seen complete sheet of 100
ungummed and mainly very fine, couple margin bends
otherwise fine, hard to get Barefoot 21. Cat £200.  £ 50

8373 Revenue: 2006 $1000 deep rose & pale grey on pink
Bird scarce and seldom seen complete sheet of 100
ungummed and mainly very fine, couple margin bends
otherwise fine, hard to get Barefoot 24a. Cat £500.  £ 125

8374 Revenue: 2006 $200 green & pale grey on pale green
UNLISTED (to be entered into next Barefoot edition) Bird
scarce and seldom seen complete sheet of 100 ungummed and
mainly very fine, couple margin bends otherwise fine, hard to
get Barefoot unlisted.   Rare opportunity.  £ 70

ZULULAND
8375 1888-93 Mint assembly of seven different values ½d
vermilion to 1s dull green all hinged mint, few with gum
faults, 1s has few toned perfs but good colour, SG 1/5, 7 & 10
Cat £396.  £ 150

8376 1888-93 Mounted mint or fine used range on stockcard
including 2d, 3d, 5d, 9d & 1s mint, plus 2½d, 4d & 6d f.u.,
nice lookers, SG range 2/10 Cat £550. (10).  £ 110

8377 1893 (29 Nov) Overprinted 'ZULULAND' by De La
Rue: Natal 6d. dull purple, a used example on registered cover
to Nylstroom tied by ESHOWE / ZULULAND cds (June 1) in
black. Red ""Register"" at left and reverse with 'Durban /
Natal' transit cds and Pretoria cds. A charming and attractive
correctly rated cover. Provenance: Collection John Robson,
RL, London, 7 May 1992.  Harmers, London, 25 Sept 1996,
lot 118.  £ 325

8378 1893 5d dull purple and blue fine used ESHOWE CDS
cancel, sound and fine color, SG 7 Cat £120.  £ 48

8379 1894 (4 June) Cover; Overprinted ZULULAND
1888/1893: 5d. dull purple and blue, used on 1894 cover from
Eshowe to Nylstroom, Transvaal at double rate, tied by
ESHOWE / ZULULAND cds (June 4) in black. Reverse with
""Durban / Natal"" cds (June 6) and faint Pretoria cds (June
9). A most attractive and scarce cover.  £ 350

GREAT BRITAIN -  PRE-STAMP
8380 1793 (21 Jun) Tatty Entire Letter Woolwich London to
Marlborough, bears double circle date mark over stamped
with Dockwra triangle mark S for Southwark but incomplete,
usual faults bends and folds, intr item.  £ 40

8381 1830 (6 Nov) Entire letter from Leeds to London
(faults) bearing boxed MORLEY / PENNY POST h/s in black
(slightly smudged) and two vertical filing folds.  LEEDS single
arc and London arrival b/s's.  £ 40

8382 1836 (12 Dec) Uniform 4d post - Entire (no contents)
from COUPAR FIFE to Newport with a nice strike of

COUPAR FIFE single arc CDS in black on reverse and
manuscript '4' chargemark in black (unpaid) on obverse.
Vertical filing fold otherwise fine strike.  £ 40

8383 BOROUGH BRIDGE two line h/s in black on part
entire to the Master of the provincial Grand Lodge at York,
tear and folds but quite good strike from 1780s-90s.  £ 18

GREAT BRITAIN -  QUEEN VICTORIA
8384 1840 (17 Nov) Mulready Lettersheet 1d black Stereo
A35 used with red MX cancel to London, filing fold and part
torn on the fold with various wrinkles, incomplete DERBY arc
in red and red arrival backstamp. SG ME1 Cat £550.  £ 50

8385 1840 1d black (BL) plate 9, fine used three margin
example with incomplete black MX cancel, vertical crease
otherwise sound. Cat £625.  £ 110

8386 1840 1d black (EI) fine used 4 good to large even
margins, horizontal ironed our crease slight surface rub with
neat red MX cancel, nice looker.  £ 85

8387 1840 1d black (JB) with three close margins and black
MX cancel, neatly cut, sound.  £ 60

8388 1840 1d black (JF) plate 10, fine used three margin
example with incomplete black MX cancel, cut into in SW
corner otherwise sound. Cat £950.  £ 125

8389 1840 1d black (JK) fine used 4 nice mainly even
margins, close at bottom left corner and thin, red MX cancel,
nice looker.  £ 80

8390 1840 1d black (LK) with three good to close margins
and red MX cancel, thinned bottom left corner, neat cancel.

 £ 55

8391 1840 1d black (MC) plate 1b, fine used large four
margin example with incomplete black MX cancel, nice
looker. Cat £375.  £ 125

8392 1840 1d black (OG) plate 6, fine used good to large
four margin example with incomplete but neat red MX cancel,
mostly original gum on reverse, side thin otherwise very sound
and fine. Cat £375.  £ 110

8393 1840 1d black (QC) plate 2, fine used good four
margin example with lightly struck red MX cancel, thinned
along the top otherwise nice looker. Cat £375.  £ 85

8394 1840 1d black (QE), fine used four margin example
with part black MX cancel, soiled on right hand side and
corner margin crease, sound.  £ 75

8395 1840 1d black (SL) attractive fine used with four very
good margins and neat lightly struck red MX cancel, trace of
thin otherwise sound, lovely example.  £ 110

8396 1840 2d blue (DB) with two to three margins and black
MX cancel, mainly sound.  £ 75

8397 1840 2d blue (EF) plate 1, a sound fine used four good
margin example with incomplete part black MX cancel, Cat
£975.  £ 160

8398 1840 2d blue (EF), unevenly cut two to three margin
example with indistinct part black MX? cancel faults and
unevenly cut along the top, possibly 1844 type cancel?, nice
spacefiller.  £ 50
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8399 1840 2d blue FC Plate 2 a nice looking example with
three good margins and black MX, small blue burr on left
check letter frame. Sound.  £ 100

8400 1840 2d blue (GE) two uneven margins, touching into
at SW corner, heavy strike of black MX cancel,  £ 40

8401 1840 2d blue ND neat 3 margin example with neat
numeral 342 cancel in black, and blue dot in D variety, thinned
but nice appearance, SG 5i, cat £2500.  £ 275

8402 1840 2d blue OK with three large margins and black
MX cancel, neatly cut and close to touching on fourth margin.
Nice sound example.  £ 100

8403 1840 2d blue PAIR (TK-TL) with two good strikes of
black Maltese Cross neatly cut on two sides with good
margins, cut into on bottom left and top right, nice deep
colour, and horizontal crease otherwise sound.  £ 140

8404 1840 2d blue (PL) plate 1, a very sound fine used four
close to good margin example with neat incomplete black MX
cancel, Cat £975.  £ 160

8405 1840 2d blue (RH) 3-4 margin spacefiller with sock on
the nose black MX but thinned heavily in one corner and cut
across another corner, decent spacefiller.  £ 45

8406 1840 2d pale blue PAIR DE-DF massive margins on
three sides (showing lower portion of next row), and two sock
on the nose black Maltese Cross strike. diagonal ironed out
crease otherwise fine looker.  £ 280

8407 1840 2d pale blue PAIR (IK-IL) with two neat strikes
of black Maltese Cross mainly nicely cut around on three
sides, right side only cut into slightly, neat and sound pair.

 £ 150

8408 1840 2d pale blue STRIP OF 3 (NJ-NL) with three
heavy strikes of black Maltese Cross with margins in places,
creasing and other faults showing various stages of plate wear,
useful multiple.  £ 200

8409 1840 (31 Jul) 1d black CK fine used 4 very close to
good margins tied to soiled & torn wrapper to Manchester to
Kendal by reddish pink MX cancel, cover faults.  £ 85

8410 1840 Mulready FRONT to Soho, very poor example
with with creases and tears on One Penny Black  Letter Sheet
front only, cancelled red MX cross with part Life Assurance
advert on reverse. Average spacefiller. Cat £825.  £ 40

8411 1840 Mulready One Penny envelope (faults) Stereo
A133 unused with slight soiling on the front and soiling on
reverse plus partly torn flap. SG £350 unused.  £ 50

8412 1840 Mulready One Penny Envelope unused stereo
A163 front only, nice spacefiller.  £ 28

8413 1840 Mulready One Penny Envelope unused stereo
A180, few soil marks or light stains, vertical fold and slight
split at top otherwise sound. Cat £350.  £ 60

8414 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope
Stereo a197 with various hinge remains and few soil marks
otherwise sound, SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 125

8415 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope
Stereo a208 with various hinge remains and mainly sound, SG
ME4 Cat £450.  £ 140

8416 1840 MULREADY Two Pence blue unused envelope
Stereo a210 with various hinge remains and few soil marks
otherwise sound, SG ME4 Cat £450.  £ 125

8417 1840 Mulready Two Penny lettersheet unused stereo
A97, sound. Cat £425.  £ 125

8418 1841 (1 Oct) WICK Maltese Cross on Entire Letter
(torn on front) bearing 1d red-brown NI plate 12 (4 close to
good margins) with distinctive Wick MX & boxed WICK
departure backstamp.  £ 30

8419 1841 (17 July) CRAIL Maltese Cross on wrapper to
Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown PJ from plate 9 (4 close to
large margins) with fine full strike of Crail MX & boxed
departure & arrival CDS backstamps.  £ 75

8420 1841 1d red-brown 3 good to large margins (GI)
cancelled by nearly full strike of No.4 in MX cancel, fine and
sound, SG 8m Cat £600.  £ 100

8421 1841 1d red-brown (34, cat £1950+) and 2d blue (6,
cat £660) useful assembly of mainly 3-4 margin examples
including 1d red-brown Number in MX No. 2, 6, 7 & 11, blue
diamond barred cancel, blue arc with black postmark, worn
plate, 2d shades incl large 4 margins (4).  Useful unpicked
assembly with high catalogue value. (40).  £ 280

8422 1841 1d red-brown (DF) fine three margins with a sock
on the nose BELFAST Maltese Cross cancel, very fine.

 £ 30

8423 1841 1d red-brown 'FF-FG' PAIR plate 171 with close
to large margins on all sides, with '36' numeral postmarks.
Nick into margin and SW corner of the pair otherwise sound.

 £ 28

8424 1841 1d red-brown fine used 3 margins cancelled with
blue sock on the nose 784 numeral cancel of Tenby in blue.
Slightly cut into along top otherwise nice example.  £ 28

8425 1841 1d red-brown imperf 'EC' two good margins top
and bottom (showing part of top stamp) and close on third, cut
into on right side neatly, extremely fresh mint with hinge
remains on blued paper, attractive copy, SG 8 Cat £600.

 £ 75

8426 1841 1d red-brown numbers in Maltese Cross
collection on album page with excellent strike of No.1 on
paper, No.5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, varying margins mainly 2-3, plus
few other MX cancels, (11).  £ 180

8427 1841 1d red-brown OB on blued paper neatly cut with
traces of margins neatly cancelled part town arc postmark, Cat
£825.  £ 40

8428 1841 1d red-brown printed from black plate in a side
marginal imprint stamp unmounted mint, small hinge in
margin.  The right margin is very long and reads, 'Back to be
careful not to remove the cement' with the stamp neatly cut in
the middle of the margin. Four huge margins and the stamp is
unmounted.  Three of four tones or oil spots otherwise,
superb. Cat £2700++.  £ 600

8429 1841 1d red-brown selection of mostly 2-3 margin
examples with black MX or 1844 type cancels on stockcards,
ideal for study, postmarks etc (MX cancels 49, 1844 type c60)
SG 8.  £ 110
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8430 1841 1d red-brown (TH) fine used 3 margin example
with neat part 41 numeral cancel in blue, strong colour, fine.

 £ 25

8431 1841 1d red-brown used assembly of 162 stamps each
with numeral cancels and mainly 2 margins, very varied
condition from mostly seconds to some nice examples. (162).
Good cat.  £ 85

8432 1841 1d red-brown used assembly of 56 stamps each
with black MX cancel and no margins, very varied condition
from mostly seconds to some nice examples. (56). Good cat.

 £ 28

8433 1841 1d red-brown used assembly of 56 stamps each
with numeral cancels and mainly 4 margins, very varied
condition from average to some nice examples. (56). Good
cat.  £ 56

8434 1841 1d red-brown used assembly of 64 stamps each
with numeral cancels and mainly 3 margins, very varied
condition from seconds to some nice examples. (64). Good
cat.  £ 48

8435 1841 1d red-brown used assembly with black MX
cancels mainly 2 margin examples, some cut into or uneven.
(18).  £ 20

8436 1841 1d red-brown used assembly with black MX
cancels mainly 3 margin examples, mostly neatly cut round.
(10).  £ 20

8437 1841 1d red-brown used assembly with black numeral
cancels mainly 3 margin examples, some cut into or uneven.
(20).  £ 24

8438 1841 1d red-brown used assembly with black numeral
cancels mainly 3 to 4 margin examples, some cut into or
uneven. (10).  £ 20

8439 1841 1d red-brown vertical pair QC-RC with margins
on 3 sides, cut neatly on fourth, very lightly mounted mint with
full gum, vertical crease which does detract but bottom stamp
appears unmounted, SG 8 cat £1200.  £ 120

8440 1841 (24 Dec) ABOYNE Maltese Cross on Entire
Letter to Aberdeen bearing 1d red-brown KE tied full strike of
this distinctive cancel with boxed departure on reverse dated
25th December. Recorded by Alcock & Holland, also Rockoff
& Jackson.  £ 100

8441 1841 (26 Feb) 1d black PG fine used 4 margins tied to
soiled env to Alfreton to Strand London by  black MX cancel,
cover faults, receiving backstamp.  £ 85

8442 1841 (28 Dec) GIRVAN Maltese Cross on Entire to
Ayr bearing 1d red-brown RC from plate 2 (4 large margins,
showing both 7 & 10 O'Clock ray flaws in top NE corner) with
good full strike of Girvan MX & boxed departure and arrival
backstamps.  £ 125

8443 1841 2d blue BLOCK OF FOUR (AE-BF) an attractive
very well cut block of 4 each stamp with black Maltese Cross
cut very close on all sides with clear margins across the top
and left sides, touching into on right side, nice multiple Cat
£6000.  £ 1000

8444 1841 2d blue (DI) close to good three margin example
fine used with superb strike of Numeral 8 in Maltese Cross
cancel, lovely example. Cat £1000.  £ 125

8445 1841 2d blue (EA) fine used neat 498 numeral of
Manchester and 4 good to massive margins, premium
example, fine, SG 14 Cat £90.  £ 28

8446 1841 2d blue five plate 4 items including strip of three
(CD-CF), three horizontal pairs, plus heavily used single, all
1844 type cancels with varying margins and a useful group.
(5).  £ 85

8447 1841 2d blue NH two margin example neatly cancelled
with good strike of blue 1844 type numeral cancel, cut into on
left side otherwise sound, Cat £1000.  £ 85

8448 1841 2d blue on two separate wrappers both to
Edinburgh from Leeds or Ayr mainly 3 margins tied numeral
cancels. Vertical filing folds. (2). Cat £350 on cover.  £ 36

8449 1841 2d blue used assembly with black numeral
cancels mainly 3 margin examples, some are heavy cancels but
a few nice lookers. (8). High cat.  £ 20

8450 1841 (6 May) Mulready One Penny envelope (faults)
Stereo A172 used from Winchester to Henley with both arc
datestamps front or back, heavily creased and torn in places,
re-enforced edges inside, neat black MX on obverse. Cat
£550.  £ 45

8451 1841 (7 Aug) Large piece with 1d red-brown unevenly
cut tied Ironbridge MX and Ironbridge dated arc alongside,
addr locally to Shrewsbury. Stated to be plate 8.  £ 25

8452 1841 Black Plate 10, 1d red-brown QH showing O
flaw on ONE sound example with 3 good margins with black
Maltese Cross cancel, sound.  £ 35

8453 1841 Black Plate 2, 1d red-brown TF sound example
with close 3 margins with black Maltese Cross cancel, sound.

 £ 35

8454 1841 Black Plate 5, 1d red-brown AI sound example
with close 3 good margins with black Maltese Cross cancel,
sound.  £ 40

8455 1841 Black Plate 5, 1d red-brown SB sound example
with close 3 good margins with black Maltese Cross cancel,
sound.  £ 40

8456 1841 Black Plate 8, 1d red-brown CJ sound example
with 2-3 close margins with black Maltese Cross cancel,
sound.  £ 30

8457 1841 Queen Victoria 1d red imperf obliterated by
Black Maltese Cross on entire with Bristol No 7 1841 in red
cds on reverse.  £ 18

8458 1842 1d red-brown plate 25 (PC) a superb fine used
example with 3 good margins and good strike of  No.3 in
black MX cancel of London. Superb. Cat £225.  £ 30

8459 1842 1d red-brown plate 29 (IK) a sound used example
with 4 close to good margins and heavy good strike No.7 in
black MX cancel of London. Cat £160.  £ 28

8460 1842 1d red-brown plate 34 (DA) a superb fine used
example with 4 margins and good strike of No.5 in black MX
cancel of London. Superb. Cat £180.  £ 45
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8461 1842 (5 May) Mulready 1d black Letter sheet Stereo
A16 sent London to Banbury with black MX on the obverse,
invoice inside from Samuel Hanson Importers of Foreign
Fruits. Torn on the front and patched up on reverse, vertical
filing fold otherwise mainly sound.  £ 100

8462 1842 Queen Victoria 1d red imperf letters obscured
with black Maltese cross cancel and Exeter Ju4 1842 cds. No
receiving marks.  £ 17

8463 1843 1d red-brown plate 31 (HC) a superb fine used
example with 4 good margins and sock on the nose almost
central No.6 in black MX cancel of London. Superb. Cat
£160.  £ 65

8464 1843 1d red-brown plate 32 (IG) a superb fine used
example with 4 close to very large margins and neat part strike
central No.11 in black MX cancel of London. Small thin
otherwise superb. Cat £350.  £ 48

8465 1843 1d red-brown plate 33 (ED) a superb fine used
example with 4 good margins and neat part strike central
No.10 in black MX cancel of London. Horizontal crease does
not detract. Cat £320.  £ 50

8466 1843 1d red-brown plate 34 (LK) a fine used example
with 4 margins and central sock on the nose strike of black
MX cancel.  £ 25

8467 1843 1d red-brown plate 35 (FA) with good margins
all round, showing good clear strike of black MX cancel, and
ivory head on reverse variety, SG 8, Spec. BS24.(JB-JC) very
fine used with 17 numeral cancels. Very nice. SG 14.  £ 28

8468 1843 1d red-brown plate 35 (FK) a superb fine used
example with 4 close to good margins and good strike No.4 in
black MX cancel of London. Cat £500.  £ 100

8469 1843 1d red-brown plate 37 (TE) a superb fine used
example with 4 close to good margins and neat good strike
central No.8 in black MX cancel of London. Cat £160.  £ 35

8470 1844 (14 May) 1d black PI fine used 3 good margins
into on the left side tied to env to York Hotel in London by
black MX cancel, and TP / Chief Office h/s alongside 8Nt8 /
MY 14 / 1841 red boxed cancel both on reverse.  £ 85

8471 1844 (19 Mar) Entire Letter to Edinburgh bearing 1d
red-brown on blued tied superb No. 8 in Maltese Cross
cancellation, filing fold otherwise very fine.  £ 100

8472 1844 (20 Apr) cut down entire letter sent Crickhowell
to Usk via Abergavenny bearing 1841 1d red-brown on blued
3 margins nearly tied very late use of black MX cancel, 3
backstamps and hole where wax seal removed otherwise
sound.  £ 20

8473 1844 (4 Jun) ANNAN Maltese Cross on Entire to
Hawick bearing 1d red-brown GI plate 40 (3 good to large
margins) tied by MX cancel showing large dot on the right of
the inner X (not recorded by Rockoff) with boxed departure
& arrival backstamps.  £ 100

8474 1845 (23 Jun) Cover sent locally in London with 1d red
imperf marginal single showing inscription ,""...the Labels
ABOVE...."" , 2 margin example tied '71' numeral and TP /
Holloway Rd h/s alongside.  £ 65

8475 1845 Queen Victoria 1d red plate 61 cancelled with
London type No. 18 Deptford with letters KE bottom line re-
entry on front only.  £ 15

8476 1845-46  CORUNNA P & O Postal service;
exceptionally rare 1845 Entire Letter (22 April) to London
with CORUNNA AP 22 / 1845 arc cancel in black (very
scarce) and CORUNA / GALICIA double ring CDS in blue in
bottom left corner and manuscript charge mark 2/2, part
London arrival backstamp, filing folds but a rare item seldom
seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was meant to
provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April
1845 and used for a short period only a black handstamp. The
colour was changed to red in due course which is less scarce.

 £ 350

8477 1845-46  CORUNNA P & O Postal service;
exceptionally rare 1846 Entire Letter (12 Oct) to London with
CORUNNA OC 12 / 1846 arc cancel in red (scarce) and
manuscript charge mark 2/2, and London arrival ND 8OC18
/ 1846 backstamp in red, filing fold but a rare item seldom
seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was meant to
provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April
1845 and used for a short period only a black handstamp. The
colour was changed to red in due course which is less scarce.

 £ 300

8478 1846 (23 Jun) Entire Letter Birmingham to Stourbridge
bearing 1d red-brown imperf tied 75 numeral cancel with
NORTHFIELD P.P framed h/s in black alongside, filing folds
and minor faults, clear strikes.  £ 18

8479 1847 Embossed 1s pale green fine used example with
two good clear margins (just touching on other two sides),
neatly cut square with part numeral cancel, Nice copy of this
expensive stamp, SG 54 Cat £1000.  £ 125

8480 1847 Embossed 1s pale green fine used two good
margins, touching on each side, neat '8' London cancel, very
sound example, SG 54 Cat £1000.  £ 125

8481 1847 Embossed 6d dull lilac a nice fine used example
with three clear margins, neatly struck incomplete numeral
cancel, touching on right, a very fine example, SG 59 Cat
£1000.  £ 250

8482 1847 Embossed 6d dull purple fine used example with
one margin, neatly cut square with part numeral cancel which
is mostly clear of queen's head, nice copy of this expensive
stamp, SG 59 Cat £1000.  £ 100

8483 1848 (6 May) Cover from BALLINASLOE  to
EYRECOURT bearing 1d rose-red imperf (4 close to large
margins TK) tied by BLUE '32' diamond barred numeral
cancel (just tying at bottom as sock on the nose cancel), with
6th May blue dated arc & arrival arc in black alongside.
Mainly fine and scarce.  £ 250

8484 1848 Embossed Die I 10d brown a nice fine used
example with three clear margins, neatly struck incomplete
numeral cancel, touching along the top, thinned otherwise a
very fine example, SG 57 Cat £1500.  £ 300

8485 1848 Strip of four Queen Victoria 1d red imperf with
700 cancel on large envelope to Chesterfield. with two
receiving cds one red one blue. Note cover is tatty and small
tear in third adhesive, EA-ED.  £ 25
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8486 1849 (20 Aug) Attractive cover to France bearing a
superb 1841 2d blue strip of 5 LF-LL cancelled and tied neat
'8' numeral postmark and tied red PD oval, with Boulogne
arrival CDS alongside, the strip is unevenly cut into in places
but does not detract from this spectacular franking. Cat £1750
on cover.  £ 350

8487 1849 (26 Jul) 1d pink postal stationery envelope
(faults) cancelled '56' London postmark and 'Ham' handstamp
in red alongside.  £ 20

8488 1849 2d blue plate 4 (GI-FK) a magnificent strip of
three four margin all round and lightly postmark incomplete
numeral cancels, beautiful strip. SG 14, Spec. ES14.  £ 90

8489 1849 2d blue plate 4 (HK) a magnificent huge 4 margin
example very fine used with neat 583 numeral of Nottingham,
tiny thin in upper left margin clearly showing re-entry variety.
SG 14, Spec. ES14b.  £ 125

8490 1849 2d blue plate 4 in a superb PAIR with good to
massive margins all round, (JB-JC) very fine used with 17
numeral cancels. Very nice. SG 14.  £ 85

8491 1849 Two Pence blue Mulready Letter sheet A91
stereo slightly soiled unused with minor bends and little soiled,
otherwise fine, SG ME3 Cat £425.  £ 85

8492 1850 (27 Apr) 1d pink postal stationary envelope
(faults) London to Chiswick with 1841 1d red both tied '57'
numeral cancels, Fenchurch St h/s in blue on reverse and b/s
in red. Few creases and smudges otherwise nice combination.

 £ 35

8493 1854 Die I Wmk SC P.16 1d red-brown in a strip of 3
each cancelled neat 107 numeral cancel, perfs are clipped on
two of the stamps along the bottom, still, a nice multiple. Cat
£105.  £ 24

8494 1854 Embossed 6d purple an attractive fine used
example neatly cut square without margins neat 16 numeral
cancel, thinned on reverse otherwise nice looker! SG 60 Cat
£1000.  £ 100

8495 1854 (Jun 8) Entire Letter (faults) Birmingham to
London bearing 1st issue 1d red-brown (CD) tied Birmingham
spoon cancel 75 numeral, receiving backstamp, some ink spots
and faults otherwise nice strike of the spoon cancel. Footnote
references Band of Hope, a society promoting lifelong
abstention from alcohol founded in 1847.  £ 40

8496 1854 Queen Victoria 1d pink with Shrewsbury spoon
cancel. Flap has tear on reverse.  £ 15

8497 1854-58 1d red-brown (60) and 2d blue (17 & pair)
useful assembly of mainly sound fine used including 1d Die I
& II, blued papers, green postmark, 2d blue plates 4, 5 & 6.
Useful unpicked assembly with high catalogue value. (79).

 £ 275

8498 1855 Die II Wmk LC P.14 1d red-brown in a strip of
3 each cancelled 47 numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice
multiple. Cat £66.  £ 24

8499 1855 Wmk LC P.14 2d blue pl.5 attractive pair (MJ-
MK) neatly fine used 75 numeral cancels, well centred and
sound, SG 34 Cat £140.  £ 32

8500 1855 Wmk small Garter 4d carmine fine used part
dated arc cancel well centred and very sound, SG 62 Cat £450.

 £ 75

8501 1855 Wmk Small Garter 4d carmine on blued glazed
paper heavy used with 45 Scottish postmark well centred and
mainly sound, SG 62 Cat £450.  £ 35

8502 1855-57 6d lilac very fine used left wing margin
example with neat incomplete numeral postmark, very sound,
SG 68 Cat £120.  £ 20

8503 1856 (26 Apr) Entire Letter Nottingham to Bakewell
bearing 1d star neatly tied good strike of blue-green '583'
sideways duplex cancel, few age faults otherwise high cat STC
£1000.  £ 100

8504 1856 6d deep lilac in a superb horizontal strip of 3, a
sound used examples with heavyish '4' numeral cancels of
Hampstead, excellent colour and lovely multiple, SG 69 Cat
£525.  £ 175

8505 1856 6d lilac attractive right wing margin fine used
example with a crisp 447 numeral cancel of Leeds, SG 70.

 £ 18

8506 1856 Wmk Emblems 1s green fine used incomplete
numeral cancel, very sound, SG 72 Cat £350.  £ 42

8507 1856 Wmk large Garter 4d rose-carmine & 4d rose
both fine used 763 or 183 diamond numeral cancel well
centred and very sound, SG 66/66a Cat £300.  £ 42

8508 1856-1870s Surface Printed duplicated range of
seconds including 1856 4d rose (14), 1856-70s 3d rose (49),
6d lilac (23), 4d vermilion (18), etc, huge cat value but all
damaged.  £ 50

8509 1857 4d rose fine used neat 466 duplex of Liverpool,
nice colour, good centring, SG 66a Cat £150.  £ 20

8510 1857 4d rose fine used W29 London cancel neatly
struck, mainly sound, SG 66a Cat £150.  £ 22

8511 1857 LC P.14 1d rose-red a superb fine used strip of 4
(PA-PD) neatly cancelled DUBLIN 186 diamond numerals.
Very fine, SG 40. VFU + 125% premium.  £ 40

8512 1857 LC P.14 1d rose-red (Plate 56) an attractive strip
of 3 (TJ-TL) mint original gum, appears unmounted,
horizontal crease and small nick in two places, nice and fresh,
SG 40 Cat £150.  £ 50

8513 1857 Sheet Reconstruction of 1d rose-red (shades) all
white paper latest issue complete AA to TL, many numeral
postmarks, many are fine used, good cat in excess of £2800.

 £ 280

8514 1857 Wmk LC P.14 1d rose-red in an attractive block
of 4 fine hinged mint, slightly centred left CA-DB, perf splits
on bottom pair otherwise good colour, SG 40 Cat £500.

 £ 125

8515 1857 Wmk LC P.14 1d rose-red in an attractive strip of
4 fine hinged mint, well centred BI-BL, good colour, SG 40
Cat £200.  £ 80
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8516 1857-64 1d red stars nice collection identified on
leaves for plate study identifying which rows from Alphabet 3
LC P.14 each with '1' Aberdeen postmark, mostly fine used x
c143 examples.  £ 200

8517 1858 2d blue thin lines plate 13 very fine hinged mint,
usual wrinkly gum otherwise nice colour and very sound, SG
46 Cat £375.  £ 85

8518 1858-76 2d blue (AR-RA) plate 15 fresh mint, large
part original gum, quite well centred and bright colour,  SG 47
Cat £525.  £ 100

8519 1858-76 2d blue Fine used plate run 7-15 complete,
neatly assembled on on album page with many nice fine used
examples incl key plate 12 (Cat £140), plus extras, useful lot
and cat value £680+. (18).  £ 125

8520 1859 Queen Victoria entire with two 4d carmine
addressed to St Etienne with Calais receiving cancel. faint
Paris cds on reverse.  £ 85

8521 1860-70 Original Correspondence mostly to India
bearing nice surface printed combinations and good range of
postmarks and transit or arrival backstamps, noted Tunbridge
Wells 6d & 3d combns (2), 1857 with 4d rose pair and 1d star,
1s pl.4 & 1d pl.122, 6d lilac on three covers then 1881 2½d
blue on two covers to Canada, very mixed condition but high
cat value all the same. (9).  £ 225

8522 1861 (12 Feb) Cover 1d red star tied Newbury numeral
cancel addr to Isle of Wight with receiving backstamp
NEWPORT - I.W., tones otherwise sound.  £ 18

8523 1861 2d blue plate 9 in a superb fine used block of 4
(AJ-BK) with neat incomplete numeral cancels, SG 45, high
premium for blocks of 4.  £ 85

8524 1862 (1 Aug) Toned cover to India bearing scarce 9d
bistre (left edge straight) tied by TUNBRIDGE WELLS / A
1862 cancel and a good array of transit and arrival backstamps
in red  and  b la c k  inc lu d ing  A GRA,  BOMBAY &
ALLYGURH, tatty flap and edges otherwise scarce franking,
SG 86 Cat £1200 on cover.  £ 220

8525 1862 1s green pl. 1 a superb premium example with
sock on the nose 159 numeral cancel of Glasgow, excellent
colour, fine, SG 90 Cat £300 + 125% for very fine.  £ 85

8526 1862 1s green plate 1 a sound fine used example with
part numeral cancel, very sound, SG 90 Cat £300.  £ 48

8527 1862 3d bright carmine-rose a sound fine used PAIR
with part Bradford 107 numeral cancel, excellent colour and
superb for these, SG 76 Cat £700.  £ 150

8528 1862 4d pale red a sound fine used example with full
92 numeral cancel, excellent colour and superb for these, SG
80 Cat £140.  £ 30

8529 1862 9d bistre a sound fine used left wing margin
example with full W29 numeral cancel, excellent colour and
superb for these, SG 86 Cat £575.  £ 110

8530 1862 9d bistre pl.2 a mainly sound used example (short
corner) with a sock on the nose 75 numeral cancel of Smethick
Birmingham, good colour, SG 86 cat £575.  £ 38

8531 1862 9d bistre plate 2 unused with SPECIMEN
overprint Type 6, Torn corner and pencil marks across the
stamps otherwise sound, SG Spec. J92s.  £ 30

8532 1862 9d bistre very fine used right wing margin
example, 53 numeral cancel of Bath, excellent perfs, SG 86
Cat £575.  £ 100

8533 1862 Entire Letter Glasgow to Montreal bearing 1s pl.1
(small letters SG 90) tied nice 8Z GLASGOW DE 11 62 159
numeral cancel sent via Londonderry and MONTREAL A.M.
DE 29 62 CE arrival backstamp, usual folds, nice example.
Cat £450 on cover.  £ 100

8534 1862 Wmk Emblems 1s green pl.2 = 2, sound used
well centred example with heavyish 83 numeral cancel, sound,
SG 90 Cat £300.  £ 30

8535 1862 Wmk Spray 9d pale straw fine used neat Seething
Lane EC CDS, one blunt perf otherwise very fine condition,
SG 111 Cat £300.  £ 85

8536 1862-64 1s green plate 1 fine used right wing margin
example incomplete CDS & numeral cancel, very sound, SG
90 Cat £300.  £ 30

8537 1863-76 Three Scottish Duplex Marks from Edinburgh
showing differences in line formation and size of numbers on
Queen Victoria 1d reds.  £ 15

8538 1864 1d rose-red plate 138 in a superb mint /
unmounted mint block of 4, usual gum wrinkles, two stamps
are unmounted mint, nice attractive multiple.  SG 43.  £ 125

8539 1864-79 1d lake-red plate 129 in a superb block of 4
(ER-SF) tied to paper by DORCHESTER numeral cancels,
mainly sound, a nice multiple. Cat £300+.  £ 100

8540 1864-79 1d lake-red plate 142 in a strip of 3 each
cancelled part numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice multiple.
Cat £90.  £ 25

8541 1864-79 1d plates an attractive collection of mainly
strips of 3 plate numbers on paper including pl.80, 118, 112,
130, 183, 117, 98, 119, plus some pairs and singles in
combinations, all London numeral cancels (strips of 3 x 8),
others (21 pieces).  £ 60

8542 1864-79 1d red AA plate 81 very fine mint top left
corner marginal imprint plate number single with 81 PRICE
1D Per L light edge tones from gum otherwise very nice
positional piece.  SG 43/44.  £ 200

8543 1864-79 1d red AA-BB plate 134 very fine mint top
left corner marginal imprint plate number BLOCK OF 4 with
134 PRICE 1D Per Label 1/- Per Row / 149 light edge tones
from gum otherwise very nice positional piece.  SG 43.

 £ 400

8544 1864-79 1d red plate 184 in a complete reconstruction
booklet of 240 stamps AA to TL, mostly fine used very sound
copies, plenty of postmarks etc, SG 43/44 cat £720.  £ 150

8545 1864-79 1d rose-red, lake-red Fine used plate run 71-
224 (Excl 77), neatly assembled on leaves with many nice fine
used examples, different numeral postmarks, shades etc,
possibly plate 225 (taken 'as is, cat £700), useful lot and cat
value. c150.  £ 180
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8546 1864-79 1d rose-red mainly fine used plate number
part run from 71 to 222 (excl 77), good range of different
postmarks, mostly all sound condition, about 21 missing to
complete. Good cat value. (129).  £ 75

8547 1864-79 1d rose-red mainly fine used plate number run
from 71 to 224 (excl 77) complete, good range of different
postmarks, mostly all sound condition including the 220
plates. High cat value. (150).  £ 150

8548 1865 4d vermilion plate 7 a sound fine used example
with good strike of 545 numeral cancel (Newcastle on Tyne),
very sound, SG 95 Cat £130.  £ 28

8549 1865 6d lilac (with hyphen) fine used right wing margin
example with neat incomplete 545 numeral postmark of
Newcastle on Tyne, very sound, SG 97 Cat £140.  £ 25

8550 1865-73 4d vermilion complete set of plates 7 to 14
eight fine used examples, 8 & 14 are wing margins, mainly
fine, SG 95 Cat £810.  £ 125

8551 1867 10d pale red-brown superb fine used part MARK
LANE B.O. / E.C cancel, excellent colour, SG 112. Cat £400
+ 75% premium for well centred, lightly used. (£700). £ 100

8552 1867 10d red-brown superb fine used VIRGINIA / B
cancel, small pinhole / thin, excellent colour, SG 112. Cat
£400.  £ 48

8553 1867 1s green plate 4 mint part original gum, with
damage to top right corner and slight tones along the perfs,
nice spacefiller, SG 117 Cat £975.  £ 40

8554 1867 (25 Jun) OHMS entire sent locally in London
bearing scarce LONDON E.C. / OFFICIAL / PAID / 25 JU 67
/ B 4 octagonal cancel in red, redirected, very fine strike.
Seldom seen.  £ 40

8555 1867 2s deep blue a superb crisp very fine used sock
on the nose WELLINGTON ST HULL CDS, slightly centred
SE, superb colour, SG 119 Cat £240.  £ 80

8556 1867 2s dull blue nicely fine used '84' numeral duplex,
vertical crease otherwise nice looker, SG 118 Cat £225.

 £ 25

8557 1867 5s red plate 1 fine used neat '25' numeral cancel
in a Westminster presentation folder containing a written up
sheet, odd rub but mainly sound Cat £675. SG 126.  £ 75

8558 1867 5s rose plate 1 with superb sock on the nose
WEST HARTLEPOOL CDS cancel, slightly centred SW
otherwise very fine for these, SG 127 Cat £675.  £ 180

8559 1867 5s rose plate 1 Wmk MX sound used with 466
Liverpool roller type cancel, good perfs, very sound, SG 126
Cat £675.  £ 60

8560 1867 6d lilac plate 6 mint small part original gum, with
hinge supporting a large hole but doesn't detract too much,
slight tones along the top, nice spacefiller of this scarce stamp,
SG 97 Cat £3800.  £ 125

8561 1867 9d pale straw plate 4 a sound fine used example
with good strike of 97 numeral cancel, very sound, SG 111
Cat £300.  £ 55

8562 1867 9d pale straw plate 4 Wmk Spray, very fine used
left wing margin example, 134 numeral cancel of Bristol,
excellent perfs, SG 111 Cat £300.  £ 60

8563 1867 9d straw an attractive fine used example with
crisp part DOWN ST / PICCADILLY CDS, centred high but
neat and good colour, SG 110 Cat £325.  £ 48

8564 1867 9d straw pl.4 mint large part original gum
example with heavy hinge remains and couple of pulled perfs
on right but extremely fresh appearance and colour, last sold
in Spink  May 2008. Cat £2500.  £ 600

8565 1867 9d straw sound used example with '12' numeral
duplex cancel, very sound, cancel quite heavy but Cat £325.
SG 110.  £ 35

8566 1867 Wmk Anchor 5s rose plate 4 a sound used
example very well centred with a neat heavy but clear
REGISTERED GRACECHURCH.. postmark, good perfs and
colour, SG 134 Cat £4200.  £ 650

8567 1867 Wmk MX 5s pale rose plate 1 neatly used by 498
numeral of Manchester slightly centred right with excellent
perfs and colour, SG 127 Cat £675.  £ 125

8568 1867 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 1 centred left fine used
example with an incomplete duplex type cancel in black, very
sound perfs.  SG 126 Cat £650.  £ 100

8569 1867 Wmk MX White paper 10s greenish-grey heavy
used example with good colour, trimmed perfs along the top
and heavy indistinct duplex or registered type cancel, decent
spacefiller, SG 128 Cat £3200.  £ 200

8570 1867 Wmk Spray 9d pale straw plate 4 sound fine used
example with part Liverpool CDS & numeral duplex cancel,
very nice colour, good perfs. SG 111 Cat £300.  £ 60

8571 1867 Wmk Spray of Rose 9d straw plate 4 sound fine
used with Manchester 498 cancel, three or four pulled perfs
along the top otherwise, very sound, SG 110 Cat £300.  £ 38

8572 1867-80 3d deep rose plate 7 in a superb block of 4
very fine used lightly cancelled WHITEGATE CDS cancels,
left hand wing margin block, impressive, SG 102.  £ 125

8573 1867-80 3d rose complete set of plates 4 to 10 seven
fine used examples, plate 4 the key stamp is fine used part
numeral cancel, 5 is wing margins and 7-9 are CDS cancels,
mainly fine, SG 103 Cat £790.  £ 125

8574 1867-80 3d rose set of plate numbers 4 to 10 all sound
used, key plate 4 has neat 159 numeral, mainly sound, SG 103
Cat £790. (7).  £ 100

8575 1867-80 3d rose set of plate numbers 4 to 10 all sound
used, key plate 4 has neat light incomplete diamond cancel,
plate 10 has incomplete cancel, pl6 & 7 CDS etc, mainly
sound, SG 103 Cat £790. (7).  £ 100

8576 1867-80 9d straw superb UPPER GLOUCESTER
PLACE NW CDS cancel, very fine, SG 110 Cat £325.  £ 60

8577 1867-83 £5 orange good used example with
GLASGOW AP 12 94 CDS cancel with corner crease bottom
right otherwise very sound, SG 137 Cat £3500.  £ 1400
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8578 1867-83 Wmk Anchor 5s rose plate 4 neatly used by
London CS1 & hexagonal datestamp very well centred and
only one blunt perf along the base with excellent colour, SG
134 Cat £4200. Very nice example!  £ 800

8579 1867-83 Wmk Maltese Cross 10s greenish-grey plate
1 sound used example with 'R' Registered duplex quite well
centred for these and mostly good perfs all round, SG 128 Cat
£3200.  £ 420

8580 1868 Forwarding Agent Glasgow - Entire bearing 1d
plate 102 tied Glasgow numeral cancel to London with blue
oval part FORWARDED BY / GEORGE BACON /
GLASGOW. Tear and filing folds otherwise good strike.

 £ 35

8581 1868 Tender Essay from Charles Skipper perforated
One Penny rose-red and pale greenish blue on gummed paper,
few wrinkles etc otherwise sound. (2).  £ 50

8582 1869-70 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d mauve (no hyphen)
plate 8 & 9 very fine used, very sound, SG 109 Cat £230.

 £ 36

8583 1870 1½d rose-red error of lettering OP-PC plate 1
sound fine used with some uneven perfs but otherwise sound,
SG 53 Cat £2000.  £ 500

8584 1870 1½d rose-red plate 1 (6) and plate 3 (4) fine used
examples with both shades shown, mainly sound Cat £960. SG
51/2.  £ 120

8585 1870 1½d rose-red plate 1 (IJ-JI) mint, large part
original gum, hinge remains and light perf tones, quite well
centred and bright colour,  SG 52 Cat £725.  £ 100

8586 1870 1½d rose-red plate 3 mint original gum example,
vertical gum bend and centred low, IH-HI, fresh, SG 51 Cat
£500.  £ 48

8587 1870 3d rose plate 6 part original gum example, slight
rubbing and soil with redistributed gum, SG 103 Cat £550.

 £ 55

8588 1870 3d rose plate 6 very fine used LEITH numeral
dated cancel, very fine, Cat £70+.  £ 22

8589 1870 (6 May) Mourning cover to India bearing 9d
straw plate 4 (left edge straight) tied by HASTINGS / B cancel
and a good array of transit and arrival backstamps in red and
black including AGRA, & ALLYGURH 1st DELIVERY
dated oval, small part SEA POST OFFICE in black, mainly
fine, SG 110 Cat £525 on cover.  £ 100

8590 1870 ½d rose-red a fine used run of plates numbers
from 1 to 8, 10 to 13 & 15 to 20, just needs 9 & 14 to
complete, all sound fine used, above average with good
centring, SG 48/9 Cat £705.  £ 125

8591 1870 ½d rose-red, good to fine used plate run 1-20
complete, neatly assembled on on album page with many nice
fine used examples incl key plate 9 (Cat £700, clear plate),
plus 14 extras, useful lot and cat value £1800+. (28).  £ 260

8592 1870 ½d rose-red plate 13 in an attractive mint block
of 4 MO-NP, mounted mint with some remains, sound, SG
48, cat £480.  £ 95

8593 1870 ½d rose-red run of plates 1 to 20 excl plate 9 and
plate 15, mostly CDS cancels, sound for plate 1 & plate 8,
good cat value £430+.  £ 50

8594 1870 Queen Victoria 3d rose plate 5 on London
cancelled cover to Germany with receiving cds on front and
reverse. Slightly grubby and with some tears. SG 103  £ 28

8595 1871 1s green plate 6 an attractive fine used example
with crisp SWANSEA DOCKS CDS, SG 117.  £ 18

8596 1871 1s green plate 6 superb fine used sock on the nose
DUNMORE CDS cancel, SG 117.  £ 18

8597 1871 3d rose plate 7 a hinged mint example with good
gum, closed tear at the bottom which can been seen from the
front, otherwise lovely colour and good centring, SG 103 Cat
£650.  £ 85

8598 1872 (19 Jun) Turned 1d pink postal stationery
envelope reused and turned inside out from Maidstone  and
resent from Bracknell back to Maidstone tied 1d pl.140 tied
I05 duplex.  Toning but most unusual.  £ 50

8599 1872 3d rose pl.8 a superb sock on the nose CDS copy
of  LIVERPOOL SG 103.  £ 40

8600 1872 3d rose plate 8 with sock on the nose COAL
EXCHANGE E.C CDS cancel, sound, SG 103.  £ 20

8601 1872 6d chestnut plate 11 a sound fine used example
with nice 78 numeral cancel (South Eastern District Office),
very sound, SG 122a Cat £65.  £ 20

8602 1872 6d chestnut plate 11 very fine used nice lightly
used example, SG 122a cat £65 + 50% premium.  £ 32

8603 1872 6d chestnut plate 11 very fine used Sock on the
nose ROYAL EXCHANGE GLASGOW CDS, superb colour
and thimble CDS cancel, SG 122a Cat £65 + 50% premium.
(Cat £97).  £ 35

8604 1872 6d chestnut superb very fine used sock on the
nose LEADENHILL ST EC CDS, very fine, SG 122a.  £ 25

8605 1872 Wmk Spray of Rose 6d pale chestnut the scarce
plate 12 fine used left wing margin example  with SE 12
cancel, top right pulled perf otherwise very sound, SG 124a
Cat £3500.  £ 550

8606 1873 6d grey plate 12 a sound fine used example with
a sock on the nose full strike of 99 numeral obliterator
(Beckenham) across the entire stamp, very sound, SG 125 Cat
£300.  £ 60

8607 1873-6 2½d rosy-mauve plates range used incl 1875
blued paper pl.1, and 1876 pl3 to 17 (straight edge cat £300),
complete.  Nice range mainly sound.  (17). cat £1695.  £ 125

8608 1873-80 2½d rosy-mauve complete run of plate
numbers from plate 1 to 16 mainly sound used, good
catalogue value £1520. (18), plus a few extras.  £ 200

8609 1873-83 2½d blue useful run of plate numbers from
plate 17 (2, one A25 Malta cancel), 19 (2), 20 (2), 1881 plates
21 to 23 mainly sound used one with Jersey squared circle,
good catalogue value £970. (20 including extras).  £ 125
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8610 1874 Wmk MX - 5s Pale rose plate 2 a superb very
fine used example with sock on the nose EDINBURGH JY 10
/ 82 CDS and only slightly centred left and very fine perfs all
round, a superb premium example, Cat £2625 incl premium
on SG prices, SG 127. Rarely seen so fine!  £ 1300

8611 1874 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 2 fine used with part
incomplete duplex cancel with a few pulled perfs and nice
colour, SG 127 Cat £1500.  £ 150

8612 1874 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 2 well  centred example
with a heavy R cancel but good perfs and very sound for these,
small soil otherwise fine, SG 127 Cat £1500.  £ 150

8613 1874-5 6d grey plate 13 fine used small part A25 Malta
cancel & 6d grey plate 14 sound used wing margin with good
466 numeral cancel, both sound, SG 147 Cat £180+.  £ 36

8614 1875 Wrapper London to New York bearing 2½d
rosy-mauve plate 2 white paper tied EC 60 duplex type sent
via Cork by John Hecan & Co. Vertical filing fold otherwise
sound with red PID on reverse.  £ 36

8615 1876 2½d rosy-mauve plate 5 PAIR fine used part
London CDS and numeral cancel, very fine, SG 141, Cat
£170+.  £ 40

8616 1876 4d vermilion plate 15 very fine used small part
numeral duplex cancel, very fine, SG 152, Cat £475+. £ 100

8617 1876 6d grey plate 15 mounted mint with creases and
minor gum faults otherwise very fine appearance, SG 147 Cat
£500.  £ 80

8618 1876 6d grey plate 15 toned gum appears unmounted
mint (regummed?) with even toning, otherwise very fine
appearance, SG 147 Cat £500.  £ 100

8619 1876 Wmk Garter 4d vermilion plate 15, sound used
key stamp with part 1877 CDS & duplex, couple of short perfs
on right otherwise sound, SG 152. Cat £475.  £ 85

8620 1876 Wmk Garter 8d orange, sound used part
incomplete CDS and duplex, little overinked on right, sound,
SG 156. Cat £350.  £ 75

8621 1877 ½d Pink Embossed Certificate of Posting form
unused in very fine condition, punch hole from form binding
and imprint G & S [404] 15,000 10/77.  Superb & scarce in
such good condition. H & G W1.  £ 100

8622 1877 Wmk Garter 4d sage-green plate 15, sound used
key stamp with part London CDS & duplex, couple of blunt
perfs otherwise sound, SG 153. Cat £325.  £ 45

8623 1878 10s greenish grey very sound fine used with
incomplete duplex cancel and neatly centred to the left,
excellent perfs and colour, SG 128 Cat £3200.  £ 750

8624 1878 Wmk Maltese Cross, 10s grey-green sound used
example with heavyish incomplete duplex type cancels in
black, well centred with good perfs for these, nice sound
example SG 128 Cat £3200.  £ 550

8625 1878 Wmk MX: 10s greenish grey plate 1 a fine used
part R (smudged) cancel slightly centred right with most perfs
very fine, a lovely example, SG 128 Cat £3200.  £ 750

8626 1879 (15 Dec) Printed STOW Church and mission
rooms, printed minutes sheet for events occurring within the

parish, bearing ½d bantam plate 15 neatly tied RETFORD
numeral duplex. Few wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 18

8627 1880 1½d venetian red unused with Specimen
overprint Type 9, sound, SG Spec. K4s.  £ 20

8628 1880 1½d venetian-red fine CDS used, cat £60, SG
167 Cat £60.  £ 20

8629 1880 (13 Apr) Torn cover Hawkhurst to Paris bearing
nice combination of ½d Bantam plate 19 and 1d venetian red
x 2 tied 127 duplex and French arrival and transit cancel,
faults but nice combn.  £ 20

8630 1880 1d lilac (16 Dots) in a superb top pane of 120
unmounted mint very fine, SG 172 Cat £330 for mint. £ 150

8631 1880 1d lilac fine used W control marginal single very
fine used Southampton 1901 CDS. Seldom seen used. SG
172.  £ 10

8632 1880 1s orange-brown plate 13 sound used part
MANCHESTER squared circle cancel, few tones on reverse
otherwise mainly fine, SG 151 Cat £550.  £ 110

8633 1880 (2 Aug) Mourning cover (faults) bearing nice
combination rate 4d sage-green pl.16 and 6d grey pl.17 tied
BRIGHTON 132 postmark to Simla India bearing a range of
backstamps incl. SEA POST OFFICE 26 AUG and Simla
arrival B/S faults but really nice combination.  High cat.

 £ 125

8634 1880 2½d ultramarine plate 17 superb unmounted mint
example overprinted Specimen type 9. Fine. SG 142s.  £ 55

8635 1880 2s brown a fine used left hand wing margin
example with neat B87 cancel, few pulled perfs on the left
otherwise well centred and very sound, SG 121, Cat £4250.

 £ 850

8636 1880 4d grey-brown plate 17 very fine used, SG 160
Cat £70.  £ 22

8637 1880 ½d pale green in a superb mint / unmounted mint
block of 4, usual gum wrinkles, two stamps are unmounted
mint, vertical bend otherwise nice attractive multiple.  SG 164.

 £ 100

8638 1880 Surcharge set of two 3d on 3d lilac and 6d on 6d
lilac both fine used good examples, SG 159 & 162 Cat £310.

 £ 40

8639 1880 Wmk Garter 4d grey-brown fine used neat P / 16
duplex, very fine condition, SG 154 Cat £500.  £ 125

8640 1880-83 Indigo set and Lilac & Greens set both used
with faults but high cat value, 1883 9d is perfin but good
colour, few greens have colour gone, high cat. (15).  £ 28

8641 1881 14 Dots 1d lilac both shades fine used neat
squared circle or duplex, SG 170/1, Cat £90.  £ 20

8642 1881 Queen Victoria 1d lilac 14 dots on 26 10 81
cover cancelled by numeral 498 Manchester. Note heavy
staining.  £ 20

8643 1881 Queen Victoria 1d lilac 16 dots MM with
Specimen overprint.  £ 15
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8644 1882 (1 Sep) GLASGOW Newspaper Branch a
reduced printed wrapper to Trieste bearing a ½d deep green
tied by the distinctive oval GLASGOW / 3L / NPB / SP 1 / 82
cancel in black, incomplete Trieste arrival b/s, mainly sound.
Very fine strike.  £ 38

8645 1882 4d grey-brown plate 18 very fine used small part
duplex cancel, very fine, SG 160, Cat £75 + 75% premium.

 £ 40

8646 1882 Wmk Anchor Blued Paper 5s rose plate 4 a
sound used example very well centred with a neat heavy but
clear LONDON / CS / 1 postmark, good perfs and colour, SG
130 Cat £4800.  £ 550

8647 1882 Wmk Crown 4d grey-brown plate 18 fine used
with part London hooded cancel, with excellent perfs, SG 160
Cat £75.  £ 20

8648 1883 10/- ultramarine fine used example with sock on
the nose Threadneedle St registered ovals, superb looker, SG
183. Cat £525.  £ 180

8649 1883 10s pale ultramarine cancelled sock on the nose
BURLINGTON HOUSE B.O. 1885 CDS with severe vertical
creasing, additional boxed cancel, nice spacefiller, SG 183a.
Cat £550.  £ 40

8650 1883 10s pale ultramarine fine used sock on the nose
EDINBURGH / MY 23 / 93 CDS cancel, few light tones
otherwise lovely example, SG 183a Cat £550 + 50% for good
centring and lightly used (£825).  £ 80

8651 1883 2/6 lilac a superb mounted mint example, very
fresh and superb frontal appearance, SG 178 Cat £600.

 £ 200

8652 1883 2/6 lilac a superb neat fine used example with
LONDON E hooded cancel. SG 178.  £ 35

8653 1883 2/6 lilac fine used part 369 St... W.C lovely
example, SG 178 Cat £160 + 50% for good centring and
lightly used (£240).  £ 50

8654 1883  2 /6  lilac  f ine  u se d  sock on the  nose
CONTINENTAL NIGHT MAIL 00 CDS cancel lovely
example, SG 178 Cat £160 + 50% for good centring and
lightly used (£240).  £ 50

8655 1883 2/6 lilac fine used sock on the nose WEST
DULWICH / CROXTED RD. S.E. CDS cancel lovely
example, SG 178 Cat £160 + 50% for good centring and
lightly used (£240).  £ 50

8656 1883 2/6 lilac fine used with good strike of LUDGATE
HILL STATION CDS cancel, blue crayon line otherwise fine,
SG 178 Cat £160.  £ 28

8657 1883 2/6 lilac mint original gum handstamped
Specimen, fresh and sound.  SG 178s.  £ 100

8658 1883 2/6 lilac mounted mint, fresh example with some
paper hinge remains, nice colour, SG 178 Cat £600.  £ 120

8659 1883 2/6 lilac sound fine used full strike of LONDON
W squared circle cancel, good colour and centring, SG 178.
Cat £160.  £ 30

8660 1883 2/6 lilac superb fine used DARLINGTON crisp
CDS cancel, excellent colour and centring, SG 178. Cat £160
+ 50% premium quality (£240).  £ 50

8661 1883 3d on 3d lilac, a lovely and fresh hinged mint
example with excellent colour and superb centring, sound, SG
159 Cat £650.  £ 150

8662 1883 3d on 3d lilac fine used sock on the nose HILL
HEAD / GLASGOW CDS cancel, fine & sound, SG 159 Cat
£160 + 75% premium for well centred, lightly used.  £ 32

8663 1883 3d on 3d lilac mint part original gum example
with heavy hinge remains and spotted gum, very fresh frontal
appearance, SG 159 Cat £650.  £ 65

8664 1883 3d on 3d lilac surcharge mint small part original
gum with hinge and paper remains on reverse, very fine
appearance, SG 159 Cat £650.  £ 130

8665 1883 5s rose hinged mint with SPECIMEN overprint
harsh corner crease otherwise sound, SG 180s.  £ 100

8666 1883 5s rose mounted mint example, horizontal crease
but does not detract from this very fresh and superb frontal
appearance, SG 180 Cat £1100.  £ 220

8667 1883 5s rose very fine used part oval cancels, couple
blunt perfs SW corner otherwise fine, SG 180 Cat £250.

 £ 35

8668 1883 5s rose x 4 used examples two are registered
CDS, other two heavy violet R rubber cancels. High cat. SG
180.  £ 40

8669 1883 6d on 6d lilac superb fine used example with neat
SUMNER LANE / BIRMINGHAM CDS, fine, SG 162 Cat
£150.  £ 25

8670 1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge fine used with NORTH
HILL CDS cancel, couple blunt perfs otherwise fine, SG 162
Cat £150.  £ 28

8671 1883 9d dull green a nice looking fine used example
with SOUTHSEA B.O. CDS, colour has gone but even and
attractive spacefiller, SG 195 Cat £480.  £ 40

8672 1883 9d dull green mint opriginal gum lightly hinged
with good centring and superb colour showing sideways
inverted watermark variety, small wrinkle otherwise fine, SG
195wi, cat £2000.  £ 750

8673 1883 Basic set of three, 2/6 lilac, 5s carmine and 10s
ultramarine all sound used with minor faults like corner
crease, tones etc, 5s is a nice Charing Cross squared circle and
10s has three double ring CDS cancels.  Cat £935.  £ 80

8674 1883 Blued Paper 2/6 lilac part original gum with hinge
remains and toned gum with SPECIMEN overprint, stains and
light colour, SG 175s Cat £625.  £ 45

8675 1883 'set' of 3 high values 2/6, 5/- and 10/- all
spacefiller used examples with various faults incl 10/- badly
damaged on right side. SG 178/9, 183. Cat £935.  £ 40

8676 1883 Set of 3 values 2/6 lilac, 5s rose & 10s
ultramarine all CDS or regd oval used examples mainly sound,
10s is fine, SG 178, 180 & 183 Cat £935.  £ 100
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8677 1883 'set' of three high values used 2/6 lilac with
London hooded cancel, 5s & 10s with registered ovals, 10s
has tones at the top, mainly sound high cat value.  £ 80

8678 1883 White Paper 10s ultramarine a well centred very
fine used example with VICTORIA / S.W. CDS cancel, very
fine for these, well above average, SG 183 Cat £525.  £ 150

8679 1883 White Paper 5s rose very fine used example with
THREADNEEDLE ST BO / REGISTERED oval cancels,
very fine for these, well above average, SG 180 Cat £250.

 £ 40

8680 1883-4 Lilac & Greens complete set of 10 mainly all
good to very fine used used 5d, 6d, 9d & 1s all have good
colour, 9d has steel crisp CDS cancel, odd perf faults
otherwise superb set, SG 187/196 Cat £1600.  £ 500

8681 1883-4 Lilac & Greens set fine used with good colours
for the greens issues, 9d is slightly off others sound, high cat
set, SG 187/196 Cat £1720.  £ 100

8682 1883-4 Lilac & Greens 'set' used with lilacs fine used
to 3d, greens 5d & 1s good colour, others pale or washed, 9d
is sound with CDS and pale colour with pulled perfs, huge cat
values. SG 187/196.  Cat £790 for decent examples.  £ 75

8683 1883-4 White Paper 2/6 lilac fine used registered ovals,
very sound, SG 178 Cat £160.  £ 25

8684 1883-4 White Paper 5s rose fine used registered oval,
very sound, SG 180 Cat £250.  £ 38

8685 1884 1½d lilac mint large part original gum, hinge
mark but very fresh appearance, SG 188 Cat £125.  £ 42

8686 1884 1½d lilac unused with SPECIMEN handstamp,
sound, SG 188s, cat £85.  £ 28

8687 1884 1s dull green a superb fine used example with a
part London CDS canceler, good colour almost clear of
vignette, SG 196 Cat £325.  £ 38

8688 1884 1s dull green mounted mint part original gum
example, heavy toning in one corner mainly on reverse but
showing through, SG 196 Cat £1600 mint.  £ 80

8689 1884 2d lilac part original gum example, clean frontal
appearance, but redistributed gum, SG 189 Cat £230.  £ 28

8690 1884 3d lilac fine used with crisp BRISTOL CDS, few
tones on reverse otherwise good colour and centring, SG 191
Cat £100 + 100% for well centred, lightly used (£200).  £ 40

8691 1884 5d green a superb mounted mint example, half
with hinge remains other fresh gum, with superb colour, SG
193 Cat £580.  £ 200

8692 1884 6d dull green a nice looking fine used example
with thinning on reverse and small corner bend, great colour
and neat part hooded cancel, SG 194 Cat £240.  £ 24

8693 1884 6d green a toned mounted mint example with
brownish gum, hinge remains, otherwise sound, SG 194 Cat
£625.  £ 75

8694 1884 6d green on paper tied with a full strike of
Paddington P 6 numeral cancel with good strong strike and
good colour, SG 194 Cat £240.  £ 25

8695 1884 Blued Paper 5s rose very fine used crisp LEITH
MR 11 86 CDS cancel (superbly struck) with excellent

centering, just lightly rubbed in two places, very nice example
of this scarce stamp, SG 176 Cat £4000.  £ 350

8696 1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown-lilac heavy used example
with Edinburgh CDS and boxed cancels, diagonal blue crayon
line, very good colour for these, sound, SG 185 Cat £2800.

 £ 280

8697 1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown-lilac very sound fine
used with incomplete oval registered cancel and neatly centred
with excellent perfs and colour, SG 185 Cat £3000.  £ 750

8698 1884-97 A selection of 17 postcards and cover mostly
with ½d's with London area postmarks including Hooded
Circle. Plus ten covers with London Squared Circle Postmarks
including one from the Lyceum Theatre.  £ 28

8699 1885 (12 Mar) Cover Newcastle Upon Tyne to
Madura, India bearing 5d green cancelled numeral duplex,
redirected twice in India and a multitude of backstamps for
transit including SEA / POST OFFICE / D (at Rosetta), FIRST
DEL / MADHURA, VEPERY, VEPERY * MADRAS, etc.
Roughly opened otherwise manly sound, SG 193 Cat £350 on
cover.  £ 75

8700 1886 Queen Victoria 2½d lilac from Ulverston
addressed to New Edinburgh, Canada. With Ottawa cds and
New Edinburgh cds on reverse. SG 190  £ 14

8701 1887 1½d dull purple and pale green an unmounted
mint block of 4 with even toned gum right marginal example,
SG 198 Cat £72 as mint.  £ 28

8702 1887 2d grey-green and carmine an unmounted mint
block of 4 with even toned gum bottom marginal example, SG
200 Cat £140 as mint.  £ 48

8703 1887 2d grey-green and carmine very fine mint
example with ten unlisted varieties identified on a blown up
print including large line from Queen's mouth, broken nose,
heavy shading, etc, interesting. SG 200 var.  £ 60

8704 1887 5d Die I mounted mint example with large part
even toned gum, small rust mark on top right otherwise sound,
SG 207 Cat £800 mint.  £ 80

8705 1887 5d dull purple and blue very fine used Die I
example with part numeral duplex, very fine, SG 207 Cat
£120.  £ 28

8706 1887 5d dull purple and blue very fine used Die I
example with part numeral duplex, very fine, SG 207 Cat
£120.  £ 28

8707 1887 9d dull purple and blue in an attractive used block
of 9 with Guernsey cancels quite lightly struck, few
imperfections otherwise scarce multiple, SG 209.  £ 95

8708 1887 9d dull purple and blue superb crisp STONY
STRATFORD 1899 CDS cancel, superb CAT £48 + 50%
premium.  £ 20

8709 1887 9d dull purple & blue attractive and fresh
unmounted mint example, fine, SG Spec K38 (1)). SG 209.

 £ 75

8710 1887 ½d vermilion fine used newspaper branch type
cancel showing watermark inverted variety, very sound, SG
197Wi. Cat £60.  £ 24
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8711 1887 Jubilee 9d dull purple and blue superb COWES
CDS cancel, very fine, SG 209 Cat £48 + 50%.  £ 22

8712 1887 Mint assembly of 16 values incl 1s green and
carmine, 10d, 9d, 6d, 5d, 4½d, 4d green and brown (2), ½d to
3d, all mounted mint, good cat value. (16).  £ 75

8713 1887-1900 Fine used mainly nice CDS cancels for
basic set to both 1/- values, all have very sound and clean
frontal appearance, SG range 197/214. (14). Cat £440+.

 £ 80

8714 1887-92 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 14 ½d to both 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, 1s green and
carmine is slightly gone, SG range 197/214. Cat c£450.

 £ 40

8715 1887-92 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 14 ½d to both 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, 1s green and
carmine is washed green, SG range 197/214. Cat c£450.

 £ 32

8716 1887-92 Complete basic set of 14 values mounted mint
to both 1s values, various gum faults incl tones or hinge
remains but mainly good colours, SG 197/211, 213/4, Cat
£650.  £ 180

8717 1888 Die II 5d dull purple and blue attractive and fresh
unmounted mint example showing DAMAGED VALUE
TABLETS variety, gum bend otherwise fine, SG Spec K36
(1)c). SG 205a var.  £ 100

8718 1888 Typed Postage Free OHMS cover with
Cambridge 158 Duplex on large Inland Revenue document.

 £ 18

8719 1888 Wmk Orbs £1 brown-lilac attractive fine used
example with MARK LANE / REGISTERED oval cancels,
good colour and well above average for these, SG 186 Cat
£4500.  £ 950

8720 1889 Strip of three Queen Victoria 1d lilac and ½d
vermilion on registered cover to Bedford Square. Three
registered W.C.D.O. cds on reverse.  £ 18

8721 1890 10d dull purple and carmine in an attractive fine
used block of 4 with registered ovals 101 Cannon St, and F
perfin, nice block, SG 210, cat £180.  £ 40

8722 1890 (2 Jul) PENNY POSTAGE JUBILEE large
special cancel for SOUTH KENSINGTON in black on 1d pink
embossed P/S envelope philatelic use through the post, pretty
item.  £ 45

8723 1890 (3 Jul) Penny Post Jubilee 1d blue printed
envelope used Skipton to Canada uprated with 1½d Jubilee
(SG 198) cancelled SKIPTON 714 and Skipton CDS cancels,
faults including vertical tear along the top and slight soiling
with BRANTFORD AND HAMILTON transit or arrival
backstamps.  attractive combination on second day of issue.

 £ 80

8724 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee printed card unused
bearing a cancel for the special handstamp of Post Office /
South Kensington / 2nd July / 1990 ornate GR cancel in
purple-brown, few light tone marks otherwise fine strike.

 £ 50

8725 1890 Post Office Jubilee penny postage cover 2nd July
1890 with South Kensington cancel to Kent, no insert card.

 £ 65

8726 1890 Uniform Penny Postage Jubilee- (2 Jul) One
Penny envelope printed in blue cancelled by 2nd July special
VR illustrated postmark addressed locally in London West.
Toning across the cover otherwise sound.  £ 36

8727 1891 £1 green attractive fine used single SOUTH
KENSINGTON B.O. CDS cancel, lovely colour, SG 212, Cat
£800.  £ 250

8728 1891 £1 green CDS used example with LOMBARD
ST cancels, small closed tear or minor paper faults but good
colour, SG 212 Cat £800.  £ 175

8729 1891 £1 green heavy but sound used example with two
UPPER THAMES EC CDS cancels plus boxed GPO h/s in
black, sound SG 212. Cat £800.  £ 110

8730 1891 £1 green sound used example with boxed GPO
parcel h/s in black with neat crayon line in blue alongside,
sound SG 212. Cat £800.  £ 125

8731 1891 £1 green tied to paper by SOUTH WESTERN
DISTRICT OFFICE CDS cancel and TAB / GPO LONDON
oval handstamp in black, vertical tear at top left corner
otherwise sound, SG 212 Cat £800.  £ 160

8732 1891 £1 green used with light oval registered cancel,
torn and repaired and black ink mark, nice spacefiller. SG 212
Cat £800.  £ 100

8733 1891 £1 green very fine used part registered oval
cancel, neat example, SG 212 Cat £800.  £ 220

8734 1891 (27 Jul) EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE /
ROYAL NAVAL EXHIBITION large special cancel in blue
on ½d brown P/S card with Exhibition and Lighthouse printed
on reverse, used through the post, couple of marks, corner
bend and hinge mark otherwise fine and scarce.  £ 125

8735 1891 (4 Sep) Burrs Hotel illustrated envelope bearing
2½d tied London W squared circle cancel to USA, on arrival
opera glasses K PAID ALL New York cancel and Wisconsin
arrival CDS, few bends or light soils otherwise sound.  £ 25

8736 1894 Registered 2d letter plus uprated 2½d blue Queen
Victoria Jubilee addressed to Austria.  £ 16

8737 1898 5s red & 10s ultramarine both tied on card by
Manchester registered ovals, creases and faults nice 15s
combination.  £ 30

8738 1898-89 Two Queen Victoria postal stationery ½d
covers plus wrapper two sent from the Parish of St. Mary
Islington. All with interesting CDS cancels.  £ 12

8739 1904 Queen Victoria 1d brown wrapper cancelled with
Leith FE 10 04 cancel addressed to Netherlands with part
receiving cds on reverse.  £ 10

8740 1947 Embossed 1s green neatly cut on paper with four
margins showing each side of next stamp on two sides, WW
covered by part numeral cancel, mainly sound, SG 55 Cat
£1000.  £ 150
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8741 Accumulation on leaves duplicated for 1858-64 1d
plates (c430) many with nice postmarks incl St Asaph CDS,
numeral cancels, B & G numbers, London cancels etc, also
1880 1d lilac used, ½d green (22), 1d venetian red large qty
approx 260+ again with many postmark types.  Useful cat
value in excess of £5600, some mixed but mainly sound.

 £ 280

8742 Assembly on leaves with better including 1841 1d red-
brown (c55) mainly numeral cancels, few MX, one with part
side imprint, plus pair and 1841 2d blue pair, plus few surface
printed, etc. Mixed but useful pickings.  £ 75

8743 British Army in Egypt: Cigarette card sized card with
B.A / E killer postmark duplex type in black handstamped on
the card with pencil annotation obtained at the London
Exhibition.  These we used as cachets at the 1890 Jubilee
Guildhall, and used for postal purposes in 1884. Rated G
(£80-200, few known) in Br. Postmark Society price guide,
interesting.  £ 100

8744 College Stamps: Keble College London 1882 Without
imprint (½d) ultramarine unused example x 33 examples
unused no gum and 14 are marginal examples. Hard to find in
any quantity. SG Spec. CS10.  £ 130

8745 Covers attractive Surface printed 1865 4d red small
letters (hairlines) on cover to Paris (smudges) tied London
W12 and PD in red oval alongside. 1866 4d red pl. 7 tied
similar NW11 cancel to same addressee in Paris with ANGL.
AMB CALAIS CDS's alongside. Nice duo. Cat £440 on
cover.  £ 78

8746 Covers attractive Surface printed 1868-9 Two Entire
Letters incl 1868 bearing 4d red plate 9 PAIR tied LONDON
EC 75 cancels to Paris with ANGL. AMB. CALAIS CDS and
1869 4d red plate 11 to Copenhagen. Both neat PD in red
circle or oval. Fine. Cat £420.  £ 80

8747 Double sided stockpage with a useful line engraved and
surface printed mixed used assembly incl 1870 Bantams (12),
1½d pl.3 f.u., 1880-81 2½d rosy mauve plates run from 1-16,
2½d ultramarine plates run 18-23, 3d rose plates 7-18 range,
6d grey pl.14-16, 1s pl.6 right wing margin good CDS, few
Govt Parcels officials, good cat. (c75).  £ 100

8748 Line Engraved assembly in a small stockbook very
mixed but includes 1840 1d black (2, one no margin and hole,
other part missing), 1841 1d red with blue numeral cancel (2),
1841 2d blue f.u., etc, useful selection.  £ 60

8749 Plate reconstruction double collection on leaves neatly
arranged AA-TL for both 1841 1d red imperfs & 1854-57 1d
stars, many nice fine used, but mixed also from seconds, huge
range of postmarks, noted 1841 (c380 mostly numeral
postmarks), 1d stars (c520), enormous cat value.  £ 800

8750 Post Office Telegraphs: One Shilling pale green on
white telegraph form unused A.1. Inland Telegrams,
perforated left edge from book, tone spots and few edge curls
otherwise sound and seldom seen.  Scarce.  £ 75

8751 Post Office Telegraphs: Six Pence purple on white
telegraph form unused A.1. Inland Telegrams, staple left
corner from book, few edge curls otherwise sound and seldom
seen.  Scarce.  £ 60

8752 Post Office Telegraphs: Six Pence purple on white
telegraph form unused A.1. Inland Telegrams, staple left
corner missing, few tone spots & vertical fold otherwise sound
and seldom seen.  Scarce.  £ 60

8753 Postal Fiscal: 1855 1d reddish lilac on blued glazed
paper, very fine mounted mint imperforate imprimatur. Spec
L.105.  £ 38

8754 Postmarks collection on 4 double sided stockpages with
a useful assembly of 1857 1d stars and 1858 1d plates mostly
on paper with complete cancels and huge variety of towns plus
London different types, Manchester with double arc tying
1855 1d star on blued, Scottish, sideways duplex, approx 170.

 £ 85

8755 PRINCE CONSORT ESSAY - 1850 One Penny black
surface printed essay prepared by Henry Archer to be used in
conjunction with his perforating machine experiments.  Four
good margins and good original gum, superb example, fine
and rare. SG DP71b Cat £4,500.  £ 2500

8756 PRINCE CONSORT ESSAY - 1850 One Penny red-
brown surface printed essay prepared by Henry Archer to be
used in conjunction with his perforating machine experiments.
Four good margins and good original gum, superb example,
fine and rare. SG DP71b Cat £3,000.  £ 1600

8757 QV Postal stationery embossed envelopes unused (4)
including 2½d grey on white or grey, 2½d red on buff, or blue
envelopes, fine and fresh. (4).  £ 80

8758 Seven Queen Victoria ½d postal stationery wrappers
sent from Old Bailey to South Africa plus wrapper to
Netherlands. Also 1d and 1¼d posted to Netherlands.  £ 16

8759 Surface Printed all different used collection on Hagner
page for 49 examples many nice CDS copies, or sound used,
few faults throughout noted 2½d blue (2), 3d rose (2), 6d lilac
(4), 1883 3d on 3d, 6d on 6d, 4d red (3), 1s green (2), 2s blue
(2), 1s orange-brown, 1880-1 Indigo set, 1884 lilac and greens
set (minus 9d), 1876 8d orange, 1883 5s nice CDS, high cat
value. (49).  £ 130

8760 Surface Printed group on four stockyards mainly heavy
cancels but odd fine used noted 9d straw with 107 cancel, 10d
red-brown, 2s pale blue SW30 cancel, 8d orange heavy used,
1s green pl.8, 1884 lilac and greens to 1s (varying colors),
1880 Indigo set to 5d, 1s orange-brown pl.14 sound used, 4d
grey-brown pl.17 etc, (31). High cat value.  £ 60

8761 Telegraphs: 1877 £1 brown-lilac Wmk three shamrocks
sideways neatly fine used with Glasgow CDDD's, few nibbled
perfs otherwise fine, SG L236. Cat £950.  £ 500

8762 Telegraphs: 1877 3s pale-ultramarine corner marginal
imprint imperf single colour trial  unmounted mint overprinted
Specimen diagonally in black type 8.  Very attractive. SG
L229.  £ 150

8763 Telegraphs: 1877 6d grey a superb top left corner
imprint block of 8 mint / unmounted mint each with Specimen
overprint in black and imprint TELEGRAPHS SIX PENCE /
1 / and TELEGRAPHS - 6d handstamp in blue, few minor
marks or bends, very scarce multiple, SG LS212s.  £ 400
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8764 Telegraphs: Six Pence lilac embossed A1. Telegraph
Form unused printed by Harrison & Sons. Hinge remains
around the form from an album and few minor bends
otherwise sound.  £ 40

GREAT BRITAIN -  EDWARD VII
8765 1902 £1 dull blue-green a sound fine used example
with registered ovals and a few small contemporary postal
marks in red, quite well centred, SG 266 Cat £825.  £ 220

8766 1902 £1 dull blue-green fine used single GUERNSEY
CDS cancel, good centring, colour and fine used, SG 266 Cat
£825.  £ 300

8767 1902 £1 dull blue-green sound used example with
indistinct oval registered cancels, diagonal crease and few
minor imperfections, good colour, SG 266 Cat £825.  £ 220

8768 1902 £1 dull blue-green with several strike of
THREADNEEDLE ST incomplete registered oval cancels,
rounded bottom left corner and few blunt perfs otherwise very
sound and fine, SG 266 Cat £825.  £ 225

8769 1902 (1 Jan) 1d scarlet on a roughly opened cover sent
on the first day of issue in Bedford, slight tones and horizontal
crease otherwise clear datestamp.  £ 75

8770 1902 10s ultramarine a nice fine used example with
rubber registered cancels well centred, lovely colour and fine
perfs, above average, SG 265 Cat £500.  £ 100

8771 1902 10s ultramarine nicely fine used well centred
example with neat REGISTERED / 101 CANNON ST / B.O.
/ EC. oval cancel, small contemporary red crayon mark
otherwise very fine, SG 265 Cat £500.  £ 100

8772 1902 10s ultramarine sound fine used part Gresham
House B.O. CDS cancels. Sound SG 265 Cat £500.  £ 65

8773 1902 1d carmine mint assembly of control singles & a
pair, noted A, B, C, C4, D4 (pair), D5, E5, E6, F7, G7, H8,
H9, I9, J10 & A11, mostly fine and fresh, (17 items). High
retail value.  £ 80

8774 1902 2/6 lilac a very fine used example with sock on
the nose PADDINGTON / SPRING ST B.O.W CDS, two
blunt perfs top left otherwise very fine, SG 260 Cat £150.

 £ 30

8775 1902 2/6 lilac fine used with two nice strikes of
LONDON 6 NO 03 hooded cancels, sound and fine, SG 260
Cat £150.  £ 30

8776 1902 5s bright carmine hinged mint with fresh gum,
hinge remains and couple blunt perfs otherwise fine and
sound, SG 263 Cat £450.  £ 125

8777 1902 Basic high value set of three, 2/6 dull purple, 5s
bright carmine and 10s ultramarine all sound used with minor
faults like corner crease, tones etc, 10s is a decent example
with Guernsey rubber CDS.  Cat £900.  £ 100

8778 1902 ½d blue-green pair with LONDON JA 1 / 02
First Day of issue CDS cancel, good strike, SG 215.  £ 15

8779 1902 ½d yellow-green mint assembly of control singles
& two pairs, noted D4, D5, E5, E6, F6, G7, H8, I9, I10, J10
& A11, mostly fine and fresh, (11 items). High retail value.

 £ 60

8780 1902 High values 'set' of 3 2/6 lilac, 5s carmine and 10s
ultramarine, mainly sound used examples, high cat value.

 £ 100

8781 1902 'set' of three high values 2/6 lilac, 5s carmine and
10s ultramarine mainly sound fine used, 2/6 is MR roller
cancel, 5s is rubber CDS, 10s is registered oval, odd tone or
perf blunted otherwise sound, SG Cat £870.  £ 110

8782 1902 'set' of three high values used 2/6 lilac with
squared circle Charing Cross, 5s Threadneedle St, 10s
registered ovals, mainly sound high cat value.  £ 80

8783 1902-10 Basic set of 3 2/6 (shades), 5s & 10s all used
heavy rubber cancels, some minor faults, high cat value (4).

 £ 48

8784 1902-10 Complete basic set of 15 values mounted mint
to 1s, various gum faults incl tones or hinge remains but 1s
green and red has good colour, SG 215/259 (15). STC £695.

 £ 125

8785 1902-10 Mint assembly of 15 different values and
shades from ½d to 1s all mounted mint with hinge remains,,
mainly fresh lookers min cat £715.  £ 125

8786 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257
Cat c£395+.  £ 40

8787 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257
Cat c£395+.  £ 40

8788 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257
Cat c£395+.  £ 40

8789 1902-13 CDS fine used basic 'set' of 15 ½d to 1s,
mostly nice CDS cancels and good colours, SG range 215-257
Cat c£395+.  £ 40

8790 1902-13 High values 2/6 lilac x 3 used examples in
different shades, 5s carmine all CDS or oval regd cancels.
Sound Cat £700+.  £ 65

8791 1902-1910 Five embossed King Edward VII postal
stationery 1d red unused covers. Plus three KEVII ½d green
postcards, cover and wrapper unused.  £ 18

8792 1903 King Edward VII ½d green on postcard cancelled
Carnforth & Whitehaven TPO.  £ 10

8793 1905 EDVII 2/6 Chalky pale dull purple hinged mint
slightly centred left with large part original gum, small foxing
top left, otherwise sound, SG 261 Cat £350.  £ 75

8794 1905 King Edward VII strip of three ½d green and 1d
red on readdressed cover from Wincanton to Buenos Aires
two faint cds on reverse and 'not called for' cachet.  £ 15

8795 1905 Two King Edward VII ½d greens on London
cancelled postmark with 'ER' straight lines. Included is 1965
letter from the Post Office explaining the history of that
postmark. Some toning on cards. Plus two similar cancels on
pieces.  £ 20
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8796 1906 (30 Nov) Attractive dual reign registered
combination cover (philatelic) bearing QV ½d verm., 1d lilac
(torn corner) and EDVII 3d purple on yellow tied oval
Leadenhall St cancel sent USA.  £ 24

8797 1908 First Penny Post to the United States special
commemorative printed envelope still with its contents bearing
1s red tied London cancel addressed to Washington DC, minor
faults and edge wrinkles or tears otherwise very attractive
cover. Booth £250.  £ 75

8798 1909 (17 Aug) Advice of Delivery of an Inland
Registered; A5 sized double sided / reply form for a letter
Registration No. 137 and 2d adhs tied WOOL EXCHANGE
EC / A/ CDS cancel and EARLS COURT S.O. arrival CDS
signed by the recipient. AR AR OHMS printed on the reply
side (AR means avis de reception, a term used by the UPU),
with Hargraves trade h/s oval violet, and EARL's COURT
CDS, folded and few minor marks or bends otherwise very
pretty.  £ 180

8799 1909 King Edward VII ½d green cancelled with CK &
Ardrishaig Packet on SS Columba postcard of Rothesay.

 £ 100

8800 1911 2/6 dull greyish purple very sound fine used
rubber WC CDS cancel, well centred, SG 315 Cat £450.

 £ 75

8801 1911-13 EDVII 2/6 dull reddish purple hinged mint
example, hinge remains but nice fresh appearance, SG 316 Cat
£300.  £ 100

8802 1912 2d grey-green and bright carmine in a superb
unmounted mint block of 4, very fine, SG 292.  £ 80

8803 1912 EDVII 5s carmine hinged mint well centred with
large part original gum, sound, SG 318 Cat £425.  £ 125

8804 1913 Nine King Edward VII postal stationery ½d
illustrated covers with Royal Warrant from Crosse &
Blackwell addressed to Japan. Note some toning on a couple
and folds in centre.  £ 25

8805 COLOUR TRIAL  - EDVII one penny printed in blue
on gummed wavy line watermarked paper imperf as printed by
Bruckmann of Munich in 1913. Inside a Westminster folder,
very interesting.  £ 80

8806 Perfins: 1905 3d brown registered envelope used to
Germany uprated with ½d, 1d & 2½d each perfinned Brandt's
initials and trade cachet on obverse, pretty perfin item.  £ 20

8807 Selection of approx. 37 King Edward VII ½d greens
cancelled with Newspapers & circular cancels. Plus some
similar George V.  £ 18

GREAT BRITAIN -  GEORGE V
8808 1911 (22 June) ½d green and 1d carmine-red both on
paper together in combination with LONDON SW / JUN 22
straight lined machine mark for the First Day of Issue, nice.

 £ 125

8809 1911 First UK Aerial Post b&w postcard with King
George V ½d green addressed to Streatham Common. Note
not a crisp cancel but very nice rare item.  £ 85

8810 1911 First UK Aerial Post brown-red printed card ½d
green Mackennal tied with Die 3 postmark SP 9 / 1911. Two

tape marks along the front and some minor faults otherwise
sound.  £ 35

8811 1911 First UK Aerial Post olive green printed card ½d
green Mackennal tied with Die 2 postmark SP 9 / 1911.
Couple of minor faults otherwise sound.  £ 45

8812 1911 HOUSE OF COMMONS 40 numeral and CDS
on paper with pair of ½d green, few tones, nice cancel.
Whitney type 21/5.  £ 20

8813 1911-12 Mackennal 1d red mint / unmounted mint
collection identified on leaves including shades (taken 'as is'),
control blocks, 1911 SG 327/28 corner block of 6 & block of
27, All control blk of 4 (cat £60), Die 1B (SG 329/31) shades
plus blk of 4, All control blk of 6, wmk inverted blk of 4,
1912 Die IB deep bright scarlet (SG N10 (4, cat £110), B11
& B12 blks of 4, some inverted wmks etc, useful lot, STC
£1500+.  £ 300

8814 1911-12 Mackennal ½d green mint / unmounted mint
collection identified on leaves including shades (taken 'as is'),
1911 SG 321/23 block of 6, 1911 Crown Die 1B shades (8
diff) incl Bluish green (cat £160 SG N2 (8)), very deep green
(Cat £450, SG N2 (7)), 1912 Die II all 7 shades incl Myrtle
green and bluish-green (cat £280), blk of 12 (cat £96+), B12
control pair etc, STC £1700+.  £ 350

8815 1911-35  King George V 1½d postal stationery
envelope 1d red and 1½d brown postcards and 1d Field
Service postcard minor stain all unused.  £ 10

8816 1912 (1 Jul) PPC from London to Paris bearing 1d
carmine tied CDS and  INTERNATIONAL RADIO
TELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE / LONDON / 1912 oval
cachet in violet, handstamped for the first conference held in
London, hard to find.  £ 30

8817 1912 (12 Jun) Plain brown cover from Sandend
(Yorkshire) to London bearing 1d pale carmine (SG 330a)
showing No Cross on Crown variety, very fine. Seldom
offered on cover and very scarce. Some bends and faults on
reverse but Cat £500 as used alone. SG 330a.  £ 750

8818 1912 (17 Oct) Stamp Exhibition Jubilee 1912 Royal
horticultural special CDS tied ½d green on plain postcard, few
tones, nice cancel.  £ 15

8819 1912 1d red used showing part of ST of postage
watermark variety, SG N16ya.  £ 10

8820 1912 (27 Ap) Greetings Postcard from Romford to
Ilford bearing ½d green (SG 340a) showing No Cross on
Crown variety, very fine. Seldom offered on cover.  £ 75

8821 1912 (28 Sept) Booklet stamps 1d scarlet in a superb
mainly unmounted pane of 6, mounted on one stamp only, 5
are U/M, SG 336 Cat £230 for U/M in SG Spec.  £ 75

8822 1912 5s carmine bottom marginal mint single with
hinge remains and severe diagonal crease, but does not detract
from excellent frontal appearance, SG 318 Cat £425.  £ 75

8823 1912 Booklet Stamps 1d scarlet mint / unmounted mint
block of 4, each with watermark inverted variety, straight edge
on one side, SG 336a Cat £120.  £ 25
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8824 1912 Booklet Stamps ½d green and 1d scarlet both in
hinged mint blocks of 4, trimmed perfs on one side, SG 335
& 336 Cat £300.  £ 30

8825 1912 ½d green in an attractive mint imperforate block
of 4 overprinted SPECIMEN type 26, fresh and fine looker,
SG 351 var Spec. N14u.  £ 150

8826 1912 Die I 2d orange in a corner control strip of 3
unmounted mint P20 control with nice offset on reverse for
bottom part of the stamp design and the entire P20 control,
nice offset variety, SG N19.  £ 80

8827 1912 Profile Head 1d scarlet in an attractive imperf
right marginal watermarked block of 4 unmounted mint each
overprinted CANCELLED type 24, some gum bends
otherwise very fine, SG Spec. N16x Cat £360.  £ 180

8828 1912 (Sept) 1d scarlet booklet pane of 4 with
watermark reversed variety, trimmed top and bottom CDS
used 1o13 cancels, sound, SG 350 Wj Cat £112.  £ 22

8829 1912 Wmk Royal Cypher (Mult) 1d scarlet in mint /
unmounted mint corner control B12 block of 6, showing
watermark reversed variety, mainly fine SG 350wj Cat £120.

 £ 40

8830 1912-24 1½d chestnut Block of 4 hinged mint with top
right stamp showing PENCF error, very fine positional piece,
SG 364a.  £ 75

8831 1912-24 1½d chestnut PAIR hinged mint with small
part margin rule on right side with PENCF error, very fine, SG
364a.  £ 65

8832 1912-24 Basic set of 15 hinged mint plus extra shade
on 10d deep turquoise blue (cat £90), fine lookers, SG range
351/95.  £ 110

8833 1912-24 Basic set of 15 to 1s all mounted mint, varying
hinges on reverse but mostly fresh lookers, SG range 351/95
Cat £250.  £ 50

8834 1912-24 Complete basic set of 15 unmounted mint
includes both Dies of 2d orange, all fine and fresh, high cat for
U/M. SG range 351/395 (15).  £ 200

8835 1912-24 ½d green in a part gutter sheet of 192 with top
sheet complete for 120 stamps, and bottom 7 rows of the sheet
without any margins along the bottom, some bends and folded
but impressive sheet, SG N14(1) Cat £576 as unmounted
mint.  £ 100

8836 1912-24 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated collection
of mainly used, (some mint) values from ½d green to 1s bistre,
noted watermark varieties incl 2d orange (reversed, 3.
inverted, 3), shades, 8d (32 used copies), 9d agate (50+), 9d
olive (46), 10d turquoise (c29), 1s bistre (40+) etc, 100s. High
cat value in excess of £2700 for listed alone.  £ 250

8837 1913 (18 Mar) Cover Bedford to Southampton bearing
1d scarlet (SG 350a) showing No Cross on Crown variety, few
minor faults otherwise seldom offered on cover. Cat £60 as
used alone. SG 350a.  £ 75

8838 1913 (25 Jan) PPC Snewington to Liverpool bearing
½d green (SG 346a) showing No Cross on Crown variety,
vertical creased in the postcard but stamp is sound. Seldom

offered on cover and very scarce. Cat £125 as used alone. SG
346a.  £ 100

8839 1913 6d purple attractive gutter rule side marginal strip
of 3 mainly unmounted mint showing watermark inverted
variety, very attractive positional piece, SG N26 b. Cat £255.

 £ 125

8840 1913 6d purple attractive gutter rule strip of 3 mainly
unmounted mint showing watermark inverted variety, very
attractive positional piece, SG N26 b. Cat £255.  £ 125

8841 1913 7d olive control F15 (perf) in an irregular block
of 4 with control pair unmounted mint, and top pair mounted
mint, corner selvedge missing SG Spec N27.  £ 60

8842 1913 8d black on yellow mounted mint (paper
adherence in top left) showing SPECIMEN overprint type 26,
sound SG Spec. N28s Cat £250.  £ 75

8843 1913 9d Agate mounted mint example showing top left
corner substantial FRAME BREAK unlisted variety, scarce on
higher values the only listed SG variety on this is cat £425
mint, SG Spec. N29 var.  £ 200

8844 1913 9d agate Royal Cypher unmounted mint showing
almost complete offset on reverse variety, striking error,
seldom seen on the top values. SG N29 var.  £ 175

8845 1913 (Aug) Wmk Multi Cypher 1d dull scarlet fine
used with trimmed perfs on left side, neatly cancelled machine
barred postmark, very fine, SG 398 Cat £225.  £ 40

8846 1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue mint example with
toned gum, centred right with lovely deep colour, SG 402 Cat
£1000.  £ 125

8847 1913 Waterlow 2/6 deep sepia brown attractive very
fine used part incomplete CDS very well centred and only a
couple of nibble perfs in SW corner, small red crayon mark at
SE corner, nice looking stamp, SG 399 Cat £200.  £ 40

8848 1913 Waterlow 2/6 Sepia-brown hinged mint with very
fine centring and small hinge remain on reverse, very fresh, SG
400 Cat £300, accompanied by APS 1979 certificate.  £ 125

8849 1913 Wmk Mult Cypher 1d dull scarlet fine used paper
wavy line cancel with perfs trimmed on both sides. SG 398.
Cat £225.  £ 38

8850 1913 Wmk Royal Cypher (Multiple) ½d bright green
COIL JOIN vertical PAIR unmounted mint, few light tones on
reverse otherwise fine example, SG Spec.N15e Cat £350.

 £ 125

8851 1913-1934 Seahorses used assembly on leaves
including different printings 2/6 brown (23), 5s red (9), 10s
blue (3 + vert. pair), 1934 2/6 (3), 5s (3), 10s (2), plus heavier
used 2/6 (5), 5s red (6), 1934 2/6 (6), 5s red (4), some mixed,
useful with a few varieties incl guidelines etc. High cat value.
(66).  £ 340

8852 1915 Cover posted from somewhere in the Middle East
with Tresoret Poste 83 cancel. Addressed to 1/6 West Yorks
the British expeditionary Force, France.  £ 20

8853 1915 DLR 10s blue fine used 7 Aug 1918 LONDON
rubber cancels in a superb block of 4, well centred, trace of
light tones otherwise nice multiple, Cat £3500, SG 412.

 £ 650
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8854 1915 DLR 10s blue quite well centred sound used large
rubber incomplete CDS, mainly sound, good colour, SG 412
Cat £875.  £ 100

8855 1915 DLR 10s deep blue a quite well centred used
example with incomplete rubber CDS cancel, very fine and
sound, SG 412 cat £875.  £ 100

8856 1915 DLR 10s deep blue fine used 1918 incomplete
rubber cancels in a superb block of 4, well centred, nice
multiple, Cat £4000, SG 411.  £ 850

8857 1915 DLR 2/6 deep yellow brown very well centred
with oval registered cancels, perfs along the bottom are mainly
blunt otherwise lovely example, SG 405 Cat £250.  £ 30

8858 1915 DLR 2/6 deep yellow-brown block of 4 heavily
used by killer parcel cancel, few pulled perfs, Cat £1000, SG
405.  £ 100

8859 1915 DLR 5s bright carmine nicely fine used example
with quite good centring, one blunt perf SE corner, otherwise
sound, SG 409 Cat £400.  £ 35

8860 1915 DLR 5s bright carmine well centred sound used
two large rubber NOTTINGHAM CDS's, mainly sound, good
colour, SG 409 Cat £400.  £ 40

8861 1915 WESTON Postal Stationery in original 'used'
bundle of envelopes each affixed with postal stationery cut
outs of ½d green x 2 each tied with different dated Stockwell
Machine wavy line cancel, 32 examples. Stated as Die 10.

 £ 32

8862 1917 7d Sage-green in a superb mainly unmounted
pane of 6, mounted on one stamp only & a blunt perf at the
base, 5 are U/M, SG 389 Cat £670 for U/M in SG Spec.

 £ 150

8863 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue attractive fine used
nice CDS copy, good colour, nick in right margin from pulled
perf otherwise sound, SG 417 Cat £175.  £ 24

8864 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue fine used block of 4
with lightly struck incomplete CDS cancels, very fine centring
and fine multiple. SG 417 Cat £700.  £ 325

8865 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound fine used in an
extraordinary vertical right margin strip of 9 stamps from the
bottom right of the sheets cancelled GUERNSEY CDS cancels
from 3rd July 1919, few marginal soils from postmarks
otherwise a fine and scarce multiple. SG 417 Cat £1575.

 £ 750

8866 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used
incomplete CDS's, good centring, SG 417 Cat £175.  £ 35

8867 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used rubber
CDS showing left frame partly doubled variety, good centring,
small thin, SG 417 Cat £175.  £ 40

8868 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used well
centred with oval rubber cancels, sound. SG 417 Cat £175.

 £ 34

8869 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound used well
centred with light but indistinct cancels, sound. SG 417 Cat
£175.  £ 28

8870 1918 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate-brown in an attractive
fine used block of 4 cancelled CHIDDINGSTONE

CAUSEWAY 1929 CDS cancels, noted large ink smudge
across two left stamps during printing process. SG 414 Cat
£300.  £ 120

8871 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown fine used neat rubber
CDS cancel, very fine, SG 415a. Cat £75.  £ 20

8872 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown sound fine used
showing Re-entry pl. 2/4L:, State 1 R 1/4 includes double right
hand frameline, nice clear major re-entry, Cat £400, SG N65g,
(415a var).  £ 150

8873 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown sound used incomplete
central CDS, good centring, SG 415a Cat £85.  £ 20

8874 1918 Bradbury 2/6 reddish brown fine used block of 4
with lightly struck incomplete registered oval cancels, two
stamps have blue crayon line and couple pulled perfs
otherwise fine centring and fine multiple. SG 415 Cat £300.

 £ 65

8875 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red fine used block of 4 with
GUERNSEY JY 22 19 CDS cancels, few pulled perfs at the
base otherwise fine multiple. SG 416 Cat £270.  £ 125

8876 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red sound used assembly of
eight examples mainly sound used CDS. registered ovals or
parcel cancels, usual minor perf faults or thins, otherwise Cat
£1080. SG 416.  £ 100

8877 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red sound used assembly of
three examples mainly sound used parcel cancels, usual minor
perf faults or thins, otherwise Cat £405. SG 416.  £ 40

8878 1918 Mulready Reproduction 'Stamp Collecting Aerial
Souvenir' postcard from ARMY POST OFFICE / A/ 10 DE /
18 / S.20 flown Cross Channel France to London and Censor
7029 boxed h/s in violet. Retailing up to £150.  £ 125

8879 1918-19 Bradbury 10s dull blue mint hinged gum with
very fine fresh condition, excellent centring and colour and
only one blunt perf, superb example, SG 417. Cat £475.

 £ 125

8880 1919 Bradbury 5s rose-red hinged mint in very fresh
condition, good centring for these, SG 416 Cat £325.  £ 110

8881 1919 Field Post Office T.W.5 Anzac western front
operations postcard.  £ 8

8882 1920 Perf 14. 6d purple vertical PAIR used parcel 29
JUN 21 cancel, mainly sound, SG 385a cat £220.  £ 30

8883 1921 2d Orange Die II in an attractive block of 4
unmounted mint with one left stamp showing PO of
POSTAGE in the watermark, and top stamp only showing
small part of Simple Cypher, trimmed perfs from the booklet
as usual, nice positional item, SG 370, Spec N20ya Cat £60+.

 £ 30

8884 1923 Unused scarce full sheet (120) 1d blue Mercury
air mail label (Sanabria EAPP $360), sold at 1923 Philatelic
Exhibition, previously folded, minor seps in top selvage, F-VF,
scarce in such a large sheet.  £ 120

8885 1924 1½d red-brown on experimental paper in a sound
parcel used block of 6, few minor faults and wrinkles
otherwise fine, SG N35b Cat £720.  £ 150
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8886 1924 1½ red-brown in a tete-beche pairs including
gutter margin mounted mint, with right hand stamp  folded
perfs, fine looker and scarce, SG Spec N35aa Cat £550.

 £ 225

8887 1924 1½ red-brown in a tete-beche pairs including
gutter margin CTO fine used mint, with gutter margin en-
enforced with a stamp hinge for 50% of the perfs, fine looker
and scarce, SG Spec N35aa Cat £850.  £ 250

8888 1924 1d red mounted mint showing watermark
inverted variety and CANCELLED SG Spec. Type 33
overprint in black, sound and seldom offered combination, SG
419 var.  £ 75

8889 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I) single
unmounted mint (tone spot) showing right broken 3 variety,
short corner otherwise sound, SG N38d. Cat £60 as normal
without control.  £ 60

8890 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I) single
unmounted mint showing top right frame break variety, short
corner otherwise sound, SG N38 var.  £ 60

8891 1924 4d grey-green fine used single showing
REVENHUE for REVENUE variety, sound and clear
example. SG N39 var.  £ 60

8892 1924 Block Cypher ½d green hinged mint M30 control
corner marginal strip of 3 with margin folded during
perforation process hence further lines of perforation in the
margin, striking error, SG N33 var.  £ 125

8893 1924 Block Cypher ½d green in an attractive corner
marginal control B24 block of 6 (imperf margin) showing
watermark inverted variety, mounted on one stamp, remaining
block is unmounted mint, nice positional piece. SG Spec. No.

 £ 60

8894 1924 Block Cypher ½d green in an attractive corner
marginal control F26 block of 6 (imperf margin, small part of
margin is missing along the base) showing watermark inverted
variety, mounted on one stamp, remaining block is unmounted
mint, nice positional piece. SG Spec. No.  £ 60

8895 1924 ½d green in a coil strip of 6 unmounted mint
showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG Spec. N33b Cat
£108.  £ 40

8896 1924 ½d green in an unmounted mint horizontal strip
of 5 showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG 418a. Cat
£90 for U/M.  £ 40

8897 1924 KGV British Empire Exhibition unused postal
stationery 1½d brown envelope in very good condition. Please
handle with care.  £ 25

8898 1924 Wembley 1d red tied to plain postcard but good
strike first day strike of WEMBLEY PARK wavy line slogan
sent locally.  Very fine, Cat £350 for set of 2.  £ 75

8899 1924 Wembley 1d scarlet horizontal mint pair with left
stamp showing TAIL TO N OF EXHIBITION variety, fine,
SG Spec. NCom1c. Cat £150 mint.  £ 75

8900 1924 Wembley set of 2 hinged mint in attractive blocks
of 4, couple perf splits otherwise fine, SG 430/1.  £ 40

8901 1924 Wembley set of 2 in unmounted mint blocks of 4,
1½d has trimmed perfs on right side otherwise very fine, SG
430/1. Cat £128 for U/M.  £ 38

8902 1924-25 Wembley set of 2 for both issues very fine
unmounted mint, fresh, SG 430/33 Cat £117 for U/M.  £ 40

8903 1924-25 Wembley small range of 1½d brown on paper
used, 1924 1½d (7), 1925 (2), SG 431 & 433 Cat £245.

 £ 25

8904 1924-26 3d violet M30 corner control strip of 3 mint
/ unmounted mint each with PAC perfin, nice combination. SG
423.  £ 15

8905 1924-26 Basic set of 12 hinged mint, 5d is X35 control
single, fine lookers, SG range 418/29.  £ 110

8906 1925 King George V 1½d unused UPU British Empire
Exhibition postcard.  £ 15

8907 1925 Wembley set of 2 fine used CDS cancels, 1½d
especially nice, SG 432/3 cat £100.  £ 25

8908 1929 1½d PUC Variety 1829 for 1929 hinged mint
example with short corner otherwise fine and fresh. SG Spec
NCOM 7c.  £ 50

8909 1929 £1 Postal Union Congress a superb hinged mint
example, very fine and fresh, SG 438 Cat £750. Nice example
of this iconic stamp.  £ 385

8910 1929 (20 Dec) London - Karachi - Jhodpur. Fine 1st
flight regd airmail cover for the Karachi - Jhodpur route
extension bearing top marginal strip of 3d 3d violet and 1½d
defin tied neat Wrexham CDS cancels. Jhodpur receiver for
JA 6 1930 indicates a 2nd flight arrival so a connection was
missed somewhere along the way. Complete with a certificate
of posting and Jhodpur postmasters explanatory letter.  £ 50

8911 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black sound used neat
parcel and CDS cancels, nice example, SG 438. Cat £550.

 £ 280

8912 1929 Postal Union congress £1 Black very fine
unmounted mint, fresh, SG 438 Cat £1100 for U/M.  £ 750

8913 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown fine
used neat wavy line cancel showing 1829 for 1929 variety,
sound and clear variety, SG Ncom7c.  £ 75

8914 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown L29 (I)
corner marginal control strip of 3 unmounted mint (perf split
down left stamp) showing additional blob on ES variety
(possibly different state), only listed on coil strips (sideways)
interesting variety, SG NCom7f, var.  £ 100

8915 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet fine used part
d/r CDS showing CO of Congress joined variety, sound and
clear variety, SG Ncom6e.  £ 75

8916 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom K29
control mint / Unmounted mint block of 4 showing broken
wreath variety on top right stamp, gum bends and thin
otherwise nice positional variety, SG Spec NCom6d Cat £200
for mint, variety is unmounted and fine.  £ 80
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8917 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom right
K29 mint / Unmounted mint block of 6 showing CO Joined
variety on top middle stamp, gum bends otherwise nice
positional variety, SG Spec NCom6e Cat £225 for mint,
variety is unmounted.  £ 125

8918 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet in bottom right
L29 mint / Unmounted mint block of 4 showing broken wreath
variety on top right stamp, gum bends otherwise nice
positional variety, SG Spec NCom6d Cat £200 for mint,
variety is mounted.  £ 80

8919 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted
mint (gum wrinkles and bends) right corner marginal L29
control block of 4 with top right stamp showing broken wreath
variety, scarce positional piece, SG Spec NCom6d Cat £200
mint. (Double to triple for unmounted).  £ 250

8920 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet unmounted
mint PAIR with right stamp showing CO Joined variety, nice
positional piece, SG Spec NCom6e Cat £225 mint. (Double to
triple for unmounted).  £ 200

8921 1929 Postal Union Congress low values set of 4 hinged
mint each with K29 control single, and ½d K29 marginal strip
of 3, 1d block of 4 corner marginal K29 control  £ 80

8922 1929 PUC £1 black sound parcel used, neat LONDON
OFFICE cancel, sound, SG 438 Cat £550.  £ 275

8923 1929 PUC 1½d purple-brown fine used CDS showing
1829 for 1929 variety, fine, SG Spec. Ncom7c.  £ 75

8924 1929 PUC Inverted watermark ½d to 1½d set of 3
lightly mounted mint, sound and fine, SG 434/436wi.  £ 45

8925 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 fine used each showing
watermark sideways variety, ½d has pulled perf otherwise
fine, SG 434b/436b Cat £195.  £ 65

8926 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 unmounted mint each
showing watermark sideways variety, 1d has very trimmed
perfs along the top otherwise fine, SG 434a/436b Cat £310
U/M.  £ 100

8927 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 unmounted mint each
showing watermark inverted variety, fine, SG 434a/436a Cat
£85.  £ 30

8928 1929 PUC low values set of 3 with watermark inverted
variety, all hinged mint, 1d has slight paper adhesion, 1½d is
unmounted mint, SG 434wi/436wi.  £ 18

8929 1929 UPU Congress 1d scarlet in an attractive bottom
right K29 Control block of 6 with centre top hinged mint,
remaining unmounted mint showing Broken Wreath at Left
variety (R19/12, top right stamp of the block U/M) Very nice
positional piece, scarce, SG Spec NCom 6d.  £ 250

8930 1930's Eight postcards with King George V stamps all
with London Paquebot cancels includes 1926 with 1d red
postage due.  £ 20

8931 1930's Eighteen King George V covers postcards and
wrappers. Includes six registered letters. With various stamps
and cancels, sixteen addressed overseas.  £ 25

8932 1930's Two unused Business reply cards addressed to
Bob Martin Ltd, Southport. Items on list Dog soap and Worm
powders.  £ 10

8933 1931 King George V one shilling and 4d on first direct
air mail flight London to Darwin cover with Melbourne cds on
reverse. Small tear on back flap and opened down right side.

 £ 20

8934 1931-33 Imperial Airways four different illustrated
printed airmail first flight covers including 1931 (27 Feb)
London to Mawanza (Tanganyika), 1931 (19 Jan & 9 Dec)
London to Capetown first flight and Christmas Flight, few
contemporary wrinkles otherwise fine.  £ 40

8935 1933 King George V pair of 5d on airmail typed cover
to Germany with Express delivery cachet. Red Berlin Luftpost
cancel on front with four German cds on reverse.  £ 15

8936 1933 Provincial Airways first and only flight return leg
Southampton to London landing at Heston due to bad weather
at Croyden 257 covers flown this typed cover with KGV 1½d
brown.  £ 20

8937 1934 (1 Dec) Printed First Airmail Inverness to Wick,
Kirkwall Highland Airways label affixed alongside 1934 1½d
red-brown sent philatelically for the flight. odd tone, mainly
fine and attractive.  £ 25

8938 1934 (29 May) Attractive Picture postcard Court
Messenger Mandingo manuscript By First Airmail Kirkwall -
Inverness, bearing ½d green x 3 tied KIRKWALL 29 MY / 34
d/r CDS cancels and AIRMAIL etiquette affixed in blue,
arrival backstamp.  £ 24

8939 1934 (8 May) Air Post Exhibition London winged
illustrated cancel on two ½d green plain envelopes tied and
one with four different coloured Air Post Exhibition labels
affixed alongside but not tied, second with one label affixed
but not tied, colourful items. (2).  £ 28

8940 1934 APEX flown by Autogiro card bearing ½d green
tied illus cancel and BY AUTOGIRO / OVER THE ROUTE/
OF THE FIRST UK / AERIAL POST 1911 / WINDSOR-
LONDON signed Davis underneath cachet No. 433, toning
and with black on blue printed label on obverse.  £ 40

8941 1934 ½d green Intermediate format bottom left corner
marginal block of 4 cylinder 4 no dot showing 3 or V34
control printed mostly omitted, (Perf type 4 - 2 holes bottom
margin) unmounted mint.  Errors of the nature are rarely
offered, scarce & unique! SG 439 var.  £ 250

8942 1934 First UK airmail by Railway Air services
Birmingham to Glasgow typed cover with KGV 1½d brown
cancelled Birmingham 20 Aug 1934.  £ 18

8943 1934 Photogravure Group of covers cancelled on First
Day of Issue incl 4d grey-green pair on front, 1d scarlet, 1½d
red-brown, 2d orange (2). (5 items).  £ 25

8944 1934 Re-engraved 10/- indigo used assembly of 5
singles and two horizontal pairs, few faults otherwise sound,
SG 452 (9) Cat £720.  £ 75

8945 1934 Re-engraved 10s indigo Seahorse two fine used
values, sound CDS copies, SG 452 Cat £160. (2).  £ 24

8946 1934 Re-engraved 10s indigo sound used vertical pair
with light CDS cancels, sound. SG 452 Cat £160.  £ 32
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8947 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown bottom right
corner marginal mint single, few margin bends, mounted mint,
SG 450.  £ 26

8948 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown hinged mint,
fine SG 450.  £ 30

8949 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown lightly
mounted mint right hand marginal example, with fine fresh
appearance, SG 450 Cat £80.  £ 28

8950 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown Seahorse a
group of 26 used values, mainly sound incl nice CDS copies,
light parcel cancels etc, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG
450 Cat £1040. (26).  £ 100

8951 1934 Re-engraved 5s bright rose-red Seahorse a group
of 5 used values, mainly sound incl nice CDS copies, one
parcel cancel etc, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG 451
Cat £425. (5).  £ 42

8952 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 fine used CDS,
10s is very light cancel, fine, SG 450/2. Cat £190.  £ 38

8953 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 fine used mainly
nice steel CDS cancels, SG 450/2, Cat £190.  £ 30

8954 1934 Re-engraved set of 3 fine used in a superb blocks
of 4, nice multiples, Cat £760, SG 450/2.  £ 200

8955 1934 Small Format Watermark inverted ½d, 1d & 1½d
values unmounted mint, nice trio, Cat £50. SG Spec. N47a,
N50a, N53a.  £ 20

8956 1935 10d Deep dull greenish blue hinged mint, fine
deep colour, SG N44 (4), cat £60.  £ 20

8957 1935 King George v 1/- + 3d on air service typed cover
to New Zealand. With Air Mail Sydney cds on reverse.  £ 12

8958 1936 (21 Dec) Airmail cover London to Montevideo
Uruguay bearing GV Re-engraved 2/6 red-brown, 6d reddish
purple and 1934 photo 1s bistre tied LONDON EC / 90 CDS
cancels, and DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST EUROPA - SUD
AMERIKA cachet in red. Some faults or smudges otherwise
attr.  £ 34

8959 1936 (28 Jan) Two specially printed mourning covers
for the King's death each tied ½d (small tone spot) or 3d
Photo. defins by WINDSOR 28 JAN wavy line CDS cancels,
addressed to Arthur Winter in Preston, both philatelic fine and
intr. Retail £150 each.  £ 200

8960 1939 10s dark blue mounted mint (red hinge residue)
showing blot on scroll variety, SG Spec Q32d, cat £350 mint.
Fresh looker.  £ 125

8961 1944 Photo. set of 11 values of mint arranged on a
typed album page incl watermark sideways set of 4 &
watermark inverted set of 3. SG 439/49, 439a/42b,
439wi/42wi.  £ 75

8962 1946 Victory 2½d ultramarine and 3d violet on 11 June
1946 King George VI first day cover. SG 491-492.  £ 20

8963 A collection of approx. sixty-five King George V
covers, fronts and mostly postcards with ½d green and 1d
reds. Includes 1815 Paquebot front with 10 x 1d reds posted
on the High Seas.  Large postmark interest.  £ 35

8964 A selection of twenty-six covers and postcards includes
eighteen addressed to Austria. Includes 1933 postcard of
Buckingham Palace with PUC ½d green,  some interesting
slogan postmarks.  £ 20

8965 Approx. forty-five King George V covers and
postcards includes cover from the National Carnation Society,
unused postal stationery 1d red with good amount of postmark
interest.  £ 25

8966 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with part
panes missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d green
Wmk Crown upright pane of 4 (2 missing) & pane of 5 (one
missing), plus 1d red Wmk Crown inverted full pane of six,
and part pane of 4 (2 missing), wmk upright pane of 4 (2
missing), some trimmed perfs as usual, very fresh and very
fine, SG BB2 Cat £1900 complete.  £ 250

8967 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with part
panes missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d green
Wmk Simple Cypher inverted strip of 3, plus 1d red Wmk
simple cypher upright two part panes of 4 only, some trimmed
perfs as usual, very fresh and very fine, SG BB3 Cat £1300
complete.  £ 130

8968 Booklets: 1912 (September) 2s0d black on red cover
containing 18 1d and ½d x 12 with Inland Rates of Postage
two staples are now rusted and affect the cover, each pane has
slightly adhered in the past to the pages, clipped perfs on two
sides, otherwise very fine for these, SG BB3 Cat £1300.

 £ 280

8969 Booklets: 1934 5s black on buff No. 8, with some part
panes missing noted full panes ½d green & 1½d (2 full panes),
others are missing, some trimmed perfs as usual, very fresh
and very fine, SG BB35 Cat £2200 complete.  £ 220

8970 Collection on leaves for commemorative and some
definitive issues better throughout including 1924 Wembley
reply cards 1½d brown unused, set for 1924/25 both mint incl
line and comb perfs, 1929 PUC incl wmk varieties, K29
control strips mint, 1934 Photo. defins m & u, 1935 Silver
Jubilee incl booklet panes, plus a small group of EDVIII.
Useful lot.  £ 125

8971 Control singles hinged mint duplicated collection on
two Hagner pages mostly for 1912-24 ½d green issue includes
both perf and imperf margins for approx 25 different control
singles out of 79 examples, mainly all fine B & C13 to P20.
Nice group. (79).  £ 160

8972 CONTROLS Collection on stockcards in a binder with
a useful mint assembly of control singles & a few pairs, plus
strip of 3 for 1911-12 Mackennals ½d A11 & B12, 1d A11,
B11, B12, 1912-24 GV Head (96 controls) with values to 1s
bistre incl 9d agate G15, I16, L18,  5d H16, 8d I16, 10d K18
& A24 pair, 1s R21 & A24 pair, I28, 9d olive A24 pair,  etc,
useful lot mostly fine and fresh, (c100 items). High retail
value.  £ 325

8973 GV assembly of sets mint arranged on a typed album
page incl 1924/25 Wembley sets, 1929 PUC low values set,
plus watermark sideways set of 3 & watermark inverted set of
3. SG 430/37.  £ 90

8974 Mint assembly on leaves with better including control
singles and blocks noted 1911-12 1d scarlet in A.11 marginal
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blocks of 6 (3), 1929 PUC 1d pair L29, 1924 10d single W35
I., 1s bistre W35 I., 5d X35 single I., 9d olive V34, and most
lower vals to 4d, etc, useful group.  £ 80

8975 Postage Due: 1931 Wmk Block Cypher 5d brownish
cinnamon in a lovely very fine used block of 4, couple of
pulled perfs otherwise nice central CDS, SG D16.  £ 40

8976 Postal Order: 1926-37 Four postal orders including two
with counterfoil 6d, 1/6 & 5s (box right), and further 6d no
counterfoil. Faults incl folds, creases or toning, useful group
(4).  £ 75

8977 Postal Order: 1929-1937 Without counterfoil good
range of values 6d to 5s all cashed with various folds, creases
or tones includes 6d (6), 1s (8), 1/6 (4), 2s (4), 2/6, 3s, 5s etc.
(25).  £ 200

8978 Postal Order: 1930s 2s with counterfoil unused with
box right folded on counterfoil otherwise fine.  £ 40

8979 Postal Order: 1933 6d with counterfoil uncashed with
box left from London with neat CDS and very fine.  £ 65

8980 Postal Order: 1939 1s with counterfoil uncashed with
box right from Birmingham with neat CDS and vertical fold,
few minor faults otherwise sound.  £ 48

GREAT BRITAIN -  EDWARD VIII
8981 1936 (1-14 Sep) Set of 4 plain first day covers each
tied Greenwich machine cancel dated 1st or 14th Sept for all
values across 4 covers. Fine.  £ 35

8982 1936 14 Sep 1936 KEVIII first day postcard with new
definitive 1d SG 458.  £ 45

8983 1936 14 Sep 1936 KEVIII typed first day cover with
new definitive 1d  addressed to Guildford. Also 1 Sep 1936
fdc but with only 1½d brown.  £ 65

8984 1936 Control corner blocks of 6 for 2½d A36 Cyl.2 dot
& No Dot, A36 underlined 2 dot, ½d green incl pearl by frame
variety (SG Spec P1b, 2 blks of 6 cat £70), A36 7 dot, 10 dot,
26 dot (2), 1d red 2 dot & no dot, 4 dot, strip of 4 13 no dot,
1½d 2 dot (cat £80) & no dot, 9 no dot & 13 no dot. (15 blks
of 6), plus a few FDI covers.  £ 155

8985 1936 EDVIII Control and cylinder blocks of 6, booklet
panes etc, mint assembly on stockpages includes a good range
for each values noted cylinder blocks of six for ½d green (19)
plus vertical strips of 3 etc, 1d red (6), 1½d brown (21), 2½d
blue (7), then booklets panes incl 1½d with adverts in blocks
of 4 (4), range of coil strips with blank labels, plus a similar
range of Morocco Agencies cylinder blks. Useful lot mainly
unmounted mint.  £ 300

8986 1936 KEVIII two first day covers with 1½d and 2½d
with Lewisham cancels.  £ 25

8987 1936 King Edward VII ½d, 1½d and 2½d on 1
September 1936 first day cover with Belfast cancel, SG 457-
459.  £ 35

8988 1936 King Edward VII typed first day cover with set of
three with crisp West Wimbledon 1 Sept 1936 cancel. SG 457
459/60  £ 40

8989 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept 1936 first day cover
with ½d, 1½d and 2½d with Sheffield cancel. SG 457 459/60

 £ 45

8990 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed fdc with ½d, 1½d
and 2½d and ½d green on fdc with block of four 1½d brown
on reg. fdc  £ 45

8991 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed FDC with ½d,
1½d and 2½d with 14 Sept typed fdp/c with 1d red. SG 457-
460. Cat value £330.  £ 85

8992 1936 King Edward VIII 1 September first day cover
with ½d. 1½d and 2½d. SG 457 459/60. Plus ten covers six
unposted with KEVIII stamps.  £ 35

8993 1936 King Edward VIII  1d red first day of issue
postcard cancelled Oxford. SG 458.  £ 45

8994 1936 King Edward VIII ½d. 1½d and 2½d on
registered Brighton 1 9 36 first day cover. SG 457 459/460.
Plus six basic covers.  £ 35

8995 1936 King Edward VIII plain cover 1st Sept Jersey
cancel with set of three values. SG 457, 459/60.  £ 20

8996 1936 King Edward VIII registered London typed plain
cover 1st Sept with set of three values. SG 457, 459/60. Plus
another plain cover with 1d red and ½d green date unclear and
1d red on Hotel Windsor postcard from Southport. Plus eight
other covers/postcards with mixture of stamps.  £ 55

8997 1936 Two covers & postcard with each of the King
Edward VIII definitive values one on each. Dated Bedford 1
Sep 1936 first day of issue. SG 457 459/60  £ 25

8998 1936 Two covers & postcard with each of the King
Edward VIII definitive values one on each. Dated Bedford 1
Sep 1936 first day of issue. SG 457 459/60  £ 25

8999 Booklet Panes: 1936 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright)
plus two advertising labels for DRAGES / FREE BOOK
unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (perf), perfs
trimmed on bottom and side, otherwise fine, SG PB5 (7) Cat
£100 for mounted.  £ 50

9000 Booklets: 1936 2s booklet black on blue cover for
Trust & Bank Insurance Shares No. 370 with only one pane of
six 1d remaining, mainly sound, SG BC2 Cat £140 complete.

 £ 20

9001 Booklets: 1936 3s booklet No. 331 black on red cover
with two part panes missing otherwise sound and complete
with 1½d red-brown (2 panes), 1d red pane of 4 (2 missing)
& ½d green 3 of 6 remaining, very fine, SG SB BC3 Cat £120
complete.  £ 20

9002 Postage Due: 1936 4d dull grey-green in a bottom right
corner marginal single unmounted mint, couple gum bends
otherwise fine, SG D23 Cat £65 for mint.  £ 32

9003 Postage Due: 1937 ½d emerald in a bottom left Control
A37 block of 6 unmounted mint with sideways watermark
showing 8 of dandy roll missing variety, clearly missing in the
margin, SG D19var. Cat £90 as stamps, £25 as single control.
Unlisted.  £ 125
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9004 Postage Dues: 1936 4d grey-green A36 (I) control
bottom left corner block of 4 unmounted mint, two diagonal
gum creases otherwise fine, SG Spec. R23 (SG D23). Cat
£250+.  £ 125

9005 Postage Dues: 1936 5d yellow-brown A36 (I) control
single unmounted mint, control margin cut a little shorter on
left, otherwise fine, SG Spec. R24 (2) (SG D24a). Cat £150
mint.  £ 55

9006 Postage Dues: 1936-37 Complete set of 8 hinged mint
with fine appearance and fresh gum, includes both 5d shades
(extra cat £90), lovely clean set, SG D19/25 & D24a.  £ 220

9007 Registered London front only with last day of franking
envelopes with machine cancel cypher E.R. VIII on the 18 VIII
37.  £ 15

9008 Twelve 1 Sept 1936 cancels on typed first covers with
King Edward VIII ½d greens ten with Postmark Circle cachet.

 £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  GEORGE VI
9009 1937 2½d ultramarine PAIR unmounted / mounted
mint showing watermark inverted variety, good perfs, SG
466wi Cat £110.  £ 40

9010 1937 2d orange PAIR unmounted / mounted mint
showing watermark inverted variety, good perfs, SG 465wi
Cat £120.  £ 50

9011 1937 Four King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 13
May 1937 Coronation first day covers with 1½d marone.
(three typed) SG 461. Note cancels on two are faint.  £ 20

9012 1937 King George VI 1d scarlet on Edinburgh 10 May
first day cover. SG 463. 1937 KGVI 1½d red-brown on
Plymouth 30 July first day cover. SG 464  £ 18

9013 1937 King George VI 1d scarlet on typed 10 May 1937
first day cover to Edinburgh. SG 463.  £ 12

9014 1937 King George VI ½d green,1d scarlet and 2½d
ultramarine on three first day of issue 10 may 1937 covers and
postcard.  £ 15

9015 1937 King George VI Pair of ½d, 1d and 2½d on 10th
May 1937 registered first day cover. Cancelled with Western
Rd PO Brig. SG 462/3 466.  £ 15

9016 1937 King George VI two 10 May 1937 definitive fdc
with ½d green, 1d red and 2½d blue plus 31 January 1938 2d
orange and 3d violet fdc.  £ 30

9017 1937 Sideways watermark set of 5 hinged mint, some
gum toning otherwise sound, SG 462a/466a. Cat £170.

 £ 36

9018 1937 Three covers with ½d stamps of King George V,
King Edward VIII and King George VI  from Hull, Lewes and
Surrey.  £ 10

9019 1937-1951 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of mint & used, values for definitive issues includes
watermark varieties, mint blks of 4, pairs mint, SG 465wi m
& u (cat £82), mint duplicated for 8d (c20), 9d (c10), 10d
(c14), 11d (18), 1939-48 Square High vals 2/6 brown mint
(cat £95), 2/6 green (2), 5s red, £1 brown (2), 1941-42 light
colours huge range of mint blks and singles, wmk varieties,

1951 high values set mint, huge quantity and cat value in
excess of £800+ for listed alone.  £ 180

9020 1937-41 Definitives on plain covers cancelled on First
Day of Issue, ½d green, 1½d, 2d & 3d on one cover (rated
£50), 4d & 5d on one cover (Rated £80), 6d purple (Rated
£50), 7d & 8d on one cover (Rated £70), 1941 (21 Jul)  2½d
pale blue (Rated £50), mainly sound. (11).  £ 100

9021 1937-47 Group of nice bottom left corner marginal
blocks of 4, typically two stamps hinged, two are unmounted
mint for 4d, 5d, 6d, 7d, 8d, 9d, 10d & 1s values, some pencil
marks in margin otherwise nice blocks of 4. SG 468/474, 475.
(8 blocks). Cat £160+.  £ 60

9022 1937/47 Defin set of 15 values of mint arranged on a
typed album page incl watermark sideways set of 5 &
watermark inverted set of 5. SG 462/75, 462a/66a,
462wi/66wi.  £ 75

9023 1938 (21 Nov) 4d grey-green on plain morning cover
(torn flap) to Dublin tied EDEN BRIDGE first day of issue
cancel.  £ 20

9024 1938 (21 Nov) 5d brown on plain morning cover (torn
flap) to Dublin tied EDEN BRIDGE first day of issue cancel.

 £ 20

9025 1939 10s dark blue hinged mint showing DOT ON
SCROLL variety, hinge remains but nice clear variety, fine,
SG Spec Q32d Cat £350.  £ 160

9026 1939 10s dark blue sound used with incomplete CDS
cancels (quite heavy) showing blot on scroll variety, very clear
of postmark, SG Spec Q32d. Cat £75.  £ 25

9027 1939 10s dark blue unmounted mint showing
RETOUCHED MEDALLION variety, small gum bend
otherwise nice clear variety, fine, SG Spec Q32C Cat £350.

 £ 160

9028 1939 (30 Jan) 6d purple on plain cover to Dublin tied
EDEN BRIDGE first day of issue cancel.  £ 20

9029 1939-48 10s dark blue U/M & £1 brown top marginal
single unmounted mint, both fine, SG 478 & 478c, Cat £285.

 £ 95

9030 1939-48 Complete set of 6 square values mostly very
fine hinged mint, SG 476/478b.  £ 125

9031 1939-48 High Values set of 6 hinged mint, mostly
sound and fresh, all good colours, SG 476/476c Cat £425.

 £ 100

9032 1939-48 set of 6 mounted mint, all with hinge remains,
fresh looking set, SG 476/478c Cat £425.  £ 100

9033 1940 Centenary of First Adhesive Postage Stamps 6th
May set of six on plain first day cover. From Camberley,
Surrey. SG 479-484.  £ 26

9034 1940 Centenary of First Adhesive Postage Stamps 6th
May typed cover with ½d green posted from Lerwick Shetland
to The Schoolhouse Bressay, unopened.  £ 14

9035 1940 Centenary of the first adhesive postage stamp five
first day covers with set of six spread over the covers. SG 479-
484.  £ 16
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9036 1940 Three King George VI centenary of postage
stamps on 6 May 1940 fdc two with Bournemouth Centenary
Exhibition cancels.  £ 15

9037 1940 UP SPECIAL - Two cut square pieces nearing 1d
& 2d Stamp Cent. adhs each tied by UP SPECIAL / TPO CDS
cancels. Intr TPO items.  £ 10

9038 1940's Nine military active service covers includes two
received from HM  ship no charge to be raised and army and
field post office cancels.  £ 10

9039 1941 2d pale orange unmounted mint showing top and
bottom row imperf and small part of vertical perfs also imperf,
striking variety, SG 488 var.  £ 75

9040 1941-42 New colours set of 3 with sideways
watermark variety unmounted mint, fine, SG 486a, 488a,
489a. Cat £48.  £ 20

9041 1942-45 Selection of covers and pieces relating to the
British Army in the Middle East. Mostly Army Signals sent
from Quassin.  £ 18

9042 1943-46 Massive historic interest contained in large
amount of Air Mail Letter Cards addressed to Corporal J.P.
Mogridge stationed at various bases including RAF Abbey
Lodge London, Innsworth Gloucestershire. With Field Post
Office and Passed by Censor cancels. A number are typed.

 £ 25

9043 1944 (4 Dec) Philatelic cover bearing 1d, 1½d & 3d
defins tied three good strikes of WIGBY RAF PO /
STRANRAER CDS cancels sent registered locally and
Stranraer 3 No. 1856 regd etiquette. Mainly fine.  £ 20

9044 1945 Six King George VI postal stationery 2½d blue
covers five with Victory Bells cancels.  £ 10

9045 1946 Block of four 2½d ultramarine and block of four
3d violet King George VI Victory stamps on two first day
covers. SG 491-492  £ 20

9046 1946 Field Post Office 170 cancel used in Egypt
addressed to London.  £ 8

9047 1946 Field Post Office 20 cancel used in France post
war in 'mop up operations'.  £ 8

9048 1946 Field Post Office 696 cancel used in India
addressed to London cover.  £ 8

9049 1946 King George VI 11 June 1946 Victory typed first
day cover. SG 491-492  £ 20

9050 1946 King George VI 11 June Victory set of two on
first day cover. Note some toning spots. SG 491-492  £ 20

9051 1946 King George VI Victory 11 June 1946 typed first
day cover with 2½d ultramarine and 3d violet some toning. SG
494/492.  £ 20

9052 1946 King George VI Victory 2½d and 3½d on 11
June 1946 typed first day cover, SG 491-492.  £ 20

9053 1946 King George VI Victory set of two on 11 June
1946 first day cover. Stain along foot. SG 491-492.  £ 20

9054 1946 King George VI Victory set of two on registered
first day cover cancelled Oxford. Torn open along top. SG
491-492.  £ 25

9055 1946 Victory 3d in a split sheet of 120 Cylinder 4 not
dot, showing extra berry variety on R12/5, unmounted mint,
SG QCom9b.  £ 25

9056 1946 Victory 3d violet complete sheet unmounted mint
Cylinder 4 no dot, showing Seven Berries variety R12/5, some
curling or splits of margin otherwise sound, SG Spec.
QCom9b, cat £50 mint.  £ 25

9057 1946 Victory 3d violet complete sheet unmounted mint
Cylinder 4 no dot, showing Seven Berries variety R12/5, some
curling or splitting into 4 panes otherwise sound, SG Spec.
QCom9b, cat £50 mint.  £ 25

9058 1946 Victory 3d violet vertical pair unmounted mint
showing Seven Berries variety on bottom stamp, fine, SG
Spec. QCom9b cat £50 mint.  £ 28

9059 1947 (15 Dec) airmail letter (stamp removed) from
Delamere Park Camp, Northwich addr to Capt. Luczywek,
Polish Forces, Middle East No. 249 Egypt, Qassasin 13 Sad
Polowy Court Martial, interesting camp envelope where Polish
citizens made their new life after WW2.  £ 25

9060 1948 (26 Apr) Registered long cover sent locally in
London bearing RSW set of 2 cancelled on First Day of Issue
by London EC cancels, Mainly sound.  £ 80

9061 1948 Illustrated registered Bristol set of four King
George VI 2½d only on first day cover. Some toning on cover.
SG 493  £ 16

9062 1948 King George VI 11 June 1946 Victory typed plain
first day cover addressed to Chester. SG 491/492.  £ 20

9063 1948 King George VI 2½d ultramarine x five on 26
April 1948 first day cover to Lagos. SG 493  £ 15

9064 1948 King George VI Olympic Games 29th July set of
four on illustrated typed registered Potters Bar first day cover.
SG 495-498  £ 20

9065 1948 King George VI Olympic Games 29th July set of
four on plain first day cover. SG 495-498  £ 16

9066 1948 King George VI Olympic Games 29th July set of
four on plain typed registered Impington first day cover. SG
495-498  £ 17

9067 1948 King George VI Olympic Games set of four on
29 July 1948 typed first day cover with Ballymena cancel.
495-498.  £ 20

9068 1948 King George VI Olympic Games set of four on
29 July 1948 typed registered first day cover with Ballymena
cancel. SG 495-498.  £ 20

9069 1948 King George VI Olympic games set of four on
first day cover to Sussex. SG 495-498.  £ 16

9070 1948 King George VI Olympic games set of four on
registered first day cover. SG 495-498.  £ 16

9071 1948 King George VI Olympic Games set of four on
typed first day cover cancelled with faint 29 July 1948. SG
495-498.  £ 14

9072 1948 Olympic Games 3d violet unmounted mint
showing CROWN FLAW variety, fine, SG Spec. QCom15a.
Cat £75 mint (More for u/m).  £ 38
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9073 1948 Olympic Games illustrated FDC with Olympics
Slogan and 28 July OLYMPIC GAMES WEMBLEY MIDDX
cancel, few light tones on the left otherwise fine.  £ 28

9074 1948 Olympic Games KGVI set of four on plain first
day cover to Holland.  £ 20

9075 1948 Royal Silver Wedding Plain registered First Day
Cover bearing set of 2 to £1 tied MAIDENHEAD 26 AP /48
CDS cancels on first day of issue, typed address sent locally,
fine.  £ 160

9076 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on a plain airmail
registered cover to Chicago tied Ipswich 26 April CDS
cancels, neatly typed address with First Day of Issue and US
customs handstamp in violet on obverse on arrival, very neat
and attractive FDC.  £ 125

9077 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on two plain
covers to Kent tied London wavy line machine cancels on First
Day of Issue, applied twice on £1 value. SG 493/4.  £ 85

9078 1949 (2 Apr) Registered letter bearing 2½d pale blue
with last stamp showing b for d variety, tied SANDERSTEAD
STH CROYDON STATION CDS, to London, scarce on
cover, SG Spec. Q14f. Cat £75 mint.  £ 100

9079 1949 Four covers with each of the King George VI
75th Anniv of Universal Postal Union on stamp one each
cover. SG 499-502  £ 25

9080 1949 King George VI 75th Anniv of Universal Postal
Union first day front only cancelled in Bristol SG 499/502.

 £ 20

9081 1949 King George VI 75th anniv of UPU typed
registered first day cover to London. SG 499-502. Note some
toning on cover.  £ 22

9082 1949 King George VI 75th anniversary of the UPU set
of four on 10th October 1949 typed first day cover, note some
toning spots SG 499/502.  £ 20

9083 1949 King George VI 75th Anniversary of Universal
Postal Union 10th Oct set of four on plain first day cover. SG
499-502.  £ 26

9084 1950 London Int. Stamp Exhib. official Exhibition
illustrated covers each bearing GVI defin tied special 6th May
CDS & MX No.6, each with different date postmark & MX
from 6th May to 13th May. (8)  £ 30

9085 1951 (3 May) 10s high values cancelled along with
Festival of Britain set of 2 tied by London EC wavy line First
Day of Issue postmark.  Flap missing and few scuffs otherwise
sound, Cat £250 for the set of 4 high values.  £ 50

9086 1951 (3 May) Festival High Values First Day Cover
bearing set of 4 to £1 tied WINCHESTER HANTS / 6 CDS
cancels on plain registered cover, plus light colours low values
set of 5 used on the same and to the same address. Both have
numerous hinge remains on reverse, otherwise both very fine
lookers.  £ 275

9087 1951 British European Airways 1951 6d air letter
sticker on Glasgow posted on arrival KGVI cover with 2½d
blue.  £ 20

9088 1951 Festival of Britain set of two on 3 May 1951 first
day cover with other KGVI low value definitives. No address
on cover.  £ 15

9089 1951 King George VI ½d pale orange and 1d light
ultramarine on 3 May 1951 typed first day cover. SG 503-504.

 £ 14

9090 1951 King George VI Festival of Britain typed first day
cover. SG 513-514 1946 Three Victory FDC SG 491-492

 £ 20

9091 1952 Booklet panes 1d light ultramarine booklet pane
with three printed labels x 2 U/M, plus two panes watermark
inverted, SG 504d. (4).  £ 30

9092 1952 Booklet panes (3) for 1d pale blue x 3 and three
labels for Minimum Inland Printed Paper Rate all postally
used, few minor faults bends, or trimmed / strait edge
otherwise fine trio.  £ 20

9093 1952 Registered London typed cover with KGVI
6d+½d addressed to Canada with receiving cds.  £ 8

9094 ADVERTISING COVER ½d green GVI unused postal
stationery envelope advertising Dr Lovelace's Soaps in black.
Addressed to Timperley Altrincham but unused.  £ 15

9095 Booklet panes (2) for 4  x 1d scarlet wmk swys mint
(SG QB11a Cat £175), 2d orange Cyl H6 mint SG QB29 Cat
£250.  £ 80

9096 Collection on leaves for commemorative and some
definitive issues better throughout including 1937 Coronation
pearl in orb, 1937 set  u/m, plus wmk varieties, booklet panes
(some with cylinder numbers), pale colours incl cylinder
blocks, watermark varieties, 1939-48 high value set of 6 mint,
10s dark blue toned, set used incl 10s steel blue shade, 1948
RSW set mint, set used, 1951 set to £1 mint, P.O. Training
bars on 1939 10s & £1, 1951 2/6 & 5s all CDS used. Useful
lot.  £ 175

9097 Control blocks of GVI defins and commems includes
unmounted mint blocks of 6 for 1937 ½d & 1d )A37, B37),
3d blk 4 (C38), 1940 Centenary sets in mainly blks of 6 G40
and cylinder Nos., blks of 4 ranges etc, mainly sound odd perf
splitting etc, clean range of 22 items).  £ 44

9098 German Propaganda: 1944 (Sept) 1½d maroon
Coronation design unused without gum for propaganda
purposes showing GVI & Stalin and inscribed TEHRAN
28.11.1943 & SSSR Britannia SE corner marginal single with
wavy line watermark, Michel 2, Cat €200.  £ 100

9099 German Propaganda: 1944 (Sept) ½d green 1935
Silver Jubilee design unused without gum for propaganda
purposes showing Stalin and inscribed THIS WAR IS A
JEWSH WAR 1939-1944 Crown with hammer and sickle.
Bottom marginal single with wavy line watermark, Michel 1,
Cat €200.  £ 100

9100 Mint assembly on leaves with better including control
singles and blocks noted 1937 defins (c27) plus cylinder
blocks of 6 (10), 1940 Centenary in strips of 3, 3d pair, pale
colours etc, useful group.  £ 55

9101 Postal Order: 1945 1s postal order with counterfoil
NEWMALDEN SURREY with box right, postmaster's pencil
marks otherwise fine.  £ 40
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9102 Postal Order: 1945 6d, 1s & 2s postal orders with
counterfoil with box right, each neat CDS cancels, two with
postmaster's neat pencil marks otherwise fine.  £ 90

9103 Postal Order: 1945 6d & 1s postal orders with
counterfoil with box right, both neat CDS cancels, one with
postmaster's pencil marks otherwise fine.  £ 60

9104 Postal Order: 1949 1s postal order with counterfoil
EUSTON STATION NW1 with box right, fine.  £ 40

9105 Postal Order: 1950 1s postal order with counterfoil
MOUNT STREET W1 with box right, fine.  £ 30

9106 Postal Order: 1951 1s postal order with counterfoil
MURRAYCAIE ANGUS with box right uprated with 2d &
3d, mainly fine.  £ 40

9107 Postal Order: 1955 1s postal order with counterfoil
BISHOPSGATE with box right slight tones otherwise sound.

 £ 35

9108 Postal Order: 1956 1/6s postal order with counterfoil
BIRMINGHAM with box right, vertical fold and few
postmaster's pen marks., fine.  £ 38

9109 Postal Orders: 1940s-1950s Without counterfoil group
of 87 examples most with faults noted 6d (13), 1s (17), 1/6
(5), 2s (14), 2/6 (8), 3s (2), 3/6, 4s (2), 4/6, 5s (17), 6s & 8s
(2), good range different issuing offices. (87).  £ 275

9110 Postal Orders: 1944-1957 With counterfoil group of 13
examples most with small faults noted 6d (4), 1s (9) & 1/6
with a good range different issuing offices. (13).  £ 100

GREAT BRITAIN -  ELIZABETH II
9111 1946 Field Post Office inverted cancel with Malta
return address on back addressed to England.  £ 8

9112 1948 DLR Castles set of 4 fine used, SG 536a/9a Cat
£90.  £ 28

9113 1952 Queen Elizabeth II 1½d green and 2½d carmine-
red on 5th Dec 1952 typed first day cover. SG 517-519.

 £ 10

9114 1952 Registered Huddersfield cover with blocks of
four 1½d green and 2½d red dated 5 Dec first day of issue. SG
517 519.  £ 12

9115 1952 Three Queen Elizabeth II first day covers with
1½d and 2½d two typed.  £ 20

9116 1952-1970 Mainly unmounted mint collection in
Lindner hingeless printed album, good range of defins,
commems incl some better phosphors, not much needed to
complete.  £ 48

9117 1952-1990s Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of used values includes Castles 1952 onwards with
some better printings and CDS used copies to £1 incl SG
536/9 set f.u., SG 536a/9a set f.u., then duplicated DLR 2/6 to
10s, then BW onwards to £1 with many duplicated, then 1988-
1990s Castles dozens of used CDS or parcel cancels to £5, etc
some mixed condition but huge qty and cat value in excess of
STC £8800 (in 2009). Only 3% cat.  £ 265

9118 1952-54 Queen Elizabeth first day cover 5th Dec 1952
with 1½d green and 2½d carmine red. Plus 2nd Nov 1953 4d

ultramarine, 1/3d green and 1/6d grey-blue first day cover cat
value £170.  £ 55

9119 1952-59 Definitives on plain covers cancelled on First
Day of Issue, 1953 ½d, 1d & 2d, 1953 6 Jul. 5d, 8d & 1s,
1953 (2 Nov) 4d, 1/3, 1/6, 1954 (18 Jan) 3d, 6d & 7d, 1954
(8 Feb) 9d, 10d, 11d. 1959 (9 Feb) 4½d, Rated £150, mainly
sound. (7).  £ 55

9120 1953 Edward Wmk 2d red-brown block of 4
unmounted mint showing Tadpole flaw retouched and
shamrock flaw.  SG Spec S38i.  £ 15

9121 1953 Edward Wmk 2d red-brown Cylinder 8 dot side
marginal block of 12 unmounted mint and top right stamp
showing Tadpole (white) flaw R17/6.  SG Spec S38f.  £ 18

9122 1953 Queen Elizabeth II 3rd June 1953 typed first day
cover with set of four addressed to New Zealand. SG 532-
535.  £ 20

9123 1953 Queen Elizabeth II 3rd June Coronation set of
four on plain typed to Cambridge first day cover. SG 532-535.

 £ 25

9124 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 plain first day cover, Raleigh Road Salcombe
cancel. SG 532-535.  £ 20

9125 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 plain first day cover, SG 532-535.  £ 25

9126 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 typed first day cover to Nyasaland SG 532-535.

 £ 25

9127 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set of
four on London registered cover. SG 532-535.  £ 25

9128 1953-1965 Collection on leaves including Phosphor
sets mint Lifeboat m & u, Red X set m & u, Botanical set m,
FDC, etc, useful range.  £ 45

9129 1953-1966 Commemorative collection a double
assembly for both mint and used sets with better throughout
including mint cylinder blocks, Phosphor better sets U/M,
shades, minor varieties, etc, many mint / U/M sets then a used
run of singles, very useful collection.  £ 130

9130 1954 Queen Elizabeth II 9d bronze-green on 8 Feb
1954 first day unopened cover. SG 526.  £ 20

9131 1954 Rare 8th Feb first day cover with Queen Elizabeth
II 9d, 10d and 11d, addressed to South Rhodesia. SG 526/8.

 £ 75

9132 1955 Waterlow Castles set of 4 hinged mint, 2/6 & 5s
with margin attached, plus set used SG 536/9 Cat £300.

 £ 80

9133 1955 Waterlow Castles set of 4 very fine used, 5s has
crisp 23.9.55 First Day of Issue CDS, SG 536/9. Cat £50+.

 £ 22

9134 1955 Waterlow set of 4 in vertical unmounted mint
pairs, 2/6 is bottom left corner marginal showing right angle
sheet marks, 10s is left marginal, few gum bends otherwise
fine, SG 536/9 Cat £500.  £ 100
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9135 1957 (19 Nov) Graphite set of 6 on philatelic plain
cover cancelled on First Day of Issue, fine, SG 561/566. Cat
£90/  £ 35

9136 1957 Queen Elizabeth World Scout Jubilee 1 August
1957 set of three on Kensington registered first day cover. SG
557-559.  £ 12

9137 1957 World Scout Jubilee typed registered set of three
on August 1st first day cover, slight fold on left side. SG 557-
559. 1966 Robert Burns first day of issue front only. SG 685-
686. 1961 CEPT 2d and 4d on FDC. 1965 Winston Churchill
8 July first day cover.  £ 15

9138 1957-1961 Album containing approx. 60 covers and
pieces with special cancellations. Includes 1957 Elgar
centenary Worcester, 1958 centenary of Darwin evolution and
1961 50th anniversary of first aerial post.  £ 20

9139 1958 British Empire and Commonwealth Games set of
three on registered 18 July 1958 first day cover. SG 567-569.

 £ 25

9140 1958 DLR 10s dull ultramarine in a fine used block of
4 neatly used by ST ANDREWS / FIFE / 3 sep 59 parcel
cancel, sound, SG 538a Cat £88.  £ 20

9141 1958 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated 18th July 1958
Commonwealth Games set of three on fdc, SG 567-569

 £ 25

9142 1958 Queen Elizabeth II seven 3d deep lilac 18 Aug
1958 definitive fdc regional issues.  £ 25

9143 1958 Scottish regional 3d deep lilac on Baltasound
Unst Shetland 18 August first day cover.  £ 14

9144 1958 ten Registered covers MOBILE POST OFFICE -
a range of 10 different agricultural shows each cover tied
various Wilding defins by MOBILE POST OFFICE cds
cancels including Frome, Newbury, Moreton in Marsh, Royal
Cornwall, Three Counties, Suffolk, Leicester, etc, philatelic
use from a postmark collector, seldom seen. (10).  £ 100

9145 1958 Waterlow 2/6, 5s & 10s hinged mint, very fine,
SG 536, 537 & 538 Cat £145.  £ 25

9146 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 10d Prussian Blue
in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder
1 No Dot. Very fine, SG 583 Cat £240.  £ 60

9147 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 1s bistre-brown in
a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 4
No Dot. Very fine, SG 584 Cat £180.  £ 45

9148 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 7d bright green in a
superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 2 Dot.
Very fine, SG 580 Cat £120.  £ 30

9149 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 8d magenta in a
superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 4 No
Dot. Very fine, SG 581 Cat £144.  £ 36

9150 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 9d Bronze-green in
a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 2
Dot. Very fine, SG 582 Cat £144.  £ 36

9151 1958-61 Graphite Lines set of 8 unmounted mint, SG
587/594 (Cheapest, cat £110).  £ 38

9152 1958-61 Graphite set of 8 in attractive pairs some
marginal, one stamp mounted other U/M.  SG 587/94 Cat
£220.  £ 60

9153 1959 DLR Castles set of 4 unmounted mint very fine,
2/6 & 5s are right side marginal with pencil mark, £1 has small
corner bend (does not detract) very fresh, SG 595/598 Cat
£195.  £ 65

9154 1959 Graphite Lines 1½d green fine used single with
neat wavy lined cancel, SG 689 Cat £80.  £ 22

9155 1959 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 1/3d green complete
sheet of 240 unmounted mint , Cylinder 2 No Dot. Fine SG
585 Cat £180.  £ 48

9156 1960 GLO 3d deep lilac corner cylinder 1 no dot block
of 8 unmounted mint with R17/2 showing broken mane
variety, nice positional example, SG Spec W12a.  £ 25

9157 1960 Queen Elizabeth II Establishment of General
Letter Office set of two on 7 July 1960 fdc, SG 619-620.

 £ 20

9158 1960 Queen Elizabeth II Establishment of General
Letter Office set of two on 7 July 1960 fdc, SG 619-620.

 £ 20

9159 1960's Nine registered covers with QEII stamps.
Includes from the Open Golf Championship mobile post office
12 July 1968, and Wimbledon All England  Tennis
Championship 1968 and 1969.  £ 30

9160 1960's  Selection of twenty Queen Elizabeth II covers
with Maritime Mail and Paquebot cancels includes Belfast and
Southampton.  £ 20

9161 1960-66 Attractive mint collection neatly arranged on
typed up leaves with all the good phosphor sets of 1963/64
plus extras for some commem sets for different printings etc.
Useful catalogue value.  £ 100

9162 1961 4½d chestnut in an unmounted mint block of 4
showing single broad phosphor band at left variety, scarce in
a this attractive multiple, SG Spec S97b.  £ 125

9163 1961 Centenary of Post Office Savings Bank set of
three on first day cover. SG 623-625  £ 25

9164 1961 Fifteen typed covers commemorating 50th Anniv.
of First Aerial post 1911-61 with QEII 3d violets.  £ 20

9165 1961 Queen Elizabeth II seventh parliamentary
conference 6d and 1/3d on 25 Sept 1961 first day cover. SG
629-630.  £ 12

9166 1963 (3 Dec) Opening of  Trans-Pacific Telephone
Cable plain ordinary first day cover from Bedford. SG 645

 £ 15

9167 1963 Freedom from Hunger illustrated typed first day
cover to Whitstable. SG 634-635.  £ 14

9168 1963 Ninth International Lifeboat Conference set of
three on 31st May first day cover ordinary. SG 639-641.

 £ 12

9169 1963 Red Cross Centenary Conference 31st May set of
three on plain ordinary cover from Richmond. SG 642-644

 £ 13
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9170 1964 20th International Geographical Congress set of
four on 1st July 1964 ordinary cover. With Special Delivery
cachet. SG 651-654.  £ 10

9171 1964 Botanical Congress presentation pack, very slight
buckling but very nice otherwise, PP3b.  £ 100

9172 1964 Forth Road Bridge presentation pack, slight
buckling & small tear in cellophane but very scarce otherwise,
PP4.  £ 250

9173 1964 Geographical Congress presentation pack, slight
buckling but very nice otherwise, PP2.  £ 100

9174 1964 Queen Elizabeth II 3d violet on typed cover to
5057 Canadian Forces with French postage due.  £ 8

9175 1964 Tenth International Botanical Congress set of four
on 5 Aug 1964 first day ordinary cover with Special Delivery
cachet. SG 655-658  £ 12

9176 1965 Anniversary of Parliament presentation pack, fine,
clean and sound, PP6.  £ 55

9177 1965 Anniversary of Parliament presentation pack,
slight buckling clean and sound, PP6.  £ 50

9178 1965 Battle of Britain presentation pack, slight
buckling clean and sound, PP7.  £ 50

9179 1965 Churchill presentation pack, slight buckling clean
and sound, PP5.  £ 40

9180 1965 International Telecoms ordinary first day cover.
SG 683-684 plus 1965 typed Post Office tower first day cover.
SG 679-680 Plus 1964 Geographical FDC. SG 651-654 and
1964 Shakespeare Festival FDC. SG 646-650.  £ 18

9181 1965 Salvation Army typed 9 August 1965 first day
cover. SG 665-666.  £ 10

9182 1966 British Birds setenant blk of 4 U/M (perf splits)
showing emerald green omitted variety affecting three stamps
of the block, fresh and sound SG 696f cat £600.  £ 250

9183 1966 Robert Burns presentation pack, slight buckling
clean and sound, PP9.  £ 40

9184 1967-70 Pre decimal complete sheets of 240 and a few
half sheets of 120 unmounted mint for Sterling Machin defins
complete range of 16 values in the basic set comprises ½d
(480), 1d, (360), 2d (480), 3d (720), 4d Sepia (480), 4d
Vermilion (480), 5d (240), 6d (480), 7d (240), 8d Bt. Verm.
(240), 8d turquoise (480), 9d (240), 10d (240), 1s (480), 1/6
(360), 1/9 (360). Ideal for Cylinders, varieties etc. Mainly fine,
STC £3300.  £ 400

9185 1968 (25 Apr) Registered MOBILE POST OFFICE C -
Daily Express International Silverstone Circuit, Northampton
registered etiquette R 76 / 2105 on regd envelope bearing 4½d
chestnut pairs (4), philatelic use from a postmark collector,
scarce. The show was from 24-27 April, seldom found.

 £ 20

9186 1968 (4 Sep) Philatelic souvenir Cover sent locally
bearing 4d & 5d tied FDI with GERMAN UNDERGROUND
HOSPITAL JERSEY cachet in blue on left side. The tunnels
were opened in 1968. Few small faults but hard to find.

 £ 20

9187 1968 8d bright vermilion in a complete sheet of 240
unmounted mint. Cylinder 2 Dot. Very fine, SG 738 Cat £300.

 £ 60

9188 1968 Airmail letter typed London-Mexico flight with
special departure of British Olympic Team 7th Oct 1968
cancel. Mexico receiving cds on reverse. Plus similar cover
with 4d. Unusual and rare items.  £ 15

9189 1968 British Bridges 1/6 on illus cover for Port Menai
with 29th April FDI Menai slogan cancel, very fine.  £ 25

9190 1968 British Paintings 1/9d with a gross horizontal
misperf error, dramatic shift, mint / unmounted mint. SG 774
var.  £ 35

9191 1968 Castles No Wmk Bradbury printing 2/6 black-
brown in complete sheets of 40 showing plate numbers 9 (3
sheets), 9A (3 sheets), 10A (4 sheets), 11A, all very fine
unmounted mint, SG 759. (11 sheets).  £ 75

9192 1968 Castles No Wmk Bradbury printing 5s red in
complete sheets of 40 showing plate numbers 3A & 5A, all
very fine unmounted mint, SG 760. (2 sheets).  £ 85

9193 1968 Queen Elizabeth II 4D black on Greenwich cover
to London with the year 1968 inverted.  £ 18

9194 1970 (24 Mar) Mount Pleasant Inland Section T
postmark on unstamped envelope to Staffs., green boxed DI
TO PAY 8d Posted Unpaid and crossed out, superb MPIS
strike.  £ 8

9195 1970 Literary Anniversaries 1/6 Grasmere U/M in top
marginal strip of 3 showing Silver (Grasmere) omitted variety
progressively on last two stamps some traces of silver , nice
variety, SG 828b cat £450 as omitted.  £ 60

9196 1970 Literary Anniversaries 1/6 Grasmere U/M in top
marginal vertical strip of 3 with bottom two stamps showing
Silver (Grasmere) omitted variety with only traces of silver on
top stamp, nice variety, SG 828b cat £450.  £ 150

9197 1970s National Health Insurance £2.45 black & blue,
Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to
Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused.
Barefoot 735(var), unlisted these colours or value! Probably
unique.  £ 100

9198 1970s National Health Insurance £2.66 blue & violet
Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to
Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh UN. Bft
735(var), unlisted as specimen. Probably unique.  £ 100

9199 1970s National Health Insurance blank value green &
red Factory & leaves imperf design PROOF affixed to
Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused.
Barefoot 770(var), unlisted these colours. Probably unique.

 £ 100

9200 1971 Sheet of 200 ½p turquoise-blue Machine
definitives. SG X841  £ 10

9201 1972 First day of Issue £1 book of stamps the story of
Wedgwood first day cover. Plus nine detached sheets from
booklet.  £ 15

9202 1972 Wedgwood booklet panes on illustrated FDC
with sideband pane with excellent perfs all tied Baralston
special hand stamp mainly fine.  £ 45
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9203 1973 (14 Nov) Illustrated FDC for 50p booklet panes
(2) tied by SIDBURY first day of issue cancels with typed
address, very fine and scarce, BFDC cat £80.  £ 25

9204 1974 (9 Oct) Illustrated FDC for 45p booklet pane tied
by SIDBURY first day of issue cancels with typed address,
very fine and scarce, BFDC cat £70.  £ 25

9205 1974 John Daynes Set of 5 self-adhesives Series 3 with
round backing paper for ½p, 1p, 1½p, 3p (scarce) & 3½p
values, all fine on original backing paper, only 1000 sets were
produced.  £ 85

9206 1975 6½p unmounted mint pair showing centre phos.
band FCP / PVA, very fine pair, SG spec. U150, Stoneham
M100.  Originally bought for £64 in 1979.  £ 50

9207 1976 500th anniversary of British printing set of four
PHQ cards 29 Sep 1976 used.  £ 10

9208 1977-87 Duplicated small stock of used Machin values
graded into packets as very fine used, good used, and used,
noted vfu for £1.50 (33), £1.41 (7), £1.60 (23), £5 (30+), etc,
high cat value for vfu alone is in excess of £500+.  £ 50

9209 1980 Machine definitive ½d stamp phosphor coated
typed first day cover with twenty four stamps with Windsor
cancel.  £ 12

9210 1981 The Royal wedding of The Prince of Wales and
Lady Diana  Spencer  se lec t ion of stamps from the
Commonwealth Countries.  £ 15

9211 1983 Philatelic Commemorative Cover carried on yacht
Giltsput from St. John's Newfoundland to Oporto Portugal
with signature of  Tom McClean.  £ 20

9212 1985 Five Benham illustrated first day covers with
British Film year stamps includes Peter Sellers and David
Niven  £ 12

9213 1987 (11 July) 30th Anniversary Flight cover signed by
9 different veteran pilots including Bill Reid, Avis Hearn, Alan
Gear, Richard Haine, John Gibson, Ronnie Hay, J Millard,
John Keatings, cacheted cover, very fine.  £ 25

9214 1988 Castles set of 4 to £5 in gutter marginal blocks of
4, unmounted mint, £1 has small mark in margin otherwise
very fine.  £ 50

9215 1989 £1.90 Greetings booklets (2) each with Cylinders
B1A/G in left hand selvedge, SG spec FX10. Cat £60+.

 £ 20

9216 1989 15p bright blue bottom sheet cylinder 3 (no dot)
pane of 30 unmounted mint showing phosphor omitted
variety, scarce in such a large multiple, SG 905Ey. Spec cat
U232b.  Cat £300.  £ 100

9217 1989 4 x 1st class brownish-black Barcode booklet
with one stamp remaining and a pair separated showing
dramatic dry print printing error from cylinder pane, booklet
has faults but stamps are fine with straight edge on two sides.
Seldom seen on booklets.  £ 35

9218 1990 50th Anniv of BOB Gallantry - 11th September
1990 FDI special illustrated cover signed by 8 holders of the
George Cross Fairfax, Farrow, Goldsworthy, Gregson, Kinne,
May, Pratt & Riley, limited edition of 1400  £ 80

9219 1990 50th Anniv of BOB Gallantry - 11th September
1990 FDI special illustrated cover flown over the Mall &
Buckingham Palace finishing at RAF Abingdon signed by 5
holders of the Victoria Cross Ervine-Andrews, Gould, Hinton,
Kenna, Learoyd, limited edition of only 50  £ 150

9220 1991 Four official first day covers commemorating the
Breakthrough 22 May 1991 during the building of the Channel
tunnel. Limited number of 200 issued.  £ 15

9221 1991-1993 First Day Covers useful small collection
with special cancels incl 1991 Crufts, Science Marconi, Soft
Moon Landing Jodrell Bank, Sport Cardiff Arms, Roses
Truro, Last Dinosaur, 1992 High Values £1-£5 Windsor illus
set, etc to 1993, Bradbury cat £285. (28).  £ 85

9222 1992-2008 First Day Covers collection of Bureau
official covers with typed addresses, multitude incl better sets
and miniature sheets, NVI 1st class panes of 10, noted Beatles
etc. High cat val £1500+ in three Royal Mail albums, fine
(c209).  £ 200

9223 1993 £10 Britannia unmounted mint marginal plate 2A
with £10 in fluorescent ink. Fine.  £ 35

9224 1993 £10 Britannia very fine used registered CDS, SG
1658.  £ 5

9225 1993 Britannia used mainly CDS examples on paper,
a few with contemporary ink marks, wrinkles etc,  (10
examples). SG 1658 Cat £120.  £ 20

9226 1998 De La Rue printed presentation card with Diana
strip of 5 affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice printed
write up about the production of each stamp, these were
issued by De La Rue who printed these folded cards as pre-
issue publicity or presentation purposes so small numbers
were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley Harrisons
archivist. Scarce in this format.  £ 40

9227 1998 De La Rue printed presentation cards for 5
different Commem sets (includes Diana strip of 5, scarce in
this format) each affixed to the card by neat hinges with a nice
printed write up about the production of each set and stamp,
these were issued by De La Rue who printed these folded
cards as pre-issue publicity or presentation purposes so small
numbers were prepared and distributed, ex John Harley
Harrisons archivist. Useful opportunity. (5 diff).  £ 75

9228 1999 Illustrated colour cover commemorating 80 years
since the end of World War I with Allied Victory Medal
(copy) issued by Benham  £ 10

9229 2000 Christmas PAIR of Generic sheets unmounted
mint 19p Robin and 1st Father Christmas & Cracker, slight
wrinkles but does not detract.  SG LS2/3.  Cat £400.  £ 100

9230 2000 Christmas pair of Generic Sheets with 19p Robin
x 20, 1st class Santa NVI x 20.  Very fine, SG LS2/3.  £ 100

9231 2001 Occasions / Silver Ingots Generic Sheet with 1st
Class NVI x 20.  Very fine, SG LS4.  £ 70

9232 2002 World Cup Miniature sheet hinged mint showing
10mm vertical white line printing error at the bottom left, nice
variety.  £ 25
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9233 2002-2007 Benham large Smiler Sheets tied to special
oversized sheets by illustrated cancels includes 2007 Glorious
Wales Numbered 013 of 250 two different cancels, and 2002
Christmas 12 x 1st class adhesive pane tied to limited No.11
of 400. Fine.  £ 20

9234 2003-2006 Lindner Hingeless printed album in green
for commem issues and miniature sheets, empty, mainly fine.

 £ 20

9235 2005 (8 APR) Royal Wedding of Charles and Camilla
M/S on official FDC addr and cancelled to  BUCKINGHAM
PALACE SW1 1AA CDS cancels, scarce.  £ 150

9236 2005 Route To Victory Royal British Legion RM
Westminster Sheet with 1st Class NVI x 10.  Very fine.

 £ 40

9237 2006 Year Book complete with all stamps sets, NVI
panes and M/S. Face £38.45+. Cat £75.  £ 45

9238 2007 (11 Dec) Queen Victoria Maiden Voyage special
colour cover of the ship signed by the captain P Wright and
bearing 1st NVI with liner label affixed, limited to 1000
covers.  £ 40

9239 2008 (30 Sept) Queen Elizabeth II The final Voyage
special colour cover of the ship signed by the captain Ian
McNaught and bearing 1st NVI with liner label affixed, limited
to 250 signed covers with farewell Southampton postmark.

 £ 40

9240 2009 GB Our Island's History Benham special limited
edition covers (Only 2000 sets produced), includes Hovercraft,
Anniv. of postcodes, William Wilberforce, NATO, WWII,
Brunel, Henry VIII wives etc. (28).  £ 28

9241 2010 KENTPEX three special covers bearing London
Festival M/S, GV M/S & 1st Class stamp each tied ROYAL
TUNBRIDGE WELLS PHILATELIC SOCIETY special
cancels, fine trio. Limited edition of 30.  £ 18

9242 2010 Remembrance Commemorative Sheet with 1st
class NVI x 10.  Very fine in original packaging.  CS12.

 £ 20

9243 2 0 1 0  W o n d e r  o f  t he  Whe e l  R o ya l  M a i l
Commemorative Sheet with 1st class NVI x 10.  Very fine in
original packaging.  CS11.  £ 20

9244 2011 Miniature Sheet collection pack by Royal Mail 9
different sheets in plastic cover includes Thunderbirds 3D,
Locomotives, Thomas the Tank Engine, Xmas etc, useful face,
rated £120 in Packs & Cards.  £ 60

9245 A selection of approx. thirty modern covers and
postcards. Includes 2008 Pitcairn Study Group cover with
autograph, 1989 Aberdulais Falls FDC with autograph, 1992
Liverpool versus Genoa UEFA cup cover and 1975
International air day special postmark.  £ 18

9246 A selection of eighty Queen Elizabeth II used registered
letters a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes values
interesting postmark interest includes, Edinburgh, Wakefield
and Aberdeen.  £ 30

9247 A selection of fifty-five Queen Elizabeth II used
registered letters a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes

values interesting postmark interest includes, Kilmarnock,
Glasgow and Sutton Hill.  £ 25

9248 A selection of Queen Elizabeth II used registered letters
from 1950's onwards also some unused OHMS envelopes.
(29)  £ 26

9249 A selection of ten Queen Elizabeth II postal stationery
including reply cards and postcards. Plus eight 1975 used
Robert Burns air letters and six QEII 1950's covers.  £ 20

9250 Approx. one hundred QEII covers a mixture includes
1975 Aldershot air show, 1971 delayed by Post office strike,
1956 cover to Patrick Buchan-Hepburn MP and a number of
first day covers.  £ 35

9251 British Forces 1974-75 small group of official FDCs
each set tied by FIELD POST OFFICE 352 cancels, 21 with
some duplication, unaddr and mainly fine.  £ 20

9252 Collection in an old time springback with useful
unmounted mint sets and used sets for each issue with better
noted including 1955-58 Castles mixed ptgs mint / U/M, 1955
Edwards Crown set to 1/6 mint, 1958 Wildings incl mint blks
of 4, positionals for cylinders ordinary commem sets, wmk
varieties, coil strips, later Castle sets, etc.  Useful lot.  £ 150

9253 Forces Airletter QEII bearing embossed octagonal 1½p
grey-black on unused printed Forces Air Letter, one of the
flaps is torn but seldom seen.  £ 12

9254 Generic Sheets: 2000 Christmas Pair of sheets
unmounted mint 19p x 20 & 1st x 10.  SG LS2/3.  £ 100

9255 Meter Mark: 1964 (14 XI 64) FRANKOPOST /
SPECIMEN  red CDS and Boxed SPECIMEN / 9/0= red
boxed meter cancel from the machine. neatly applied on
printed airmail envelope, scarce.  £ 30

9256 Post Office Training: Machin low values in 14 sheets of
100 from ½p to 9p black on orange all unmounted mint each
showing cylinders and marginal imprints, total of 14 sheets of
100 (1400 stamps) each cancelled by vertical bars, plus 1979
Training recorded delivery envelope.  Only 30p per stamp.

 £ 420

9257 Postage Due: 1954-55 Complete set of 6 mainly
unmounted mint set to 2/6, 2d is unused otherwise mainly fine,
Cat £250. SG D40/5.  £ 75

9258 Postage Due: 1956 5d brown-ochre in attr block of 12
fine used 1959 CDS cancels, perf splits on two stamps
otherwise nice multiple, SG D52 cat £240.  £ 48

9259 Postage Due: 1959-1994 Collection of mainly
unmounted mint sets for 1959-63 set 13 to £1, 1968 set, 1970
set to £5, 1982 set to £5, 1994 set to £5, mainly fine, Cat
£190.  £ 65

9260 Postage Due: 1960 Mult Crown 1½d green in a superb
bottom left marginal blocks of 24 unmounted mint, mainly
fine, SG D58.  £ 25

9261 Postage Dues: 1955-57 5s scarlet on yellow key top
value hinged mint, fresh and fine, SG D55 Cat £150.  £ 48

9262 Postage Dues: 1955-57 Set to 1s ochre (minus 4d)
mainly unmounted mint, nice group of 7 values, SG D46/53
(No D51) Cat £157.  £ 52
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9263 Postage Dues: 1959-63 Complete set of 13 to £1 in fine
hinged mint pairs, attractive set, very fresh, SG D56/68, Cat
£130.  £ 28

9264 Postage Dues: 1970 set and 1982 set both unmounted
mint, SG D77/101, Cat £64.  £ 20

9265 Postal Order: 1960s green issues used without
counterfoils noted £1 (5), £2 (2), £5 (2), some slightly mixed
condition otherwise mostly sound. (9).  £ 45

9266 Postal Order: Collection for pre decimal blue issues
both unused and used with or without counterfoils many
uprated with stamps noted 6d, 1s (3), 1/6, 2s, 2/6 (3) , 3s (2),
3/6, 4/6, 5s (2), 6s, 7s, some slightly mixed condition
otherwise mostly sound. (14).  £ 70

9267 Postal Order: Collection for pre decimal blue issues
both unused and used with or without counterfoils many
uprated with stamps noted 6d (2), 1s (2), 1/6 (2), 2s, 2/6 (2),
4/6, 5s (2),  some slightly mixed condition otherwise mostly
sound. (12).  £ 60

9268 Postal Order: Collection for pre decimal blue issues
both unused and used with or without counterfoils many
uprated with stamps noted 6d (3), 1s (7), 1/6, 2s, 2/6 (2), 4/6,
5s, 9s, some slightly mixed condition otherwise mostly sound.
(17).  £ 75

9269 Postal Order: Collection for pre decimal blue or red
issues both unused and used with or without counterfoils many
uprated with stamps noted 6d, 1s, 3/6, 4/6, 10s (5), 11s (torn),
12s (2), 13s (2), 15s, 17s, 18s, some slightly mixed condition
otherwise mostly sound. (17).  £ 115

9270 Postal Order: Collection for pre decimal red issues used
without counterfoils many uprated with stamps noted 10s (3),
12s, 14s, 19s, some slightly mixed condition otherwise mostly
sound. (6).  £ 48

9271 Postal Order: Scarce perfinned (instead of issuing post
office CDS) 12 - 6 LB on 15s red without counterfoil and
cashed at Chelmsford. Mainly fine and seldom seen.  £ 45

9272 Postal Order: Scarce perfinned (instead of issuing post
office CDS) 24 - 4 LE on 18s red without counterfoil and
cashed at Chelmsford. Mainly fine and seldom seen.  £ 45

9273 Postal Order: SCHOOL SPECIMEN handstamp on
1980s £2 & £10 olive-green unused handstamped on both
counterfoil and main postal order. Very fine. (2).  £ 40

9274 Postal Order: SCHOOL SPECIMEN handstamp on
1980s £2 & £10 olive-green unused handstamped on both
counterfoil and main postal order. Very fine. (2).  £ 40

9275 Postal Orders: 1960s-1970 With counterfoil group of
41 examples most with small faults noted 6d (5), 1s (10), 1/6
(2), 2s (7), 2/6 (9), 3/6, 4/6 (2), 5s (5) with a good range
different issuing offices. (41).  £ 225

9276 Postal Orders: 1960s-1970 Without counterfoil group
of approx 125 examples most with small faults noted 1s (24),
1/6 (2), 2s (13), 2/6 (6), 3s (9), 3/6, 4s (14), 4/6 (3), 5s (14),
6s (11), 7s, 8s (3), 9s (3), 10s (3), 12s (2), 14s, 15s (3), 16s
(2), 18s (2), £1 (2), £4, £5 (3) with a good range different
issuing offices. (c125).  £ 375

9277 Postal Orders: 1970s £2 (3), £10 (2) each unused with
counterfoils handstamped SCHOOL SPECIMEN in black,
fine. (5).  £ 30

9278 Postal Orders: 1970s With or without counterfoil group
of approx 50 examples most with small faults noted 5p (3),
10p (7), 17½p, 20p (5), 25p (5), 30p (3), 45p, 50p (3), 55p
(2), 60p (2), 65p, £1 (4), £2 (2), £8, £10 (2), dual currency
(8), with a good range different issuing offices. (c50).  £ 150

9279 Postal Orders: 1990s-2000s With or without
counterfoil group of approx 58 examples with values to £20
mostly sound noted Foreign destinations cancelled in St Lucia,
Malta (2), Kuala Lumpur, India (3), 2007 Queen's Diamond
Jubilee, Fife Council shopping voucher, with a good range
different issuing offices. (c58).  £ 175

9280 Postal Orders: QEII Group of six School specimen or
Cancelled handstamps on complete with counterfoil postal
orders for dual currency 2s (10p), £2 (3) & £10 all mainly fine
unused. (6).  £ 65

9281 Postal Orders: QEII Group of six School specimen
overprints on complete with counterfoil postal orders all dual
currency 1s (5p), 11s (55p), 16s (80p), 17s (85p), 18s (90p),
19s (95p) all mainly fine unused. (6).  £ 80

9282 Postal Orders: QEII Group of ten School specimen
handstamps on complete with counterfoil postal orders for £2
(4) & £10 (6) all mainly fine unused. (10).  £ 100

9283 Po sta l Orders :  T HE  PO ST  M A RK E T IN G
SURVEILLANCE UNIT £5 & £5.40 magenta promotional
postal orders issued in the 1990s for nominal payment of
participating in medical interviews believed to be given to
doctors to give to patients, unused with pin feed margins and
no counterfoil the £5.40 is believed to be only printed for this
purpose hence very scarce. Rarely found. (2).  £ 75

9284 RAF Covers: 1987 (1 Apr) The Closure of RAF
Hendon illus. cover with special miniature sheet cancelled
special handstamps and bearing 7 different signatures.  Very
fine.  £ 25

9285 Regionals: Northern Ireland 1968-69 Complete sheets
of 240 unmounted mint for 1968 4d sepia, 4d vermilion, 5d
royal blue. Fine SG NI8/10. Cat £228.  £ 48

9286 Regionals: Scotland 1958-70 Complete sheets of 240
unmounted mint for 1958 3d (2 diff phosphor types), 4d, 6d,
9d, Half sheet 120 for 1/3 & 1/6, 1967-70 4d sepia & 4d
vermilion, 5d royal blue. Fine SG S1, S1pb, S2/6, S9/11 Cat
£540.  £ 135

9287 Regionals: Wales 1968-69 Complete sheets of 240
unmounted mint for 1967-70 4d sepia, 4d vermilion, 5d royal
blue. Then quarter sheets for 1958-67 3d, 4d, 9d & 1/6. Fine
SG W1p, W2, W4 & W6.  W9/11. Cat £180  £ 45

9288 Selection of three QEII covers with 1960's postage due
includes pair 6d and 8d. Plus cover with insufficient address
cachet and two with posted in wrong post-box. Plus 1880's
22p to pay. Five covers with 1970's postage due and two not
known 1990 covers/  £ 20
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9289 SLOGAN POSTMARKS - Large accumulation in a
over filled BOX with mainly 1960s philatelically procured by
a postmark collector, duplicated in bundles but a huge amount
of different from all around the UK. 100s.  £ 40

9290 Special Event and FDCs collection of interesting covers
in 4 binders including RAF flight covers from 1970-71 mainly
unsigned, Posted on Board HMS Victory 1982 Maritime cover
(2), 1966 Posted at PO Tower slogan, others Br. C/W incl
1965 8/- FDC regd to Fiji, Rhodesia to $2, Carried on
Canberra, 1993 First A320 flight etc. Intr range.  £ 40

9291 Two Scottish Post Office Board six specially
commissioned paintings reproduced as Postcards. Card
numbers 21-26  £ 15

9292 Wildings duplicated used assembly of watermark
varieties of approx 1250 in small springback album, huge
range of values and issues, STC around £1500.  £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  MIXED COLLNS
9293 1840-1935 Used assembly on two Hagner pages
including 1840 1d black (no margins, neat example), 1840 2d
blue three margins lightly cancelled black MX, range of line
engraved perf and imperf, 1847 Embossed cut to shape,
Surface printed vals to 2s poor to fine, 1883 9d green
perfinned, EDVII set to 1s, GV to 10s etc, very mixed but
good cat value. Approx 119.  £ 175

9294 1840-1970 Collection in a Sovereign printed album
(broken spine) and slipcase with a good solid range of
mainstream defins and commems incl line-engraved (sparse),
some 1d plate runs, 1880s to 1s, EDVII to 2/6, GV few
seahorses mixed, 1934 re-engraved set used, QEII Phosphor
better sets unmounted mint, 100s.  £ 150

9295 1840-1970 Collection in a well filled SG loose-leaf
printed album hinged mint for 1935 onwards and then some
nice fine used from QV noted 1840 1d black neat 4 margins
crisp red MX cancel, 2d blue close to good 4 margins black
MX, 1847 Embossed 6d & 1s cut square, 1854-7 1d stars 1d
& 2d for each printing, 1855-57 mainly complete f.u., 1862
6d, 1865 3d rose with LIVERPOOL CDS, 4d verm, pl.12, 6d
lilac with hyphen, & 1s pl.4 f.u., 1867-80 3d pl.8, 10d red-
brown f.u. with C of Constantinople, 1s green pl.8 CDS used,
2s deep blue f.u., 1872 6d f.u. with part double arc cancel,
1876 8d orange sound used (cat £350), 1880 Wmk Garter 4d
grey-brown pl.17 used (Cat £500), 1880 Wmk Spray of Rose
1s orange-brown used (Cat £550), 1880-83 complete to 1s
orange-brown, Indigo set, 1883-4 set of 3 high values 2/6 to
10s each superb CDS or rubber CDS (very fine), 1883-4 lilac
and greens set (9d CDS but colour starting to go), 1902 EDVII
set to 10s fine used, 10s is very fine used, GV most sets incl
1913 Royal Cypher set of 2, 1924-25 Wembley set 4 mint,
1939-48 square values set to £1 mint (Cat £425), 1948 RSW
set, 1951 High values set mint, QEII incl Graphite's all sets
mint, all the good phosphor commem sets mint, Machins
identified mint to 75p etc, huge cat value.  £ 1750

9296 1840-1970 Luxury hingeless printed DAVO album and
slipcase with a more or less complete collection of QEII issues
mainly unmounted mint includes Wildings for different
printings, phosphor graphite's, commem sets incl most of the
good phosphor sets from early 1960s, earlier QV to GVI
sparse in places but noted GVI High Value 1951 set of 4 U/M,

1939-48 high value set minus 10s dark blue mint, 1948 RSW
set, 1934 Photo. set, 1887 & 1902 basic sets to 1s used etc,
very clean lot, fine for expansion. 100s. Current retail price is
£178 for the album alone.  £ 275

9297 1840-1970 Useful collection in a luxury hingeless
DAVO album and slipcase, better throughout including
Officials: Govt Parcels 9d green used, Office of Works EDVII
1d scarlet mint (cat £575), Board of Education EDVII 2½d
ultr. fine used (Cat £450), Inland Rev. 1889 1s dull green mint
(cat £900), then QV 1841 1d red-brown mint / unused (3, cat
£1800+ as is), 1854 Embossed 6d used (Cat £1000), 1867 9d
straw CDS used (cat £300), 10d red-brown g.u. (cat £600),
1870 3d rose pl.6 mint og (cat £550), 1884 Wmk Crowns £1
brown-lilac fine used but small tear and faults (Cat £2800),
EDVII 2/6-10s used, 1939 10s dark blue mint plus many other
mainstream defins and commems m & u, ideal for expansion,
100s, enormous cat value.  £ 1500

9298 1840-1989 A useful used collection in a well filled SG
loose-leaf printed album, QV incl 1840 1d black (2, both
spacefillers), line engraved basic values, surface printed with
many different very mixed condition to 2s blue, 1883 2/6 (2),
5s rose, 1880 Indigo set, 1887 to 1s, EDVII to 5s, GV most
basic issues to 5s, 1934 Re-engraved set 3 used, then a huge
range of GV/QEII used for many different printings,
phosphors, watermark varieties etc, huge cat value.  £ 500

9299 1840-QEII Stockbook with a mainly used assembly
duplicated with some better noted 1840 (2-3 margins), 1841
2d blue (6), 1870s 4d red (12, incl Malta CDS), 1867 5s rose
pl.1 used with faults, 1883 2/6 lilac (2), 5s carmine (3), 1860s
10d red-brown, 9d straw, EDVII 2/6 (2), 5s & 10s (perfin),
1918 Bradbury 10s used, 1939 10s dark blue vfu, etc, very
mixed but high value, 100s.  £ 325

9300 1849-1950 Collection on leaves with mixed condition
but useful pickings incl 1840 1d black (2 spacefillers), 1849
2d blue no margins fine used, 1841 1 red-brown mint (ink
spots), 1841 2d blue (2), 1854-56 small 1d reconstruction
(47), 1854-68 2d perf plate numbers (29), 1870 ½d pair mint
pl.12, pl15 mint single, 1870 1½d used (6), 1854 6d cut
square 203 margins (blue ink stain), very mixed surface
printed to 1s, 9d star, 8d orange, 4d sage-green, 1880-1 1d
venetian red part reconstruction (c140), 1883 to 5s, 1884 lilac
and greens to 1s mostly average greens, then ranges of
seahorses  to 10s, GVI to £1 mint, Officials, postage dues etc,
huge cat value.  £ 680

9301 1924-1985 Collection of mint and mainly unmounted
mint sets and ranges in four Windsor red printed springback
albums, noted 1924/25 Wembley sets mint, 1948 RSW set,
1951 High value set mint, early 1960s better phosphor sets
mostly complete, 1971-1985 incl 1977 High vals, Postage
dues from 1914 to 5d, 1924 to 1s & 2/6, 1936 to 1s, 1937 to
1s, 1951 set 5, 1959 set to £1, etc, useful for expansion.

 £ 200

9302 1940-1962 Book containing fifteen covers relating to
Stamp exhibitions plus souvenir sheets. Includes 1940 Red
Cross Fund KGVI fdc and souvenir of Stampex 1957-1959.

 £ 15
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9303 1948-65 Book containing various stamps mounted to
pages, includes KGVI 1948 Olympic Games set of four, 1965
Winston Churchill two blocks of six 4d and 1965 Salvation
Army blocks.  £ 16

9304 1953-1991 Printed DAVO album with a quite well
filled mainstream collection mint and used early QEII from
Wildings, 1960s commems (no good phosphors), and solid
from 1970s-1991 ideal for expansion, 100s.  £ 120

9305 1960's-70's A large selection of approx. fifteen hundred
Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events and slogan
postmarks. Includes 1972 The Royal Green Jackets, 1972
National trust for Scotland cruises, 1974 HMS Conqueror and
1967 Blood Donors Save Lives. A massive amount to sort out.

 £ 150

9306 1971-1989 Luxury hingeless printed DAVO album and
slipcase with a more or less complete collection of QEII issues
mainly unmounted mint includes definitive high values to £5,
regionals, postage dues to £5, face value in excess of £100+,
very clean lot, 100s. Current retail price is £178 for the album
alone.  £ 275

9307 1993-94 Four unopened Benham collection covers
includes Picture postcard Centenary Exhibition, the Race of
the Champions Linford Christie and Carl Lewis and 58th
anniversary of Elvis birth. Plus Florence Nightingale souvenir
cover. Plus 150th anniversary of Hull and Preston Railways.

 £ 15

9308 A selection of approx. forty postcards and covers,
includes 1946 Queen Elizabeth maiden voyage from
Southampton 15 Oct 1946, Queen Victoria unused 2½d postal
stationery cover, QV 1890 squared circle Newcastle on Tyne
1d pink cover and QV 1900 uprated 2½d on 2½d stationery
cover to Germany.  £ 35

9309 A selection of approx. two hundred postal machine
cancel pieces and covers. Includes 1955 Fly BEA to
Switzerland, 1960 Men of the Church slogan and 1968
Guardian Assurance.  £ 20

9310 A selection of forty-five covers and postcards mostly
KGVI and QEII although KEVII 1d unused postcard, 1951
cover to USA carried on R.M.S. Queen Elizabeth, 150th
anniversary of Keats death and KGV postcard of Post Bridge
Dartmoor.  £ 20

9311 Balance of a useful collection in a Lighthouse album
and slipcase including 1841 2d blue pair, 1855 1d P.14 SC
vfu, 1858-64 1d plates run to 225 (looks dubious), 1860 E. L
with 2d pair, 1883 2/6 & 5s, 1884 4d green f.u., officials incl
Govt Parcels to 1s, then GV mint to 1s, 1924/25 Wembley sets
mint, 1948 RSW set both m & u, 1951 High Values set 4 mint,
plus P.O. Training Bars on 0s & £1 extra, then early QEII
issues mint or used incl wmk varieties, diff printings etc, high
cat value.  £ 450

9312 FOUR KINGS - Collection jumbled on leaves in a
binder with useful although mixed condition throughout
including EDVII 1902 vals to 2/6, 5s (2), Xmas cancels on
singles (4), mint ½d to 7d, Army Official ½d blue-green blk of
4 cancelled CORK BARRACKS, 1d mint control singles (6),
1911-12 Downey Heads with many inverted wmks m & u,
different printings, Dies, control in 1d mint blks of 4 B11 perf,
½d green B12. control corner pair with damaged B variety,

reversed wmks, coil joins, 1912-24 Profile head incl 1d
scarlet-vermilion used, wmk varieties, few mint & used
controls, etc, interesting lot.  £ 225

9313 Large album containing 1840-1990s used assembly
with some better throughout incl 1840 1d black (three
margins, corner cut, thinned), 1840 2d blue (2 margin only
slightly cut into), 1841 1d imperf (20), 1841 2d blue strip of
3, 7 singles), 1854-67 2d blue with part right inscription (cut
perfs), 1870 ½d bantams (38, mixed), 1847 Embossed set cut
to shape, 1d plates, 2d plates, good range of surface printed
incl 1883 2/6, 5s (2), 10s used with faults, EDVII 2/6, 5s, 10s
& £1 (torn corner hooded cancels (faults),  GV seahorses 1934
10s, 1948 RSW set mint, officials Govt. Parcels 9d (6), 1s
used, 1993 £10 Britannia used (6) etc. 100s, very mixed
condition but good cat value.  £ 320

9314 QV to GVI in an album mint and used, couple of
prestamp fronts, 1840 1d black (no margins), line-engraved
perf and imperf ranges for 1d & 2d values, 1870 ½d & 1½d
plates, 1856 set 3 to 1s, 1862 3d, 4d, 6d & 1s, 1865 to 1s incl
4d red with TAIBACH crisp CDS, 1867 to 9d straw and 10d
red-brown, 1867-83 5s, 1870s S.P to 6d incl plate runs, 8d
orange, 1880s to 1s orange-brown (both plates), 1883 2/6 &
5s, 10s ultr. (poor), 1887 to 1s, 1902 EDVII  incl 1s in pairs
and strips (mostly poor greens), 2/6 & 5s, GV 1934 Photo. set
mint, Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s (4), 1934 10s, 1924-25 Wembley
mint sets, 1937 set mint, also range of officials etc, very mixed
but huge cat value.  £ 650

9315 QV to QEII Pre decimal collection in hingeless Lindner
album, QV used with good range of line-engraved 1841 1d &
2d (3), 1856 4d carmine (3), 6d lilac, 1s green, 1847
Embossed cut to shape set plus 6d used, 1867-90 2s blue (3
shades), 1867 5s used, 1876 8d orange, 1883 values to 10s,
1887 Jubilee to 1s mint,  EDVII to 1s mint, 2/6, 5s (2), 1912-
24 set o.g., 1924-5 Wembley sets U/M, 1934-6 set o.g., 1939-
48 set mint, 1948 RSW set both m & u, 1951 set mint, QEII
with useful ~Wildings, most better phosphor commem sets
both mint / used, postage dues etc,.  Useful lot for expansion
with high cat value.  £ 900

9316 Ranges in small springback album with odd better
noted incl 1951 High value set 4 mint, 1918 Bradbury
seahorses 2/6 & 5/- both mint (cat £485), 1911 defins range
for diff ptgs mint, 1912-22 good range of mint values to 1/-,
1924 to 1/- mint, 1934 Photo set m, good range of Wildings
incl wmk vars, Wedgwood booklet with good ½p sideband
etc, high cat value.  £ 250

9317 Selection of approx. 45 Squadron Royal Air Force
covers, includes 32nd anniversary of the battle of Britain, 25th
anniversary of the formation of NATO and reformation of No
27 squadron in 1974.  £ 18

9318 Small assembly jumbled on leaves QV to QEII
including 1856 1s green (2), QEII Wilding booklet panes mint
all showing sideways watermark (STC £160), 1884 lilac and
greens set used, greens are heavy used, 1s is good colour CDS
used, 1880s 4d sage-green (4), 4d grey-brown (2), 1s orange-
brown pl.13, 1880 6d on 6d f.u., 4d vermilion plates 7-13,
1858 2d plates (10), postage dues to £5 etc, high cat value,
very mixed.  £ 150
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9319 Stockbook containing 1840-1950s used assembly with
some better throughout incl 1840 1d black (no margins), 1840
2d blue (one margin cut into), 1847 Embossed set cut to
shape, 1d plates, good range of surface printed incl 9d bistre
(2), 1s orange-brown, 1883 2/6 to 10s used, EDVII 2/6-10s
used, GV seahorses 2/6-10s, 1948 RSW set mint, officials low
values etc. 100s, very mixed condition but good cat value.

 £ 225

9320 Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from
EDVII to 1951, some better fine used noted EDVII to 1s, 2/6
lilac (4 used with faults), 5s (2 one with cork cancel), GV
Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s red used in Turkey, 1924 2½d blk of 6
mint, 1924/25 Wembley sets, GVI 2/6, 5s, mint, 1951 to £1
used, 100s.  £ 175

GREAT BRITAIN -  MIXED P. HISTORY
9321 1930's/40's A collection of 6 thin single King George
VI 2d postcards originally in set of 11. Also 8 unused postal
stationery items from King George V and VI. Includes KGV
4½d registered letter. Note minor toning on cards.  £ 20

9322 1936-1952 Group of mainly plain FDCs incl 1936
EDVII ½d, 1½d & 2½d to Gibraltar, 1937 Coronation, 1946
Victory, 1948 2½d RSW, 1948 Olympics *illus.), 1951
Festival of Britain, some bends mainly sound (10).  £ 35

9323 1940 Exhibition Chalon Portrait, Perkins Bacon stamp
centenary exhibition labels. Mint although some gum creases
which can be seen from front. Black print has tiny bottom right
corner fold. Nice items.  £ 80

9324 1960's Book containing 40 typed covers and pieces
with Official franks including, OHMS from Australia House
all have machine cancels.  £ 16

9325 1966 Book containing 30 typed covers relating to GB
Philatelic conventions includes Congress of Great Britain in
Brighton and Newcastle Stampex.  £ 16

GREAT BRITAIN -  OFFICIALS
9326 Admiralty: 1903 3d purple on yellow fine used part
CDS cancels of Portsmouth, thinned corner but does not
detract, SG O106 Cat £160.  £ 25

9327 Army: 1896-1901 1d lilac mint original gum with
hinges and toning showing OFFICIAI for OFFICIAL variety,
few blunt perfs along top otherwise sound, SG O43a Cat
£240.  £ 45

9328 Assembly of low values for Army Officials, Inland
Revenue, Govt Parcels 1d lilac, 6d purple on rose, etc, some
minor faults mainly sound. (20).  £ 20

9329 Board of Education: 1902-04 EDVII 1d scarlet used
assembly of 31 copies, some short corners, or missing perfs
but mainly CDS copies, SG O84. Cat £40 each x 16, £1240.

 £ 100

9330 Collection on Hagner page of used for different
departments including Inland Revenue; QV ½d (4 diff), 2½d
(2), 6d grey pl.18, 1887 6d, Government Parcels; 1s orange-
brown pl.13 with hooded cancel (Cat £300), 9d dull green
with hooded cancel and colour not too bad (Cat £1200), 1½d
lilac (Cat £100), 1887 vals to 1s (both 1s good colour cat
£550), EDVII 9d & 1s (good colour Cat £475), Office of

Works; EDVII ½d used (Cat £180), Admiralty etc, some
mixed but huge cat value in excess of £4600 (48).  £ 550

9331 Collection on leaves with some better including Inland
Revenue QV 6d grey f.u. (cat £140), 1901 QV 6d purple on
rose red f.u. (cat £150), Army; 1901 QV 6d mint (cat £110),
Office of Works; 1896 1d lilac vfu (cat £150), 1902 EDVII
½d f.u. (cat £180), Govt Parcels; QV 1883 1½d, 6d green
(colour gone, cat £1400), 9d green (heavy used, short corner
with lovely colour, cat £1200), 1s orange-brown (2, one with
short corner), 1887-90 'set' used (cat £500), 6d purple on rose
CDS used (cat £75), 1891-1900 'set' used (cat £630),  1902
EDVII 6d used (cat £60), 9d & 1s used (cat £535), Board of
Education EDVII ½d & 1d used (cat £80), etc, taken as is,
STC £6100+.  £ 400

9332 Government Parcels: 1883-6 1s orange-brown plate 13
mint part original gum with Specimen type 9 overprint SG
O63s, cat £325.  £ 150

9333 Government Parcels: 1883-86 9d dull green a fine used
example with fantastic colour and neat circular barred parcel
postmark, well centred and nice premium example of these,
SG O63. Cat £1200.  £ 300

9334 Government Parcels: 1886 1½d lilac sound used
heavyish dumb cancel but neatly struck, sound, SG O61 Cat
£100.  £ 20

9335 Government Parcels: 1887-90 QV 'set' of 4 mainly
sound fine used for 1½d, 6d, 9d, & 1s dull green, the top two
key values are rubber or neat single CDS with good colours,
SG O65/68 Cat £498.  £ 100

9336 Government Parcels: 1887-90 'set' of four sound used
examples 1½d, 6d, 9d & 1s dull green with excellent colour,
odd tone otherwise sound, SG O65/68 Cat £498.  £ 100

9337 Government Parcels: 1891-1900 QV 'set' of 4 mainly
sound fine used for 1d lilac, 2d, 4½d, & 1s dull green and
carmine, the top two key values are rubber CDS with good
colours, SG O69/72 Cat £630.  £ 125

9338 Govt Parcels: 1887 1½d dull purple and green. Very
fine used block of 4 with Bridgwater CDS's, sound, SG 065.
Cat £120.  £ 45

9339 Govt Parcels: 1900 1s green and carmine sound fine
used WOOLWICH rubber CDS with excellent colour, sound,
SG O72 Cat £275.  £ 40

9340 Inland Revenue: 1882 6d grey plate 18 fine hinged mint
example with brownish gum overprinted Specimen type 9.
Fine. SG 04.  £ 60

9341 Inland Revenue: 1885 1s dull green, sound used with
two dumb strikes of blue-black barred parcel cancels with
good colour and perfs, a scarce stamp SG O7 Cat £1900.

 £ 200

9342 Inland Revenue: 1888 ½d vermilion fine hinged mint
example overprinted Specimen type 9. Fine. SG 013.  £ 45

9343 Inland Revenue: 1889 1s dull green a lovely fine used
example with two incomplete CDS cancels, with nice perfs
and excellent colour, SG O15 Cat £375.  £ 80
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9344 Inland Revenue: 1901 OHMS / PRIVATE Printed blue
envelope bearing IT Official 1d lilac tied Newcastle Upon
Tyne CDS to Jarrow with arrival b/s.  £ 15

9345 Westminster presentation folder containing a written up
selection of 16 different examples incl Office of Works ½d &
1d EDVII CDS used (cat £180 each), Board of Education 1d
carmine CDS used, Inland Revenue seven vals to 6d grey, etc,
mainly sound, good cat value. (16).  £ 100

GREAT BRITAIN -  CHANNEL IS
9346 1943-48 Plain First Day Covers for Views set on 5
covers and 1948 Liberation set on printed FDC, mainly fine,
Rated £110.  £ 35

9347 1943-70 A selection of  seventeen Channel Islands
covers includes Jersey with all SG 1-8 on same typed reg.
cover. 1948 typed Liberation fdc to Southern Rhodesia, some
Jersey fdc but with only singular stamps. Plus Jersey and
Guernsey 18 8 58 3d lilac fdc.  £ 25

9348 1948 (10 May) Third Anniv. of Liberation illustrated
typed first day cover. SG C1-C2. Plus another FDC on plain
cover.  £ 15

9349 1948 King George VI four third Anniv of liberation set
of two on 10 may 1948 typed fdc, SG C1-C2.  £ 20

9350 1948 Third Anniv. 2½d ultramarine in a bottom right
corner marginal block of 6 with bottom left stamp showing
broken wheel variety, 5 stamps incl variety are unmounted
mint, pencil note in margin, SG C2a. Cat £75.  £ 25

9351 1948 Third Anniv. of Liberation 2½d ultramarine part
sheet of 90 with R20/5 showing broken wheel variety, some
perf splits and curling otherwise unmounted mint, SG C2/C2a.

 £ 24

9352 1948 Third Anniversary of Liberation illustrated colour
10 May 1948 typed first day cover. SG C1-C2. Very minor
crease.  £ 12

9353 Collection of mainly unmounted mint for Guernsey
1941-1984 incl 1941-44 Blue paper set 2, Jersey 1941-1982,
also IOM 1958-1984 also includes postage dues, regionals etc,
clean lot.  £ 125

9354 Extensive First Day Covers collection in a large box
and loose in shoeboxes for IOM, Guernsey, Jersey etc 1970s
to 1990s with many attractive issues, miniature sheets, better
face values incl Guernsey 1969 set to £1 Alderney etc, useful
retail potential, 100s.  £ 150

GREAT BRITAIN -  ISLE OF MAN
9355 1849 (17 Sept) Entire Letter Thornhill to Douglas
manuscript Paid & '2' charge mark with Ramsey / Isle of Man
single undated handstamp in blue alongside DOUGLAS ISLE
OF MAN dated double arc in  blue mainly fine and decent
strikes of the IOM cancels.  £ 125

9356 1970s National Health Insurance £2.45 black & blue
Windmill design PROOF opt Isle of Man, perf SPECIMEN &
affixed to Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb
fresh unused. Barefoot totally unlisted this colour or value!
Probably unique.  £ 100

9357 1970s National Health Insurance £2.66 blue & violet
Windmill design PROOF overprint for Isle of Man, perf

SPECIMEN & affixed to Harrison Sons printer's approval
card. Superb fresh UN. As Barefoot 735 w/o opt & unlisted
with opt! Probably unique.  £ 100

9358 1973 Postage Dues set of values in complete sheets of
100 unmounted mint, without A imprint after 1973, set of 8,
SG D1/8a. Cat €4500.  £ 300

9359 1974 Prize winning cover in the 'Look-in' Junior TV
Times stamp design competition with judges autographs.
Unusual item.  £ 15

9360 1979 Odin's Raven FDC with 15p gutter pair tied to
official FDC by Eddie Kaighin the skipper of the 2/3 scale
replica of the Gokstad ship which was sailed from Trondheim
to Peel IOM. Limited number 52.  £ 30

9361 1991-2001 Mainly complete unmounted mint
collection of sets and miniature sheet in a fine DAVO luxury
hingeless album and slipcase, useful face and attractive lot,
high original cost and retail £230+.  £ 125

9362 1997 Commemorating the paying-off  of  HMY
Britannia following 44 years service to the Monarch typed
cover with autographs of Lieutenant Commander David
Howlett and Petty Officer David Athersuch. Plus 2000 The
Manx Millennium miniature sheet on first day cover.  £ 14

9363 2003 (9 May) 100 Years of Powered flight superb
silver proof coin cover signed John Cochrane co-pilot of 1st
Concorde test flight in 1969, limited edition of 500. High
retail.  £ 85

9364 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright
vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a
complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 5/7. Cat
£276.  £ 60

9365 Registered postal stationery envelopes large and
medium sizes with uprated cancels 1975 CTO including G (2),
H (2) & K sizes Uprated 6p & 12½p in violet. Fine (5).

 £ 20

GREAT BRITAIN -  JERSEY
9366 1941 Arms ½d green and 1d red both in imperf panes
of 25 unmounted mint on white paper, attractive forgeries.
(50). Cat £225 a pair as genuine.  £ 40

9367 1941-43 War Time Occupation issues group of mainly
unmounted mint blocks incl ½d green corner marginal
Evening Post imprint blk of 6, vertical blk of 8, blk of 12 & 10
(tones), 1d corner marginal sheet number blk of 4, blk of 6,
strip of 4 on thick paper etc. (55). Cat £440.  £ 100

9368 1941-43 War Time Occupation issues group of mainly
unmounted mint blocks incl ½d green corner strip marginal
Evening Post imprint, seven pairs with part imprint (5 are grey
paper), 1d corner marginal full imprint blocks of 6 (3), blk of
4 with date imprint (13), etc. (96). Cat £805+.  £ 200

9369 1942 (29 Jan) ½d green PAIR tied to cover sent locally
on First Day of Issue with right hand stamp showing dark spot
before 2 in right tablet variety, SG Spec. JW21f. Nice
combination of FDC and variety in a pair.  £ 20
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9370 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb
unmounted mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST
imprint in bottom margin, and sheet number 6810 along the
top, very fine, seldom seen in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 240

9371 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb
unmounted mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST
imprint in bottom margin, and sheet number 6809 along the
top, very fine, seldom seen in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 240

9372 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb
unmounted mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST
imprint in bottom margin, and sheet number 6808 along the
top, very fine, seldom seen in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.  £ 240

9373 1942 Wartime Arms ½d bright green in a superb
unmounted mint complete sheet of 60 with EVENING POST
imprint in bottom margin, and sheet number 6807 along the
top, few minor margin faults and light tones at the bottom
otherwise very fine, seldom seen in sheets. SG 1 Cat £480.

 £ 225

9374 1943 (29 Jun) Large folded cover (creases and
wrinkles) sent locally bearing Views set of 6 tied in
combination with Germany 20pf Hitler adhs by BERESFORD
ST JERSEY CDS'S and FELDPOST 29.6.42 Eagle cancel
alongside. Typed addr, FDC for 2½d & 3d, nice with German
stamp combination.  £ 40

9375 1969 3d La Crobiere hinged mint single showing
orange omitted variety, very fine, used copy for comparison
(mainly the clouds), SG 18b, EC JEY33a.  This retails up to
£425.  £ 150

9376 1969-2001 Luxury hingeless printed DAVO album and
slipcase (2 volumes) with a more or less complete collection
of QEII issues mainly unmounted mint includes Miniature
sheets, definitive high values, setenants strips, self-adhesives,
good face value, very clean lot, 100s. Current retail price is
£356 for the albums alone.  £ 450

9377 1970's Seven unaddressed registered letters (two large
52p) although four have cancels plus two 8½p airmails.

 £ 12

9378 1987- Christmas 1991 virtually complete official FDCs
unaddr with complete sets and special cancels, difficult period.
(29).  £ 45

9379 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright
vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a
complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 12/14. Cat
£108.  £ 28

9380 Registered postal stationery envelopes large and
medium sizes with uprated cancels 1975 CTO including K
size Uprated 6p & 12½p in violet (2), Official uprated 28½p
plus 11½p, G Size uprated 17½p on 22½p (2), plus 3 ordinary
unused. Fine (8).  £ 25

9381 Revenues: Range incl 10 Livres Specimen ovpt, and
used, 2/6 purple specimen ovpt U/M, small range of Sales Tax
incl ½d on vermilion, new pence vals ovptd Specimen (4 diff),
then top values 50 livres used and £100 blue used, mainly fine.
(15).  £ 65

GREAT BRITAIN -  GUERNSEY
9382 1868 (3 Oct) Entire Letter to London bearing 1d plate
95 tied neat Guernsey 324 duplex and CDS, from Barbet
Publishers asking for supplied to be shipped by vessel and to
insure. Mainly fine.  £ 12

9383 1939 Guernsey to England first air mail illustrated May
22nd cover with KGVI 1½d brown to Leicester. Flap missing
and slightly dirty.  £ 12

9384 1940 King George VI 2d orange bisected on 13 Feb
1940 typed cover used locally.  £ 20

9385 1941 (11 Feb) Bisected 2d Centenary stamp tied to
unused postcard with Guernsey CDS showing Candie
Gardens, very fine.  £ 35

9386 1941 (27 Jan) plain postcard with 1938 2d orange
bisected tied by GUERNSEY CDS, printed addr.  £ 22

9387 1941 (8 Feb) PPC of Candie Gardens to Guernsey
bearing 1940 Centenary 2d orange bisected and tied COBO
CDS cancel of Guernsey.  Nice philatelic item.  £ 35

9388 1941-44 War Time Occupation issues group of mainly
unmounted mint blocks incl 1d red corner marginal block of
12, block of 10, block of 8, sheet number corner blks of 4 (2),
other blks of 4 (5), few pairs etc, some tones but mainly fine
unmounted mint, (75) SG 2 cat £240+.  £ 60

9389 1942 (29 Jan) Two top right marginal sheet numbered
blocks of 4 on registered cover sent locally bearing ½d green
(top right stamp showing dot in ½ on right), 1d red blk of 4, all
tied REGISTERED oval cancels. Fine and attractive. SG 1 &
2.  £ 75

9390 1944 (12 Apr) Unaddressed printed envelope bearing
2½d blue Arms tied first day of issue, mainly fine.  £ 15

9391 1945 (30 Apr) Registered cover sent locally in St Helier
bearing 1d red arms IMPERF block of 4 and additional ½d
arms green & GB 1d red all tied JERSEY / CHANNEL
ISLANDS CDS cancels, provenance Robson Lowe 1970.
Scarce.  £ 500

9392 1948 Third Anniversary of Liberation typed illustrated
first day cover with 1d red and 2½d ultramarine. SG C1-2.
Opened along top.  £ 12

9393 1948 Two illustrated covers with set of two liberation
stamps on two 10 May 1948 first day covers. SG C1 C2.

 £ 24

9394 1969 14 of 16 values in bottom imprint corner
marginal blocks of 4 from 1d to £1 incl 10/- perf 12½, all fine.
SG range 14/28.  £ 32

9395 1971-73 2½p variety red omitted, fine used 22 Jan
1973 Guernsey CDS, very fine used, showing background of
the arms shield white instead of red, very scarce used, SG 48a,
Cat £1500 mint, EC GU96Mca. Rare and possibly unique.

 £ 750

9396 1986- Christmas 1991 virtually complete official FDCs
unaddr with complete sets and special cancel, difficult period.
(29).  £ 40
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9397 ALDERNEY: 1983-2001 Luxury hingeless printed
DAVO album and slipcase with a more or less complete
collection of QEII issues mainly unmounted mint includes
Miniature sheets, 1994 long set to £1, useful face value, very
clean lot, 100s. Current retail price is £178 for the album
alone.  £ 180

9398 ALDERNEY: 1995-2014 Attractive mainly unmounted
mint assembly on ten large stockcards some light duplication
with better noted 2008 £5 (Cat £12), miniature sheets with
face values up to £3(24 different), huge range of thematics and
good face value. (c200 + 24 M/S).  £ 80

9399 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright
vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a
complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 10/12. Cat
£144.  £ 36

9400 SARK: Three covers / cards incoming mail addressed
to WA Toplis in Sark including 1897 ½d orange P/S env
London to Sark BOOK PORT envelope with arrival
backstamp, 1901 QV P/S 1d pink Tamworth to Sark with
arrival backstamp, 1904 Belgian 10c P/S card affixed to an
envelope and posted, underpaid hence T & 1d IS D postage
due mark (scarce). Few faults otherwise sound, nice trio.

 £ 45

GREAT BRITAIN -  ISLANDS
9401 LUNDY: Extensive collection in two 22 ring binders
with a useful mint and used collection of covers, complete sets
1950s to modern including Lundy puffin set to 100p, nice
FDCs incl 1994 Marisco Castle, 1988 Santa's Grotto on Puffin
Island, 1975 Heritage FDC setenant blk 4, 1993 booklet cto,
1985 First Balloon post from Lundy, 1991 defins FDC, 1930
PPC used with cachet, 1933 HMS Montague landing in rough
seas photo PPC (no sign of the ship!), 1939 LACAL airlines
label on FDC, 1942 Victory ovpts (3), 1943 surcharges (2),
1951 surcharges, 1953 Coronation FDC with set of 7 different
values, 1954 Pictorials in complete mint sheets of 20 (3 diff
vals), 1954 Airmail FDC, 1967 save birds from oil FDC and
gutter block of 8, plus much more, approx 55 FDCs and
commercial covers, approx 415 stamps. Attractive and very
useful collection.  £ 300

End of Auction - Thank You


